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1. Executive Summary 
As a Value-Added Reseller of Workday and ServiceNow, PTG assists customers throughout their 
modernization of their enterprise and service management applications. We are proud to offer Region 14 and 
NCPA customers the suite of Workday and ServiceNow products and related services. 

Throughout this Region 14 and NCPA RFP Response, you will find that PTG and our solutions bring our 
customers value, more predictability in costs, greater efficiency, and improved processes across the 
enterprise. 

Workday 
 

The world of work is changing faster than ever before. Many 
enterprise applications can no longer keep pace with changes 
in the market. Emerging technologies such as machine 
learning, artificial intelligence, and blockchain are giving birth to 
new ideas and new ways of doing business. These 
technologies are also redefining work including how, when, and 
where people work. 

Many of the solutions on the market today, while being offered 
in the cloud, are simply a patchwork of different systems 
stitched together with integrations and are unable to support 
the collaborative, streamlined experience today’s organizations 

need. 

Modern organizations need systems that are flexible, user-friendly, and innovative and that continuously 
evolve to keep pace with a changing world. 

That’s why Workday built the Workday Service — a cloud-native finance, human resources, and planning 
system that can grow as the customer grows and evolves. Workday offers a fresh approach to enterprise 
applications and a radically different ownership experience than traditional software and other cloud solution 
providers. 

Workday’s Power of One philosophy includes one source for data, one security model, one user experience, 
and one community for customers allowing Workday to innovate faster and meet the highest security 
standards. With Workday, customers experience unprecedented value with the ability to plan, execute, and 
analyze in a single system to meet their operational needs. 

Skills are the new currency to support new ways of working and to optimize talent at scale. With the 
innovative Workday skills foundation, your organization can use skills to continue to shape, align, and reskill 
an agile workforce. 

Powered by machine learning, Workday’s flexible, scalable architecture gives Region 14 ESC and NCPA’s 
customers the tools and capabilities each need to attract, develop, and engage their employees as well as 
support financial transactions, controls, and analytics from any device.  
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Workday: Meeting Region 14 ESC’s Business Objectives 

Based upon our understanding of Region 14 and NCPA’s requirements, Workday is uniquely positioned to 
address your and your customers’ objectives while helping the organizations: 

• Improve operational performance 

• Make the customer’s finance aspirations a reality 

• Engage the customer’s people 

• Embrace growth and change 

• Maximizing the investment 

Cloud is a new software delivery model that allows Region 14 ESC’s customers to reap the benefits of 
enterprise-class software without the burden of supporting a traditional ERP solution. As a Cloud provider 
resold by Precision Task Group, Inc., Workday is responsible for providing the hardware and middleware, 
installing it, maintaining it, and ensuring uptime. 

Improve Operational Performance 

Workday uses configurable workflow and automation to eliminate manual processes and ensure compliance, 
accuracy, and standardization. Additionally, organizations can expect to see up to 90 percent reduction in 
time to create reports for third-party auditors. All business processes follow an unbreakable approval chain or 
orchestrated set of activities or steps, with instant notification of actions at risk of falling outside your 
configured process. As a single system, Workday provides a clear understanding of the costs and capabilities 
of your workforce across all departments, roles, and locations, making it easier to analyze for cost and 
productivity savings.  

The built-in analytics in Workday eliminate the need for external reporting tools and systems. All users can 
access the information they are qualified to see when they need it, helping to improve the overall operational 
intelligence throughout your organization. Every report is delivered in context to the task at hand and includes 
drill-downs, so you can take immediate action from the insights produced.  

Customers will have a broad range of reporting options and unparalleled access to analytics from both 
Workday and non-Workday sources to more effectively support their organization. Wherever the customer is 
in Workday, they will find answers to your current question – and the next, and the one after that – to gain 
comprehensive insight, determine what might happen next, and support informed decisions.  

Inspired by consumer internet design principles, Workday behaves a lot like the intuitive and intelligent apps 
we all use every day. Workday’s user experience strategy focuses on simplicity and mobility, and Workday is 
committed to providing enterprise solutions that are collaborative and accessible anytime, anywhere, and 
from any device, including tablets and smartphones. 

Make Finance Aspirations a Reality 

With Workday, Region 14 and NCPA customers can guide with insight, consolidate and close with 
confidence, prepare for what’s next, and ensure compliance across the entire organization. 

Workday gives Region 14 ESC and NCPA’s customers instant access to all corners of customer organization 
to empower decision makers with actionable, in-the-moment, and on-the-go financial and operational insight. 
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It delivers real-time consolidation, so customers can confidently report financial results, fulfill regulatory 
requirements, and streamline close processes, all from the general ledger.  

Workday accelerates the plan-to-action cycle to strengthen operational alignment and meet overall business 
objectives. Always-on audit drastically reduces the time customers spend gathering audit evidence and 
verifying processes, so Region 14 and NCPA customers can proactively ensure that the right controls are in 
place for new and strategic initiatives.  

For the fourth year running, Workday has been recognized as a leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for 
Cloud Core Financial Management Suites for Midsize, Large and Global Enterprises, in the June 2020 
Gartner Report. 

Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud Core Financial Management Suites for Midsize, Large, and 
Global Enterprises 

 
This graphic was published by Gartner, Inc  as part of a larger research document and should be evaluated in the context of the entire document  The 
Gartner document is available upon request from PTG or Workday  Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research 
publications, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other designation  Gartner research publications 
consist of the opinions of Gartner's research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact  Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or 
implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose   

Source: Gartner, "Magic Quadrant for Cloud Core Financial Management Suites for Midsize, Large and Global Enterprises,” Robert Anderson, John E  Van 
Decker, Greg Leiter, 29 June 2020  

GARTNER is a registered trademark and service mark of Gartner, Inc  and/or its affiliates in the U S  and internationally, and is used herein with permission  
All rights reserved 2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud Core Financial Management Suites for Midsize, Large and Global Enterprises 
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Engage Your People 

HR leaders are looking for ways to reshape, reskill, and engage their workforce to ensure success. 
Organizations are in a constant state of transformation and must stay agile to meet whatever comes next. 
They must be able to redeploy new HR policies and skills, and engage a remote and distributed workforce. 
They must create the right mix of workers while engaging them with the right tools to maximize productivity 
and ensure a great experience. 

Workday offers a personalized and engaging experience for every employee with a focus on collaboration 
and productivity. Starting with where the work gets done, Workday extends into natural workspaces, such as 
Microsoft Teams and Slack, giving employees instant access to Workday in their natural flow of work. Once 
inside Workday, they are presented with suggested tasks, information and insights from both inside and 
outside of Workday. Intuitively designed for moments that matter, such as career and life changes, and 
moments in between, such as checking a pay slip or entering an expense report, Workday provides a 
concierge-style experience so people feel guided and supported throughout the process. And with native 
knowledge and case management, organizations can get personalized information and support to their 
people at the moment they need it.  

With its streamlined onboarding, robust self-service functionality, and comprehensive talent management 
capabilities, Workday helps cultivate a culture of career development and opportunity, minimizing turnover 
and its associated costs. With Workday, organizations have reported up to 90 percent faster onboarding 
times, and adoption of self-service practices is typically improved 50-90 percent. 

In the September 2019 “Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud HCM Suites for 1,000+ Employee Enterprises” 
report, Workday achieved a Leader position for the fourth year in a row. Workday retains its leadership 
position by continuing to deliver superior ownership experience and its extensive investment in innovation 
helping customers succeed in the changing world of work.  
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Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud HCM Suites for 1,000+ Employee Enterprises  

 
Source: Gartner, Inc , “Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud HCM Suites for 1,000+ Employee Enterprises”; Melanie Lougee,Ranadip Chandra, Jason Cerrato, 
Chris Pang, Ron Hanscome, Jeff Freyermuth, Sam Grinter, and Helen Poitevin; 23 September 2019  GARTNER is a registered trademark and service mark 
of Gartner, Inc  and/or its affiliates in the U S  and internationally, and is used herein with permission  All rights reserved  

Note: This graphic was published by Gartner, Inc  as part of a larger research document and should be evaluated in the context of the entire document  The 
Gartner document is available upon request from Workday  Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, 
and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other designation  Gartner research publications consist of the 
opinions of Gartner's research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact  Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with 
respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose  

 

Embrace Growth and Change 

Change is constant. Whether a customer is experiencing workforce, industry or organizational change, their 
administrative systems must be agile to keep pace with that change. The ability to quickly respond by 
implementing new policies, processes, and service delivery models can greatly impact workforce sentiment 
and organizational culture. Workday helps each customer meet their workforce where they are to maintain 
communication, collaboration and connectivity across their organization. With visibility and insight, their 
organization is empowered with operational and scenario planning to identify and redeploy skills and 
resources to support new and changing strategies and initiatives.  
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With Workday, customer organization will benefit from an agile system of capabilities, single system for data 
and insights, and a personalized and engaging experience to help the customer embrace growth and change. 

Maximize the Value of the Customer’s Investment 

Workday’s customers consistently achieve both strategic and economic value through the optimal use of 
Workday. Many organizations have experienced lower total cost of ownership by decommissioning existing 
systems, increasing IT productivity, and eliminating costs associated with hardware, hosting, upgrades, report 
writing tools, and multiple mobile applications. Administrative departments have shifted from purely 
transactional to a more strategic focus and are leveraging processes and technology to save money and 
scale more effectively. Executives and managers are using the rich insight in Workday to drive decision-
making. Workday introduces a new level of value by providing:  

• Shorter Deployment Times: Workday deployments are faster than typical enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) implementations. On average, Workday’s customers have been able to go from core 
team training to production in months rather than years. This allows Workday’s customers to realize 
the value of a new solution more rapidly than with traditional ERP solutions. 

• Reduced IT Maintenance: Workday manages all the necessary underlying infrastructure (hardware, 
databases, network connectivity, security, and middleware) required to deliver a world-class system, 
so the customer does not have to. Every aspect is managed within a responsive cloud environment 
that is uniform across Workday’s customer base, delivering tremendous cost savings and operational 
innovation in the short and long term. This also frees customer IT teams to focus on more strategic 
initiatives for the organization.  

• Enhanced Security and Compliance: Workday secures data, not fields, so the customer only has to 
set up security once to control access to data and business processes across the enterprise. 
Workday’s unified security model includes user authorization and access, system integration, 
reporting, mobile device access, and IT access. Everyone must log in and be authorized through the 
Workday security model, and all access and changes are automatically tracked and audited. This 
unique security model lowers the time and costs associated with governance and compliance and 
reduces overall security risk.  

• Greater Extensibility: Workday has opened up Workday’s platform to customers and a broader 
ecosystem of partner developers to enable them to build custom extensions and applications 
leveraging Workday components that enhance the customer value of Workday. Workday Extend, part 
of the Workday Extend Portfolio released May 2020, and will substantially increase the power and 
value of Workday applications by enabling you to extend Workday in ways that are unique to your 
business.  

• Lower Integration Efforts and Costs: Integrations are often an incredibly costly aspect of the 
enterprise infrastructure and an impediment to change. Because Workday is a single system on a 
shared platform with a shared data model, intra-application integrations are non-existent. Rather than 
having to manage discrete data sets from different systems, customers will have applications that 
work seamlessly together right out of the box. Workday also provides a proven integration-as-a-
service capability called Workday Integration Cloud, which is provided as a core part of Workday’s 
Workday applications. Workday Integration Cloud works with Workday’s public web-services APIs, 
and provides a built-in enterprise-class integration cloud platform, integration developer and 
management tools, and pre-built packaged integrations to common third-party applications. And 
configurations or integrations are durable, meaning they are never broken during release updates.  

• Continuous Innovation: As a customer’s organization grows and changes, Workday keeps 
innovating and improving to provide you with the most modern tools and experience available. The 
customer is never buying or using yesterday's technology to try to meet today's requirements. Weekly 
updates are delivered to all customers at no additional cost and with minimal downtime. The user 
community actively suggests and prioritizes enhancements, so business innovation and new 
processes are quickly spread through the entire Workday customer base.  
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• Unprecedented Collaboration: Having every customer on the same version of Workday 
applications unlocks an incredibly powerful resource around collaboration. Customers share reports, 
business process configurations, integrations, and more, through the Workday Community. 
Customers often find just what they need and learn new approaches in Community instead of 
investing time and resources to develop concepts and configurations on their own. 

• True Partnership: Workday’s experienced Value Management team can work with each customer to 
discover, validate, and articulate the strategic and economic value, risk, and change implications of 
deploying Workday. This includes building a business case for change to seek investment approval, 
baseline benchmarking during deployment, measuring the actual value realized (typically a year after 
going live), and helping assess future opportunities across the entire Workday platform.  

 

Workday: Different by Design 

While there are several companies that offer “cloud” delivery, the difference is in the details. Software-as-a-
service (SaaS) solutions are typically defined by the delivery model rather than the underlying technology. 
Many software vendors that host their applications and allow access via the internet call themselves SaaS 
vendors. These vendors typically offer single-tenant SaaS solutions that are delivered in the cloud, but require 
a unique tenant for each customer, making upgrades, maintenance, and information-sharing difficult. Hosted 
SaaS offers little more than removing database management and hardware/infrastructure maintenance 
responsibilities, and the hybrid solution of on-premises products mixed with hosted solutions required by 
some vendors adds its own level of complexity. 

Workday applications are delivered as multi-tenant SaaS, meaning customers are all on the same version of 
the application, enabling Workday to focus on ongoing value-added innovation. Vendors that host single-
tenant solutions under the SaaS label are not able to offer the same benefits because they expend too many 
resources maintaining multiple versions of both their own software as well as a broad matrix of supporting 
infrastructure. Because their customers are typically on different versions at any given time, they are also 
unable to share infrastructure and operational resources to the extent that Workday can and when a new 
feature or fix needs to be implemented quickly, customers on older versions may be left behind. As a result, 
their customers don’t benefit from the efficiencies of shared resources that a multi-tenant SaaS solution can 
provide, they may risk the security and seamless operation of their service if they are behind on features and 
fixes, and customers often end up footing the bill for maintenance, upgrades, and customizations. 

A more expansive definition of why Workday is different from other cloud systems that are single tenant or 
hosted and on-premises solutions includes the following characteristics: 

• Customers share a single version of applications 
• Customers share IT infrastructure and operational resources 
• New features, security or performance enhancements benefit all customers simultaneously 
• Updates are managed by the vendor at no extra charge 
• World-class security for data center operations, applications, and data 
• Planned and predictable service-level guarantees including response time, uptime, backup, and 

disaster recovery 
• Ongoing maintenance and performance tuning benefit all 
• No perpetual licenses (pay-as-you-go pricing) 

Workday offers comprehensive security and data privacy in compliance with major standards such as SOC2, 
ISO 27001, and ISO 27018. Workday continuously monitors new and emerging security and data privacy 
standards, such as Privacy Shield and GDPR, and quickly build compliance as these standards emerge to 
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ensure your data is always secure. In addition, Workday is the only cloud vendor that provides a service level 
agreement on uptime and performance, ensuring the system is always available to meet your needs. 

And Workday is proven. Thousands of organizations ranging from 500 to 2,000,000 employees have selected 
Workday as their partner. Despite hyper growth of 102 percent in transaction volume, Workday enjoys an 
unprecedented 97 percent customer satisfaction rating. It’s a level that is enviable in any industry, and 
particularly unheard of in enterprise software. Workday has earned that rating because Workday’s customer-
first philosophy permeates the company, energizes Workday’s team, and drives us to continually delight 
customers. Workday is here for one reason—to make Workday’s customers successful.  

Workday’s Commitment to Region 14 and NCPA Customer Success 

Workday is excited to have the opportunity to partner with Region 14 ESC and NCPA and to contribute 
towards your customers’ future success. Some of the most amazing minds of the software industry are 
working right here at Workday. Workday’s co-founders, Dave Duffield (founder and former CEO, PeopleSoft) 
and Aneel Bhusri, lead a team of people laser-focused on providing the market with the next generation of 
business applications. Workday’s experience in building successful companies and insight into the 
technologies that make a difference can help customers make smart decisions about the future of their 
systems. 

Workday believes our customer success is a direct reflection of our success. Workday is delivered on a Cloud 
model, which means we have to earn each customer renewal. This ensures that Region 14 and NCPA’s 
customers will continue to receive high value, innovative, and cost-effective solutions. Cloud delivery places 
the focus on proving ongoing value and maintaining customer satisfaction. 

Workday is a culture passionate about people, integrity, and innovation, and together with PTG, we are 
especially passionate about our customers’ success. PTG and Workday stand ready to help Region 14 and 
NCPA customers achieve great success in the shortest period of time with the greatest benefit. 

ServiceNow 
 
PTG additionally proposes ServiceNow, Inc.’s IT Service Management cloud solutions and PTG’s related 
ServiceNow professional services to Region 14 and NCPA. Founded in 2003, ServiceNow is a public company 
leading cloud platform solution that allow customers to manage their digital workflows for enterprise operations. 
 
As a Value-Added Reseller of ServiceNow, Precision Task Group works in tandem with ServiceNow to provide 
a quality purchasing experience for our customers and future partners. PTG has an experienced team of 
ServiceNow experts that work alongside our procurement department that ensure a swift and efficient ordering 
process. PTG utilizes a hands-on approach to our quoting process by personally meeting with our partners and 
customers to ensure that correct licenses and services are planned out accordingly. 
 
 
ServiceNow is a platform-as-a-service provider, providing technical management support, such as IT service 
management, to the IT operations of large corporations, including providing help desk functionality. The 
company's core business revolves around management of "incident, problem, and change" IT operational 
events. ServiceNow’s tools include Information Technology Service Management (“ITSM”), IT Operations 
Management (“ITOM”), and IT Business Management (“ITBM”). Their fee model was based on a cost per user 
(seat) per month, with that cost ranging down from US$100. 
 
In March 2020, ServiceNow released "Orlando", the company's latest version of its cloud software paired with 
artificial intelligence technology aimed at fixing practical problems. 
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ServiceNow’s purpose is to make the world of work, work better for people. We’re living in a difficult time. The 
coronavirus pandemic has disrupted how we live and work. But during challenge and controversy, staying true 
to what we stand for makes us all stronger. Since mid-March, ServiceNow’s 10,000-plus employees have kept 
their business running and supported their and PTG’s ServiceNow customers—using video conferencing and 
cell phones, our platform and apps, from home offices and kitchen tables—while also caring for family, children, 
pets, and neighbors. During this time, technology has acted in service of people. It has connected ServiceNow 
and PTG more closely with customers and partners as they work to protect their employees and continue to 
serve their customers. It has given ServiceNow and PTG’s customers a welcome glimpse into our colleagues’ 
lives. Cats on keyboards. Kids connecting to virtual classrooms. Perfectly imperfect households in the 
background. This crisis could have pulled us apart. Instead, we have come together.  

Market Definition 
 
Information Technology Service Management (“ITSM”) tools are used every day by commercial, education and 
government customers to help infrastructure and operations (I&O) organizations manage the consumption of 
IT services, the infrastructure that supports the IT services and the IT organization’s responsibility in delivering 
business value with these services. These are most heavily used by IT service desks and IT service delivery 
functions to support the tasks and workflows for processes including incident, request, problem, change, service 
level, knowledge and configuration management. 
 
ITSM tools are classified based on ITSM capabilities and integration with IT operations management (ITOM) 
solutions, and include: 
 

• Basic ITSM tools that have core ITSM capabilities such as incident, request and change management, 
and limited integration with ITOM solutions. 

• Intermediate ITSM tools that have broad ITSM capabilities such as configuration, problem and service-
level management, and provide some basic ITOM functions or integrate with intermediate third-party 
ITOM solutions. 

• Advanced ITSM tools that have a full range of ITSM capabilities, provide advanced workflow support, 
and, increasingly, AITSM and collaboration capabilities. They also provide broad ITOM functionality 
natively or integrate with advanced third-party ITOM solutions. 
 

In response to digital disruption, ITSM tools are beginning to address integration requirements with the DevOps 
toolchain and support for agile workflows across ITSM processes.  Vendors are increasingly concentrating 
product development on non-I&O use cases as market saturation of ITSM tools continues. The adaptation of 
enterprise service management capabilities outside of ITSM functionality (such as for HR case management or 
facilities management) are not evaluated in this research. 
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Gartner Magic Quadrant 

 
 

ServiceNow is the Leader in this Magic Quadrant. 
ServiceNow’s IT Service Management product is focused on providing a single platform connecting ITSM and 
non-IT workflows, augmented by a set of native AIOps and ITOM extensions. It is targeted at organizations with 
intermediate to advanced I&O maturity. Since the last publication of this Magic Quadrant, ServiceNow made 
platform-level acquisitions to add native AI, ML and natural language processing functionality, and added 
workspaces for service owner and vendor manager roles. 
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Strengths - Market Presence 
ServiceNow has global reach with local sales and support organizations, and strong brand recognition. It 
dominates customer shortlists and its ITSM tool revenue market share has grown to more than four times that 
of its closest competitor. 
 
Partner Ecosystem: As a result of ServiceNow’s dominant market position, its platform has helped build a strong 
partner ecosystem, including professional services and integrations. In 2019, ServiceNow made significant 
updates to its partner program to help customers identify the right partners and to drive more consistent 
experiences when working with them. 
 
AITSM Investment: ServiceNow’s acquisition of several AI- and ML-focused companies provides it with not only 
native IP to engineer into its platform, but also in-house expertise to innovate these features over time. Many 
of the vendor’s competitors rely on third-party partnerships for this extended functionality. 
 

Market Overview 
The ITSM tool market is mature and is composed of hundreds of products that claim to provide IT organizations 
with the ability to track and resolve issues affecting the IT production environment. While the products have 
evolved with new capabilities to help ITSM vendors differentiate themselves and their forward visions, the 
market itself has been stable for several years. Several developments have impacted the ITSM market over 
the last year, including: 
 

• As I&O organizations have an increased focus on experience management, ITSM tool vendors have 
been challenged to evolve their solutions to meet this change. This includes not only providing 
enhanced experiences delivered by the platform itself to both the business and IT users who access it, 
but also providing better ways of measuring and improving the customer sentiment around the 
experiences. 

• As I&O leaders increasingly adopt agile and DevOps practices, a growing number of ITSM vendors are 
providing bidirectional visibility and integration between native and third-party development and ITSM 
tools. 

• Several ITSM vendors are partnering with AIOps platforms and investing in developing or acquiring 
native machine learning and big data analytics technologies to provide I&O leaders and practitioners 
with greater insights around their environments. 

• SaaS is still the most commonly desired model for ITSM vendors, but some larger vendors are adopting 
containerized deployment approaches over public cloud infrastructure to provide additional flexibility 
and more choices for their customers. 

• A growing number of vendors are developing, marketing and, in some cases, rebranding their products 
to support enterprise workflows such as HR and facilities management. This potentially threatens 
stagnation in their ITSM roadmaps as these companies spend limited R&D and marketing budgets 
outside of their core market. 
 

In addition, the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the need for robust ITSM tooling to enable I&O to 
effectively respond to significant disruption in several ways, including: 
 

• Supporting remote collaboration that enables service desk agents, change managers and other IT staff 
to coordinate the response to the disruption. This is often in the form of native live chat, forums and 
wikis, or through integrating into common platforms such as Microsoft Teams and Slack. 

 
There are over 400 products in the market, but most of them are basic or intermediate tools that focus on IT 
service desk and ticketing functions targeted at lower-maturity I&O organizations. Vendors focused on basic- 
to intermediate-maturity use cases can be expected to emphasize core ITSM competencies (for example, 
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incident management, change management and request management). They will find novel ways to leverage 
emerging technologies and selectively pursue non-ITSM use cases to differentiate themselves in an already 
crowded landscape. I&O organizations with these limited requirements should consider basic and intermediate 
tools to avoid overspending on license and deployment costs, and increased demand on resources to 
successfully manage these tools. 
 
I&O organizations intent on achieving higher levels of maturity within 18 months should consider advanced 
ITSM tools to gain value from solutions focused on a broader, end-to-end context of IT service support and 
delivery. Vendors focused on advanced-maturity use cases can be expected to develop and execute platform 
strategies to distinguish themselves from simple SaaS applications, providing more flexibility and product 
capabilities. These vendors also tend to invest more heavily in innovative features like AI and ML, as their 
customers can leverage their scale and data quality to achieve higher results than less mature organizations. 
Given the increases in capability and complexity, advanced ITSM tools will be more costly and require more 
resources for deployment than an intermediate or a basic tool. 
 
The market for ITSM tools continues to grow; however, the top three vendors by ITSM revenue — BMC, Ivanti 
and ServiceNow — combined had 70% of the market share in 2019. Gartner has seen some significant vendors 
consolidate their offerings over the past few years through mergers, spinoffs and product retirement, but there 
has been no major consolidation in the past 12 months. However, as vendors may look to boost market share, 
increase global footprint or realign their portfolios, Gartner anticipates that additional consolidation in this mature 
market is likely.  
 
Products and Solutions 
 
ServiceNow will change the way you work. The system delivers great experiences and enhanced productivity 
with powerful cloud services across all areas of your business. 
 
ServiceNow allows an organization to take control of IT chaos and transform your business. Connect your 
enterprise with digital IT workflows on a single, unified platform. 
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Financials/Marketplace 
 
ServiceNow realized great success in 2019 and continues its long path of sustainability and reliability in its stock 
price. The company has many government clients, federal, state, municipal which allows the company to see 
unprecedented growth and client renewals. 
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Operational Performance  
Ramp up customer service fast when the unexpected happens  
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NCPA/Region 14 customers are dependent on products and services from businesses. When the typical way 
of serving them changes dramatically, many organizations find themselves reacting to a disruptive number of 
customer questions and requests. It can be a struggle to meet all these new needs, particularly if fewer 
resources and employees are available to respond. Customers anxiously wait on hold until an agent is available. 
Or worse, they are told to call back at a less busy time. Some turn to chat, where wait times for an agent can 
be just as long. Agents are overwhelmed by the backlog of cases. Many customer issues require assistance 
from people in other parts of the organization. Manually coordinating with them is now difficult. If a customer’s 
issue requires a person to be on location, both PTG and NCPA/Region 14 customers want work to be completed 
the first time by someone with the right skills and equipment. 
 
Digitally scale your operations quickly and efficiently  
With the right customer workflows in place – automated, multi-step processes built on a task-routing foundation 
– customers can scale operations through digital customer service. Customers can accommodate the changing 
volumes and demands associated with new business realities. ServiceNow® Customer Workflows enable 
organizations to quickly and easily expand capacity via automated self-service, organize resilient operations to 
address unforeseen circumstances, and manage location-based work efficiently and safely, so customers can 
return customer service to some kind of normal, when the world is anything but. 
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Expand capacity via automated self-service  
ServiceNow helps customers reduce the load on agents by helping customers get what they need, when they 
need it, in a way convenient for them. Help customers complete requests and get answers with an AI-powered 
chatbot. Increase customer use of self service by providing automated solutions to common requests through 
a service catalog and workflow. 
 
Organize resilient operations for unforeseen circumstances 
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ServiceNow can break down silos and automate processes across teams to complete customer requests and 
resolve issues permanently. Prevent downtime by proactively monitoring the health of customers’ products and 
services to identify potential issues and to notify affected customers if necessary. 
 
Manage location-based work efficiently and safely  
Send the right people and equipment to complete work the first time with ServiceNow. Dynamic scheduling 
automates the assignment process, basing it on skill, travel time, priority, and availability. Field service 
technicians can quickly view and record information in an intuitive mobile application. Maximize uptime for the 
customer by fixing problems before they know they have them through insight into potential failure. 

Market Leaders 

The market for ITSM tools continues to grow; however, the top three vendors by ITSM revenue — BMC, 
Ivanti and ServiceNow — combined had 70% of the market share in 2019. The market has seen some 
significant vendors consolidate their offerings over the past few years through mergers, spinoffs and product 
retirement, but there has been no major consolidation in the past 12 months. However, as vendors may look 
to boost market share, increase global footprint, or realign their portfolios, Gartner anticipates that additional 
consolidation in this mature market is likely. 

Precision Task Group works to monitor these market trends; staying abreast of the technology and platform 
changes that makes our Professional Services Organization effective and efficient in service delivery. Our 
strength is understanding the way our customers work. We are then able to apply the way they work to 
Organizational Change Management principles, overall process improvements along with the right integration 
and automation that bring about repeatable, predictable outcomes and measured value for our customers. 
 
Please note that ServiceNow does not authorize resale of its software outside of the United States, and as 
such ServiceNow is the only offering under this RFO unavailable in U.S. Territories and Outlying Areas. 

Precision Task Group, Inc.: First-In-Class  
PTG’s first-in-class reputation in the marketplace is based upon our clients and strategic partners continual 
selection of PTG for our exemplary record of delivering innovative and cost-effective solutions. PTG offers a 
broad range of expertise including Enterprise Solutions, Organizational Change Management, and Talent 
Acquisition.  We strive to remain nimble in order to meet our client’s evolving technology needs.  PTG has 
defined our reputation through responsiveness, vision, quality, and collaboration in every client engagement. 

Our public sector clients hold PTG to high esteem for our ability to deliver these solutions. Below are a few 
recommendations by our current clients: 

“I'm especially happy to say IBM, specifically my account team, have developed a collaborative 
working relationship with Massey and his team.  They have behaved in a very positive manner, much 
more than a supplier, but as a partner" 

Delivery Project Executive at IBM 

"PTG has a dedicated account team that understands our business challenges and consistently 
provides proactive support.” 

Director at UTMB Health 
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"PTG is a valued partner that focuses on our strategic needs with a clear understanding of our 
objectives and a sound foundation of knowledge in higher education practices. They don’t just focus 
on the short term deal but a long term commitment to helping us succeed.” 

Vice-Chancellor/CIO at Lone Star College 

We stand by our marketplace reputation and look forward to bringing our expertise to Region 14 ESC and 
NCPA.  
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2. Tab 1 – Master Agreement / Signature 
Form 

Master Agreement – General Terms and Conditions 
PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: In regard to the underlying “Master Agreement” that will be used under the 
Administration Agreement, PTG proposes that Workday’s standard contract documents be leveraged 
as the baseline agreements. Workday’s one-to-many business model does not lend itself to use of 
customer-created contracts because all customers receive the same release of the solution, which can 
be configured but not customized. Customer-created contracts would create a significant risk of a 
determination that PTG and Workday has agreed to provide something other than its commercially-
available solution. PTG and Workday warrants its solution to comply materially with its Documentation 
and further includes a best-in-industry warranty that its modifications to the solution over time will not 
materially degrade functionality. Unlike a traditional installed software warranty, which is often over 
before a solution is completely implemented, Workday’s warranties run for the lifetime of the 
subscription to the Workday solution. Workday also utilizes a unique implementation methodology 
designed to leverage the high degree of configuration available in the Workday solution and its pricing 
is based on use of the Workday methodology, rather than any customer-described implementation 
method. Accordingly, PTG is proposing use of its standard contract documents; below is a short 
summary of how the Workday contract documents fit together: 

• Master Subscription Agreement (“MSA”): The Master Subscription Agreement contains 
the general business and legal terms regarding Workday’s delivery and your use of the 
hosted subscription services. The details regarding subscription term and pricing are 
contained in one or more Order Forms. 

• Order Form(s): These define the details of what is being purchased in each subscription, for 
how long, and any price caps on option years. Order Forms are used for Cloud solution 
subscriptions, training offerings, and Workday’s Delivery Assurance service, which is a limited-
scope quality control consulting service used when a third party performs the implementation. 
More in-depth professional consulting services are ordered via a separate professional services 
agreement and statement of work. Additional terms that are unique to specific service offerings 
are found as part of the Order Form. 

• Workday Universal Security Exhibit (“Security Exhibit”): The Workday Security Exhibit sets 
forth the minimum-security procedures that Workday agrees to follow relating to the hosted 
Service. Given the fact that the Workday Service is operated on a single code line through a 
shared environment and infrastructure, the security controls used by Workday apply to all 
customers. It is not feasible for Workday to agree to use individual customer security policies. 
Workday will work with individual customer's security team as they perform their due diligence. 

• Workday Production Support and Service Level Availability Policy (“SLA”): This is more 
than just a definition of uptime commitment and measurement. It also identifies how Workday 
classifies reported issues with the cloud solution and addresses them. In addition, there is 
overlap with the Workday Security Exhibit with regard to basic hosting commitments such as 
backup and disaster recovery. 

• Universal Data Processing Exhibit (“DPE”): The Data Processing Exhibit incorporates 
additional terms required by data protection laws; it is often used by customers who have 
employees located in Europe to confirm that Workday’s processing is consistent with 
requirements under local laws and the European Data Privacy Directive. 
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• Professional Services Agreement: If Workday or a Workday partner performs substantial 
consulting services as a subcontractor of PTG, PTG uses a separate Workday Professional 
Services Agreement, with individual Statements of Work for specific engagements. Workday 
has a limited number of “packaged” consulting services such as the DA and Premium 
Customer Success offerings that are ordered through Order Forms to the MSA. 

¨ Customer	Support	

Ø The	vendor	shall	provide	timely	and	accurate	technical	advice	and	sales	support.	The	vendor	shall	
respond	to	such	requests	within	one	(1)	working	day	after	receipt	of	the	request.	

PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: As a Value-Added Reseller, PTG, regardless of the software manufacturer term, provides 
technical advice and sales support and shall promptly respond to any such requests within one (1) working 
day after receipt of the request.  

Regarding Workday’s SaaS Solution, Workday provides a standard support model (including an SLA) which 
is uniform across its entire customer base. Workday utilizes a support model that prioritizes more severe 
issues over less severe issues. While the Workday support model generally meets a one (1) working day 
response requirement, we do not offer different support models to individual customers. Workday is proposing 
its standard Service Level Agreement and credits. A fundamental aspect of a multi-tenant cloud solution is 
that all customers receive the same support model, including applicable uptime commitments and priority 
order when errors are identified. 

Regarding ServiceNow’s SaaS Solution, ServiceNow strives to provide top notch customer support across its 
entire customer base and future customers.  The ServiceNow model, which has a 48-hour SLA response 
time, allows for both PTG and ServiceNow to research, review, and support customers in adequate time.  
Each of our customers instances leverage ServiceNow’s multi-instance architecture to perform an aggregate 
of tens of billions of full page transactions every month so our teams strive to meet the commitment to ensure 
the availability and reliability of our support.   

PTG additionally provides customer service through its Professional Services and Value-Added Reseller 
Services. As part of dedicated customer service, PTG (separate from the software manufacturers) offers no-
cost value-added services at to customers. These free customer service commitments include: 

• Product Demonstrations and Briefings 

• Product Roadmap Planning 

• Coordination of Reference Site Visits 

• Account Management 

¨ Disclosures	

Ø Respondent	affirms	that	he/she	has	not	given,	offered	to	give,	nor	intends	to	give	at	any	time	
hereafter	any	economic	opportunity,	future	employment,	gift,	loan,	gratuity,	special	discount,	trip,	
favor	or	service	to	a	public	servant	in	connection	with	this	contract.	
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Ø The	respondent	affirms	that,	to	the	best	of	his/her	knowledge,	the	offer	has	been	arrived	at	
independently,	and	is	submitted	without	collusion	with	anyone	to	obtain	information	or	gain	any	
favoritism	that	would	in	any	way	limit	competition	or	give	an	unfair	advantage	over	other	vendors	
in	the	award	of	this	contract.	

PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: PTG affirms. No issue. 

¨ Renewal	of	Contract	

Ø Unless	otherwise	stated,	all	contracts	are	for	a	period	of	three	(3)	years	with	an	option	to	renew	
for	up	to	two	(2)	additional	one-year	terms	or	any	combination	of	time	equally	not	more	than	2	
years	if	agreed	to	by	Region	14	ESC	and	the	vendor.	

PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: No issue.	

	

¨ Funding	Out	Clause	

Ø Any/all	contracts	exceeding	one	(1)	year	shall	include	a	standard	“funding	out”	clause.	A	contract	
for	the	acquisition,	including	lease,	of	real	or	personal	property	is	a	commitment	of	the	entity’s	
current	revenue	only,	provided	the	contract	contains	either	or	both	of	the	following	provisions:	

Ø Retains	to	the	entity	the	continuing	right	to	terminate	the	contract	at	the	expiration	of	each	
budget	period	during	the	term	of	the	contract	and	is	conditioned	on	a	best	efforts	attempt	by	the	
entity	to	obtain	appropriate	funds	for	payment	of	the	contract.	

PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: Workday’s pricing model is based on a firm multi-year subscription commitment. ServiceNow 
may be purchased on a year-to-year basis, but generally is purchased in multi-year subscriptions. 
Accordingly, PTG, through our obligations with our SaaS providers, cannot agree to termination for 
convenience clauses unless they are mandated by statute. However, for Workday publicly funded customers, 
PTG and Workday are willing to add to its Master Subscription Agreement a non-funding clause which allows 
for a termination for convenience in the event of non-funding by an entity at a higher level than the contracting 
entity. The Workday customer must agree to seek funding in good faith. In addition, we will negotiate a similar 
exception, with the approval of ServiceNow, for a non-funding clause that allows termination for convenience 
for the public sector customer.  

¨ Shipments	(if	applicable)	

Ø The	awarded	vendor	shall	ship	ordered	products	within	seven	(7)	working	days	for	goods	
available	and	within	four	(4)	to	six	(6)	weeks	for	specialty	items	after	the	receipt	of	the	order	
unless	modified.	If	a	product	cannot	be	shipped	within	that	time,	the	awarded	vendor	shall	notify	
the	entity	placing	the	order	as	to	why	the	product	has	not	shipped	and	shall	provide	an	estimated	
shipping	date.	At	this	point	the	participating	entity	may	cancel	the	order	if	estimated	shipping	
time	is	not	acceptable.	
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PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: Not applicable for the cloud solutions contemplated hereunder.	

¨ Tax	Exempt	Status	

Ø Since	this	is	a	national	contract,	knowing	the	tax	laws	in	each	state	is	the	sole	responsibility	of	the	
vendor.	

PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: Workday’s Master Subscription Agreement includes a statement regarding tax exemption. 
More specifically, if PTG has a legal obligation to pay or collect applicable taxes for which the customer is 
responsible under the MSA, the appropriate amount is computed based on the customer’s address and 
invoiced to and paid by the customer, unless the customer has provided PTG with a valid tax exemption 
certificate authorized by the appropriate taxing authority. During contract finalization, the customer will need to 
provide proof of its tax-exempt status. In addition, ServiceNow’s Subscription Service Agreement provides 
that the customer is responsible for payment of taxes, if applicable. 

 

 

¨ Payments	
¨ PTG Response: 

¨ PTG Comment: No issue.	

Ø The	entity	using	the	contract	will	make	payments	directly	to	the	awarded	vendor	or	their	affiliates	
(distributors/business	partners/resellers)	as	long	as	written	request	and	approval	by	NCPA	is	
provided	to	the	awarded	vendor.	

¨ Adding	authorized	distributors/dealers	

Ø Awarded	vendors	may	submit	a	list	of	distributors/partners/resellers	to	sell	under	their	contract	
throughout	the	life	of	the	contract.	Vendor	must	receive	written	approval	from	NCPA	before	such	
distributors/partners/resellers	considered	authorized.	

Ø Purchase	orders	and	payment	can	only	be	made	to	awarded	vendor	or	distributors/business	
partners/resellers	previously	approved	by	NCPA.	

Ø Pricing	provided	to	members	by	added	distributors	or	dealers	must	also	be	less	than	or	equal	to	
the	pricing	offered	by	the	awarded	contract	holder.	

Ø All	distributors/partners/resellers	are	required	to	abide	by	the	Terms	and	Conditions	of	the	
vendor's	agreement	with	NCPA.	

PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: No issue.	
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¨ Pricing	

Ø All	pricing	submitted	shall	include	the	administrative	fee	to	be	remitted	to	NCPA	by	the		awarded	
vendor.	It	is	the	awarded	vendor’s	responsibility	to	keep	all	pricing	up	to	date	and	on	file	with	
NCPA.	

Ø All	deliveries	shall	be	freight	prepaid,	F.O.B.	destination	and	shall	be	included	in	all	pricing	offered	
unless	otherwise	clearly	stated	in	writing	

PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: No issue.	

¨ Warranty	

Ø Proposals	should	address	each	of	the	following:	

§ Applicable	warranty	and/or	guarantees	of	equipment	and	installations	including	any	
conditions	and	response	time	for	repair	and/or	replacement	of	any	components	during	the	
warranty	period.	

§ Availability	of	replacement	parts	

§ Life	expectancy	of	equipment	under	normal	use	

§ Detailed	information	as	to	proposed	return	policy	on	all	equipment	
PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: There are no physical goods, parts, components, etc. involved and Workday does not agree 
to warranties that apply to such. Rather, Workday offers a life-of-the-relationship warranty of material 
conformity to Workday’s Documentation. Similarly, ServiceNow’s warranty information is included in its 
Documentation. Further, PTG’s separate Professional Services Agreements (ServiceNow-related and 
Workday-related, respectively) included on the last page of this Proposal under the Section 14, Other 
Supplemental Collateral, provide specific customer warranties and remedies. 	

¨ Indemnity	

Ø The	awarded	vendor	shall	protect,	indemnify,	and	hold	harmless	Region	14	ESC	and	its	
participants,	administrators,	employees	and	agents	against	all	claims,	damages,	losses	and	
expenses	arising	out	of	or	resulting	from	the	actions	of	the	vendor,	vendor	employees	or	vendor	
subcontractors	in	the	preparation	of	the	solicitation	and	the	later	execution	of	the	contract.	

PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: As a Reseller of the SaaS Solutions offered herein, PTG does not offer such broad 
indemnifications to its customers. However, PTG, through Workday’s Documentation, does offer an 
indemnification for patent and copyright claims. In addition, PTG, through ServiceNow’s Subscription Service 
Agreement, offers indemnification for intellectual property infringement-related claims. All other claims relating 
the SaaS Solutions should be handled as standard breach of contract claims. 	

¨ Franchise	Tax	
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Ø The	respondent	hereby	certifies	that	he/she	is	not	currently	delinquent	in	the	payment	of	any	
franchise	taxes.	

PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: PTG certifies it is not currently delinquent in the payment of any franchise taxes. No issue.	

¨ Supplemental	Agreements	

Ø The	entity	participating	in	this	contract	and	awarded	vendor	may	enter	into	a	separate	
supplemental	agreement	to	further	define	the	level	of	service	requirements	over	and	above	the	
minimum	defined	in	this	contract	i.e.	invoice	requirements,	ordering	requirements,	specialized	
delivery,	etc.	Any	supplemental	agreement	developed	as	a	result	of	this	contract	is	exclusively	
between	the	participating	entity	and	awarded	vendor.	

PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: Due to PTG’s certified reseller obligations to Workday and ServiceNow, respectively, PTG 
will agree to very limited modifications to the Workday MSA, such as choice of law and compliance with 
statutory mandates. In addition, PTG cannot agree to modifications of the ServiceNow Subscription Service 
Agreement and Subscription Service Guide. In order to receive the NCPA pricing, participating entities must 
agree to use the SaaS agreements without material modifications other than the foregoing.	

¨ Certificates	of	Insurance	

Ø Certificates	of	insurance	shall	be	delivered	to	the	Public	Agency	prior	to	commencement	of	work.	
The	insurance	company	shall	be	licensed	in	the	applicable	state	in	which	work	is	being	conducted.	
The	awarded	vendor	shall	give	the	participating	entity	a	minimum	often	(10)	days	notice	prior	to	
any	modifications	or	cancellation	of	policies.	The	awarded	vendor	shall	require	all	subcontractors	
performing	any	work	to	maintain	coverage	as	specified.	

Ø PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: PTG has no issue for our company to meet the insurance requirements of a Public Agency.  

As it relates to Workday and ServiceNow, PTG overviews each of their insurance policies below. 

Workday offers the following: “Workday will maintain during the entire Term of this Agreement, at its own 
expense, the following insurance: (a) statutory workers’ compensation insurance and employer’s liability 
insurance as required by applicable law; (b) a commercial general liability policy with an aggregate limit of no 
less than $2,000,000; (c) an automobile insurance policy with an aggregate limit of no less than $1,000,000; 
(d) a professional liability errors & omissions policy with an aggregate limit of no less than $10,000,000; and 
(e) a crime policy with an aggregate limit of no less than $10,000,000. Upon Customer’s request, Workday 
shall provide certificates of insurance as evidence for these coverages and limits. Workday does not agree to 
other insurance terms.” 

ServiceNow offers the following: “(a) statutory workers’ compensation insurance as required by applicable law 
and employer’s liability insurance in an amount of not less than $1,000,000; (b) a commercial general liability 
policy with an aggregate limit of no less than $2,000,000; (c) an automobile insurance policy with an 
aggregate limit of no less than $1,000,000; (d) combined technology errors’ & omissions policy with a 
$5,000,000 per claim limit; and (e) a Excess Liability policy with a $5,000,000 per claim aggregate limit.” 

¨ Legal	Obligations	
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Ø It	is	the	Respondent’s	responsibility	to	be	aware	of	and	comply	with	all	local,	state,	and	federal	
laws	governing	the	sale	of	products/services	identified	in	this	RFP	and	any	awarded	contract	and	
shall	comply	with	all	while	fulfilling	the	RFP.	Applicable	laws	and	regulation	must	be	followed	
even	if	not	specifically	identified	herein.	

PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: PTG must take exception with this broad compliance statement because the SaaS Solutions 
provided hereunder are from U.S. based companies with worldwide operations. Accordingly and as it relates 
to a final contract entered into by the parties, PTG is careful to limit any compliance language to apply only to 
the software manufacturer’s U.S. operations.  

Workday is providing a Commercial Item as that term is defined by the Federal Acquisition Regulation. 
Workday agrees to utilize the flow down provisions set forth in FAR 52.244-6 for commercial item 
subcontracts. 

ServiceNow’s Subscription Service Agreement provides the software is commercial computer software (as 
defined in Federal Acquisition Regulation (“FAR”) 2.101 for civilian agency purchases and Department of 
Defense (“DOD”) FAR Supplement (“DFARS”) 252.227-7014(a)(1) for defense agency purchases) and 
ServiceNow services are commercial items. If the software is licensed or services acquired by or on behalf of 
a civilian agency, ServiceNow provides the software, its documentation, and any other technical data subject 
to the Subscription Service Agreement consistent with FAR 12.212 (Computer Software) and FAR 12.211 
(Technical Data). If software is licensed or services acquired by or on behalf of any DOD agency, ServiceNow 
provides the software, its documentation, and any other technical data subject to the Subscription Service 
Agreement consistent with DFARS 227.7202-3. If this is a DOD prime contract or DOD subcontract, the DOD 
agency Customer may acquire additional rights in technical data under DFARS 252.227-7015(b). 	

¨ Protest	

Ø A	protest	of	an	award	or	proposed	award	must	be	filed	in	writing	within	ten	(10)	days	from	the	
date	of	the	official	award	notification	and	must	be	received	by	5:00	pm	CST.	Protests	shall	be	filed	
with	Region	14	ESC	and	shall	include	the	following:	

§ Name,	address	and	telephone	number	of	protester	

§ Original	signature	of	protester	or	its	representative	

§ Identification	of	the	solicitation	by	RFP	number	

§ Detailed	statement	of	legal	and	factual	grounds	including	copies	of	relevant	documents	and	
the	form	of	relief	requested	

Ø Any	protest	review	and	action	shall	be	considered	final	with	no	further	formalities	being	
considered.	

Ø considered.	
PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: This appears to be an RFP term that should not be included in the final Workday MSA or 
ServiceNow Subscription Service Agreement.	
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¨ Force	Majeure	

Ø If	by	reason	of	Force	Majeure,	either	party	hereto	shall	be	rendered	unable	wholly	or	in	part	to	
carry	out	its	obligations	under	this	Agreement	then	such	party	shall	give	notice	and	full	
particulars	of	Force	Majeure	in	writing	to	the	other	party	within	a	reasonable	time	after	
occurrence	of	the	event	or	cause	relied	upon,	and	the	obligation	of	the	party	giving	such	notice,	so	
far	as	it	is	affected	by	such	Force	Majeure,	shall	be	suspended	during	the	continuance	of	the	
inability	then	claimed,	except	as	hereinafter	provided,	but	for	no	longer	period,	and	such	party	
shall	endeavor	to	remove	or	overcome	such	inability	with	all	reasonable	dispatch.	

Ø The	term	Force	Majeure	as	employed	herein,	shall	mean	acts	of	God,	strikes,	lockouts,	or	other	
industrial	disturbances,	act	of	public	enemy,	orders	of	any	kind	of	government	of	the	United	States	
or	any	civil	or	military	authority;	insurrections;	riots;	epidemics;	landslides;	lighting;	earthquake;	
fires;	hurricanes;	storms;	floods;	washouts;	droughts;	arrests;	restraint	of	government	and	people;	
civil	disturbances;	explosions,	breakage	or	accidents	to	machinery,	pipelines	or	canals,	or	other	
causes	not	reasonably	within	the	control	of	the	party	claiming	such	inability.	It	is	understood	and	
agreed	that	the	settlement	of	strikes	and	lockouts	shall	be	entirely	within	the	discretion	of	the	
party	having	the	difficulty,	and	that	the	above	requirement	that	any	Force	Majeure	shall	be	
remedied	with	all	reasonable	dispatch	shall	not	require	the	settlement	of	strikes	and	lockouts	by	
acceding	to	the	demands	of	the	opposing	party	or	parties	when	such	settlement	is	unfavorable	in	
the	judgment	of	the	party	having	the	difficulty	

PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: PTG agrees to a force majeure provision consistent with what is set forth in Workday’s MSA 
and Subscription Service Agreement and the ServiceNow Service Subscription Agreement.	

¨ Prevailing	Wage	

Ø It	shall	be	the	responsibility	of	the	Vendor	to	comply,	when	applicable,	with	the	prevailing	wage	
legislation	in	effect	in	the	jurisdiction	of	the	purchaser.	It	shall	further	be	the	responsibility	of	the	
Vendor	to	monitor	the	prevailing	wage	rates	as	established	by	the	appropriate	department	of	
labor	for	any	increase	in	rates	during	the	term	of	this	contract	and	adjust	wage	rates	accordingly.	

PTG Response: 

PTG Comment: No issue.	

¨ Miscellaneous	

Ø Either	party	may	cancel	this	contract	in	whole	or	in	part	by	providing	written	notice.	The	
cancellation	will	take	effect	30	business	days	after	the	other	party	receives	the	notice	of	
cancellation.	After	the	30th	business	day	all	work	will	cease	following	completion	of	final	purchase	
order.	

¨ Open	Records	Policy	

Ø Because	Region	14	ESC	is	a	governmental	entity	responses	submitted	are	subject	to	release	as	
public	information	after	contracts	are	executed.	If	a	vendor	believes	that	its	response,	or	parts	of	
its	response,	may	be	exempted	from	disclosure,	the	vendor	must	specify	page-by-page	and	line-by-
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line	the	parts	of	the	response,	which	it	believes,	are	exempt.	In	addition,	the	respondent	must	
specify	which	exception(s)	are	applicable	and	provide	detailed	reasons	to	substantiate	the	
exception(s).	

Ø The	determination	of	whether	information	is	confidential	and	not	subject	to	disclosure	is	the	duty	
of	the	Office	of	Attorney	General	(OAG).	Region	14	ESC	must	provide	the	OAG	sufficient	information	
to	render	an	opinion	and	therefore,	vague	and	general	claims	to	confidentiality	by	the	respondent	
are	not	acceptable.	Region	14	ESC	must	comply	with	the	opinions	of	the	OAG.	Region14	ESC	
assumes	no	responsibility	for	asserting	legal	arguments	on	behalf	of	any	vendor.	Respondent	are	
advised	to	consult	with	their	legal	counsel	concerning	disclosure	issues	resulting	from	this	
procurement	process	and	to	take	precautions	to	safeguard	trade	secrets	and	other	proprietary	
information.	

PTG Response: 
PTG Comment: The above statement is not consistent with the requirements of the Texas public records law, 
which does not require such detailed identification at the proposal level to invoke exemption. The Texas 
Attorney General has previously ruled for other proposals that Workday’s detailed technical and functional 
responses, security related information and other trade secret information is entitled to exemption. Workday 
has marked pages containing such information as proprietary or confidential. If there is a request for such 
materials under the Texas public records act, Workday will provide a response consistent with the Texas 
Attorney General office’s requirements. 
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Process	
Region	14	ESC	will	evaluate	proposals	in	accordance	with,	and	subject	to,	the	relevant	statutes,	
ordinances,	rules,	and	regulations	that	govern	its	procurement	practices.	NCPA	will	assist	Region	14	ESC	
in	evaluating	proposals.	Award(s)	will	be	made	to	the	prospective	vendor	whose	response	is	determined	to	
be	the	most	advantageous	to	Region	14	ESC,	NCPA,	and	its	participating	agencies.	To	qualify	for	
evaluation,	response	must	have	been	submitted	on	time,	and	satisfy	all	mandatory	requirements	identified	
in	this	document.	

• Contract	Administration	

Ø The	contract	will	be	administered	by	Region	14	ESC.	The	National	Program	will	be	
administered	by	NCPA	on	behalf	of	Region	14	ESC.	

• Contract	Term	

Ø The	contract	term	will	be	for	three	(3)	year	starting	from	the	date	of	the	award.	The	contract	
may	be	renewed	for	up	to	two	(2)	additional	one-year	terms	or	any	combination	of	time	
equally	not	more	than	2	years.	

Ø It	should	be	noted	that	maintenance/service	agreements	may	be	issued	for	up	to	(5)	years	
under	this	contract	even	if	the	contract	only	lasts	for	the	initial	term	of	the	contract.	NCPA	will	
monitor	any	maintenance	agreements	for	the	term	of	the	agreement	provided	they	are	signed	
prior	to	the	termination	or	expiration	of	this	contract.	

• Contract	Waiver	

Ø Any	waiver	of	any	provision	of	this	contract	shall	be	in	writing	and	shall	be	signed	by	the	duly	
authorized	agent	of	Region	14	ESC.	The	waiver	by	either	party	of	any	term	or	condition	of	this	
contract	shall	not	be	deemed	to	constitute	waiver	thereof	nor	a	waiver	of	any	further	or	
additional	right	that	such	party	may	hold	under	this	contract.	

• Products	and	Services	additions	

Ø Products	and	Services	may	be	added	to	the	resulting	contract	during	the	term	of	the	contract	
by	written	amendment,	to	the	extent	that	those	products	and	services	are	within	the	scope	of	
this	RFP.	

• Competitive	Range	

Ø It	may	be	necessary	for	Region	14	ESC	to	establish	a	competitive	range.	Responses	not	in	the	
competitive	range	are	unacceptable	and	do	not	receive	further	award	consideration.	

• Deviations	and	Exceptions	

Ø Deviations	or	exceptions	stipulated	in	response	may	result	in	disqualification.	It	is	the	intent	of	
Region	14	ESC	to	award	a	vendor’s	complete	line	of	products	and/or	services,	when	possible.	
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• Estimated	Quantities	

Ø The	estimated	dollar	volume	of	Products	and	Services	purchased	under	the	proposed	Master	
Agreement	is	$10	-	$15	million	dollars	annually.	This	estimate	is	based	on	the	anticipated	
volume	of	Region	14	ESC	and	current	sales	within	the	NCPA	program.	There	is	no	guarantee	or	
commitment	of	any	kind	regarding	usage	of	any	contracts	resulting	from	this	solicitation.	

• Evaluation	

Ø Region	14	ESC	will	review	and	evaluate	all	responses	in	accordance	with,	and	subject	to,	the	
relevant	statutes,	ordinances,	rules	and	regulations	that	govern	its	procurement	practices.	
NCPA	will	assist	the	lead	agency	in	evaluating	proposals.	Recommendations	for	contract	
awards	will	be	based	on	multiple	factors,	each	factor	being	assigned	a	point	value	based	on	its	
importance.	

• Formation	of	Contract	

Ø A	response	to	this	solicitation	is	an	offer	to	contract	with	Region	14	ESC	based	upon	the	terms,	
conditions,	scope	of	work,	and	specifications	contained	in	this	request.	A	solicitation	does	not	
become	a	contract	until	it	is	accepted	by	Region	14	ESC.	The	prospective	vendor	must	submit	a	
signed	Signature	Form	with	the	response	thus,	eliminating	the	need	for	a	formal	signing	
process.	

• NCPA	Administrative	Agreement	

Ø The	vendor	will	be	required	to	enter	and	execute	the	National	Cooperative	Purchasing	Alliance	
Administration	Agreement	with	NCPA	upon	award	with	Region	14	ESC.	The	agreement	
establishes	the	requirements	of	the	vendor	with	respect	to	a	nationwide	contract	effort.	

• Clarifications	/	Discussions	

Ø Region	14	ESC	may	request	additional	information	or	clarification	from	any	of	the	
respondents	after	review	of	the	proposals	received	for	the	sole	purpose	of	elimination	minor	
irregularities,	informalities,	or	apparent	clerical	mistakes	in	the	proposal.	Clarification	does	
not	give	respondent	an	opportunity	to	revise	or	modify	its	proposal,	except	to	the	extent	that	
correction	of	apparent	clerical	mistakes	results	in	a	revision.	After	the	initial	receipt	of	
proposals,	Region	14	ESC	reserves	the	right	to	conduct	discussions	with	those	respondent’s	
whose	proposals	are	determined	to	be	reasonably	susceptible	of	being	selected	for	award.	
Discussions	occur	when	oral	or	written	communications	between	Region	14	ESC	and	
respondent’s	are	conducted	for	the	purpose	clarifications	involving	information	essential	for	
determining	the	acceptability	of	a	proposal	or	that	provides	respondent	an	opportunity	to	
revise	or	modify	its	proposal.	Region	14	ESC	will	not	assist	respondent	bring	its	proposal	up	to	
the	level	of	other	proposals	through	discussions.	Region	14	ESC	will	not	indicate	to	respondent	
a	cost	or	price	that	it	must	meet	to	neither	obtain	further	consideration	nor	will	it	provide	any	
information	about	other	respondents’	proposals	or	prices.	

• Multiple	Awards	
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Ø Multiple	Contracts	may	be	awarded	as	a	result	of	the	solicitation.	Multiple	Awards	will	ensure	
that	any	ensuing	contracts	fulfill	current	and	future	requirements	of	the	diverse	and	large	
number	of	participating	public	agencies.	

• Past	Performance	

Ø Past	performance	is	relevant	information	regarding	a	vendor’s	actions	under	previously	
awarded	contracts;	including	the	administrative	aspects	of	performance;	the	vendor’s	history	
of	reasonable	and	cooperative	behavior	and	commitment	to	customer	satisfaction;	and	
generally,	the	vendor’s	businesslike	concern	for	the	interests	of	the	customer.	

Evaluation	Criteria	
• Pricing	

Ø Electronic	Price	Lists	

o Products,	Services,	Warranties,	etc.	price	list	

o Prices	listed	will	be	used	to	establish	both	the	extent	of	a	vendor’s	product	lines,	services,	
warranties,	etc.	available	from	a	particular	bidder	and	the	pricing	per	item.	

• Ability	to	Provide	and	Perform	the	Required	Services	for	the	Contract	(25	points)	

Ø Product	Delivery	within	participating	entities	specified	parameters	

Ø Number	of	line	items	delivered	complete	within	the	normal	delivery	time	as	a	percentage	of	
line	items	ordered.	

Ø Vendor’s	ability	to	perform	towards	above	requirements	and	desired	specifications.	

Ø Past	Cooperative	Program	Performance	

Ø Quantity	of	line	items	available	that	are	commonly	purchased	by	the	entity.	

Ø Quality	of	line	items	available	compared	to	normal	participating	entity	standards.	

• References	(15	points)	

Ø A	minimum	often	(10)	customer	references	for	product	and/or	services	of	similar	scope	dating	
within	past	3	years	

• Technology	for	Supporting	the	Program	(10	points)	

Ø Electronic	on-line	catalog,	order	entry	use	by	and	suitability	for	the	entity’s	needs	

Ø Quality	of	vendor’s	on-line	resources	for	NCPA	members.	
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Ø Specifications	and	features	offered	by	respondent’s	products	and/or	services	

• Value	Added	Services	Description,	Products	and/or	Services	(10	points)	

Ø Marketing	and	Training	

Ø Minority	and	Women	Business	Enterprise	(MWBE)	and	(HUB)	Participation	

Ø Customer	Service  
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3. Tab 2 – NCPA Administration Agreement  
This	Administration	Agreement	is	made	as	of	December	8,	2020,	by	and	between	National	

Cooperative	Purchasing	Alliance	(“NCPA”)	and	Precision	Task	Group,	Inc.	(“Vendor”).	
	

Recitals	

WHEREAS,	WHEREAS,	Region	14	ESC	has	entered	into	a	certain	Master	Agreement	
dated	December	8,	2020	referenced	as	Contract	Number	01-119,	by	and	between	Region	14	
ESC	and	Vendor,	as	may		be	amended	from	time	to	time	in	accordance	with	the	terms	thereof	
(the	“Master	Agreement”),	for	the	purchase	of	Software	and	SaaS	Solutions;	

WHEREAS,	 said	Master	Agreement	provides	 that	 any	 state,	 city,	 special	district,	 local	
government,	 school	 district,	 private	 K-12	 school,	 technical	 or	 vocational	 school,	 higher	
education	institution,	other	government	agency	or	nonprofit	organization	(hereinafter	referred	
to	as	“public	agency”	or	collectively,	“public	agencies”)	may	purchase	products	and	services	at	
the	prices	indicated	in	the	Master	Agreement;	

WHEREAS,	NCPA	has	the	administrative	and	legal	capacity	to	administer	purchases	
under	the	Master	Agreement	to	public	agencies;	

WHEREAS,	NCPA	serves	as	the	administrative	agent	for	Region	14	ESC	in	connection	
with	other	master	agreements	offered	by	NCPA	

WHEREAS,	 Region	 14	 ESC	 desires	 NCPA	 to	 proceed	 with	 administration	 of	 the	 Master	
Agreement;	

WHEREAS,	NCPA	and	Vendor	desire	to	enter	into	this	Agreement	to	make	available	
the	Master	Agreement	to	public	agencies	on	a	national	basis;	

NOW,	THEREFORE,	in	consideration	of	the	payments	to	be	made	hereunder	and	
the	mutual	covenants	contained	in	this	Agreement,	NCPA	and	Vendor	hereby	agree	as	
follows:	

¨	General	Terms	and	Conditions	 

 
Ø	The	Master	Agreement,	attached	hereto	as	Tab	1	and	incorporated	herein	by	

reference	as	though	fully	set	forth	herein,	and	the	terms	and	conditions	
contained	therein	shall	apply	to	this	Agreement	except	as	expressly	changed	or	
modified	by	this	Agreement.	
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➢ Pursuant to the Vendor’s Workday and ServiceNow Solutions for RFP Software 
and SaaS Solutions Response to the Region 14 Education Service Center 
Solicitation Number 39:20, the Workday subscription service and related 
professional services are offered through Workday’s standard contract 
documents including but not limited to the Master Subscription Agreement, 
Order Forms, Workday Universal Security Exhibit, Workday Production 
Support and Service Level Availability Policy, Workday Universal Data 
Processing Exhibit, and the Professional Services Agreement. In addition, the 
ServiceNow subscription service and related professional services are offered 
through the ServiceNow Public Sector Subscription Terms of Service. In 
addition, Vendor’s professional services are provided through the PTG 
Workday Professional Services Agreement and the PTG ServiceNow 
Professional Services Agreement. In addition, the Emphasys SymPro 
subscription and related services is offered through the Emphasys Software 
License and Service Agreement. In addition, the eCivis software services and 
related services is offered through the eCivis Master Subscription and Service 
Agreement. In addition, the Barcodes products, software and related services is 
offered through the Barcodes Master Terms Agreement. In addition, the 
NiceLabel products, software and related services is offered through the 
NiceLabel EULA. 

 
 
➢ NCPA shall be afforded all of the rights, privileges and indemnifications afforded 

to Region 14 ESC under the Master Agreement, and such rights, privileges and 
indemnifications shall accrue and apply with equal effect to NCPA under this 
Agreement including, but not limited to, the Vendor’s obligation to provide 
appropriate insurance and certain indemnifications to Region 14 ESC. 

➢ Vendor shall perform all duties, responsibilities and obligations required under 
the Master Agreement in the time and manner specified by the Master 
Agreement. 

➢ NCPA shall perform all of its duties, responsibilities, and obligations as 
administrator of purchases under the Master Agreement as set forth herein, and 
Vendor acknowledges that NCPA shall act in the capacity of administrator of 
purchases under the Master Agreement. 

➢ With respect to any purchases made by Region 14 ESC or any Public Agency 
pursuant to the Master Agreement, NCPA (a) shall not be construed as a 
dealer, re-marketer, representative, partner, or agent of any type of Vendor, 
Region 14 ESC, or such Public Agency, (b) shall not be obligated, liable or 
responsible (i) for any orders made by Region 14 ESC, any Public Agency or 
any employee of Region 14 ESC or Public Agency under the Master 
Agreement, or (ii) for any payments required to be made with respect to such 
order, and (c) shall not be obligated, liable or responsible for any failure by 
the Public Agency to (i) comply with procedures or requirements of 
applicable law, or (ii) obtain the due authorization and approval necessary to 

http://www.workday.com/
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Ø	The	Public	Agency	participating	in	the	NCPA	contract	and	Vendor	may	enter	into	a	
separate	supplemental	agreement	to	further	define	limited	requirements	over	
and	above	the	minimum	defined	in	this	contract	i.e.	invoice	requirements,	
ordering	requirements,		etc.	Any	supplemental	agreement	developed	as	a	result	
of	this	contract	is	exclusively	between	the	Public	Agency	and	Vendor.	NCPA,	its	
agents,	members	and	employees	shall	not	be	made	party	to	any	claim	for	breach	
of	such	agreement. 

Ø Term	of	Agreement	
Ø This	Agreement	shall	be	in	effect	so	long	as	the	Master	Agreement	remains	in	

effect,	provided,	however,	that	the	obligation	to	pay	all	amounts	owed	by	
Vendor	to	NCPA	through	the	termination	of	this	Agreement	and	all	
indemnifications	afforded	by	Vendor	to	NCPA	shall	survive	the	term	of	this	
Agreement. 

Ø Fees	and	Reporting	
Ø	The	awarded	vendor	shall	electronically	provide	NCPA	with	a	detailed	quarterly	

report	showing	the	dollar	volume	of	all	sales	under	the	contract	for	the	previous	
quarter.	Reports	are	due	on	the	fifteenth	(15th)	day	after	the	close	of	the	
previous	quarter.	It	is	the	responsibility	of	the	awarded	vendor	to	collect	and	
compile	all	sales	under	the	contract	from	participating	members	and	submit	
one	(1)	report.	The	report	shall	include	at	least	the	following	information	as	
listed	in	the	example	below: 

Entity	Name	 Zip	Code	 State	 PO	or	Job	#	 Sale	Amount	
		 		 		 		 		
		 		 		 		 		
		 		 		 		 		

Total	

Ø	Each	quarter	NCPA	will	invoice	the	vendor	based	on	the	total	of	sale	amount(s)	
reported.	From	the	invoice	the	vendor	shall	pay	to	NCPA	an	administrative	fee	
based	upon	the	tiered	fee	schedule	below.	Vendor’s	annual	sales	shall	be	
measured	on	a	calendar	year	basis.	Deadline	for	term	of	payment	will	be	
included	in	the	invoice	NCPA	provides. 

Annual	Sales	Through	Contract	 Administrative	Fee	
		 		

0	-	$30,000,000	 2%	

$30,000,001	-	$50,000,000	 1.5%	
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$50,000,001+	 1%	
Ø Supplier	shall	maintain	an	accounting	of	all	purchases	made	by	Public	Agencies	
under	the	Master	Agreement.	NCPA	and	Region	14	ESC	reserve	the	right	to	
audit	the	accounting	for	a period	of	four	(4)	years	from	the	date	NCPA	receives	
the	accounting.	In	the	event	of	such	an	audit,	the	requested	materials	shall	be	
provided	at	the	location	designated	by	Region	14	ESC	or	NCPA.	In	the	event	
such	audit	reveals	an	under	reporting	of	Contract	Sales	and	a	resulting	
underpayment	of	administrative	fees,	the	parties	shall	promptly	remedy	any	
identified	and	agreed	upon	underpayment	or	overpayment.  

¨	General	Provisions 

Ø This	Agreement	supersedes	any	and	all	other	agreements,	either	oral	or	in	
writing,	between	the	parties	hereto	with	respect	to	the	subject	matter	hereof,	
and	no	other	agreement,	statement,	or	promise	relating	to	the	subject	matter	of	
this	Agreement	which	is	not	contained	herein	shall	be	valid	or	binding.	

Ø	Awarded	vendor	agrees	to	allow	NCPA	to	use	their	name	and	logo	within	
website,	marketing	materials	and	advertisement.	Any	use	of	NCPA	name	and	
logo	or	any	form	of	publicity	regarding	this	contract	by	awarded	vendor	must	
have	prior	approval	from	NCPA.Ø If	any	action	at	law	or	in	equity	is	brought	
to	enforce	or	interpret	the	provisions	of	this	Agreement	or	to	recover	any	
administrative	fee	and	accrued	interest,	the	prevailing	party	shall	be	entitled	to	
reasonable	attorney’s	fees	and	costs	in	addition	to	any	other	relief	to	which	
such	party	may	be	entitled. 

Ø	Neither	this	Agreement	nor	any	rights	or	obligations	hereunder	shall	be	
assignable	by	Vendor	without	prior	written	consent	of	NCPA,	provided,	
however,	that	(i)	the	Vendor	may,	without	such	written	consent,	assign	this	
Agreement	and	its	rights	and	delegate	its	obligations	hereunder	in	connection	
with	the	transfer	or	sale	of	all	or	substantially	all	of	its	assets	or	business	
related	to	this	Agreement,	or	in	the	event	of	its	merger,	consolidation,	change	in	
control	or	similar	transaction;	or	(ii) the	ServiceNow	or	Workday	may,	without	
such	written	consent,	assign	this	Agreement	and	its	rights	and	delegate	its	
obligations	hereunder	in	connection	with	the	transfer	or	sale	of	all	or	
substantially	all	of	its	assets	or	business	related	to	this	Agreement,	or	in	the	
event	of	its	merger,	consolidation,	change	in	control	or	similar	transaction.	Any	
permitted	assignee	shall	assume	all	assigned	obligations	of	its	assignor	under	
this	Agreement. 

Ø	All	notices	given	hereunder	shall	be	delivered	to	the	addresses	as	set	forth	below.	
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4. Tab 3 – Vendor Questionnaire 
Please	provide	responses	to	the	following	questions	that	address	your	company’s	operations,	
organization,	structure,	and	processes	for	providing	products	and	services	

¨	States	Covered 

Ø	Bidder	must	indicate	any	and	all	states	where	products	and	services	can	be	offered. 
Ø Please	indicate	the	price	co-efficient	for	each	state	if	it	varies. 

☒50	States	&	District	of	Columbia	(Selecting	this	box	is	equal	to	checking	all	boxes	below)	
	
☐	Alabama	
☐	Alaska	
☐	Arizona	
☐	Arkansas	
☐	California	
☐	Colorado	
☐	Connecticut	
☐	Delaware	
☐	District	of	Columbia	
☐	Florida	
☐	Georgia	
☐	Hawaii	
☐	Idaho	
☐	Illinois	
☐	Indiana	
☐	Iowa	
☐	Kansas	
☐	Kentucky	

☐	Louisiana	
☐	Maine	
☐	Maryland	
☐	Massachusetts	
☐	Michigan	
☐	Minnesota	
☐	Mississippi	
☐	Missouri	
☐	Montana	
☐	Nebraska	
☐	Nevada	
☐	New	Hampshire	
☐	New	Jersey	
☐	New	Mexico	
☐	New	York	
☐	North	Carolina	
☐	North	Dakota	
☐	Ohio	

☐	Oklahoma	
☐	Oregon	
☐	Pennsylvania	
☐	Rhode	Island	
☐	South	Carolina	
☐	South	Dakota	
☐	Tennessee	
☐	Texas	
☐	Utah	
☐	Vermont	
☐	Virginia	
☐	Washington	
☐	West	Virginia	
☐	Wisconsin	
☐	Wyoming	
	

	
☒	All	US	Territories	and	Outlying	Areas	 (Selecting	 this	box	 is	 equal	 to	 checking	all	boxes	
below)	
☐	American	Samoa	
☐	Federated	States	of	Micronesia	
☐Guam	
☐Midway	Islands	

☐	Northern	Marina	Islands	
☐	Puerto	Rico	
☐	U.S.	Virgin	Islands	
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Ø Minority		 and	

Women	Business	Enterprise	(MWBE)	and	(HUB)	Participation	
Ø	It	is	the	policy	of	some	entities	participating	in	NCPA	to	involve	minority	and	women	

business	enterprises	(MWBE)	and	historically	underutilized	businesses	(HUB)	in	
the	purchase	of	goods	and	services.	Respondents	shall	indicate	below	whether	or	
not	they	are	an	M/WBE	or	HUB	certified. 

Ø Minority	/	Women	Business	Enterprise	 	 	 	 	
Ø Respondent	Certifies	that	this	firm	is	a	M/WBE		 	 ☒	

Ø Historically	Underutilized	Business	
Ø Respondent	Certifies	that	this	firm	is	a	HUB	 	 	 ☒	

Ø Residency	
Ø	Responding	Company’s	principal	place	of	business	is	in	the	city	of	Houston 

State	of	Texas		
Ø Felony	Conviction	Notice	

Ø	Please	Check	Applicable	Box;	
	 ☐	 A	publically	held	corporation;	therefore,	this	reporting	requirement	is	not	applicable.	
	 ☒	 Is	not	owned	or	operated	by	anyone	who	has	been	convicted	of	a	felony.	
	 ☐	 Is	owned	or	operated	by	the	following	individual(s)	who	has/have	been	convicted	of	
felony	

Ø	If	the	3rd	box	is	checked,	a	detailed	explanation	of	the	names	and	convictions	must	be	
attached.	

¨ Distribution	Channel	
Ø	Which	best	describes	your	company’s	position	in	the	distribution	channel:	

	 ☐	 	Manufacturer	Direct		 	 ☒	 	Certified	education/government	reseller	
	 ☐	 	Authorized	Distributor		 ☐	 	Manufacturer	marketing	through	reseller	
	 ☒	 	Value-added	reseller		 	 ☐	 	Other:	 	
¨  Processing	Information	

Ø	Provide	company	contact	information	for	the	following:	
Ø Sales	Reports	/	Accounts	Payable	

Contact	Person:		Accounting	 			
Title:	NA		
Company:	Precision	Task	Group,	Inc.		
Address:		9801	Westheimer,	Suite	803		
City:	Houston	State:	TX		Zip:77042	
Phone:	713-781-7481	Email:	accounting@ptg.com	
Purchase	Orders	
Contact	Person:		Amanda	Roggeman		
Title:	Account	Manager		
Company:	Precision	Task	Group,	Inc.		
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Address:	9801	Westheimer,	Suite	803		
City:	Houston	State:	TX			Zip:	77042	
Phone:	713-787-1124	Email:	Amanda.roggeman@ptg.com	

Ø Sales	and	Marketing	
Contact	Person:	Jeanette	Garza		
Title:	ERP	Project	Manager		
Company:	Precision	Task	Group,	Inc.		
Address:	9801	Westheimer,	Suite	803		
City:	Houston							State:		TX					Zip:		77042	
Phone:	713-301-3307				Email:	jeanette.garza@ptg.com		

Ø Pricing	Information	
Ø In	addition	to	the	current	typical	unit	pricing	furnished	herein,	the	Vendor	agrees	
to	offer all	future	product	introductions	at	prices	that	are	proportionate	to	Contract	
Pricing. 

Ø If	answer	is	no,	attach	a	statement	detailing	how	pricing	for	NCPA	
participants	would	be	calculated	for	future	product	introductions.	

	 	 	 	 	 	 ☒	 	Yes		 	 ☐	 	No	
Ø	 Pricing	 submitted	 includes	 the	 required	NCPA	 administrative	 fee.	 The	NCPA	 fee	 is	
calculated	based	on	the	invoice	price	to	the	customer.	

	 	 	 	 	 	 ☒	 	Yes		 	 ☐	 	No	
Ø	Vendor	will	provide	additional	discounts	for	purchase	of	a	guaranteed	quantity.	

	 	 	 	 	 	 ☐	 	Yes	 	 ☒	 	No	
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5. Tab 4 – Vendor Profile 
Please	provide	the	following	information	about	your	company:	
	

• Company’s	official	registered	name.	
PTG Response: 
 
Precision Task Group, Inc. 
	

• Brief	history	of	your	company,	including	the	year	it	was	established.	
PTG Response: 

Precision Task Group, Inc. (PTG) – PTG is an information technology (IT) services, solutions and integration 
firm headquartered in Houston, Texas which has successfully provided integrated technology solutions to 
commercial and public sector clients since 1980.  

Continually selected by our clients and strategic partners for an exemplary record of delivering innovative and 
cost-effective solutions, we offer a broad range of expertise including Enterprise Solutions, Organizational 
Change Management, and Talent Acquisition. PTG strives to remain nimble in order to meet our clients’ 
evolving technology needs. We’ve defined our value through responsiveness, vision, quality, and 
collaboration in every client engagement. 

PTG’s public sector experience runs the gamut from the US Army and Air Force, the FAA, and large state 
governments such as the State of Iowa and Oklahoma to higher education and community colleges to large 
and small municipalities. Our solutions are scalable and meet the unique needs of each of our public clients. 
We also understand how the new regulatory environments further complicate life by requiring increased 
reporting and transparency. PTG’s public sector clients benefit from a variety of purpose-built technologies 
and solutions that meet these demands, while at the same time providing flexibility to meet the next set of 
regulatory challenges. PTG achieves excellence by utilizing our team of knowledgeable and technologically 
diverse information systems specialists. 

ERP – Workday Experience 

PTG has been delivering ERP services for over 20 years, including supporting Workday projects for over 
eight years.  As a Workday Value-Added Reseller (State of Texas Department of Information Resources 
Contract No. DIR-TSO-4242 and California Software Licensing Program Contract ID SLP-19-70-0281A) and 
Workday AMS Partner, PTG’s unique relationship allows us to collaborate closely with Workday while 
providing customers like the Public Agencies with the best customer experience throughout the Workday 
engagement life cycle.  PTG has access to and utilizes Workday tools, technical services, training, marketing 
and many more resources to allow our clients to implement and utilize the best solution available.   

PTG has provided Workday subscriptions to clients through both its current DIR-TSO-4242 and SLP-19-70-
0281A contracts.  PTG assist both the customers and workday in ensuring that the client is acquirement the 
appropriate Workday subscription offerings while confirming that the quantities being purchased are the 
appropriate quantity for that organization.   
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Jonathan	 Christensen,	 Director	 Enterprise	 Solutions;	 9801	 Westheimer	 Road,	 Suite	 803,	
Houston,	Texas	77042;	713-787-1117;	jonathan.christensen@ptg.com.	
	
Jessica	 Rios,	 Client	 Relations	 Manager	;	 9801	 Westheimer	 Road,	 Suite	 803,	 Houston,	 Texas	
77042;	713-787-1151;	jessica.rios@ptg.com.	
	
Amanda	 Roggeman,	 Account	 Manager;	 9801	 Westheimer	 Road,	 Suite	 803,	 Houston,	 Texas	
77042;	713-787-1124;	amanda.roggeman@ptg.com.		
	
Robert	Ozuna,	Business	Development	Representative,	9801	Westheimer	Road,	Suite	803,	
Houston,	Texas	77042;	713-787-1164;	robert.ozuna@ptg.com	
	
Ric	Mims,	ServiceNow	Practice	Director,	9801	Westheimer	Road,	Suite	803,	Houston,	Texas,	
77042;	832-982-5899;	ric.mims@ptg.com	
	
Ben	Gonzalez,	ServiceNow	Engagement	Manager,	9801	Westheimer	Road,	Suite	803,	Houston,	
Texas,	77042;	424-421-9789;	ben.gonzalez@ptg.com	
	

• Define	your	standard	terms	of	payment.	
PTG Response: 
 
PTG’s standard payment terms for our resale and related services is Net 30. PTG will negotiate other 
payment options in good faith. 
	
	

• Who	is	your	competition	in	the	marketplace?	
PTG Response: 

PTG’s major competitors are other Workday and ServiceNow public sector Value Added Resellers, 
however the competition is limited since PTG is (i) the only reseller who can currently resell Workday 
Subscription and Services nationwide to public sector entities through a similar contract vehicle via the 
State of Texas - Department of Information Resources and (ii) one of a handful of ServiceNow Value-
Added Resellers, for which many are without the certifications and small business status as PTG that 
allow PTG to carefully tailor our services and solutions to our customers. PTG’s reseller competitors in 
the State of Texas are Carahsoft, Unisys and IBM.  As the only minority HUB in the State, this allows 
PTG to be uniquely positioned to provide public sector entities products and services through public 
procurement contract vehicles.  PTG’s procurement vehicles are fully negotiated and include both 
subscription and services contracts, backed by the purchasing power of the State of Texas. These 
contracts can be used by state and local government, public education, other public entities in Texas, as 
well as public entities outside the state. For entities outside of Texas, there is a simple interstate 
cooperation agreement 

Workday 
Workday’s major competitors are the traditional ERP vendors—SAP, Oracle/PeopleSoft, and 
Infor/Lawson. These traditional ERP systems were developed in the early 1990s using the technologies 
and development methodologies of that era. Workday had the advantage of starting with a “clean sheet 
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of paper” to develop the next generation of HCM applications, utilizing the latest technologies so that we 
could deliver a Human Capital Management solution that was easier to use and more intuitive, faster to 
deploy, required less capital and required less IT involvement to implement. 

As a result of Workday’s success and the market trend moving towards a cloud-based model, our 
traditional ‘on-premise’ rivals have taken a short-term, quick-fix approach of acquiring cloud-based best-of-
breed solutions/companies and attempting to build-out and/or integrate end-to-end HR functionality. SAP 
and Oracle, with their acquisition of SuccessFactors and Taleo respectively, are examples of this approach. 
In each case, both of those companies had in turn previously made their own acquisitions. The result is a 
collection of what are essentially bespoke standalone systems that communicate via a series of hidden 
internal integrations. Perhaps most importantly though, is that the vast majority of our competitors’ cloud 
revenues are derived from acquisition, whereas Workday’s is achieved through our own research and 
development. This clearly demonstrates Workday’s cloud thought leadership advantage and our ability to 
execute on our vision. 

 
To stand out from the crowd, Workday goes to great lengths to articulate the importance of a truly unified 
solution and the significant benefits that a patient and long-term vision for our product has achieved. For the 
fourth year running, Workday has been recognized as a leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud Core 
Financial Management Suites for Midsize, Large and Global Enterprises, in the June 2020 Gartner Report. 
 
ServiceNow 
ServiceNow is the leading digital workflow company that makes work, work better for people, has been 
named a Leader in the 2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant for IT Service Management (ITSM) Tools. ServiceNow 
was recognized for its ITSM solution, marking the seventh consecutive year that ServiceNow’s ITSM solution 
has been named a Leader by Gartner.  With ITSM, ServiceNow is a true visionary, delivering massive 
amounts of innovation to the market, resulting in an IT experience that will meet customer needs now and in 
the future. Built on the Now Platform, ServiceNow ITSM allows customers to deliver scalable services, 
increase productivity and to create resilient IT service experiences for their employees. 
 
ServiceNow’s major competitor is BMC Remedy.  The overall ITSM market continues to grow and evolve, 
thanks to ServiceNow’s sustained leadership in bringing new innovation that redefines IT service 
management.  As ServiceNow proudly leads with more than 50 percent market share, we are consistently 
looking to raise the bar on how we deliver new business value to our customers. We believe this recognition 
by Gartner validates ServiceNow’s dedication to drive digital transformation and improve the world of work. 
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• What	differentiates	your	company	from	competitors?	
PTG Response: 
PTG has been delivering ERP services for over 20 years, including supporting Workday projects for over eight 
years.  As a Workday Value-Added Reseller and AMS Partner, PTG’s unique relationship allows us to 
collaborate closely with Workday while providing customers with the best customer experience throughout the 
Workday engagement life cycle.  PTG has access to and utilizes Workday tools, technical services, training, 
marketing and many more resources to allow our clients to implement and utilize the best solution available.   
 
In addition to providing reseller services, PTG’s value added services include, Project Management Support; 
Change Management/Communication; Data Migration and Historical Data Planning; Training; and Backfill 
Project Support. 

 
We sincerely believe our team is the best available combination of skilled resources and experience to provide 
its clients with the highest level of support needed for Workday initiatives.  
 

• PTG knows Public Sector and is a Workday Certified Partner and Reseller 
• PTG has Long-Term Relationship with Workday Deployment Partners  
• Project Execution Alignment of PTG Project Manager with Deployment Engagement Manager  
• Flexible Schedule to Accommodate Region 14 and NCPA customer’s Requirements 
• Aligned with Workday to delivery 97% customer satisfaction 

 
Workday – Different by Design 
 
Workday recognizes that today's competitive pressures require innovative software solutions. Enterprise 
applications built on technology developed ten years ago, or more, cannot keep pace with today’s business 
environments. 
 
Legacy ERP applications are rigid and inflexible and require that customers make large upfront investments for 
software, hardware, middleware, database, and professional services, and then suffer through elongated 
implementations and complex, costly upgrades. Meantime, many of Workday’s competitors in the cloud-based 
HCM solution space provide ‘integrated’ piecemeal solutions that are a combination of niche competitor 
solutions they’ve acquired; they tout them as representing a unified solution, complete with the necessary 
breadth of functionality, yet in Workday’s experience, “unification” is now misleadingly interchanged with 
“integrated”, and many of Workday’s competitors simply do not have the depth of functionality to go with their 
breadth of products. This depth of functionality is what modern, global organizations require, and is why 
Workday is consistently rated as the top Human Capital Management solution on the market. 
 
Workday started from a clean sheet of paper in 2005 and is the only enterprise grade Human Capital 
Management solution (comprising human resources, benefits and talent management) on the market that has 
been purpose-built for the cloud. Starting with core HR, rather than focus on a specific functional area as many 
of Workday’s competitors have (e.g. SAP with talent management), provides an insurmountable architectural 
advantage over Workday’s competitors, demonstrated through Workday’s unique solution offering, the superior 
Workday user experience, and Workday’s high levels of customer satisfaction; it is validated by external reports 
such as those produced by Gartner and Forrester (2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud Core Financial 
Management Suites) ("The Forrester Wave(TM): SaaS Human Resource Management Systems, Q3 2017). 
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Unique Solution Offering 
 
Some key differentiators of Workday HCM are as follows: 
 

• Embrace Change: Workday’s suite of cloud-based applications is designed for leading global 
enterprises seeking highly flexible software that allows them to embrace changes in their operating and 
regulatory environments. Workday’s rapid innovation cycle and regular deployment of the latest 
capabilities to Workday’s customers ensures that users are always able to use the latest version of 
Workday’s software, which we currently update two times per year. In addition to the continual 
improvement of the product, having all customers on the same “version” of the product ensures that we 
can support Workday’s customers effectively, and indeed, that they can support themselves. True 
unification also means that critical elements of Human Capital Management, such as business 
processes and reporting, are not provided by third party systems and don’t require specific IT skills or 
experience to create or modify. Business processes and reporting are included in the Workday solution 
and are maintained by the human resources team, not IT; Workday applications can be configured and 
adapted to meet specific requirements, with no implications on upgrades. For example, users can 
quickly and easily change the business processes that underlie Workday applications and can also 
increase the number of users in response to organic growth, acquisitions or different operating 
conditions.  

• Operate with the Complete Picture: Workday applications provide our customers with significant 
visibility into their operations and enable real-time operational and financial insights. Our applications 
are designed to capture both the content and context of everyday business events without the technical 
complexity and rigidity associated with traditional relational databases. Workday embeds this rich 
source of business information with real-time analytics into the core functionality of our applications to 
enable better and faster decision-making. 

• Consumer Internet Experience: Workday applications enable user experiences that are similar to 
those of leading consumer Internet sites. Our focus on an intuitive and simple user experience enables 
adoption of our applications by even novice users with minimal training. Our applications are designed 
for use by the entire workforce, including senior managers and non-HR and finance employees. This 
focus enables our customers to generate higher productivity and better business results through broad 
access to better, timely and more reliable information. 

• Optimize IT Resources: With our cloud-based model, all of our customers are operating on the same 
version of our software. This eliminates customized code and allows us to make regular updates to our 
software, with minimal disruption. Our customers do not need to buy, install and maintain the complex 
IT infrastructure required to operate on-premise systems. Even though we deliver new features on a 
frequent basis, our customers control their rate of adoption of new features through configuration, 
without the need for significant investments in IT resources. 

 
Workday’s solutions are built on an innovative and highly adaptive foundation of modern technologies, 
including: 

• Multi-Tenant Architecture: Our multi-tenant architecture enables multiple customers to share the 
same version of our applications while securely partitioning their respective application data. Because 
customers utilize our IT resources and operational infrastructure, this framework significantly reduces 
the costs of implementation, upgrades, and support. 

• Object-Based Data Model: Our applications use objects to represent real-world entities such as 
employees, benefits, budgets, charts of accounts, and organizations. Using objects to model attributes 
and relationships increases our pace of innovation, enables actionable analytics that are part of our 
core transactional systems of record, and makes the system more easily adaptable to change. 

• In-Memory Data Management: Our use of in-memory processing brings data physically closer to the 
central processing units and into main memory, eliminating the need to run a disk-seek operation each 
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time a data look-up is performed. This allows for rapid and efficient delivery of embedded business 
intelligence to facilitate actionable analytics and reporting. All reports and analytics are based on real-
time transactional data, eliminating the need for additional data warehouse complexity. 

• Consumer User Interface (UI): We have built a flexible and modern UI platform that allows us to 
quickly embrace new UI technologies without needing to rewrite the underlying application logic. 
Currently, we support all major browsers, run natively on Apple's iOS and Android with applications 
specifically designed for the iPad, iPhone and Android phones, and support other mobile platforms 
such as Windows Mobile and Symbian through our HTML5 client. 

• Configurable Processes: Critical for any organization, particularly for complex, global businesses, is 
the capacity to provide consistent business processes, whilst allowing for local nuances, and ensuring 
privacy and security are maintained. Workday is uniquely positioned to support this common challenge 
because of our single platform. The single platform allows our customers to designate permission 
groups and security settings that are pervasive across the whole solution, in contrast to integrated 
products where multiple privacy and security settings need to be set per product/module. We offer a 
broad set of tools for configuring, managing, monitoring, and optimizing the business processes that 
organizations rely on to manage their business. We include over 350 pre-defined business process 
definitions to help accelerate deployments and provide a starting point for additional configuration. 
These can be implemented as-is, or refined by our customers to meet their specific requirements. 
These pre-built business processes provide an enormous head-start on our customers’ 
implementations, and have been pre-built with global concerns in mind. 

• Web Services-based Integration Platform: By offering an enterprise-class, embedded web services 
integration platform and toolset at no additional cost, we relieve customers of many of the burdens 
associated with legacy systems integration and greatly reduce the risk of implementation failures or 
delays. In addition to open, standards-based web services application programming interfaces, we 
provide a growing portfolio of pre-built connectors and toolkits called Integration Cloud Connect 
managed and maintained by Workday or our partners. 

• Security and Audit: We endeavor to adhere to the highest security standards. We voluntarily obtain 
third party examinations relating to security and data privacy. From the physical security of our data 
center operations, to network and application level-security, to safeguarding our customers' sensitive 
data, we provide best-in-class infrastructure, policies and procedures. We deliver configurable, user-
level access control policies as well as a comprehensive, always-on auditing service that captures and 
documents changes to both data elements and business processes. 

• Mobile: Workday provides a mobile solution as a native part of the Workday user experience, at no 
additional cost. Native mobile applications are available for iOS and Android, with HTML5 access for 
all other mobile devices. 

 
Workday User Experience and Customer Satisfaction 
 
The single most important differentiator that Workday provides is customer satisfaction. In the recent 2020 
Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud Core Financial Management Suites Report* and "The Forrester Wave(TM): 
SaaS Human Resource Management Systems (Q3 2017), where Workday was again the highest rated Human 
Capital Management solution in the global market and reference customers gave Workday high scores for 
customer satisfaction and service and support, providing top quartile scores for its ability to understand their 
organization’s needs, quality of technical support and vendor responsiveness/ , Workday was awarded a 95% 
customer satisfaction experience, and a significant majority of reference customers also indicated that their 
support and maintenance costs decreased after deploying the solution. This rating is consistent with Workday’s 
own internal metrics, measuring consistently high customer satisfaction year-on-year. 
The overall customer experience and customer satisfaction is the culmination of many unique Workday 
characteristics. Chief amongst these is the fact that Workday is a truly unified Human Capital Management 
solution. Despite their claims, this is in stark contrast to our competitors’ approach, which is characterized by 
the acquisition of niche competitors to create a series of integrated systems that results in a piecemeal solution. 
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*Sources:https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-1ZCOLS4Y&ct=200629&st=sb; 
https://www.workday.com/en-us/company/latest/newsroom/press-releases/press-release-
details.html?id=2184921  
 
Precision Task Group, Inc. & ServiceNow – Leading Digital Workflows for Public Sector Customers 
 
In addition, over the years, PTG has developed the reputation as a trusted ServiceNow partner with the ability 
to find exceptional talent at competitive rates.  PTG is unique in the ServiceNow partner community with our 
ability to provide resources on a contract-to-hire or direct hire basis in addition to providing turn-key projects 
that are on-time, on-budget, on scope, with minimal disruption and high adoption.  PTG is committed to being 
a fiduciary partner operations within the higher ethical standards and will act as a trusted advisor to provide a 
best value approach for professional services.  We will be flexible and easy to work with and collaborate with 
Region 14 and NCPA customers.   

 
As an authorized reseller of ServiceNow, PTG has supported many state agencies, local government and 
education customers in the State of Texas with ServiceNow’s products that enable the digital workflows that 
create great experiences and unlock productivity for employees and enterprises alike.  Many IT leaders 
believe outsourcing is their only option to optimize their IT departments and streamline their IT strategy 
needs.   
 
Through our position as a Valued Added Reseller of ServiceNow, PTG distinguishes itself from our 
competitors by having the ability to provide our customers a full spectrum of cloud solutions and services that 
includes the ServiceNow subscription products, the successful roadmap for customer implementation, and the 
implementation services for the customer to receive the most out of their ServiceNow platform.  Many 
integrators provide one or the other, but PTG has developed a reputation as trusted advisor to our customers 
in the market as a leader.   
 

• Describe	how	your	company	will	market	this	contract	if	awarded.	
PTG Response: 

In collaboration with Workday and ServiceNow, respectively, PTG will put together a marketing plan for the 
contract that will include the production of sales training and collateral, customer facing collateral, website 
information and links to information on the contract. 
 
PTG and our respective software vendors will also actively promote the use of the contract to all relevant 
prospects through our direct salesforce. We have a dedicated salesforce for education as well as a separate 
salesforce for government. 
 
PTG’s Marketing Plan for this contract, if awarded, is uploaded in the NCPA Bonfire Hub. 
	
	

• Describe	how	you	intend	to	introduce	NCPA	to	your	company.	
PTG Response: 
PTG, with the support of Workday’s government and education salesforce, will work collaboratively with 
NCPA to reach out to NCPA customers via mail campaigns and/or jointly hosted webinars as well as 
incorporate NCPA collateral and materials into all Workday produced sales support programs. 
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• Describe	your	firm’s	capabilities	and	functionality	of	your	on-line	catalog	/	ordering	
website.	

PTG Response: 

PTG currently offers prospective customers a website store that provides a catalog of offered products and 
services, including pricing and MSRP, available at PTG.com along with the cooperative agency’s website. 
Typically, PTG goes to market via a “direct sales” model due to the nature of the acquisition of large scale 
technology solutions. It is not a typical practice that a customer seeks to purchase large scale technology 
solutions from our online store. Typically, a Value Assessment and other negotiations occur during the 
purchasing process. However, our online store, currently and in the future, will provide Region 14 and NCPA 
customers with a website to determine the ease of use, availability, and capabilities related to ordering, 
returns and reporting, PTG will provide Region 14 and NCPA with a website link on PTG’s website. In addition 
to including Region 14 and NCPA’s requirements, the website will appear similar to the following PTG State of 
Texas Department of Information Resources (DIR Store) link: https://www.ptg.com/dir-store  

By way of example, on our DIR Store, we list the four current DIR Contracts, which through their hyperlinks 
demonstrate the ease of ordering through our website.   

For, Region 14 and NCPA, a website link will be created and available to all potential customers to perform 
the listed capabilities as requested under this contract.   

Importantly, our website is accessible to people with disabilities. Each PTG public contract page listed on our 
website provides a background to the contract, how to order, the website for the type of contracts that we 
were awarded, and, as applicable, Vendor Information, Services and Pricing, MSRP Pricing and a Sample 
Statement of Work. 
 
As it relates to the Ordering Process beyond the website, as a value-added reseller, Precision Task Group 
works in tandem with ServiceNow and Workday, respectively, to provide a quality purchasing experience for 
our customers and future partners.  
 
PTG has an experienced team of ServiceNow and Workday experts that work alongside our procurement 
department that ensure a swift and efficient ordering process. PTG utilizes a hands-on approach to our quoting 
process by personally meeting with our partners and customers to ensure that correct licenses and services 
are planned out accordingly.   
 
Starting with the custom quoting process, our sales team strategize during discovery phases with our customers 
to determine the proper product and service for their specific need.  During the collaboration process, PTG’s 
ServiceNow team or ERP team, respectively, works in conjunction with ServiceNow / Workday to ensure 
alignment upon purchase.  Upon decisions of products and services, PTG issues a sales quote to our customers 
for review.  Upon acceptance of the products and services, the ServiceNow customers will issue PTG a 
Purchase Order against the Sales Quote.  PTG’s ERP Practice works with the customer and Workday to 
negotiate a final Order Form, including the Workday Documentation. PTG will in turn purchase all software and 
services for customer and begin implementing according the agreed upon schedule and terms.  
	
	

• Describe	your	company’s	Customer	Service	Department	(hours	of	operation,	number	
of	service	centers,	etc.)	

PTG Response: 
Precision Task Group’s Customer Service Department is available from 8 AM to 5 PM Central Time. We offer 
a local phone number and toll-free phone number for customer support regarding PTG’s products and 
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services, accessibility, privacy and other customer service needs. Each practice supports our Customer 
Service Department with leadership, account managers and subject matter experts available to customers in 
need of support.   
	

• Green	Initiatives	
§ As	our	business	grows,	we	want	to	make	sure	we	minimize	our	 impact	on	the	

Earth’s	climate.	We	are	taking	every	step	we	can	to	implement	innovative	and	
responsible	 environmental	 practices	 throughout	 NCPA	 to	 reduce	 our	 carbon	
footprint,	 reduce	waste,	 	 energy	conservation,	 ensure	efficient	 computing	and	
much	 more.	 To	 that	 effort	 we	 ask	 respondents	 to	 provide	 their	 companies	
environmental	policy	and/or	green	initiative.	

PTG Response: 

PTG has a strong commitment to sustainability and strives to continually minimize its impact on the 
environment. Since 2018, the Company has recycled all materials that are recyclable in the office. For 
instance, PTG no longer purchases Styrofoam cups and glasses and now furnishes employees and guest 
with washable plastic or glass drinkware. Additionally, for over a decade, PTG has minimized print material 
and saves all documents in electronically. 
 
Workday 

Workday also believes that success is not only measured in financial terms, but also in how they operate in 
the context of their community and environment. Companies, just as individuals, need to assume 
responsibility for their actions as part of a global eco-system. Workday is committed to reduce or eliminate 
negative impact on our immediate and global environment. 

From Workday’s Co-Founders, Dave Duffield and Aneel Bhusri: 

Reduced energy consumption is a clear by product of the centralized data centers that are fundamental to the 
Cloud model. Our multi-tenant architecture also promotes more efficient use of computing resources. And our 
internal practices and goals help direct a vision for a better global carbon balance. We are an EPA “100% 
Green Power Purchaser,” and our internal Green Team always looks for ways to implement earth-friendly 
solutions in our everyday activities. So in a time when “going green” is high on the priority lists of most 
organizations, Workday advances the cause by providing sustainable technology alternatives for our 
customers and demonstrating our commitment with practical programs internally. 

Yet a sustainable business is about more than just energy efficiency; it is also about being a responsible 
corporate citizen. We are proud of our efforts around customer satisfaction, data privacy and protection, 
community outreach, and employee satisfaction. Sustainability means doing our part to look after the best 
interests of the people and communities interacting with Workday. 
As the economy emerges from the global recession, we believe there is a real opportunity for Workday to 
provide our customers lower cost solutions that reduce their carbon footprint at the same time. As we look 
forward to further growth in the future, our challenge will be continuing to execute our sustainable practices 
and identify areas for sensible improvement.\ 

A full copy of our 2019 Global Impact Report can be found at:  

http://globalimpact.workday.com  
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Workday’s environmental policy can be found at: 
 
https://www.workday.com/en-us/company/corporate-responsibility/sustainability.html 
	
Net-zero carbon emissions by 2021. 
Workday is committed to achieving net-zero carbon emissions by 2021. Workday’s carbon management 
strategy is to avoid carbon-intensive activities where possible, focus on reducing the carbon intensity of their 
operations through efficiency measures, replace high-carbon energy sources with low-carbon energy sources, 
and offset the remaining emissions. Workday believes in transparently reporting our efforts to stakeholders. 
Workday has published their carbon footprint dating back to their 2010 baseline in their Global Impact Report 
and will continue to do so as they track our progress toward their 2021 goal. 
 
100 percent renewable energy. 
Workday supports the development of clean energy projects by committing to use 100 percent renewable 
electricity in their office buildings and data centers. Workday also offsets 100 percent of our emissions from 
using natural gas in their office buildings. 
 
Workday’s commitment to clean energy has been recognized by the EPA in the Green Power Partnership 
program with a 100% Green Power Purchaser status. Workday has joined RE100, a group of influential global 
businesses committed to 100 percent renewable electricity. Workday is a signatory of the Corporate 
Renewable Energy Buyers' Principles and a member of the Business Renewables Center, both of which aim 
to help companies meet their renewable energy goals and accelerate corporate renewable energy 
procurement. Workday is also a member of Future of Internet Power, a collaborative initiative to increase the 
use of renewable energy to power data centers. 
 
The cloud is green. 
Workday’s multi-tenant cloud architecture helps customers reduce business costs and carbon footprints by 
centralizing server processing, optimizing energy usage, and eliminating redundant equipment. Workday’s 
data centers are optimized for processing, energy, and cooling efficiency. In addition, all the data centers that 
run Workday’s cloud applications—in both the U.S. and Europe—use 100 percent renewable electricity. 
 
No landfill policy. 
Workday ensures the secure disposal of all electronics. Workday maximizes the reuse of equipment when 
possible and disposes all remaining items responsibly by adhering to the strict e-Stewards standard. 
 
ServiceNow 
 
ServiceNow is managing the impact on the environment.  2019 represents their baseline year. They are 
investigating ways to prioritize clean energy and improve our carbon intensity and overall emissions in the 
coming years.  ServiceNow is committed to making a positive global impact and will continue to assess and 
enhance our disclosures and performance across ESG to meet the needs of our stakeholders.   
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• Vendor	Certifications	(if	applicable)	
 

Ø	Provide	a	copy	of	all	current	 licenses,	registrations	and	certifications	 issued	by	
federal,	 state	 and	 local	 agencies,	 and	 any	 other	 licenses,	 registrations	 or	
certifications	 from	 any	 other	 governmental	 entity	 with	 jurisdiction,	 allowing	
respondent	to	perform	the	covered	services	 including,	but	not	 limited	to,	 licenses,	
registrations,	 or	 certifications.	 Certifications	 can	 include	 M/WBE,	 HUB,	 and	
manufacturer	certifications	for	sales	and	service.	

PTG Response: 
 
a. Minority/Women Business Enterprise 
Certifying agencies: Houston Minority Supplier Development Council; City of Houston; CA PUC/Supplier 
Clearinghouse; NCTRCA; New York State; Mass.gov SDO; State of Missouri; City of Austin; MDOT 
 
b. Small Business Enterprise (SBE) or Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) 
Certifying agencies: Federal Small Business Administration; MNDOT; Illinois DOT; Georgia MARTA/GUCP; PA 
UCP; Iowa DOT; City of Houston; NCDOT; Port of Houston; Indiana DOT; Arizona DOT; Houston Metro Transit 
Authority; Georgia DOT; TXDOT/TUCP 
 
c. Historically Underutilized Business (HUB) 
Certifying agencies: State of Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts; State of North Carolina SWUC 
 
d. Other recognized diversity or small business certificate holder 
Certifying agencies: State of Illinois Business Enterprise Program; Austin Community College Small Local Business 
Enterprise 
 
(Vendor Certifications provided below electronically.) 
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Tab 5 – Products and Services 
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6. Tab 5 – Products and Services 

¨ Respondent	shall	perform	and	provide	these	products	and/or	services	under	the	terms	
of	this	agreement.	The	supplier	shall	assist	the	end	user	with	making	a	determination	of	
their	individual	needs.	

¨ The	following	is	a	list	of	suggested	(but	not	limited	to)	categories.	List	all	
categories	along	with	manufacturer	that	you	are	responding	with:	

Ø Software	
n Animation	and	Modeling	
n Business	Productivity	
n Digital	Publishing	
n Digital	Video	
n Engineering	and	CAD	
n Health	&	Science	
n K-12	
n Languages	
n Licenses	
n Math	
n Music	&	Audio	
n Programming	
n Film	and	TV	Production	
n Operating	Systems	and	Utilities	
n Security	
n Test	Prep	
n Training	
n Utilities	
n Web	Publishing	

Ø SaaS	
n Cloud	Based	Applications	
n Citizen	and	Resident	Engagement	
n Meeting	Automation	
n Website	Design	
n Communication	Tools	
n Documentation	Solutions	
n Online	Transactions	
n Software	Portfolio	Management	
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n Software	Procurement	Services	
n Software	Asset	Management	&	Compliance	

	
PTG Response: 

PTG offers Region 14 and NCPA customers the Workday and ServiceNow cloud solutions. Workday, a cloud 
based ERP application, and ServiceNow, a cloud based IT Service Management platform, are heralded 
amongst the best cloud solutions available for customers like Region 14 and NCPA customers. We are proud 
of our existing relationships with these cloud vendors, as well as the fruitful endeavors that have come from 
the relationships. We look forward to Region 14 and NCPA’s review of our proposed software solutions and 
services. 

Workday – Cloud Based Application 
Workday is a true multi-tenant SaaS solution that is developed, supported, and deployed as a single version 
of software across all customers, enabling Workday to focus on ongoing value-added innovation. Vendors 
that host single-tenant solutions and call it SaaS can’t offer the same benefits because they expend too many 
resources maintaining multiple versions of both their own software as well as a broad matrix of supporting 
infrastructure.  

While there are several companies that offer “cloud” delivery, the difference is in the details and what’s under 
the hood. SaaS solutions are typically defined by the delivery model rather than the underlying technology.  A 
lot of vendors typically offer single-tenant SaaS solutions that are delivered in the cloud, but require a unique 
tenant for each customer, making upgrades, maintenance, and information-sharing difficult. Hosted SaaS 
offers little more than removing database management and hardware/infrastructure maintenance 
responsibilities, and the hybrid solution of on- premises products mixed with hosted solutions required by 
some vendors adds its own level of complexity. 

Workday is the only true multi-tenant SaaS vendor that provides a service level agreement on uptime and 
performance. Despite hyper growth of 102 percent in annual transaction volume, Workday enjoys an 
unprecedented 97 percent customer satisfaction rating and a net retention rate over 100%. 
 
In this Tab 5, PTG will overview a sample of Workday’s features and related services for government 
customers: 

• Workday Core Human Capital Management (HCM) 
o Workday Workforce Analytics and Reporting 
o Organization Management 
o Contingent Labor Management 
o Workday Employee and Manager Self Service 
o Compensation Management 
o Absence Management 
o Benefits Administration 
o Additions to Workday HCM Solution 

§ Workday Payroll 
§ Workday Cloud Connect for Benefits 
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§ Workday Recruiting 
§ Workday Time Tracking 
§ Workday Learning 
§ Workday Talent Optimization 
§ Workday People Experience 

• Workday Core Financial Management 
o Accounting and Financial reporting 
o Accounts Payable 
o Cash, Banking and Payments 
o Fixed Asset Management 
o Workday Revenue Management 

§ Customer Contracts Management 
§ Billing and Invoicing 

o Workday Financial Reporting and Analysis 
o Additions to Workday Financial Management Solution 

§ Workday Expenses 
§ Workday Inventory 
§ Workday Procurement 
§ Workday Adaptive Planning 
§ Workday Projects 
§ Workday Grants Management 
§ Scout Strategic Sourcing 
§ Workday Extend 
§ Workday Prism Analytics 
§ Workday Data-as-a-Service 

• Workday Technology 
• Workday-Related Professional Services 

ServiceNow – IT Service Management 
ServiceNow’s products enable the digital workflows that create great experiences and unlock productivity for 
employees and enterprises alike.  Built on the NowPlatform, ServiceNow’s product portfolio deliver IT, 
employee and customer workflows that matter with enterprise solutions to help drive every part of digital 
transformation.  ServiceNow’s product portfolio begin with workflows and focus on the modernization of the IT 
department.   
 
With the Now Platform, anyone can digitize and automate departmental and cross-enterprise workflows, 
optimize business processes for resiliency, and mitigate risk, all on one cloud-based platform. Across 
industries, organizations of all sizes are accelerating automation, seamlessly embedding AI and analytics in 
their apps with Now Intelligence, and leveraging an ecosystem of innovation from ServiceNow. 
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In this Section 5, PTG will overview a sample of ServiceNow’s cloud solutions and related-services for 
government customers: 
 

• IT Workflows 
o IT Service Management 
o IT Operations Management 
o IT Business Management 
o IT Asset Management 
o Security Operations 
o Governance, Risk, and Compliance 

• Employee Workflows 
o HR Service Delivery 
o Legal Service Delivery 
o Workplace Service Delivery 

• Customer Workflows 
o Customer Service Management 
o Field Service Management 
o Connected Operations 

• Build your own Apps 
o Now Platform App Engine 

• ServiceNow Related Professional Services 

PTG’s Value-Added Services 
Additionally, in this Section 5, PTG will overview a sample of PTG’s Workday and ServiceNow value-added 
services to the Customer’s existing Workday or ServiceNow solutions or for the prospective customer’s 
purchase of software under this contract: 

§ Implementation Services 
§ Business Advisory & Support Services 
§ Application Management Services 
§ Consultation Services 
§ Organizational Change Management 
§ Training Services 
§ Delivery and Quality Assurance Services 
§ Implementation Oversight 
§ Project Management Oversight 
§ Data Migration and Data Conversion Services 
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§ IT Assessments 
§ Strategic Planning 
§ Technology Strategy and Consulting 
§ Procurement 
For clarity, PTG is not offering Region 14 and NCPA any services unrelated to the Workday or 
ServiceNow solutions offered hereunder.	 	
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expense reports, and updating their personal information. Workday’s strategy of “mobile first” allows 
for self-service, business transactions, reporting, and more—all from a smartphone or tablet. 

• Support for ACA: Workday provides the tools to help you manage the Employee Mandate provisions 
related to the Affordable Care Act (ACA). This is particularly important when employees perform 
multiple jobs or work overtime, which can then cause unanticipated high benefit costs if not caught 
ahead of time. 

Value Realized 
Workday has seen customers achieve both strategic and economic value through the optimal use of 
Workday, including:  

• Value to IT/Total Cost of Ownership (TCO): Organizations have experienced lower TCO through 
decommissioning existing systems; eliminating costs associated with hardware, hosting, upgrades, 
report writing/tools, and mobile applications; and increasing IT productivity. Examples include: 
- 10-50% improvement in HRIS staffing ratios 
- 75-80% decrease in the amount of paper being used  
- 70-90% reduction in time to create new reports 
- 50-100% increase in self-service adoption 

• Value to Administrative Functions: Administrative departments have shifted from purely 
transactional to a more strategic focus and are leveraging processes and technology to save money 
and scale more effectively. For example: 
- 10-20% improvement in functional productivity within HR, payroll and finance 

• Value to Organizational Operations: Organizational leaders can use different insights and 
recommendations within Workday to drive decision making. Examples of value realized include: 
- 1-5% reduction in voluntary turnover 
- 1-5% optimized total cost of work 
- 5-40% increase in human capital ROI 

Conclusion 
On day one, Workday made the decision to become a different kind of technology company—one that would 
serve as a true partner working alongside Workday’s customers to achieve success. This dedication and 
commitment to Workday’s customers has not wavered in the years since the company was founded. As a 
Workday customer, your success is our and Workday’s success, and Workday and PTG are committed to 
providing the technology, solutions, and services that enable you to carry out your mission and meet your 
goals. 

With an innovative, fresh foundation, Workday can grow and adapt with your organization in ways your legacy 
or patchwork hybrid systems will never be able to do. In short, Workday has reinvented administrative 
applications to help government agencies run more efficiently and effectively. 
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Workday Enterprise Human Resource Management 
Workday Human Resource Management is designed to help you organize, manage, and pay your workforce. 
With modern, intuitive employee and manager self-service capabilities, users and administrators can both get 
the information they need about their jobs and organizations. Workday empowers HR leaders to lead the 
charge in the changing world of work by delivering: 

• Agility: Workday builds agility at the core so you can gain insight, move quickly, and mobilize your 
entire organization when market or internal forces require. With Workday, rapidly meet business 
goals with one system for planning, insight, experience and action. Workday’s complete, integrated 
platform delivers value beyond the individual elements, with a full suite of HR management 
capabilities that, together, optimize the time, talent, and energy of your workforce. Workday is your 
ideal HR and finance partner for managing through technology change, growth, disruption, new 
business initiatives, changing worker expectations, and emerging skills requirements.  

• Efficiency: With Workday, use intelligent automation to eliminate repetitive and manual tasks so you 
have the operational control and confidence that you need to focus on higher value work. Workday 
enables you to give time back to every worker in your organization with automated HR processes and 
personalized interaction. For example, anomaly detection, continuous pay, instant pay and other 
innovations decrease payroll management time so you can spend more time focusing on priority 
projects. Workday’s certified integrations allow you to blend Workday and third-party payroll data to 
seamlessly report on your workforce. 

• Insight: With important insights surfaced from vast data sets and explained in plain language, 
Workday enables everyone in your organization to make better people decisions with more 
confidence. Combining innovative augmented analytics with a secure, trusted foundation across all 
your data means faster, data-driven insights. Workday’s application of machine learning within and 
across customers accelerates value for all.  

• Opportunity: With Workday you can connect your workers’ career objectives with tomorrow’s 
business challenges through a verified skills foundation for talent alignment, growth and mobility. Only 
Workday enables skills-based continuous planning and adjustments to rapidly align work and workers 
to address your most pressing business goals. Workday accelerates talent mobility, so you can 
rapidly build, buy, and borrow talent to craft the right workforce to deliver on business challenges, 
enabling both your organization and your workforce to take advantage of the opportunities at hand.  

• Experience: Workday helps drive productivity and engagement with a personalized, one-stop-shop 
experience that evolves and adapts for each worker. With the delivery of machine-learning 
recommendations based on comprehensive information, Workday creates personal experiences for 
every employee, providing guidance in career development, journey-based direction in moments that 
matter, answers to HR and payroll questions, personalized content recommendations, and more. 
Feedback is essential to engagement, so Workday closes the loop from worker feedback to 
recommendations and action so employees feel valued and stay engaged. Only Workday couples 
worker experience with an HCM platform to drive higher levels of system adoption and value.  

Core HCM Functionality  

Workday’s Core Human Capital Management (HCM) allows organizations to go beyond a system of record to 
a system of capabilities. With a global and adaptable foundation, Workday HCM is designed to address the 
challenges your organization faces today and to prepare your business for whatever the future brings.  

Workday HCM supports organizations with key capabilities including: 
• Flexible Staffing Management: Workday core human resources features begin with establishing 

and managing staffing at any level in the organization. Workday HCM manages open positions 
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through the use of position, headcount or job management and manages the transition of any worker 
from applicant to employee or contingent worker. Workday provides the flexibility to define an 
organization's staffing approach for individual organizations, divisions, or the entire company, 
including: 
- Position Management: Hiring managers fill only specific approved positions. Compensation 

packages may optionally be assigned to unfilled positions.  
- Job Management: Hiring managers hire as they see fit with no specific target, subject only to the 

hiring guidelines defined for the organization.  
• Comprehensive Worker Profile: With Workday, organizations can track more than basic worker 

information. Shifting from a system of record for workforce management, to a system of capabilities, 
Workday enables organizations to track key worker information including skills, worker experience, 
education, languages, certifications, training, achievements, professional affiliations, job history, 
internal projects, and more. Armed with a complete picture of your workforce capabilities, your 
organization is empowered to make strategic business decisions to support the changing world.  

 
• Foundational Skills Management: When it comes to tracking workforce capabilities for your 

organization, Workday provides a business-centric approach to skills management with skills count 
and an ontology of tens of thousands of skills with Workday’s Skills Cloud. This gives workers the 
ability to not only track their skills but also provides an enhanced search experience to streamline 
skills reporting and updates throughout the worker lifecycle. Organizations armed with analytics and 
insights can highlight top skills, perform gap analysis, and empower leaders to help develop internal 
talent, or focus recruitment efforts externally. Machine learning functionality in skills cloud can help 
identify workers with best-match skills as well as recommend candidates, enabling businesses to 
meet crucial hiring initiatives.  
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• Seamless Onboarding Experiences: Onboarding helps organizations set the first impression of 

their organization. Provide workers with the world-class experience they expect by extending a warm 
welcome to new and pre-hires, connecting them with managers and co-workers, and providing them 
the information they seek in a familiar interface. Organizations can reduce administration effort and 
cost by streamlining and automating the tasks and to do’s while also helping new workers quickly feel 
at home at your organization. The automation of new-hire business processes, forms management, 
and checklists ensure greater first day worker productivity, improved HR productivity, and greater 
visibility into the transitioning of new hires. Extend the same welcoming experience to your workforce 
during times of transitions such as job changes or promotions to ensure an engaging experience 
while helping set the worker up for success in their new role.  
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• Configurable Business Process Framework: The business process framework allows you to easily 

configure, copy, and change process flows, consider conditional logic, or embed information 
throughout the process. All of this happens without IT or consulting resources, so you don’t have to 
deal with the delays and costs that are typical of process changes.  

• Innovative Security Methodology: Security is a core part of what makes Workday HCM flexible and 
easy to use. Secure data rather than fields. Set up security once and it governs the data across all of 
Workday HCM no matter how it’s accessed—via browser or mobile app. 

• Mobile First Design: Meet your workforce where they are with a mobile-first design approach with 
Workday, fostering straightforward, relevant interactions. A single application provides access to all of 
Workday HCM where it’s always in sync, so changes made on the mobile app instantly appear in the 
browser version and vice versa. This makes it possible to fluidly move between mobile and desktop, 
meeting your workers anytime, anywhere. 

• Native Reporting, Analytics, and Dashboards: Reporting and analytics are native to Workday 
HCM and inherit the security configurations you set up around data. Reports, dashboards, and 
scorecards are easy to configure, change, update, and publish. And because transactional and 
analytical data are in the same system, you can drill into data and act on it from anywhere within 
Workday HCM. Removing the separation between transactions and analytics means that you can 
manage your organization fluidly, in real time, and with full confidence in data integrity. 

Workday Workforce Analytics and Reporting  

With Workday, analytics and reporting are connected to the HR system of record, empowering HR to become 
a strategic partner that other teams count on. With a foundation of credible data that the organization trusts, 
HR teams and their business counterparts can work together to identify risks, uncover opportunities, monitor 
workforce trends, and drill into contributing factors. Workday provides thousands of packaged reports and 
hundreds of delivered dashboards, all of which can be configured to fit your organization’s need to provide 
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consistent visibility on key topics such as workforce skills and composition, performance, talent acquisition, 
diversity, total rewards and more. 

Workday’s single security model enables governed, self-service access to analytics and reporting across all 
your organization’s data. With Workday, users can perform multi-dimensional drill down on data with charting 
and filtering capabilities and then act directly from the report. For example, if you see the name of a person on 
a report, you can click on that name and act on the person, supplier, customer, or any other object. Similarly, 
if you see a number on a report, you can click on that number and see the underlying detail as well as slice 
and dice that data by multiple dimensions. 

Build a Decision-Ready Organization 

Analytics and reporting solutions from Workday reduce the time it takes to transform data into insights, 
empowering you to make more-informed strategic and operational decisions. With your analytics and 
transactions in a single system, you can clearly see how your business is performing, discover new 
possibilities, and deliver better business outcomes. 

• Empower better business decisions with rich financial and workforce insights 
• Translate data into stories that inform strategy and compel action 
• Compare performance to industry peers with relevant benchmarks 
• Be nimble with one system for planning, analytics, and transactions 

Discover Key Trends at a Glance 

Make smarter decisions with insight into your workforce. Workday helps you uncover what to prioritize and 
where to invest your valuable resources. 

• Gain a comprehensive view of your workforce in a single system 
• Analyze workforce demographics across generation, location, and more 
• Visualize headcount and turnover trends, such as voluntary, new-hire and high-performer turnover 
• Surface diversity trends using delivered reports and tools, such as the pay equity dashboard 
• Access reports and dashboards on any mobile device or browser 
• Communicate findings via Workday Slides to level up board-decks and management reports 

Blend Operational and People Data for Deeper Insight 

With Workday, you can provide leadership with a complete picture of people and operations, even if that data 
isn’t stored in Workday. Understand productivity, training effectiveness, staffing demands, and more, while 
enabling managers and workers alike to manage their tasks better than ever. 

• Empower HR with Workday Prism Analytics, their very own departmental data hub 
• Intuitively prepare and blend data from any source to eliminate information silos 
• Centrally manage permissions and govern data according to a single security model 
• Enable ad-hoc, speed-of-thought analysis on any data source with Discovery Boards 
• Put critical operational insights into the right hands, with the right level of detail, at the right time 
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Organization Management  

Workday's provides unlimited dynamic, agile organizations that can be configured to reflect multiple 
organizational structures simultaneously. Workday also empowers organizations with the ability to model 
reorganizations and execute approved changes seamlessly in Workday’s single solution. Workday's reporting 
tools work in concert with your organizational structures, enabling you to create and run reports using 
organizational parameters or historical effective dates to view the organization at a prior point-in-time 
providing transparency and visibility for your organization.  

Workday Organizational Management capabilities enable customers to: 
• Manage Organization Structures: Build your organization structures to reflect the way you do 

business and view organizations as a dynamic organization chart. Workday provides the flexibility to 
design around supervisory structures, company, cost center, geographic hierarchies, and custom or 
matrix organizations.  

• Model Reorganization Options: Visualize, plan, and execute reorganization transactions in a matter 
of minutes versus weeks. Leveraging the single source of data in workday, Org Studio provides an 
intuitive drag-and-drop interface that can use live or future-dated data to collaborate around org 
scenarios and view associated metrics. Enabled by Workday’s powerful security framework, auditing 
and business process, changes can be routed for approval then enacted en masse. In addition, with 
the use of effective dating and organization management capabilities, you can quickly move workers 
or combine, divide, or deactivate organizations.  

• Organizational Reporting: Report on organizations by creating and running reports using 
organizational parameters such as cost center, region, company or custom reporting structures. Also 
view any key metrics such as headcount or span of control in your org chart to see deep insight in 
context of the organization. Leverage effective dating to view historical or future organizational 
structures with ease. Easily export your organization charts to PDF or Microsoft PowerPoint with 
pictures and metrics. 

With Workday’s organizational management capabilities, organizations can: 
• Create and manage organizational structures such as: 

- Supervisory Structures: Create and manage your reporting relationships. 
- Company Hierarchy Structures: Manage your organization across reporting entities and create 

roll-up structures. 
- Cost Center and Cost Center Hierarchy Structures: Manage your organization according to your 

financial cost center information. 
- Geographic Hierarchy Structures: Manage your organization across your geographic divisions. 
- Custom Organizations: You define the criteria for membership in this type of structure. 
- Matrix Organizations: represent collaborative organizations and dotted line relationships. 

Structure compensation packages according to the needs of your organization. 
• Dynamic organization charts can also be configured by customers to indicate which fields should be 

displayed to easily adapt to your organization’s requirements. 
• Org Studio enables your organization to draft and propose reorganizations using an intuitive drag-

and-drop interface.  
• Workday transfers your model and data to Worksheets, where you can review and correct plans to 

execute the structure as a mass action, reducing manual effort and streamlining reorganizations 
using Mass Actions. 
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• Native reporting and analytics allow your organization to create and run reports using organizational 
parameters such as cost center, region, company or custom reporting structures.  

• View any key metrics such as headcount or span of control in your org chart to see deep insight in 
context of the organization.  

• Leverage effective dating to view historical, point in time, or future organizational structures with ease.  
• Easily export your organization charts to PDF or Microsoft PowerPoint with pictures and metrics. 

Contingent Labor Management  

Workday is designed from the ground up to support the unique requirements for sourcing, management, and 
optimization of contingent labor within your organization—including requisitioning, onboarding and 
administration, time tracking, and invoicing and payment. Workday addresses the unique requirements of 
contingent labor management, so you no longer need to deploy a multitude of disparate systems in order to 
source, onboard, track, and pay contingent workers. 

Workday HCM supports organizations managing contingent labor with the following key capabilities:  
• Supplier Management 

- Eliminate the need to create a separate supplier record for each independent contingent worker. 
- Track contingent workers as available personnel resources, not just as suppliers. 
- Link contingent workers to a staffing supplier. 

• Requisitions 
- Provide a self-service capability so employees can easily create, submit, and approve requisitions 

for contingent workers. 
- Maintain proper spend controls through Workday's configurable business process framework. 
- Fill open job requisitions with a contingent worker and adhere to staffing budgets for cost control. 

• Purchase Orders 
- Use purchase orders (work orders) to procure contingent labor from a supplier. 
- Control the policies and procedures for managing contingent workers with the business process 

framework. 
- Configure alerts, approvals and integration steps specific to organizations or type of labor. 
- Easily support XML interaction with fully automated suppliers or provide a supplier portal for non-

automated suppliers. 
- Link purchase orders to master supplier contracts to track spend against an overall budget 

amount. 
- Use Work Order Extensions (Change Orders) to modify original agreements, while still ensuring 

all approvals and notifications occur. 
• Onboarding and Offboarding 

- Configure on- and off-boarding processes to meet the needs of specific organizations. 
- Provide a positive new hire experience with tailored welcome messages, lists of helpful contacts, 

and access to learning content to help with ramp up. 
- Use checklists to ensure new hires and others (HR, compensation, and/or benefits partners) 

complete all necessary tasks. 
- Include additional tasks, such as procurement of assets (e.g. phones, laptops), creation of IT 

accounts (e.g. salesforce.com login), and any updates to integrations to external systems. 
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• Quality Management 
- Ensure proper delineation between contingent workers and employees to avoid any co-

employment issues. 
- Evaluate the work that contingent workers perform and rate suppliers without assigning goals or 

using performance reviews. 
• Vendor Managed Systems (VMS) and Managed Service Providers (MSPs) 

- Integrate with external VMS and MSP solutions to leverage their procurement processes while 
also utilizing Workday's single worker system of record. 

- Use spend analytics and workflow information from Workday HR to bolster the effectiveness of 
your VMS or MSP solution. 

In addition to the functionality described above that is included in the Workday HCM subscription, Workday 
Financial Management and Workday Procurement helps further manage contingent labor with the ability to 
support time sheets and work logs as well as invoicing and payment.  

Workday Employee and Manager Self-Service  

Workday offers an intuitive user experience that promotes employee engagement. With all functionality built in 
a single codebase, employees, managers, executives, and administrators have a consistent experience no 
matter where they are in Workday.  

For workers, managing HR transactions like benefits enrollment, expense reports, PTO and payroll is just the 
beginning. Workday empowers employees to tap into opportunities to grow and thrive within their 
organization, which drives employee satisfaction and retention. Personal and professional growth comes 
through employees’ ability to get feedback at any time, understand opportunities, seek mentors and guidance, 
learn freely, and develop the skills they need to take their careers in any direction.  

Workday self-service functionality provides the following: 
• Role-based access to relevant information and actions 
• Self-service actions invoke all business processes mandated by your policies 
• Purpose-built virtual assistant enabling an intuitive, modern self-service experience 
• Pervasive auditing and effective dating to keep your organization in compliance 
• Extensive access to self-service via tablets and smartphones via native applications and on all other 

devices via HTML5. Workday is responsive, meaning it is optimized for all devices 
• Professional Profile enables users to maintain their key talent information, manage experience and 

education data, and collaborate and engage with the right people with the right background 
• Personalized recommendations for information, actions, and opportunities to optimize the employee 

experience 

Employee Self-Service 

Employee self-service is delivered for all Workday HCM functional areas, allowing organizations to empower 
workers to view and update their own information where applicable. All this is achieved in a consumer-like 
user interface with many options available on mobile as well as desktop. Some of the most frequently 
accessed HCM employee self-service functionality includes:  

• Organization Charts 
• Employee Directory 
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• User Preferences: regional settings, language, password resets 
• Core Compensation (view only): Compensation basis, total compensation 
• Contact Information: Home contact information, work contact information, emergency contacts 
• Job / Role information: service dates, business title (can modify), org charts etc. 
• Personal Data: Legal name, date of birth, marital status, National ID management, licenses, visas, 

passport, citizenship, ethnicity, medical exams, political affiliations, Hukou (China) data, worker 
documents 

• Worker Profile: Skills, certifications, job history, education, languages 
• Onboarding 
• Safety Incidents: submit and track progress on safety incidents 
• Workday Today, Workday Assistant, Natural Workspaces 

 

In addition to the capabilities offered in Core HCM, Workday allows customers to offer a broad self-service 
capability throughout the solution. Some of these functional areas may require additional subscription, e.g. 
Recruiting, Learning, and Time Tracking. 

• Benefits 
- Add/edit/view benefit elections 
- Add beneficiaries, dependents, emergency contacts, and external contact information 
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• Talent Optimization 
- Performance Enablement: competencies feedback, goal management, employee reviews, and 

check-ins. 
- Career Development: Talent reviews, career aspirations, mobility, and interests, awards and 

activities, professional affiliations, development items, and development plans. 
• Expenses 

- Expense reports, payment elections 
• Core Payroll 

- Payment elections, payslips, tax documents 
- Add / edit state and federal withholding. 

• Cloud Connect for Third Party Payroll 
- Payslips, payment elections 

• Procurement 
- Purchase orders, requisitions 

• Time Off and Leave 
- Time off requests (includes corrections and cancellations), time off balances 
- Request leave of absence, time off, balances 

• Recruiting 
- Find job and apply for job (internal) 

•  Learning 
- Reviewing, enrolling, consuming learning content 
- User-generated learning content submission 

All updates to worker information are governed by Workday's business process framework, delivering 
transparency during the process as well as an audit trail of all activity. While interacting with business 
processes, users can be presented with help text and / or access embedded links to the relevant policy 
documents. The business process framework is configurable, allowing customers to include approvals and 
notifications on different transactions that suit their business needs. 

Manager Self-Service 

Workday delivers more than 500 business process types through which you can assign tasks to managers 
using role-based security groups so they can complete them via manager self-service. Managers also have 
access to actionable and drillable real-time analytics. Some of the most frequently accessed HCM manager 
self-service functionality includes:  

• Review Inbox Workspace: filter views and take mass action on inbox tasks. 
• Delegation of inbox or single inbox tasks. 
• View direct and indirect reports. 
• Frequent manager requests including hire, contract contingent workers, termination, change job, 

change location, and propose compensation change 
• View total compensation for individual employees and summary total compensation for organizations. 
• View, initiate, update, and maintain performance appraisals. 
• Manage succession planning. 
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• Propose compensation allocations for employees during merit and bonus events. 
• Request stock option grant. 
• View headcount by organization/business site. 
• Request open positions / headcount or job requisitions (with configurable approval). 
• View emergency contacts for employees. 
• View upcoming birthdays/anniversaries for members of their organization. 
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Workday People Experience 

Personalized and Intuitive Experiences 

Beginning in 2020, Workday People Experience launches Workday Today – a personalized experience to 
meet the employee how and where they prefer to work. With integrations into natural workspaces (such as 
Microsoft Teams and Slack), employees can easily and seamlessly access Workday. Once inside the 
application, Workday Today brings a consumer-driven approach to business technology and is part of the 
core HCM solution. From the insightful conversational bot (Workday Assistant) and search to suggested tasks 
and cards, Workday aims to: 

• Simplify system interactions with the Workday Assistant that accesses a myriad of Workday tasks 
and insights from a single conversational interface 

• Reduce employee time searching for information and tasks with fast and relevant search 
• Predict why a person is entering into Workday, and suggest tasks, information, announcements and 

applications to provide a more personalized experience.  
• Enable collaboration and harmony with integrations to common collaboration tools such as Microsoft 

Teams and Slack 

For organizations who subscribe to Workday Help and Workday Journeys, your workforce can ask questions 
using their preferred channel -- search, interactive chatbots, Microsoft Teams or Slack -- and get instant 
answers from a knowledge base or recommended actions within Workday or other applications. By answering 
most questions through search, Assistant and knowledge articles, HR service teams can focus on nuanced 
situations, not routine requests. Workday Help and Workday Journeys are targeted to be available for 
customers to purchase starting April 2020 and generally available in September 2020 (safe harbor applies).  

Workday Today Landing Page 
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Compensation Management  

Workday Compensation enables you to create, manage, and adjust compensation programs to best suit your 
business demands. Workday Compensation consolidates employee compensation across multiple plans and 
locations into a single view. As compensation plans change over time, compensation business processes are 
easily configured with a Web-based interface. 

Workday’s customers benefit from Workday’s compensation solution in several key areas: 
• Pay for Performance: Workday enables customers to pay for performance in many ways. As part of 

the unified solution, ratings captured during the performance review process are seamlessly 
referenced in compensation planning worksheets. Customers have the option to use a compensation 
matrix that provides managers with recommended increases based on prescribed percentage or 
amount from the matrix, such as differentiated targets based on performance score and pay segment 
in grade range. These matrices can provide guidelines for base pay, bonus and stock awards. 
Workday’s built-in report writer enables customers to create a variety of reports to ensure that they 
are accurately rewarding their high performers and spending their compensation budgets effectively. 
In addition, Workday supports payout based on an individual's net goal attainment. 

• Compensation Survey Management: Customers can maintain multiple vendors, products and 
surveys, store survey jobs and matches between surveys and Workday job profiles and populate job 
matches automatically in new compensation surveys 

• Total Rewards Visibility: Workday provides a delivered, configurable Total Rewards statement. You 
can configure the Total Rewards report on the employee profile page enabling them to see the 
breakdown of all the components that make up their compensation. These components can include 
base pay, bonuses, health and other benefits, allowances such as cell phone or car, stock, 
commissions, and so on. Commissions are an example of compensation that might come from 
outside Workday through an interface. Also, the total rewards statement will include Workday Payroll 
data along with many configuration options such as comparison between actual/target, naming 
overrides, and decimal precision control that can make this statement truly individual to the 
company's business needs. 

• Unified HR and Payroll Solution: Workday's single platform removes complexity and eliminates the 
need for separate applications and data integration infrastructure between applications such as HRIS 
and payroll. All data is seamlessly available within Workday, including compensation. All data 
required for payroll calculations is automatically available for payroll processing without the need for 
costly, time-consuming integrations. 
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• Configure business rules to support your organization’s compensation processes. 
• Manage Merit Pay Increase processes - Support complex pay-for-performance schemes, including 

recommended targets based on characteristics like performance score, job profile, location, compa-
ratio, range position, and individual goal net attainment percentages. 

• Manage Incentive Compensation – Define rules to assign employees to incentive plans, fund 
bonuses by department, calculate target bonuses based on funding according to company and 
division goal attainment, propose and grant merit increases and configure approvals to meet your 
requirements. 

• Calculate and create severance payouts for impacted employees using configurable formulas and 
rules for streamlining the overall process and processing by Payroll. 

• Provide real-time Total Rewards statements to your employees.  

Absence Management  

Organizations need the tools to create and deploy absence plans that fit with their goals and compensation 
philosophies. Workday Absence Management provides a comprehensive view into a worker's use of various 
absence plans, ranging from vacation and sick plans to defined leaves of absence. By taking advantage of 
Workday's robust calculation engine, Workday Absence Management allows organizations to define and 
manage both their accrued time off and leave-of-absence plans. It can be used seamlessly with Workday 
Payroll or as part of the Workday HCM suite. 

Workday Absence Management allows workers to submit absence requests via a calendar format and can 
follow a defined path for approval. Workers and managers can view workers’ leave balances and the history 
of their leave requests through self-service. Once a request is approved, the worker's balance is automatically 
decremented, and the leave information is shared with payroll for calculation purposes. 

Workday’s customers benefit from Workday’s Absence Management capabilities in several ways: 
• Workers: Using desktop or mobile devices, workers are empowered to create and correct absence or 

time off requests through self-service or utilizing Workday Assistant via natural workspaces including 
Slack. Workday provides transparency into time off balances, as well as history of time off or absence 
requests with a unified experience including access to peer time off in a calendar view.  

• Managers: Simplify the approval of absence requests based on rules through manager self-service 
via desktop or mobile devices. Native reporting and analytics provide visibility into workers’ history of 
absence requests and leave balances, along with a comprehensive absence management 
dashboard.  

• Administrators: Streamline the setup and assignment of complex absence plans using a highly 
flexible and configurable rule-based calculation engine. Organizations can leverage any worker data 
tracked in Workday to address your unique organizational requirements. Configure accrual policies 
and limits, negative balance limits, rules for carryover allowances, and flexible calculation period 
schedules to meet organizational requirements. Validate time off requests against holiday calendars, 
work schedules, minimum/maximum amounts, increments, and more. Leverage the business process 
framework to define approval paths or auto-approvals for time off and leave requests as well as 
ensure automatic pay time off balances at termination for those customers using Workday Payroll.  

With Workday Absence Management, organizations can manage:  
• Employee eligibility criteria  
• Holiday calendars and work schedules 
• Accrual amount, accrual schedule, and applicable limits on the maximum allowable accrual  
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• Flexible balance accumulation periods (e.g., calendar year-to-date, fiscal year-to-date, etc.) 
• Define leave types such as: professional, academic, sabbatical, tenure, inactive, etc.  
• Rules that control the carryover amount and carryover date  
• Rules to manage the minimum and maximum consecutive day limits on time off entries 
• Rules for absence periods that control the order of processing  
• Dynamic, real-time reporting of employee time-off balances  
• Robust public API for integration to time and attendance systems 
• Real-time reporting for accrued time off liability 
• Start and end times for time off 
• Absence benchmarking of key performance indicators for time off and leave to compare against 

peers by industry, industry group, and size 

Benefits Administration  

Workday Benefits is a highly configurable, intuitive benefits system that allows your organization to define 
packages and plans to motivate and retain employees. Workday Benefits gives your organization the tools to 
define, manage, and adjust benefits plans to meet your unique requirements. Workday enables you to 
manage your organization’s benefits elections by setting up benefits plans, providers, and programs while 
also defining robust eligibility rules that automatically determine employees’ qualifications for benefits plans. 
And your employees can more easily enroll in benefits during open enrollment periods via any device – 
including their mobile phones. 

Workday allows you to automate benefits events, including new hire enrollment, open enrollment, life event 
changes, and termination. You can also set up default enrollment logic for employees that miss the benefits 
enrollment window, as well as rules to determine what happens if multiple life events occur on the same day.  

Workday provides pre-packaged integrations to third-party benefit providers “in the cloud”. Not only does 
Workday build these integrations but they are also hosted and – most importantly – maintained by Workday. 
The ever-expanding catalog of interfaces in the Workday Integration Network is broken into several 
categories including HCM, Payroll, Benefits and Financial Management. 

If Workday does not provide a pre-packaged integration to a particular benefit provider, customers use 
Workday Connectors, which are pre-built integration templates that address most of the effort required to 
connect to third-party endpoints.  

Additions to Your HCM Solution 

Workday Payroll 
Workday offers native payroll solutions for the U.S., Canada, the UK, and France along with the ability to 
integrate to any third-party payroll provider around the world via Workday’s cloud-based integration platform. 
Designed with a robust calculation engine and a focus on configurability, simplicity, and actionable insight, 
Workday Payroll enables users to efficiently manage payroll. 

Workday Payroll addresses the full spectrum of enterprise payroll requirements while offering a flexible and 
configurable solution—granting users increased control, accuracy, and insight. Workday’s powerful 
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calculation engine and flexible architecture lets users define earnings, deductions, accumulations, and 
balances while supplying the power to run payroll calculations at any point in the payroll cycle. Additionally, 
the role-based security model fosters collaboration with key business partners outside the payroll department 
while ensuring sensitive employee data is safeguarded.  

Workday’s Payroll capabilities include: 
• Flexibility to Address Unique Requirements: Traditional payroll applications provide hard-coded, 

out-of-the-box packages that are often unable to accommodate specific business needs. The flexible 
and intuitive Workday configuration supports your organization’s advanced requirements. 

• Complete Control to Manage Payroll: Workday Payroll provides complete control over your payroll 
processes, data, and costs. Eliminate the pain points found in traditional systems with intuitive payroll 
setup and management tools. Set up audit criteria and reports that run automatically and alert users 
to exceptions as they arise.  

• Actionable Insight with Payroll Analytics: Workday Payroll includes built-in analytics, allowing you 
to run reports and audits on all payroll data. Retrieve and act on payroll data immediately to adjust by 
drilling into audit alerts directly from the reports to take immediate action, decreasing time to 
resolution. Monitor pay results with interactive dashboards that allow users to drill into the underlying 
data for greater insight into actual labor costs. The Compliance Updates Dashboard provides further 
insight into upcoming changes and potential impact on your workforce.  

Workday Payroll provides full configuration and functionality around the following capabilities: 
• Payroll Processing 
• Earnings and Deductions 
• Accumulations and Balances 
• Auditing and Reporting 
• Accounting and Compliance 
• Business Process Framework 
• Pay Groups & Companies 

Core Payroll Functionality  

Payroll Processing 
• Pay Cycle Command Center allows administrators to view pre-processing, processing, and post-

processing activities with actionable analytics 
• Calculate both in batch mode for a group or at the worker level with one click 
• Continuous Calculations – Ability to calculate payroll results automatically as payroll-impacting events 

occur such as tax elections and other worker-based changes 
• Identify criteria for the payroll process; for example, regular vs. bonus or bonus for workers with 6+ 

months of service or in a specific job profile; control gross-to-net calculations and criteria for earning, 
deduction, and tax activation 

• Configurable pay slips for customers to add branding or additional information as delivered 
• Support International Direct Deposits for employees on overseas assignments 
• For academic institutions, support the payment of faculty salaries over a 12-month period, so faculty 

can spread their pay over the entire year 
• Severance calculator for terminated workers, leveraging benefits, absence and payroll parameters 
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• Intuitive mapping to compensation elements or benefits from Workday HCM 
• Eligibility criteria and scheduling logic for accurate processing 
• Flexible Worktag feature to identify unique allocations 
• Configurable labor allocation splits at the employee, position and compensation element level 
• Configurable arrears calculations and net-pay validations 
• Manage multiple, ongoing work jurisdictions  
• Configure labor costs proration to reflect mid-period costing allocation changes 
• Ability to configure default costing on specific employer-paid expenses 
• Define payroll commitment rules for activity pay earnings 
• Ability to gross-up an earning 
• Worksheets for Payroll Inputs  

Accumulations and Balances 
• Easily add or modify accumulations 
• Define balance periods, even after periods have been processed 
• Report on balances and accumulations 

Auditing and Reporting 
• Run common predefined reports such as pay balance summary, payroll register and pay calculation 

results 
• Define audit criteria based on current processing results as well as comparisons from previous 

payrolls 
• Smart audits – Create payroll audit rules based on worker eligibility to target a specific set of workers. 

Also schedule recurring audits to run automatically. And visualize audit exceptions in real time as they 
are created 

• Configure specific earnings and/or deductions viewing for select security groups, such as managers 
or benefit partners 

• Audit changes to a worker’s payment elections to help better track any phishing attempts regarding 
an employee’s payment elections 

• Configure reports to display any earning, deduction, or balance values 
• Configure and run payroll audits by country 
• Export any page or report to Excel or PDF with a single click 

Accounting and Compliance 
• Configure payroll chart of accounts and define account posting rules 
• View real-time general ledger journal lines before payroll completion 
• Payroll accounting report provides drill down analysis 
• Worktags allow for easy allocation to projects, cost centers, funds, grants, custom organizations, etc. 
• Receive tax updates seamlessly and automatically via Workday’s cloud model with no need to apply 

tax updates as Workday applies those for you. 
• Show YTD hours by earnings on your employee’s payslips, reducing inquiries into the payroll 

department 
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• Compliance Update Dashboards keep administrators apprised of the latest compliance updates 
impacting their employee population 

• Company Costing for Payroll 

 
Visualize and manage the upcoming compliance changes that may affect your employees 

Business Process Framework 
• Define your workflow, approvals, actions, and reminders with Workday’s business process framework 
• Streamline human resource, benefits, and payroll activities via self service  
• Have full visibility of payroll transactions and audit trails 
• Option to include payment elections as part of the onboarding process 

Pay Groups and Companies 
• Group your workers into logical pay groups 
• Set up rules to automatically assign workers to pay groups 
• Flexible pay groups with no restrictions related to worker type as well as FEIN, Company, Payroll 

Account Number, Reference Number, Employer PAYE Reference, HMRC Office Number, etc. 

Employee Self-Service 
• View paycheck information online or from a mobile device 
• Add or edit payment elections (direct deposit) 
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• Employee Pay Self-Service Dashboard allows employees to access detailed payslip information, 
enabling them to monitor their pay over time 

• Employee Self-Service Voluntary Deductions  

Workday Payroll for the U.S. 

Workday Payroll for the U.S. has all the power and flexibility of the core payroll solution, while addressing 
U.S. specific payroll requirements. For example, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) has introduced a whole new 
set of potential compliance issues and headaches for employers who do not have a system built to handle the 
new requirements. Workday Core HCM and Payroll for the U.S. will allow you to easily track full-time 
employees that are not enrolled in medical coverage and part-time employees that meet the ACA full-time 
threshold via the ACA dashboard. Automatically trigger benefit enrollment events for employees that meet the 
full-time threshold during any given measurement period and then end enrollment once the employee falls 
below the threshold. Then at the end of the year when it comes time to submit forms 1094-C and 1095-C, you 
can create, review, validate and submit the forms to the IRS all within Workday. Additionally, Workday is ACA 
compliant out-of-the-box, with no need to pay for additional functionality.  

Workday recognizes that the current tax laws and legislation are not static and bound to change. With 
seamless legislative and tax updates and Workday’s Compliance Updates Dashboard, Workday Payroll for 
the U.S. makes it easy for users to manage compliance and visualize the compliance changes that will affect 
their employees. 

Payroll Processing 
• Calculate on any earning, deduction or accumulation for any time period 
• Calculate in batch mode for pay groups, at a work level with one click, or in real time with continuous 

calculation 
• Calculate and pay FLSA multi-period bonuses 
• Make FLSA adjustments in the current period as well as retroactively 
• Support flat sum bonus reconciliation 
• Support for mergers and acquisitions 
• Determine how gross-to-net is calculated for different types of payroll runs 
• Define criteria for specific earnings and deductions, including gross-up calculations 
• Process retroactive changes such as: compensation changes, time off, leaves of absence, and time 

entry 
• Process retro leave and retro terminations 
• Support printing of checks on blank check stock or third-party check printing integrations via public 

API 
• Payroll processing for workers with multiple jobs (in the same country) that belong to the same or 

different pay group/s but different companies 
• Process payroll for employees who live and work in the U.S. Virgin Islands and Guam 
• Override a worker’s tax frequency for on-demand payments 

Earnings and Deductions 
• Unlimited number of earnings and deductions 
• Ability to define a set of rules for earnings and deductions 
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• Intuitive mapping to compensation elements or benefits from Workday HCM 
• Manage eligibility criteria and scheduling logic for accurate processing 
• Use flexible Worktag feature to identify unique allocations 
• Labor allocation splits at the employee, position and earning level 
• Configure arrears calculations and net-pay validations 

Accumulations and Balances 
• Easily add or modify accumulations 
• Define balance periods, even after periods have been processed 
• Report on balances and accumulations 

Audit and Reporting 
• Schedule recurring audits to run automatically 
• Run common predefined reports such as payroll register and pay-calculation results 
• Configure reports to display any earning, deduction or balance values 
• Create audit reports at the summary, pay-group or worker level 
• View, track, and manage audit exceptions in real time via the payroll audit exception summary or the 

payroll audit exception report 
• Define criteria to perform audits against pay results 
• Configure new or edit current audit rules based on worker eligibility and severity levels 
• Compare payroll results across periods 
• Support for multiple companies from a single legal entity 
• Act on a pay-calculation result via one-click results 
• Configure specific earnings or deductions views for select security groups (e.g., managers, benefit 

partners) 
• Export any page or report directly to Microsoft Excel or PDF with a single click 

Accounting and Compliance 
• Configure payroll chart of accounts and define account posting rules 
• Perform drill down analysis with the payroll accounting report 
• Use Worktags for easy allocation to projects, cost centers, funds, grants, customer organizations, and 

so on  
• Track time worked in multiple tax jurisdictions during the same pay period to properly calculate 

withholdings 
• Add effective dating to payslip configurations 
• Display total hours worked on payslips 
• Workday’s cloud model delivers tax updates seamlessly and automatically 
• Year End Dashboard to more efficiently manage year end processes and automate checklist items, 

reduce time and improve accuracy 
• Configure, audit, preview, and print W-2s and W-2Cs for the U.S., Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and 

Guam 
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• Tax filing integration and web services to the tax deposit and filing service you choose; Workday 
supports integration to ADP, MasterTax and Ceridian. 

• Organizations affected by mergers and acquisitions can manage payroll and tax elections.  
• System-to-system integration with the Office of Child Support Enforcement for e-IWO 
• FLSA support for public safety personnel 
• Ability to mask national IDs on worker tax elections 

Employee Self-Service 
• View paycheck information online or from a mobile device 
• Employee Self-Service Federal/State/Local Tax Elections 
• Add or edit payment elections (direct deposit) 
• View year-end tax documents 
• Paperless opt-in for payroll and tax documents 

Integrations 
• API to export W-2 to either tax preparation software such as Intuit or the Social Security 

Administration 
• Integration with TurboTax that enables employees to file their taxes with TurboTax without re-entering 

the box information from their W-2 forms 

Workday Payroll Outsourcing Services 

Workday partners with numerous payroll outsourcing providers around the world, including Alight, Northgate 
Arinso, and OneSource Virtual to name a few. Workday’s Payroll Outsourcing Services allow users to 
maintain better control and visibility of their data by enabling one of Workday’s partners to provide their 
services within a Workday Payroll tenant.  

Some of the benefits of using a Workday Payroll Outsourcing Partner Include: 
• Faster turnaround times on payroll runs 
• More time to review and audit payroll results 
• Greater flexibility in your configuration 

Workday’s Payroll Outsourcing Services aren’t just delivered in a one-size-fits all model. Some companies 
want to manage the processing and auditing of payroll internally but might not have or want to maintain the 
manpower, equipment, and knowledge around services such as check printing, electronic payments, tax filing 
and reconciliation, or garnishments/court orders. Workday supports this model, giving customers control over 
the processes they want to keep internally and selectively outsourcing the rest. 
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Workday also recognizes that there are companies that outsource the entire payroll process and might not 
want, or be ready, to bring payroll in-house. That is just fine too, and customers can continue to outsource 
their payroll, with the confidence that their outsourcing partner is using the most up-to-date inputs from 
Workday HCM. 

 

Additionally, if your organization ever decides to bring payroll in-house there is no need to re-implement a 
payroll solution. Just take over the payroll management processes yourself using your existing Workday 
tenant. Workday is committed to providing you with the payroll solution that best fits your needs, both today 
and into the future.  

Available Outsourcing Services: 

Payroll Services 
• Direct deposit processing 
• Check printing and distribution 
• Electronic payments 
• Settlement and funding of payroll 
• Year-end printing and distribution  
• Dedicated payroll representatives 
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Tax Administration for the U.S. 
• Preparation of country specific, government, and local payroll tax filings and deposits  
• Processing of daily, quarterly, and annual tax obligations 
• Monthly and quarterly tax reconciliation 
• Response to agency inquiries 
• Dedicated tax specialists 

Tax Administration for the UK 
• Preparation of real-time tax FPS and EPS submissions 
• Monthly tax reconciliation and payments 
• Administration of incoming tax and student loan notifications 
• Response to agency inquiries 
• Dedicated tax specialists 

Garnishments Administration for the U.S. and Canada 
• Receive order from client 
• Processing of garnishments orders—add garnishment to Workday, set up deduction, and notify the 

employee 
• Processing of garnishments to appropriate agencies 
• Notifying garnishing authorities upon employee termination 

Court Order Administration for the UK 
• Receive order from client 
• Processing of courts orders—add court order to Workers within Workday, process deduction, and 

notify the employee within the payslip 
• Payment of Court Orders to appropriate agencies 
• Notifying Court Order issuing authorities upon employee termination 

Cloud Connect for Third-Party Payroll 

With Cloud Connect for Third-Party Payroll, organizations can rest easy knowing their data will be securely, 
accurately, and efficiently sent to their third-party payroll systems. In addition, Cloud Connect for Third-Party 
Payroll reduces the costs associated with deploying, integrating, and managing third-party payroll solutions. 

Using the Workday Integration Cloud, a small business services customer was able to build integrations more 
than 70 percent faster, while a medium-sized healthcare customer realized a 90 percent reduction in the cost 
to build integrations.  

Workday Cloud Connect for Third-Party Payroll enables organizations to connect to any number of third-party 
payroll systems. These partners have worked with Workday to build and maintain pre-configured, bi-
directional payroll connectors that pull all the data necessary from Workday HCM for their systems to run 
payroll, with no additional configuration needed. 

Workday provides the ability to integrate with any third-party payroll provider and offers the following 
capabilities: 
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• Payroll Interface 
- Inbound integration for external payroll results 
- Inbound integration for external payslips 

• Payroll Effective Change Interface 
• Worker Effective Change Interface 

Cloud Connect for Third-Party Payroll Functionality 

Payroll Interface 
• Build and deploy integrations to any third-party payroll provider or leverage Workday’s pre-built 

connectors to Global Payroll Cloud Partners in 100+ countries 
• Connect bi-directionally to any third-party payroll system 
• Automatically notify users of payroll errors 
• Bring external third-party payslips and year-end tax documents back into Workday and the Workday 

mobile application for viewing 
• Reconcile headcount information and payroll related information between Workday and third-party 

payroll systems (Currently only available with ADP GlobalView) 
• Bring external payroll results back into Workday HCM, providing a comprehensive view of payroll 

data across the global workforce 
- Define up to 75 distinct earnings and deductions that can be brought back into Workday 

• Includes Workday Human Capital Management (HCM) features that support data models required by 
external payroll systems 

• Web services identify and transfer only the Workday HCM events that affect payroll 
- Capture all personal and job/position data required by your payroll provider’s system, such as: 

§ Name 
§ Address, Phone, E-mail 
§ Hire and Birth dates 
§ Gender, Ethnicity, Status, SSN 
§ Job/Position Data 
§ Job Title and Code 
§ Supervisor 
§ Workers Comp 
§ Standard Hours 
§ Payroll Data 
§ Pay Group and Company 
§ Rate Type 
§ Department, Location 
§ Ongoing Costing Allocations 
§ Compensations/Deduction Data 
§ Compensation Rate 
§ Compensation Frequency 
§ Additional Earnings 
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§ Deduction Type, Amount, Percent 
§ Direct Deposit 

- Structure pay groups to match the payroll solution’s requirements 
- Define transactions as one-time or one-off payroll events 

• Restrict the amount of data transferred to the changes that occur within a time increment for a 
specific employee pay group 

• Format and validate that data conforms to the payroll system requirements 
• Run a payroll data audit to see exactly what data was captured, selected, and sent to payroll 
• View third-party payslips natively in the Workday mobile application 
• Import data into Workday HCM from third-party payroll systems for analysis to support more effective 

decision making around: 
- Improving cash forecasting 
- Comparing actual to budget 
- Optimizing pay ranges 
- Managing allowances and overtime policies 
- Better understanding of the true cost of labor 

• Blends native Workday Payroll and third-party payroll results into a single data source for easier, 
more in-depth reporting on global payroll costs 

Payroll Effective Change Interface (PECI) 

PECI enables customers to extract all Workday events with effective dates in the sequence in which the 
events occurred in Workday, improving data integrity due to no lost transactions. This simplifies integrations 
to ERPs and other systems that leverage effective date records, reducing implementation costs and ensuring 
data integrity. 

Enhanced Integration with Visual Presentation Services (VPS) 
• Present local payroll fields coming from the third-party payroll vendor in the Workday user 

experience. 
• Enhanced user integration with ADP GlobalView for 42 countries: Argentina, Australia, Austria, 

Belgium, Canada, China, Czech Republic, Denmark, eSocial for Brazil, Finland, France, Germany, 
Hong Kong, Hungary, Indonesia, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, 
Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Singapore, Slovakia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Turkey, UK, USA, Vietnam. 

• Enhanced user integration with NGA HR for 24 countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, China, 
France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, Poland, Singapore, South 
Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, The Netherlands, The Philippines, UK, USA.  

Event Driven Integrations for Third-Party Payroll 
• Hire 

- Set up the Hire Business Process to send new hires to your third-party payroll provider in real 
time. 

- If there are any errors with the information entered, payroll admins will get immediate feedback at 
the worker level 
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Global Payroll Reconciliation 
• Configure, collaborate, and reconcile worker payroll related information between Workday and your 

third-party payroll system.  

Payroll Integration Processing Errors in Workday 
• Provide a seamless experience by allowing customers to view payroll integration processing errors 

generated by the third-party payroll system in Workday 

Worker Effective Change Interface (WECI) 
• WECI provides customers with a prepackaged connector for worker data with effective date for 

changes to worker data such as: hire, promotion, transfers, terminations, etc. This connector supports 
worker data changes related to correction, rescinds, indirect, retroactive, or future dated transactions. 

Workday Cloud Connect for Benefits 
Cloud Connect for Benefits provides a catalog of prebuilt integrations to more than 300 benefits providers, 
giving human resource organizations the ability to evaluate, select and offer the most appropriate plans for 
their workforce. Workday works closely with customers to understand their current and anticipated provider 
requirements. Organizations can reduce the amount of time, cost and complexity that would ordinarily be 
expected to create and maintain the appropriate integrations to individual benefits providers.  

With Cloud Connect for Benefits, you can:  
• Select from a wide catalog of providers across all benefit types 

- Medical, Dental and Vision 
- Flexible Spending Accounts 
- Retirement Savings Plans 
- Life Insurance and AD&D 
- Health Savings Accounts 
- COBRA Administrators 

• Simplify the integration process to popular benefits providers 
• Rely on Workday to maintain working connections to included providers 
• Redeploy IT to focus on more strategic activities rather than building benefits integrations 

Automatic Updates 

As employees make benefit changes, each benefit provider needs to be updated. With Cloud Connect for 
Benefits, maintaining and propagating these changes to benefits providers is greatly simplified. You can: 

• Schedule updates and/or make ad hoc updates as needed. 
• Encrypt the data sent to benefits providers via secure FTP; security is never compromised by manual 

processes. 
• Support all applicable industry standards and protocols, including the HIPAA 834 standard and all its 

variations to proprietary formats. 
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Built as a part of Workday HCM, Cloud Connect for Benefits uses the same worker data—worker information, 
benefits data, benefits plans, and provider information—to streamline the process of administering benefits 
plans. 

Workday Recruiting 
Workday Recruiting is designed to help recruiting leaders become talent advisors by building hiring processes 
that are more agile, more intelligent and ultimately more human. Seamlessly unified with Core HCM, Workday 
Recruiting allows you to manage the entire talent lifecycle from initial workforce planning, to sourcing, 
screening, interviewing, hiring, onboarding, through performance and succession planning. Designed to be an 
end-to-end talent acquisition application, Workday Recruiting aims to make recruiting simpler, faster and 
smarter.  

Recruiting teams are busier than ever and simple navigation and a personalized workspace are required to 
empower recruiters as they work across multiple job requisitions. The Recruiter Hub is a central place for 
recruiters to start their day enabling them to gain visibility into their candidate pipeline, view tasks awaiting 
their action and access recruiting from anywhere within Workday. Workday Recruiting includes the following 
solutions: 

• Candidate Experience, Sourcing and CRM: First impressions matter. Give your candidates a 
personalized and engaging experience during every step of the hiring process.  

• Recruiter Experience and Efficiency: Recruiters have an intuitive and easy to use workflow and the 
ability to personalize their workspace, empowering them to work the way they want. 

• Data-Driven Hiring: Have the tools necessary to make data driven hiring decisions that help you be 
a talent advisor that supports business goals.  

• Hiring Team Collaboration: Recruiting is a team sport and with Workday Recruiting, recruiters and 
hiring teams can work together seamlessly to hire top talent. 

• High Volume Hiring: Workday Recruiting helps organizations quickly and effectively manage high 
volumes of candidates locally and globally at scale. 

Candidate Experience, Sourcing and CRM 

Workday Recruiting was built with consumer grade experiences in mind—making it easy for a candidate to 
search and apply to jobs—regardless of the device they’re using. Using machine learning and Workday Skills 
Cloud, Workday Recruiting will parse candidates' resumes and provide suggested skills they can add to their 
resume. Building on this foundation, Workday’s solution will then provide suggested jobs for candidates based 
on their skills, experience and previous applications. This helps provide a personalized, curated experience 
for candidates. Embedded video provides a rich and engaging experience. Candidates can check the status 
of applications, create job alerts, view similar jobs, and select from available interview times —all designed to 
provide an engaging experience for candidates. 

Customize your external career pages, create engaging branded communication and leverage videos on job 
postings to provide candidates an experience that reflects your organization’s brand. Workday Recruiting 
makes it easy to source top talent. “Introduce Yourself” enables candidates to quickly leave their contact 
information and resume to be added to talent communities and receive updates on new roles. Recruiters can 
easily tag candidates and build talent pools to nurture. Social sourcing is embedded throughout Workday 
Recruiting, making it easy to tap into employees’ and candidates’ extended networks for qualified referrals 
and passive candidates. Workday’s LinkedIn Recruiter System Connect integration provides a seamless 
experience for recruiters, allowing them to quickly access candidate data whether in Workday Recruiter or 
LinkedIn. Workday provides basic Candidate Relationship Management (CRM) capabilities, that allows 
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customers to capture prospects and candidates, group them into candidate pools and send communications 
to engage and nurture them.  

• Build your brand and attract the right candidates with immersive career sites 
• Highlight your organizational culture to candidates by leveraging videos on postings  
• Provide personalized jobs opportunities to candidates using machine learning 
• Give candidates a central workspace for viewing applications statuses, sign up for job alerts and 

select interview times with Candidate Home 
• Create talent communities by allowing candidates to quickly submit their resume with Introduce 

Yourself 
• Build robust talent pools that are easily searchable with candidate tagging 
• Streamline your social sourcing efforts with Workday’s LinkedIn Recruiter System Connect integration 

For advanced CRM functionality, Workday recommends customers leverage Workday’s strategic partner, 
Beamery. Beamery is a leader in the CRM space and they focus on early-stage, passive candidates, which 
complements and extends Workday’s industry-leading HCM and Recruiting capabilities. 

Recruiter Experience & Efficiency 

The Recruiting Hub provides a centralized view of recruiting action items, outstanding tasks, visibility into the 
candidate pipeline, and the ability to personalize the workspace empowering recruiters to work the way they 
want to work. Within the Recruiting Hub recruiters can access the Job Requisition Workspace providing a 
single space to manage all job requisitions. Recruiting is not always a linear process and Workday Recruiting 
recognizes that. 

• Centrally manage and customize your workspace to focus on priority tasks with the Recruiter Hub 
• Manage and disposition candidates on open roles with the Job Requisition Workspace 
• Move top candidates through the funnel quickly by executing key tasks at the same time with parallel 

recruiting stages 
• Gain insights into all awaiting tasks for a candidate with the configurable candidate profile  

Data-Driven Hiring 

Workday Recruiting brings together headcount planning, job requisition, diversity, and pipeline management 
analytics to provide the hiring team complete insights into internal and external hiring pools. Email and 
message analytics help recruiters gauge the effectiveness of candidate outreach to attract the best talent. 

• Track key hiring metrics such as time to fill and offer acceptance using reports 
• Compare your performance with your peers using benchmark data 
• Ensure you are continuously improving your candidate outreach and sourcing through email and drop 

off analytics  
• Gain insight into the makeup of your candidate pipeline with DEI analytics 

Hiring Team Collaboration 

Workday Recruiting boosts collaboration and encourages transparency across the entire hiring team. 
Interview teams can easily submit candidate feedback via Slack, letting them operate in their natural 
workspace. Hiring managers can quickly open new requisitions through a simplified one-page experience. 
With Workday’s calendar integrations (Outlook and Google) and scheduling functionality, recruiters can 
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quickly see when interviewers are available, so they can easily schedule and reschedule interviews while 
keeping all stakeholders updated. In addition, Workday Recruiting was designed for mobile from the start to 
bring more flexibility, speed, and collaboration to the entire hiring team, empowering individuals to act from 
the environment they choose. 

• Allow hiring teams to work in their natural workspace and easily submit candidate feedback via Slack  
• Make your hiring managers more self-sufficient and kick off the hiring process quickly with simplified 

job requisitions  
• Coordinate interviews quickly with the hiring team with integrations to Outlook and Google Calendar 

High-Volume Hiring  

Workday Recruiting helps organizations manage high volumes of candidates locally and globally. Evergreen 
requisitions allow talent acquisition teams to continuously source and hire the talent you need the most. 
Candidate mass actions allow recruiters to disposition candidates in bulk, ensuring candidates move 
seamlessly through the funnel.  

• Leverage consolidated tasks to efficiently process offers in bulk to support seasonal and peak hiring 
periods. 

• Unify disposition and move candidates all at once with Mass Actions 
• Operate at scale by using Workbooks to process offers and employee agreements en masse 
• Continually source and hire the talent you need most with evergreen requisitions 
• Automate recruiter workflows to hire faster using Workday’s business process framework 

Working together, Workday Recruiting and Workday HCM streamline the talent acquisition process. With 
visibility into the entire talent lifecycle, you can access all the data you need in one place and make the right 
choices for your organization faster. 

Current applicant tracking systems (ATS) are rigid, siloed, hard to use, and designed primarily for compliance. 
Historically, these technologies have not helped organizations collaboratively manage the recruiting process 
from start to finish. As a result, managers often use spreadsheets or third-party point solutions to overcome 
these systems’ shortcomings. With Workday Recruiting, hiring managers can partner with the recruitment 
team to source, hire, and onboard the very best and most diverse talent for their organizations using a single 
system.  

Finally, Workday’s partner ecosystem provides a superior experience for Workday’s customers by creating a 
broad network of partnerships with innovative companies that complement and enhance Workday Recruiting. 
These partners include assessments, background/reference checks, CRM, eSignatures, recruitment 
marketing, job posting, mobile recruitment, sourcing, and video interview providers. 

Workday Recruiting is available to Workday customers as an add-on application, sold separately.  

Workday Time Tracking 
Workday leads enterprise application innovation with its consumer-driven time and attendance application, 
Workday Time Tracking. Simply unified, this cloud application works seamlessly with Workday Human Capital 
Management (HCM), Payroll, and Projects to provide organizations a simplified user experience accessible 
via the Internet and mobile devices. 
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Workday Time Tracking is designed with a powerful calculation engine and rules framework to provide 
flexibility, configurability and control for your entire workforce, anytime, anywhere. Organizations are now able 
to reduce labor costs, minimize compliance risks, and increase worker productivity. 

With Workday Time Tracking, you can: 
• Consumer Driven Experience: Unlike traditional time and attendance applications, this people-

centric solution is designed for end-user consumption to increase user entry and adoption, not just for 
back office functionality. With greater engagement and adoption, Workday Time Tracking will help 
drive workforce productivity by eliminating time consuming tasks, eliminating payroll errors and 
engaging users through self-service. 

• Streamline Workforce Management: Managers can now quickly view and approve time entry 
requests as well as identify and resolve issues with minimal efforts. Workday Time Tracking’s robust 
calculation engine delivers real-time information such as overtime hours before payroll is run for 
easier and more nimble management. Workday eliminates the need for manual adjustments each 
pay period.  

• Insights to Control Costs: The unification of Workday Time Tracking with Workday HCM, Payroll, 
and Projects provides a single user experience, a single global platform, and a single source for data 
for global workforce intelligence. Having a unified and truly integrated system allows customers to 
have real-time visibility into actual labor and project costs, actionable insight, the power of real-time 
reporting and all their relevant information at their fingertips to act at the point of decision. 

 

With Workday Time Tracking, organizations can leverage key capabilities such as:  
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Global Time Entry 
• Web time entry including calendar view and in/out time entry 
• Configurable time entry (in/out, units, required/optional Worktags) including time off (unified with 

Workday Absence Management), time entry by project role,  
• Support for retroactive time entry as well as project time entry (allocating time against pre-configured 

projects as well as set default projects search prompts) 
• Custom Worktags to track additional details related to workers’ time tracking 
• Ability to correct time-off after using “enter time” task 
• Web service to import clock-in/out and add time blocks  
• Attach documents to time blocks 
• Edit time clock events 
• Mass submit by administrator or managers 
• Multi-week (pay period) submit by employees 
• Ability to restrict future time entry by project code, task or time entry code 
• Ability to require comments on time entry changes for current and/or past days 

Mobile and Web Time Clock 
• Check in and out on mobile devices and on the web (for shifts, breaks, meals, etc.) 
• Employee-activated check-out reminders 
• See employee time summary using mobile device 
• Stamps date and time 
• Restrict check in / check out tasks to a range of IP addresses  
• Mass Time Entry to enable users to enter time for multiple workers at the same time 
• Track time clock events down to the second 
• High Volume Time Entry to support large customers 
• Configure which types of hours to include in daily totals 
• Geofencing enables workers to check in and check out of work from their mobile devices when they 

are within a defined proximity to the job site 

Time Approvals 
• Flexible manager/supervisor approvals 
• Mobile and Workflow approvals 
• Mass approvals 
• Multi-week (pay-period) approvals 
• Certify Effort (acknowledge certifying text)  
• Exception management (missed/un-entered time, excessive overtime, etc.) 
• Configurable alerts based on calculation rules 
• Consolidated time approval 
• Override rate during time entry to give managers control over pay rates for specific jobs 
• Approval for multiple jobs can be routed separately to managers 
• Allow other workers to delegate time entry 
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• Review and approve time for workers with multiple positions 
• Review and approve time for project managers 
• Ability to separate routing approvals for each project that has time entered against it 
• Pre-approval of overtime 

Real-Time Calculation 
• Enterprise-grade calculation engine 
• Real-time calculations before payroll run (overtime, double-time hours, etc.) 
• Time-based calculations (based on employee’s shift rather than defined work days) 
• Configurable time calculation framework 
• Support for weekly/bi-weekly/daily/consecutive days overtime, holidays, shift differential 
• Assign an override rate to a time block based on combination of Worktags 
• Define monthly overtime (over X hours in a month, over scheduled hours for a month, monthly limits 

for weekly overtime) 
• Custom rounding—Ability to create calculations for rounding 
• Advanced shift functionality (begin/end/majority) 
• Scheduled vs. Worked Hours Calculation 

Scheduling 
• Schedules defined by the administrator 
• Mass auto-fill from employee schedule 
• Employees can view and update their own schedule 
• Manager/Administrators to view team’s schedule 
• Ability for managers to assign work schedules 
• Ability to add and edit schedule events by manager 

Country-specific Functionality 
• Support for Canada statutory holidays (works only in conjunction with Workday Payroll for Canada) 

Integrations 
• APIs enable time clock inbound integration to import clock-in/outs 
• Import time blocks – web service to add, edit and delete time blocks 
• Public web service to integrate with external scheduling vendors and use them in calculations, 

validations, and reporting 
• Unified with Workday Human Capital Management, including Absence Management and Project 

Billing 
• Unified with Workday Payroll 
• Integrated with Cloud Connect for Third-Party Payroll 
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Workday Learning 
Consumer technologies and expectations have changed learning forever. With the proliferation of “how to” 
videos, as well as the Netflix-type experience of surfacing personalized content recommendations for users, 
employees now expect a digital, tailored and real-time experience from their learning solution. Employees 
want to easily find and consume relevant content. But they also want to share their own knowledge with their 
peers. Learning administrators want to leverage the latest advances in learning content and technology, but 
the traditional learning management systems not only limit the use of rich media such as video, but also tend 
to be inflexible in process administration and costly for storage and streaming. 

Workday Learning delivers an engaging educational experience that empowers employees at every stage of 
their career. Combining the capabilities of an enterprise-grade learning system with modern on-demand 
content sharing and curation in one platform allows employees to gain and share knowledge anytime, 
anywhere. Unified with Workday Financial Management and HCM, Workday Learning enables you to manage 
learning programs and target content based on any employee characteristic and provides complete insight 
into the effectiveness and value of learning programs and campaigns. It elevates workplace learning from an 
opaque, disconnected and rigid experience to a consumer-like environment that is real-time, relevant, 
personalized, interactive, and encourages employees to engage in learning like never before. 

More than 95 percent of chief learning officers (CLOs) feel an urgent need to demonstrate the impact and 
value of investments in training; however, less than 5 percent are confident in their ability to do so1. Workday 
Learning not only provides a seamless experience for the end user but delivers complete visibility into what 
workers are learning and valuing, as well as unparalleled insight into the ROI of learning programs and 
campaigns.  

Using rich streaming video, in addition to documents, eLearning, web, or instructor-led training, Workday 
provides the ability for employees to benefit from a comprehensive blended learning experience. Workday’s 
mobile-first development philosophy means that your employees can learn on the go – consuming content on 
mobile devices and from browsers alike. A learning solution that provides a rich and collaborative experience 
will not only develop your employees’ knowledge and skills, but ultimately drive engagement and retention.  

With Workday Learning, organizations can seamlessly provide: 
• Engaging, Consumer-Grade Learning Experience: Drive engagement and adoption with a 

consumer-like, interactive, enterprise-grade application that empowers a mobile workforce. 
Personalize enterprise learning with intuitive content creation, curation, recommendations, and 
targeting. 

• Learning Administration and Compliance Management: Administer learning through course 
creation and maintenance, enrollment, wait-listing, versioning, grading, due dates, compliance 
management and instructor tools. Workday offers a variety of administrative functionality to facilitate 
enterprise learning, including learning campaigns, blended and digital courses, and instructor-led 
training.  

• Analytics and Insights: Understand the impact of learning through comprehensive insights and 
analytics. 

 
 
1 Source: “The State of Learn ng Measurement”, Bers n by De o tte, Ju y 2015 
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Engaging, Consumer-Grade Learning Experience 

Employees want to learn but are often hindered by rigid learning systems that are difficult or confusing to 
access. Workday Learning delivers a consumer-grade experience that makes learning easy to find and fun to 
consume. 

• Browse learning content from different lenses, including required learning, personalized 
recommendations, preferences, recently added content, or content viewed by people with similar 
attributes and interests 

• Browse learning by topics 
• Access learning paths or playlists of content that can be curated by users 
• Instantly launch content on mobile devices or desktops 
• Share courses with colleagues 
• Track learning transcripts and progress 

In this new evolution of learning, workers can also be both learners and teachers. A great way to efficiently 
capture subject matter expertise to share within your organization is through video. Workday Learning 
enables peer learning, or the sharing of user-generated content in a way that scales and allows the oversight, 
approvals and controls you need.  

• Upload and share content to leverage the valuable expertise within your organization 
• Curate learning playlists (Learning Paths) for future consumption 
• Provide seamless access to third-party content (YouTube, LinkedIn Learning, Harvard 

ManageMentor, Udemy, and Skillsoft) from within Workday Learning 
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• Reduce content development cost and cycle times 
• Manage peer-generated content approvals through configurable business processes 
• Monitor effectiveness of peer-generated content 
• Recognize individuals who contribute top content  
• Take advantage of best practice guidance and the Content Creators series produced by Workday, 

which helps Workday Learning customers adopt a peer learning strategy 

Personalized and Modern Content 

Learning is increasingly important to employees, as they are looking for learning and development 
opportunities to help build skills for future roles. However, they want a different type of learning – content that 
is delivered just in time, relevant and personal. Video is a foundational technology for delivering the learning 
that employees want. However, video can be expensive, difficult to manage, and passive. Workday Learning 
eliminates these challenges by optimizing the system for modern video content so you can use video as an 
increasingly central part of your learning strategy. With Workday Learning you will be able to:  

• Consume high-quality video upload from desktop or mobile device 
• Have your videos automatically encoded to multiple formats, and delivered anywhere in the world 
• Speed up or slow down video, track playback and completion  
• Review automated video transcriptions, and search in-video 
• Enjoy unlimited media storage and streaming 
• Add closed captions for simple multilingual access 
• Include interactions in video – such as quizzes or comments – to increase comprehension and 

validate learning 
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Learning Administration and Compliance Management 

Workday Learning provides a modern, intuitive way to manage enterprise learning programs. From curating 
content and setting up lessons and courses to delivering recommendations and tracking results, Workday 
Learning is a single go-to system for creating a culture of learning. 

• Secure content for specific groups, locations, or other Workday data 
• Identify course parameters such as valid dates, instructors, grading requirements, and waitlist 

management rules 
• Create, manage, and track targeted campaigns 
• Manage course details, costs, versions, topics and offerings 
• Indicate allowed instructors and locations 
• Deliver course notifications with .ics file to download to calendar 
• Monitor progress through administrator dashboards 
• Mass enroll large populations into courses and lessons 
• Tag Learning courses, lessons, and programs with configurable skills  
• Access recommended skills from the Skills Cloud to tag content (*when you opt in to Skills Cloud and 

sign the Innovation Services Agreement) 
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Workday Learning tracks employee transactions in courses—such as enrollment, due dates, initiation, 
completion, and expiration.  

• Assign required courses to employees through targeted campaigns or administrator enrollment 
• Simplify compliance initiatives with required learning, progress reporting, due dates, expiration 

periods, and automatic notifications 
• Track course progress and completions 
• Remind learners of due dates complete with proactive notifications 
• Set expiration periods for content that must be re-taken at specific intervals. Set automatic 

notifications to the learner and others (manager, admin, etc.) to remind of upcoming or past-due 
retraining. 

• Report on which employees have completed required courses, along with completion dates  

Learning Campaigns  

With access to all the data in Workday, learning administrators are empowered to create campaigns that 
deliver relevant content based on worker characteristics or actions. From educating employees about a new 
policy or business process to introducing new managers to leadership techniques, delivering relevant training 
to the right people at moments that matter is easy and accessible. 

• Continuous, trigger-based, or one-off campaigns 
• Rich-text, customizable campaign communications 
• Easy campaign targeting using Workday data in custom reports or worker search 
• Campaign notifications through email, SMS, Workday inbox 
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• Personalize messages with Workday data such as name, title, or location 
• Select “from” and “reply-to” fields 
• Analyze campaign results including open rates, enrollments, and non-response 

Blended and Digital Courses 

Within Workday Learning, administrators can rapidly build online, in-person or hybrid courses and version 
those course offerings for different locations, roles, or departments. Video, instructor-led training, documents 
or standards-based eLearning can all be used as lessons and combined to create a playlist or blended course 
that offers dynamic relevant instruction. Administrators can track course views and completions to support 
certification and compliance initiatives.  

• Deliver online, eLearning, webinar, and in-person courses 
• Curate courses from internal and external content 
• Include documents, videos, external links, and surveys in lessons and courses  
• Support for packaged content such as SCORM, AICC 
• Optional enrollment can be routed through flexible business processes for approvals 
• Track course views, completions, grades, and results 
• Use surveys, comments, and ratings to measure course effectiveness 
• Enable workers, managers, and administrators to track progress of enrolled, required, past due, 

completed, and waitlisted offerings 

Instructor-Led Training 

Workday Learning allows for programs featuring instructor-led training (ILT), providing employees an easy 
way to review ILT offerings, enroll, and collaborate with cohorts. 

• Easily create ILT offerings, identify approved locations and instructors, assign learning credits 
• Provide self-service enrollment with optional approval workflows 
• Specify approved instructors 
• Provide external instructors with access to Workday Learning 
• Assign credits to courses 
• Grade achievements 
• Capture attendance and grades for multiple instructor sessions in a single course 
• Version courses for locations, times, etc. 
• Provide administrators and instructors visibility into enrollment, roster, and waitlists 

Analytics and Insights 

Measure learning value and demonstrate the impact with flexible dashboards and reports that combine live 
data from across Workday. Native analytics enable you to identify gaps and opportunities to leverage learning 
in your employee population and optimize results. 

• Correlate training achievement to other Workday data to demonstrate impact 
• Provide manager dashboard for visibility into learning progress of direct reports 
• Report on course attendance, completion, ratings, and more 
• Identify training gaps in groups, locations, and populations 
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• Determine the most successful content and content creators 

With Workday, you can create a culture of learning by weaving learning organically into the moments that 
matter in an employee lifecycle. Workday Learning is unique in its native inclusion in the Workday platform. 
As part of the Workday single line of code, Workday Learning gains an unprecedented ability to integrate 
learning throughout the employee lifecycle. From onboarding to new assignments to job changes and 
promotions, you can make learning a continuous and meaningful part of the employee experience. 

 

Workday Learning for Extended Enterprise 

Provide Workday Learning access to the external workforce (ideally for contractors, volunteers, etc.) that do 
not require HCM tracking. Administration is easy, and external users get the same great experience of 
Workday Learning. Note: Customers must have purchased Workday HCM and Workday Learning in order to 
purchase the Workday Learning for Extended Enterprise license. 

• Associate external learners to affiliations to ensure they access only the learning that the organization 
wants them to see 

• Access reports and dashboards on your external learners to track their learning progress 
• Leverage the per seat pricing model to rotate external learner licenses for optimal use 
• Incorporate external learning into business processes to simplify administration 

Workday Learning is available to Workday customers as an add-on application, sold separately.  
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Workday Talent Optimization 
Talent Optimization works seamlessly with Workday’s Human Resource Management to let you align, assess, 
and develop your workforce, as well as plan your talent pipeline—all from a single unified solution. Workday’s 
Talent Optimization solution leverages the Skills Cloud foundation to help define, assess, and track worker 
strengths and weaknesses. Talent Optimization includes the following solutions: 

• Performance Enablement: Allows organizations to align and manage performance reviews, goals 
setting, competency management, feedback, and check ins.  

• Career and Development: Gives managers and employees the ability to create their own 
development plans and grow into their careers. Workers can also express career and job interests, 
identify potential next steps in their career using the opportunity graph, and connect with mentors. 

• Talent Pipeline: Provides simple and visual tools to help organizations build, manage. and evaluate 
succession plans for any position in their organization. Organizations can create talent and 
succession pools, calibrate and assess worker potential. 

• Talent Marketplace: Connects workers with opportunities using Workday’s Skills Foundation. Based 
on a worker’s skill profile, they can browse gigs and job suggestions to use or grow skills. Match 
analyses identify how well suited employees may be for a gig or job opportunity based on their skills 
and career interests. Learning recommendations can be provided to close skill gaps. 
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Performance Enablement  

With Performance Enablement, organizations can track performance, provide feedback, drive improvement, 
and reward performance consistently. Performance Enablement allows you to understand baseline 
organizational capabilities and areas for development, then solicit, give, or request feedback from multiple 
sources at any time for a review. The flexible business process rules make it easy to establish consistency, 
but still adhere to process requirements.  
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Workday Performance Enablement includes: 
• Performance and Disciplinary Reviews: Target performance evaluation templates to different 

groups of workers, based on organization, job, position, or individual worker requirements. Design 
intuitive and highly configurable review process workflow to enable revisions and foster a 
collaborative dialogue between workers and managers. Establish different review processes for 
different milestones (e.g., continuous, quarterly, mid-year, and annual reviews).  

• Goal Setting, Alignment and Management: Establish individual and organizational goals by 
department, job, or job profile to align the workforce to organizational priorities. Manage goals to 
maximize visibility by creating and aligning organizational and sub-organizational goals; foster 
stronger worker engagement by creating individual goals that align to organizational or manager 
goals; and assess and track goal completion and performance for a holistic picture of worker 
performance. Contingent worker populations may also be included in review processes. 

• Feedback: Anytime Feedback allows workers to provide requested and unsolicited feedback on co-
workers, with the ability to make the feedback private (only viewable by the employee or manager) or 
public (viewable to everyone in the organization). 

• Check-Ins: Check-ins functionality allows organizations to capture conversations between individuals 
with topics, shared notes, and private notes – to help maintain accountability for topics covered in 
conversations. 

• Survey Creation and Management: Managers and administrators can easily create and push out 
surveys to selected employees and organizations. Surveys are accessible from mobile devices and 
desktops via the Workday application or browser link. Real-time dashboards allow survey 
administrators the ability to view survey responses and drill down to find out who submitted the 
response. 

Career and Development  

Career and Development Planning empowers your workforce with engaging tools to grow their careers. They 
can collaboratively create skills and competency-based development plans with managers to help establish 
career goals. With Career and Development Planning, your organization can ensure that your entire 
workforce, including high potential employees, and those on succession plans, are progressing through their 
development plans. 

The Workday Career and Development solution includes: 
• Development Items / Plans: Workers and managers can create development plans to help achieve 

performance goals, close identified performance gaps, and align with career goals and/or succession 
plans. With development and mentor interests, workers can identify and connect with the right 
connections to help guide career growth. 

• Career and Job Interests: Workers can maintain their key talent information, manage experience 
and education data, and collaborate and engage with the right people with the right background via a 
streamlined professional profile that is consistent across mobile and desktop. The configurable 
professional profile allows more options for organizations to drive personalization, which provides a 
better user experience and higher engagement. 

• Opportunity Graph: Opportunity Graph illustrates historical transitions for a given job profile. With 
Opportunity Graph, workers can see potential career opportunities for someone in their role, access 
relevant training and see a list of peers who have moved into that role – thus becoming more 
engaged.  

• Mentors / Connections: Organizations can establish a culture of mentoring by creating and 
managing mentor types such as career, onboarding or leadership coach, then matching workers with 
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mentors to help guide career development. Workers can also initiate or remove mentoring 
connections with other workers. These connections can then be used when requesting feedback. 
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Talent Pipeline 

Investing in the talent pipeline is an important element of supporting future organizational continuity, 
managing talent risk and fueling growth. Ensuring important roles are continuously filled and critical talent is 
motivated and engaged are critical to a company's success.  

Workday Talent Pipeline solution includes: 
• Succession Management: Identify positions or job profiles that are significant to your company's 

success and proactively plan for worker movement and prepare individuals for career growth that 
meets the needs of the organization. Recognize weaknesses or gaps in the leadership pipeline. 
Visualize succession plans in reporting hierarchy view—see where gaps exist or where you have 
adequate bench strength. Enable managers to access and manage active succession plans in their 
organizations, compare candidates side-by-side and design strategies around internal or external 
sourcing. 

• Talent and Succession Pools: Talent pools are groups of workers that can be defined based on any 
criteria in Workday. A talent pool enables you to create, analyze, and act on a group of employees, 
without regard to organizational boundaries. Connecting talent pools to succession plans allows you 
to easily access pool members, review their profile and add them to a succession plan. 

• Calibration: Performance and talent calibration enable managers to compare and adjust 
performance and talent assessments of their teams to maximize pay for performance and prepare 
talent for the future. 

• Assess Potential: Assess readiness and track potential, achievable level and retention risk for each 
candidate in the Succession Profile. 

Talent Marketplace 

Beginning in 2020, Workday will provide a skills-based internal mobility solution to create opportunity for 
workers and organizations. Workday Talent Marketplace solution includes: 

• Opportunity Marketplace: Enable workers to view and get matched to opportunities. The 
Opportunity Marketplace can display gigs and internal jobs. The Opportunity Marketplace uses 
machine learning to curate recommended gigs or internal jobs so workers can find opportunities to 
grow their skills or identify their next role within an organization. 

• Gigs: Create and manage short-term gig opportunities. It will allow for staffing of internal employees. 
Gigs are used for short-term, easy-to-define projects and assignments that require a team to be 
assembled. 

Workday People Experience 
Workday HR Service Delivery - Workday Help 

Workday People Experience provides cohesive and secure access to the answers workers are looking for 
with Workday Help. Workday Help: 

• Delivers more accurate and personalized answers with contextual knowledge base articles 
• Presents highly relevant information with embedded and searchable video, images, text and external 

links, tasks and reports and personal Workday data within the knowledge article (made possible by 
Innovation Services) 
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• Reports knowledge and case performance to understand outlying issues and where the organization 
should focus efforts. 

• Facilitates case conversations between an employee and a case solver, including attachments, 
contextual insights and notes. 

• Restricts who has access to case and knowledge information with built in security parameters that 
allow you to set permissions for groups and individuals to maintain confidentiality 

Workday Employee Experience Design – Workday Journeys 

Workday People Experience allows organizations to design and create exceptional employee experiences in 
the moments that matter (job change, onboarding, leave of absence) and moments in between (accessing 
information or systems from inside and outside of Workday) with Workday Journeys. Workday Journeys 
provides: 

• Concierge-style experience to engage users and surface actions in the moments that matter 
• Accurate and relevant insights that are targeted to each unique user (made possible by Innovation 

Services) 
• Reduce time and energy to create experiences (cards and journeys) for your people since you start 

with core HCM data 
• Intuitive journey and card design tools that allow for tying together internal and external data 
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Workday Financial Management Functionality 

Workday—Different by Design 
Workday started from a clean sheet of paper and designed a cloud financial foundation that combines in-
memory accounting and analytics, an object data model, and embedded business process framework to more 
effectively and efficiently process, control, and analyze all the key components of the business—the people, 
the business processes, and the activities—that deliver value to your organization. Truly strategic financial 
management and meaningful insight requires complete and timely understanding of business activity and its 
context. 

Native Dimensionality 

The Workday object data model enables flexible, secure dimensionality at the core of all activity, giving you 
the ability to capture meaningful information related to business events and transactions beyond the standard 
accounting details while supporting the traditional core accounting and audit requirements. This means all the 
rich business information (e.g., supplier, customer, project, worker, or program associated with a transaction) 
and the common accounting information (e.g., company, account, cost center) stay together—and are always 
available for analysis in financial statements, management reports, and dashboards. 

With appropriate access, new dimensions can easily be added without IT resources or complex 
customizations, providing the flexibility to evolve how you track and report on the business as your 
organization changes over time. As a result, Workday provides richer financial and more meaningful 
operational insight to finance professionals and business managers. 

Real-Time Accounting and Reporting 

For years, finance offices have been limited by the stale data resulting from the rigid code block of traditional 
architectures, which included cumbersome batch processes, disparate systems, and external reporting tools. 
Workday leverages a single technology platform and an in-memory architecture to create accounting, 
reporting, and analytics in real-time, enabling an in-the-moment view into consolidated financial performance. 

Pervasive Business Processes and Workflow 

Changes inherently require modifications to core business processes—organizational structures, approval 
processes, or policies. Workday built approval workflow and business processes into the foundation with the 
business process framework, where business processes are defined and tied directly to organizational 
structures and role-based security. All activity is modeled and governed in one place, so nothing happens in 
Workday without it being fully reflected in the business process framework and in an “always-on” audit trail. 

The business process framework is also designed for non-technical users, so those with appropriate access 
can easily make updates when the business changes.  

Workday Financial Management  
Workday Financial Management is a single, comprehensive accounting and finance solution built on a flexible 
foundation to help you easily and efficiently manage your financial processes. With unique features, robust 
security capabilities, a fully auditable workflow framework, and data model that captures rich business data 
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that enables dynamic, multi-dimensional reporting, Workday can provide your organization with 
unprecedented controls and insight into the performance of your business operations. 

 

By embedding core requirements into the system architecture, Workday provides deeper insight and 
transparency, with superior governance and control.  

A few key areas that distinguish Workday Financial Management from other providers include:  
• Business Agility: Workday enables you to thrive with change. Business changes are reflected 

seamlessly across organizational structures, business processes, and reporting 
• Reporting and Analytics: Guide the business with insight with multi-dimensional financial and 

operational reporting. Dimensionality provides an innovative way to establish relationships between 
events or records to facilitate reporting, which can be applied to any transaction and used to break 
down results or reports into more detail.  

• Consolidate and Close with Confidence: Workday allows companies to consolidate as they 
transact ensuring financial statements are updated in real-time. Workday consolidation includes 
translation, elimination, non-controlling interests, and equity pickup, allowing you to adjust as needed. 

• Audit and Control: Workday offers an “always-on audit” approach to self-document changes as they 
happen, generating electronic evidence that captures the who, what, and when to share with both 
internal and external auditors.  

• Security: Workday encrypts data at rest and in transit out of the box at no additional cost. Workday 
commits to SOX and SOC 1 and SOC 2 audits. Workday can offer this as part of its unified financial 
management system, unlike other providers that must provide bolt-on functionality. 
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• Finance in the Cloud: Using a cloud delivery model, Workday provides organizations with improved 
ROI and time to value through enterprise-level services and support. 

• Intuitive User Experience and Mobile Accessibility: Using common constructs like buttons, icons, 
and links, even the most novice user can get around with minimal training. Workday is accessible on 
any device that has a browser and an internet connection.  

Workday Financial Management product areas include: 
• Accounting and Finance 

- Core Accounting & General Ledger 
- Financial Reporting & Analytics 
- Accounts Payable 
- Accounts Receivable 
- Cash Management 
- Fixed Asset Management 
- Audit and Controls 

• Revenue Management 
- Contracts 
- Billing 
- Revenue Recognition 
- Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Integration 

• Management Reporting 
• Grants Management 

Workday Financial Management is unified with the entire suite of Workday cloud applications including 
Human Capital Management (HCM), Expenses,  Procurement, Inventory, Professional Services Automation 
(PSA) (i.e. Projects/Project Billing), Payroll and Time Tracking. 

Workday Core Financial Management 
Workday Core Financial Management delivers a complete range of finance and accounting capabilities with 
real-time business insight and always-on audit features, delivering the capabilities of a traditional general 
ledger through an innovative approach that captures and stores richly described business events. 

This innovative approach allows organizations to streamline their chart of accounts, reduce time to close, and 
draw more actionable and in-the-moment analytics—with reporting that goes beyond traditional financial 
statements and delivers insight across operational dimensions.  

The Workday architecture foundationally supports multi-entity, multi-chart of accounts, multi-GAAP, multi-
currency and complex ownership requirements with real-time consolidated reporting. Workday seamlessly 
handles the requirements of organizations of all types and sizes, while allowing them to remain agile as their 
operational needs evolve.  

Accounting and Financial Reporting  

Workday provides your organization with unprecedented insight into your financial performance. With real-
time accounting and reporting you can view consolidated results, provide timely management insight, and 
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proactively adjust at any time. Instant access to the transaction data allows you to immediately understand 
the context of results. The information includes drillable detail for analysis and the ability to take direct action 
from reports.  

 

Budgets and Plans 

Track progress against budgets and forecasts with multiple budget structures, templates, and versions. 
• Automate the loading of plans, forecasts and budgets or enter manually as needed 
• Support multi-dimensional budgets, including unlimited plan types 
• Support parent and child relationships between budgets 
• Use pooled budgets and budget checking to project payroll costs on their entire population of 

employees, regardless of staffing model 
• Create pooled budgets for specific job families or job family groups to better control which group is 

subject to a financial or award budget structure  
• Track multiple budgets, forecasts, and plans to compare them to actuals 
• Seamlessly track an HCM event against a position or financial budget  
• Manage and report on high-level “parent” budgets in tandem with more detailed operational “child” 

budgets for greater control and visibility 
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Budgetary Control and Commitment Accounting 
• Configure funds control as an active condition for processing the transaction; alternatively, it can be 

configured to produce an over-ridable warning.  
• Creates statutory encumbrance accounting. 
• Provide a mechanism for cost control by prohibiting users from completing transactions if there is no 

available budget. 
• Allows for multiple budgets, multiple dimensions, and multiple hierarchies or levels for greater 

flexibility. 
• Include multiple levels of severity, flexible control periods and cumulative budgets from prior periods. 
• Selectively roll forward or close unspent budget to promote well-timed spending, better manage 

activities for restricted budgets, and prevent accidental spend against a previous year’s closed 
budget. 

• Provide actionable reports such as Budgetary Balance and Budget Check Exceptions to highlight 
potential issues for Management. 

Allocations  

Accelerate the allocation processes with pro-forma allocations, embedded business processes, and delivered 
work area. 

• Allocate overhead costs, revenues, and more using worktags to provide the required level of 
granularity 

• Distribute ledger amounts from one organization to another based on preconfigured definitions within 
or across companies 

• Create period-end journals using budget-based allocations 
• Monitor the status and results using a delivered work area 
• Run allocations in “draft” status to see the financial impact without having to post/unpost the 

transactions 

General Ledger 

Streamline your chart of accounts and eliminate the need to work around a rigid code-block with in-memory 
accounting. 

• Automatically generate journals for operational transactions based on accounting policies and rules 
defined by your accounting and control team 

• Commercial transactions, intercompany transactions, allocations, depreciation, accruals and 
reversals can all be captured and entered immediately 

• Create recurring journals with custom validations to ensure all requirements for data input are met 
prior to posting 

• Accurately model multiple operating entities, companies, or organizations, and manage intercompany 
transactions easily 

• Leverage security and business process controls to ensure transactions are recorded correctly 
• Fully support ASC 842/IFRS 16 lease accounting standards including full lifecycle accounting for 

finance and operating leases, comparative reporting, cumulative adjustments and lease amendments 
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Period Close Management and Consolidation 

Reduce the time-to-close and eliminate batch processes with automated consolidation tasks, delivered period 
close business processes, and real-time work areas. 

• Generate eliminations and translations as you transact 
• Improve collaboration and visibility around the close with the period close work area 
• Leverage unlimited hierarchies that provide the ability to define unique consolidation rules 
• Support rules for complex ownership scenarios like investment in subsidiary, non-controlling interest 

activity, and equity pick-up 
• Reconcile and certify account balances prior to close without moving data out of Workday and 

monitor certification status on the delivered account certification dashboard 
• Import accounting data from non-Workday general ledgers at a summary trial balance level or journal-

level detail 

Audit and Controls 
• Workday was built post-Sarbanes Oxley, with audit, controls, and compliance at the foundation. All 

activity is tracked and controlled in the business process framework with always-on audit trails. Role-
based security ensures that only designated user types can access defined financial information in 
the system 

• Built-in workflow through the business process framework allows you to define and track approvals, 
providing a complete audit trail for every transaction handled by the system 

• Close different financial business processes at different times, such as closing AP processes a week 
before month end or AR two days before 

• Business event tracking provides the ability to capture the who, what, where, when, and why of every 
business event for a more complete picture of how the business got to where it is today 

• Easily adapt as regulations change without having to buy more software or consulting services 
• Monitor, audit, and track the period close business process for continuous optimization 

Financial Reporting 

Transactions and reporting in one system mean financial statements, dashboards, and scorecards share the 
same real-time, dimensional data. 

• Insight and Analysis: Create and run user-defined reports and dashboards at any time to provide 
insight whenever and wherever it's needed 

• Create report groups and schedule groups as part of monthly close process 
• Run reports such as trial balances, ledger details, and reconciliations for analysis and control 
• Create consolidated financial statements including P&L reports, budget to actual reports, balance 

sheets and cash flow statements  
• Leverage columnar controls to provide insight  
• Rich contextual insights into financial data, financial statements by time series, including comparative 

ledger and variance for each column within a multi-column report  
• Drill down and easily navigate to any reported or calculated fields, with the ability to take further 

action within the reports as well 
• View all information in tabular or graphical format for display or download to Excel 
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Accounts Payable 

Workday provides the tools and flexibility required to optimize your payables process. Easily set up suppliers, 
manage vendor invoices, process approvals, automate payments and prioritize work with real-time reports, 
dashboards, and KPIs. 

Supplier Management 

Manage all critical supplier information in Workday to ensure compliance and accelerate procurement 
transactions with vendors. 

• Create and manage suppliers with multiple remit-to addresses, email addresses and settlement bank 
accounts  

• Establish payment terms for suppliers to procure goods and services  
• Restrict suppliers available for selection on transactions based on selected organization or 

organization’s hierarchies associated with the supplier  
• Create supplier catalogs, load catalog items and route the catalog load request for review and 

approval  
• Configure accounting rules to assign the payables control account based upon the supplier category  
• Assign a default or accepted list of currencies for each supplier set up in Workday  
• Create external supplier sites where prospective suppliers can self-register and provide information 

on the goods and services they provide  

Invoicing 

Improve your accounts payable workflow through efficient invoice processing, allowing you to reduce cycle 
times and cost. 

• Create PO and Non-PO supplier invoices  
• Create supplier invoice adjustments to increase or decrease the amount due to a supplier  
• Determine variances between supplier invoices and related business documents with 2 and 3-way 

matching  
• Set up national account invoicing for a supplier to invoice many different suppliers  
• Use the Enterprise Interface Builder (EIB) to add new supplier invoices or updating existing supplier 

invoices in Workday from a spreadsheet  
• Remit supplier invoices and payments to the different addresses, email addresses, and settlement 

bank accounts specified on remit-to connections  

Cash, Banking, and Payments 

Automate the coordination and control of cash-flow activity, including bank account management and 
reconciliation, a single payment engine, and cash forecasting and positioning. 

Bank Account Management 

Simplify bank account administration and reconciliation by centrally managing bank accounts and banking 
activity across organizations. 

• Manage your organization’s financial institutions, branches, and bank accounts  
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• Track bank fees and bank signatories 
• Create depository and source bank accounts 
• Transfer funds between accounts, record voided checks, and run detailed transaction reports 
• Support ad-hoc transactions to record miscellaneous activities against bank or petty cash accounts 

Bank Account Reconciliation 

Reconcile bank activity to system transactions with advanced automatic reconciliation, delivered business 
processes for managing exceptions, and dashboards for quickly understanding the status of reconciliations. 

• Load bank statements using and ISO20022 BAI2 file formats, or additional formats through 
configurable codes and connector 

• Use book-to-bank reconciliation reporting for month end audit compliance 
• Automatically reconcile based on user-defined rules and generate transactions for first-notice items 
• View suggested matches to unreconciled items, and create resulting account reconciliation entries 
• Monitor bank statement reconciliation activities and performance via a configurable bank statement 

reconciliation dashboard 

Payments 

Improve cash visibility and management with a unified settlement engine to manage all payments across the 
entire business. 

• Leverage a unified settlement engine to manage all payments across the entire business for any 
purpose, resulting in improved cash visibility and management  

• Settle payroll, supplier payments, employee reimbursements, customer refunds, etc. from one place 
• Process direct debits, customer credit cards, paper checks, other electronic transactions (ACH, EDI, 

ISO20022) and positive pay 
• Capture approvals and automate routings, integrations, and reports from settlement and payment 

release through bank reconciliation 
• Increase operational efficiency with a settlement dashboard that provides reports and visualizations to 

support decision making 
• Enable users to create miscellaneous payment requests to streamline the user experience for quick 

one-time payments 

Cash Positioning and Forecasting 

Gain real-time visibility into cash balances and an overview of outstanding inflows and outflows to support 
decisions about funding, paying, and collecting cash. 

• Define multiple forecast reports with tailored data, timespans, and granularity 
• Use a spreadsheet-like user interface to flexibly model, generate, and collaborate on cash forecasts 

tied to live transaction data 
• Use the work area for reviewing and adjusting cash forecasts before they are published and available 

to other users 
• Get real-time visibility into cash balances to more accurately forecast cash flows in the future 
• Drill down across and through operational transactions for more detailed reporting insight 
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Fixed Asset Management 

Workday combines the traditionally separate domains of fixed assets and inventory with the ability to manage 
high-value, low-cost items such as mobile phones and security badges. The key to asset management is the 
separation of asset accounting from business asset tracking when needed. By separating the accounting and 
tracking processes and decisions, it allows all business assets to be accounted for according to accounting 
rules and tracked according to business use. Customers can track and manage assets throughout their entire 
physical and accounting lifecycle and have complete visibility into the entire history of an asset, from 
procurement to disposal. Support for multiple depreciation schedules enables reporting across different 
accounting standards and facilitates compliance. 

The world of "assets" has changed significantly since traditional Fixed Asset systems were designed and 
deployed. Assets used to be large, expensive, and fixed to the floor. While traditional Fixed Asset systems 
managed the accounting of large, immobile assets, they were never designed to help companies manage the 
high-value, low-cost assets that so many organizations now rely on such as laptops, cell phones, web-
conferencing accounts, and other "utility belt" items that are often provided to workers today. Just because 
these items are small and inexpensive doesn't mean they aren't important to your organization. 

 

Asset Accounting 

Automate the accounting lifecycle of tangible and intangible assets with multiple books and accounting 
treatments. Flexibly track the movement of assets without affecting accounting activities as needed. 
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• Posts financial transactions for different accounting standards (GAAP and IFRS) automatically, 
eliminating the need to post manual adjustments at period-end. 

• Capitalize and depreciate, amortize/depreciate, stock and issue, or expense assets. 
• Create appropriate accounting for all asset lifecycle events including acquisition, transfer, impairment, 

disposal, and reinstatement. 
• Define depreciation parameters by asset type, such as useful life, depreciation method, or posting 

convention.  
• Automatically set up depreciation schedules upon asset acquisition.  
• Support multiple depreciation schedules to help reduce errors and allows more support for reporting 

across different accounting standards. 
• Integrate to third party tax depreciation systems via Web Service for tax authority reporting. 
• Track the licensing of intangible assets and amortize based on terms defined in the supplier contract. 

Asset Tracking 

Whether the business asset is a cell phone, laptop, building, software account, or product inventory, Workday 
allows you to invoke inventory management activities and controls such as stock, issue, and return for assets 
with the same level of physical tracking traditionally available only in Fixed Asset systems. 

• Manage pooled and composite assets by grouping similar, tangible items and registering them as a 
single asset with quantity.  

• Track zero-cost items, such as security badges, that have no individually trackable cost but for which 
physical tracking may be crucial. 

• Create a reportable link between issued business assets and the receiving worker by assigning 
custody and responsibility.  

• Reclaim business property from a worker upon their separation from the organization. 

Capital Projects 

As projects grow in scope and cost, so does the risk of failure, mismanagement and cost overrun. Workday 
provides embedded project tracking and reporting capabilities to help you get better visibility into complex 
capital projects. 

• Tag, track and report transactions such as supplier invoices and expenses occurred during capital 
projects  

• Track time and expenses associated with capital projects by using Workday Time Tracking and 
Expenses 

• Capitalize labor cost in a variety of methods, including payroll, standard, and fully burdened cost 
• Automate transaction processing for capital projects  
• Review capital project transactions 
• Transfer project asset to business asset 

Audit and Internal Controls 

The world is constantly changing, and as a result, organizations need better solutions to manage and oversee 
their internal audits and controls to ensure they are adhering to the ever-evolving regulatory landscape.  
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With Workday’s “always-on audit approach” you can proactively set guardrails to accommodate operational 
requirements while supporting local regulations, increasing process visibility, and reducing overall risk. 

Business Processes and Controls 

Workday built approval workflow and business processes into the foundation, where business processes are 
defined and tied directly to organizational structures and role-based security. All activity is modeled and 
governed in one place, so nothing happens in Workday without it being fully reflected in the business process 
framework. 

• Leverage Workday’s built-in organizational management and business process framework to 
configure specific processes, approvals, and controls 

• Include approvals, notifications, to-do’s, and checklists in configurable business processes 
• Adapt business processes as your needs change and whenever new regulations are passed without 

having to re-implement your financial system 

Security and Audits 

Workday included audit at the foundation, with always-on audit trails for every business process and object, 
with no impact on system performance. 

• All Workday business processes are fully auditable and track the who, what, when, and why of every 
change made to the system. Self-documenting electronic evidence is available to both internal and 
external auditors 

• Centralized security profiles and roles allow more comprehensive view of data access rules and 
business activity permissions across an entire global organization 

• Built-in and custom reports can be used to get information and regularly monitor system activity for 
red flag activity 

Auditor Dashboard 
More easily identify risks related to business policies like segregation of duties, expense policy deviations, 
and ad-hoc payment control in a delivered and configurable dashboard. 

• Create new reports and tasks for audit users to include on the Auditor dashboard 
• The available reports pull data from across all Workday applications to provide a focused look across 

all aspects of the system 
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Workday Revenue Management 
Workday Revenue Management helps organizations manage the entire contract-to-cash process for greater 
processing efficiency and more accurate accounting results. It provides the ability to integrate with any 
external CRM system and offers out-of-box integration with Salesforce Sales Cloud via Workday Financial 
Management Connector, built by Workday. Workday Revenue Management gives you ultimate flexibility to 
manage contracts, billing, collection, accounting, and analytics all from a single system. Plus, built-in support 
for ASC 605, ASC 606, and IFRS 15 enables smooth migration and dual reporting. 

Customer Contracts Management 

With Workday, you gain a full view of your customer interactions and entitlements in one place. Spend less 
time reconciling and more time anticipating and fulfilling customer needs. 

• Gain deep visibility into the full lifecycle of contracts form contract creation, change, and approval to 
renewal. 

• Allow for integration with third-party CRM, CPQ (Configure, Price Quote), Order Management and 
Fulfillment systems to enable efficient quote-to-cash lifecycle 

• Automatically create customers through integration with any third-party opportunity management 
system using the Workday Integration Cloud 
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• Capture the financial terms of the contract and route contracts for approval before billing and revenue 
recognition start 

• Automate month/quarter end customer contract assets and liabilities reclassification process to 
simplify reconciliation and internal control 

• Use a contract work area as a central place to manage all customer contracts 
• Support both brand new sales item bundle and ad-hoc sales item bundle 
• Support multi-element contracts and revenue allocation across linked contracts at the summary level 

and contract line level 
• Streamline contract creation using templates  
• Enter contracts with different sold-to and bill-to customers 
• Support contract co-termination 
• Customize contract checklist to identify and track tasks to be completed on customer contracts 
• Enable customers hierarchy and configuration management, for example, restrict a specific customer 

to be billed by particular subsidiaries, simplifying tax filing and internal control 

Amendment Control and Audit 

Automatically track all the contract changes at line level, use role-based security model and business process 
framework to strengthen internal control and audit. 

• Capture notes and attach documents throughout the contract lifecycle for unified contract information. 
• Add questionnaires to create and change customer business processes, so that you get the full 

visibility in one system. 
• Leverage separate approvals and controls for any amendments to existing contracts. 
• Support workflow and approval for changes of customer records. 
• Enable robust always-on audit through the ability to track and report customer contract changes at 

the line level. 

Contract Renewals 

Streamline the renewal process for goods, services, subscription, or usage-based customer contracts. 
• Track start dates and end dates on each contract element 
• Use end dates to trigger notifications for upcoming renewal opportunities 
• Reduce revenue leakage by enabling the sales team to pro-actively identify contracts coming up for 

renewal 
• Track customer contract renewal terms and extract insights from renewal reporting 

Alternate Contracts 

Use alternate contracts and contract lines to model the impact of new revenue recognition rules on existing 
contracts from both inside and outside of Workday system. 

• By opening up Alternate Contracts and Revenue Scenario Tool for contracts outside of Workday, 
customers can adopt a hybrid approach to smooth the transition to the new revenue standards by 
using existing system for the old standard and Workday system for the new standard.  

• Use the alternate contract information to preview revenue impacts of different scenarios to make 
informed decisions about the most suitable revenue recognition methods and assumptions. 
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• Safeguard data fidelity and internal control as original contracts won’t be impacted by alternate 
contracts and all the changes and modeling are tracked and protected with role-based security model 
and business process approval. 

Billing and Invoicing 

Support various types of billing and payment terms to help your organization automate and increase accuracy 
of your invoices.  

• Automate billing for various types of products or services, including one-time or recurring, time and 
expense billing, and/or milestone billing 

• Enhance usage-based billing and allow users to enter usage transactions against a contract line and 
amortize the revenue over the user defined revenue period, as well as billing minimum amount plus 
usage overages and volume discounts 

• Support inter and intra-unit transfer pricing for projects 
• Enable order fulfillment tracking within Workday and revenue recognition based on the orders fulfilled 
• Bill in regular intervals and/or tie different types of milestones to the overall schedule and/or specific 

installments 
• Support flexible configuration options for both daily rate and hourly rate billing, allowing for set up of 

daily rate by worker, role, project phase, project task, and Worktag. Allow for half day rate and full day 
rate 

• Create recurring consolidated invoices that include transaction and installment contract line types, 
from multiple contract lines in different contracts 

• Consolidate multiple projects with individual bill schedules into a single invoice 
• Provide E-invoicing framework and delivery tools to extract key invoice data field and generate 

generic xml output 
• Provide the option to display the customer ID along with the customer name, providing the ability to 

easily identify customers who have the same name 
• Automatically generate billing schedules and installments using billing templates when creating 

contracts 
• Route for approvals before invoice is issued 
• Issue electronic invoices through email or paper invoices through the mail 
• Enable embedded attachments in customer invoice, attachment types include expenses, proof of 

delivery, shipment, custom info, etc. 
• Schedule printing and emailing of invoices and statements  
• Expand capabilities for direct intercompany transactions including allow copying tax codes, 

attachments and Worktags from customer to supplier invoices, support for multiple balancing 
Worktags in direct intercompany transactions, and enable increasing or decreasing amounts on 
supplier invoice 

• Enable self-service in a seamless way through a customizable and extensible portal, capabilities 
include identity management, invoice PDF retrieval and more  

• Provide a framework for direct debit processing in European countries by maintaining mandates for 
direct debit processing and process SEPA payments for customer invoices through the settlement 
engine 

• Support inter-company transfer pricing for expenses in the same currency 
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Accounts Receivable and Collections 

Gain insight into comprehensive customer details from a centralized Customer Collections dashboard and 
leverage predictive AR collection to effectively manage receivables. 

• Configure rules to automatically apply customer payments to invoices 
• Support multiple payment methods including credit card and direct debit 
• Work in Process reports provide insight into upcoming invoices for future cash flow analysis 
• Directly link invoice adjustments to invoices 
• Record and deposit a customer payment as a single consolidated step or separately to support the 

unique requirements of the specific transaction 
• Manage payment returns  
• Create Day Sales Outstanding and Delinquent Days Outstanding reports to review collections 

efficiency 
• Enable a shared services model to easily and efficiently process receipts on behalf of related entities 
• Schedule or create ad hoc dunning letters and send electronically to appropriate customer contact 
• Consolidated multiple customer invoices into a single invoice to allow customers to pay once for all 
• Expand the customer payment auto-application process to support multi-currency payments for global 

transactions. 
• Provide receivable aging reports that tie to the ledger balances for cases where “Operational date is 

in different period from ledger period” 
• Use Workday’s predictive analytics to assign risk scores to individual customer invoices to minimize 

bad debt 

Revenue Reporting and Forecasting Analytics 

Leverage a delivered dashboard and standard reports to assess organizational performance with real-time 
data and business dimensionality to distill insights quickly and easily. 

• Standard reports include Top 10 Customers by Revenue, Revenue Trend by Category, Bookings, 
Billings, and Revenue Recognition, Contract Value by Region, Contract Value by Business Unity, and 
Budget vs. Actual by Revenue Category. 

• Built in ASC 606/IFRS15 Impact Analysis dashboard gives you a holistic view of how different 
revenue recognition scenarios impact your top-line and assist you to make informed decisions. 

• Get real-time insight into forecasted revenue and deferred revenue. 
• Have visibility into short and long term deferred revenue, by contract element, contract and customer. 
• Maintain real time visibility to your deferred revenue waterfall by different dimensions giving you key 

insight into your revenue forecast and potential deferred revenue exposure.  
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Workday Financial Reporting and Analysis 
Workday enables you to meet all your analytics and reporting needs in a single system.  

 

Uncover Fresh Insights from Diverse Data Sources 

Blend any combination of finance, HR, payroll, benchmark, operational, and planning data to support all 
reporting and analytics needs and provide a more comprehensive view of the organization. 

• Financial statements can be viewed by a specified dimension other than Legal Entity, such as by 
Division or Business Unit for greater insight into the organization, with the ability to take further action 
as needed 

• Understand true profitability or effectiveness of any business-type activity by aggregating data in 
ways that are important to your organization, like by event, campaign, project and more 

• Automatically reflect new dimensions in transaction entry, accounting, and reporting 
• Run timely, secure, and automated analytic benchmarks that compare the most important metrics 

with other Workday customers – all within the Workday tenant 
• Empower Finance with Workday Prism Analytics, their very own departmental data hub equipped with 

self-service data preparation, management, and governance  
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Act with Agility with One System for Analytics, Transactions, and Reporting 

Connect transactions, analytics, and reporting in a single experience by embedding reporting and analytics 
solutions in the core transaction system of record. 

• In-memory reporting and analytics eliminate batch processes and stale data for faster, more reliable 
reporting across financial statements, dashboards, and transactional reports 

• Prioritize work and manage exceptions using delivered and custom dashboards 
• Embed analytics into specific business processes, so that approvers can understand the impact of 

the decision or approval they are making on their targets 
• Drill into reports and perform exploratory analysis on any detail across any dimension to fully 

understand exactly what happened, when, where, and why – and immediately act on insights 
• Compare the differences when reporting in U.S. GAAP, non-GAAP, or IFRS without having to wait for 

period close 

Share Trusted Access to Insights with a Single Security Model 

Set up security once using Workday’s single security model and then create reports and visualizations. 
Creators only author outputs once and consumers only see what they’re supposed to see.  

• Use role-based security to ensure managers can only see the teams, organizations, or activities they 
can have insight into 

• Grant access to managers and decision makers to view or configure user-defined financial reports 
that impact their work 

• Burst reports by role and organization hierarchies 
• Automate reconciliations and financial, operational, and management report distribution  
• Prepare scorecards with embedded comments and nested reports to easily communicate results and 

drivers to stakeholders 
• Distribute insights via visualizations and reports directly to executive and manager dashboards on 

Workday worklets via web or mobile, all on the cloud  
• Communicate findings via Workday Slides to level up board-decks and management reports with 

real-time connection to Workday data  
• Collaborate in Worksheets, a secure spreadsheet-like format for ad-hoc analysis, all within Workday’s 

single security model Insight at the Point of Decision  
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With Workday Benefits, organizations can: 
• Design and implement any number of benefits plans and control the plans that are eligible to 

employees during open enrollment or life events. Benefit eligibility can be set based on any field or 
combination of fields in Workday. Workday also properly monitors the benefits eligibility of workers 
who have multiple ‘jobs’ based on their primary or aggregate jobs.  

• Provide a full spectrum of benefits coverage, including health, insurance, spending accounts, and 
defined contribution plans. Examples applicable to the U.S. market include: 
- Health: Workday allows you to select benefit providers, healthcare coverage types (medical, 

dental, vision, major medical), healthcare classifications, as well as employee and employer 
costs. 

- Insurance: By providing full support for rate tables (fixed, age, or compensation-based) as well 
as the insurance coverage types and target populations, Workday offers flexible insurance 
coverage and support for different rate definitions and forms of coverage such as short-term 
disability, long-term disability, life insurance, dependent life, etc.  

- Flexible Spending Accounts / Health Savings Accounts: Workday allows you to define and 
determine dependent care and healthcare spending account cap amounts for the plan year. 
Employees can enter their contributions annually or by pay group frequency, reducing 
administrative overhead. 

- Retirement Savings Plans: Using Workday, you can easily create retirement plan types (such 
as 401k, 403b for the U.S. market) and set maximum contribution and minimum retirement age 
thresholds. 

- Additional Benefit Plan Types: Capture remaining standard and non-standard benefits. 
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• Initiate Open Enrollment for a single organization, multiple organizations, or the whole organization as 
well as for specific event types or plans. Enable open enrollment for mobile devices, so that your 
employees can enroll from anywhere on any device with instant access to enroll in benefit plan 
elections, coverage targets, costs and credits. Expedite the enrollment finalization with mass 
approvals and election activations.  

• Manage ongoing benefit eligibility and enrollment when employees experience life events. 
Organizations can leverage the business process and rules framework for automatic initiation of 
benefit processes when the workers’ benefit eligibility changes due to staffing events or other 
employee data changes. This includes defining events such as employees or dependents reaching a 
certain age and the system response for those events. Benefits may be automatically reinstated to 
employees who were previously ineligible, due to LOA or work furlough, within a given timeframe. 

• Track and report on employer-related costs that are taxable benefits to the employee.  
• Leverage a delivered connection to Workday Payroll, as well as service-based integration to third-

party benefits providers.  

Affordable Care Act Support (Note: This is applicable to customers with U.S. locations) 

Workday fully supports customers in their compliance of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
(PPACA). The configurable framework allows customers to manage the measurement, administrative, and 
stability periods plus lookback date parameters for their organization. Workday not only provides reporting 
and analysis of this data but is also integrated with Workday benefits eligibility and event processing to 
automatically handle an ACA related gain or loss of benefit eligibility for both open enrollment and other 
benefit life events.  

Workday’s unified solution uniquely provides the necessary information from Workday’s HR, Benefits 
Administration, Time Tracking and Payroll allowing us to manage all aspects of ACA requirements, from 
eligibility to automatic enrollment, so you can stay in compliance. 

With Workday Benefits, organizations can: 
• Automatically calculate ACA full-time status per worker based on a 30 hour per week/130 hour per 

month standard that is configurable in case the government ever changes it  
• Generate, update, and transmit 1094-C and 1095-C data to the IRS, straight from Workday 
• Organizations with multiple entities can report under one single entity 
• Seamlessly print and mail 1095-C forms to employees with partner integrations right from Workday 
• Payroll data can be sourced from either Workday Payroll or Payroll Interface customers 
• Allow any number of measurement period populations to be defined and measured against a 3-12-

month ACA look-back period  
• Measurement, administrative, and stability period dates are automatically calculated for both the 

ongoing and initial cycles once a start date and a 3-12-month duration are entered for the ongoing 
measurement period  

• Fully integrated with existing open enrollment processing  
• Enhanced passive event functionality for automatic detection of ACA eligibility changes at the end of 

either a measurement or stability period—critical for new hires  
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Additions to Your Financial Management Solution 

Workday Expenses 
Employee expense processes are people processes. Ultimately, your people plan, spend, record, and 
approve all employee expenses. As a result, stand-alone expense systems that were built independently from 
finance or HR systems often fail to achieve your objectives of controlling organizational spend. With this in 
mind, Workday has created the optimal solution for today's people-driven enterprise.  

 

Streamlined Expense Management 

Reduce complexity and cost by leveraging a single expense management application. 
• Configure expense processes and controls to meet your specific needs, eliminating manually 

intensive and costly paper-based processes. 
• Connect to multiple travel booking solutions using the Workday Travel Booking Connector, and 

reduce manual data entry by populating travel booking records against expense report lines. 
• Process expenses with corporate credit card transactions using pre-packaged integrations for Visa, 

Mastercard and American Express. 
• Build dynamic workflow approvals and notifications leveraging worker and transactional information 

such as location, organization and cost center. 
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Unified Solution 

Take advantage of the strong worker foundation of Workday Human Capital Management and unification with 
Workday Payroll and Workday Financial Management for reimbursement and accounting of employee 
expenses. 

• Leverage changes to worker data that happen in the HR system —such as a worker’s role, position, 
organizational assignment, or management chain—without having to synchronize data between 
disparate systems. 

• Experience instantaneous accounting impact with Workday Financial Management upon expense 
report approval. 

 

Mobile Readiness 

Enable users to capture expense receipt images and submit expense reports on the go, resulting in lower 
costs, improved accounting accuracy, and faster reimbursements. 

• Accelerate mobile expense report entry with intelligent receipt scanning to populate data on expense 
items, including date, amount and merchant. 

• Exclude/merge duplicate out-of-pocket expenses, link spend authorizations, and include 
guest/attendee information all from a mobile device. 

• Create and submit mobile travel journal expenses on Android, iPhone and iPad devices. 
• Enter expenses and upload receipts for scanning through chat with Workday for Slack. 
• Managers can easily review and approve expense reports on any device, and leverage real-time 

analytics in the approval workflow to better understand employee spend. 
• View comprehensive spend reports and analytics within the Expense Management dashboard and 

act. 
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Mobility and Ease of Use for Your Workforce 
• Improve adoption of the system by your workforce and reduce the number of systems required by 

leveraging the same easy-to-use, consumer-style user experience delivered throughout Workday. 
• Minimize data entry resulting in more complete and timely data in the system and more accurate 

financial records. Capture and approve expenses on the go from any web-enabled device. 
• Mobile Expense Report Entry allows users to submit an expense report using their iPhone, iPad, or 

Android, resulting in improved user experience, and more timely submission of expense reports. 

Full Audit and Control 

Configure proactive controls, such as spend authorizations and spend freezes, to help monitor and control 
employee spend. Workday also supports cash advance requests, providing more options for workers to 
manage their travel expenses. 

• Utilize budget checking and commitment accounting for expense reports to determine if budget is 
available for an expense. 

• Ensure every transaction is recorded for audit transparency. Business processes configurations and 
security settings are self-documenting and can be rendered to PDF on demand. 

• Gain unprecedented visibility into business processes and transaction history to easily comply with 
regulatory requirements such as Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX). 

Real Time Reporting and Analysis 

Gain real-time visibility into actual versus budgeted spend and optimize your spend policies by negotiating 
with vendors on corporate travel rates and discounts. 

• Leverage multiple pre-built reports in the Workday Expenses dashboard, and build custom reports 
using Workday’s robust report writer. 

• Take full advantage of Workday’s multi-dimensional business data to analyze spend by spend 
categories, cost centers, or regions. 

Fast and Efficient Reimbursements 

Leverage the efficiencies of a single settlement engine to manage all payments generated across the 
organization, including employee reimbursements. 

• Configure bank routing rules and payment elections for expense report reimbursements. 
• Easily integrate to an external Payroll or Accounts Payable system leveraging the Workday 

Integration Cloud. 
• Quickly manage, analyze and report on all payment activity. 

Workday Inventory 
Workday Inventory is a true cloud application that addresses the internal inventory management needs of 
today’s organizations. Workday Inventory brings a fresh approach to traditional internal materials 
management with a modern user experience, flexible framework, and mobile accessibility to provide users 
with the ability to perform a number of transactions, whether on the floor or on the go. When used with 
Workday Procurement, it provides visibility across your internal supply chain to decrease costs, optimize 
stock levels and support growth initiatives. 
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Unified Solution 

Workday Inventory is fully unified across Workday Financial Management, Workday HCM, and Workday 
Procurement so that your organization can rely on a single enterprise platform. 

• Leverage consistency across your data, security policies, and processes for even greater efficiency, 
management, and control. 

• Utilize a common item master when used together with Workday Procurement, and gain visibility into 
the entire materials management process, from purchase to replenishment. 

Record and Track 

Workday Inventory offers the flexibility to store inventory items, track how you use and replenish them. 
• Track lot numbers and lot expiration dates to minimize the amount of expired goods in your 

warehouse, and identify any items that are subject to recall.  
• Track consigned inventory and create orders to replace goods from suppliers upon use. 
• Utilize unit of measure conversions for items across multiple inventory transactions and locations. 
• Record and track serial identifiers when issuing inventory for greater control over items. 
• Generate and print inventory labels to track locations, receipts and deliveries. 

Put-away 

As goods arrive in inventory, you can facilitate the placement of items into stocking locations to manage them. 
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• The put-away process can be initiated in three different ways: PO receipt, stock transfer from an 
alternate location and ad-hoc put away. 

• You can define put-away rules based on a number of attributes, such as ship-to address, supplier, 
spend category, item, or location. 

• Put-away can be automatically initiated from receipt or manually created.  

Stock Replenishment 

Workday monitors stock levels and replenishes inventory when levels drop below your designated reorder 
points. 

• Replenishment options include automatic purchase requisition (PR) creation, manual PR creation 
with notification, automatic stock transfer request and manual stock transfer request. Items can also 
have different replenishment options within the same inventory site. 

• Automated replenishment can be scheduled to run on a recurring basis such as nightly or weekly. 
• When using a Procurement requisition for inventory, a stock request will automatically be issued and 

ready for picking and shipping. 

Fulfillment 

The fulfillment process in Workday enables you to transfer items across sites and issue goods to users or par 
locations internally to fulfill a stock request. 

• Users can quickly generate multiple picking lists and pull inventory on any mobile device. 
• Create picking lists that identify the exact quantities to pick from each stocking location. 
• Once you pick goods, you can create a shipment to recognize the removal of goods from the 

inventory site. 
• If you are transferring goods to another site, you can record a put-away once the goods arrive at the 

destination site. 

Adjustments 

Easily adjust inventory on an ad-hoc basis to accommodate cost variances, damaged items and changes in 
physical counts.  

• Workday supports the perpetual average costing method, and cost-related adjustments can be based 
on price or percentages. 

• As with other inventory transactions, accounting entries are automatically created for the adjustment 
and can be viewed as a related action from the transaction. 

• Create a return using familiar issue methods such as quick issue, ad hoc and stock transfer request, 
and adjust for returns. 

Counting 

Count items on a predefined basis and reconcile inventory levels to provide the most accurate and up-to-date 
representation of your internal goods on hand. 

• Perform physical inventory counts using a variety of common methods, adjust and record the 
resulting accounting entries. 
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• Generate count sheets directly from the application on set intervals or on an ad-hoc basis, and record 
item counts and flag items for recount. 

Par Inventory 

Workday enables you to maintain and replenish par locations, such as carts, supply rooms or cabinets, to 
support daily business operations. 

• Set up par locations (such as carts, supply rooms or cabinets) that can be stocked by selecting the 
par delivery option on a purchase order or receipt. 

• Automate requisitions and stock requests to ensure your par inventory remains stocked with the most 
critical items to your organization. 

• Store consigned goods in par locations to bill and replace items upon use, helping to improve cash 
flow. 

• Configure just-in-time (JIT) agreements with suppliers to reduce lead times and improve predictability 
of goods delivery. 

 

Mobile Readiness 

Perform common inventory transactions using a single mobile application to improve inventory accuracy and 
productivity. 

• Perform cycle or par counts and submit results for approval directly from your mobile device. 
• Create, track and acknowledge deliveries on a tablet or phone. 
• Enter expenses and upload receipts for scanning through chat with Workday for Slack. 
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• Issue / record lot and substitute items directly at a stocking location in real-time.  
• Utilize barcode scanning capabilities with cursor control for pick inventory, count inventory, and par.  
• View comprehensive reports and analytics within the Inventory dashboard and act. 

Reporting & Analytics 

Workday Inventory provides insights into all transaction and associated business dimensions to help drive 
down costs. 

• Workday’s modern architecture means that your transactions are always reflected in real-time, 
providing more accurate reporting and analytics about your goods and supplies on hand. 

• Leverage the Inventory dashboard to gain a complete, real-time view of your inventory transactions, 
with robust drilldown capabilities and a task area to take direct action. 

• Take advantage of pre-delivered reports, such as Inventory Balance, to see on-hand quantities for 
items across all of your stocking locations. 

Workday Procurement 
Workday Procurement is a modern, user-friendly enterprise solution that is unified with the suite of Workday 
applications to support the unique requirements of indirect procurement. With powerful embedded reporting 
and analytics based on real-time data, Workday Procurement provides visibility across the entire procure-to-
pay (P2P) process to help purchasing departments strategically manage costs, minimize out-of-policy spend, 
and optimize purchasing power. 
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Streamlined P2P Process 
From the requisition process through payment, Workday supports and manages the information, policies, and 
processes relating to the acquisition of goods and services for your organization. 

• All of your suppliers, supplier contracts, and supplier catalogs can be stored and accessed from one 
place. 

• Comprehensive system that manages everything from the requisition/RFQ process to invoicing and 
payment. 

Unified Solution 
Workday Procurement is unified with Workday Financial Management and Workday HCM so that your 
organization can rely on a real-time, single source of truth. 

• Leverage consistency across your data, security policies, processes for even greater efficiency and 
control. 

• Utilize a common item master when used together with Workday Inventory, and gain visibility into the 
entire materials management process. 

Procurement Dashboard 

See the complete picture of your organizations spend with the Workday Procurement dashboard, which can 
easily be configured to analyze spend based on a number of attributes. 

• The Workday Procurement dashboard enables you to view and drill into information on your 
organization’s procurement needs so that you can act on information in real-time. 

• Directly access frequently used procurement related tasks and reports. 
• Combine trending and dimensional reports to improve operating efficiencies and reduce costs. 

Supplier Management 

Workday empowers both end users and suppliers to by providing them with the tools they need to manage 
procurement transactions in a collaborative manner. 

• Decrease time to onboard suppliers by enabling them to self-register via an external website. 
• Collaborate with and manage your suppliers via the Supplier Portal to streamline invoice processing 

and payment activity. 
• Allow suppliers to maintain their information such as address and settlement banking instructions. 
• Suppliers can view their purchase orders, view and load catalogs, view and respond to request for 

quotes (RFQs), and view and create invoices from purchase orders. 
• Use hierarchical taxonomies to classify purchases of goods and services and the suppliers who 

provide them. 
• Categorize suppliers by various classifications, such as Minority Owned Businesses (MBE), Women 

Owned Businesses (WBE), foreign vs. domestic, and other attributes.  
• Define priority ranked suppliers or manufacturers for purchase items to more easily find a substitute 

supplier. 
• Use a centralized tool to detect, track, and manage backorders from suppliers. 
• Record and enforce contractual agreements with preferred suppliers. 
• Implement contractual terms such as thresholds, item pricing, expiration dates, and renewals for both 

goods and services spend. 
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• Configure business processes to validate against pricing thresholds, and automatically generate 
invoices and POs from a contract or installment schedule. 

• Gain visibility into contract spend to better negotiate discounts and other terms with suppliers.  
• Amend existing supplier contracts to change information, such as the Total Contract Amount, take 

supplier contract lines off hold, or extend, renew, or terminate a contract.  

Spend Control 

Leverage consistent security and controls to ensure that every type of requisition adheres to the rules and 
approvals set up for your organization. 

• Easily configure spend freezes or utilize budget checking and commitment accounting on 
procurement transactions to minimize the risk of overspending. 

• Retain a percentage of supplier invoices from payment and release the retention balance throughout 
the life of a purchase order or supplier contract. 

• Determine the accounting period for supplier invoices and invoice adjustments. 

Requisitions 

Put purchase requests into the hands of your global workforce while maintaining spend controls. 
• Enable employees and managers to create, submit, and approve requisitions to automate existing 

manual processes. 
• Create requisitions with consolidated requests from multiple companies. 
• Leverage a consumer-like shopping experience for requisitions, with faceted search patterns for 

catalog searches, side-by-side item comparisons, a shopping cart to manage items and a guided 
checkout process.  

• Punchout to the supplier website or supplier network of your choice to access and procure goods 
from multiple catalogs.  

• Choose the preferred supplier for purchase items using pre-defined requisition sourcing rules to 
automatically source requisitions to purchase order and reduce buyer workload. 

• Mass or individually change requesters on completed requisitions to facilitate downstream 
procurement transactions. 

• Together with Workday Inventory, you can source and fulfill requisitions internally to help reduce the 
average requisition to fulfillment time. 

Request for Quotes 

Workday enables organizations to create Request for Quote (RFQ) documents so that suppliers can bid on 
procurement goods and services. 

• Streamline data entry and create an RFQ from existing business documents, such as purchase 
orders, supplier contracts, or requisitions. 

• Send RFQs electronically to suppliers based on supplier preferences (email, print, and Supplier 
Portal), or post public RFQ solicitations on an external website. 

• Review and approve supplier bid responses (side-by-side) submitted through the Supplier Portal, and 
quickly award RFQs to suppliers with a purchase order or supplier contract. 

• Automatically send out email notifications to suppliers when the RFQs are open, closed or cancelled.  
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• Facilitate collaboration between buyers and suppliers with the ability to add comments directly into 
the activity stream when submitting and viewing procurement documents. 

Purchase Orders 

Streamline purchase order processing with the ability to create purchase orders for goods, contingent workers 
and delivered services. 

• Create purchase orders with consolidated requests from multiple entities. 
• Issue purchase orders to suppliers via XML/EDI. 
• Receive and process Purchase Order Acknowledgements (POA) from suppliers. 
• Shorten processing time and reduce administrative overhead costs by consolidating lines from 

multiple requisitions into a single purchase order. 
• Mass close purchase orders to prevent further actions from occurring against business documents. 
• Configure business processes based on the context of each supplier and/or order. 
• Easily find and drill into purchase orders directly from the Procurement dashboard. 

Receiving 

Facilitate the delivery of goods and create receipts for goods receiving on purchase orders and supplier 
contract lines.  

• Receipts encompass standard goods receiving (which can flow to business asset tracking), 
contingent worker timesheets and project-based services. 

• Leverage a common business process that provides configurable receiving steps as well as support 
for Evaluated Receipt Settlements (ERS). 

• Create, find and edit receipts on mobile devices  
• Return goods to suppliers after you approve receipts, and process supplier invoice adjustments for 

returned goods. 
• Close purchase order lines for receiving to prevent future receipt creation. 
• Specify ship-to and deliver-to information at the line level for all procurement documents.  
• Record advanced shipping notices (ASN) from suppliers on pending deliveries. 
• Receive items in a different unit of measure (UOM) than the ordering UOM on a purchase order. 

Invoicing 

Take advantage of paperless receipt of supplier invoices and electronic payments to maximize processing 
efficiency. 

• Receive invoices directly from suppliers or leverage Workday's Supplier Portal that allows suppliers to 
"flip" a purchase order to an invoice. 

• Retain a percentage of supplier invoices from payment and release the retention balance throughout 
the life of a purchase order or supplier contract. 

• Create negative and zero cost supplier invoices tofacilitate invoice corrections and credit memos. 
• Determine variances between supplier invoices and related business documents with standard two 

and three-way matching. 
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Settlement 

Leverage a single settlement engine to management all payments generated across the organization, 
including supplier payments.  

• Define the supplier invoices you wish to generate payments for, or create ad-hoc payments for items 
not recorded in Workday  

• Set up automatic payments for unpaid open items and pending payments 
• Manage your regulatory filing of 1099 Misc for Independent Contingent Workers. 
• Packaged integration to support AMEX KR1075 format for procurement card transactions. 
• Quickly manage, analyze and report on all payment activity. 

Real Time Spend Analytics 

Workday Procurement allows you to better understand your organizational spend with the ability to capture 
and analyze data in business terms. 

• Leverage built-in analytics that are drawn directly from the transactional system of record. Utilize 
robust navigation capabilities and dimensionality to fully understand spend from an operational 
perspective. 

• Analyze and act directly from the Procurement and Supplier Accounts dashboards with pre-
configured reports. 

Workday Adaptive Planning 
Workday Adaptive Planning is a flexible and scalable platform that enables and empowers planning 
processes, including modeling, scenario planning, monitoring, reporting, and analysis. Workday’s platform 
drives continuous, active planning across the organization—from business-wide financial planning and 
analysis to in-depth planning for specific functions such as sales, marketing, and operations. Workday has 
designed Workday Adaptive Planning to enable Workday’s customers to build comprehensive models that 
capture the details of their businesses in real time and gain critical insights from this data, allowing them to 
rapidly adapt to changes in their environments. Workday’s platform addresses the limitations of existing 
enterprise planning tools and manual processes by enabling the following: 

• Agility: Workday’s innovative, in-memory computing platform, which was built for the cloud from day 
one, includes a highly scalable modeling engine, capable of supporting very large and complex 
multidimensional models with quintillions (1018) of cells. Workday’s platform provides users with the 
flexibility to model nearly every aspect of their business and to simultaneously run virtually unlimited 
scenarios, enabling them to drive better decisions. In addition, Workday’s platform securely integrates 
relevant data from across the organization, providing a comprehensive model that enables users to 
view and respond quickly to changes in the business. 

•  Insights: Business users are able to effectively present data and metrics directly from Workday’s 
visual analytics tool, instead of having to create cumbersome slide exhibits, and can more easily 
answer questions and run scenarios in real time by drilling into the data with Workday’s data 
exploration capabilities. Workday employs a “click not code” approach as a central component of 
Workday’s intuitive, accessible user interface for both power users, who use Workday’s solutions to 
build and maintain models, and business users, who use Workday’s solutions to plan for their 
organization. It is also easy to create and review reports and dashboards without the help of IT, and 
build up to date board presentations. 
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• Efficiency: Workday’s planning platform provides rapid scenario planning, allowing users to 
dynamically model and evaluate multiple scenarios in real time. It allows users to quickly access and 
utilize information from existing applications and information systems, including enterprise resource 
planning (ERP), customer relationship management (CRM), and human capital management (HCM) 
systems, giving users a real-time view into changes in their business so they can react and course-
correct as necessary. 

A Unified Platform for Planning 

Workday Adaptive Planning has a powerful modeling engine ensures users can model with virtually no limits 
on dimensions, dimension values, or a number of scenarios. Self-service reporting and dashboard capabilities 
enable finance, HR, and business users to analyze real-time workforce-related data including salary, skills, 
diversity, locations, and more from enterprise resource planning (ERP), financial management, human capital 
management (HCM) systems, and other operational systems. Users can also compare multiple driver-based, 
what-if scenarios and assess the impacts of potential changes to the workforce across the organization.  

Workday Adaptive Planning consists of four solutions; Workday Adaptive Planning for Finance, Workday 
Adaptive Planning for Sales, Workday Adaptive Planning for Workforce and Workday Adaptive Planning for 
Operational Planning. These provide Workday’s customers with a platform that is both easy to use and 
delivers comprehensive out-of-the-box functionality. 

 

Workday Adaptive Planning Platform: Powered by Elastic Hypercube Technology 
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Elastic Hypercube Technology 

Elastic Hypercube Technology is the next-generation planning, reporting, and analytics engine that enables 
Workday Adaptive Planning to automatically scale with the dynamic needs of businesses. This sophisticated, 
proprietary innovation represents a step-function advance in planning system architectures, enabling plans 
with virtually no limits—unlimited dimensions, dimension values, and numbers of scenarios to be created 
easily and calculated rapidly. 

Intelligent  

This technology knows what it needs to calculate – and makes only those calculations.  

Optimized Calculations 

With the intelligence to understand fine-grained model dependencies, Elastic Hypercube Technology speeds 
results for even the largest and most complex models by recalculating only the dependent changes, unlike 
existing solutions that recalculate most or all of the whole model again. 

Dynamic Caching 

Memory and calculation cycles are only used when needed because of an intelligent understanding of the 
relevance of the data to the user/model and potential time needed for (re)calculations. 

Parallel Computation 

Elastic Hypercube Technology is scalable and has the intelligence to elastically add compute power and 
memory when needed to calculate model elements in parallel. 

Workday Adaptive Planning for Finance 

Workday Adaptive Planning provides budgeting, forecasting, reporting, and analytics for organizations of all 
sizes, with industry-leading usability and the security, scalability, and flexibility required for complex planning. 
Workday helps people do their best work and help teams operate with agility.  

Recognizing that the best plans involve the people closest to the day-to-day business, Workday built a 
powerful planning technology platform so you and your colleagues can gain deep insights, make more timely 
decisions, and manage more efficiently with solid, integrated plans. Workday enables complex financial 
models without the burden of managing legacy on-premise systems or massive spreadsheets. And Workday 
saves finance teams the mind-numbing, error-prone task of manually consolidating data.    

Workday Adaptive Planning makes it easy to manage, report, and analyze business performance. And 
Workday’s Elastic Hypercube Technology gives you the flexibility to scale without sacrificing ease of use. 
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Industry-Leading Usability   

In business, everybody plans. In large corporations, planning processes span a range of finance and 
operations teams as well as users from a complex ecosystem of departments, business units (BUs), regions, 
and countries. Workday Adaptive Planning broadens planning with industry-leading ease of use that 
accelerates adoption and drives engagement across finance teams, operations, and business units. By 
engaging finance and non-finance users in a collaborative, active planning process, you can create plans 
aligned with your organizational goals, ultimately delivering better and more timely decisions. 

Built for Business  

Many systems take a long time to deploy. Once deployed, changes to structures, reports, and analysis 
typically require dedicated IT resources to support business users’ needs, limiting agility and consuming IT 
resources. With Workday Adaptive Planning, finance and operations teams control their models, processes, 
dashboards, and reporting with the drag-and-drop functionality that doesn’t require coding or scripting—or 
much support from IT. 

Adapts to Change 

Businesses need the flexibility to adapt quickly to change, but traditional planning systems aren’t that agile. 
Workday Adaptive Planning is designed for flexible modeling of functional planning and easy scenario 
planning so models and plans can continuously evolve as markets and the business change. Now companies 
can bring together workforce planning, operations planning, project-based planning, and financial planning all 
within a single active environment. 

Faster Time to Value 

Using the intuitive drag-and-drop modeling and reporting interface in Workday Adaptive Planning, 
organizations can implement their new planning environment quickly and achieve value sooner. Most 
enterprise-scale customers deploy their first phase within six months. These rapid deployment cycles reduce 
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project risk and free teams to develop more sophisticated models. Workday’s approach includes end-user 
validation along the way so that user acceptance testing (UAT) is a non-event.  

Trusted, Scalable Technology Platform  

Workday Adaptive Planning is an in-memory computing technology platform designed for multidimensional 
modeling, reporting, and analysis. Supercharged with the patent-pending Elastic Hypercube Technology, it 
enables granular and complex planning and reporting by any number of critical business dimensions 
(customer, channel, product, regions, and more), and by day, week, or other time period. The technology 
platform also enables unlimited what-if analyses to assess the opportunities and impact of potential changes 
to the business. 

Elastic Hypercube Technology enables companies to manage large, data-intensive models without 
compromise using:     

• Extremely large-scale models with quintillions (1018) of cells 
• Unlimited dimensions and unlimited dimension values    
• Unlimited planning scenarios 
• Rapid analysis, comparison, and reporting without cumbersome setup or additional cubes 

Federated Planning 

From corporate finance to operating departments and business units, Workday Adaptive Planning enables 
groups to plan their own planning instances. Individual plans come together into a holistic, fully linked 
corporate plan. What’s more, each planning instance can have its own comprehensive model based on the 
planning cadence of its part of the business. This architecture of federated planning mirrors the organizational 
structure of complex enterprises, aligning with how organizations manage data access and control. Federated 
planning enable corporate finance to orchestrate planning and performance at the local and corporate level. 
This empowers departments and business units to model, plan, and report at levels specific to their needs.
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Open Technology Platform for All Your Data  

As you plan across your organization, you need data from all your transactional and operational systems. 
Workday Adaptive Planning is system-agnostic, seamlessly integrating with ERP, CRM, HCM, and BI 
systems so planners not only see key business metrics to understand how they got here and why, but also 
use this past performance to drive plans and forecasts for where they’re going. 

Easy, Powerful, and Fast Reporting for Microsoft Office 

Workday Adaptive Planning OfficeConnect makes creating reports in Microsoft Office easy. Connect your 
existing Excel reports to Workday Adaptive Planning, or create new, presentation-quality reports from a blank 
slate. With OfficeConnect, reports can be refreshed with a single click. There’s no need to manually re-key, 
copy, paste, or reformat after each update. And with full connectivity across Excel, Word, and PowerPoint, 
your data flows from financial reports to board books to management presentations. The result: attractive, 
consistently up-to-date, and comprehensive reports that allow you to focus more time on making informed 
decisions that drive your business. 

Migrate Your Existing Reports, No Rebuilding Required 

It's incredibly easy to make your existing financial reports live and dynamic. Mark up what you want to refresh 
automatically, and Workday’s board and external reporting capability does the rest. Existing investments in 
complex calculations, headers and footers, charts, and formatting are all carried over. Making the move to 
better reporting has never been simpler. 
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Understand the History of Any Metric 

Use the Cell Explorer to drill down and analyze the source data and formulas used to calculate any metric in 
your reports. Quickly see notes, source data, formulas, and accounts that comprise any number in a report. 
Cell Explorer also provides a full audit trail that shows what changes have been made, by whom, and when 
they occurred. 

Incredibly Powerful One-Click Refresh 

Workday has taken one-click refresh to the next level. Change the time period in a report and update every 
sheet automatically with just one click. Intelligent labels update time periods, page headers, and more. Even 
create rolling reports throughout your report pack: Update the current period, and watch prior rolling time 
periods update automatically across every document. 

Workday Adaptive Planning for the Workforce 

In today’s competitive and disruptive business climate, one that pushes organizations in every industry to be 
ever more agile, business leaders look to HR to quickly adjust workforce plans for the skills necessary to 
respond to change and seize opportunities. Enterprise-wide workforce planning enables the CHRO and team 
to comprehensively plan their workforce across the entire employee lifecycle—from recruiting and 
onboarding, to developing skills and optimizing organizational deployment—and apply available levers for 
finding and retaining their best workers.  

Workday Adaptive Planning for workforce allows HR, finance, and business leaders to plan, optimize, and 
adjust their current and future workforce to support strategic goals, drive better planning decisions faster, and 
free up their teams from repetitive data consolidation efforts for more value-added activities. 

Collaborative Workforce Planning Supports Strategic Business Goals 

The addition of strategic workforce planning to Workday Adaptive Planning continues the Workday 
commitment to deliver the most comprehensive and collaborative cloud planning platform for all users. 
Recognized for its ease of use, Workday Adaptive Planning enables a single platform to be used across the 
enterprise by power finance and HR and business users alike, enabling better collaboration on planning. By 
empowering individual teams to input plans that then roll up into an overall company-wide plan, organizations 
are able to create a comprehensive, holistic model that aligns with and reflects strategic business goals.  
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Workforce Planning Maturity 

 
 

Planning the Employee Journey 

 

Gain Deep Workforce Insights to Model Your Best Workforce Mix   

Strategic decisions about your workforce require data and lots of it. With Workday Adaptive Planning for 
workforce surface data from Workday Prism and HCM to enjoy a holistic view of your workforce, with the 
insights you need to get ahead of workforce hot spots, such as unwanted attrition or declining employee 
engagement, or surface and optimize the value your workforce delivers.  

• Get an accurate picture of your current and future workforce, modeling transfers, planned hires, 
attribution, even allocation time between departments 
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• Plan your workforce with a flexible, multidimensional view (by level, department, job grade, skills, 
projects, location, FTE vs. contingent workers, and more) that maps to how you run your business 

• Compare multiple driver-based, what-if scenarios in real time to see the impact upstream and 
downstream (e.g., best location to hire considering tax implications) to create the optimal plan 

• Incorporate global (or universal) and localized business drivers that can be changed with a single 
click 

• Plan the way you run your business. Create separate, unique models according to the business 
drivers, skills mix, and full time versus contingent mix required and see how they roll them into one 
integrated workforce model 

Collaboratively Build Your Workforce Plans   

Collaborate via shared, role-based views with your hiring managers and finance partners in planning for new 
hires, training, promotions, and merit increases. Equip managers to create hiring and training strategies 
aligned with their business plans, while giving finance and HR instant visibility into current and future 
expenses. 

• Align your people and business strategies with top-down and bottom-up workforce planning 
workflows, then work together to adjust out the variances 

• Build scenarios with your recruiting and learning teams and HR business partners to plan whether to 
buy the talent you need, build it internally, transfer it in, or find contingent support. 

Analyze and Adapt Your Workforce Plans with Dashboards and Self-service Reports 
• Quickly identify opportunities that better align with workforce changes in your business 
• View easy-to-use dashboards and self-service reporting to monitor and analyze costs, see unfilled 

positions, and break down the geographical distribution and composition of your workforce. Easy to 
create, modify, and drill down 

• Assess your current workforce to meet the future needs of the business based on factors that include 
performance, readiness for promotion or transfer, and retention risk 

• Track your plan against actual—and account for predicted exits and internal movement so you don’t 
over- or under-hire 

• Analyze coverage and gaps to plan. Add headcount, push out hire dates, change ramping 
assumptions, plan for attrition, and see the capacity impacts in real time 
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Seamlessly Integrate Workforce Plans and Budgets with Financial Plans 
• Automatically feed data from human capital management and ERP/GL systems—with tight 

integration into Workday—and other data sources to plan headcount, salary, bonus, payroll tax, and 
hours 

• Reduce your risk of error and free up time from low-value-added tasks to focus on workforce strategy 
with your business partners 

• Link workforce plans to your financial plan to see real time updates of planning scenarios and plan to 
actuals updates 

• Plan with an accurate picture of your workforce and its total costs with up-to-date headcount and 
financials based on a unified system of record 

• Achieve fast implementations with an easy-to-use integration platform designed to be used by you 
without the need for IT 

Put your People Plans into Motion 
• With seamless drill-down of your planning Actuals data to both transaction or business object within 

Workday, where you can directly kickoff related processes leveraging the Workday Business Process 
Framework. 

• Publish your approved headcount plan in Workday HCM to monitor performance against plan and 
adjust. 
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Workday Projects 
With Workday Projects, you can plan, staff, track, manage, and analyze projects and talents to optimze 
efficiency and profitability. Whether those projects are internal non-billable initiatives or external billable 
services, Workday’s agile and robust system helps you to achieve your key goals.  

Unified with Workday HCM 
• Use data from Workday HCM to staff contingent or full-time talent based on skills, competencies, job 

profile, past project performance, interests, fees and more. 
• Enable superior portfolio and project planning with demand forecasting and utilization reports. 
• Find the right talent for your project at the right time—with full visibility into worker availability. 
• Arm recruiters, resource managers, and project managers with a single source of the truth in the 

cloud, including mobile project management, time and expense tracking, and approvals. 
• Empower your people to grow and succeed in the knowledge-based economy through Workday 

Learning, Workday’s on-demand, personalized learning management solution. 
• Improve the retention and progression of your high-potential employees with Workday career and 

development planning. 

Predictive Talent Insights 
• As consultants complete projects, track skill acquisition to improve staffing decisions and reduce 

attrition. 
• Minimize ongoing recruiting and onboarding costs by retaining and promoting your organization’s best 

and brightest talent. 
• Harness big data and machine learning to predict overall workforce attrition and identify high 

performers at risk. 
• Take specific actions recommended by Workday to retain your key staff resources. 
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Project Management 

 
• Integrate to a CRM system to leverage external resource demand data and inform the planning and 

staffing of work 
• Allow for the creation of opportunity projects for staffing plan and financial forecasts. Support easy 

conversion of opportunity projects to sold projects 
• Enable project managers to forecast demand, create project budgets and plan work with resource 

pools, work plans and project hierarchies 
• Model all types of work, including product development, projects, campaigns, client service delivery, 

grants and more 
• Establish a work plan with phases, tasks, milestones, status, and risks to track project progress from 

any device at any time 
• Enable the customization of project plan task name while maintaining the ability to report across 

projects at the portfolio and organization levels 
• Enable users to quickly and easily update and synchronize project dates across project plan tasks, 

task resources, resource forecast lines, and resource plan lines 
• Packaged Integration with Microsoft Project: With a few clicks, you can sync data (such as task dates 

and percent complete information on the project plan) between Workday Projects with Microsoft 
Project to allow for the execution and alignment of more granular project management 

• Simplify projects creation and strengthen standardization, control and compliance through built-in and 
customizable templates covering projects, project plans and resource plans 
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Project Financials 
• Align projects with your talent portfolio, business needs and organization’s strategic goals 
• Provide flexible project labor costing, including multiple companies in a single rate sheet and 

budget/forecast by worker and by role 
• Support project labor budgeting by hours and by amount  
• Support resource forecast at daily, weekly, and monthly level 
• Enable web service to create project budget 
• Support fixed fee and ratable revenue methods for project budgeting 
• Allow for scheduling of mass update of project budget and forecast as actuals are reported 
• Facilitate easy reporting differentiation between budget and forecast as forecasts refresh periodically 
• Enable customized and granular project resource forecasts at the project, task level daily and detailed 

allocation of worker availability including project breakdown 
• Allow for scheduling and automatic update of project budget and forecasts as actuals are reported 
• Enable dynamic and scalable resource forecast and project budgeting by leveraging Workday 

Worksheet’s Excel-like functionalities  

Resource Management 

Define roles, view worker availability and performance, shop for talent inside or outside your organization and 
put the right people on the right projects. 

 
• Get a holistic view of your staffing needs with a centralized resource management dashboard and 

acts quickly and easily 
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• Allow resource managers to create tailored pools of talents so that they can manage those pools in 
scale  

• Support flexible search of project workers based on various facets and easily assign resources to 
project 

• View staff availability including project allocation, time off, pending assignments, holidays, and leave 
• Leverage skills cloud library to select related and similar skills that are recommended by machine 

learning in project staffing (e.g., when one enters Java programming skill, machine learning will 
prompt Python, C++ as they are related skill sets from which to choose)  

• Quickly compare workers for a project by experience, qualifications, location, performance, and 
costing rate, etc.  

• Staff teams with available, qualified workers, and account for workers on PTO, leave of absence, or 
assigned to another project 

• Stay on top of project budget and resource needs with weekly project-level resource forecasts, with 
full visibility into Total Forecasted Hours, Estimate at Completion (EAC) and Estimate to Complete 
(ETC) 

• Utilize employee profiles from Workday HCM to staff projects based on internal or contingent worker 
skill inventories, competencies, past project performance, and more 

• Improve resource utilization and staffing flexibility by designating a resource as hard-or soft-booked, 
committed, or prospective 

• Allow consultants self-service access to update their resource forecasts so that resource managers 
can get better insights on the latest progress 

• Assign tasks and perform resource forecasting without specific resource assignments, providing 
increased flexibility in planning projects 

• Automatically add resources into resource forecast and resource plan when new people are assigned 
to a project 

• Support for use cases in which “multiple workers are on the same task” and utilize memo field to 
capture relevant info in resource plan lines 

• Create resource forecast by estimated hours and by percent allocation 
• Easily link unstaffed job openings to job requisitions for external fulfillment 

Unification with Time Tracking & Expense Management 

Equip your workforce with time tracking and expense entry capabilities on the go. 
• Provide anytime, anywhere access to mobile time sheets and expense reports, enabling a faster, 

more efficient reimbursement cycle 
• Easily add worker time to projects, incorporating project attributes such as location and customer 
• Indicate billable and non-billable time 
• Automatically route project time to the right approver(s) including multiple project and staff managers 
• Allows project managers to transfer time booked from project A to project B and reclassify project 

time from billable to non-billable or vice versa 
• Allow resource managers to review and approve timesheets en masse 
• Automatically incorporate entered time to calculate utilization, project actuals and billing 
• Use Workday Expenses to capture employee expenses and Procurement to track Purchase orders 

and Supplier Invoices related to a project 
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• View total current spend against planned budget as projects and work progress 
• Ensure workers are shown only the tasks for which they are eligible and automatically validate project 

role for time entry to prevent the same worker from having the same project role on two different 
resource plan lines when there is a date overlap and standard cost rate overrides are different value 

• Allow for sending customers invoices with related receipts attached to help them understand the 
billing more easily 

• Support the ability to read receipt images and populate expenses with key data using a mobile device 
• Allow submission of expense reports with a negative reimbursable amount due to personal 

transactions on corporate liability credit cards and recover employee receivable amounts 
• Enable expense item attributes for merchant location 
• Allow selection and submission of per diem expense items (inclusive of travel journal lines) when 

creating expense reports on mobile devices 
• Support the processing and delivery of custom outbound corporate credit card remittance files 

through the secure PCI environment for Workday customers using MasterCard, Visa, or AMEX 
unmasked/unscrubbed packaged integrations for Expense credit cards 

• Support spend integration through webservice, including supplier invoice, expenses, and 
miscellaneous 

Workday Projects takes the traditional project management space and redefines what it means to manage 
real work.  

Although projects may always be considered work, not all work necessarily happens within the confines of a 
project. With Workday, your organization can track all types of work, project-based or non-project-based, to 
get unprecedented insight into what your people are doing and how successful they are at doing it. Traditional 
project management systems are detached from Human Resource (HR) and Spend Management systems, 
but Workday Projects is delivered on the same platform as Workday Human Capital Management, Workday 
Expenses and Workday Procurement, enabling you to easily plan, staff, manage, and analyze the work being 
done by your organization. 
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Project Management 
• Demand Forecasting: Enable superior portfolio and project planning with built-in, real time demand 

forecasting and utilization reports. 
• CRM Integration: Integrate to a CRM system to better understand your organization's resource 

demand. 
• Model Project Work: Model potential scenarios to optimize resource allocation and project pricing. 

Divide your work plan into phases, tasks, and milestones to support billing and profitability analyses. 
• Monitor Project Success: Track project progress and status over time, and make on-the-fly resource 

substitutions to improve resource utilization. Integrate opportunity management data from 
Salesforce.com to Workday for streamlined, configurable quote-to-cash process automation. 

• Mobile Projects: View always-current project information on a mobile device and act. Traveling project 
managers can quickly view a project’s progress, time cost, project spend, and the project plan, 
resource plan, and associated risks. They can also make edits to project progress, mark task 
completion, and leave a memo to communicate with a project team. 

Resource Management 
• Stay on top of project budget and resource needs with weekly project-level resource forecasts. 
• Utilize employee profiles from Workday HCM to staff projects based on internal or contingent worker 

skill inventories, competencies, past project performance, and more. 
• Use dynamic resource pools to automate resource sourcing and assignment. 
• Easily link unstaffed job openings to job requisitions for external fulfillment. 
• Quickly compare workers for a project by experience, qualifications, location, and costing rate. 
• Staff teams with available, qualified workers, and account for workers on PTO, leave of absence, or 

assigned to another project. 
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• Workday Recruiting: Easily link unstaffed job openings to job requisitions for external fulfillment. 
• Optimized Project Staffing: Drive the staffing process by project priority, start and end dates, and 

potential contract revenue. You can quickly search for and compare workers for a project by 
experience, qualifications, location, costing rate, and more. And, you can track detailed skill 
requirements on the resource plan. Create and maintain Skill Profiles to efficiently track groupings of 
common qualifications, find qualified workers, and fill open requisitions. Skill Profiles help you plan for 
growth and succeed in times of uncertainty. 

• Automate the process of finding and putting the right workers on projects through the use of Dynamic 
Resource Pools. 

• Unified Absence Management: Use Worker Availability Timeline to staff teams with available, 
qualified workers, and account for workers on PTO, leave of absence, or assigned to another project.  

• Collaboration: Project staffing requires teamwork and negotiation. Use the project activity stream to 
stay on top of project-related changes and discussions. 

• Use advanced Resource Forecasting to enable weekly project-level estimates per worker in a project 
role based on resource start date, end date and percent allocation. A worker’s scheduled weekly 
hours are used to calculate forecast hours, and snapshots can be created for use in project budgets. 

Time Tracking & Expense Management 
• Mobile Time Tracking: Provide anytime, anywhere access to timesheets for all workers using a 

mobile device. 
• Mobile Expense Capture: Capture expense receipts on a mobile device, enabling a faster, more 

efficient reimbursement cycle. 
• Mobile Approvals: Make Time and Expense approvals immediately available to project managers on 

their tablet or desktop. As transactions are approved, the time or spend will be updated on the budget 
in real time. 

• Unified Project Billing and Accounting: Project status and costing details update in real time, enabling 
you to speed up project accounting and bill customers more accurately based on time and costs 
incurred.  

• Provide anytime, anywhere access to timesheets for all workers using a mobile device.  
• Capture expense receipts on a mobile device, enabling a faster, more efficient reimbursement cycle. 
• View always-updated information on a project’s progress, time cost, project spend, and the project 

plan, resource plan, and associated risks. 
• Manage a project while on the road, making edits to project progress, altering start and end dates, 

marking tasks as complete, communicating with your team, and more. 

Workday Grants Management 
Grants are an important funding source for many organizations. At the same time, organizations that provide 
grants—whether they are government agencies or non-profit institutions—are placing more scrutiny on the 
use of these funds as well as demanding greater transparency. In this environment, fully featured grants 
management solutions are vital to an organization’s fiscal well-being.  

Built with Workday’s strategic design partners in education and government, Workday Grants Management 
can handle administration requirements for a range of organizations. Unified with Workday HCM, Payroll, and 
Financial Management, Workday Grants Management reduces the number of manual hand-offs and 
integration points to improve accuracy, visibility, and compliance. The application provides a central location 
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for recording proposals, transforming proposal budgets into award budgets, and reporting on awards against 
proposals, and it automates the post-award process. With Workday Grants Management, organizations can:  

• Manage and capture grant-related expenditures  
• Record and assign tasks (e.g., contractual deliverables) to individuals and report on the status of 

those tasks, including tasks that are part of the close-out checklist 
• Determine facilities and administration costs with a robust, configurable calculation engine  
• Perform accounting related to grant activity, including revenue recognition and associated journal 

entries 
• Ensure balanced accounting for awards spanning major business units across an organization, such 

as engineering or medical schools at a higher education institution, or transportation or public safety 
departments within state and local governments 

• Bill sponsors/grantors based on the unique requirements of a particular award. Supported billing 
scenarios include: cost reimbursable billing, installment and milestone billing, automatic consumption 
of prepayments, sponsor retention, separate billing for portions of an award, and custom invoice 
numbering per award 

• Draw for letters of credit and automatically apply sponsor payments to invoices 
• Easily organize and locate attachments related to awards using defined categories 
• Link multiple proposals to an award—both initial and follow-on proposals—and report on those 

relationships 
• Define customized errors and warnings to prevent incorrect spending, commitments, and payroll 

costing allocations and to enforce sponsor/grantor restrictions on types of expenditures that are 
disallowed for an award 

• Certify effort of principal investigators/program managers and other key personnel working on a grant 
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Purpose Built for Grants Management  

Workday Grants Management is different by design from many other solutions on the market today, which are 
built on top of systems that were originally designed to manage projects. As a result, these systems do not 
capture the subtleties associated with grants, such as different sponsor/grantor types and grant hierarchies.  

With Workday, grants are treated as separate objects, enabling rich multi-dimensional reporting. Detailed 
information about the grant can be tracked—including the award, award type, sponsor/grantor, sponsor 
type/grantor type, associated tasks, and facilities and administration rate agreement information. Workday 
Grants Management can also track and manage different types of awards with unique revenue recognition 
and billing requirements, such as cost reimbursable and fixed price awards, and can accommodate prepaid 
awards as well. 

Unified, Fully Automated Solution Improves Efficiency  

Workday Grants Management is unified with HCM, Payroll, and Financial Management, which reduces the 
number of manual hand-offs and integration points, leading to an improvement of data accuracy and 
efficiency. Workday Grants Management also includes a robust engine to calculate facility and administration 
costs that need to be recognized and ultimately billed to the sponsor/grantor. Workday’s facility and 
administration engine allows customers to establish rules that govern how those costs are calculated, and 
then modify those rules as necessary. Once these costs are calculated, information is automatically shared 
with Workday Financial Management so total revenue for the grant can be recognized.  

The application also includes flexible billing and collections capabilities. Sponsor/Grantor billing can be 
scheduled to run automatically or can be performed manually, and any pre-payments can be selectively 
applied. In addition, Workday Grants Management automates the calculations associated with letter of credit 
draw requests for any related awards.  

Integrated Effort Reporting  

Integrated Effort Reporting Tracking and certifying the effort that is spent working on a particular grant is 
typically a manual, error-prone process. As part of Workday Payroll and Time Tracking, Effort Reporting is an 
online solution in which researchers can digitally certify the percentage of their time that is allocated to a 
particular grant or activity, and changes to the allocation can be fed automatically to payroll adjustments. This 
improves efficiency and compliance and reduces errors. 

Improved Visibility into Grant Activity  

With grants comprising a large source of funding for many organizations, improving visibility into this revenue 
stream is critical. Workday Grants Management offers rich, multi-dimensional reporting and dashboard 
capabilities to provide organizations with strategic intelligence about their grant activities. Customers can 
access detailed information about grant activity such as viewing grant budget vs. actual expenses; comparing 
grant activity by sponsor/grantor, billed expenditures for invoices and letters of credit; analyzing award 
success rates; and comparing expense levels across multiple grants. Customers can provide reports to 
decentralized users, such as researchers or departmental administrators, increasing productivity of principal 
investigators/program managers assigned to specific grant dollars. These analytics are available directly from 
Workday without having to go to a separate business warehouse.  
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Improved Compliance & Control  

Complying with reporting regulations is critical for any organization that accepts grant funding. As a unified 
solution, Workday Grants Management automates the post-award process to reduce manual errors by:  

• Allowing users to validate expenditures based on award dates and statuses as well as the 
expenditure categories allowed or disallowed by sponsors 

• Automatically limiting payroll accounting based on salary over the cap restrictions 
• Automatically charging payroll falling outside an award’s period of performance to alternate 

accounting 
• Providing budgetary control for award expenditures 
• Tracking committed effort against actual effort 
• Recording cost share commitments and tracking against actual cost share 
• Manage information on sub-recipients and sub-awards, including corresponding risk evaluation 

information, and link that information to awards, suppliers and supplier contracts 
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In addition, audit capabilities ensure that any transactions or changes to a business process are tracked in the 
system, further enhancing compliance. Each amendment is fully versioned, and all changes to values are 
tracked by user and time stamped. 

Scout Strategic Sourcing 
It’s no secret that sourcing and procurement play critical roles in the operation of modern enterprises. So why 
are many of these organizations still wading through spreadsheets and disparate emails? To compete in 
today’s world, sourcing and procurement professionals need a platform that streamlines supplier workflows, 
breaks down departmental silos, and makes it easy for business users to engage and align with sourcing 
across the enterprise. 

That’s where Scout RFP, A Workday Company, comes in. Scout’s collaborative, cloud-based solution makes 
sourcing a truly strategic arm of the business by providing greater visibility throughout the entire sourcing and 
supplier engagement process. More than 300,000 users in 155+ countries have chosen Scout’s award-
winning platform to manage more spend and make a bigger business impact. 

Scout Pipeline 

Scout Pipeline gives organizations the automation, flexibility, and transparency they need to build and 
execute business-tuned sourcing models that deliver measurable results. The outcome? Greater sourcing 
impact year-over-year. 

Scout Pipeline helps organizations: 
• Curb rogue spend and tighten compliance  
• Drive business impact with consolidated data analysis and reporting  
• Shift away from reactive sourcing and toward strategic, proactive sourcing  
• Streamline sourcing project workflows  
• Prioritize high-impact projects  
• Elevate enterprise visibility  
• Expedite time to value  
• Track and leverage savings across strategic plans 
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Scout Intake 

Scout Intake seamlessly connects the rest of the business to the sourcing organization with a single, intuitive 
platform. Its simple interface makes the sourcing process more accessible to stakeholders and other 
collaborators. Intake positions the sourcing team as a true strategic partner that drives measurable impact for 
the business. 

Scout Intake helps organizations:  
• Engage stakeholders earlier to establish accountability  
• Gain visibility into project requests  
• Standardize intake information and enforce compliance  
• Customize request forms to your business needs  
• Automatically route new project requests  
• Strengthen relationships throughout the organization  
• Automate alerts and share status updates with the business owners  
• Standardize workflows to maximize efficiency 

Scout Sourcing 

With Scout Sourcing, it’s a breeze to collaboratively build and execute sourcing events. Scout’s intuitive, 
cloud-based platform lets you run more events with fewer resources and measure your progress with better 
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savings visibility. Say goodbye to updating cumbersome spreadsheets, digging through emails, and fielding 
supplier phone calls, and hello to truly strategic, collaborative sourcing. 

Scout Sourcing helps you: 
• Maximize business impact of the sourcing process 
• Launch RFx events quickly 
• Get more done with fewer resources 
• Streamline engagement for suppliers, stakeholders, and the sourcing team 
• Get buy-in with an easy-to-use sourcing tool 
• Gain visibility into savings metrics 
• Convert spend insights into actionable goals 
• Make more informed purchasing decisions 

 

Scout Contracts 

Scout Contracts eliminates contract chaos and inefficiency to drive value and productivity. With Scout 
Contracts, you can greatly reduce time spent finding contracts, prevent contract delays that erode cost 
savings, and keep stakeholders informed of approval status without taking time away from sourcing activities. 
By providing comprehensive visibility into contract and renewal information, including views of all contracts 
(and their interrelationships) with each supplier, Scout Contracts helps you make proactive decisions and 
operationalize obligations to realize the full benefit of all contracts. 

Scout Contracts helps organizations:  
• Create flexible contract hierarchies  
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• Conduct audits on-demand  
• Offload administrative work with automated alerts and reminders  
• Eliminate questions of contract existence or status  
• Stay ahead of renewals and terminations  
• Drive a standardized, linear workflow that teams can easily follow  
• Manage obligations with configurable fields  
• Visualize contract lifecycles with reports and milestone progress 

Scout Supplier Performance Management 

Scout Supplier Performance helps your organization maximize the impact from every supplier relationship. 
With Scout’s simple, intuitive interface, collaborative workflows, and internal and external scorecarding, the 
Supplier Performance solution makes it effortless to improve supplier relationships and performance. It 
empowers you to collaboratively manage risk and ensure ongoing compliance through integrated reports that 
help you proactively prioritize any potential risks and manage current action items to keep everyone on track. 

Scout Supplier Performance helps organizations: 
• Simplify and streamline the supplier business review process (QBRs)  
• Increase the impact of existing suppliers to minimize switching costs  
• Drive supplier performance improvements through data analysis  
• Track action items internally and with suppliers  
• Mitigate potential supplier risk proactively  
• Build and save reports to track ongoing supplier performance  
• Provide transparency to suppliers on progress and improvements  
• Intelligently prioritize critical suppliers to drive spend and improved partnerships  
• Bring innovation to every relationship 

Scout Supplier Onboarding 

Scout Supplier Onboarding streamlines essential supplier data collection with templated and configurable 
forms. Automated workflows for supplier form routing simplify the capture of data and the reviewal and 
approval process, all while providing and storing the necessary information to individual parties. With Scout, 
the organization can collaboratively capture, monitor, and manage supplier data in a consistent, repeatable 
manner. The system retains completed forms along with an audit record of the review process in one 
centralized place. 

Scout Supplier Onboarding helps organizations: 
• Centralize all supplier forms for easy retrieval and review  
• Request and receive supplier data with configurable forms  
• Automate form approvals for suppliers and business stakeholders  
• Standardized templates and approval workflows  
• Carry out consistent 360 degree vetting of all suppliers  
• Incorporate risk score into a collaborative workflow with an executive summary of findings  
• Equip stakeholders with full visibility into supplier activity 
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Scout Reverse Auctions 

Using Scout Reverse Auctions, organizations can create a transparent and competitive environment in which 
suppliers have visibility into how they compare with other bidders. With Scout’s intuitive interface, it’s easier 
than ever to gain market insights, act strategically, and make significant bottom-line impact. 

Scout Reverse Auction helps organizations: 
• Gain complete visibility into the end-to-end auction process  
• Standardize bidding across suppliers 
• Significantly drive down costs and increase savings  
• Collaborate with suppliers and stakeholders in real-time  
• Communicate award criteria and priorities to suppliers  
• Make data-driven decisions when selecting suppliers  
• Increase supplier engagement  
• Save valuable time conducting auctions  
• Organize auction items into groups (lots) within a single auction 

 

Scout Dynamic Negotiations & Analytics 

Scout Dynamic Negotiations & Analytics lets you collaborate using facts and ultimately change the tone of 
pricing conversations with suppliers. Unlike tools that require advanced analytical abilities or toggling between 
spreadsheets, Scout’s platform empowers everyone on your team to accelerate the supplier negotiation 
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process. Instead of chasing data, you can make fast, data-driven decisions that deliver cost savings, expedite 
go-to-market plans, and achieve greater business impact. No mathematics Ph.D. required. 

Scout Dynamic Negotiations & Analytics helps organizations: 
• Analyze multiple factors and constraints to determine the best choice of a supplier for a particular 

need  
• Model scenarios to understand the biggest impacts on savings targets  
• Declutter your analysis by detecting and removing outliers  
• Use guidepost scenarios to understand your potential  
• Compare prices to current or set pricing options  
• Measure savings and cost increases based on historical reference and relevant constraints  
• Provide feedback to suppliers to let the pricing data directly negotiate for the business 

Scout Reports  

Scout Reports makes it easy to access the information needed in one view at any time through business 
intelligence and visualization integrations. Scout simplifies the reporting process, making it easier to 
understand, inform, act, and even support recommendations with defensible data. Scout’s real-time reports 
provide the visibility needed to drive truly strategic transformation across the entire enterprise. 

Scout Reports helps organizations: 
• Provide greater visibility into savings and spend by sharing reports and views  
• Establish better control of business operations and sourcing  
• Manage the sourcing group more strategically  
• Evaluate performance and progress for events, milestones, suppliers, and sourcing team members  
• Drill into sourcing data to extract insights  
• Stay agile and keep ahead of the competition  
• Monitor and analyze supplier quality  
• Report across entire supplier base  
• Highlight the impact sourcing brings to the organization  
• Report on project timelines and milestones 
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Workday Extend 
Workday Extend is designed to be the cornerstone of the new cloud world where organizations operate 
seamlessly across multiple applications, delivered by Workday and built by their own organization or even by 
third parties. 

Workday Extend enables customers to use the Workday platform to build their own custom applications as 
extensions to delivered Workday applications. This capability allows Workday customers to future tailor their 
Workday environment to best fit their individual needs while still retaining the benefits of Workday’s Power of 
One. Workday Extend puts Workday’s technology into your hands and uses the same services that power 
Workday’s HCM, financials and student business applications. Applications built with Workday Extend receive 
the latest Workday innovations while keeping everything secure within the Workday security framework and in 
an upgrade safe model. 

Custom Applications delivered in the Workday Experience 

Workday Extend provides the capability to extend the standard Workday capabilities that naturally fit into the 
broader HCM, financials or student ecosystem. Applications you build can meet your organization’s way of 
doing things or fill a cultural niche – since they are custom designed and built specifically by and for you. 
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Applications built using Workday Extend 

Workday’s delivered applications provide comprehensive coverage for common business needs but when 
organizations have specialized requirements, Workday Extend can be used to create functionality to fulfil 
those needs. 

Key Capabilities 

Extensions to Workday Applications 

Workday Extend allows Workday’s customers to extend Workday’s delivered applications beyond their 
delivered configuration capabilities. This is most often to meet a specific organization’s way of doing things or 
to eliminate manual processes.  

These types of extensions range from relatively simple apps like a custom recognition and rewards program 
built on top of Workday’s Compensation and Talent to more complex examples like extending core financial 
capabilities by providing a mechanism to streamline expense account creation. 

• Provide a simple launch pad approach to combining several standard Workday features into a single 
app, simplifying the interaction for managers and peers. 
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• Extend core financial capabilities by providing a mechanism to streamline expense account creation.  

 

Custom Applications 

Virtually every Workday customer uses custom applications as part of their business, but most have 
expressed a desire that they behave more like a Workday application Workday Extend now provides the 
capabilities that allow customers to create those applications using Workday tooling so they will work like 
Workday. These custom applications can be virtually anything, but they all share the common characteristic of 
being built on Workday applications such as Human Capital Management, Financial Management, or Student.  

Here’s an example of a complete application built in Workday Extend using custom user interface pages, 
storing custom data, and providing custom reporting. 
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Composite Applications 

Increasingly businesses need to present data from multiple sources or even multiple systems – all on a single 
user interface. Users are also tired of toggling between systems to see a complete view of information. This is 
where composite applications come into play. Within Workday Extend, Workday provides the native capability 
to create pages that display data from Workday and other data sources, which can be third-party systems or 
internally hosted data within the organization. This ability to consolidate and enhance the view of information 
has proven popular to Workday Extend users and Workday expects more customers to adopt this style of 
application as they build applications in Workday’s tools.  

• Combine data from both Workday HCM and Projects with information on Microsoft SharePoint to 
present a single, simplified view of policies by project. 
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Deeply embedded into all things Workday 

Workday Extend is natively part of Workday. Workday specifically chooses to surface their core Workday 
technology via Workday Extend rather than running it in a separate cloud or bolting it on the outside of 
Workday’s native environments. This allows us to provide the same capabilities to custom applications that 
Workday provides to Workday’s own developers along with the amazing Workday features like Workday’s 
object model, business process framework, analytics tools and more. Workday Extend was designed to fully 
embrace the Power of One. 

 

Workday Extend Core Capabilities 

Workday Extend provides platform tools such as the Workday Extend Dev Tool, and Workday Extend 
Command Line Interface. You can use the API Explorer to discover and interact with Workday’s REST APIs. 
Monitoring and logging tools are also available to help you debug and analyze your app usage. 

Workday Extend services include: 
• Authentication for securing all components of your custom app, including integration with third-party 

services. Security within Workday Extend utilizes the standard Workday security framework. 
• Presentation Services for creating a user interface that is consistent with Workday applications. User 

Interfaces created using Workday Extend run directly in the Workday cloud and automatically utilize 
the standard Workday styling and any custom branding configured within a customer’s tenant. 

• Data and Persistence for accessing, updating, and reporting on Workday objects and Custom 
Objects. 
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• Workday services that provide platform APIs for Workday's core functionality such as Human Capital 
Management, Financial Management, Planning, and Student. 

Workday Prism Analytics 
Analytics leaders are being asked to support their organizations’ growing need for actionable data and 
insights. With data proliferating across the enterprise at an ever-increasing rate, providing secure, self-service 
access to data for analytics and reporting is a significant challenge. 

Workday Prism Analytics extends the core reporting and analytics capabilities of Workday, empowering 
decision makers with even deeper insights into their people and financial data. Now, operational insights can 
be generated from any data source, all within Workday, and securely distributed to the entire organization. 
With Workday Prism Analytics, users can bring any data source into Workday; govern non-Workday data 
according to Workday’s single security model; enrich people and financial analytics with operational, 
historical, and ecosystem data; and distribute insights directly to users via reports and dashboards. 

Workday Prism Analytics is built natively into the Workday technology platform and includes big data 
infrastructure to support massive amounts of data. It has an intuitive, consumerized user experience and self-
service tools that empower users to create and share their own insights, while providing organization-wide 
access to insights and data through the Workday application. 

A Single Source of Truth for Workforce and Financial Data 
• Bring any data source into Workday, where it can be blended with HR and financial transactions 
• Sunset and decommission legacy systems by loading historical data into Workday Prism Analytics 
• Provide real-time insight; with analytics connected to the transaction system, worker and financial 

data is always up to date 

Increased Data Accuracy and Control 
• Efficiently transform raw data from any source to address your organization’s specific needs and 

blend it in a single pipeline for analysis 
• Significantly decrease human error by automating manual processes and calculations 
• Build trust in data with a view into how datasets were created and how data has been transformed 

Governed Self-service Access to Data 
• Make data available in Workday reports, dashboards, worksheets and Discovery Boards, leveraging 

Workday’s single security model for personalization 
• Ensure that users only see the data that they have permission to view, even if that data didn’t 

originate in Workday 
• Eliminate risk associated with maintaining multiple security models; settings automatically adapt to 

organizational changes made in the system of record 
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Key Features 

Data Management 

Workday Prism Analytics provides data management solutions in the cloud so you can upload, store and 
secure data from any source. 

• Get a full view of all your data in a single catalog 
• View how datasets are linked together with data lineage 
• Centrally manage permissions using Workday security 
• Programmatically refresh data using a range of integration tools 
• Maintain integrity with detailed traceability into dataset creation and updates 

 
Easily view how data has been transformed and blended together 

Data Preparation 

With Workday Prism Analytics, data transformation and blending are easy. Workday enables you to quickly 
and intuitively transform data from any source and blend it in a single pipeline for analysis. 

• Use drop-down menus to parse data from raw to tabular format 
• Use join, union, and group features for data transformation 
• Visualize any dimension with data profiling 
• Get a tabular preview of the data as it’s prepared 
• Summarize data and build nested aggregations with point-and-click group by functions 
• Use a robust and familiar function library to create categorical variables, formatting changes, and 

more 
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Intuitively prepare and blend any data for financial and HR analysis 

Discovery Boards 

Discovery Boards enable self-service, speed-of-thought analytics to iterate and discover insights faster. 
Visualize all your Workday Prism Analytics data sources in an intuitive, drag-and-drop environment. Quickly 
filter data to detect patterns and highlight key details. 

• Easily create a wide range of charts and tables 
• Click on data for added context and information 
• Create and share discovery boards for increased collaboration 
• Govern access to discovery boards with edit- or view- only privileges 
• Keep track of changes with version history 
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Discovery Boards are an entirely new way to build reports and explore data in Workday 

Workday Data-as-a-Service 
Workday Benchmarking 

Workday Benchmarking is the first product from Workday Data-as-a-Service (DaaS), a Workday platform that 
provides centralized data sets to Workday customers. Workday Benchmarking allows Workday customers to 
contribute de-identified data to a secure and aggregated dataset, in exchange for access to benchmark 
metrics that allow them to effectively measure performance against their peers. 

Benchmarks are available in the following categories: 
• Workday Usage 
• Financial Management 
• Recruiting 
• Absence and Time 
• Compensation 
• Human Capital Management 

- Workforce Composition 
- Leadership and Manager Effectiveness 
- US Diversity and Inclusion 
- Worker Activity (Staffing and Promotions) 
- Turnover 
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The data used to produce benchmark metrics comes from live transactions in Workday and can be updated 
as periodically as daily; because this data comes from customers on a single code-line, aggregation remains 
consistent and accurate for maximum relevancy. 

Benchmarks can be surfaced in the context of Workday’s applications where decision makers go to act. They 
can be delivered next to an organization’s actual performance or as a stand-alone report. They can then 
easily be distributed to colleagues in your organization through Workday’s reporting framework. 

 
See how your organization compares to other Workday customers  

Workday Benchmarking is private and secure. Only data that is contributed is used in the service. This data is 
de-identified and aggregated. The service then uses multiple layers of security architecture to create the 
collective metrics before pushing them to customers. Access to benchmark metrics can be governed with 
Workday’s role-based security model. 

Workday Public Data 

Workday Public Data is a new offering from Workday Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) that delivers high-value 
external data directly to your tenant. Through this service. Workday has done the heavy lifting to ensure the 
data is secure, ready to use, and up to date. You can run reports and perform analysis on public data sources 
just as you typically would with an internal Workday data source. 

The first Workday Public Data offering enables Workday customers to leverage data sourced from the US 
Census Bureau, specifically the American Community Survey (ACS). The survey collects data about the US 
population and housing on an ongoing basis, releasing results every year. The survey contacts more than 3.5 
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million households each year to self-report on things including state and county of residence, occupation, 
income, and ethnicity. 

Workday customers can access ACS data via the following methods: 
• Running the delivered standard report, US Labor Market Statistics 
• Creating a custom report using Workday’s delivered data source, US Labor Market 

 
US labor market data is secure, ready to use, and up to date 

The data from ACS provides critical details about the US workforce. Businesses can leverage this data to 
support their operations and: 

• Understand the size of the workforce in your current location or compare prospective locations 
• Tap new geographies that possess critical talent for recruiting purposes 
• View the ethnicity breakdown for an occupation in a location for your diversity initiatives 
• Support recruiting, planning, and diversity initiatives—to name a few 
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Workday Technology 
Business today faces a rapidly changing world of work and rapid technology changes. The pace of change 
requires organizational agility at scale, and the need for scaled agility applies equally to Business 
Applications. These Business Applications that organizations rely on must be well-architected, enabling 
organizations to plan, execute and analyze with the speed and intelligence required to support continuous 
innovation at scale. What does this look like?	

1. A well-architected Business Application fosters collaboration, breaking down silos of data and 
transactions that get in the way of surfacing dynamic, contextual insights needed to drive 
transformative strategies and actions.  

2. A well-architected Business Application scales to become the intelligent backbone of business 
operations, enabling continuous planning, execution and analysis across people, finances and 
operations.  

3. A well-architected Business Application constantly learns from data, actions and outcomes of 
business operations, delivering timely insights and targeted predictions to refine and optimize how the 
business organizes; builds talent; applies resources; responds to competitive, regulatory and external 
events; and invests for growth. 

With the broad acceptance of cloud computing, Business Applications have taken advantage of cloud-native, 
service-oriented architecture to boost agility. Business applications with legacy architectures, running on-
premises or “lifted-and-shifted” to the cloud, have required significant IT costs for deployment, testing, 
backups, upgrades, and more. In contrast, a cloud-native solution built on an agile architecture delivers 
trusted and adaptable enterprise applications with much less IT overhead and frees up IT and administrative 
resources to focus on more strategic projects. However, not all cloud enterprise applications are created 
equal. Cloud enterprise applications require a different kind of due diligence. CIOs and their IT teams should 
evaluate cloud solutions and identify those that deliver continuous innovation, agility and the best ownership 
experience across implementation, support, availability, performance, security and data privacy. CIOs need to 
distinguish cloud solutions that are ready for the challenge of scaled organizational agility, from “lift-and-shift” 
hosting of traditional on-premise applications. 

A best-in-class Cloud Business Application scales with minimal overhead and provides a trusted stream of 
data combined with intelligent application functionality that delivers continuous action and insight. As more 
users interact and transact, the data grows and when combined with innovations included in the software, 
including machine learning, artificial intelligence, and augmented analytics, your organization has a 
continuously evolving, improving platform of business insight. 	

Workday is that well-architected cloud solution. Workday brings in data from different sources and creates 
data from the actions of a network with more than 37 million workers, turning them into the insights and 
predictions that augment decision making and fuel the engines of business planning, operations and 
analytics. And Workday embodies the optimal architecture patterns of a digitally-transformed ERP cloud: an 
agile microservice architecture, open APIs, a right-time user experience, the strongest foundation for digital 
trust, and an intelligent core infused with machine learning. 

And at Workday, you have a trusted partner. Workday believes with technology, it’s not just what Workday 
delivers, but how Workday delivers it that matters. Workday focuses on the complete customer experience in 
how Workday introduces, implements, delivers, services, and supports new technology and how Workday 
surfaces its benefits to advance rather than disrupts the business of Workday’s customers and partners. And 
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Workday takes the second “S” in SaaS very seriously, constantly working to improve on Workday’s 97 
percent customer satisfaction rating. 

Learn more about Workday technology and architecture in the following eBook: https://www.workday.com/en-
us/pages/ebook-it-workday-tech-strategy.html. 

With Workday, you can: 
• Significantly reduce time, cost, and risk of implementing and updating enterprise applications for 

finance, HR,  and planning by leveraging Workday’s cloud architecture, processes for continuous 
delivery and proven scalability 

• Respond to change rapidly with applications that are easily configured by non-technical, business 
users  

• Take advantage of ongoing business value through continuously delivered and immediately available 
innovations delivered with minimal downtime and without costly upgrades 

• Provide consistently secure access for all users coupled with continuous data privacy protection and 
ethical application of new innovations such as Machine Learning and AI  

• Easily integrate with existing applications and data that support planning, transactions and analysis in 
Workday for continuous insights across your business operations 

• Free up IT budget and resources for strategic and transformative initiatives 

Workday is built from a clean sheet of paper with a cloud-native, agile architecture that solves the problems 
previously impacting ERP systems built using legacy approaches. By addressing legacy design issues, 
rethinking the components that make up the Workday technology foundation and building them into the core, 
Workday’s technology fosters a better experience for Workday’s customers. Workday’s architecture is based 
on a core set of design principles that form the foundation of Workday’s applications and cross-application 
technology services. Those core principles are:  

• Power of One 
• Continuously taking inspiration from the consumer internet 
•  Always keeping Workday’s architecture adaptable for future technology innovation. This is codified in 

Workday’s tagline “Built for the Future” 

Power of One 
The Power of One represents four architecture principles that enable Workday to enable organizational agility 
and deliver customer value on a scale unmatched in the industry. It fosters the ability for a Workday customer 
to be part of a vibrant community collaborating and sharing best practices. This collaboration is possible 
primarily because all Workday customers are on the same version of a Workday application in the cloud. 
Workday’s ability to have all customers on a common application version results from applying the Power of 
One principles described below.  

• One Source for Data. The Workday cloud is architected to deliver a trusted source for data for all 
Workday users to plan, execute and analyze. Data is immediately available and actionable whether 
you are using the data to plan, execute a transaction or analyze an outcome. With one source for 
data, collaboration and decision making are timely, efficient, collaborative and trusted across the 
organization. 

• One Security Model. At Workday, security is Workday’s highest priority, and that is reflected in 
Workday’s architecture. Workday supports a single security model across Workday’s applications that 
ensures all data remains secure and that informs execution so users only see or act against the data 
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they are entitled to receive. Along with Workday’s single security model, Workday builds, tests and 
continually updates rigorous safeguards into every aspect of Workday’s service delivery and comply 
with the most stringent of attestations and compliance, all to maintain the industry-highest level of 
security and data privacy. 

• One Experience. Workday provides a consistent, right-time user experience for all Workday 
customers that is intuitive and engaging to use across the multiple channels of access. Workday 
users have an adaptable, consumer-like and increasingly personal experience through web, mobile, 
natural workspaces and conversational interfaces. Whether you are working with data on a laptop, 
accessing Workday tasks via mobile, engaging with Workday through a natural workspace such as 
Slack or Microsoft Teams, or asking Workday for information through a digital assistant, the Workday 
user experience empowers users to be informed, act, manage change and collaborate with 
colleagues to plan, execute, and analyze. 

• One Community. With all customers on the same version of a Workday application, Workday and 
Workday’s customers continously support each other in a vibrant community where everyone can 
share knowledge and exchange best practices, share templates and content. It’s also where 
Workday’s customers actively collaborate on innovation ideas, which directly influence the Workday 
product roadmap.  

Let’s explore these four areas further:  
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One Source for Data 
Business and ERP applications have traditionally created obstacles for users working to provide meaningful 
insights for the organizations they support. As a result, organizations have to invest in costly and complex 
bolt-on reporting or business intelligence systems that require specialzed skills or hire dedicated technical 
resources to manage database schemas and create complex queries to get to the data needed to support 
business decisions. The need for specialized skills disconnectsthe systems from a majority of usersand 
creates data silos often devoid of organizational context. With Workday, all users have secure access to 
actionable business data and analytics that are constantly available throughout Workday applications and 
provided at no additional cost. In addition, analytics operate on the same source for data as transactions, 
enabling immediate insight and action while removing latency and reconciliation challenges that can prevent 
real-time decision making. 

With Workday, you can: 
• Create, use, collaborate on and share reports fueled with analytics that are simple to build and deploy 

by non-technical users. 
• Gain business insight anytime and anywhere through dashboards and scorecards, in alerts, on 

mobile devices, through conversation with digital assistants, or embedded in business process tasks. 
• Make fact-based decisions supported by data discovery boards and multi-dimensional analysis that 

drills down to transaction-level detail. 
• Empower business users to define their own insights based on the data that is relevant to them. 
• Act directly in Workday based on the analytics and insights surfaced. 
• Communicate broadly and securely by distributing reports with the security model enforced at all 

times – ensure that the right employees can see the right data. 
• Lower ownership costs with zero infrastructure overhead or extra subscription fees. 

Simple to Build, Deploy and Use 
• Workday offers a wide array of pre-built and configurable dashboards, worklets, alerts, reports, and 

analytics. 
• Workday empowers business users to easily configure, share and localize custom reports without 

dependence on IT. 
• Users can easily access reports and analytics with an experience comparable to the consumer 

Internet and customize report look and feel with a built-in report designer. 

Real-time, Drillable, and Actionable 
• Access real-time, multi-dimensional reports and analytics with the ability to drill down to transaction-

level details. 
• Enable self-service for analytics through Discovery Boards designed to iterate and discover insights 

faster. 
• Explore data interactively by navigating built-in relationships—summarize data on the fly. 
• Get insights in context, based on user, role, organization, position, location, or activity. 
• Take immediate action in Workday directly off any report. 
• Automatically trigger alerts when exception conditions occur, or pre-established thresholds are 

exceeded. 
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Pervasive 
• Get real-time information at any time and from anywhere—for example, in reports, through 

configurable dashboards, in sharable Worksheets, on tablets and mobile devices, or through 
conversation with digital assistants.  

• Access relevant business insight at the point of decision—embedded in business process tasks—
without the need to log-in to a third party reporting or business intelligence system. 

Ease of Integration 
• Easily import and export data through the Workday Integration Cloud or through Enterprise 

Integration-as-a-Service partners. 
• Turn any report into a web service by simply checking a box—automatically generate a URL allowing 

report data to be consumed in a number of web service formats, including REST, SOAP, RSS feeds, 
GData, and JSON. 

Lower Cost of Ownership 
• Eliminate the need for additional hardware, software or on-going upgrades. 
• Reduce IT support costs by empowering business users to self-serve. 
• Gain the advantage of a unique in-memory object-based architecture that supports both high 

performance transaction processing and analytics in a single, secure system. 

One Security Model 
Workday is a trusted partner for enterprises and public organizations aspiring to take advantage of the many 
benefits of the cloud. From the physical security offered by Workday’s data center operations and public cloud 
in select geographies, to network, transport and application-level security, to ensuring the safeguard and 
privacy of your sensitive data, Workday's security and trust infrastructure, policies and procedures are world-
class. 

With Workday, you can: 
• Have confidence that your data is continuously protected by world class physical, network, 

application, and data-level security. 
• Benefit from the control and flexibility of a configurable, granular, and auditable user permissions 

model. 
• Gain peace of mind that Workday adheres to the highest standards when it comes to security. 

Workday continually passes the toughest third party security audits and certifications in the industry, 
including ISO27001 and ISO27018 certifications, and SSAE SOC1, SOC2, and SOC3 Type II audit 
reports. 

• Have consistent security enforcement through one security model applied to all aspects of the 
application. 

Physical Security 
• State-of-the-art Workday and Amazon data centers and backup facilities. 
• Highly restricted access with 24x7 monitoring and audit. 
• Backup and disaster recovery with regular testing of procedures to ensure integrity of customer data. 
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Communications and Network-Level Security 
• Access permitted only over secure Transport Layer Security (TLS) connection. 
• Perimeter-level defense and network intrusion prevention. 
• Regular third party network vulnerability and penetration testing. 
• Access restriction by IP ranges. 

Application-Level Security 
• Authentication of all user and web services requests. 
• Support for SAML Single Sign On (SSO), and other authentication mechanisms. 
• Support for delegated authentication. 
• Granular customer-defined access control rights and permissions. 
• Support for multi-factor authentication including Step-Up Authentication. 
• Support for trusted devices enabling users to explicitly trust devices at sign in time and administrators 

have visibility of sign-ons from both trusted and untrusted devices. 
• Support for more flexibility of users in their access security by being able to select a choice of multi-

factor authentication (MFA) methods per sign-on instead of only having a single MFA type. 

Data Security 
• No direct database access allowed. All access requests routed through the business logic. 
• All attribute values in the database and backups are uniquely encrypted in the database using AES 

256-bit encryption. 
• Data encryption in transit and at rest. 
• Data Scrambler to replace sensitive worker data with irreversibly scrambled data in implementation 

tenants for training and testing configuration. 

Comprehensive Auditing 
• Full audit of user and web services authentication, authorization, and access. 
• Non-destructive updates. 
• Complete audit trail reporting in support of governance, risk, and compliance including ability to track 

views of sensitive data. 

Secure Support for third party Service Centers 
• Support for third party service center workers without having to add them as workers to the system. 
• Fine-grained control over authorization for service center access. 
• Enable service center employees to perform tasks on behalf of a worker. 

One Experience 
In the changing world of work, today’s workforce is mobile, continuously connected, and multi-generational. 
And they have expectations that their enterprise application experience should be as simple, intuitive, 
accessible and dynamic as their consumer applications. Workday takes this inspiration from the consumer 
internet, and delivers a modern, right-time user experience. Because of Workday’s architecture, Workday can 
keep updating the user experience without impacting application functionality. Workday's UI empowers users 
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at all levels—from the C-suite to managers and individual contributors—to easily discover, access, analyze 
and act on information; initiate and participate in business processes, and converse and collaborate in context 
across the enterprise. And with the advent of machine learning and natural language processing, the 
Workday UI becomes even more intuitive and personalized as it’s used in the enterprise. 

With Workday, you can: 
• Benefit from a consumer Internet-like experience that keeps pace with innovation and evolving user 

expectations, and effectively engages and augments your workforce with contextual, information rich 
interactions for better decision making. 

• Fit the Workday application to the way you work by configuring your home page experience, business 
processes, reports and other aspects of the Workday experience to address your specific business 
needs. 

• Empower your organization’s leaders to configure the Workday application to align with their business 
needs using the same end user experience they work with on a day-to-day basis. 

• Meet the needs of all workers with the highest-level of accessibility in the industry. 
• Access Workday where you work, in your natural workspace—be that on a laptop, a tablet, a mobile 

device, through conversational UIs in natural workspace applications such as Microsoft Teams or 
Slack, through a digital assistant, or embedded in a collaboration tools. 

Every type of user should get the most out of their enterprise applications. With Workday, even novice users 
can navigate the intuitive Workday experience with minimal training, while power users and administrators will 
find all the tools they need to plan, execute and analyze at their fingertips. 

Maximize Your Return on Investment 
• Take Advantage of a System that Works the Way You Work: A system that isn’t used, isn’t 

providing value. With minimal training, all types of users can securely login, access, collaborate and 
get their work done with Workday. Leverage product tours to create a guided, interactive and 
customized help experience for the fields that matter, facilitating adoption and maximizing your return 
on investment.  

• Make Information Securely Accessible: Relevant and contextual data is provided securely 
whenever a user needs to review and analyze information, make decisions, or take an action within 
the system. Modern visualization tools such as gauges, icons, charts, cards, tables, and graphs help 
users consume and process information more quickly to make the best decisions for the business. 
And when information needs to be distributed, Workday supports the process while maintaining 
security throughout. 

• Empower Your Workforce: As more people use the system, data veracity and value increases 
because information is entered directly from the source—not a proxy. Empower your employees to 
self-serve without burdening HR, finance, or IT through Workday, on mobile or in their natural 
workspace. 

• Continuously Fuel a Smarter System: As more people act in Workday, more data is generated that 
when combined with embedded machine learning, increases the level of insight and predictions to 
augment users and teams to make smarter decisions faster. And data is used only on customer terms 
as the Workday Innovation Services Agreement ensures customers know where and how their 
anonymized data is used by Workday Machine Learning, and only enables use with express opt-in. 

• Meet Users in their Natural Workspace: Accessing Workday is not limited to using a standard 
browser interface. Users can access Workday in their natural working environments, such as a 
mobile device, through a conversational user interface or a collaboration tool. 
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Configuration, Extensibility and Agility 

Every organization is unique, and your applications need to accommodate your specific requirements now 
and as your needs change over time. Many business applications are “customized” only through code 
extensions or data model changes making it resource-intensive and expensive to maintain. The flexibility to 
accommodate change or take advantage of the latest innovations can be minimal at best. Workday’s 
approach enables you to tailor Workday to your specific business needs primarily through configuration, not 
code, and without heavy involvement from IT specialists. All your specific configurations become durable 
when Workday is updated, enabling you to take advantage of the latest innovations without requiring re-work, 
resulting in delay, or unanticipated costs. Through configuration-based extensibility, your teams can to 
address current and future business requirements and adapt for growth. 

With Workday you can: 
• Extend Workday to accommodate unique data requirements without writing any code. 
• Tailor the terminology in Workday to align with your organizational culture.  
• Configure business processes to align, run and document the way your organization runs without 

customization from IT specialists. 
• Rapidly create and localize custom reports and dashboards to tailor insights to your needs. 
• Adhere to data quality standards in your organization through custom validations for field entries. 
• Create security models that support your different organizational structures and policies in a single 

place that fully apply across all Workday applications. 

Configurable 
• Workday requires no additional software or hardware to buy, install, or maintain to support 

configuration. 
• No coding required. Create extensions and modifications using a declarative user-friendly experience 

tailored to a business audience. 
• Configuration capabilities are pervasive throughout Workday applications.  

Flexible 
• Workday is business user centric, and while no heavy involvement from IT is required, Workday 

fosters business and IT collaboration. 
• With Workday, organizations and users can accommodate real-time changes in business 

requirements through an easy-to-use point-and-click interface. 
• With Workday, your teams can achieve rapid time to value for changes. 

Workday Extend 

Workday Extend enables customers and partners to design, build, deploy, and share applications that run on 
and integrate with Workday. It is designed to be the cornerstone of the new cloud world where organizations 
operate seamlessly across multiple applications, delivered by Workday and built by their own organization or 
even by third parties. 

Workday Extend enables customers to use the Workday platform to tailor their Workday environment to best 
fit their individual needs while still retaining the benefits of the Workday Power of One. Workday Extend puts 
Workday’s technology into your hands and uses the same services that power Workday’s HCM, Financial 
Management, and Student business applications. Applications built with Workday Extend receive the latest 
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Workday innovations while keeping everything secure within the Workday security framework and in an 
upgrade-safe model. 

Workday Extend Core Capabilities 

Workday Extend services include: 
• Authentication for securing all components of your custom application, including integration with third-

party services. Security within Workday Extend utilizes the standard Workday security framework 
• Presentation Services for creating a user interface that is consistent with Workday applications. User 

interfaces created using Workday Extend run directly in the Workday cloud and automatically utilize 
the standard Workday styling and any custom branding configured within a customer’s tenant 

• Data and Persistence for accessing, updating and reporting on Workday objects and Custom objects  
• Workday services that provide platform APIs for Workday’s core functionality such as Human Capital 

Management, Financial Management, Planning and Student 

Business Process Framework 

With the Workday Business Process Framework, you can establish and leverage business processes that 
meet your organization's unique requirements without heavy involvement from IT. The Business Process 
Framework is one of the core elements of the Workday platform since Workday’s inception. 

With the Workday Business Process Framework, you can: 
• Immediately use more than 700 pre-defined business processes to help accelerate implementations 

and provide a starting point for additional configuration. 
• Reconfigure processes whenever and wherever needed. Add or remove steps from an established 

business process without writing any code. Apply a process to an entire enterprise or configure a 
process to meet the needs of a specific organization within an enterprise. 

• Accommodate non-disruptive process changes. Users assigned to a process task can add approval 
steps to the process as an additional parallel step without restarting the process. These ad hoc 
approval steps affect only the current process instance the user is assigned and are fully traceable. 

• Easily maintain rules, roles, routings, and policy documents. Business rules, approval paths, roles, 
and document attachments, including support for e-signatures, all help ensure proper routing and 
review in each step of a business process. 

• Take advantage of Workday Organization Management. Any adjustments to organization structures 
take effect in real time, with changes to roles and reporting structures incorporated instantly into all 
defined business processes and workflows. 

• Reduce bottlenecks to get business moving. Users can see their business process-related 
information directly on their Workday homepages when they log in and participate in business 
processes via mobile devices. When configured, users will receive mobile home page and email 
notifications to alert them of actions or events requiring their attention. Workday also supports inbox 
delegation to one or multiple delegates. 

• Business Process Administrators have control over who has rights to reassign tasks that appear as 
email notifications as part of a business process. 

• Get real-time visibility into process status, what processes are still awaiting action and those that are 
complete across the organization. 

• Apply business processes and acts at large scale. Initiate and manage actions across a large number 
of objects using the Mass Operations Management capability. 
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• Easily get analytical information on supported business process tasks so end users can make the 
most informed decision. 

• Have continuous auditability of all business processes completed and in flight. 

By enabling your organization to design and then configure business processes that work best for you and 
address your organization’s specific needs, the Workday Business Process Framework can be an integral 
part of making your organization more efficient and agile. 

Integration 

At Workday, Workday believes connectivity to your other systems should be a core capability and as simple 
as possible. Workday is committed to easing the burden of integration with the Workday Integration Cloud, a 
comprehensive solution that enables customers and partners to build, test, deploy, schedule and manage 
integrations in the Workday Cloud without the need for any bolt-on middleware. 

With the Workday Integration Cloud, you can: 
• Reduce the time and cost of building, testing, deploying, and managing integrations to and from 

Workday. 
• Provide both your IT and business users with tools to address a range of simple and complex 

integration use cases. 
• Deploy, test, schedule and manage all integrations in the Workday Cloud. 
• Leverage a continuously expanding ecosystem of connectors built, supported, and maintained by 

both Workday and Workday’s certified partners. 

Workday Integration Cloud 

Workday Integration Cloud is a proven enterprise-class Integration Platform-as-a-Service (iPaaS) for building, 
configuring, scheduling, deploying, and managing integrations to and from Workday. All integrations are 
deployed to and run in the Workday Cloud without the need for additional middleware. Workday’s cloud-
based approach to integration includes the following capabilities: 

• Enterprise Interface Builder (EIB): An easy-to-use, configuration-based integration tool built into 
Workday that enables business users to configure import of data into or export of data out of Workday 
with transformation.  

• Connectors: A broad and expanding set of pre-built integrations designed, implemented, and 
supported by both Workday and Workday’s certified partners. Connectors provide the processing 
logic, data transformation, and error-handling routines required to integrate a third-party system with 
Workday. All connectors are configurable to accommodate differences in customer situations and run 
in the Workday Cloud, removing the need to maintain a separate integration infrastructure. 

• API-based Custom Integration Support: At the core of Workday are open, standards-based REST 
and SOAP APIs that provide programmatic access to Workday business operations, processes and 
data. Custom integrations leveraging APIs can be built using Workday Studio, an integration 
development environment, and run in the Workday Cloud, or in your development environment of 
choice. Custom reports may also be exposed as web services for simple access to a composite set of 
data in Workday. All integrations built using Workday Studio are then surfaced for seamless use 
inside Workday applications. 
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Workday Connectors 

Workday and Workday’s certified partners maintain a wide array of connectors that provide the processing 
logic, data transformation, and error-handling routines required to integrate a third-party system with 
Workday. 

For a complete and up-to-date list of certified third-party connectors, please refer to Workday Marketplace. 

Mobile  

Today’s workforce is mobile, and enterprises are enabling their people to continuously stay connected while 
on the go. With this in mind, executives, managers, and employees can easily access Workday from any 
mobile device to "take care of business" when away from their desk or on the road through a right-time 
experience that is consistent with Workday on the web and optimized for the mobile device and operating 
system. 

With Workday mobile, you can: 
• Access Workday from any device with one consistent mobile application easily downloadable from 

the Apple or Google app stores. 
• Ensure secure mobile access through multiple authentication methods, including biometrics, and 

trusted device support. 
• Simplify the management and use of mobile apps. 
• Take advantage of powerful Workday capabilities anytime, anywhere. 
• Accelerate user adoption across your workforce through consistency across the mobile and web user 

experience. 
• Leverage Workday’s enterprise-grade security infrastructure. 
• Acts in Workday while on-the-go, freeing up time for more strategic business activities. 

Simple 
• No additional software or hardware to buy, install, or maintain 
• Easy to deploy, manage and use 
• Continuous innovation delivered automatically with each Workday update 

Powerful 
• Use Workday natively on an iPhone®, iPad®, or Android® device 
• Access Workday’s responsive UI from any device type via the touch optimized HTML 5 interface 
• Monitor your personalized activity steam, manage your approvals, and stay informed with embedded 

drillable analytics and more 
• View video and learning content from your mobile device for continuous, on-the-go learning 
• Scan and load receipts for expenses from your mobile device using Optical Character Recognition 
• Request and schedule time off, view pay slips from the mobile home page, and enroll in benefits from 

your mobile device 

Secure 
• Leverages your existing Workday enterprise-grade security for access, features, and functionality. 
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• Works with your mobile biometric authentication including TouchID and FaceID.  
• No storage or caching of any data on the device keeps your data protected in Workday’s Workday 

cloud. 
• Security policies seamlessly and automatically apply to all mobile applications 

Collaboration 

Collaboration is at the heart of business. However, as your organization and workforce expand, working 
together efficiently and effectively can be a challenge. Workday helps your employees easily and securely 
connect with each other and collaborate across teams and functions. 

With Workday you can: 
• Easily search through Workday and the Digital Assistant to find the right people with the right skill 

sets. 
• Collaborate in context with peers on business processes, data and analytics.  
• Provide feedback on employees at any time, from anywhere, including mobile and natural 

workspaces such as Slack and the Workday Assistant. 
• Serve as the source of truth of user profiles for third-party collaboration tools. 
• Find employees with similar backgrounds, career paths and skillsets. 
• Leverage the familiar spreadsheet interface and collaborate with secure, live data for planning and 

analysis. 

One Community 
Workday Community 

The Workday Community is where Workday customers, partners and Workday employees collaborate around 
the globe to share content, best practices and real-time information about Workday applications. Whether you 
need to prepare for an upcoming release, access documentation for APIs, propose a brainstorm for a future 
enhancement, answer Workday functionality questions, or share and leverage best practices, the Workday 
Community provides a large ecosystem of people with whom to collaborate and get your questions answered. 

With Workday everyone is on the same version of the application with no code-level customizations. Workday 
customers share their common experiences and solutions online, and collaborate on everything from 
deploying new feature sets to popular report templates to change management best practices. 

With the support of the Workday Community, you can: 
• Engage a large ecosystem with thousands of professionals that can share information. 
• Have an open channel to submit new ideas and product enhancements and interact with Workday’s 

Product Management and Development teams. 
• Be continuously up-to-date when Workday shares news and improvements to its offering. 
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Taking Inspiration from the Consumer Internet 
Workday has collaborated and learned from those in the consumer internet that are leaders in their domains, 
such as Amazon, Netflix, Google, LinkedIn and Airbnb. Workday has worked with these leaders gaining 
inspiration for designing for massive performance, resiliency and scalability as well as how Workday’s own 
user experience should be designed to reflect the best of consumer applications you use every day.  

Consumer internet companies are experienced at scaling for massive and unpredictable usage, often in the 
hundreds of millions of users. Because they scale and perform at such high volumes, Workday has worked 
with them to leverage their best practices to deliver that same type of performance and scalability at Workday. 
It’s why Workday continuously evolves Workday’s architecture, reflecting over the years to move from 
monolithic, to service-orientated, to a Microservices architecture. Leveraging architectural best practices is 
how and why Workday is the only cloud enterprise application vendor that provides an SLA commitment to 
both availability and performance.  

In terms of user experience, Workday constantly evaluates user interaction with Workday’s customers to take 
advantage of the latest trends and design patterns for how users want to interact with an enterprise system. 
Much like your online shopping experience, Workday is designed to be information rich, intuitive, 
personalized, and continuously secure. Workday securely provides information in context with customer opt-
in, and applies machine learning to the task you are trying to accomplish to provide a more personalized 
experience and more accurate insights and predictions to help your decision making process.  

Built for the Future 
Workday decided in the very beginning that Workday’s applications needed to be built rapidly to 
accommodate change, whether it was in the form of new technology innovations, new rules and regulations, 
or new business requirements from Workday’s customers. And Workday’s applications and underlying 
architecture needed to be able to evolve independent of each other to ensure Workday’s customers would 
never have to re-purchase or re-implement a new version of Workday’s software in order to take advantage of 
new innovations.  

Workday designed Workday to ensure Workday’s user experience, application logic, and technology layers 
are fully abstracted and insulated from each other, so a change at one level does not require or effect a 
change at another level. As an example, this approach has allowed us to move from HTML to Flash to 
HTML5 over the years without having to rewrite Workday’s application logic. It’s also allowed us to evolve the 
underlying technology services from relying on a monolithic transaction processing service to multiple 
read/write services to many micro services that allow us to manage, maintain, scale and evolve, and scale 
different parts of the platform independently. And it’s because of this approach that Workday can apply newer 
technologies such as machine learning, conversational user interfaces with natural language processing, 
augmented analytics, and blockchain and incorporate these technologies in Workday’s platform without 
rewriting Workday’s applications or Workday’s underlying platform.  

Workday’s ability to evolve Workday’s applications and underlying technology independent from each other, 
so a change at one layer does not impact the others, is what keeps Workday’s customers benefiting from 
continuous technology innovation and is why Workday’s applications will never go stale.  
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Workday’s Approach to Delivery 
With Workday, everyone is on the same version of Workday’s applications—all customers and Workday’s 
own internal development organization.  

All Customers on the Same Application Version 

Workday develops and supports a single version of Workday’s applications, so all customers and internal 
Workday development resources are on that same version of the software. This enables Workday to 
concentrate greater development and testing firepower on that single version, avoiding the dilution of effort 
inherent in supporting multiple versions of each application. And, because everyone is on the same version, 
all enhancements, security fixes, and new innovations built into the applications immediately benefit all 
customers at the same time. Vendors that utilize a traditional development methodology and/or maintain 
multiple versions, must carry the costs of supporting multiple application versions, and their customers that 
fall behind must go through costly sets of updates to take advantage of new innovations, or incur quality and 
security issues from delayed fixes.  

Continuous Development and Delivery 

Workday has invested heavily over the years to utilize a fully agile development process supporting 
continuous development and quality, enabled with extensive functional, performance and application security 
test automation. This allows Workday to deliver production-quality enhancements at any point in time, not just 
during a major update process two times a year. Workday follows trends in the consumer Internet where the 
waterfall concept of a “release” is largely obsolete. For example, Google and Netflix follow a continuous 
development and delivery model that enables them to progressively roll out changes and features in a 
seamless way, enhancing the customer experience while avoiding regressions. Workday also follows this 
processwith weekly builds where bug fixes, patches, and new features are made available to all customers in 
a preview tenant. Customers maintain control over when they choose to light-up new features, using the 
preview tenant to review and test new features using their own data. Customers then decide when to move 
them into the production environment. Twice a year, Workday has a major release where all new features 
provided in the preview tenant, since the last major release, are all moved to production for all customers. 
New features still come in a turned off state, so customers can decide when is the right time is for them to 
adopt a new capability. The benefit to you is you can innovate faster but at a pace optimized for your users. 
You no longer need to wait 6-18 months for the new features you need now nor are you forced to adopt new 
features on a prescribed interval before your organization is ready.  

The benefits of continuous development and delivery include: 
• Greater Collaboration on New Features: An important part of continuous development has been 

the addition of a “Preview Tenant” for customers. Workday customers have always had their own 
production tenant—the live Workday tenant used at their organizations every day—as well as a 
sandbox tenant where they can test reconfigurations (such as the rerouting of a business approval 
process) to see how they will look and work prior to going into production. Preview Tenants can be 
used to test newly developed product features using a copy of your own data and to provide Workday 
with feedback. Through introduction of the Preview Tenant, customer feedback has increased in 
quality and quantity as customers can immediately see and evaluate the impact of new features in the 
context of their unique configurations and data. Because Workday updates these tenants every week, 
Workday can iterate at a rapid pace. In addition, the Preview Tenants (which come with updated 
documentation and translations) have allowed customers to get a jump on training and job aids prior 
to new features becoming available in production, easing adoption hurdles that often arise when 
users work with new feature sets.  
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• Faster Response to Regulatory and Compliance Changes: Continuous development and delivery 
helps Workday respond quickly to changes in government regulations and compliance requirements. 
Workday delivers updates to support new and changing laws in the preview tenant, verify with 
customers, and then turn on those changes in production. 

• Reduced Downtime: All necessary conversions during updates run in a background mode, enabling 
Workday to significantly reduce downtime for customers when they move from one Workday feature 
release to the next.  

• Delivery of New Features Off Cycle without Disruption: Workday’s continuous delivery model 
enables us to release key new features to Workday’s customers off cycle (between Workday’s 
numbered Workday major feature releases) when it makes sense to do so. When making decisions 
on what to deliver off cycle, Workday balances customers’ desires for new functionality as soon as it’s 
available against the potential disruption of absorbing those features. 

• More Time Spent Innovating: This model allows us to focus product management, development, 
and QA effort on delivering continuous innovation to Workday’s customers instead of maintaining 
multiple application versions. This provides us more time to process requests for product 
enhancements and new functionality that Workday’s customers propose via Workday’s Brainstorm 
process in Workday Community. 

Non-disruptive Updates 

Workday enables businesses to leverage technology for competitive advantage by lowering the barrier for its 
adoption. With Workday, you are always on the current release of the software, with the latest technology and 
innovation to advance your competitive advantage. 

With Workday, you can: 
• Eliminate costly, resource intensive and disruptive upgrade cycles 
• Free up IT budget and resources for strategic projects 
• Continually innovate at your pace 
• Collaborate with the Workday Community 

Vendor-managed updates means that Workday automatically updates a customer's application (and 
supporting infrastructure) and migrates their data as part of a subscription. The cloud business model 
replaces the traditional legacy model of costly, highly disruptive upgrades with automatic, behind-the-scenes, 
zero-cost non-events. 

The frequency, schedule, and content of updates follow a published calendar available to all customers on the 
Workday Community website. New functionality is delivered switched off to ensure no disruption to business 
operations. The combination of an up-to-date and detailed roadmap with a predictable update schedule 
allows Workday’s customers to execute on their own application delivery planswith confidence. 

This business model offers many advantages. 
• Eliminate Costly, Resource Intensive and Disruptive Upgrade Cycles: Traditionally, system 

updates are costly and typically take many months to complete with dozens of internal staff and 
external consultants. Workday updates are rapidly performed over weekends with typically just one 
internal resource who monitors the transition. 

• Free Up IT Budget and Resources for Strategic Projects: With Workday, IT doesn’t have to worry 
about managing the upgrade process; they can focus on plans to leverage new features.  
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• Always on the Latest Release: Leverage the best business practices and technology—from mobile 
to machine learning to embedded analytics—without the costs of upgrading to a new version. 

• Continually Innovate at Your Pace: With other solutions, the vendor dictates your service delivery 
roadmap through their own product roadmap, typically releasing a new version every 6-18 months, or 
longer. In contrast, Workday utilizes a continuous delivery model with weekly builds. This allows 
Workday to release new innovations faster and simultaneously respond to customer requests.  
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Workday Services 

Workday Deployment  
Workday will deliver a cost-effective, integrated software platform to support your organization’s business 
requirements.  

Deploying Workday will reduce routine administrative demands and manual processes, and increase 
functional and reporting/analysis/audit capabilities. Workday will add value to your organization by providing a 
cost-effective operating model and cloud-based technology platform that will reduce or eliminate traditional 
infrastructure and maintenance costs. 

Workday provides robust features to support your organization's strategic vision and goals. It provides 
flexibility to your business units and organization model where you can create, change, and manage 
organizational structures graphically. Workday’s platform supports formal and informal structures, including 
hierarchies like supervisory, geographic, and costing as well as collaborative structures like teams, 
committees, projects, and communities of practice.  

Workday’s Professional Services organization is aligned to optimize the Workday solution to accomplish your 
specific goals.  

As a customer and partner with Workday, you have access to: 
• Workday’s Engagement and Customer Success Managers 
• Workday Delivery Assurance Managers 
• Workday Change Management and Test Lead teams 
• Workday’s Development and Strategy organizations 
• Workday’s Executive Management team 
• Supported integrations and custom integration templates 
• Industry resources to augment your project team 
• Post-production support/updates and upgrades of your production environment 

Workday’s deployment objectives are to:  
• Develop, implement, and configure Workday applications to meet your organization’s functional and 

operational requirements in managing human capital and financial information and provide a single 
‘system of record’. 

• Ensure an on-time, on-budget successful deployment and provide training for your organization to 
learn and use Workday effectively. 

• Support employee and manager’s self-service requests for viewing and changing personnel 
information and business transactions, reducing or eliminating the need for paper files or manual 
efforts. 

• Provide complete coverage for required reporting and ensure that your personnel are trained to 
produce their own reporting and analytics. 

• Provide best practices on how to streamline business processes (e.g. recruiting, hiring, terminations, 
benefits enrollment, etc.). 
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• Provide real-time access to financial information to gain a deeper understanding of costs and 
revenue, while ensuring strong audits and controls. 

• Assist with the creation of an integration approach, framework, and plan for managing application 
communications to/from third party applications.  

• Leverage the power of the cloud approach to minimize your organization’s investment in hardware, 
software maintenance, and application upgrades. 

• Offer Change Management and Test Lead services to improve customer deployment 
communications and software integrations.  

Workday’s Deployment Approach 
Workday is committed to your organization’s successful deployment of the Workday solution. While 
Workday’s methodology (described below) will serve as the baseline roadmap for this engagement, Workday 
will work with you to further define options and project scope to provide a finalized deployment quote. It is a 
deliverable-based approach and applies across applications, business processes, and technologies. The 
overall process is supported by a set of planning documents, activities, techniques, and deliverables 
necessary to effectively implement Workday for your organization. 

 

The Workday deployment model proposed will consist of multiple project “phases.” A phase is defined as the 
full end-to-end project to deliver in-scope functionality. The standard project approach is comprised of a Plan 
Stage, followed by an Architect Stage where the “in-common” functionality (the business processes and 
associated functionality that spans all business units and geographic regions) are defined.  

Following the Architect Stage, your organization will move into the Configure & Prototype Stage, followed by 
the Test Stage, and finally, the Deploy Stage. Your organization will have the ability to configure and tailor 
functionality and business processes for specific regions or business units and deploy them in a phased 
approach, if desired.  
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Overall Project Assumptions 

Assumptions are factors used for planning purposes that are considered true, real or certain. Assumptions 
help define scope and determine level of effort and timeframes. 

• The services included in the Statement of Work will be performed: 75% Off-site, 25% On-site. 
• Your organization will be charged for all travel and expenses according to Workday’s travel policies 

unless otherwise noted. 
- Workday’s intent is to limit the costs associated with travel. For budgetary purposes, your 

organization should budget up to 15% on top of the estimated deployment costs.  
- Workday will work closely with your organization to manage the travel budget to stay within the 

estimated budget. 
• Workday may elect to involve certified Service Partners during the engagement to deliver your 

requirements. 
• Your organization will be responsible for all enduser training on how to use the Workday applications. 
• Your IT organization is responsible for workstation compliance to Workday’s minimum requirements.  
• Change management functions to inform, educate and train your employees about the Workday 

applications are outside of the scope of Workday’s proposal.  
• Business processes / workflows will be designed by Workday in tandem with your resources during 

the Architect Stage. Through a series of collaborative workshops, each business process / workflow 
is documented as a blueprint design in MS-Word. In the Configure & Prototype Stage, those and only 
those business processes will be configured in the system based on the Design Blueprint document. 
Any requested deviation from Design Blueprint may result in an increase in cost estimates and delays 
beyond target go-live. 

LE Functional Scope and Assumptions – Financial Management  
The purpose of establishing scope is to define and agree on the set of functionality and business process to 
be designed, configured, tested, and deployed. The following information can serve as baseline of Workday’s 
current understanding of your project scope for a Workday deployment.While additional discovery and 
requirements sessions and discussions will be conducted, the following components comprise a high-level 
scope of the engagement. The exact scope will depend upon which products your organization selects: 

Project In-Scope 

Product/Functionality: Workday Professional Services will design and configure all generally available 
functionality as prioritized by your organization. Each component listed below will be prioritized and designed 
during the early stages of the project. The listed processes are a representation of key business processes to 
be designed and configured. The final list will be determined during the plan and architect stage. 

The purpose of establishing scope is to define and agree on the set of functionality and business processes to 
be designed, configured, tested, and deployed. The following information can serve as the baseline of 
Workday’s current understanding of your Phase 1 project scope for a Workday deployment. While additional 
discovery and requirements sessions and discussions will be conducted with your organization, the following 
components comprise a high-level scope of the engagement: 
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Cross Product 
• Organizations: Includes companies, business units, cost centers, regions, and custom organizations 

for transaction entry and financial reporting 
• Worktags: Includes revenue categories, spend categories, and custom worktags for transaction entry 

and financial reporting 
• Custom Validations: Configurable logic for controlling input data quality 
• Business Process Definitions: Configurable workflow and approval control 
• Configurable Security: Apply factory default security and tailor security groups, roles, and 

permissions to meet business requirements. 

Financial Accounting 
• Accounting Setup: Includes fiscal schedules, journal sources, account sets, and account posting 

rules 
• Business Plans: Define budgets and forecasts 
• Journal Processing: Includes manual entry, spreadsheet load, and recurring journals 
• Multibook Accounting: Define books for GAAP, IFRS, tax, statutory requirements, etc. 
• Allocations: Allocate by headcount, statistics, or ledger account activity 
• Period Close Checklist: Configurable business process for managing period close 
• Consolidations: Create elimination rules and run consolidated trial balances and financial 

statements 
• Financial Reporting: Build custom composite reports for Financial Statements, Financial Planning 

and Analysis reports and other Management reports. 
• Manager Reporting and Metrics: Distribute financial statements and metrics to line managers 

Banking & Settlement 
• Bank Account Definitions: Define financial institutions, bank branches, and bank accounts for 

settlement processing 
• Ad hoc Bank Transactions: Process cash withdrawals and deposits with accounting generation and 

downstream bank reconciliation 
• Ad hoc Payments: Process invoice-less payments to one-time suppliers, contingent workers, 

investors, etc. 
• Cash Processing: Includes bank account transfers, intercompany cash receipts, and payment 

returns 
• Advanced Bank Reconciliation: Configure auto-reconciliation logic and process first-notice items 

like bank fees and interest 
• Settlements: Includes supplier invoices, expense reports, ad hoc payments, customer refunds, 

customer invoices, customer payments, and intercompany items 
• Cash Position/Forecast Reporting: Define cash position and forecasting reports with configurable 

time spans 

Customer Accounts 
• Customer Definitions: Define the customer master 
• Tax Setup and Processing: Define tax categories, authorities, rates, and codes 
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• Customer Invoices and Adjustments: Process customer invoices and adjustments including 
credit/debit memos 

• Cash Sale Processing: Process invoice-less cash receipts from customers 
• Customer Invoice and Statement Distribution: Generate paper or email customer invoices and 

statements 
• Payment Application and Deposits: Configure logic to auto-apply customer payments in addition to 

generating deposits 
• Customer Refunds: Generate refunds back to the customer for over-payment 
• Bad Debt Write-off: Write down uncollectible customer balances 
• Customer Portal: Configure Customer Portal 
• Customer Collections Dashboard: Configure Customer Collections dashboard 

Customer Contracts 
• Customer Contracts and Revenue Recognition: Create contracts with billing and revenue 

schedules 
• Subscription Billing: Create contracts for subscriptions per user per unit of time 

Supplier Accounts 
• Supplier Definitions: Define the supplier master 
• Tax Setup and Processing: Define tax categories, authorities, rates, and codes 
• Supplier Invoices and Adjustments: Process supplier invoices and adjustments including 

credit/debit memos 
• Supplier Invoice Contracts: Create contracts for recurring invoices, contingent worker labor, and 

blanket orders 
• Supplier Invoice Imaging: Connect to an invoice image stored in a third party application 
• 1099 Electronic Filing: Map 1099 categories to spend categories and generate an electronic 1099 

file to meet the US requirement 

Business Assets 
• Physical Tracking of Business Assets: Register assets, issue assets to workers/locations, transfer 

assets, and dispose assets 
• Book Depreciation: Capitalize and depreciate assets for book purposes 
• Tax Depreciation: Track one or more books for tax purposes such as federal, state, local, and AMT 

to meet the US requirements 

Expenses 
• Payment Election Enrollment: Define employee and contingent worker bank account information 
• Expense Item Setup: Define expense items, policies, rates, and additional attributes 
• Expense Credit Cards: Define credit cards for corporate, personal, or mixed liability 
• Spend Authorizations: Process requests for travel, entertainment, etc. before the event actually 

takes place 
• Expense Reports: Process reimbursement for employees, contingent workers, and applicants 

Procurement 
• Punchout: Connect directly to supplier catalogs and generate purchase orders via cXML 
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• Catalog Item Setup: Import supplier catalogs when Punchout is not available 
• Requisitions/Purchase Orders/Receipts: Process requests, orders, and receipts for goods and 

services 
• PCard: Import, verify, enrich, approve, and settle procurement card transactions 
• Contingent Worker Procurement: Includes links to HCM contract processing 
• Change Orders: Process change orders to purchase orders already issued to suppliers 
• Supplier Order Contracts: Create contracts for the delivery of goods and services 
• Receipt Accrual: Run a batch process to accrue liability for un-invoiced receipts 

Inventory 
• Put-Away: Place new inventory into a stocking location 
• Material Movements: Move inventory between stocking locations or transfer inventory between 

inventory sites 
• Adjustments: Update perpetual inventory balances 
• Fulfillment: Process stock requests, picking lists, and shipments 
• Quick Issue: Issue items without a formal stock request 
• Returns: Create return orders to restock or dispose of items previously issued from inventory 
• Replenishment: Run a process to create stock requests and requisitions if inventory drops below a 

reorder point 
• Counts: Create count sheets to verify and update perpetual inventory balances 
• Par Inventory: Manage supplies stocked in common user areas 
• Costing: Track average costs for inventory items. Adjust costs manually or through invoice 

processing 

Project and Work Management 
• Project Definitions: Define the project master 
• Manage Work: Track work performed by employees and contingent workers and align to corporate 

goals 
• Work Costing: Calculate and apply fully burdened cost rates to projects 
• Project Timesheets/Worksheets: Log time against projects or percentage of effort against work 

functions 
• Idea Management: Collect ideas from the workforce, align with corporate goals, and generate 

projects 

Education & Government 
• Position Budgeting: Establish position budgets and process payroll commitment accounting 
• Commitment Accounting: Process pre-encumbrance accounting on requisitions, encumbrance 

accounting on purchase orders, and liquidation on supplier invoices 
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• Effort Certification: Track and approve compliance with grant requirements for employee effort. 

Reports  

All Standard Reports identified on the Workday Standard Reports List are in-scope for the project. Workday 
will also conduct up to 200 hours of report development and knowledge transfer activities, such as report co-
development and consultant-led report training using your converted data in the tenant, all towards enabling 
your organization to become self-sufficient with the Workday Reporting tools. 

Data Conversion 

Workday will provide a conversion template that your organization will populate with their extracted and 
transformed data. The Workday conversion consultant will then use these templates to load the data 
conversion into the Workday tenant. The Financial data conversion will include the following: 

• Workday will load 12 months of detailed journal history for year-over-year comparisons. 
• Workday will load currently active companies, bank accounts, customers, customer contracts, 

suppliers, supplier contracts, projects, and business assets. 
• Workday will load open customer invoices, unpaid supplier invoices, and un-reconciled bank 

transactions as of the go-live date. 

Overall Project Assumptions 

Assumptions are factors used for planning purposes that are considered true, real or certain. Assumptions 
help define scope and determine level of effort and timeframes. 

• The services included in the Statement of Work will be performed: 75% Off-site, 25% On-site. 
• Your organization will be charged for all travel and expenses according to Workday’s travel policies 

unless otherwise noted. 
• Workday’s intent is to limit the costs associated with travel. For budgetary purposes, your 

organization should budget up to 15% on top of the estimated deployment costs. 
• Workday will work closely with your organization to manage the travel budget to stay within the 

estimated budget. 
• Workday may elect to involve certified Service Partners during the engagement to deliver your 

requirements. 
• Your organization will be responsible for all end-user training on how to use the Workday 

applications. 
• Your organization’s IT organization is responsible for workstation compliance to Workday’s minimum 

requirements. 
• Change Management functions to inform, educate and train your employees about the Workday 

applications are outside of the scope of Workday’s proposal. 
• Business processes / workflows will be designed by Workday in tandem with your resources during 

the Architect stage. Through a series of collaborative workshops, each business process / workflow is 
documented as a blueprint design in MS-Word. In the Configure & Prototype stage, those and only 
those, business processes will be configured in the system based on the Design Blueprint document. 
Any requested deviation from Design Blueprint may result in an increase in cost estimates and delays 
beyond target go-live. 
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LE Functional Scope and Assumptions – Human Capital 
Management 
The purpose of establishing scope is to define and agree on the set of functionality and business processes to 
be designed, configured, tested, and deployed. The following information can serve as the baseline of 
Workday’s current understanding of your project scope for a Workday deployment. While additional discovery 
and requirements sessions and discussions will be conducted with your organization, the following 
components comprise a high-level scope of the engagement. The exact scope depends on which products 
your organization selects. 

Project In-Scope 

Human Resources - Core HR 
• Worker Information: Workday can track hundreds of individual attributes about each worker 

including all required demographic, biographic, and contact information details. These fields are all 
dynamic based on the country the worker is performing work, so when workers are hired or move 
they will be prompted to input values required for their new location. Additionally, as country specific 
regulations change Workday will also change to provide additional fields to remain in compliance. 
What’s more, if you find a need to track attributes about workers that do not have a delivered field, 
Workday provides the functionality to create custom fields that are unique to your organization.  

• Position Information: Workday allows you to select from two options for managing and budgeting 
your positions: 
- Position Management: With this staffing model, Workday will require a vacant position to exist 

before hiring or transferring a worker into the target organization. This allows you to have tighter 
controls on your organization's headcount and allows you to specify exact criteria for each 
position in the target organization. These restrictions can be different for different positions in the 
same organization.  

- Job Management: With this staffing model, Workday will not require a vacant position to exist 
prior to hiring or transferring a worker into the target organization. You can create restrictions on 
the organization as whole, to specify exact criteria for any job in the organization, but these rules 
apply to any job in the target organization.  

• Job Catalog: Workday functionality provides the ability to create a standard catalog of jobs and their 
descriptions to be used globally or limited to certain countries or unions. These job profiles are used 
to create vacant positions, recruit to fill vacant positions, and to employee compensation rules and 
security assignments. 
- Job Profiles can be grouped into Job Families which can also be grouped into a Job Family 

Group. These groupings can be used throughout the system to drive business process logic, 
eligibility rules, headcount planning, and other analysis.  

• Unions and Collective Agreements: Defining which unions and/or collective agreements are in 
scope and defining which information will be tracked for workers such as membership types, whether 
or not members are responsible for paying dues as well as defining all of the various collective 
agreement factor options. 

Business Processes for Core HR 
• Hire: Workday provides a configurable hire process that is used to input the key worker and position 

details, including assignment of the required organizations, compensation, sign-on & relocation 
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payments, automated user account creation, and security assignments. This process can also include 
integration with external systems and can send dynamic email notifications as needed. 

• Onboarding: Workday provides functionality to configure an onboarding process that allows 
managers to create personalized welcome messages and distribute helpful documentation to new 
hires. The functionality is also used for new hires to enter their information such as direct deposit 
information, tax elections, benefit elections and emergency contacts. Additionally, I-9 processing and 
integration with e-Verify can be included to automate this process.  

• Staffing Events: Workday delivers a business process framework to coordinate all aspects of 
staffing events, including transfer, promotions, demotions, location changes, and compensation 
changes. Staffing also extends to managing employee probation periods, employment agreements 
and employee contracts as well as starting and ending contingent worker contracts. 

• International Assignments: Workday provides functionality to track multiple positions held by a 
worker and track which is home and host.  

• Terminations: Workday delivers a framework to coordinate the entire termination process. 
Employees or Managers can initiate the termination process themselves, which would then seek the 
appropriate approvals. Once complete Workday will automatically perform additional functions behind 
the scenes, such as sending offboarding checklists, exit interviews, inactivating user accounts, and 
removing any additional security permissions. 

• Positions and Requisitions: Workday delivers a framework to coordinate how new and existing 
jobs/positions will be created, approved, managed and filled. Open Job Requisitions can be 
integrated with external recruiting systems or, if using Workday Recruiting, seamlessly initiate 
recruiting processes.  

• Organizations and Reorganizations: Workday delivers a framework to facilitate creating, modifying, 
dividing, and inactivating organizations and performing reorganizations very simple and efficient. The 
functionality also includes moving workers in mass between existing organizations.  

Cross Application 
• Organization Structures: Workday provides the ability to assign workers to multiple organizational 

structures that can be completely independent of one another. Logic can also be configured to limit 
which combinations of companies, cost centers, and other organizations can be assigned to workers 
based on their other organization assignments. These structures include the following:  
- Supervisory Organizations: Defines the Manager reporting structure used in organization 

charts and to facilitate approval processing of transactions.  
- Matrix Organizations: Defines the dotted line Manager relationships for workers in different 

supervisory organizations who work together.  
- Cost Center: Tracks financial transactions and HCM transactions with a financial impact, such as 

hiring or terminations. Employees and contingent workers are assigned to a cost center when 
hired. You can roll up cost centers into cost center hierarchies, which can only store cost centers 
for reporting purposes. 

- Company: The primary organization type for Workday Financial Management. All financial 
transactions are for an organization, and most financial reports are run in the context of an 
organization, such as balance sheets and income statements. Workday recommends that you 
create a separate organization for each internal entity with a separate tax ID. 

- Business Units: Typically used to reflect lines of business that may cut across multiple 
companies or legal entities. 
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- Regions: Reflects the area of responsibility for a worker instead of the work location. Example: A 
salesperson might work from a Miami location, which rolls up to North America, but might be 
responsible for sales to the Latin American region. 

- Locations: Workday provides the functionality to configure an unlimited number of locations, 
which are used to identify where each worker is performing their job functions. This functionality 
can be expanded to track locations at a more granular level, such as to a specific building, floor, 
or even the exact cubicle, office, or workspace. Identifying physical locations where workers 
perform job functions and possibly work space assignments (cubicle/office location). You can also 
use this functionality to track assets. 

- Establishments: Used for EEO reporting to government agencies.  
- Committees: Tracks various types of committees from corporate to department level. 
- Pay Groups: Aggregates workers and the rules that govern how their pay is calculated.  
- Unions: Track and report on union membership for workers. 

• Security: Workday provides pre-configured security groups to determine what data employees, 
managers and administrative users can view and/or update within Workday. 
- Manager Self Service: Determining which functions should be available for managers to initiate, 

such as hiring, transferring, promoting, demoting, placing an employee on and returning an 
employee from a leave of absence, initiating pay rate changes, adding additional jobs, terminating 
and contracting contingent workers. 

- Employee Self Service: Allowing employees the ability to take ownership of their worker record 
by updating their address and contact information, as well as their personal information such as 
ethnicity, citizenship, date of birth, gender identity, sexual orientation, marital status, veteran 
status. In addition, employees could also update their business titles, legal and preferred names, 
emergency contacts, and employee photos as well as benefits and payroll data, if in scope. 

• Mobile Configuration: Workday provides out of the box functionality to perform most self-service 
activities from a mobile device including iPads, iPhones and Android devices.  

• Authentication: Workday provides the ability to configure rules that can enforce how and from where 
certain users can access the tenant. You can define a set of acceptlisted and denylisted ranges. 
Based on these factors you can then control what a user can see and do when they access your 
Workday system.  

• Reporting/Dashboards: Workday delivers hundreds of standard reports and dashboards that you 
can use out of the box, or copy and modify to meet your exact needs. Your implementation 
consultants will provide knowledge transfer during the implementation (based on your statement of 
work) to ensure your team is self-sufficient in report and dashboard creation. 

• Alerts & Notifications: Workday provides you the ability to create dynamic notifications on any 
business process that can be triggered based on certain conditions. You can also schedule custom 
reports to run and alert certain users if certain conditions are met. Notifications can be delivered 
immediately or combined into a daily digest. Administrators can specify how notifications are sent and 
can also specify if users may select their own preferences. Notifications will appear in the user’s 
Workday Inbox and can also be sent via email and/or pushed to mobile devices.  

• Translations: Many objects in Workday are translated by default. Customer specific objects can be 
translated into most other languages by members of your own team and/or third-party resources. 

• Request Framework: Workday provides functionality to create a completely customized workflow 
designed to allow certain users to request configuration changes to your Workday configuration. You 
can specify who can initiate these requests, what kinds of requests each user can initiate, and who 
receives these requests once they are submitted. You can even create customized forms to gather 
required and optional information from the user. 
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Human Resources - Compensation Management 
• Compensation Packages: Allows you to create logical groupings of compensation plans for certain 

worker populations. Also used to drive pay ranges (grades and grade profiles). 
• Compensation Plans: Identify compensation elements that can be included in a compensation 

package, including 1) Salary plans, 2) Merit plans and 3) Allowance plans; all plans created will have 
an associated earnings code defined to be used in the payroll interface. 

• Compensation Rules: Identify and create rules which establish eligibility and auto-assign which 
packages, plans and grades a worker is eligible for. 

• Compensation Grades and Compensation Grade Profiles: Define the standard compensation 
range for a given job or job level. This includes any Step Progression requirements.  

• Configure Wage Theft Statements: Define templates that can be used to distribute documents to 
employees and satisfy state wage requirements.  

• Compensation Basis: Configuration of custom compensation bases which allows you to define 
estimated earnings differently by population, as required.  

• Total Compensation Statements: Define all compensation elements that make up an employee's 
“Total Compensation” or “Total Rewards.” This can include all salary/hourly compensation, bonuses, 
allowances, one-time payments, etc. When combined with Workday Benefits (see below) you can 
also pull in employer paid benefits and retirement savings contributions. Once you define the 
elements to show employees, this report updates automatically as an employee's compensation 
changes.  

• Severance Matrices and Severance Packages: Define the logic that should be considered to 
calculate the severance amount an employee is entitled to. Configure payment amounts and terms. 

Human Resources - Advanced Compensation Management 
• Annual Processes: Define Bonus, Stock, and Merit Plan options with target values to give workers 

better annual estimates of total rewards. These can be run individually or with multiple plan types 
together as part of a consolidated process. Promotions are also available as part of a consolidated 
process. 

• Shared Participation: Allows employees in supervisory based roles to provide input into the process 
(typically Manager). 

• Configurable Grid: Allows the values displayed to users during annual processes to be configured 
based on requirements. Includes configuration of Alerts/Warnings that can force minimums or 
maximums, as well as other rules and a variety of report fields to help drive decisions. 

• Compensation Matrices: Define matrices to drive targets/amounts based on a variety of factors 
such as performance, pay range and other rules. 

• Merit/Bonus Plans: Define plan type (amount/percent), targets, proration rules, rounding rules and 
waiting periods. Bonus Plans also allow for Company Scorecards and Results to drive prorated 
targets. 

• Stock Plans: Define Vesting Schedules and Grant Type options. 

Human Resources - Recruiting 
• Job Requisitions: Starts the recruiting process and allows openings to be posted to internal and/or 

external career sites.  
• Job Applications: Workday provides a dynamic workflow to coordinate the job applications for open 

requisitions, as well as facilitate candidate selection, interviewing, generating offers, offer negotiation, 
and hiring of candidates. 
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- Automatic stage routing to move candidates between application stages based on predefined 
rules (includes knock-out questions) 

- Workday Dynamic Document Generation tool can be utilized to create configurable and 
condition ruled offer letters for candidates 

• Self-Service: Allows Candidates to input their own personal information items that carry over to the 
worker record at hire 

• Agency management tool: create secure job posting sites per agency to allow recruiting agents to 
submit their own candidates and track ownership and payouts. 

• Candidate Pools and Evergreen Requisitions for more candidate sourcing options. 
• Confidential Requisitions and Confidential Prospects for secured hiring of select vacancies. 

Human Resources - Benefits Administration 
• Benefit Groups: Used to group benefit plans by worker population, Open Enrollment schedules, and 

for reporting purposes.  
• Benefit Plans: Set up and manage all of your benefit plans, including Health Care, FSA, HSA, 

Insurance, and Retirement Savings accounts. If you offer other types of benefit plans, these can be 
included as well.  
- Group benefit plans into benefit plan years 
- Define benefit rates and apply the appropriate rates to different populations. 

• Enrollment Rules:  
- Define evidence of insurability (EOI) requirements and manage workers undergoing EOI review. 
- Define validations to define the benefit options available to employees during open enrollment 

and life events. 
- Define rules to determine eligibility for benefits and control the types of benefits that employees 

can select as a result of a new hire, a position change, the birth of a child, and other enrollment 
events. 

• Life Events & Open Enrollment: 
- Workday delivers a configurable framework to manage all aspects of employee and dependent 

life events and staffing changes that impact benefits eligibility. 
- Employee Self-Service will be enabled by default, so employees can manage their own benefit 

enrollments.  
- Initiate and Manage your annual Open Enrollment events from one convenient dashboard.  

• Affordable Care Act (ACA):  
- Setup your measurement periods and manage ACA enrollments for qualifying employees. 
- Configure ACA dashboards to view information that is important to you.  
- Generate your 1095 forms and deliver them to employees. 

• Payroll & Compensation 
- Seamlessly integrate with WD Payroll. Updates to earnings and deductions associated with 

employee benefits are instantaneously updated within Payroll (based on your defined logic).  
- Seamlessly integration with WD Compensation. Employer paid benefits will automatically appear 

on Total Compensation/Total Rewards statement to give employees visibility about their true 
compensation.  

• Medicare Status: Store effective dated Medicare Status (parts A, B, D) on the worker/dependent for 
use with benefit eligibility rules 
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Payroll Administration (U.S., Canada, UK, France) 
• Use a highly flexible and configurable set of rules to define earnings and deductions according to the 

specific needs of your organization. 
• Intuitive mapping to compensation elements and benefit plan costs, as well as identifying eligibility 

criteria and scheduling logic. 
• Configure accumulations, balance periods, and balances according to your current calculation and 

reporting needs. 
• Manage payroll calculation rules, payroll Gross to Net processing and reporting, pay employees 

according to organizational, policy, and reporting needs. 
• Enter, view, and act with one click on all payroll-related data for a worker such as re-calculate, hold, 

complete, etc. 
• Run multiple pay groups / types of runs together at the same time; take real-time action on a pay 

calculation result for a worker via one-click actionable reports. 
• Enter and maintain applicable statutory tax information for workers, and provides self-service pages 

that employees can use to enter applicable Statutory withholding information and view their country 
applicable withholding elections. 

• Record, calculate, prioritize, and deduct Withholding orders. 
• Receive tax updates seamlessly. Workday can quickly react to tax updates and deliver them to you 

as needed. 
• Use pre-defined reports for the most common and critical information, such as pay balance summary, 

pay calculation results, and audits at a summary level, by pay group, or worker specific. 

Talent Management 
• Skills & Experience: Define the types of Skills and Experience that can be tied to Jobs/Positions 

including Education, Certifications, Languages, Skills, Training Types and Work Experiences. Other 
Skills and Experiences that can be tracked for workers include Achievements (Awards and 
Publications), Professional Affiliations, Job History Companies, Internal Projects and Talent 
Statements. Configuration of Professional Profile (Information that can be imported from LinkedIn: 
Education, Job History). 

• Competencies: Define competencies that may be assessed using a proficiency scale as a stand-
alone assessment or as part of performance review templates. Configuration includes the ability to tie 
competencies to job families, management levels, and/or job profiles. 

• Goal Configuration: Define Overall Rating Scales, Goal Rating Scales and other Goal Attributes 
including Goal Completion Status, Categories, Targets/Actuals, and Goal Periods (for Organizational 
Goals) 

• Performance Management: Define Employee Review Templates including Performance Reviews, 
Performance Improvement Plans, Disciplinary Actions. 

• Feedback: Allow employees the ability to submit Anytime Feedback for other employees, as well as 
Feedback templates that can be used across other types of Feedback, including Self Requested and 
Employee Requested.  

• Succession: Define Succession Plans for identified positions in the organization, which includes 
Succession Candidate Readiness. Configuration of Succession Pools and Talent Pools. 

• Career & Development: Define Travel Preferences, Relocation Preferences, Career Interests, Job 
Interests, Mentorships, Development Items. Also includes configuration of review templates for 
Personal Development Plans. 
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• Talent Reviews and Calibration: Define Talent Review processes to capture Potential, Retention, 
Achievable Level and Loss Impact. Configuration of Talent Matrix (9-box) Reports and Calibration for 
Performance and/or Talent 

Absence Management 
• Accrual Rules: Define rules that calculate how accruals for vacation, sick, PTO or other time off is 

granted to employees. 
• Balances: Define calculations of accruals and time processed to reflect the net balance of the time 

off. 
• Self-Service - Time Off: Define which workers have the ability to request time off and the 

documentation and approvals required for each type of request. 
• Self-Service - Leave of Absence: Define which workers have the ability to request a leave of 

absence and the documentation and approvals required for each type of request. 
• Time Off & Leave Dashboards: Define reports and tasks that should display to users that approve 

time off requests or manager workers. This could include reports to provide visibility to upcoming time 
offs in a calendar format and even to allow team members to their peers approved time off.  

Time Tracking 
• Time Calculations: Define daily and weekly rules that calculate time worked based on employee 

inputs, including daily, weekly, and consecutive day overtime and shift differentials. 
• Time Tracking Validations: Define business rules to manage the correct reporting of time worked 

based on employee inputs. 
• Time Entry Templates: Define the online time entry page to allow for multiple in/out time entries. 
• Holiday and Work Schedule Calendars: Define which holidays different employee populations are 

eligible to receive paid time for, including the rule sets around the payment of that time, and basic 
worker scheduling to support time entry. 

• Self Service: Define which employees and managers have access to the timecard in order to 
perform submissions of time, approvals of time, and reporting on time. 

• Security Profiles: Define additional security to control employee and manager capabilities within the 
Time Tracking service are, including the delegation of an approver proxy and the ability to perform 
auto-approvals. 

Learning 
• Create Topics: Define and manage topics for course catalog. 
• Create Course: Define and manage Course Template within the Course Catalog. 
• Create Course Offering: Define and manage instances of courses within the course catalog 
• Create Lesson: Define media lessons to be associated with a course or a stand-alone content. 
• Create Engagement Plans: Define and manage the rollout of engagement plans (campaigns) to be 

rolled out to specific populations. 
• Course Enrollment: Define and manage Enrollment in courses within the course catalog. 
• Create Course Instructor: Define and manage course instructors. 
• Manage Lesson: Define user generated content and manage creation of this content. 
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• Create Learning Campaigns: Define learning campaigns and campaign audiences to be rolled out 
to learners. 

Reports 

All Standard Reports per Workday Standard Reports List are included in scope. Workday will also work with 
your organization to conduct a series of knowledge transfer activities, such as co-development of custom 
reports and consultant-led report training using your converted data in the tenant, all in order to ensure your 
team is self-sufficient with the Workday Reporting tools. In addition, your report writing resources should take 
all self-paced and instructor-led Workday Reporting classes offered by Education Services. 

Languages and Localizations 
• The Workday Solutions will be rendered in a single language as generally available in the current 

commercially available Workday release. 
• Predefined country formats will be made available for in-scope countries to the extent supported by 

the current commercially available Workday release. 
• Predefined communications profiles/name and address formats will be made available for in-scope 

countries to the extent supported by the current commercially available Workday release. 
• Predefined localizations will be made available for in-scope countries to the extent supported by the 

current commercially available Workday release. 
• Your organization is responsible for determining whether use of the predefined formats provided by 

Workday meets your compliance requirements 

Data Conversion 

All active and terminated employees for the current year will be included in the data conversion to Workday 
for up to one year. Workday supported human resources history will be identified for conversion during the 
plan and architect stages of the project and will strictly be loaded into Workday’s “Maintain Worker History 
from previous system” page for the purposes of viewing data. Workday will provide a conversion template that 
your organization will populate with their extracted and transformed data. The Workday conversion consultant 
will then use these templates to load the data conversion into the Workday tenant. 

a) Workday will load 12 months of detailed journal history for year-over-year comparisons. 
b) Workday will load currently active companies, bank accounts, customers, customer contracts, 
suppliers, supplier contracts, projects, and business assets. 
c) Workday will load open customer invoices, unpaid supplier invoices, and un-reconciled bank 
transactions as of the go-live date 

Interfaces/Integrations 

There are two categories of integrations within the Workday environment: (a) Workday Configured 
Integrations; and (b) Custom Integrations built and deployed with Workday’s Enterprise Interface Builder 
(EIB), Studio Integration Toolset, or Customer provided programming environment. 

• Workday Configured Integrations: There are two categories of Configured Integrations: (i) those 
where the target schema of the desired endpoint is complete and part of the end-to-end capabilities of 
the integration, and (ii) those integrations that require a customer-specific “connector” to be built and 
deployed from the configured integration’s common supported endpoint as part of the 
implementation. This second type of Configured Integration is only warranted by Workday up to the 
common endpoint as configured at time of production deployment. Integration products warranted up 
to the common endpoint will be highlighted with "*" below. 
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Overall Project Assumptions 

Assumptions are factors used for planning purposes that are considered true, real or certain. Assumptions 
help define scope and determine level of effort and timeframes. 

• The services included in the Statement of Work will be performed: 75% Off-site, 25% On-site. 
• Your organization will be charged for all travel and expenses according to Workday’s travel policies 

unless otherwise noted. 
• Workday’s intent is to limit the costs associated with travel. For budgetary purposes, your 

organization should budget up to 15% on top of the estimated deployment costs. 
• Workday will work closely with your organization to manage the travel budget to stay within the 

estimated budget. 
• Workday may elect to involve certified Service Partners during the engagement to deliver your 

requirements. 
• Your organization will be responsible for all end-user training on how to use the Workday 

applications. 
• Your organization’s IT organization is responsible for workstation compliance to Workday’s minimum 

requirements. 
• Change Management functions to inform, educate and train your employees about the Workday 

applications are outside of the scope of Workday’s proposal. 
• Business processes / workflows will be designed by Workday in tandem with your resources during 

the Architect stage. Through a series of collaborative workshops, each business process / workflow is 
documented as a blueprint design in MS-Word. In the Configure & Prototype stage, those and only 
those, business processes will be configured in the system based on the Design Blueprint document. 
Any requested deviation from Design Blueprint may result in an increase in cost estimates and delays 
beyond target go-live. 

Staffing – Project Roles and Responsibilities 
Workday Roles 

The extent of each Workday team member’s involvement will vary by task as defined in the project plan. 
Workday will notify your organization of any change in the Workday team mix that may be necessary from 
time to time. The Workday team listing below does not exclude other Workday staff from being involved in this 
project.  

Workday resources are process/software experts and as such will have responsibility for providing project 
management, functional and technical expertise to the project. Workday core responsibilities include the 
following:  

• Lead and drive business process configuration according to your requirements 
• System setup and configuration  
• Coach your organization about the options and implications around each process/configuration 

decision 
• Assist your organization with the resolution of issues 
• Identify potential business process improvements 
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PTG looks to have continued engagement with its clients throughout their Workday journey and will continue to 
be accessible to discuss topics of innovation via formal or informal correspondence. We understand that 
customers value and adopt innovative ideas and given PTG’s project management, public sector experience 
and the Workday advisory relationship, we look forward to discussing and implementing innovation with your 
leadership team. 

ServiceNow for Government 
PTG is proud to offer Region 14 and NCPA customers ServiceNow’s portfolio of workflow management 
applications and platforms. Improving customer service is a priority for many government organizations, and 
for good reason. Increasingly, citizens expect government to deliver the same effortless services they 
experience in their private lives. Region 14 and NCPA customers similarly desire to give their customers, 
citizens, employees and third parties an ease of experience when collaborating, whether directly or indirectly 
through software applications, together. Successful government leaders are taking a more holistic approach 
to citizen services and experiencing benefits in citizen engagement and satisfaction as well as government 
efficiency. 

Since March 2020, the pandemic has changed business conditions and now require government and 
education entities to be ready for constant change in their business. To reach this level of agility, Region 14 
and NCPA customers will need to deliver new digital workflow apps fast. Digital workflows connect people, 
systems and data with complete visibility to the end-to-end process, creating seamless and engaging 
experiences for employees, customers, and partners. 

With the ServiceNow Now Platform, anyone can digitize and automate departmental and cross-enterprise 
workflows, optimize business processes for resiliency, and mitigate risk, all on one cloud-based platform. 
Across industries, organizations of all sizes are accelerating automation, seamlessly embedding AI and 
analytics in their apps with Now Intelligence, and leveraging an ecosystem of innovation from ServiceNow 
and our partners, like PTG.  

Slow IT Workflows 

IT Service Management 
 
Slow, fractured, and inefficient is no way to run IT. Yet, sadly, that’s the situation for many organizations saddled 
with an outdated, on-premises legacy IT service management (ITSM) tools. 
 
Old-school tools are inflexible to changing business needs and lack the capabilities needed for digital 
transformation. The user experience is subpar, there’s no single system of record, and innovation is nonexistent. 
Plus, upgrades are costly and time consuming. Sound familiar? Despite failings, your organization may have 
faithfully stuck with your solution— making the best possible use of the tool given its limitations. And you’re not 
alone. There’s a historic fear that moving to a better, more modern ITSM solution would be too painful, slow, 
and expensive to bear.  Happily, that’s not the case. With the proper preparation, Region 14 and NCPA’s 
customers can ditch its legacy ITSM tool for one that delivers better ITSM and supports enterprise-wide digital 
transformation. 
 
In understanding an ITSM tool, it helps to have access to expert resources who can help with: 

• Advice – such as program, architecture, and product recommendations that future-proof your platform, 
avoid technical debt, and bolster adoption. 

• Implementation – to effectively deploy the solution and realize value faster 
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• Optimization – to improve application performance and user experience and enable your organization 
to fully realize value from its investment.  

 
ServiceNow’s highly experienced ServiceNow partner ecosystem, including PTG, helps customers in more than 
80 countries—from region-based implementation partners through to global system integrators, service 
providers, and resellers. These partners and customers are supported by a ServiceNow Professional Services 
team, including a global network of more than 400 certified implementation specialists whose deep expertise 
has helped deliver over 6,000 successful projects in over 50 countries. It’s one of the reasons why ServiceNow 
scores so highly for “ability to execute” in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for IT Service Management Tools. 
 
Source: Magic Quadrant for IT Service Management Tools, Gartner, October 6, 2020. 
 
The Now Platform® is at the heart of every ServiceNow implementation. With it, Region 14 and NCPA 
customers get a consolidated cloud service platform, complete with integrated applications and all platform 
innovations—such as embedded artificial intelligence (AI)—available for all processes. The goal is to implement 
the required best practice processes as close to out-of-the-box as possible. They’re standardized and simplified, 
delivering a better user experience, the ability to innovate, and smooth upgrades. Importantly, there’s 
consolidated reporting from the service platform and its single record of truth. This leads to a better solution for 
your organization as well as quicker deployment and time to value. What the customer’s implementation looks 
like will depend on their own organization’s wants and needs. For example, a first phase might deliver: 
 

• Core (Foundation) data, Active Directory (LDAP) integration, single sign-on, and email gateway 
• Incident Management 
• Problem Management 
• Change Management 
• Release Management 
• Configuration Management and configuration management 
• database (CMDB) 
• Request and Service Catalog for internal service providers 
• Service Portal 
• Relevant integrations 
• CMDB enrichment with ServiceNow Discovery 
• Operations Management with Event Management 
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Accelerate service delivery with automated assignment, approval, and notification rules.  
When a user submits an incident or request, it must be assigned to the right person or group. Doing this 
manually for every request is incredibly time consuming and leads to errors. That’s why ServiceNow lets 
customers route user requests automatically— and it only takes a few minutes to set up an assignment rule. 
For example, you can have one rule to send software requests directly to the software group and another rule 
to send email issues to your email server expert. Customers also need approvals for certain types of user 
requests. ServiceNow lets users easily automate this using approval rules. Once a rule is set up, ServiceNow 
handles the entire approval process. For example, when a user requests a new laptop, ServiceNow can 
automatically ask their manager for approval—or it can ask their network engineering team to approve network 
changes. It’s also important to let people know what’s going on. For example, a customer may want to notify 
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key stakeholders when there’s a critical incident—or let a user know when their laptop will be delivered. With 
ServiceNow, the customer can automatically send these notifications simply by setting up a notification rule and 
message template. 
 
It’s all about speed, agility, and fast time to value. That’s why customers chose the cloud—for solutions that 
are easy to deploy, configure, and use. Yesterday’s slow, labor-intensive applications simply aren’t an option—
especially if the user must write reams of code just to get an out-of-the-box application up and running. 
ServiceNow delivers on the promise of the cloud. With ServiceNow ITSM, a customer can easily go live in just 
a few weeks—or less. Using ServiceNow’s intuitive graphical tools, a customer can quickly configure 
ServiceNow to do exactly what you need—without any installation or writing a single line of code.  
 
And, with the powerful, reliable enterprise cloud from ServiceNow Region 14 and NCPA customers never have 
to worry about maintaining and upgrading your ITSM platform. That’s the power of truly modern ITSM. That’s 
the power of ServiceNow. 
 
Ensure process standards with configurable business rules  
ServiceNow comes with preconfigured business rules for many common use cases. However, the customer 
can also easily enforce their own unique business and process standards by defining their own business rules. 
For example, a Region 14 customer might want to automatically update a status when certain conditions are 
met or ensure that its staff enter a reason when they close an incident. The Business Rule Condition Editor lets 
the customer build the most complex business rules without writing a single line of code. These business rules 
can carry out a wide range of actions, including setting field values, aborting updates, sending messages, and 
more. The customer can trigger these business rules when a record is inserted, updated, queried, or deleted, 
and they can also set up filter conditions that control whether the business rule is executed or not. For example, 
a customer might want to send a message once a change has been completed, rather than every time a change 
record is updated. 
 
Easily visualize, configure, and manage processes with drag-and-drop workflows  
To deliver great IT services, NCPA customers need well-defined end-to-end processes. That’s what ITIL 
Service Design is all about—creating repeatable processes that drive high-quality, responsive service delivery. 
By building robust, measurable processes, mistakes are eliminated, delivery accelerated, and costs driven 
down. With ServiceNow, Region 14 and NCPA customers can easily create and automate these multistep 
service delivery processes. The ServiceNow drag-and drop and codeless Flow Designer lets the customer’s 
user(s) see how their processes work, making them easy to visualize, configure, and manage. Of course, 
ServiceNow comes with built-in incident, problem, change, and other best-practice ITIL processes. Users can 
use these processes out of the box, or they can modify them with the Flow Designer to meet their unique needs. 
Customers can also design brand new service fulfillment workflows, and users can execute them directly from 
the service catalog. 
 
Create stunning service portals that delight end users  
Once a customer has set up their ITSM applications, they will want to give their end users a portal where they 
can easily access the customer’s IT services. And not just any portal—one that reflects their business identity 
and delivers a truly delightful consumer experience. The ServiceNow codeless Service Portal Designer lets 
each customer easily create stunning service portals that are as simple to use as Amazon or eBay. Imagine 
having one place where a customer’s users can ask for help, raise incidents, order IT services, browse 
knowledgebase articles, and help each other out—that’s what ServiceNow delivers. With the Service Portal 
Designer, the customer can modify the standard ServiceNow ITSM portal—or it can build their own from scratch 
using intuitive, drag-and-drop tools. The customer can even create multiple portals for different user 
communities. 
 
The ServiceNow difference  
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Other ITSM systems ask you to make a painful choice. Either settle for limited, inflexible capabilities—or live 
with high costs and complexity. As a Value-Added Reseller of ServiceNow, we think that’s unacceptable. We 
believe the cloud is all about agility, speed, and fast time to value—which is why ServiceNow is the number one 
cloud-based ITSM vendor. Here’s the bottom line. With ServiceNow ITSM, a customer does not have to 
compromise. The customer can go live in just a few weeks—without writing code or learning new skills. From 
guided setup to graphical workflows, ServiceNow is designed to make configuration easy while delivering 
powerful ITSM capabilities that modernize, accelerate, and transform your IT service delivery. That’s the 
ServiceNow difference. 

IT Operations Management 
 
Deliver high-performance business services with visibility and AIOps 
 
Business situation 
Digital transformation and new customer experience initiatives pose challenges to IT operations. For instance, 
IT needs to be ready to respond to unplanned events and changes. Similarly, the need to make real-time 
decisions enabled by huge volumes of data and analytics has increased. 
 
IT Operations Challenge 
The typical break-fix model no longer works for IT operations. Cloud and DevOps create agility but also add 
management complexity due to their dynamic nature. Without the proper tools, IT operations has limited visibility 
into how infrastructure and services are connected. Manual identification of issues and correlation of events to 
problems are too slow and error prone. IT operations needs help to reduce the noise of day-to-day operations, 
quickly identify and remediate issues, automate repetitive tasks to increase efficiency, and focus on value-
added activities. 
 
Solution 
With the Now Platform®, IT has full control over IT resources, both on-premises and in the cloud. ServiceNow® 
IT Operations Management (ITOM) delivers comprehensive AIOps capabilities built seamlessly on the Now 
Platform. ITOM delivers the intelligence you need to rapidly find service degradations and outages, understand 
and resolve issues, automate problem remediation, and optimize cloud spend. Now, IT operations can move 
from manually collecting events to automatically narrowing down critical incidents and their root cause, resolving 
them quickly and effortlessly. 
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Visibility benefits to IT operations 
 

• A holistic view of your IT resources across on-premises and cloud  
• An in-depth understanding of changes in your IT resources and their impact on business services 
• A single source of truth to managing infrastructure configuration 

 
ServiceNow customers start their visibility journey with ServiceNow CMDB, Discovery, Software Asset 
Management, and Service Mapping applications. 
 
Building upon ServiceNow Visibility, their health and AIOps applications tie into a customer’s existing event and 
metric sources. The customer will get a graphical dashboard of application health created by correlating real-
time operational data from the IT estate to the business service relationships maintained in ServiceNow. Even 
better, machine learning automatically classifies the incoming noise of events to just a handful of key incidents 
that point to service degradation —eliminating the day-to-day chaos from the environment and helping you 
focus on fixing critical issues. Using raw event data, ITOM applications can identity anomalous behavior that 
can lead to widespread performance issues in your infrastructure. 
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Health benefits to IT operations 
 

• Reduce MTTR with real-time correlated views of health KPIs 
• Cut noise 99% by aggregating events and converting them into alerts and incidents for resolution 
• Prevent service outages by leveraging context-aware predictive indicators 

 
ServiceNow customers start their health journey with ServiceNow Event Management, Operational Intelligence, 
and Orchestration 

 
Optimization Improve efficiency and be more cost effective—automatically. 
IT operations must constantly manage hybrid cloud resources to continuously improve business effectiveness 
across the service lifecycle and multi-cloud environments. The Now Platform helps you drive better decisions 
to increase service agility and improve operational efficiencies in a hybrid and multi-cloud world. It also enables 
you to optimize spend-on-cloud usage and software licenses 
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Optimization benefits to IT operations: 

• Automate cloud management and deliver great experience to users 
• Use existing cloud templates offered by AWS, Azure, VMware, and others 
• Drive governance of cloud usage via integrated service management  

across hybrid clouds 
• Consolidate cost visibility across cloud providers 
• Reduce software license spend by reallocating unused licenses 

 
ServiceNow customers start their optimization journey with ServiceNow Cloud Management  
and Software Asset Management 
 
Want to quantify your savings with ITOM? 

• Read and customize your savings using the IT Value Calculator. Typically, companies start with the 
following savings right away: 

• Reduce critical incidents by 25% 
• Achieve 50% faster recovery time 
• Drive to 25% fewer outages 
• Reduce time to deliver cloud service to your users from days to minutes 
• Slash software spend by 30% 

 

IT Business Management 
It’s Time to Get In The Driver’s Seat. Start Your Engine 
In the race for greater enterprise agility, IT is the engine that underpins innovation and productivity. IT is no 
longer a back-office function—instead it is expected to work with the business to drive transformation in 
customer experience, empower employees, create sustainable competitive advantages, unlock business 
insights and pivot to support whatever challenges that arise in our ever-changing world. This new importance 
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is fueling a fundamental shift in the nature of IT, its gears from cost center to a business resilience engine. For 
IT Leaders, this new pole position means stepping up to run IT like any other business department: making and 
successfully executing investment decisions that maximize business returns, lower costs, quicken time to value, 
and help the organization turn on a dime and shift gears as needed to ensure business continuity and resilience. 
 
However, many PMOs continue to face major challenges. While they have to respond to growing business 
needs, they lack insight into business demands—and they lack the tools to prioritize these demands. Project 
delivery is still unpredictable—in fact, it’s a growing issue with more than 12% of project investment wasted due 
to poor project performance. And this poor performance is accompanied by low project throughput and quality—
a consequence of increasing project complexity and lack of visibility. 
 
Centralize Demand Management 
To create business alignment, the PMO needs to take a strategic role in the success of the business, working 
with business stakeholders to maximize the value of IT investments. To do this, the PMO needs to gain a clear 
understanding of business demands by capturing business drivers and requirements, and communicating 
realistic expectations about what each project will deliver. 
 
To play this strategic role, the PMO needs to take a structured approach to capturing and assessing business 
demands. If yours is like most PMOs, you probably receive dozens—or even hundreds— of IT project requests 
every year. And, demand always outstrips supply—there’s never enough capacity to get everything done. That 
means investments must be optimized by prioritizing projects, ultimately having business and IT stakeholders 
collaborate to decide which projects will make the cut. Then the business must set the scope of these projects 
to balance risk, cost, and time to benefit. 
 
Unfortunately, many PMOs don’t have true insight into these business demands. Each project request is 
considered individually rather than as part of an overall project portfolio. There is no easy way to consistently 
assess the business value of each project—and if demands aren’t handled in one place, there is no easy way 
to compare these across projects. As a result, project investments aren’t aligned with business needs. And 
because project investment decisions appear arbitrary, business stakeholders become dissatisfied when 
project requests are delayed or rejected. 
 
Centralized demand management offsets missing business alignment. Taking this approach, the PMO can 
capture all business demands in one place, gather appropriate supporting information from across the business, 
and scorecard each demand based on business benefits, costs, and risks. This allows the business to compare 
project investments, prioritize them, and maximize the business value of the project portfolio. And the PMO will 
be able to put in place a fact-based, structured gating process for project initiation, increasing business 
stakeholder satisfaction by creating transparency around investment decisions. 
 
However, all demand management solutions aren’t created equal. To get the full benefits of centralized demand 
management, look for a solution that combines both demand management and project management on a single 
platform. This allows you to move information seamlessly from demands to projects, ensuring your projects 
stay aligned with business goals as they move from investment into execution. 

Consolidate Management Tools 
To plan strategically and deliver effectively, IT needs to manage their entire project portfolio and not just 
individual projects. It’s a constant balancing act, allocating resources and budgets to respond to ever-increasing 
business demands and accelerating delivery schedules. To ensure predictable project delivery, the PMO needs 
consistent project portfolio management processes that deliver high levels of visibility and control. And, to lower 
project cycle times and minimize costly deviations, that consistency needs to extend beyond the PMO to the 
development and project delivery teams. 
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However, many PMOs continue to struggle with multiple, disconnected project management tools. For example, 
they may have one tool to manage waterfall projects, another for agile development, and a third for test 
management. 
 
Hybrid Waterfall/Agile projects become a management nightmare, and there’s no end-to-end visibility across 
the entire project portfolio. And, because there is no single source of truth, there’s no easy way to roll up status 
across projects. This lack of visibility also makes it incredibly difficult to track overall project costs, take effective 
corrective actions, or reallocate resources when projects start to go off track. 
 
If your PMO is struggling with unpredictable project delivery and low project throughput, then you need to create 
visibility and control by consolidating your management tools. There are project portfolio management solutions 
available today that bring together Waterfall and Agile methodologies, as well as extensive development 
management and test management capabilities. 
 
By adopting one of these solutions, the PMO can create end-to-end visibility, lower project cycle times, increase 
project predictability, and reduce cost overruns. 
 
Connect Development and Operations 
 

• Successful projects are all about delivery—not just development. That means there’s an intimate 
interdependency between development and operations that’s growing with the introduction of new, 
integrated delivery models such as DevOps. To accelerate delivery, IT needs to connect development 
and projects with operations, breaking down silos rather than managing them separately. 

 
• However, for many PMOs, the reality is very different. Development and operations still use 

disconnected systems and processes. Let’s look at release management and change management as 
an example. Both are closely related, yet they’re typically managed separately. Both are involved in 
making modifications to the operational IT environment, but IT handles release management using 
development tools while making actual changes using a separate ITSM platform. There’s no 
connection, which leads to unavoidable conflicts, errors, and delays at manual process boundaries. 

 
• And this disconnect works both ways. Often, what starts out as a change in operations ends up being 

a project. For example, think about when there is a major incident. For operations, the priority is to 
restore service, but once that’s done, IT still needs to address the underlying problem. Initially, this 
might seem to require a minor operational change—such as modifying configuration settings—but as 
investigations progress, it becomes clear that significant software development will be needed to fix the 
problem. When this happens, there’s no easy way to make the transition between a change and a 
project. IT must manually extract information from the ITSM system with inevitable delays, errors, and 
loss of crucial historical context. 

 
• However, the good news is that businesses can break down these barriers. There are unified IT 

management platforms that deliver demand management, project management, development 
management, and ITSM capabilities, allowing seamless end-to-end processes and data flows. For 
example, these platforms provide a unified approach to release management and change 
management, and also allow changes to be converted directly into demands. 

 
Unify Resource Management 
For PMOs, resource management is a major issue. Allocating resources and skills across dozens of projects is 
a constant challenge. While traditional project management tools do provide resource management capabilities, 
they are often difficult to use and isolated from some types of work. This results in inaccurate, incomplete 
information that leads to project delays and wasted resources. 
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However, there’s an even bigger problem. Projects often involve a diverse set of resources drawn from across 
the IT organization. And many of these resources aren’t dedicated to project work. For example, a customer 
may need IT operations resources to deploy a new software release, but these resources are also involved in 
day-to-day tasks, such as implementing changes or investigating problems. 
 
Project management tools often don’t capture these resources, and if they do, they don’t track their other work 
activities. This creates hidden scheduling conflicts, and project delays, and makes it impossible to track overall 
project costs. 
 
What’s the answer? Unify resource management—not just within the PMO, but across IT. By adopting a single 
platform that combines resource management with project management, IT service management, IT 
operations, and other key IT functions, you can create end-to-end resource visibility and alignment. Again, there 
are management platforms that deliver all of these capabilities, enabling accelerated project delivery, the 
creation of comprehensive cost visibility, maximized resource utilization, and avoidance of operational conflicts. 
 
Let’s Recap 
Today, the PMO has an unprecedented opportunity to drive business value and to become an equal partner in 
the success of your business. Transform the way your teams manage project portfolios and you’ll break down 
the barriers. 
 
With ServiceNow, Region 14 and NCPA customers will dramatically increase business alignment, improve 
project predictability, and accelerate project delivery. 

IT Asset Management 

Hardware Asset Management 
Every digital business runs on IT assets — foundational for protecting revenue and business resilience. The 
business needs to know what assets are owned, where they are located, who is using them, how often they 
are used, when they are being configured, what they cost, and the value they deliver. When day-to-day 
business operations shift, ITAM is foundational to making the pivot possible. 
 
As the workplace continuously evolves, an asset estate poses significant challenges from an operational, 
cost, and risk perspective. Asset managers may be working with multiple tools or stockrooms in different 
locations. When assets are managed separately, asset data is scattered, and asset teams are working in 
data siloes. 
 
ServiceNow® Hardware Asset Management (HAM) makes its debut as part of the ServiceNow family of 
products in the Paris release. HAM provides increased visibility of the asset estate and automates the IT 
lifecycle on a single platform. 
 

• Automate the IT lifecycle on a single platform 
• Gain End to End Asset Visibility 
• Normalize hardware discovered to maintain a clean CMDB. Centralize asset data for accurate 

inventory and insights 
• Propel Asset Workflow 
• Automated workflows simplify request, receive, deploy, swap, dispose. Make smarter decisions about 

asset utilization and new investments. 
• Reduce Asset Costs and Risks 
• Plan for asset refreshes with actionable insight and minimize wasted resources. Comply with 

established security policies and regulatory requirements. 
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Hardware Asset Management builds on ITSM Asset Management capabilities 

 
 
HAM automates each stage of the asset lifecycle by tracking the financial, contractual, and inventory 
details of hardware and devices—including non-IT assets. Asset requests are handled using workflows to 
obtain approvals, issue chargebacks, and provision services. Once an asset is deployed, HAM records 
maintenance activity and enables IT to perform regular assessments. 
 
Hardware Asset Management allows you to control the entire life cycle from procurement to disposal. a 
customer’s CMDB is focused on active CIs operational in production. To maximize the value of the asset, 
the customer needs full lifecycle insights from pre-production planning to post-production retirement. With 
HAM and configuration management on the same platform, traditional challenges around data integration, 
normalization, and data reconciliation are eliminated. HAM is native to ServiceNow, the only single 
Platform for IT. 
 
Hardware Asset Management Features 
 
Hardware Normalization 
Hardware Normalization drives the standardizing of asset data in the customer environment by 
manufacturer name, model name, and model number. In addition, the Content Library will automatically 
populate the inventory with asset metadata that can’t be discovered such as: end of support, end of 
extended support, and end-of-life dates. HAM customers leverage the ServiceNow Content Library and 
Content Service with verified manufacturer attributes resulting in perpetually clean and reliable asset data 
for the CMDB. 
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Clean and reliable data makes it possible to strategically plan for future purchases and tech refreshes. 
 
Asset Lifecycle Automation 
Asset Lifecycle Automation leverages Flow Designer to deliver prescriptive workflows. Take the guess work 
away with ready to go standard industry practices. Customers are empowered to configure low code workflows 
that suit their business needs. 
 
Automated workflows speed up service delivery from asset receiving to request fulfillment, and equipment 
removal. 
 

 
 
Asset Tasks helps customers eliminate the risk of data inaccuracy caused by manual processes. HAM 
automates the updates to assets and CIs. Asset managers can assign Asset Tasks to Incident, Change, and 
Work orders, reducing effort on ticket resolution and delivering faster services. Updates are applied when 
deploying, swapping, or retiring hardware. With Asset Tasks, you can automate manual processes with ready 
to go workflows for: 
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• Asset Order 
• Bulk Stock Order 
• Deploying, swapping, retiring assets 
• Disposal 
 
Application Portfolio Management 
Organizational business goals are built on the business and technical services that ServiceNow government 
and education customers provide to their own customers, so the performance of those services is critical to 
any organization. These services driven by applications hosted on hardware and delivered by networking 
devices. By knowing which hardware assets support a service, an organization can dramatically reduce down-
time. And most important, if an organization knows in advance, when a hardware asset will go End of Support 
or End of Life, proactive planning will reduce replacement costs through eliminating need for extended support, 
improving negotiation for replacement hardware, and reducing the risk of hardware vulnerabilities. 
 

 
 
Minimize down-time of critical services, eliminate unnecessary extended support and reduce risk of hardware 
vulnerabilities 
 
Hardware Asset Dashboard 
The Hardware Asset Dashboard serves as the command center for Hardware Asset Management, with tabs 
dedicated to key asset lifecycle milestones. Act quickly with intuitive, automated workflows available out of the 
box. Facilitate hardware and consumables requested for procurement. Easily identify normalization status. 
Stabilize the business by removing equipment that is approaching end of support and end of life. Comply with 
established security policies and regulatory requirements. The customer will be able to uncover the unknown 
portion of their IT estate so they can secure it. 
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Surface items quickly on a centralized dashboard to reduce cost and risk. 
 
Mobile Asset Inventory Audit 
Asset Inventory Audit provides the capability to capture asset inventory located in a specific stockroom or 
location using the ServiceNow Mobile Agent and Mobile Scanning capabilities. Customers can compare the 
scanned results to what is stored in ServiceNow, driving improved data quality and inventory process 
compliance. 
 
This feature provides a streamlined, governed input approach to validate the database records against what 
physically exists in the store or stockroom. Customers can create a scheduled audit with set time parameters 
(e.g. 30/60/90 days). Quickly find and correct database errors to grow executive confidence with proven data 
accuracy. Time will be saved on inventory, and result in a more complete and accurate report. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

            
   

 
   

              .  
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While traditional discovery tools find individual IT components, they don’t show how these components work 
together and all their myriad interdependencies. IT is managing digital services that rely on multi-cloud, 
containers, and serverless infrastructure. They’re always behind in understanding the true impact of resource 
changes to applications and services. This makes it difficult to diagnose and resolve service impairments and 
outages, or to prioritize the resolution of infrastructure issues based on service and business impact. 
 
To create service visibility, IT organizations need to build service maps. These maps identify all the IT 
components that support a service—along with the relationships between these components. Building service 
maps is a labor-intensive, manual process that can take weeks per service. Each map needs extensive input 
from multiple subject matter experts and must be validated and reworked several times before it is accurate. 
By the time, the process is complete, the map is often obsolete because of further service topology changes. 
With hundreds of business services in an enterprise, manual mapping simply doesn’t scale. 
 
The ServiceNow Solution 
ITOM Visibility’s Service Mapping feature provides IT with visibility into the IT infrastructure that makes up 
services. It creates accurate service maps, using patterns, tag-based mapping, traffic-based discovery, and 
even data ingestion from existing tools. All this data resides in ServiceNow® Configuration Management 
Database (CMDB) to show the mix of applications, IT components, and cloud services that support a service 
and how they are related. It guides users through the process of mapping multiple services in parallel and 
refining service maps, delivering IT service visibility faster than manual approaches. Service Mapping also 
automatically updates maps as changes occur across IT applications, infrastructure, and cloud services. 
 

 
 
Focused Service Mapping 
Service Mapping finds IT infrastructure in the context of a business service. It creates a complete and 
accurate map of all applications, servers, databases, virtual machines, network connections, platform-as-a-
service (PaaS) services, and other IT components that support the service. 
 
The map also shows the service-level relationships that connect components into an end-to-end service 
topology, providing crucial data not available from infrastructure discovery tools. This patented approach 
automates and accelerates service mapping by focusing on what is important: the business service. Service 
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Mapping also eliminates confusing and irrelevant infrastructure data, and delivers clear, concise, and 
complete service topology information. A simple user interface, and underlying processes for mapping 
multiple services in parallel, guides users through auto- mated service mapping, so IT can gain service 
visibility faster. 
 
Always Accurate and Up to Date 
Once Service Mapping maps a service, it intelligently searches IT infrastructure, applications, and PaaS 
services for changes that affect the way services are delivered. When Service Mapping detects a change, it 
updates the related service maps in real time. Maps may also be enriched with mashups of other data 
sources. As a result, IT staff have immediate access to up-to-date service topology data—even in dynamic 
IT environments that are in a constant state of flux. 
 
Service Mapping also maintains a complete history of service topology changes. This historical view allows 
users to see the changes made to a service between any two points in time. IT personnel can rapidly 
correlate changes with service issues—isolating problems more quickly, reducing mean time to recovery 
(MTTR), and improving service quality. 
 
Advanced Service Mapping 
Service Mapping uses traffic-based discovery to automatically generate initial maps and then uses machine-
learning to refine results. It also has hundreds of component-specific patterns out of the box, which provide 
a deep understanding of a wide range of applications, infrastructure components, and PaaS services. 
Service Mapping also contains an easy-to-use pattern editor that allows customers to modify or create new 
patterns for IT components for which an existing pattern does not exist. 

 
 
Service Mapping can also discover and map the most intricate infrastructure topologies. It understands 
concepts such as clusters and enterprise buses and can trace services across these redundant and shared IT 
components. And instead of handling CI issues map by map, refining each by itself, the new approach is bulk 
discovery, mapping, and error-resolution handling to resolve each CI issue systemically for quicker time to 
value. 
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Tag-Based Service Mapping 
Tag-based service mapping provides a very effective way to build service maps based on tags, a technique 
widely used in cloud and container deployments for grouping resources. The tag-based approach is faster and 
more accurate than manual. IT operations can accurately map 100s of services and quickly gain visibility into 
cloud and containerized environments. It simplifies application context for Mode 2 operations. 
 
Built for Virtualization and Cloud 
Service Mapping is specifically designed to discover and map business services in highly dynamic, virtualized 
IT environments. By integrating directly with virtualization management systems such as VMware vCenter 
and Citrix XenCenter, Service Mapping can detect and respond to change events as soon as they occur. 
 
Unified Discovery of Hybrid Infrastructure and Services 
Service Mapping is tightly integrated with ServiceNow® Discovery to form a unified collection architecture on 
the Now Platform® for discovering enterprise hybrid infrastructure and services. ServiceNow Discovery 
provides a comprehensive inventory of physical and logical assets within the IT infrastructure. These CIs and 
relationships are populated into the ServiceNow CMDB. Service Mapping then uncovers the hybrid IT 
infrastructure underlying business services and connects these CIs to form individual service maps. IT staff 
can drill down seamlessly from service maps into detailed asset information, which provides a powerful, 
integrated environment for resolving service issues and managing service changes. 
 
ServiceNow CMDB Integration 
Service Mapping is also tightly integrated with the ServiceNow® CMDB, populating service maps into the 
CMDB to create a service-aware single system of record. With out-of-the-box integration with third party 
Application Performance Management tools, it speeds up IT’s ability to create enterprise-wide service context. 

 
 
Visibility into IT Services 
IT staff can easily pinpoint the underlying causes of service issues and reliably evaluate the business and 
service impacts of planned infrastructure changes. Service Mapping creates focused service maps, starting 
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with the service entry points and only including relevant infrastructure data that show how business services 
are delivered across complex, hybrid IT environments. 
 
Reduce Mapping Efforts 
IT can save large amounts of time and money through automated service mapping. A simple user interface, 
along with underlying processes for mapping multiple services in parallel, guides users through accelerated 
service mapping via bulk error handling and then gradual refinement, bringing quicker time to value. 
 
Keep Maps Updated and Accurate 
With Service Mapping, IT always has the latest service topology information, and can also see how this 
topology changes over time. Service Mapping automatically updates the service maps as changes occur 
across IT applications and infrastructure, so the maps are always accurate. 
 

ServiceNow Discovery 
 
The IT challenge 
IT organizations rely on the Configuration Management Database (CMDB) to manage infrastructure changes 
and diagnose problems. But many CMDBs struggle to remain current and do not contain the right type of 
information to drive IT processes effectively. As a result, IT staff cannot determine which business services are 
affected by changes, failures, or performance issues—nor can they easily determine root causes when a 
business service experiences problems. 
 
Without a reliable method to identify IT resources in a dynamic enterprise, it is impossible to keep track of 
changes occurring in on-premise, multi-cloud, and serverless infrastructure like Kubernetes. This poses a 
significant risk to service stability and can lead to financial waste, such as paying unnecessary hardware 
maintenance fees, incurring software compliance penalties, an inability to pinpoint disruptions. 
 
The ServiceNow Solution 
Discovery feature in ITOM Visibility application provides IT with visibility into IT infrastructure and its changes. 
Specifically, Discovery uses agentless technology to discover physical and virtual devices such as laptops, 
desktops, servers (physical and virtual), switches, routers, storage, and applications, as well as the dependent 
relationships between them–both on premises and in public clouds like Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud 
Platform, IBM Cloud and Microsoft Azure. It also discovers Kubernetes clusters deployed in cloud, or in on 
premise environments. It thereby keeps the ServiceNow® Configuration Management Database (CMDB) 
current as changes occur at a continuous basis. 
 
A guided setup enables IT to configure and launch Discovery in minutes by following simple steps. Once 
Discovery is set up, it identifies the applications, cloud resources, container clusters, routers, servers (physical 
and virtual), switches, etc. Discovery also creates dependency views depicting how IT resources relate to one 
another. It provides a robust mechanism for change management, enabling change requestors to validate 
modification to Configuration Items (CIs) and update the CMDB. 
 
Discovery runs on an on-demand or scheduled basis to help ensure the accuracy of the configuration item (CI) 
data underpinning ServiceNow applications across the enterprise. IT can create custom patterns to explore any 
IP-enabled device and can use simple classifiers to discover running processes. ServiceNow also easily 
integrates with third-party applications and data sources to collect additional configuration information. When 
paired with ITOM Visibility’s Service Mapping feature, Discovery provides the IT resource inventory and 
relationship data for automated service maps. The value to IT is faster service restoration from incidents, more 
effective root cause analysis, proactive problem resolution, lower-risk change execution, and ultimately, better-
informed business decisions. 
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Secure, agentless architecture 
Discovery is agentless—it avoids the management complexity of having permanent software installed on any 
computer, or device to be discovered. A lightweight Java application called Management, instrumentation and 
Discovery (MID) Server runs as a Windows service or UNIX daemon on standard hardware—including virtual 
machines already in a customer environment to facilitate communication. Multiple MID Servers, capable of 
handling thousands of devices each, can be deployed in different network segments to provide virtually 
unlimited scalability. 
 
The MID Server executes probes and patterns and returns results back to an associated ServiceNow instance 
for processing; it does not retain any information. The MID Server uses HTTPS to ensure all communications 
are secure and initiated inside the enterprise’s firewall. Discovery provides a quick-start mechanism to populate 
IP subnets and ranges. Discovery uses that information to stagger jobs by location. This provides more flexibility 
and robustness to the IT discovery process. Credentials are stored using 3DES encryption or can be provided 
by an external credential store. Once entered, ServiceNow has no way of ever displaying them again. On the 
MID Server, the standard encryption capabilities of SSH, WMI/ WinRM, and Simple Network Management 
Protocol (SNMP) are used.  Probes, sensors, and patterns 
 
The MID Server uses several techniques to discover computers and IP-enabled devices without using agents. 
For example, it uses SSH to connect to a Unix or Linux computer and runs standard commands to gather 
information. Similarly, it uses SNMP to gather information from a network switch or a printer. WMI and 
PowerShell are used for Windows computers and there is support for WinRM as well. Storage components are 
discovered via SMI-S and CIM. 
 
New patterns are constantly updated on ServiceNow Store where customers can discover cloud and container 
environments rapidly. These no-code patterns enable IT to configure them instantly to discover multi-cloud, 
Kubernetes, containers, and serverless environments as well technology specific artifacts such as Red Hat 
OpenShift and Nutanix Hyperconverged Infrastructure. 
 
Using pattern designer, IT can expand discoverable elements using a codeless engine. IT can also customize 
data model fields, tables, and relationship descriptions in the CMDB. 
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Dependency views 
Discovery maps hierarchical dependencies and assigns the appropriate relationship type between CIs that it 
finds. Application dependency mapping (ADM) creates upstream and downstream relationships between 
interdependent applications by identifying which devices are communicating with one another, which TCP ports 
they are communicating on, and which processes are running on these devices. All this information is used to 
automatically keep the ServiceNow CMDB up to date. 
 
Discovery uses identifiers to search the CMDB for CIs that match devices discovered in the network. These 
identifiers can be configured to instruct Discovery to take certain actions when device matches are made, or 
not made, to maintain data integrity. When IT uses VMware, AWS, or Azure to make changes to their virtual, 
or cloud environments, events from these environments trigger Discovery to detect those changes and then 
update the CIs and corresponding relationships. This ensures up-to-date accuracy of the CMDB and real-time 
visibility intovirtual and cloud environments. 
 
Integrations 
ServiceNow integrates with many third-party applications, including industry-standard Privileged Access 
Management (PAM) solutions such as CyberArk®, BeyondTrust®, and other available via the ServiceNow 
store. This allows security admins to provide least privileged access and rotate credential updates per their 
policy with ease. 
 
Quick and easy setup 
A guided setup provides a starting point to configure and launch Discovery. IT can follow simple steps to deploy 
a MID Server, add credentials, and automatically create a schedule based on discovered subnets, a user 
defined window, and then complete the process by launching Discovery. 
 
Certificate management 
ITOM Visibility’s Certificate Inventory and Management feature gives IT inventory of all certificates paired to IT 
resources. IT receives alerts when certificates are about to expire and get a task created for customers to renew 
them. This way, IT can manage certificates in the same place they discovery all resources and maintain them 
in one CMDB. 
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Software Asset Management 
The software visibility problem 
Today’s enterprise is rocketing toward digital transformation and software asset management (SAM) continues 
to be a C-level imperative. The material risk of being audited by software publishers and the resource disruption 
it causes has never been greater—license management is no small task. Organizations struggle to identify if 
they have entitlements for what they are using or if they over-purchased and are wasting millions in shelf ware 
and idle cloud resources. Mapping software deployed to entitlement rights purchased is complicated by the 
range of complex licensing models across thousands of software titles, for both on-premises software and cloud 
applications. 
 
Why software investments go to waste 
Customers have historically struggled with the SAM point tools because they run in isolation from the rest of IT. 
Integration maintenance is ongoing and insights to software footprint changes are significantly delayed. Point 
tools are not able to provide business service application context. Manual work is driven by tool gaps rather 
than business processes. Communication to stakeholders is delayed, leaving frustrated teams in positions with 
incomplete and polluted data. 
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IT inefficiencies result when point tools sit outside the ITIL System. CMDB exports mean software positions will 
always be delayed. Asset managers find out about compliance issues when its too late—perpetuating a reactive 
SAM culture. ITAM teams struggle to get the resources to meet even the most basic requirements and 
expectations. Point tools outside customer ITIL system mean remediation processes will always be manual. 
Proactive SAM is only possible when SAM is natively embedded with IT Operations on a single platform 
 
Software waste is a global challenge 

 
Get to SAM outcomes faster 
ServiceNow® Software Asset Management is the only SAM solution that operates on a single platform with a 
common service data model. 
 
Simplify ITAM by connecting people with process workflow 
Customers can think of CMDB as a centralized hub for hardware and software data. The CMDB drives the IT 
asset life cycle, with intuitive workflow available at each step of the way. Operationalize enriched software data 
to areas like IT Change, SecOps, Application Portfolio Management, HR asset onboarding, and Cloud Insights 
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Running SAM on the same platform is a game changer for future use cases, as customers will be able to alert 
the issues, processes, and events before a customer gets out of compliance in the first place. Mitigate 
expensive true up costs and wasted spend. By leveraging the Platform a customer already has in place, it can 
get to SAM outcomes faster. 
 
Deliver SAM differently 

• Detect software purchases and “automagically” cross reference if SAM has it under management 
• Machine Learning categorizes applications based on functionality with 1500+ categories 
• Dive deep on SaaS applications with vendor specific usage you most-often use to right size your next 

renewal 
• Get a consolidated view of cloud resources including SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS with consumption and cost 

insights 
 
Built on the Now Platform 

• SAM + ITSM 
o Automate software requests and allocation with a self-service Software Catalog 
o Simplified vendor management 
o Proactively surface software costs with an IT change 

• SAM + HR 
o Simplified onboarding with automated allocation 
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• SAM + ITOM 
o Automate deployment with Orchestration 
o Reclaim unused software and orchestrate removal from an end-user’s device 
o Manage cloud services and cloud infrastructure 

• SAM + Security 
o Take immediate, corrective action on vulnerabilities 

• SAM + ITBM 
o End-of-service and end-of-life risk avoidance 
o Application rationalization and consolidation 

 
What’s new in Paris for Software Asset Management 
 
Software Asset Connections 
Software Asset Connections enables customers to build integrations with their existing discovery tools in order 
to leverage full SAM capabilities for any discovery source including specialized products such as Oracle, Citrix, 
and VMware (in addition to other vendors). This feature enables SAM to ingest data from multiple data sources 
using a common API end-point and low-code model. Software Asset Connections automatically identifies 
duplicate records and allows deletion of records once entered through the API. 

 
 
Managed Service Provider (MSP) Support 
With the Paris release, Managed Service Providers (MSPs) are able to offer SAM as a service to their end 
customers, or tenants. MSP Support manages all of our customers’ tenants (and their subsidiaries) in a single 
instance. This is possible because each customer is treated as a separate “domain” with separate data, that is 
processed separately from other domains. Service Providers will receive separate tenant data for 
software/hardware models, data installs, software usage, and integrations such as SCCM, ILMT, and SaaS 
integrations. 
 
Managed Service Providers gain visibility into each of their tenant’s data and the processes required to generate 
software license compliance positions for each of their customers (reconciliation, normalization, content 
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services, etc.). Service Providers can easily switch between domains (which serve as “customer dashboards”) 
and perform separate actions for their tenants within the same instance. 
 

 
 
SSO connection for Microsoft Azure AD 
SaaS License Management is now integrated with Microsoft Azure Active Directory (AD) to provide usage and 
login data for SSO apps inside Azure AD. Customers are able to pull in the total number of users with access 
to various applications inside the Active Directory along with last login dates. Based on usage data, customers 
can automatically reclaim or revoke access for that user. The Microsoft Azure AD integration expands SaaS 
License Management’s ability to provide deep, vendor-specific usage data outside of the direct-to-vendor 
integrations available OOTB or the SaaS License Connections feature, which enable customers to build custom 
integrations with any of their SaaS apps with an API. 
 

 
 
The Overlapping Software feature now offers customers the capability to consolidate applications directly in 
SAM, after Software Spend Detection has discovered and categorized software purchases. 
 
Cloud Spend Dashboard 
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The Cloud Spend Dashboard provides a consolidated view of total cloud consumption including Software-as-
a-Service (SaaS), Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) and Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)—and ServiceNow is 
the only solution able to do so. Customers can gain metrics around spend, areas of savings opportunities, and 
identify potential waste. Customers can accurately monitor cloud consumption and find opportunities to reduce 
costs in a more strategic way—with automated recommendations and rationalization suggestions made 
available through the Cloud Spend Dashboard. 
 

 
 
Publisher Packs 
 
SAM's Content Library contains thousands of software publishers. Commonly used license metrics such as Per 
User, Per Device, Per Named User, Per Named Device, Per Core, and Per Processor, are provided. 
For software publishers with complex licensing, packs are included for publishers such as SAP ®, Microsoft®, 
Oracle®, IBM ®, VMware ®, Citrix ®, and Adobe®.  
 
These packs include publisher-specific calculations to aid mostly with complex server licensing, such as Oracle 
database options that can go unused providing a tremendous optimization opportunity to reduce license costs. 
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SAP® Use the SAP publisher pack to manage and optimize your SAP engine licenses. View engine usage and 
compliance on the Software Publisher Analytics dashboard for SAP. Get comprehensive visibility into your SAP 
license compliance and uncover potential savings with support for both engine and named user types licensing. 
 
Oracle® Report license compliance for your Oracle Database running on Solaris zone hard partitions. Hard 
partitioning reduces your software costs because you only need to license the cores in the local zones and not 
the number of cores in the physical namachine. This feature supports Per Processor and Named User Plus 
licensing. 
 
Microsoft® Manage your Visual Studio subscriptions with the Microsoft Publisher Pack. Verify licensing 
compliance and detect unlicensed installations in your non-production environment by leveraging Visual Studio 
Suite definitions and Install Conditions. Reduce licensing costs by identifying subscriptions that are allocated 
but are not being used. 
 

Configuration Management Database 
 
The data foundation for IT 
With so much of the modern enterprise powered by IT, visibility into IT infrastructure is mission critical. This 
sought-after visibility, however, is remarkably elusive. IT infrastructure continues to grow and become more 
complex, especially with the proliferation of hardware, software, appliances, virtual machines, cloud services, 
containers, and mobile devices. This makes visibility into infrastructure a constantly moving target. For IT to 
gain visibility, it faces the challenge of consolidating, maintaining, and understanding this complex data. 
 
IT must first consolidate disparate configuration item (CI) data into a single configuration management database 
(CMDB), considering unknown CIs, inconsistent data quality, and ill-defined relationships. IT must then regularly 
maintain this complex data for accuracy. Finally, IT must be able to make sense of this complex data to drive 
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business decisions and services. In general, CMDB projects have a reputation for failed starts, lengthy 
implementations, and ongoing maintenance challenges— often resulting in limited business value and 
unrewarded effort. 
 
The ServiceNow solution 
 
ServiceNow® Configuration Management Database is an easy-to-use, cloud-based single system of record for 
infrastructure and service data used across the entire IT value-stream. The CMDB helps organizations better 
understand the IT environment particularly in the areas of business service impact analysis, asset management, 
compliance, and configuration management. When paired with ServiceNow® Service Mapping, the ServiceNow 
CMDB becomes service-aware and enables all ServiceNow applications to also be service-aware.   
 

 
 
Consolidate on a single platform 
Break down silos and leverage a single system of action easily effectively and across all applications and 
processes on the Now Platform. Know what assets are in the environment and the dependencies across those 
assets. Speed up business impact analysis, eliminate service outages, and improve incident and change 
management processes. 
 
Maintain current and accurate data 
A service aware CMDB maintains current and accurate data through a single system of record. Utilize built in 
data health tools like Robust Transform Engine and Identification and Reconciliation Engine to improve data 
quality. Out of the box tables through the Common Services Data Model accelerates the creation of new CI 
classifications. 
 
Import accurate and certified data from 3rd party sources 
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SDKs with APIs enable third party applications to use the Identification and Reconciliation Engine to maintain 
relationships with CIs. Utilize Service Graph Connectors to maintain the highest quality data when sourcing 
from 3rd party sources. 
 
Identify performance and user experience improvements 
A query builder with platform reporting gives IT managers insights to improve performance and user experience. 
 
The CMDB features a single data model with easy, accurate data acquisition through agentless auto-discovery 
of known and unknown CIs, existing integrations to third-party data sources, and additional integrations using 
web services or other methods. Built-in data reconciliation and normalization features such as IntegrationHub-
ETL ensure consistently accurate and useful data. Service Graph ensured the CMDB structure follows our 
Common Service Data Model (CSDM) standard. Service Graph Connectors, which are certified third party 
integrations also bring in standardized data from external sources. The health dashboard provides a holistic 
view into the quality of CMDB data, and an auto-remediation framework improves data quality. Support for both 
traditional infrastructure and cloud services and container based architectures are supported by the CMDB. 
 
CMDB data certification enables IT to maintain data integrity within the single system of record by federating 
data administration. Data visualization turns complex data into clear, actionable information, providing insight 
into configuration items, business services, incidents, problems, and changes. Reporting is fully integrated with 
all data and tables, and is easily customizable for complex reporting without coding utilizing an enhanced Query 
Builder that creates queries on a visual canvas. Queries can be created via mere clicks with dragging and 
dropping. 
 
The CMDB is automatically integrated with all features, processes, and applications built on the Now Platform. 
IT professionals use the ServiceNow CMDB to bring visibility to their IT infrastructure, so they can focus 
attention on making fact-based decisions and providing business-critical IT services that power the enterprise. 
 
Single data model 
ServiceNow CMDB utilizes a single, shared data model with common processes, standard taxonomy, and pre-
negotiated semantics, format, and quality standards for exchanged data. As a result every table, view, and 
application built on the Now Platform leverages a consolidated, single system of record. This data model is also 
easily extensible: out-of-the-box tables and views can be extended with a click; fields from other tables can be 
referenced and used to drive workflow; and data validation and normalization rules ensure that trusted data can 
be leveraged across any application, form, or workflow. 
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CMDB may be easily and accurately populated with CI data through ServiceNow® Discovery and other 
methods like Service Graph Connectors. Fully integrated and agentless, Discovery automatically identifies the 
type of CI it is interacting with and then launches additional probes and sensors that are appropriate to that 
device to gather further information and attributes. CMDB automatically checks the data for errors, normalizes 
and transforms the data, and then loads the data to ensure the most recent and accurate profile of that CI is 
reflected. ServiceNow® Service Mapping overlays service maps onto existing configuration data to connect CIs 
underlying a given service, making the CMDB service-aware. The CMDB also integrates with the most common 
infrastructure platforms such as VMware® vCenterTM and Microsoft® System Center Configuration 
ManagerTM, as well as endpoint management products. Service Graph Connectors provide a powerful new 
tool to bring in configuration data that is certified and validated to improve your CI data quality. 
 
Additionally, data may be imported into the CMDB through web services, direct database imports, and Excel® 
files. Transform maps and business rules enable inbound data to be mapped to target tables and fields, 
transformed, merged, and coalesced. 
 
Data health and certification 
A health dashboard provides a single view of the quality of data at the CMDB, CI class, and CI levels using 
completeness, correctness, and compliance scores. The CMDB health benchmarks feature provides industry-
standard benchmarks across these scores, so IT can measure CMDB health relative to similar ServiceNow 
customers. 
 
An auto-remediation framework enables IT to take action to improve CMDB data quality. High-quality data may 
be regularly maintained through a built-in data certification capability, which assigns tasks to people and groups 
within IT to validate data models, attributes, non-discoverable information, and CI relationships on a scheduled 
basis. 
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Powerful visualization and reporting 
The CMDB’s business service management mapping functionality provides a clear, graphical view of complex 
IT infrastructure and service relationships. IT professionals can click through the data map, filtering data, 
focusing in on specific CIs, and viewing impact and risk alongside in-flight operational activities such as incident, 
problem, and change requests. A CI and service history timeline provides a visualization of planned and 
unplanned changes to CIs and alerts over time. A simple and flexible reporting engine enables IT to quickly 
create dashboards and generate reports, which may be scheduled to be distributed on a regular basis. A query 
builder provides a simple and intuitive way to query the CMDB for CIs and relationships across multiple CMDB 
tables, including service maps. Administrators, system owners, and service owners can quickly identify configu-
ration drift, unplanned changes, and incident history to understand the health of CIs they are responsible for 
and the operational activities directly or indirectly impacting those CIs. 
 
Single system of record on a single platform 
The CMDB automatically integrates with all applications and features built on the Now Platform, making it rich 
in functionality and value. IT can use the CMDB with Discovery, Service Mapping, and other applications to 
gain an end-to-end, service-aware view of CI lifecycles. CMDB acts a single system of record for all on-premise, 
multi-cloud, and serverless infrastructure data. Where desired, IT can control access to CI classes, entire 
records, individual fields, and attributes to ensure only authorized users can update CI records. 
 
An integrated SLA engine enables IT to track CIs against service levels and operational agreements. 
Information may be shared in chat channels and the Live Feed social stream. End users may subscribe to the 
services and CIs they are interested in, choose from several notification options, and receive messages on all 
types of mobile devices. 
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Security Operations 
 
A new cyber risk landscape 
The attack surface has greatly expanded as organizations embrace remote teams, dispersed, cloud-based 
operations, and software-oriented infrastructure solutions. This has introduced new levels of cyber risk—
exposing flaws in existing vulnerability management and security response strategies. 
 
Although organizations have increased their investment in threat intelligence and security products, as many 
as 60% of them faced a security breach for which they knew a patch was available. This is due to the fact that 
a majority still do not have comprehensive visibility into applications and services across their security and IT 
teams, and with IT stakeholders taking an increasing level of security and patching tasks, there exists 
knowledge gaps in how to respond to and prioritize vulnerabilities and incidents.  This can translate to manual 
incident response processes between IT and Security teams and inconsistent patching refreshes. As a result, 
costly and time-intensive incident response and vulnerability case backlogs continue to compromise their 
security posture. Notably, a changing cyber risk landscape exacerbates these existing gaps in security 
workflows, visibility, and cross-functional coordination. 
 
The ServiceNow solution 
ServiceNow® Security Operations is a security orchestration, automation, and response (SOAR) engine built 
on the Now Platform. Designed to help security and IT teams respond faster and more efficiently to incidents 
and vulnerabilities, Security Operations uses intelligent workflows, automation, and a deep connection with 
Security Operations and IT to streamline response. In addition, the solution leverages the ServiceNow® 
Configuration Management Database (CMDB) to map security incidents to business services and IT 
infrastructure. This mapping enables prioritization of incident queues and vulnerabilities based on business 
impact, ensuring your security and IT teams are focused on what is most critical to your business 
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Within Security Operations, ServiceNow offers two solutions: Security Incident Response and Vulnerability 
Response. 
 

 
 
The Security Operations Efficiency dashboard provides key metrics to know how your SOC is performing and 
where you need to evolve teams and response workflow. 
 
Security Incident Response 
ServiceNow® Security Incident Response, a security orchestration and automation response (SOAR) solution, 
simplifies identification of critical incidents and provides workflow and automation tools to speed up remediation. 
Data from your existing security tools or Security Information and Event Manager (SIEM) are imported via APIs 
or direct integrations to automatically create prioritized security incidents. 
 
With Security Incident Response, analysts can easily view and track response tasks that run in parallel. The 
system will remind assignees if their tasks aren’t completed on-time per SLA thresholds, or it can escalate tasks 
if necessary. Additionally, analysts can also get a centralized view into existing security workflow data using the 
Security Operations Center (SOC) Dashboard. This helps identify incident trends and can reveal bottlenecks 
and provide actionable insights. 
 
To speed up response, Security Incident Response automates many tasks, including approval requests, 
malware scans, and threat enrichment. Orchestration packs for integrated security products facilitate common 
actions, such as firewall block requests, from within Security Operations. A security knowledge base (KB) adds 
additional information, and relevant KB articles are automatically associated with incidents for reference. 
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Using Flow Designer, security tasks and workflows can be easily managed within Security Incident Response. 
 
Security Incident Response achieves swift prioritization and triage of threats through a proactive, data-driven 
approach. For example, Predictive Intelligence can be utilized for user-reported phishing to help quickly identify 
suspicious phishing emails, organize your incident queue with built-in classification to pinpoint high-impact 
cases, and decrease MTTR (mean-time-to-resolve) for phishing incidents. 
 
All activities in an incident lifecycle, from analysis and investigation to containment and remediation, are tracked 
in the platform. Once an incident is closed, assessments are distributed across the team and a time-stamped 
post-incident review is automatically created as a historical audit record. 
 
Vulnerability Response 
ServiceNow® Vulnerability Response helps organizations respond faster and more efficiently to vulnerabilities, 
connect security and IT teams, and provide real-time visibility. It provides a comprehensive view of all 
vulnerabilities affecting a given asset or service, as well as the current state of all vulnerabilities affecting the 
organization. When used with the CMDB, Vulnerability Response can prioritize vulnerable assets by business 
impact, using a calculated risk score so teams can focus on what is most critical to your organization. The risk 
score can include multiple factors in its calculation, including the CVSS score of the vulnerability and whether 
the vulnerability can be easily exploited, using data from the vulnerability scanner and Shodan®. 
 
Vulnerability Response centrally manages both infrastructure and application-level vulnerabilities. In addition to 
integrating vulnerability scanning data, Vulnerability Response can also assess Dynamic Application Security 
Testing (DAST) results to track against vulnerable items and coordinate fixes. Within the Now Platform, users 
can identify, prioritize, and remediate vulnerable misconfigured software in deployment-stage applications using 
ServiceNow Configuration Compliance. Finally, with Continuous Monitoring, security policies are connected 
into the vulnerability lifecycle by exchanging data collected from observables and workflows with ServiceNow 
Governance, Risk and Compliance. This ensures policies across application and infrastructure can be adaptive 
and stay up to date, and overall dramatically reduces organizational risk. 
 
When critical vulnerabilities are found, Vulnerability Response can automatically initiate an emergency 
response workflow that notifies stakeholders and creates a high-priority patch request for IT. To ensure 
accuracy in patching, Vulnerability Response recommends the most impactful remediation activities with 
Vulnerability Solutions Management. Analysts can also monitor real-time status of patching progress. 
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The Vulnerability Response dashboard highlights the current status and associated risk of active 
vulnerabilities in your organization.  Vulnerability Response also improves visibility through reports and 
dashboards. With ServiceNow Performance Analytics you can easily see which services are impacted by 
critical vulnerabilities and gain visibility into the organization’s risk posture and team performance to quickly 
identify issues. Trending and predictive analytics can forecast future performance. 
 
Connect security and IT 
Coordinate response across the organization by standardizing task assignment. Ensure frictionless 
collaboration between Security and IT to coordinate discovery, identification, and remediation activities. 
 
Drive proactive and fast security response 
Reduce the amount of time spent on basic tasks with orchestration tools. Automatically prioritize and 
respond to vulnerabilities with workflows and automation. 
 
Understand your response strategy 
Get a centralized view into security team efficiency by using customizable dashboards and reports. View 
metrics that help identify bottlenecks and actionable insights into shaping your response and vulnerability 
management strategy. 
 

ServiceNow Performance Analytics for Security Operations 

The security operations challenge 
In today’s increasingly complex business landscape, companies need to quickly and seamlessly identify, 
prioritize, and remediate threats before they turn into large-scale problems. But inefficient, manual 
processes and a widening gap between security and IT teams get in the way—ultimately leading to long 
detection or response times, and an increased risk of security breaches. Real-time visibility into 
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performance is critical for security operations to understand business risks, increase efficiency, and respond 
to threats. 

 

 

The ServiceNow Solution 
ServiceNow® Performance Analytics for Security Operations is an easy-to-use, integrated application 
designed for reporting and analyzing security operations performance and effectiveness in the ServiceNow 
enterprise cloud. It comes with over 60 predefined, best practice KPIs and out-of-the-box dashboards for 
monitoring security operations processes. 
 
The responsive, interactive canvas provides access to real-time trends with the flexibility to drill into 
performance results and answer questions on the spot. Embedded and contextual analytics empower 
everyone to make better decisions, and a unique visualization library delivers end-to-end transparency 
within each process. 
 
Performance Analytics helps businesses identify business-critical issues, reduce response times, and 
reveal areas that can be automated to increase efficiency. 
 
 

 
 
 
Performance Analytics dashboards provide security analysts with deep insights into areas for investigation, 
improvement, and action. 
 
Extensible library of KPIs and dashboards 
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KPIs are quantifiable values that enable companies to measure how effectively they are progressing toward 
key business objectives. In security operations, KPIs might include metrics such as the percent of open or 
overdue incidents, average incident resolution time, or the number of open, high risk incidents. Performance 
Analytics for Security Operations provides out-of-the-box dashboards and 50+ security-focused KPIs based 
on best practices and our service industry experience. 
 
Analytics Hub 
Organizational objectives and metrics (KPIs) are automatically tracked in Analytics Hub, an immersive 
studio for analyzing, comparing, and predicting progress toward defined targets. For example, if a company 
is tracking toward a goal of more effective incident resolution, they may choose to measure: 
• Average close time of security incidents 
• Number of security incidents not updated in the last 5 days 
• % of security incidents closed by mitigating threat 
 
Performance Analytics automatically creates an Analytics Hub for each KPI’s performance trend using both 
current and historical performance data. Through Analytics Hub, security teams can track KPIs in real-time 
and compare performance against targets. 
Analytics Hub can be accessed using mobile devices to check the latest results and analyze their trends 
anytime, anywhere. 
 
Responsive, Interactive Dashboards 
Dashboards provide a graphical view of performance trends and real-time results, allowing executives and 
business service owners to make quick, informed decisions at a glance.  Performance Analytics delivers flexible 
and interactive dashboards for clear performance visualization and easy customization. Navigation is intuitive 
and familiar, with dashboards accessed from within the ServiceNow interface using drop-down menus and tabs.  
From a dashboard, security managers can access Analytics Hub, drill into breakdowns, and directly access the 
underlying operational records. Interactive analysis and filters guide users towards meaningful patterns and 
trends. Dashboards can be shared with groups or individuals, ensuring there is a single version of truth driving 
operational improvement. 
 
Embedded, contextual analytics 
Performance Analytics includes powerful, in-platform analytics for ServiceNow Security Operations. This 
empowers employees with self-service intelligence based on secure, real-time data — while retaining the 
business context needed to turn insights into action.  Embedded analytics provide faster, more secure, and 
more reliable results than traditional business intelligence or third party tools, and make data discovery more 
accessible to stakeholders at all levels of the business. 
 
Using in-form analytics, security analysts can access context-sensitive trend data instantly and use that 
knowledge to set expectations, triage escalations, and alert peers and management about developing situations 
that can cause security breaches.  In-platform analytics also facilitates compatibility with any changes or 
customizations across the Now Platform®, making upgrades a seamless experience while delivering fast time-
to-value for users across the enterprise. 
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Workbench widgets provide end-to-end transparency into KPI trends, breakdowns, and influencing factors.   
 

 
 
 
Analytics Hub enables stakeholders to make quick decisions based on emerging and forecasted trends. 
 
Benefits 
Anticipate trends 

• Monitor current and prior performance to identify areas for improvement and detect service 
bottlenecks before they occur. 

 
Prioritize resources 
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• Bring clarity to what matters, and quickly adjust service coverage to where it’s needed most. 
 
Drive automation and self-service 

• Easily pinpoint areas where automation can improve response times, increase efficiency, and reduce 
risk. 

 
Guide continual service improvement 

• Advocate for progress and take action on KPIs using Analytics Hub, time charts, forecasts, 
breakdowns, and dashboards. 

 
Act with confidence 

• Protect and support the business with deep insights and real-time visibility into security operations. 
 
ServiceNow Security Incident Response 
Security teams today are inundated with alerts and information from a growing number of siloed point solutions. 
In parallel, attacks via both known and unknown threats continuously target critical business services, IT 
infrastructure, and users. Without business context or a means to organize clear, coordinated workflows, 
analysts struggle to prioritize threats and organize relevant teams for swift and comprehensive security 
response. Furthermore, manual processes and cross-team handoffs hinder the security team’s ability to 
efficiently respond to attacks and formulate a more proactive remediation strategy. 
 
An even more fundamental question for security is: Are we secure, and are things getting better or worse? 
While there is no simple answer, most organizations struggle to establish baseline metrics for their security 
posture that they can track over time. 
 
Without this understanding, they lack the ability to strengthen their infrastructure and improve their response. 
The result? Detection and response times that are measured in days or weeks, and potentially missed attacks 
that lead to a breach or compromise. 
 
The ServiceNow solution 
ServiceNow® Security Incident Response, a security orchestration and automation response (SOAR) solution, 
simplifies identification of critical incidents and provides workflow and automation tools to speed up remediation. 
Data from your existing security tools or Security Information and Event Manager (SIEM) are imported via APIs 
or direct integrations to automatically create prioritized security incidents. Customize security workflow 
templates to automate tasks and ensure company best practices are followed. This helps organizations connect 
security and IT teams to respond faster and more efficiently to threats, as well as gain a definitive view of their 
security posture. The solution leverages the ServiceNow® Configuration Management Database(CMDB) to 
map security incidents to business services and IT infrastructure. This mapping enables prioritization of incident 
queues based on business impact, ensuring Region 14 and NCPA customers’ security teams are focused on 
what is most critical to your business. 
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Drive proactive and fast  
security response 
Prioritize threats by business context and automate required actions to triage and remediate incidents 
quicker. Leverage easy-to-follow workflows and Predictive Intelligence to reduce incident backlog. 
 
Connect security and IT 
Coordinate response across the organization and standardize task assignment. Ensure frictionless 
collaboration between Security and IT for discovery, identification, and remediation activities. 
 
Understand your response strategy 
Get a centralized view into security team efficiency by using customizable dashboards and reports. Gain 
insight through metrics that help identify bottlenecks and actionable insights into shaping your response 
strategy. 
 
With Security Incident Response, analysts can easily view and track response tasks that run in parallel. The 
system will remind assignees if their tasks aren’t completed on-time per SLA thresholds, or it can escalate tasks 
if necessary. Additionally, analysts can also get a centralized view into existing security workflow data using the 
Security Operations Center (SOC) Dashboard. This helps identify incident trends and can reveal bottlenecks 
and provide actionable insights. 
 
To speed up response, Security Incident Response automates many tasks, including approval requests, 
malware scans, and threat enrichment. Orchestration packs for integrated security products facilitate common 
actions, such as firewall block requests, from within Security Operations. A security knowledge base (KB) adds 
additional information, and relevant KB articles are automatically associated with incidents for reference. 
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Security Incident Response achieves swift prioritization and incident triage through a proactive, data-driven 
approach. For example, Predictive Intelligence can be utilized for user-reported phishing to help quickly identify 
suspicious phishing emails, organize your incident queue with built-in classification to pinpoint high-impact 
cases, and decrease MTTR (mean-time-to-resolve) for phishing incidents. This serves to cut down the incident 
backlog and dramatically improve operational efficiency for security teams. 
 
All activities in an incident lifecycle, from analysis and investigation to containment and remediation, are tracked 
in the platform. Once an incident is closed, assessments are distributed across the team and a time-stamped 
post-incident review is automatically created as a historical audit record. 
 
ServiceNow Security Operations 
Security Incident Response is part of ServiceNow Security Operations, a security orchestration, automation, 
and response (SOAR) engine built on the Now Platform. Designed to help security teams respond faster and 
more efficiently to incidents and vulnerabilities, Security Operations uses intelligent workflows, automation, 
and a deep connection with IT to streamline security response. 
 

Governance, Risk, and Compliance 
 
The business and IT challenge 
Managing risk and compliance with a manual, siloed and reactive work model is no longer effective as the 
global regulatory environment continuous to evolve, forcing changes across the organization. Changes driven 
by the need to: adopt new business models, establish new partner relationships, deploy new technologies, and 
address the increasing number of threats and cyber risks. Many enterprises have discovered that without an 
integrated view of risk it is virtually impossible to quickly assess the impact on their existing compliance 
obligations and risk posture of these changes. 
 
Respond to business risks in real-time with ServiceNow 
ServiceNow Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) helps transform inefficient processes across the 
extended enterprise into an integrated risk program. Through continuous monitoring and automation 
ServiceNow delivers a real-time view of compliance and risk, improves decision making, and increases 
performance across the organization and with vendors. Only ServiceNow can connect the business, security, 
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and IT with an integrated risk framework that transforms manual, siloed, and inefficient processes into a unified 
program built on a single platform. 
 

• Risk management - Detect, and assess the likelihood as well as business impact of an event based on 
data aggregated across the extended enterprise, and respond to critical changes in risk posture 

• Policy and compliance management - Automate best practice lifecycles, unify compliance processes, 
and provide assurances around their effectiveness 

• Audit management - Scope and prioritize audit engagements using risk data and profile information to 
eliminate recurring audit findings, enhance audit assurance, and optimize resources around internal 
audits 

• Vendor risk management - Institute a standardized and transparent process to manage the lifecycle for 
risks assessments, due diligence, and risk response with business partners and vendors 

 
 
 
GRC use cases 
Compressing the time to identify, prioritize, and respond to changes in risk and compliance posture is 
imperative. To do so customers need to continuously monitor data across the extended enterprise to speed 
detection of emerging risks. Automating the appropriate remediation and risk treatment actions across business 
and IT processes breaks down the silos and ensures a rapid response. 
 
The Now platform collaboration engine and issues management capabilities work across GRC applications and 
with the Vendor Portal to create a shared understanding and facilitate timely decisions. 
 
Define a governance framework and test compliance controls 
ServiceNow GRC helps manage governance framework, including policies, laws and regulations, and best 
practices in one system, and maps them to controls. Once defined, Region 14 and NCPA customers can 
automate repetitive processes, even across functional groups. 
 
Through ServiceNow GRC customers can identify relevant business, risk and IT owners, and systems, and 
automate the manual cross-functional processes for policy lifecycle management and compliance testing to 
identify noncompliant controls, respond to issues, or effectively scope a GRC engagement. The unique 
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capabilities of our platform eliminate errors and inefficiencies associated with emails, phone calls, and in-person 
meetings. 
 
Additionally, using the built-in GRC Attestation Designer, Region 14 and NCPA customers can create and 
execute tests and attestations that are specific to a policy statement. This eliminates errors during evidence 
data collection and mitigates the need to manually reconcile test results and metrics. 
 
Create a risk register and automate risk assessments. 
 
ServiceNow GRC helps identify and manage risks in a single register. Self-assessments can be scheduled to 
collect information about existing and emerging risks, and the accuracy of controls. GRC combines asset and 
process-centric risk methodologies to determine qualitative and quantitative risk scores, which are informed by 
service performance data with the business impact derived from the configuration management database 
(CMDB). This allows customers to accurately gauge risk exposure in real time. There is a consistent process 
for automatically creating and responding to issues, reducing remediation time from weeks to only minutes. 
 
Implement real-time monitoring 
ServiceNow GRC identifies noncompliant controls, monitors high-risk areas, and manages the Key Risk 
Indicator (KRI) and Key Performance Indicator (KPI) library with automated data validation and evidence 
gathering. 
 
To complement existing GRC capabilities, we provide out-of-the-box integration with Performance Analytics 
(PA) for GRC, which uses PA indicators and thresholds as another means to detect failing critical controls 
between assessments. 
 
Interactive real-time dashboards provide overviews of Region 14 and NCPA customers’ risk and compliance 
posture and audit activities. The role-based dashboards in the GRC Workbench allow customers to view status 
updates, priorities, and tasks associated with GRC engagements. Dependency modeling uses CMDB 
information to show upstream and downstream relationships across entities, so they can visualize the business 
impact of a control failure throughout the enterprise. 
 
Assess vendor risk 
ServiceNow GRC provides the ability to more easily manage and assess vendors, saving time and reducing 
vendor risk. 
 
Portfolio management capabilities allow Region 14 and NCPA customers to consolidate vendors into a single 
vendor catalog. Through the assessment designer and built-in questionnaires, Region 14 and NCPA customers 
can more easily monitor vendors and obtain better quality data, to more accurately track changes over time. 
 
The first step in a vendor risk management program is to appropriately tier vendors. A formal tiering process, 
including tiering assessments and automatically generated tiering scores help categorize vendors into levels or 
tiers. Expand the knowledge of the risk posed by vendors through integration with third-party security score 
provides, allowing customers to adjust vendor tier scores. 
 
Vendors risk is based on risk scores, which are dynamically generated based on vendor questionnaires, 
updated in real time, and stored in the vendor catalog. 
 
The vendor portal consolidates communication and enables collaboration with the vendor and between the 
vendor and their response team—replacing email and phone calls. Scheduled assessments and automated 
notifications and escalations ensure customers stay on top of activities. 
 
Identify risks in real-time 
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Configure real-time business and IT service performance data, and identify vendor requirements to enable 
automated controls testing. Define thresholds as indicators for continuous monitoring of the extended enterprise 
 
Increase performance 
The Now platform CMDB, process designer, service mapping, and consistent and cross-functional workflow 
automation simplifies GRC processes and eliminates errors 
 
Optimize internal audit productivity 
Use of risk data and issues management enables effective audit project scoping, planning, and reporting while 
optimizing internal audit and compliance resources 
 
Improve strategic planning and decision making 
Fine-grained business impact analysis, task management, and contextual alignment with the CMDB on a single 
platform provides cross-functional visibility to identify, prioritize, and appropriately respond to risks 
 
Automate third-party risk 
Formalized vendor risk assessment and tiering process, improved visibility, and transparency save time and 
reduce vendor risk. 
 
Extend your ServiceNow investment 
The single platform of engagement offers orchestration, easy integration, and data ingest and publication 
capabilities 
 

Employee Workflows 

HR Service Delivery 
HR and IT Better Together 
The employee experience is at the center of today’s enterprise. Whether it’s process, technology, 
infrastructure or innovation, lines of business from IT to HR and beyond are addressing issues by putting the 
employee and customer experience first. The same is true of executives. CIOs and CHROs are adopting a 
transformative mindset—one that will require HR and IT to partner closely to deliver experiences that enhance 
the digital, human, and physical employee journey.  We’ve identified five ways organizations can partner 
across IT and HR to foster a transformative mindset and deliver great employee experiences: 
 
Build and Structure New Work Teams 

• Designing for a successful workplace strategy requires a cultural shift between HR, IT, and facilities. 
The idea is to define new skills and talent as well as structure teams in a way that encourages ideation 
and allows for work to flow between groups. 

 
Upping the game, talent, and responsibilities in shared services 

• To foster better working relationships and align on experience goals, organizations are redesigning 
existing decentralized service delivery models under a global experiences function for HR, IT, payroll, 
and other people services. The scope of HR shared services or “people enablement” is also evolving 
well beyond routine transaction activities. 

 
Data scientists and experience officers 

• Workplace transformation is equal parts technology, talent, and change. And to successfully 
implement new technology, companies must train and enable a team that looks after that technology. 
This is why new roles with deeper skills such as data scientists and experience officers have been 
added within IT, focusing not only on UI but also on how technology makes people feel. With 
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connectivity being a vital component of the workplace experience, organizations are creating new 
global HR technology teams focused on architecting the use and mobility of HR software, 
applications, and systems that interface regularly with their IT counterparts. 

 
The HR/IT-led Employee Experience Evolution 
 

 
 
Make Technology Decisions Together 
According to Gartner, "By 2022, 75% of organizations will include employee experience improvement as a 
performance objective for HR and IT groups."1 To keep up, companies are steadily adopting cloud-based 
solutions and other technologies to deliver digital, enterprise-grade systems to the workforce. But that adoption 
has left IT and HR struggling to understand how these systems add value to the employee experience. 
Meanwhile, employees have become overwhelmed with multiple systems. 
IT and HR now have a growing priority to ensure new technologies not only address complex business issues, 
but simultaneously meet the expectations of people who use them. 
 
Optimize Employee Service With A Single Digital Experience Platform 
Not having a consistent way to find answers is a major breakdown in the employee experience. HR and IT have 
historically offered hotlines, portals, inquiry submission forms, human channels, and email aliases, with limited 
success. In many cases, those departments fail to realize that employees simply don’t know where to go to get 
the answers and support they need. 
 
Organizations with a employee-centric vision are shutting down websites and email and increasing self-service 
with a single, digitally driven employee service center. According to Gartner, “Some organizations have taken 
the step of combining their HR service function with other employee-facing support services, such as IT, 
procurement, or expenses, to create one extended employee service center. The formation of a “one-stop shop” 
is intended to simplify the employee’s experience by removing the burden of deciphering multiple processes 
and systems. This is one example of a move toward a more employee-centric model.”  
A digital experience platform becomes the central touchpoint across the workforce and enables departments 
such as HR and IT to deliver a consistent service experience and retain their unique departmental requirements 
and workflows. 
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Go Beyond Automating Tasks and Design For the End-User Experience 
Transforming the employee experience isn’t just automating tasks or addressing individual inquiries. It’s about 
identifying and reimagining moments in the employee journey that can have an overwhelmingly positive—or 
equally negative—impact on the end-user. According to employee experience experts Dan and Chip Heath , 
great experiences hinge on “peak” moments. 
 
For example, an employee starting a new job is less fixated on the extensive interview process she endured 
than the excitement she’s felt after a great first week. That can heighten sensory emotions such as relief, 
gratitude, and validation for making a career move, which is also considered a “peak moment.” 
There are several of these peak moments where HR and IT can partner to create experiences inclusive of 
human, physical, and digital touchpoints. According to Dan and Chip, when it comes to using technology, one 
needs to ask, “Is the technology boosting responsiveness or limiting it?” 

 
 
1. Listen, Design, Test, Iterate 
To attract, retain, and engage the best talent, the pendulum is swinging away from what HR thinks employees 
want and towards what employees actually want. Companies seeking to put people at the center of their 
organization are introducing feedback channels to build trust and capture the voice of the customer. With the 
use of employee pulse surveys, suggestion boxes, open forum discussions, and employee design thinking 
workshops, HR and IT departments are prioritizing the customer journey as the initial step in transforming their 
employee experience. 

LEGAL SERVICE DELIVERY 
Deliver legal services at the speed of the business 
Unstructured processes drain productivity and waste valuable time 
 
Legal Operations teams tasked with streamlining the delivery of legal services recognize that ad-hoc, 
unstructured interactions between employees and the legal department are slowing things down. Instead of an 
organized process, teams are dealing with email, phone calls and spreadsheets to do their job. Instead of 
employees being able to self-serve and find answers to basic questions, legal teams are forced to spend time 
responding to basic requests that ultimately reduce their time spent on more complex matters. 
 
Businesses however are moving faster than ever before – whether due to their digital transformation evolution 
or in response to macro-economic trends and crises. They want to shorten sales cycles, bring new products to 
market faster, hire talent faster, create new channels and partnerships, and much more – all of which requires 
legal service. Legal operations is feeling that pressure to deliver services faster and reduce risk while not being 
seen as a bottleneck to the business. 
 
Legal velocity helps drive business transformation 
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Achieving legal velocity starts by providing an omnichannel self-service experience for employees to get 
answers for simple questions, while guiding them to practice area intake forms that require legal expertise. 
Back-end complexity is replaced with Now Platform digital workflows that ensure proper routing and 
prioritization to the legal practice experts, further increasing team efficiency and speed. 
 
ServiceNow Legal Service Delivery replaces the manual email and spreadsheet processes of yesterday, with 
a high-velocity digital experience. And because other departments such as IT, Workplace Services, Finance 
and HR are also powering their work on the Now Platform, legal can easily collaborate with them for those 
matters requiring their attention. Legal operations leaders also benefit from transparency and insights into the 
service demands and trends, allowing them to tailor and improve their legal transformation journey. 
 

 
 
Elevate employee experience with 24x7 legal service help 
Legal self-service modernizes the manual request process into a simple 24x7 omnichannel experience. 
Automate responses for common legal questions with virtual agents and knowledge base articles.  
 
ServiceNow® Workplace Service Delivery 
 
Modernized digital services for the evolving workplace 
Today, businesses are trying to adapt to changing environments where employees need to be supported as 
they transition back to the workplace. Providing fewer barriers and making things simple is now considered 
essential. However, traditional work life has been filled with frustrating, repetitive, and routine tasks that steal 
our time. Finding an open desk for a few days at the office, reserving a proper conference room for an all day 
team meeting, inviting a customer and ensuring they have parking and a badge, or even letting the workplace 
team know there is a problem with the coffee machine are common employee workplace challenges. These 
every day work tasks and moments have been too hard, cumbersome and time-consuming. As an extension of 
the Employee Workflows portfolio, ServiceNow® Workplace Service Delivery was designed to deliver a digital 
experience for employees to interact with the services their workplace offers – all from the palm of their hand.   
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Increase productivity with interactive booking and reservations 
Workplace Reservation Management allows employees to book and reserve any physical workplace 
environment from an omnichannel self-service interface. Users can reserve a desk, office, equipment or parking 
space for a day or week, or even book a conference room for a team meeting based on availability from a 
graphical Gantt chart view while also specifying table setup and technical requirements. 
 
Deliver a world-class service delivery experience for the workplace 
Workplace Case Management enables Workplace service teams to manage their service interactions with 
employees, without relying on generic tools like email, phone calls and walkups. Case Management allows 
them to standardize the process, interaction, and fulfillment of employee inquires and requests while having the 
visibility into the quantity, quality and type of cases coming into their teams for continual service improvement. 
 
Key Benefits 

• Gain the full value of the ServiceNow® platform with a fully integrated Workplace Service Delivery suite 
• Quickly reserve rooms, equipment, catering and more from any device 
• Enable workplace teams to provide timely help to employees with case management 
• Optimize floor space, meeting room usage, and other real estate needs with space utilization tools 
• Utilize reporting insights to show senior management value and impact on business operations 
• Easily plan and implement a phased return to workplace strategy 

 
Plan and optimize workspaces for the evolving workplace 
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Workplace Space Management provides workplace administrators the tools and visibility they need to help 
plan, utilize and optimize for the evolving digital workplace. Workplace teams can use space utilization tools 
and dashboards to improve floor space and meeting room usage. Proactive cleaning maintenance tasks can 
be assigned with templates and checklists to ensure a safe working environment. 

 
 

Workplace Service Delivery 
 
Delivery suite 

• The Workplace Service Delivery suite provides a set of applications to help deliver a digital 
experience for employees to interact with the services the workplace offers. 

 
• Workplace Reservation Management, book and reserve any physical workplace environment from an 

omnichannel self-service interface 
 

• Workplace Case 
o Management, standardize the process, interaction and fulfillment of employee inquiries and 

requests 
 

• Workplace Space 
o Management, improve floor space and meeting room usage and assign cleaning 

maintenance tasks 
 

• Workplace Reporting and Dashboards, provide real-time metrics and key performance indicators 
including space utilization and service trends over time 
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Make better decisions and answer questions on the spot 
Workplace Reporting and Dashboards provides the workplace services team a real-time view of service 
demands, key performance indicators, along with trends over time to help them make adjustments in service 
delivery and potential opportunities for automating and deflecting common employee requests. 
 
Support return to workplace efforts with Workplace Service Delivery 
Workplace Service Delivery allows organizations to prioritize services based on rapidly changing business 
demands. Companies can plan and implement a phased return to company workplaces, starting with careful 
trials for critical workers and eventually opening workplaces up more broadly as conditions improve. 
 
Employees will be able to reserve desks, offices and parking spaces, leaving ample space for physical 
distancing. Working closely with IT, HR, risk and legal departments, workplace services leaders will be able to 
communicate easily with employees, automatically kickoff workplace maintenance and cleaning workflows, 
quickly respond to safety concerns and optimize real estate spending over time by monitoring usage – from a 
desktop or mobile device. 
 

Customer Workflows 

Customer Service Management 
 
ServiceNow Customer Service Management 
Driving customer loyalty 
ServiceNow® Customer Service Management (CSM) goes beyond traditional solutions to elevate NCPA and 
Region 14’s customer’s customer service from issue to resolution. With CSM, Region 14 and NCPA can 
solve customer problems by bringing front, middle, and back offices together, proactively addressing 
customer issues, and instantly handling common customer requests. The results: increased customer 
satisfaction and reduced case volume and costs. 
 
Bring front, middle, and back offices together 
CSM makes it possible to permanently fix—and even prevent—issues by connecting customer service to 
other departments and automating processes across teams for faster resolution. Customer service can 
identify and assign issues directly to field service, engineering, operations, finance, legal, and other 
departments and track those issues to resolution. And when the problem is solved for one group of 
customers, future customers won’t experience it. 
 
Proactively address customer issues 
Gain real-time visibility into the health of customers’ products and services to proactively detect issues or 
even prevent the issues entirely. Region 14 and NCPA can send preemptive alerts to affected customers, so 
they don’t need to contact customer service. CSM helps identify and predict trends to drive actionable 
improvements and automate resolutions for the most frequently recurring problems. 
 
Instantly handle common customer requests 
The CSM out-of-the-box customer service portal offers a customizable online service experience. Empower 
customers with fast and personalized self-service, making it easy to: 

• Initiate automated solutions to common requests, such as address changes, warranty 
registrations, and password resets, with the service catalog 
• Complete requests and get answers in a conversational format with a chatbot 
• Discover solutions by engaging with peers and experts 
• Find answers to common issues using knowledge content 
• View the real-time health of purchased products and services 
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Professional package 
 

• Proactive Customer Service Operations – monitor customers’ products and services to identify 
issues and proactively fix them. 

• Predictive Intelligence – use machine learning to route issues, recommend solutions, and identify 
self-service and case trends. 

• Performance Analytics – unlock insights to anticipate trends, prioritize resources, and drive service 
improvements. 

• Virtual Agent – improve the customer self-service experience with conversational guidance using 
a chatbot. 

• Messaging – Expand omni-channel service by engaging customers through their preferred 
messaging channels. 

• Playbooks for Customer Service – manage case flows across teams by digitizing and 
automating service processes. 

• Guided Decisions – dynamically guide agents to resolve complex cases with contextual 
recommendations. 

• Industry Data Models – flexibly model households, business locations, accounts, contacts, and 
their relationships. 

• Customer Project Management – manage entire project lifecycle and empower customers and 
agents to manage project tasks. 

• Continual Improvement Management – initiate and track improvements across the enterprise 
by aligning people, processes, and data. 

 
These capabilities are in the Professional and Standard packages. 

• Agent Workspace – enhance agent productivity with guided resolution, multitasking, and a single 
pane of glass. 

• Case Management – manage interactions, model account relationships, manage SLAs, and 
outsource service. 

• Omni-Channel – support customers across web, phone, chat, email, in-person, and social media. 
• Customer Central – give agents a consolidated view of internal and external customer data to 

boost productivity. 
• Visual Workflow & Automation – automate service processes, tasks, and assignments with Flow 

Designer and Integration Hub. 
• Self-Service – drive self-service from a portal integrated with knowledge, service catalogs, 

communities, and chatbots. 
• Knowledge Management – provide instant access to relevant knowledge for customers and the 

agents who serve them 
• Communities – connect customers and employees with their peers to find answers and solve 

problems. 
• Walk-up Experience for Customer Service – boost customer satisfaction by providing an efficient 

in-person service experience. 
• Service Management for Issue Resolution – identify, diagnose, and permanently resolve 

customer issues. 
• Mobile App – manage cases on the go with a consumer-style app using native device features. 
• Advanced Work Assignment – Automatically route work to the best agent based on criteria or an 

affinity to the case (affinity requires Professional package). 
• Visual Task Assignment – assign customer requests and tasks to other departments with visual 

task boards. 
• Surveys – use surveys to measure voice of the customer and stay current with customer concerns. 
• Reports & Dashboards – generate and distribute custom reports and dashboards on demand. 
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These applications work with CSM and are licensed separately. 
• Field Service Management – create and manage work orders based on technician skills, 

availability, and inventory. 
• IT Operations Management – needed for Proactive Customer Service Operations. 
• Project Portfolio Management – needed for Customer Project Management. 
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Field Service Management 

 
The field service challenge 
Service quality is becoming more critical as organizations work to differentiate themselves from the competition. 
That extends to field service, whether that involves sending a technician to install or fix an asset or scheduling 
an on-site worker, like an insurance adjuster or home health aide. Unfortunately, customer service or the help 
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desk isn’t always aligned with field service workers, resulting in multiple service visits, extra customer contacts, 
and frustration on all sides. 
 
Without a good connection to the customer and understanding of their assets and history, mobile workforce 
may not be prepared with the right skills or parts for the task. Limited visibility can also lead to missed 
maintenance and costly, unplanned break-fix work. Customers are inconvenienced by multiple visits and a lack 
of control over the schedule. In addition, safety is a key concern for everyone, and it can be hard to document 
compliance with safety protocols or ensure workers have access to proper safety equipment. 
 
Meanwhile, management has little insight into field service performance and how to improve productivity. The 
result is a poor customer or employee experience, potential negative impact on customer loyalty and company 
revenue, and an inefficient use of time for customers and workers. 
 
The ServiceNow solution 
ServiceNow® Field Service Management helps companies manage location-based work efficiently and safely. 
It works seamlessly with ServiceNow® Customer Service Management and ServiceNow® IT Service 
Management to connect customer service and the help desk with field service processes or it can be used 
stand-alone. With Field Service Management Region 14 and NCPA can: 
 

• Complete work the first time by scheduling the most qualified worker for the task. Manual or automated 
scheduling considers their skills, location, parts on hand, and availability. 

• Fix problems before customers know they have them with preventive maintenance and asset 
management. 

• Improve mobile worker efficiency to meet service level agreements with an intuitive, native mobile app 
for iOS or Android with work order information, directions, parts locations, knowledge base articles, and 
safety checklists. 
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Create work orders seamlessly 
Integrate with ServiceNow Customer Service Management or IT Service Management to speed resolution of 
issues. 
 
Give customers visibility 
Allow customers to schedule appointments and get text message updates with worker location and arrival time. 
 
Plan assignments efficiently 
Automate work assignment based on proximity, availability, and the parts and skills required. 
Consolidate inventory and parts management 
 
Use ServiceNow® Asset Management as a single repository for assets in stock and inventory control. 
Optimize field work with mobile interface 
 
Accept or reject tasks, track travel and work time, use safety questionnaires, view knowledge articles, and 
collect customer signatures acknowledging work completion. 
 
Improve insights with reporting and dashboards 
Use and customize out-of-the-box reports and dashboards for real-time understanding of utilization, capacity, 
customers and locations requesting work, and other metrics. 
 
Provide consistent and complete service through work order management 
Work orders drive field service with the relevant details for every job, which are critical to assign the right person. 
Work orders can be created within Field Service Management or from Customer Service Management cases, 
IT Service Management incidents, problems, or changes; or Project Portfolio Management project tasks. This 
ensures field service workers get important information from the original request and provides visibility to those 
originating teams. 
 
Create consistency for repeated tasks with work order templates. Templates define the skills, parts, 
descriptions, checklists, average time needed to complete a specific task, and more. They also enable creating 
new work orders from a service catalog or appointment booking 
 
Automate work with Dynamic Scheduling and Central Dispatch 
Easy, efficient scheduling is one of the greatest challenges dispatchers face. Field Service Management 
provides flexible means to schedule and adapt on the fly to allow dispatchers to spend less time on routine 
scheduling and focus on exception handling. 
 
Dynamic Scheduling automatically assigns tasks to the most qualified person using a set of easily configurable 
rules. Scheduling can happen immediately after the work order is created or it can be triggered manually by the 
dispatcher. Dynamic Scheduling considers the skills and parts needed for the task, location, and whether the 
customer has a preferred technician. Work orders can also be reassigned automatically if someone is falling 
behind. 
 
Central Dispatch gives dispatchers drag-and-drop work assignment capabilities so they can assign tasks to 
field service workers based on proximity, availability, and the specific skills and parts required. Selecting an 
unassigned task will prioritize  eligible workers, making it easy for a dispatcher to identify the best person for 
the job. 
 
Dispatchers can also monitor task progress and SLAs from Central Dispatch. 
Dispatchers can also use geo-location tracking to see where workers are located and optimize their route for 
the day with just a click. Using a color-coded SLA map, dispatchers can prioritize work tasks for technicians 
based on time to breach. The dispatch map enables dispatchers to view all open work order tasks to understand 
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work distribution and to quickly identify impacted areas. Work order tasks can easily be assigned, routes 
optimized, and assignments changed directly from the map. 
 
Coordinate with third-party service contractors 
Work is being performed more often by third-party contractors as business models change, but managing the 
tasks assigned to them frequently involves numerous emails and phone calls. Field Service Contractor 
Management allows work order tasks to be assigned to a contractor instead of an internal employee. The work 
order is visible to the contractor’s managers or dispatchers via an external portal from which the task can then 
be assigned to a contractor technician. The technician can also use the contractor portal to log their work 
progress. This means both the contractor manager/dispatcher and internal dispatcher can see the latest task 
status instantly without granting contracts access to the ServiceNow instance. 
 
Manage calendars, time, and cost 
Field service managers spend much of their time managing their team’s schedules. With the team calendar, 
they can view tasks at a glance and drill in to make changes in real time or approve requests. Field service 
workers can also easily manage their calendar via mobile. 
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In addition, technicians can track time spent on work orders and travel to automatically fill out a timecard. They 
can also track expenses via mobile to ensure proper accounting. 
 
Empower field service workers with a native mobile application 
Field Service Management includes an intuitive, native mobile interface designed for field service workers to 
quickly view and record information. From iOS or Android smartphones and tablets, field service workers can 
accept or reject tasks, track travel and work time, display tasks or parts using map views, and access their 
schedules. Questionnaires are available to collect and complete necessary task details, such as safety or work 
completion checklists. When assignments are complete, customers can acknowledge the work with a signature 
on the worker’s mobile device and receive a work order summary by email. The mobile app also supports offline 
mode, allowing technicians to work without internet connectivity. 
 
Find available inventory and parts 
Work order tasks use ServiceNow® Asset Management to provide a single repository for assets and a standard 
inventory control process for both asset and field service processes. Features such as threshold-based stock 
replenishment and procurement ensure that parts are always available, and dispatchers or field workers can 
easily source parts, reserve them for work tasks, and better schedule when work can be done. 
 
Plan maintenance and view asset history 
Costly break-fix work can often by avoided by keeping up with preventive maintenance. Field Service 
Management leverages Asset Management to schedule maintenance automatically based on regular intervals 
or usage. With complete history of customer assets, technicians can make the most of each truck roll for 
comprehensive service visits that avoid repeat trips. 
 
Give customers visibility and control 
Informed customers are happier customers. When customers don’t know what’s going on, it leads to additional 
calls to the contact center. In addition, there’s a risk of a customer not being on-site to let the technician in to 
do the work. Field Service Management gives customers better visibility and communication options to avoid 
those situations. 
 
Appointment Booking allows customers to choose the appointment time that works best for them. Create 
schedules for common tasks to let customers pick from the available openings via the Customer Service 
Portal1. Customers can move or cancel their appointments if schedules change, but preset rules determine 
how late appointments can be modified to avoid last-minute schedule changes. 
 
A modern last-mile customer experience keeps customers informed of their technician’s arrival time. Customers 
will receive a text message when their work order is assigned and they’ll receive a map link when the technician 
is on their way. Informed customers will be more satisfied, make fewer calls to the contact center, and know 
whom to expect and when. 
 
Improve performance through reporting and dashboards 
Managers can easily customize reports and dashboards to gain real-time insight into technician utilization and 
capacity, and better understand customer and employee work requests and locations to pinpoint improvement 
opportunities. ServiceNow® Performance Analytics for Field Service Management includes key performance 
indicators (KPIs) and dashboards specific to field service to start providing relevant data right away.   
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ServiceNow App Engine 
 
IntegrationHub 
Integrate and automate ServiceNow workflows across any system with ease.  Digital transformation is driven 
by digital workflows that span different infrastructure, systems of record, and business apps. With 
IntegrationHub, Region 14 and NCPA can create end-to-end digital workflows that automate processes 
across any department, silo, or system - with ease. 
 
 

 
 
 
IntegrationHub Spokes No Code Automation 
A large and ever-expanding library of spokes – application-specific sets of automation actions and subflows - 
simplify and accelerate integrations and process automation. Anyone – pro-code developers, low-code 
admins, no-code analysts – can add spokes to flows with clicks, not code. Spokes take custom integration 
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scripting off your plate, which eliminates technical debt, unlocks productivity, and speeds upgrades. New 
spokes are published every month by ServiceNow and technology partners in the ServiceNow Store.  
 

 
 
Create powerful, re-usable custom integrations 
Developers can create their own integrations and automations that can be packaged as no-code building 
blocks for re-use by anyone. JavaScript, API introspection, data streaming and pagination, codeless XML and 
JSON parsing, codeless data transformations, REST, SOAP, SSH, PowerShell, JDBC, SFTP, OpenAPI and 
more are at the disposal in Action Designer. 
 

 
 
A single, familiar developer experience with zero learning curve to integrate with ease 
IntegrationHub is built into Flow Designer – so developers, IT generalists, and no-code builders can create 
digital workflows that automate actions in any external system in one native Now Platform experience. 
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Automate IT Service Requests 
High volume service requests via phone calls to the help desk, Virtual Agent and Service Portal - like 
password reset, client software distribution, and system access - can be fully automated with service catalog 
triggers and IntegrationHub spokes for Active Directory, Azure AD, Okta, Microsoft SCCM, and more. 
Automating service requests can save IT service delivery organizations millions in OPEX. 
 

 
 

Simplify spoke connection and credential management 
Radically simplify and speed up integration connection and credentials management with the Connection 
Management Dashboard and Connection Templates. Turn configurations that used to take over 100 clicks to 
a just a handful. 
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ServiceNow Connected Operations 
 
The IoT Challenge 
With companies able to connect their critical infrastructure remotely through the Internet of Things (IoT), 
business processes are fundamentally changing. These changes are revealing new opportunities and 
business models. Some businesses are shifting from selling physical goods to selling services and outcomes 
to their clients, transferring the responsibility for maintenance of critical infrastructure back to the business. 
 
With these new business models and opportunities come new challenges. Companies that adopt IoT 
technology are faced with managing disconnected systems and data silos. With their IoT data stuck in systems 
separate from the rest of their business, teams are dealing with complicated processes across multiple 
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systems. As a result, businesses cannot realize the full value of their IoT devices, leaving potential insights 
on the table. They are stuck with less efficient processes and missed opportunities to boost customer 
satisfaction. 
 
The ServiceNow solution 
ServiceNow® Connected Operations helps companies revolutionize their operations and services by 
connecting IoT data with digital workflows. Users can easily onboard and manage their critical infrastructure 
via the IoT Bridge to get value from their IoT investments faster. Assets can be monitored remotely in the 
Connected Operations Workspace, providing near real-time data on the health and history of critical assets 
and allowing for full visibility of operations. Users can create IoT Rules, informed by rich business context in 
the ServiceNow® Configuration Management Database (CMDB), to quickly and easily define potential issues 
for different scenarios. When a rule triggers an Operations Incident, users can be alerted in near real time 
about potential issues with their IoT devices. 
 
Once an alert notifies Region 14 and NCPA Customers to a new incident, they can investigate and resolve 
issues all in one workspace. From there, Connected Operations ties seamlessly into ServiceNow® Customer 
Service Management and Field Service Management. They can proactively update customers about the 
incident and create a work order for their field service technicians all from the same workspace. 
 

 
 
Bring data directly into the Now Platform via the IoT Bridge 
IoT data can be transformative for a modern business, but only if companies are able to use it. Many companies 
manage their IoT devices through siloed systems, making it difficult or even impossible to receive and act on 
real-time insights about the health of their devices. With the Connected Operations IoT Bridge, Region 14 and 
NCPA customers can bring IoT data directly into the Now Platform. The IoT  Bridge provides connectivity via 
common IoT protocols, MQTT and HTTP, and can scale to support many devices, making it quick and easy to 
connect all critical infrastructure in one place. 
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View the health and history of assets in near real time across multiple locations 
Connected Operations makes it easy to navigate all IoT data. With options to view all devices at once or zoom 
in on digital twins of each of the assets, Region 14 and NCPA customers have the information they need on 
each asset’s performance and health connected with business context in the CMDB. 
 
Create rules with business context quickly and easily to define potential issues for different scenarios 
 
The IoT Rule Builder allows users to create rules to ensure they are notified of incidents as soon as they arise. 
In a simple interface, users can quickly build rules without any need to code. With contextual data from the 
CMDB, rules can help determine the severity of the issue, which workflows are impacted, and the necessary 
next steps to resolve the problem. 
 
Learn about issues when they arise through Operations Incidents 
Rules run in near real-time to detect issues faster. When an issue arises, an Operations Incident is automatically 
created. Easily review the health and history of the affected device to confirm the incident and define a course 
of action to resolve it. Customers have all the information they need at their fingertips, from IoT data to current 
and past work history, related events, and more. 
 
Collaborate with customer service and field service in a single platform to keep customers informed 
and fix problems fast 
 
Connected Operations works in tandem with ServiceNow Customer Service Management and Field Service 
Management, allowing cross-team coordination in one intuitive workspace. Users can proactively alert customer 
service agents and affected customers of an incident and keep them updated along the way by creating a new 
case in Customer Service Management. Users can also create work orders in Field Service Management 
directly from the Connected Operations Workspace. With all Region 14 and NCPA customers operational 
workflows in one place, customers can save time, better manage critical infrastructure, and drive customer 
loyalty with a high-quality customer experience. 
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Connect IoT data directly to the rest of the business 
Bring IoT data directly into the Now Platform® via the IoT Bridge, connecting it with rich business context in 
your CMDB. 
 
Get updates on critical assets when needed 
Monitor health and performance data of critical assets in near real time within ServiceNow. 
 
Create rules with business context to identify issues fast 
Linked to business context in the CMDB, create no-code rules that alert Region 14 and NCPA customers to 
issues immediately. 
 
Collaborate with customer service and field service in a single platform 
When incidents arise, proactively update customers and create work orders for field technicians. 

 
Introducing the Now Platform®  
The urgent need for speed 
 
The current business conditions require customers to be ready for constant change in their business. To 
reach this level of agility, they need to deliver new digital workflow apps fast. Digital workflows connect 
people, systems and data with complete visibility to the end-to-end process, creating seamless and engaging 
experiences for employees, customers, and partners. 
 
The ServiceNow solution 
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With the Now Platform, anyone can digitize and automate departmental and cross-enterprise workflows, 
optimize business processes for resiliency, and mitigate risk, all on one cloud-based platform. Across 
industries, organizations of all sizes are accelerating automation, seamlessly embedding AI and analytics in 
their apps with Now Intelligence, and leveraging an ecosystem of innovation from ServiceNow and our 
partners. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

• Digitize and automate across the enterprise to control business process risk with flexible digital 
workflows that connect systems, apps, and data. 

 
o Keep customers and employees engaged, even in a remote setting, with consumer-like 

mobile experiences 
 

• Boost productivity with embedded Analytics and AI in every app to empower users to make 
contextually actionable, efficient decisions with real-time insights into patterns and trends. 

 
o Reduce risk with machine learning that self-optimizes the process and surfaces 

recommendations, predications, and insights to users on the fly. 
 

• Quickly respond to business change with new workflow apps built by business analysts and 
developers who are empowered to extend ServiceNow solutions or build new apps in a no code 
environment with drag and drop tools. 
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o Get the most out of development resources by leveraging app accelerators, reusable 
components for no code builders, and automated testing. 

 
Create new workflow apps fast, when they are needed them the most 
Automate any process and deliver a consistent, modern experience with solutions that are built on the Now 
Platform: 

• Using a comprehensive suite of tools and capabilities which empower no code builders and developers 
alike 

• As part of our SaaS portfolio for IT, Security, HR, or Customer Service 
• By ServiceNow ISV partners as certified apps offered on the ServiceNow store 

 

 
 
What’s in the Now Platform? 

• Security – Secure by default and supporting application security and data protection, as well as 
customer’s Identity plus Access Management (IAM) needs. 

• Core services – Everything customers need to support ServiceNow SaaS apps and custom 
application business requirements. 

• No code development – Provides development tools that make it easy for non-developers to 
quickly build apps with little to no code. 

 
Professional development – Supports professional developers with standards-based web tools and web 
application frameworks for rapid application development. 
 
Development tools – Offers a full suite of app development solutions for all types of developers to increase 
productivity and speed of delivery. 
 
Integration services – Makes it easy to connect any systems, apps, and data with custom integrations or 
pre-built connectors to popular business apps 
 
Now Intelligence – Helps drive automation with intelligent orchestration of processes. Predict issues, make 
smarter business decisions, and help people get work done easier and faster. 
 
User experience & notification services – Delivers a mobile-first user experience, a self-service portal, 
custom UI, and simplifies how users are notified when something important happens. 
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PTG’s ServiceNow Professional Services 
 
PTG’s ServiceNow practice Modernizes IT, Transforms IT, and Innovates IT through our professional 
services. PTG’s ServiceNow practice offers Consulting Services, Implementation Services, Optimization 
Services, and Education Services. 
 
Consulting Services 
• Discovery 
• Workshops 
• Process Mapping 
• PTG ServDesk 
• DevShop 
• PTG Consult 

PTG ServDesk, DevShop, and PTG Consult are three original consulting services provided by PTG.  
 
Within PTG ServDesk, we provide support that involves solving basic issues, investigating deeper technical 
problems, and performing changes on the code level and complex support that covers the communication 
with ServiceNow in rare cases of platform related problems.  
 
PTG ServDesk also offers system administration activities, regular solution health checks and security audits, 
system performance monitoring, and troubleshooting. DevShop allows PTG to provide functionality 
expansions as well as the development, testing, and integration of custom ServiceNow applications. With 
DevShop, PTG builds enhancements, release migration projects, implement new ServiceNow products, and 
integrates the customer’s ServiceNow solution with other enterprise systems and external services.  
 
PTG Consult enables customers to engage with certified ServiceNow experts that have deep domain 
expertise and experience across the ServiceNow platform. Especially planning, building and designing 
customer workflows, service mapping, and SLAs. PTG Consult can rapidly develop and deliver solutions at a 
fraction of the cost customers would normally incur for customized enterprise offerings. As a result, customers 
realize competitive advantages through a unique combination of speed, quality, cost, and performance. 
 
In summary, PTG’s ServiceNow-related services encompasses the various needs of each ServiceNow 
customer from inception of a ServiceNow subscription through optimization of their ServiceNow platform and 
applications: 
 
Implementation Services 
• Agile project delivery on time and within scope 

Optimization Services 
• Process Maturity Assessments 
• Continued Improvements 

Education Services 
• Organizational Change 
• Training 
• Certifications 

PTG’s ServiceNow Professional Services Agreement is uploaded with this Response in the NCPA Bonfire 
HUB. 
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Tab 8 – Value Added Products and 
Services 
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9. Tab 8 – Value Added Products and 
Services 

¨ Include	any	additional	products	and/or	services	available	that	vendor	currently	
performs	in	their	normal	course	of	business	that	is	not	included	in	the	scope	of	the	
solicitation	that	you	think	will	enhance	and	add	value	to	this	contract	for	Region	14	ESC	
and	all	NCPA	participating	entities 

¨ PTG Response: 
 
Under this tab, Precision Task Group, Inc. will detail the products and services in addition to Workday, Inc. 
and ServiceNow, Inc. that we perform in our normal course of business that are not included in the scope of 
this solicitation but enhance and add value to this contract for Region 14 ESC and all NCPA participating 
entities. 

PTG’s Workday-Related Value-Added Products and Services 
 

As an overview, PTG provides additional value to the contract through: 

• PTG’s Workday and ERP Experience which expands over 20 years 

• Invaluable relationships with Workday and Workday Service Providers 

• PTG’s Value Added Services through Workday certified employees 

As a Value-Added Reseller of Workday, PTG (i) resells both Workday software and services; (ii) subcontracts 
the services to a Workday Service Implementation Partners; and (iii) provides our own first-in-class value-
added services at both cost and no-cost as described hereunder.  

PTG has 20 years of ERP experience, including supporting Workday projects over eight years. As a Workday 
Value-Added Reseller and AMS Partner, PTG’s unique relationship allows us to collaborate closely with 
Workday while providing customers like the Public Sector Organizations with the best customer experience 
throughout the Workday engagement life cycle.  PTG has access to and utilizes Workday tools, technical 
services, training, marketing and many more resources to allow our clients to implement and utilize the best 
solution available.    

We sincerely believe our team is the best available combination of skilled resources and experience to 
provide the Public Agencies with the highest level of support needed for their HCM and ERP initiatives.  

• PTG knows Public Sector and is a Workday Certified Partner and Reseller 

• PTG has Long-Term Relationship with Workday Deployment Partners and has various 
agreements in place with these Deployment Partners to provide the services and support to all 
public sector organizations.  
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• Project Execution Alignment of PTG Project Manager with Deployment Engagement Manager  

• Flexible Schedule to Accommodate the Public Agencies’ Requirements 

• Aligned with Workday to delivery 97% customer satisfaction 

In addition to providing reseller services, PTG’s value added services include, Project Management Support; 
Change Management/Communication; Data Migration and Historical Data Planning; Training; and Backfill 
Project Support.  These services are offered prior to, during and post-implementation of the clients’ Workday 
ERP system.  To assist organizations in tuning, optimizing and focusing on their Workday ERP solution, PTG 
offers optimization services which include an optimization assessment which include reviewing current setup, 
point out areas that are not utilizing industry standards, or best practices. PTG will then document those 
items, as well as hold discovery sessions to go through other items that the organization is having in issues 
with. PTG will develop a roadmap based on the system review and discovery sessions to get the system into 
a more efficient state.  Utilizing the roadmap PTG priorities next steps with the client and develops agreed 
upon state of work to implement improvements to the current configured system.   

Additionally, within PTG’s optimization offering PTG offers clients Application Management Services (AMS) 
Support for clients that are in the post-implementation phase of their Workday journey.  If there are any 
Workday related issues that arise that an organization is not able to address internally, they can reach out to 
PTG to resolve those issues through our AMS offering. The PTG Workday certified team will work remotely to 
solution the system and will hold virtual meetings with the client’s team. Recording of the sessions can be 
made and stored to help with knowledge transfer.  The PTG team will offer solutions to address the issue 
which will be tested prior to being deployed in the Client’s system.  The AMS support hours are purchased 
and available to clients on an as needed basis.  Unlike many of PTG competitors these hours never expire, 
and additional support hours can be acquired to meet the demands of the client.  PTG offers a discount on 
AMS support hours as customers select a larger number of supports AMS hours. 

As part of dedicated customer service, PTG (separate from Workday) offers no-cost value-added services at 
to customers. These free value-added services include: 

• Product Demonstrations and Briefings 

• Product Roadmap Planning 

• Coordination of Reference Site Visits 

• Account Management 

Through PTG’s resale of Workday’s training, Workday provides training through a variety of methods, 
including Instructor Led and Learn-On-Demand training. Workday training is purchase through credits or 
subscriptions. Their On-Demand Libraries include refresher trainings (HCM, Payroll/Time Tracking/Absence, 
and Cross Platform Technical)  for Workday administrators. 

As it relates to Workday’s software, PTG would like to reserve the right to add additional Workday value-
added training products and services at a later time post-contract award. 

As a Value-Added Reseller of ServiceNow, PTG licenses and services of Services and we are an 
implementation provider to our customers and partners.  PTG has 8 years of experience, including supporting 
ServiceNow projects over five years.  
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Further, PTG’s abilities and relationships allow us to work closely with ServiceNow while providing customers 
hands on support through the entire implementation and through the life of their platform.  PTG’s ServiceNow 
Practice stands out amongst the partner network as a Value-Added Reseller as we believe our team has the 
following:   

• ServiceNow experience expands over 8 years 

• Is a ServiceNow Specialist Partner 

• Invaluable relationships with ServiceNow and ServiceNow Service Providers 

• Agile framework and Project Management skill sets for implementation 

• Flexibility of project planning to meet customer needs 

In addition to providing reseller services, PTG’s value added services include Consulting Services, 
Implementation Services, Optimization Services, and Education Services.   

These services, focused on customer service and satisfaction, are offered prior to, during and post-
implementation.  To assist organizations in tuning, optimizing and focusing of their needs, our team works to 
determine the best fit for them.  No one solutions is the same.  PTG offers optimization services which include 
an optimization assessment which include reviewing current setup, point out areas that are not utilizing 
industry standards, or best practices. PTG will then document those items, as well as hold discovery sessions 
to go through other items that the organization is having in issues with. PTG will develop a roadmap based on 
the system review and discovery sessions to get the system into a more efficient state.  Utilizing the roadmap 
PTG priorities next steps with the client and develops agreed upon state of work to implement improvements 
to the current configured system.   
 
PTG’s ServiceNow Practice also officer Virtual Application Services.  ServiceNow customers tell us the 
biggest barrier they face is being able to fully leverage the power of the NOW platform. That’s why we created 
the PTG Virtual Administration Program (VAP).  It’s a highly-flexible ServiceNow Managed Services offering 
that offers your company what you need, when you need it – affordably. Led by our Certified ServiceNow 
consultants, customers can use our dedicated resources for anything that they need, including: 
 

• Administration 
• ServiceNow Development 
• Business Analyst 
• Implementations 
• Application, Upgrade & Technical Support 
• Reporting 
• Service Portal Development 

 
 
To align with your goals and objectives, we offer three Virtual Administration Programs to meet your needs. 
 

ü PTG ServDesk 
ü DevShop 
ü PTG Consult 
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In addition, PTG as a Value Added Reseller of ServiceNow resells ServiceNow’s training credits to customers 
to be able to deliver effective training that allows customer staff and IT personnel to achieve maximum value 
from their ServiceNow platform. 

Furthermore, please reference PTG’s Marketing Plan uploaded in the Bonfire HUB portal. Per contract, PTG 
seeks customer approval prior to marketing the customer relationship and contract. With such approval, PTG 
broadly markets the contract to prospective customers. We look forward to marketing the NCPA Master 
Agreement across our ServiceNow and Workday networks. 
 
Another Value-Add from PTG as a Vendor is the Customer’s ability to contract with a minority-owned small 
business with certifications across the country. Our corporate team has a Certification Manager that works 
with our business teams to obtain certifications per client opportunities. The certifications that PTG currently 
hold are the following: 
 

a. Minority/Women Business Enterprise 
Certifying agencies: Houston Minority Supplier Development Council; City of Houston; CA 
PUC/Supplier Clearinghouse; NCTRCA; New York State; Mass.gov SDO; State of Missouri; City of 
Austin; MDOT 
 
b. Small Business Enterprise (SBE) or Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) 
Certifying agencies: Federal Small Business Administration; MNDOT; Illinois DOT; Georgia 
MARTA/GUCP; PA UCP; Iowa DOT; City of Houston; NCDOT; Port of Houston; Indiana DOT; 
Arizona DOT; Houston Metro Transit Authority; Georgia DOT; TXDOT/TUCP 
 
c. Historically Underutilized Business (HUB) 
Certifying agencies: State of Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts; State of North Carolina SWUC 
 
d. Other recognized diversity or small business certificate holder 
Certifying agencies: State of Illinois Business Enterprise Program; Austin Community College Small 
Local Business Enterprise 
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Tab 9 – Required Documents 
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10. Tab 9 – Required Documents 
Ø Clean	Air	and	Water	Act	/	Debarment	Notice	

Ø Contractors	Requirements	

Ø Antitrust	Certification	Statements	

Ø Required	Clauses	for	Federal	Funds	Certifications	

Ø Required	Clauses	for	Federal	Assistance	by	FTA	

Ø State	Notice	Addendum	
PTG Response: 
 
Required documents are provided on the following pages. 
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Clean	Air	and	Water	Act	&	Debarment	Notice	

I,	the	Vendor,	am	in	compliance	with	all	applicable	standards,	orders	or	regulations	issued	
pursuant	to	the	Clean	Air	Act	of	1970,	as	Amended	(42	U.S.	C.	1857	(h),	Section	508	of	the	
Clean	Water	Act,	as	amended	(33	U.S.C.	1368),	Executive	Order	117389	and	Environmental	
Protection	Agency	Regulation,	40	CFR	Part	15	as	required	under	OMB	Circular	A-102,	
Attachment	O,	Paragraph	14	(1)	regarding	reporting	violations	to	the	grantor	agency	and	to	
the	United	States	Environment	Protection	Agency	Assistant	Administrator	for	the	
Enforcement.	

I	hereby	further	certify	that	my	company	has	not	been	debarred,	suspended	or	otherwise	
ineligible	for	participation	in	Federal	Assistance	programs	under	Executive	Order	12549,	
“Debarment	and	Suspension”,	as	described	in	the	Federal	Register	and	Rules	and	
Regulations	

Potential	Vendor:		 Precision	Task	Group,	Inc.	

Print	Name:		 	 Michael	Baudler	

Address:		 	 9801	Westheimer	Road,	Suite	803	

City,	Sate,	Zip:		 	 Houston,	Texas	77042	

Authorized	signature	

Date	 	 	 	
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Contractor	Requirements	

Contractor	Certification	
Contractor’s	Employment	Eligibility	

By	entering	the	contract,	Contractor	warrants	compliance	with	the	Federal	Immigration	and	
Nationality	Act	(FINA),	and	all	other	federal	and	state	immigration	laws	and	regulations.	The	
Contractor	further	warrants	that	it	is	in	compliance	with	the	various	state	statues	of	the	states	
it	is	will	operate	this	contract	in.	

PTG	Comment:	While	PTG	and	Workday	can	agree	to	the	first	sentence	of	this	paragraph,	PTG	
must	except	on	behalf	of	Workday	because	Workday	cannot	agree	to	the	second	sentence.	If	
required,	PTG,	in	concert	with	Workday	,	agrees	to	negotiate	a	mutually	agreeable	compliance	
clause.		

Participating	Government	Entities	including	School	Districts	may	request	verification	of	
compliance	from	any	Contractor	or	subcontractor	performing	work	under	this	Contract.	
These	Entities	reserve	the	right	to	confirm	compliance	in	accordance	with	applicable	laws.	

PTG	Comment:	On	behalf	of	Workday,	PTG	cannot	agree	to	this	broad	and	onerous	verification	
of	compliance	requirement.	

Should	the	Participating	Entities	suspect	or	find	that	the	Contractor	or	any	of	its	
subcontractors	are	not	in	compliance,	they	may	pursue	any	and	all	remedies	allowed	by	law,	
including,	but	not	limited	to:	suspension	of	work,	termination	of	the	Contract	for	default,	and	
suspension	and/or	debarment	of	the	Contractor.	All	costs	necessary	to	verify	compliance	are	
the	responsibility	of	the	Contractor.	

The	offeror	complies	and	maintains	compliance	with	the	appropriate	statutes	which	requires	
compliance	with	federal	immigration	laws	by	State	employers,	State	contractors	and	State	
subcontractors	in	accordance	with	the	E-Verify	Employee	Eligibility	Verification	Program.	

Contractor	shall	comply	with	governing	board	policy	of	the	NCPA	Participating	entities	in	
which	work	is	being	performed  

PTG Comment: On behalf of Workday, PTG cannot agree to individual entity policies. 

Fingerprint & Background Checks 
PTG Comment: PTG excepts on behalf of the software manufacturer, Workday. Workday has a standard 
background check process in place and cannot agree to modify its standard for individual customer 
agreement. As such, instead of the suggested provision, Workday can agree to the following: “Unless 
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prohibited by law, PTG and Workday agree to conduct (or have previously conducted) a criminal 
background check on personnel employed by PTG or Workday (or will require its subcontractors to conduct 
a background check on their own personnel), as applicable, who will have access to Customer Data. Such 
background check shall be in the form generally used by PTG or Workday, as applicable, in its initial hiring 
of employees or contracting for contractors, as applicable during the employment-screening process. 
Workday will not allow any person performing under this Agreement on behalf of Workday or PTG, as 
applicable, to be assigned to have access to Customer Data whose background check revealed a conviction 
of any violent crime or crime involving theft, dishonesty, moral turpitude, breach of trust or money 
laundering. 

If required to provide services on school district property at least five (5) times during a month, 
contractor shall submit a full set of fingerprints to the school district if requested of each person or 
employee who may provide such service. Alternately, the school district may fingerprint those persons 
or employees. An exception to this requirement may be made as authorized in Governing Board policy. 
The district shall conduct a fingerprint check in accordance with the appropriate state and federal laws 
of all contractors, subcontractors or vendors and their employees for which fingerprints are submitted 
to the district. Contractor, subcontractors, vendors and their employees shall not provide services on 
school district properties until authorized by the District. 

The offeror shall comply with fingerprinting requirements in accordance with appropriate 
statutes in the state in which the work is being performed unless otherwise exempted. 

Contractor shall comply with governing board policy in the school district or Participating Entity 
in which work is being performed 

Business Operations in Sudan, Iran 
In accordance with A.R.S. 35-391 and A.R.S. 35-393, the Contractor hereby certifies that the contractor 
does not have scrutinized business operations in Sudan and/or Iran. 

Authorized	signature		 	

Date	 	 	 	
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Antitrust Certification Statements (Tex. Government Code § 2155.005) 

I affirm under penalty of perjury of the laws of the State of Texas that: 

(1) I am duly authorized to execute this contract on my own behalf or certificate on behalf of the 
company, corporation, firm, partnership or individual (Company) listed below; 

(2) In connection with this bid, neither I nor any representative of the Company has violated any provision of 
the Texas Free Enterprise and Antitrust Act, Tex. Bus. & Comm. Code Chapter 15; 

(3) In connection with this bid, neither I nor any representative of the Company has violated any federal 
antitrust law; and 

(4) Neither I nor any representative of the Company has colluded with directly or indirectly communicated 
any of the contents of this bid to a competitor of the Company or any other company, corporation, firm, 
partnership or individual reasonably expected to bid on this opportunity in competition with engaged in 
the same line of business as the Company. 

 
Prices are guaranteed: 120 days 

Company	name:		 Precision	Task	Group,	Inc.	

Address:		 	 	 9801	Westheimer	Road,	Suite	803	

City/State/Zip:		 	 Houston,	Texas	77042	

Telephone	No.:		 	 713-787-1112	

Fax	No.:		 	 	 713-787-1196	

Email	address:		 	 michael.baudler@ptg.com	

Printed	name:		 	 Michael	Baudler	

Position	with	company:		 Chief	Financial	Officer	

Authorized	signature	
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PTG Comment: This entire section is not applicable to the cloud solutions 
that Workday provides and should be deleted. 

Required Clauses for Federal Funds Certifications 
 

Participating Agencies may elect to use federal funds to purchase under the Master Agreement. The following 
certifications and provisions may be required and apply when a Participating Agency expends federal funds 
for any purchase resulting from this procurement process. Pursuant to 2 C.F.R. § 200.326, all contracts, 
including small purchases, awarded by the Participating Agency and the Participating Agency’s 
subcontractors shall contain the procurement provisions of Appendix II to Part 200, as applicable. 
 

APPENDIX II TO 2 CFR PART 200 
 
(A) Contracts for more than the simplified acquisition threshold currently set at $150,000, which is the 
inflation adjusted amount determined by the Civilian Agency Acquisition Council and the Defense Acquisition 
Regulations Council (Councils) as authorized by 41 U.S.C. 1908, must address administrative, contractual, or 
legal remedies in instances where contractors violate or breach contract terms, and provide for such 
sanctions and penalties as appropriate. 
 
(B) Termination for cause and for convenience by the grantee or subgrantee including the manner by 
which it will be effected and the basis for settlement. (All contracts in excess of $10,000) 
 
(C) Equal Employment Opportunity. Except as otherwise provided under 41 CFR Part 60, all contracts 
that meet the definition of “federally assisted construction contract” in 41 CFR Part 60-1.3 must include the 
equal opportunity clause provided under 41 CFR 60-1.4(b), in accordance with Executive Order 11246, 
“Equal Employment Opportunity” (30 CFR 12319, 12935, 3 CFR Part, 1964-1965 Comp., p. 339), as 
amended by Executive Order 11375, “Amending Executive Order 11246 Relating to Equal Employment 
Opportunity,” and implementing regulations at 41 CFR part 60, “Office of Federal Contract Compliance 
Programs, Equal Employment Opportunity, Department of Labor.” 
 
Pursuant to Federal Rule (C) above, when a Participating Agency expends federal funds on any federally 
assisted construction contract, the equal opportunity clause is incorporated by reference herein. 
 
(D) Davis-Bacon Act, as amended (40 U.S.C. 3141-3148). When required by Federal program legislation, 
all prime construction contracts in excess of $2,000 awarded by non-Federal entities must include a provision 
for compliance with the Davis-Bacon Act (40 U.S.C. 3141-3144, and 3146-3148) as supplemented by 
Department of Labor regulations (29 CFR Part 5, “Labor Standards Provisions Applicable to Contracts 
Covering Federally Financed and Assisted Construction”). In accordance with the statute, contractors must be 
required to pay wages to laborers and mechanics at a rate not less than the prevailing wages specified in a 
wage determination made by the Secretary of Labor. In addition, contractors must be required to pay wages 
not less than once a week. The non-Federal entity must place a copy of the current prevailing wage 
determination issued by the Department of Labor in each solicitation. The decision to award a contract or 
subcontract must be conditioned upon the acceptance of the wage determination. The non- Federal entity 
must report all suspected or reported violations to the Federal awarding agency. The contracts must also 
include a provision for compliance with the Copeland “Anti-Kickback” Act (40 U.S.C. 3145), as supplemented 
by Department of Labor regulations (29 CFR Part 3, “Contractors and Subcontractors on Public Building or 
Public Work Financed in Whole or in Part by Loans or Grants from the United States”). The Act provides that 
each contractor or subrecipient must be prohibited from inducing, by any means, any person employed in the 
construction, completion, or repair of public work, to give up any part of the compensation to which he or she 
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is otherwise entitled. The non-Federal entity must report all suspected or reported violations to the Federal 
awarding agency. 
 
(E) Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (40 U.S.C. 3701-3708). Where applicable, all 
contracts awarded by the non-Federal entity in excess of $100,000 that involve the employment of mechanics 
or laborers must include a provision for compliance with 40 U.S.C. 3702 and 3704, as supplemented by 
Department of Labor regulations (29 CFR Part 5). Under 40 U.S.C. 3702 of the Act, each contractor must be 
required to compute the wages of every mechanic and laborer on the basis of a standard work week of 40 
hours. Work in excess of the standard work week is permissible provided that the worker is compensated at a 
rate of not less than one and a half times the basic rate of pay for all hours worked in excess of 40 hours in 
the work week. The requirements of 40 U.S.C. 3704 are applicable to construction work and provide that no 
laborer or mechanic must be required to work in surroundings or under working conditions which are 
unsanitary, hazardous or dangerous. These requirements do not apply to the purchases of supplies or 
materials or articles ordinarily available on the open market, or contracts for transportation or transmission of 
intelligence. 
 
(F) Rights to Inventions Made Under a Contract or Agreement. If the Federal award meets the definition 
of “funding agreement” under 37 CFR §401.2 (a) and the recipient or subrecipient wishes to enter into a 
contract with a small business firm or nonprofit organization regarding the substitution of parties, assignment 
or performance of experimental, developmental, or research work under that “funding agreement,” the 
recipient or subrecipient must comply with the requirements of 37 CFR Part 401, “Rights to Inventions Made 
by Nonprofit Organizations and Small Business Firms Under Government Grants, Contracts and Cooperative 
Agreements,” and any implementing regulations issued by the awarding agency. 
 
(G) Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7401-7671q.) and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1251-
1387), as amended— Contracts and subgrants of amounts in excess of $150,000 must contain a provision 
that requires the non-Federal award to agree to comply with all applicable standards, orders or regulations 
issued pursuant to the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7401- 7671q) and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act as 
amended (33 U.S.C. 1251- 1387). Violations must be reported to the Federal awarding agency and the 
Regional Office of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 
 
(H) Debarment and Suspension (Executive Orders 12549 and 12689)—A contract award (see 2 CFR 
180.220) must not be made to parties listed on the government wide exclusions in the System for Award 
Management (SAM), in accordance with the OMB guidelines at 2 CFR 180 that implement Executive Orders 
12549 (3 CFR part 1986 Comp., p. 189) and 12689 (3 CFR part 1989 Comp., p. 235), “Debarment and 
Suspension.” SAM Exclusions contains the names of parties debarred, suspended, or otherwise excluded by 
agencies, as well as parties declared ineligible under statutory or regulatory authority other than Executive 
Order 12549. 
 
(I) Byrd Anti-Lobbying Amendment (31 U.S.C. 1352)—Contractors that apply or bid for an award 
exceeding $100,000 must file the required certification. Each tier certifies to the tier above that it will not and 
has not used Federal appropriated funds to pay any person or organization for influencing or attempting to 
influence an officer or employee of any agency, a member of Congress, officer or employee of Congress, or 
an employee of a member of Congress in connection with obtaining any Federal contract, grant or any other 
award covered by 31 U.S.C. 1352. Each tier must also disclose any lobbying with non-Federal funds that 
takes place in connection with obtaining any Federal award. Such disclosures are forwarded from tier to tier 
up to the non-Federal award. 
 

RECORD RETENTION REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTRACTS INVOLVING FEDERAL FUNDS 
 

When federal funds are expended by Participating Agency for any contract resulting from this procurement 
process, offeror certifies that it will comply with the record retention requirements detailed in 2 CFR § 
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200.333. The offeror further certifies that offeror will retain all records as required by 2 CFR § 200.333 for a 
period of three years after grantees or subgrantees submit final expenditure reports or quarterly or annual 
financial reports, as applicable, and all other pending matters are closed. 
 

CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH THE ENERGY POLICY AND CONSERVATION ACT 
 

When Participating Agency expends federal funds for any contract resulting from this procurement process, 
offeror certifies that it will comply with the mandatory standards and policies relating to energy efficiency 
which are contained in the state energy conservation plan issued in compliance with the Energy Policy and 
Conservation Act (42 U.S.C. 6321 et seq.; 49 C.F.R. Part 18). 
 

CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH BUY AMERICA PROVISIONS 
To the extent purchases are made with Federal Highway Administration, Federal Railroad Administration, or 
Federal Transit Administration funds, offeror certifies that its products comply with all applicable provisions of 
the Buy America Act and agrees to provide such certification or applicable waiver with respect to specific 
products to any Participating Agency upon request. Purchases made in accordance with the Buy America Act 
must still follow the applicable procurement rules calling for free and open competition. 
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PTG Comment: This entire section is not applicable to the cloud solutions 
that Workday provides and should be deleted. 

Required Clauses for Federal Assistance provided by FTA 
ACCESS TO RECORDS AND REPORTS 

Contractor agrees to: 
a) Maintain all books, records, accounts and reports required under this Contract for a 

period of not less than three (3) years after the date of termination or expiration of this 
Contract or any extensions thereof except in the event of litigation or settlement of 
claims arising from the performance of this Contract, in which case Contractor agrees to 
maintain same until Public Agency, the FTA Administrator, the Comptroller General, or 
any of their duly authorized representatives, have disposed of all such litigation, 
appeals, claims or exceptions related thereto. 

b) Permit any of the foregoing parties to inspect all work, materials, payrolls, and other 
data and records with regard to the Project, and to audit the books, records, and 
accounts with regard to the Project and to reproduce by any means whatsoever or to 
copy excerpts and transcriptions as reasonably needed for the purpose of audit and 
examination. 
 

FTA does not require the inclusion of these requirements of Article 1.01 in subcontracts. Reference 49 CFR 
18.39 (i)(11). 
 

CIVIL RIGHTS / TITLE VI REQUIREMENTS 
 

1) Non-discrimination. In accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 
§ 2000d, Section 303 of the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 6102, Section 202 of 
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 12132, and Federal Transit Law at 49 
U.S.C. § 5332, Contractor or subcontractor agrees that it will not discriminate against any employee or 
applicant for employment because of race, color, creed, national origin, sex, marital status age, or disability. 
In addition, Contractor agrees to comply with applicable Federal implementing regulations and other 
implementing requirements FTA may issue. 
2) Equal Employment Opportunity. The following Equal Employment Opportunity requirements apply 
to this Contract: 

a. Race, Color, Creed, National Origin, Sex. In accordance with Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, as 
amended, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e, and Federal Transit Law at 49 U.S.C. § 5332, the Contractor agrees to 
comply with all applicable Equal Employment Opportunity requirements of U.S. Dept. of Labor 
regulations, “Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Equal Employment Opportunity, 
Department of Labor, 41 CFR, Parts 60 et seq., and with any applicable Federal statutes, executive 
orders, regulations, and Federal policies that may in the future affect construction activities 
undertaken in the course of this Project. Contractor agrees to take affirmative action to ensure that 
applicants are employed, and that employees are treated during employment, without regard to 
their race, color, creed, national origin, sex, marital status, or age. Such action shall include, but not 
be limited to, the following: employment, upgrading, demotion or transfer, recruitment or 
recruitment advertising, layoff or termination, rates of pay or other forms of compensation; and 
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selection for training, including apprenticeship. In addition, Contractor agrees to comply with any 
implementing requirements FTA may issue. 
b. Age. In accordance with the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) of 1967, as 
amended, 29 U.S.C. Sections 621 through 634, and Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
(EEOC) implementing regulations, “Age Discrimination in Employment Act”, 29 CFR Part 1625, 
prohibit employment discrimination by Contractor against individuals on the basis of age, including 
present and prospective 
  
employees. In addition, Contractor agrees to comply with any implementing requirements FTA may 
issue. 
c. Disabilities. In accordance with Section 102 of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, as 
amended (ADA), 42 U.S.C. Sections 12101 et seq., prohibits discrimination against qualified 
individuals with disabilities in programs, activities, and services, and imposes specific requirements 
on public and private entities. Contractor agrees that it will comply with the requirements of the 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), “Regulations to Implement the Equal 
Employment Provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act,” 29 CFR, Part 1630, pertaining to 
employment of persons with disabilities and with their responsibilities under Titles I through V of 
the ADA in employment, public services, public accommodations, telecommunications, and other 
provisions. 
d. Segregated Facilities. Contractor certifies that their company does not and will not maintain 
or provide for their employees any segregated facilities at any of their establishments, and that they 
do not and will not permit their employees to perform their services at any location under the 
Contractor’s control where segregated facilities are maintained. As used in this certification the term 
“segregated facilities” means any waiting rooms, work areas, restrooms and washrooms, 
restaurants and other eating areas, parking lots, drinking fountains, recreation or entertainment 
areas, transportation, and housing facilities provided for employees which are segregated by explicit 
directive or are in fact segregated on the basis of race, color, religion or national origin because of 
habit, local custom, or otherwise. Contractor agrees that a breach of this certification will be a 
violation of this Civil Rights clause. 
 
3) Solicitations for Subcontracts, Including Procurements of Materials and Equipment. In all 
solicitations, either by competitive bidding or negotiation, made by Contractor for work to be 
performed under a subcontract, including procurements of materials or leases of equipment, each 
potential subcontractor or supplier shall be notified by Contractor of Contractor's obligations under 
this Contract and the regulations relative to non-discrimination on the grounds of race, color, creed, 
sex, disability, age or national origin. 
 
4) Sanctions of Non-Compliance. In the event of Contractor's non-compliance with the non-
discrimination provisions of this Contract, Public Agency shall impose such Contract sanctions as it or 
the FTA may determine to be appropriate, including, but not limited to: 1) Withholding of payments 
to Contractor under the Contract until Contractor complies, and/or; 2) Cancellation, termination or 
suspension of the Contract, in whole or in part. 
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Contractor agrees to include the requirements of this clause in each subcontract financed in whole or in part 
with Federal assistance provided by FTA, modified only if necessary to identify the affected parties. 
 

DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS PARTICIPATION 
 
This Contract is subject to the requirements of Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 26, “Participation 
by Disadvantaged Business Enterprises in Department of Transportation Financial Assistance Programs”, 
therefore, it is the policy of the Department of Transportation (DOT) to ensure that Disadvantaged Business 
Enterprises (DBEs), as defined in 49 CFR Part 26, have an equal opportunity to receive and participate in the 
performance of DOT-assisted contracts. 
 

1) Non-Discrimination Assurances. Contractor or subcontractor shall not discriminate on the 
basis of race, color, national origin, or sex in the performance of this Contract. Contractor 
shall carry out all applicable requirements of 49 CFR Part 26 in the award and administration 
of DOT-assisted contracts. Failure by Contractor to carry out these requirements is a 
material breach of this Contract, which may result in the termination of this Contract or 
other such remedy as public agency deems appropriate. Each subcontract Contractor signs 
with a subcontractor must include the assurance in this paragraph. (See 49 CFR 26.13(b)). 

 
2) Prompt Payment. Contractor is required to pay each subcontractor performing Work under 

this prime Contract for satisfactory performance of that work no later than thirty (30) days 
after Contractor’s receipt of payment for that Work from public agency. In addition, 
Contractor is required to return any retainage payments to those subcontractors within 
thirty (30) days after the subcontractor’s work related to this Contract is satisfactorily 
completed and any liens have been secured. Any delay or postponement of payment from 
the above time frames may occur only for good cause following written approval of public 
agency. This clause applies to both DBE and non-DBE subcontractors. Contractor must 
promptly notify public agency whenever a DBE subcontractor performing Work related to 
this Contract is terminated or fails to complete its Work, and must make good faith efforts 
to engage another DBE subcontractor to perform at least the same amount of work. 
Contractor may not terminate any DBE subcontractor and perform that Work through its 
own forces, or those of an affiliate, without prior written consent of public agency. 
 

3) DBE Program. In connection with the performance of this Contract, Contractor will 
cooperate with public agency in meeting its commitments and goals to ensure that DBEs 
shall have the maximum practicable opportunity to compete for subcontract work, 
regardless of whether a contract goal is set for this Contract. Contractor agrees to use good 
faith efforts to carry out a policy in the award of its subcontracts, agent agreements, and 
procurement contracts which will, to the fullest extent, utilize DBEs consistent with the 
efficient performance of the Contract. 

 
ENERGY CONSERVATION REQUIREMENTS 
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Contractor agrees to comply with mandatory standards and policies relating to energy efficiency which are 
contained in the State energy conservation plans issued under the Energy Policy and Conservation Act, as 
amended, 42 U.S.C. Sections 6321 et seq. and 41 CFR Part 301-10. 
 

FEDERAL CHANGES 
 

Contractor shall at all times comply with all applicable FTA regulations, policies, procedures and directives, 
including without limitation those listed directly or by reference in the Contract between public agency and 
the FTA, as they may be amended or promulgated from time to time during the term of this contract. 
Contractor’s failure to so comply shall constitute a material breach of this Contract. 
 

INCORPORATION OF FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION (FTA) TERMS 
 

The provisions include, in part, certain Standard Terms and Conditions required by the U.S. Department of 
Transportation (DOT), whether or not expressly set forth in the preceding Contract provisions. All 
contractual provisions required by the DOT, as set forth in the most current FTA Circular 4220.1F, dated 
November 1, 2008, are hereby incorporated by reference. Anything to the contrary herein notwithstanding, 
all FTA mandated terms shall be deemed to control in the event of a conflict with other provisions contained 
in this Contract. Contractor agrees not to perform any act, fail to perform any act, or refuse to comply with 
any public agency requests that would cause public agency to be in violation of the FTA terms and 
conditions. 
 

NO FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS TO THIRD PARTIES 
Agency and Contractor acknowledge and agree that, absent the Federal Government’s express written 
consent and notwithstanding any concurrence by the Federal Government in or approval of the solicitation 
or award of the underlying Contract, the Federal Government is not a party to this Contract and shall not be 
subject to any obligations or liabilities to agency, Contractor, or any other party (whether or not a party to 
that contract) pertaining to any matter resulting from the underlying Contract. 
 
Contractor agrees to include the above clause in each subcontract financed in whole or in part with federal 
assistance provided by the FTA. It is further agreed that the clause shall not be modified, except to identify 
the subcontractor who will be subject to its provisions. 
 

PROGRAM FRAUD AND FALSE OR FRAUDULENT STATEMENTS 
 

Contractor acknowledges that the provisions of the Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act of 1986, as amended, 
31 U.S.C. §§ 3801 et seq. and U.S. DOT regulations, “Program Fraud Civil Remedies,” 49 CFR Part 31, apply to 
its actions pertaining to this Contract. Upon execution of the underlying Contract, Contractor certifies or 
affirms the truthfulness and accuracy of any statement it has made, it makes, it may make, or causes to me 
made, pertaining to the underlying Contract or the FTA assisted project for which this Contract Work is 
being performed. 
 
In addition to other penalties that may be applicable, Contractor further acknowledges that if it makes, or 
causes to be made, a false, fictitious, or fraudulent claim, statement, submission, or certification, the Federal 
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Government reserves the right to impose the penalties of the Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act of 1986 on 
Contractor to the extent the Federal Government deems appropriate. 
 
Contractor also acknowledges that if it makes, or causes to me made, a false, fictitious, or fraudulent claim, 
statement, submission, or certification to the Federal Government under a contract connected with a 
project that is financed in whole or in part with Federal assistance originally awarded by FTA under the 
authority of 49 U.S.C. § 5307, the Government reserves the right to impose the penalties of 18 U.S.C. § 1001 
and 49 U.S.C. § 5307 (n)(1) on the Contractor, to the extent the Federal Government deems appropriate. 
 
Contractor agrees to include the above clauses in each subcontract financed in whole or in part with Federal 
assistance provided by FTA. It is further agreed that the clauses shall not be modified, except to identify the 
subcontractor who will be subject to the provisions. 
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State Notice Addendum 
The National Cooperative Purchasing Alliance (NCPA), on behalf of NCPA and its current and potential 
participants to include all county, city, special district, local government, school district, private K-12 school, 
higher education institution, state, tribal government, other government agency, healthcare organization, 
nonprofit organization and all other Public Agencies located nationally in all fifty states, issues this Request 
for Proposal (RFP) to result in a national contract. 
 
For your reference, the links below include some, but not all, of the entities included in this proposal:  
 
http://www.usa.gov/Agencies/StateandTerritories.shtml   
https://www.usa.gov/local-governments  
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11. Exceptions and Assumptions 
The submission of this Proposal is predicated upon the following assumptions and conditions, 
notwithstanding anything contained in the RFP to the contrary: 

All materials provided to Region 14 ESC and NCPA as part of Precision Task Group, Inc.’s (“PTG”), a Value-
Added Reseller of Workday, response to the RFP (collectively, the “Proposal”) may be used solely in 
connection with your review of this Proposal; provided, however that you a) keep all such confidential 
information in confidence pursuant to the underlying non-disclosure agreement between the parties or, if there 
is no non-disclosure agreement between the parties, pursuant to the confidentiality commitments provided for 
in the RFP, and b) all information in this Proposal is the copyrighted intellectual property of PTG and 
Workday, Inc. and cannot be reproduced or redistributed in any way without the express prior written consent 
of PTG and Workday, including adequate notice (to the extent legally permitted) of any compelled disclosure 
requests made pursuant to applicable law for information contained in this Proposal, prior to any such 
disclosure. In addition, certain sections of this Proposal have been designated as confidential and must not be 
disclosed pursuant to any public records law without providing Workday with notice of the request and an 
opportunity to establish that such portions are exempt from disclosure under the relevant law. Any terms and 
conditions, including pricing, in this Proposal are valid for a period of 120 days after submission to Region 14 
ESC and NCPA. 

You acknowledge and agree that PTG assumes no responsibility for errors that may be contained in or for 
misinterpretations that might be inferred from this Proposal. Every reasonable attempt has been made in 
good faith to ensure that the information contained within this Proposal is correct, is current, and properly 
responds to the requirements as have been determined to date.  

Notwithstanding any inconsistent term in the content of the Proposal, the Proposal is intended only as a 
general description of the products and/or services which may be provided, and the general business 
relationship contemplated by the parties, and shall not be construed to represent or create any contractual 
obligation. Mere submission of this Proposal is not a contractual commitment on the part of either party. 
Timelines and commitments regarding functionality, outcomes, implementation and delivery are estimates, 
are dependent upon each customer’s unique needs, environments, and situations and are subject to change.   

One of the hallmarks of a cloud solution is that new features and functionality in a given solution are provided 
automatically to customers using that solution. Workday has made a good faith effort to identify any 
responses which describe services, features, or functions that are not currently part of the cloud solution. Any 
unreleased services, features or functions referenced in any Workday document, blog, Workday or our 
websites, press releases or any public statements that are not currently available are subject to change at 
Workday's discretion and may not be delivered as planned or at all. Customers who purchase Workday, Inc. 
services from PTG should make their purchase decisions based upon services, features and functions that 
are currently available.  

This Proposal and all terms and conditions proposed herein are subject to execution of mutually agreeable 
contract documents. Because PTG’s Workday solutions are offered to all customers on a "single code line" 
with a single back-end support and hosting organization, Workday’s ability to provide a consistently high level 
of service relies on the standardization of Workday’s processes, and in turn, PTG’s and Workday’s contracts.  

Any terms and conditions in the RFP, including proposed contractual terms and conditions, are specifically 
disclaimed by Workday. Only those terms and conditions mutually acceptable to both parties through 
negotiation of the terms and conditions of Workday’s Master Subscription Agreement and its exhibits (“MSA”) 
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and order forms will govern Workday’s and our respective legal obligations with respect to such services and 
related business arrangements and obligations. 

Scout RFP, a Workday Company, will provide the RFP/Sourcing solution for Region 14 ESC and NCPA.  
Scout RFP provides a cloud-based sourcing and procurement solution that includes an RFx engine, tools for 
project pipeline and contract management, a supplier relationship management (SRM) module, and analytics 
functionality for sourcing data.  At the present time, this product is offered as a complementary product to the 
Workday Services, and may be subject to a separate subscription agreement.       

Forward-Looking Statements 

This document may contain forward-looking statements for which there are risks, uncertainties, and 
assumptions. If the risks materialize or assumptions prove incorrect, PTG’s and Workday’s business results 
and directions could differ materially from results implied by the forward-looking statements. Forward-looking 
statements include any statements regarding strategies or plans for future operations; any statements 
concerning new features, enhancements or upgrades to Workday’s existing applications or plans for future 
applications; and any statements of belief. Further information on risks that could affect Workday’s results is 
included in Workday’s filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission which are available on the 
Workday investor relations webpage: www.workday.com/company/investor relations.php  

PTG and Workday assume no obligation for and does not intend to update any forward-looking statements. 

Any unreleased services, features, functionality or enhancements referenced in any Workday document, 
roadmap, blog, Workday’s or our website, press release or public statement that are not currently available are 
subject to change at Workday’s discretion and may not be delivered as planned or at all. By purchasing 
Workday services from PTG, customers agree no reliance was made on any forward-looking statements, and 
purchase decisions are based solely upon services, features, and functionality that is currently available.  

Scout RFP, a Workday Company, will provide the RFP/Sourcing solution for Region 14 ESC and NCPA 
customers.  Scout RFP provides a cloud-based sourcing and procurement solution that includes an RFx 
engine, tools for project pipeline and contract management, a supplier relationship management (SRM) 
module, and analytics functionality for sourcing data.  At the present time, this product is offered as a 
complementary product to the Workday Services, and may be subject to a separate subscription agreement. 

 

Use by Other Entities: The parties agree that other public entities, including state agencies, local 
governments, local school systems, courts, and public institutions of higher education may utilize the terms of 
this Agreement to purchase Workday services from PTG. The parties understand that pricing is specific to 
utilization metrics and the choice of Workday Service components and that any other entities will not 
necessarily pay the same price as Customer. Any such other entity shall be responsible for complying with its 
relevant procurement rules and regulations. Customer will in no way whatsoever incur any liability to PTG and 
Workday, such entities, or others in relation to specifications, delivery, payment, or any other aspect of actions 
or omissions by such entities. An entity wishing to utilize this Agreement will execute its own Order Form which 
references this Agreement and incorporates it by reference or may, at its option, choose to have a copy of this 
Agreement executed in its own name. 

Trademark Notices: All rights reserved. Precision Task Group and PTG logo are registered trademarks of 
Precision Task Group, Inc. All other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective holders. Workday and the Workday logo are registered trademarks of Workday, Inc. ServiceNow 
and the ServiceNow logo are registered trademarks of ServiceNow, Inc. All other brand and product names 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. 
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©2020 Precision Task Group, Inc. 
A note about copyright: PTG has included copyright notices on its proposal materials. PTG is not seeking to 
assert any copyright to those portions of its proposal pages which are copied from the Request for Proposal. 
The copyright in materials copied from the Request for Proposal remains in their original author.  
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12. Detailed Business Requirements (Q&A) 
Workday has taken a proactive approach to assist in your project evaluation. The embedded files below 
include detailed questions and answers across the following business areas: 

Financial Management 

 

Human Capital Management 

 

Technology 

 

Professional Services 

 

Company Information  

 

Financials E_G 
QA_Apr2020_2020R1_FINAL.xlsx

HCM E_G 
QA_Apr2020_2020R1_FINAL.xlsx

Technology_JUN20
20_FINAL.pdf

Professional 
Services_JUN2020_FINAL.pdf

Company 
Information_Apr2020_FINAL.pdf
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Company Overview


General Information


1. Provide a brief history and overview of your company.


Workday Response:


In 2005 software visionaries Dave Duffield and Aneel Bhusri decided to form a startup—one that would sell
cloud-based applications for finance and HR. They resolved to build a company that would revolutionize the
enterprise software market. The result is Workday.


Today, Workday is a leading provider of enterprise cloud applications for financial management, human
capital management, and analytics applications designed for the world's largest companies, educational
institutions, and government agencies. We offer innovative and adaptable technology focused on the
consumer Internet experience and cloud delivery model. Our applications are designed for global enterprises
to manage complex and dynamic operating environments. We provide our customers highly adaptable,
accessible, and reliable applications to manage critical business functions that enable them to optimize their
financial and human capital resources. Workday began offering our HCM application in 2006 and our
Financial Management application in 2007. Since then we have continued to invest in innovation and have
consistently introduced new services to our customers. Our cycle of frequent updates has facilitated rapid
innovation and the introduction of new applications throughout our history.


In August of 2018, Workday completed its acquisition of Adaptive Insights, which was founded by Robert S.
Hull in 2003. As a CFO in Silicon Valley, Rob saw the opportunity to improve the way finance teams manage
their budgeting, forecasting, reporting, and analytics processes. His vision was to empower teams to better
manage their business by creating a solution that is easy to use so that planning is a collaborative process,
powerful to enable comprehensive models driven by the right data and fast to enable continuous planning that
keeps pace with the business. The Adaptive Insights Business Planning Cloud offers this unique combination
of capabilities, providing customers with a solution that is more effective and easier to manage than Excel, yet
at the same time maintains the flexibility of Excel that Finance professionals love and that their businesses
need.


Scout RFP was acquired by Workday in December of 2019. Scout is a SaaS platform for strategic sourcing,
contract management, and supplier management. Scout makes strategic sourcing simpler, smarter, and more
streamlined than ever before. Its intuitive, cloud-based platform – encompassing everything from project
intake through sourcing pipeline to contract and supplier management to RFx and reverse auction tools–
closes the loop on sourcing and, in the process, empowers collaboration, centralizes data, makes processes
more transparent, and, ultimately, drives better business outcomes.


Workday continues to earn a leadership position in the market through our innovative and adaptable
technology, focus on the consumer Internet experience and cloud delivery model. Further, we believe we are
the only company to provide this complete set of unified cloud-based applications to enterprises.


Workday has achieved significant growth and global scale in a relatively short period of time, with a current
employee count of more than 12200 employees. Workday has more than 3200 customers using our Workday
solutions, 4500 customers using our Adaptive Insights solutions, and more than 250+ customers live on
Scout; including large, global organizations such as HP, AIG, Inc., Flextronics International, Four Seasons
Hotels, Georgetown University, Yale University, Kimberly-Clark Corporation, Lenovo, and Nissan. Our largest
deployment to date is to an organization with a global workforce of over 2 million people, and our applications
are available in more than 30 languages.
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Historical Snapshot


Below is a snapshot of how far Workday has come since our inception in 2005.


2. Where is your company headquartered?


Workday Response:


Workday has locations throughout the world including, the U.S., Canada, Europe, Asia, and Australia. Our
headquarters is located at: 6110 Stoneridge Mall Road, Pleasanton, CA, U.S. 94588.


Please click on the following link for a list of Workday’s office locations: https://www.workday.com/en-
us/company/about-workday/office-locations.html.


3. How many employees do you have (include breakdown by area –sales, services, operations, etc.)?


Workday Response:


Workday has more than 12200 employees with approximately 41% dedicated to Research and Development,
24% in Sales and Marketing, and 16% in Professional Services and Support. In addition, approximately 25%
are international employees.


4. Does your company have a target market?


Workday Response:


Workday has customers in a variety of industries including retail, services, non-profit, real estate
management, consulting services, technology, biomedical, financial services, food processing, manufacturing,
education and government and law firms. The flexibility of our solution and the ability to configure it to your
requirements mean that we are not limited to any particular industry or sector to market our products and
services.
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Moreover, our powerful and scalable platform with an intuitive user interface is able to reach across the
market spectrum, from small and medium-sized organizations to large enterprise customers.


5. For how many years has the system you are offering been on the market and operational with actual
customers? How many versions have been released?


Workday Response:


Workday’s first applications became available in November 2006. Since then we have continued to invest in
innovation and have consistently introduced new services to our customers. Workday began offering of
Adaptive Insights Planning solutions since the acquisition in August 2018. Its web-based system has been on
the market and operational with actual customers since 2003. Scout RFP was acquired by Workday, Inc. in
December of 2019. Scout was founded in 2014 and offers a cloud-based source-to-contract platform with the
following modules: Intake, Pipeline, Sourcing, Contracts, Supplier Onboarding, and Supplier Performance
Management.


Workday 2020R1 is our current update, and we continue to release new functionality twice a year.


6. How many code-lines (i.e. separate applications and databases) does the solution you are proposing
consist of, and how do you keep them in sync and integrated?


Workday Response:


The entirety of the Workday service is built on a single code line. All customers are on the same version but
leverage their own configurations to address unique business requirements. Additionally, the Workday
Integration Cloud is an integral part of Workday and is provided to all customers with their subscription.


7. List your company’s achievements/awards.


Workday Response:


Workday is proud of the achievements and awards we have attained since we were founded in March of
2005. Here is just a sample of some of the achievements we would like to highlight:


2020


 2020: 100 Best Companies to Work For, Fortune (#5)


 2020: Ireland's Best Workplaces 2020 - Large (#2)


 2020: Workday named Best in KLAS for ERP and Category Leader for Talent Management for the
third year in a row


2019


 2019: Workday recognized as a Leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud HCM Suites for
1,000+ Employee Enterprises


 2019: Adaptive Insights, a Workday company, positioned as a leader in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for
Cloud Financial Planning and Analysis Solutions for its Adaptive Insights Business Planning Cloud


 2019: Workday positioned as a leader in Gartner’s “Magic Quadrant for Cloud Core Financial
Management Suites for Midsize, Large, and Global Enterprises”


 2019: 50 Best Workplaces For Innovators , Fast Company


 2019: 100 Best Companies to Work For, Fortune (#4)


 2019: 50 Best Workplaces in Technology , Fortune (#2)


 2019: Best in KLAS in Enterprise Resource Planning


2018
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 2018: Future 50, Fortune (#1)


 2018: Workday positioned as a leader in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for Cloud HCM Suites for
Midmarket and Large Enterprises


 2018: The World’s Most Innovative Companies, Forbes (#2)


 2018: Workday positioned as a leader in Gartner’s “Magic Quadrant for Cloud Core Financial
Management Suites for Midsize, Large, and Global Enterprises”


 2018: Workday’s Adaptive Insights named Leader in Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud Financial
Planning and Analysis Solutions


 2018: Workday’s Adaptive Insights named Leader in the Nucleus Research Technology Value Matrix
Report


 2018: Workday’s Adaptive Insights named listed in the “Dominant” category in the BPM Partners
Vendor Landscape Matrix and achieved a customer satisfaction score of 4.51 out of 5.0


 2018: Workday’s Adaptive Insights received a top-rated badge in Corporate Performance
Management Software from TrustRadius, based on excellent customer reviews


 2018: Best Companies to Work For, Fortune (#7)


 2018: Best Workplaces for Women, Fortune (#3)


 2018: Best Workplaces for Diversity, Fortune (#11)


 2018: Top 100 Global Tech Leaders (Thomson Reuters)


 2018: 40 Best Workplaces in Technology, Fortune (#2)


 2018: UK's Best Workplace Medium Category (#1)


 2018: Best Workplace for Women in the UK (#1)


 2018: Best Large Workplace in Ireland (#2)


 2018: Best Workplaces in Germany in IT: 50-100 employees (#2)


 2018: Best in KLAS in Enterprise Resource Planning


2017


 2017: Best Companies to Work For, Fortune (#18)


 2017: 30 Best Places to Work in Technology, Fortune (#5)


 2017: The 25 Best Workplaces in the Bay Area, Fortune (#6)


 2017: Workday is the leader in the Sierra-Cedar’s “2017–2018 HR Systems Survey White Paper,
20th Annual Edition” for HRMS vendor satisfaction and user experience


 2017: Workday’s Adaptive Insights named Leader in Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud Financial
Planning and Analysis Solutions


 2017: Workday’s Adaptive Insights named Leader in the Nucleus Research Technology Value Matrix
Report


 2017: Workday’s Adaptive Insights received a top-rated badge in Corporate Performance
Management Software from TrustRadius, based on excellent customer reviews


 2017: Workday named a leader in Forrester Research, Inc.’s “The Forrester Wave™: SaaS Human
Resource Management Systems, Q3 2017”


 2017: Workday positioned as a leader in Gartner’s “Magic Quadrant for Cloud Human Capital
Management Suites for Midmarket and Large Enterprises”


 2017: Workday positioned as a leader in Gartner’s first-ever “Magic Quadrant for Cloud Core
Financial Management Suites for Midsize, Large and Global Enterprises”


 2017: Best Workplaces in Ireland, Great Place to Work Institute (#1 for large companies)


 2017: Winner of JobTrain’s Economic Opportunity Awards (Large company category)


 2017: 50 Companies That Care, PEOPLE (#16)


 2017: Best Places to Work in the Bay Area, San Francisco Business Times (#1)
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 2017: 25 Highest Paying Internships in America, Glassdoor (#15)


 2017: The 50 Best Places to Work for New Dads, Fatherly (#16)


 2017: America’s Best Midsize Employers, Forbes (#54)


 2017: LinkedIn Top Companies: Where the world wants to work now, LinkedIn (#15)


 2017: Best Large Workplace in Ireland (#1)


2016


 2016: Workday identified as a leader in Gartner’s “2016 Magic Quadrant for Cloud HCM Suites for
Midmarket and Large Enterprises”


 2016: Workday is the leader in the Sierra-Cedar’s “2016–2017 HR Systems Survey White Paper,
19th Annual Edition” for HRMS vendor satisfaction and user experience


 2016: Workday is named a Strategic Leader in Fosway Group’s “Fosway 9-Grid™ for Cloud HCM”


 2016: Best Companies to Work For, Fortune (#31)


 2016: 10 Best Large Workplaces in Tech, Fortune (#2)


 2016: Best Places to Work for Women, Fortune (#23)


 2016: Best Places to Work for Diversity, Fortune (#22)


 2016: Best Workplaces for Millennials, Fortune (#7)


 2016: Best Workplaces for Gen X’ers, Fortune (#11)


 2016: Best Workplaces for Baby Boomers, Fortune (#3)


 2016: 50 Best Workplaces for New College Grads, Fortune (#10)


 2016: 20 Best Workplaces in California, Fortune (#7)


 2016: 50 Best Workplaces for Parents, Fortune (#11)


 2016: Top Workplaces, Bay Area News Group (#1 for large companies, #1 for six consecutive years)


 2016: Best Places to Work in the Bay Area, San Francisco Business Times (#2 for largest
companies)


 2016: Best Places to Work in Europe, Great Place to Work Institute


 2016: Best Workplaces in Ireland, Great Place to Work Institute (#2 for large companies)


2015


 2015: Best Companies to Work For, Fortune (#22)


 2015: Top Workplaces, Bay Area News Group (#1 for large companies)


 2015: Best Places to Work in the Bay Area, San Francisco Business Times (#1 for largest
companies)


 2015: Best Places to Work in Europe, Great Place to Work Institute


 2015: Best Workplaces in Ireland, Great Place to Work Institute (#4 for medium-sized companies)


2014


 2014: Workday identified as a leader in “The Forrester Wave™: SaaS HR Management Systems, Q4
2014”


For a complete and current listing of our news archives, please follow the link below to our Workday Company
News page: http://www.workday.com/company/news.php.
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8. Do you offer user support groups, webinars, seminars or conferences? If so, when are they, where are
they, how often?


Workday Response:


Workday strives to maintain a strong understanding of the IT requirements of our customers. To this end we
seek open dialog and a close and collaborative working relationship with our customers. This, in tandem with
delivering high end solutions and services, contributes to Workday’s consistently high customer satisfaction
rating.


The following provide this opportunity for us to better understand our customers’ needs:


Customer Advisory Councils


Customer advisory councils provide executive feedback, validation, and advice to guide the strategic planning
of Workday product investments. Customer advisory councils are organized around both product and industry
solution areas and engage our customers in a dialogue around key business trends, new innovations, and
achieving maximum value from Workday solutions. These councils consist of a select group of
representatives from some of the world’s leading organizations in their respective domains.


Community User Groups


User groups provide a place for people with common interests related to Workday to discuss and collaborate
on various topics.


User Group Types


Workday has three main types of user groups:


 Product - Workday customers who share interest in the same product functionality.


 Regional - Workday customers who are based in the same geographic region. The members have
regular meetings in person where they can share their ideas. Regional user groups are independent
organizations run by local Workday customers. Workday promotes regional user groups but does not
own, manage or direct the groups.


 Special Interest - Workday customers who are part of the same industry or other specialty areas. For
example: Technology, Higher Education, Government, Retail. Special Interest group objectives
include: networking with others in your area of interest regarding the use of existing functionality,
share and discuss common best practices, provide collective feedback to Workday Product
Management via the Community group.


Community Brainstorm


Workday encourages customers to request new features in the product via the Brainstorm forum available in
the Workday Community website. Within this forum, customers submit enhancement ideas which are then
opened up for voting to the entire Workday customer base. Ideas with the most votes are considered as
candidates to be included in our product roadmap.


User Conferences


 Workday Rising: Workday has an annual customer/partner event called Workday Rising, which
usually is held in the northern hemisphere fall/autumn. This is an opportunity for our customers to
come together and collaborate and discover future enhancements to our products and roadmap.
Workday Rising 2020 will take place September 21-24 at the Moscone Convention Center in San
Francisco, CA. Workday Rising Europe 2020 will be held at the Bella Center in København, Denmark
November 17-19. Please visit http://www.workdayrising.com for more information.


 Adaptive Live: You can learn about our annual user conference, Adaptive Live
at https://www.adaptivelive.com/. This event brings more than 1,500 finance professionals together to
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learn, share best practices, and network together while listening to inspiring keynotes, participating in
hands-on sessions, and unlocking the full potential of their Adaptive Insights investment.


 Scout RFP SPARK: Scout holds an annual conference, Spark, which is an opportunity to host our
customers, partners, and prospects for two days of product announcements, customer testimonials
and more.


In February 2020, the conference in San Francisco, CA brought together 600+ Leaders in
Sourcing, Procurement, and Finance. The theme was “Spark Your Sourcing Journey” and the
conference highlighted new approaches to invigorate sourcing teams and drive collaboration between
finance and procurement departments.


Customer Workgroups


Customer Workgroups meet during the course of any given year to talk about various focused topics.
Customer representatives meet with product managers to discuss functional capabilities, technology, and
deployment services. We will continue to create additional Regional User Groups in key geographies.


Workday Customer Community


Launched at Workday Rising in 2008, the Workday Customer Community is accessible by all Workday
customers. It is our primary vehicle for customer communications including online forums and brainstorm
(where the Workday Community collaborates and votes on enhancement ideas).


9. Who are your partners / alliances?


Workday Response:


Workday has a number of business partnerships/alliances with organizations that provide complementary
software, technology, services, etc. that add value for Workday customers. Each partner has specific skill sets
and personnel that can add value to our customers depending on that customer's specific needs.


Please visit the following link to Workday Partners Directory page at Workday website and for Adaptive
Insights, information on our partners can be found at Adaptive Insights website.
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10. How do you differentiate yourself from your competition?


Workday Response:


The world constantly changes and that impacts business and organizations world-wide. With a combination of
rapid technology innovation, fiscal uncertainty, changing regulatory compliance requirements, and demands
for accountability and transparency, agile software solutions delivered on a highly resilient and adaptable
architecture are a must-have for IT and businesses striving to achieve operational excellence and
organizational agility.


However, many organizations rely on enterprise applications built on technology developed decades ago that
can no longer keep pace with changes in technology, regulation, business process or user expectations.
Legacy applications, whether implemented on premises or as cloud workloads have a rigid architecture,
making them difficult to adapt to new process flows, org structures, or business models and they often require
costly and complex upgrades to implement new application capabilities or support new underlying
technologies that enhance attributes such as scalability, security or user experience. Many enterprise
applications that have been “lifted and shifted” to run in the cloud, but underneath are a patchwork of different
systems stitched together with integrations and unable to support a collaborative, streamlined experience,
offer consistent security or provide an end-to-end view of data vital for rapid decision making for a constantly
changing world.


Business leaders and the IT teams that support them need systems that are highly agile and operationally
resilient and that continuously deliver innovations which can be adopted at the pace optimal for the business.
Workday offers such an enterprise application suite in the cloud and represents a radically different ownership
experience from what you would experience with legacy software or other cloud solution providers.


With Workday, you have business planning, financials, spend management, human capital management,
payroll, reporting, and analytics together, and a platform for customers and partners to extend Workday
services for their unique needs. We call this the ability to continuously plan, execute, analyze and extend in
the cloud with the industry’s best planned and predictable availability, proven performance, privacy by design
and experience that is unmatched in the industry.


Workday offers the tools and capabilities you need to recruit, attract, develop, manage and retain your
employees and create a best place to work. Workday also offers tools and capabilities that intelligently
support financial planning, transactions, controls, expenses, spend and analytics, with automation and
intelligence built in to move finance from heavily manual operations to strategic priorities and support
continuous planning and a continuous close. Further, Workday is inherently multichannel, supporting today’s
personalized user experience through web, mobile, natural workspaces and conversational user interfaces,
including Workday Assistant, our built-in chatbot.


Uniquely, with Workday, organizations have the ability to see across their finance and human resource
landscapes, enhance the visibility with external operational data and derive insights that enable the business
to make timely, informed decisions and immediately act on them. With Workday, business teams can control
and predict costs, increase worker and operational productivity, and dramatically improve decision making
through visibility.


Workday is the result of innovative thinking, adaptable architecture, new technologies, and a fresh approach
to capturing and prioritizing product developments through design partner programs, lean product
management and an active, vibrant customer community which regularly surfaces brainstorms; all to best
support organizations across all industries, sizes, and geographies.


In today’s rapidly changing environment, business continuity and operational excellence pertaining to people
and finance is an imperative. With that in mind, a key differentiator is that Workday is proven. Thousands of
organizations ranging from 200 to 2 million+ employees have selected Workday as their partner. Despite
hyper growth of 102%t in transaction volume, Workday enjoys an unprecedented 97% customer satisfaction
rating.
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Unique Solution Offering


Some key differentiators of Workday are as follows:


 Agility: Our suite of cloud-based applications is designed for a wide array of global industries and
organizations seeking highly flexible software that continuously supports changes in their operating
and regulatory environments. Our rapid innovation cycle and regular deployment of the latest
capabilities to our customers ensures that users are always able to use the latest version of our
software, which we update weekly, culminating in two major releases per year. In addition to the
continuous delivery of enhancements to the product, having all customers on the same version of
their applications ensures that we can offer the best support and enable a community of customers
who collaborate and share best practices together. With Workday, the critical elements of Human
Capital Management, Planning, Analytics, sourcing and Financial Management such as business
processes, reporting and integrations, are not provided by third party systems and don’t require
bespoke IT skills or experience to create or modify. Business processes, reporting and integrations
are core to the Workday solution; and these core capabilities are designed to be configurable, which
means that business analysts can support them with minimal technical IT resources required.
Workday applications can be configured and adapted to meet specific requirements, with no
implications on upgrades. For example, administrators and even approved users can quickly change
the business processes that underlie Workday applications, can increase the number of users in
response to organic growth, acquisitions or different operating conditions and model and implement
organizational changes, all controlled by a configurable security model


 Operate with the complete picture in mind: Workday applications provide our customers with
timely and comprehensive visibility into their operations and enable operational, workforce and
financial insights. Our applications are designed to capture both the content and context of everyday
business events without the technical complexity and rigidity associated with traditional relational
databases. Workday embeds this rich source of business information with real-time analytics into the
core functionality of our applications to enable better and faster decision-making. Workday enables
this business information across people and finances to be enriched with non-Workday data through
Workday Prism Analytics


 Plan for What’s Next: With Workday Adaptive Planning, business planners and decision makers can
quickly adapt to changing business conditions with a powerful modelling engine built for enterprise
planning. Adaptive Planning’s Elastic Hypercube Technology is a modern in-memory calculation
engine that allows users to flexibly model with virtually no constraints on the number of dimensions
and scenarios in a model. When used in conjunction with Workday HCM or Workday Financial
Management, Workday Adaptive Planning allows business teams to rapidly put plans into action with
automated workflows, for example, publishing headcount plans and creating approved positions.


 Personalized User Experience: Workday’s User Experience is simple and intuitive to use across
both Web and Mobile and is becoming personalized through the application of machine learning and
intelligent search. Our focus on an intuitive and simple user experience enables adoption of our
applications by even novice users with minimal training and encourages self-service.


 Optimize IT resources: With the Workday cloud-based model, all of our customers are operating on
the same version of our applications. This enables all customers to take advantage of regular updates
to our software, with minimal disruption. In addition, our customers do not need to buy, install and
maintain the complex IT infrastructure required to operate on-premise systems. Even though we
deliver new features on a frequent basis, our customers control their rate of adoption of new features
through configuration, on their terms, and allowing for testing and change management for seamless
adoption.


 Adaptable architecture for continuous innovation: Workday was designed from the start to be
able to evolve at the pace of innovation so our customers would never lag behind the latest
innovations. Our application logic and underlying technology services are abstracted from each other
using a metadata layer that allows our developers to rapidly create new applications without having to
understand the underlying details of the technology services. This design enables us to continuously
evolve our underlying technology platform to account for new trends, such as machine learning or
blockchain, without having to rewrite application logic. Our applications only get smarter and better
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over time as new innovations come out, and it's all seamless to our customers. You will never have to
purchase or re-implement a new version of Workday.


Our solutions are built on a highly adaptive foundation of modern technologies, including:


 Multi-Tenant: Our multi-tenant architecture enables multiple customers to be on shared services
while securely partitioning their respective application data. Because customers utilize our IT
resources and operational infrastructure, this framework significantly reduces the costs of
deployment, upgrades, and support


 Object-Based Data Model: Our applications use objects to represent real-world entities such as
employees, benefits, budgets, charts of accounts, and organizations. Using objects to model
attributes and relationships increases our pace of innovation enabling actionable analytics that are
part of our core transactional systems of record and making the system more easily adaptable to
change


 In-Memory Data Management: Our use of in-memory processing brings data physically closer to the
central processing units and into main memory, eliminating the need to run a disk-seek operation
each time a data look-up is performed. This allows for rapid and efficient delivery of embedded
business intelligence to facilitate actionable analytics and reporting. All reports and analytics are
based on real-time transactional data, eliminating the need for additional data warehouse complexity


 Configurable Processes: With Workday, both business processes and configurable security are
built into the Workday core architecture. This allows customers to designate permission groups and
security settings that are pervasive across the whole solution, in contrast to integrated products
where multiple privacy and security settings need to be set per product/module. We offer a broad set
of tools for configuring, managing, monitoring, and optimizing the business processes that
organizations rely on to manage their business. With over 750 predefined business process
definitions designed to help accelerate deployments and provide a starting point for additional
configuration, customers can quickly align their processes to the unique needs of their organization


 Open API-based Integration Platform: By offering an enterprise-class, embedded web services
integration platform and toolset at no additional cost, we relieve customers of many of the burdens
associated with legacy systems integration and greatly reduce the risk of deployment failures or
delays. In addition to open, standards-based web services and REST application programming
interfaces, we provide a growing portfolio of pre-built connectors managed and maintained by
Workday or our partners. For some connectors and APIs, an additional license fee may be necessary


 Personalized User Interface (UI): We have built a flexible and personalized UI framework that
allows us to quickly embrace new UI technologies without needing to rewrite the underlying
application logic. Currently, we support all major browsers, run natively on Apple's iOS and Android
with applications specifically designed for the iPad, iPhone and Android phones, and support other
mobile platforms such as Windows Mobile and Symbian through our HTML5 client


 Multi-channel UI: Along with support for mobile devices, Workday is integrated with natural
workspaces, including Microsoft Teams and Slack and enables interaction with Workday tasks and
information through a conversational UI, Workday Assistant. All these right-time experiences enhance
the ease and productivity for Workday users and enable an engaging experience


 Security and Audit: At Workday, our guiding principle is “Privacy by Design” and we adhere to the
highest security standards. We voluntarily obtain third party examinations relating to security and data
privacy. From the physical security of our data center operations, to network and application level-
security, to safeguarding our customers' sensitive data, we provide best-in-class infrastructure,
policies and procedures. We deliver configurable, user-level access control policies as well as a
comprehensive, always-on auditing service that captures and documents changes to both data
elements and business processes


 Machine Learning: Our approach to Machine Learning is to build it into the core of our architecture
and surface it’s benefits through our applications. With machine learning at the core - not a “build your
own” machine learning tool bench that requires an IT team to procure, customize and maintain - there
is no “cold start”. This means our Machine Learning will deliver value as soon as our customers opt
into our Innovation Services Agreement (ISA).The ISA Is our trust-based approach to utilizing
customer data to empower Machine Learning, where customers must opt-in and provide Workday
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express permission to do so. The Workday architecture with one source for data enables machine
learning at the core to leverage the robust data set of 46 million+ workers (with customer permission)
and enables machine learning to be applied as solutions through the lens of Workday applications


 Workday Ownership Experience and Customer Satisfaction: At Workday, customer satisfaction is
core to our values. All the new innovations and capabilities in the world won’t provide value if they are
not delivered with an excellent and sustained ownership experience. At Workday, we put customer
experience before everything else. We hold ourselves accountable to the highest standards of
customer delivery excellence. Beyond our company values, customer satisfaction is tied to the
compensation of every Workmate at Workday, and while we celebrate in continuing to exceed our
goal of 95% customer satisfaction, we won’t rest until that number is 100%


11. Why should we select your product over your competitors?


Workday Response:


Workday was founded on the idea of creating a completely different type of enterprise application experience:
One that is built in the cloud, designed to be continuously innovative, and offer a “consumer-like” simple and
intuitive user experience. In addition, Workday’s core values include delivering the industry-best customer
experience. All of these founding principles result in a number of unique competitive advantages.


Agile Cloud Architecture: Workday is different by design, with an architecture that enables Workday to
evolve continuously with support for the newest innovative technologies and key application features without
disruption or cost-producing upgrades. To date, we’ve delivered weekly updates and 34 major releases
seamlessly and simultaneously to all Workday customers, while maintaining a 97% customer satisfaction
rating. Advantages include:


 A User Experience that is intuitive, encourages self-service, has industry-leading accessibility, and is
consistent across both Web and Mobile


 A Cloud Service that is faster to deploy, configure and adapt to changing business processes and
organizational structures


 A Cloud Service that requires less capital and staffing and requires less IT involvement to implement
and maintain


 A Cloud Service that enables customers to stay current with the latest software updates and
enhancements


 A Cloud Service that delivers functionality at a significantly lower Total Cost of Ownership compared
to traditional ERP systems.


Right Time User Experience: Workday’s maturity in the mobile space has evolved from the Workday app’s
first release in the App Store™ in 2009 to today having a fully-featured App Experience across both Apple
and Android devices, including mobile browser support for all devices and industry-best app store ratings. In
addition, Workday now offers a conversational user interface through Workday Assistant, a single, intuitive
chat interface supported both on Web and Mobile.


Industry-Leading App Functionality: Workday has earned a leader position across all three 2019 Gartner
Magic Quadrants in the categories addressing Workday functionality:


 “Magic Quadrant for Cloud Core Financial Management Suites for Midsize, Large, and Global
Enterprises™”


 “Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud HCM Suites for 1,000+ Employee Enterprises™”


 “Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud Financial Planning and Analysis Solutions™”


Along with having best-in-class applications, Workday customers have recognized the value of the Workday
Suite, with its single experience, source for data, security model and one community, over the integrated
modules and products of our competitors and have been able to make significant savings and achieve
immediate and significant productivity improvements.
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Privacy by Design: At Workday, Security and Data Privacy are job #1. Every aspect of what we do and what
we deliver at Workday is designed to have the best possible security and to safeguard data privacy at all
times. From our unique and proven single security model to our full-stack security from data centers, to
network security to application security, we are using the best technologies and practices. We continuously
test and validate with proven third-parties, continuously educate our staff, developers, partners and
customers, and safeguard customer data at all times.


Workday is the first cloud enterprise applications company to put in place the Innovation Services Agreement,
which requires customer opt-in and provides complete transparency to when Workday innovations, such as
machine learning and Data-as-a-service require access to customer data.


A Unique and Trusted Approach to Innovation: We have a unique and differentiated approach to
Innovation at Workday. Besides our continuous delivery model - with all customers on the same version of
Workday Applications, which ensures that new innovations are available for all without disruption - we have
four unique principles that guide our innovation:


1. We innovate at the intersection of technology and business value. What this means is that we
continuously design and test our innovations to deliver rapid and measurable business value. An
example of this is with our investments in Machine Learning that have been designed closely with our
Workday design partner customers and are only released when they have proven ROI. Recent
releases of the Workday Skills Cloud and Financial Journal Insights have proven results with our
customer references


2. This leads to our second Innovation differentiation - At Workday, we build innovation into our core, not
as a bolt on product or tool set. Innovation such as Machine Learning, Natural language processing
and Augmented Analytics are being built into the core Workday architecture and fueled with Workday
data. This means our customers can just “turn on” these capabilities with the Innovation Services
Agreement and do not have to spin up IT resources to build solutions from tool sets or spend time
and money using external Machine Learning platforms or extracting data to get ML outcomes


3. We innovate ethically, safeguarding fairness and trust - Throughout Workday’s Innovation efforts, we
continuously ensure data use is transparent, data is kept private and outcomes remain aligned with
ethics and avoid bias


4. Finally, at workday we believe Innovation comes from our community as well as our own Research
and Development. At Workday we have the industry’s highest level of release enhancements coming
from customer Brainstorms. We average more than 40% of new features derived directly from our
customers with over 280 new features in the most recent release of Workday, Workday 2020R1,
resulting from Brainstorms.


12. Where does your organization foresee the HCM market going over the next five years?


Workday Response:


While no one truly knows what the future holds, there is no denying that business and technology are
changing at a frenetic pace and that this will continue to be the case. Megatrends relevant to the HCM market
include the rise of artificial intelligence and machine learning, more generations than ever before are part of
your workforce, the growth of the gig economy inside and outside the enterprise, the changing definition of a
worker and the quantified self, the growing importance of more advanced analytic capabilities in everyday
decisions, as well as the consumerization of the enterprise.


Given the pace at which technology moves, Workday works to a two-year product strategy timeline with
defined investment themes. In Human Capital Management, our investment themes for 2020 are: Operational
Excellence, Insights, and Experience. These investment themes are critical in keeping us focused to expose
more value to our customers through our product roadmap.
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Workday’s portfolio of core business applications is broad and will continue to deepen and grow in HCM,
Financial Management, Student, and Business Intelligence. We are investing in country localizations,
industry-specific features, advanced analytics, and machine learning to help our customers differentiate. Our
technology foundation and applications allow us to elegantly and organically add new capabilities.


We believe that business is being shaped by broad access to data and rich analytics. At the top of the digital
agenda for organizations is reimagining the customer and worker experiences. In the last year, we’ve built
upon our strong foundation in core business applications to offer personalized experiences in On-boarding,
Learning, Student Engagement, Recruiting, Careers, and Performance. We’ve leveraged mobile, video,
analytics, machine learning, and integration technology to humanize work and to create more cohesive
experiences. And we will continue to invest in reimagining people experiences.


We are enabling customers to create engaging and personalized worker experiences by bringing together
multiple applications, workflows, and information to help their workers to Be More Productive and to Be
Their Best Self. That is why we are committed to designing our service for the way you want to work; as
follows:


 You expect to do all your work on mobile devices.


 You expect to quickly search using your own natural language.


 You expect applications to remember you and learn from your actions in order to make the
experience more relevant and personalized with each use.


 You expect to get in and get out.


 You expect applications to tell you what you need to know to complete a task.


 You expect guidance, recommendations, and in-line help.


 You expect seamless interactions and up-to-date accuracy.


It is reasonable that you bring these expectations to work with you every day, and, accordingly, that your
HCM application provides this. You’ve naturally developed these expectations from your “real” life
experiences on the consumer web.


Workday was designed with you in mind. We know that you, your business, and technology are ever
changing. This reality is the only thing that isn’t going to change. You need a business partner that
understands this, which is why we deliver and support our application as a service to you.


No one knows for sure what the future holds, but Workday knows that we must deliver a solution that is
relevant to you today, tomorrow, and 10 years from now. We provide you with an adaptive global architecture
so that you can easily make everyday changes to people, organizations, business processes, rules,
calculations, reports, and security to reflect your business. While you are doing that, we are constantly
investing in the technology to support your business needs and the way you want to work – whatever that
looks like.


13. Briefly state your involvement in the use of leading technologies and best practice in delivering the
services detailed in the RFP.


Workday Response:


Workday’s cloud solutions offer both an innovative and proven approach for enterprise application delivery.
Workday was built from the outset as an agile cloud service supporting all processes involving human capital
and financial management, capitalizing on the efficiencies and cost-effectiveness afforded by being an
enterprise-class Cloud application.


The Workday architecture was designed to be easily adaptable as users’ needs and business requirements
change and evolve, and to meet the needs of a global, mobile workforce. Workday’s unique underlying
architecture makes getting information and taking action easy for any user, from an employee doing self-
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service to a departmental manager to IT teams and even the CFO or CEO - all using an intuitive, consumer-
like interface.


In addition, the Workday Architecture is designed to accommodate change, whether that be from introducing
new technologies such as natural language processing and machine learning to enhance application
functionality and user experience or new cloud infrastructure technologies such as containers and big data
solutions to increase performance and scalability or new application functionality as seen from Workday's
rapid expansion into new adjacencies, such as recruiting, learning, and procurement.


The Workday architecture is also designed to facilitate the bringing in of technologies and applications from
acquisitions in such a way that the acquired capabilities rapidly assimilate into the Workday foundation,
staying aligned with the Workday principles of one source for data, one security model, one experience and
one community; often referred to as the Power of One.


Our solutions are designed to deliver a single source for data and align with a single security model that is
shared across all applications. Our innovative and highly adaptive foundation takes advantage of several
modern technologies, including:


 Multi-Tenant Architecture: Our multi-tenant architecture enables multiple customers to share the
same version of our applications, while securely partitioning their respective application data.
Because customers utilize our IT resources and operational infrastructure, this framework significantly
reduces the costs of deployment, upgrades, and support


 Object-Based Data Model: Our applications use objects to represent real-world entities such as
employees, benefits, budgets, charts of accounts, and organizations. Using objects to model
attributes and relationships increases our pace of innovation and enables actionable analytics that
are part of our core transactional systems of record and makes the system more easily adaptable to
change


 In-Memory Data Management: Our use of in-memory processing brings data physically closer to the
central processing units and into main memory, eliminating the need to run a disk-seek operation
each time a data look-up is performed. This allows for rapid and efficient delivery of embedded
business intelligence, to facilitate actionable analytics and reporting. All reports and analytics are
based on real-time transactional data, eliminating the need for additional data warehouse complexity


 Consumer User Interface (UI): We have built a flexible and intuitive UI framework that allows us to
quickly embrace new UI technologies without needing to rewrite the underlying application logic.
Currently, we support all major browsers, run natively on Apple's iOS and Android with applications
specifically designed for iPhone and Android phones, and support other mobile platforms such as
Windows Mobile and Symbian through our HTML5 client. Our Mobile implementation takes
advantage of the newest mobile capabilities such as FaceID for biometric authentication and
geocaching. Additionally, we’ve created a framework for conversational user experiences in
Workday. We have support for Natural Language Processing and Natural Language Understanding
and have built a Workday chat interface, Workday Assistant, that uses natural language to find and
deliver information and execute tasks on behalf of a Workday User. Workday Assistant is fully
integrated with Workday Web and Mobile and is accessible through Natural Workspaces, such as
Microsoft Teams and Slack. In addition, Workday’s User experience is accessible with the industry’s
best adoption of accessibility technologies and capabilities


 Configurable Processes and frameworks: Critical for any organization - particularly for complex,
global businesses - is the capacity to provide consistent business processes, while allowing for local
nuances, and ensuring privacy and security are maintained. Workday is uniquely positioned to
support this common challenge because of our architecture. Our architecture allows our customers to
designate permission groups and security settings that are pervasive across the whole solution, in
contrast to integrated products where multiple privacy and security settings need to be set per
product/module. We offer a broad set of tools for configuring, managing, monitoring, and optimizing
the business processes that organizations rely on to manage their business. We include over 750
predefined business process definitions to help accelerate deployments and provide a starting point
for additional configuration. In addition, the Workday Business Process Framework works in tandem
with Workday configurable security, configurable integrations, requests, notifications, surveys, and
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reporting in order to increase employee collaboration, engagement, process automation, and
efficiency across organizations


 Open Rest and Web Services-based Integration and Extensibility: Workday’s architecture and
applications are supported by a rich set of REST and SOAP-based publicly available APIs. For
exchange of data between Workday and third-party systems, Workday offers an enterprise-class,
embedded web services integration platform and toolset at no additional cost called Workday
Integration Cloud. Workday Integration Cloud relieves customers of many of the burdens associated
with legacy systems integration and greatly reduces the risk of deployment failures or delays, without
requiring procurement or management of third-party integration middleware. In addition to open,
standards-based web services and REST application programming interfaces, Workday provides a
growing portfolio of pre-built connectors and toolkits called Integration Cloud Connect, managed and
maintained by Workday or our partners


 Operational Data and Analytics: Workday has always offered transactions and analytics in a single
system across people and finance data. In addition, core to Workday, is support for a wide array of
user generated reports, dashboards and scorecards, simplifying and democratizing data access
for workers and managers who need insights to make rapid business decisions. In addition, all
Workday data access, report creation and accessibility is governed by the Workday security model,
meaning access and distribution of data is governed and secure at all times. Through Workday Prism
Analytics, Workday users have the ability to combine Workday data with non-Workday data to
analyze across business operations in ways that drive more strategic insights and implications across
multiple aspects of the business itself. Examples of non-Workday data include industry-specific
operational systems, CRM systems, historical Financial Management or Payroll data. Workday is also
delivering powerful data manipulation and analysis capabilities called discovery boards, which enable
great flexibility and depth of dimensional analysis to unlock pivotal insights across people, finance,
and operations


 Collaboration and Productivity technologies: Workday has built out a suite of shared productivity
functionality based on friendly Office and Google user experiences that operate with Workday and
Prism data and workday security to enable secure ad hoc data analysis. With Workday Worksheets,
users can collaborate and analyze in a friendly spreadsheet format, and Workday supports the
sharing of analytics in visual presentations and narrative forms with Workday Slides (limited
availability) and through Workday Docs (limited availability). Finally, all assets created in analytics
and collaboration can be shared and stored in a secure and audible way on Workday Drive


 Machine Learning: Our approach to Machine Learning is to build it into the core of our architecture
and surface it’s benefits through our applications. With machine learning at the core - not a “build your
own” machine learning tool bench that requires an IT team to procure, customize and maintain - there
is no “cold start”. This means our Machine Learning will deliver value as soon as our customers opt
into our Innovation Services Agreement (ISA). The ISA Is our trust-based approach to utilizing
customer data to empower Machine Learning, where customers must opt-in and provide Workday
express permission to do so. The Workday architecture, with one source for data, enables machine
learning at the core to leverage the robust data set of 40+ million workers (with customer permission)
and enables machine learning to be applied as solutions through the lens of Workday applications


 Security, Privacy and Audit: We adhere to the highest security standards. We voluntarily obtain
third party examinations relating to security and data privacy. From the physical security of our data
center operations, to network and application level-security, to safeguarding our customers' sensitive
data, we provide best-in-class infrastructure, policies and procedures. We deliver configurable, user-
level access control policies as well as a comprehensive, always-on auditing service that captures
and documents changes to both data elements and business processes. And to ensure the most
secure tenant environment and protect unauthorized access to data, Workday supports a wide array
of options for two-factor and multi-factor authentication both for web and mobile as well as step-up
authentication for access to more sensitive data and processes throughout Workday. Workday also
leverages agile best practice development operations to provide speed and efficiency for delivering
new innovations to customers, including:


 All customers on the same version of Workday Applications: Every customer at Workday is on
the same version of a Workday application. All internal development is also done on the same version
of each app our customers are running in production. This allows us to put all engineering investment
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and effort into the current version of our solutions that our customers are running. There is no
Workday 1.0, Workday 2.0; it’s just Workday


 Continuous development and delivery: Workday utilizes the same continuous development and
delivery model that many consumer internet companies, such as Facebook and LinkedIn, also utilize.
We do weekly builds that allow us to respond to customer needs more rapidly. Customers do not
have to wait for the next major release of Workday to obtain something they need for implementation.
Customers can preview new features in a preview tenant that allows them to see and test the new
functionality against their own data. Workday uses proven DevOps processes to ensure the reliable
continuous delivery of new capabilities into our weekly releases that have been thoroughly tested and
uses techniques such as feature toggles and canary deployments to ensure release updates are
done with minimum disruption to customer experience and availability


 Vendor managed updates: Workday takes on the responsibility of updating all customers to the
most recent version of Workday simultaneously. Workday updates are planned, predictable and
published a year in advance on Workday Community


 Breadth of solution delivery: In addition, Workday is unique in the range and innovation of
enterprise class tools and techniques applied to solution delivery services. Workday’s solution
incorporates over 750 delivered and optimized business processes, embedded business intelligence
with approximately 4000 standard reports and easy configuration capabilities to customize Workday
to match your business without the need for coding


Workday project management tools enable the Engagement Manager to work from a standard Microsoft
Project Plan. The project team will also use Central Desktop to share and collaborate. Expediting the design
phase is our Design Toolkit within the architect sessions, which are followed immediately by prototyping
activities and verifications, providing a quick validation of the configuration in meeting your business needs.


Data is imported into the customer’s Workday tenant via the Cloud Loader, which is a data loading and
transformation tool that expedites the loading of data into the Workday environment during implementation.
Workday's Cloud Loader tool provides our consultants with appropriate sequencing, validation, and error
checking to ensure the data is loaded appropriately. Enterprise Interface Builder (EIB) is an easy-to-use,
configuration-based tool built into Workday that enables users to configure the import of data into or export of
data out of Workday with transformation.


All of these tools, and more, are designed to speed and simplify the time to value in implementing and
configuring Workday to meet your unique business needs.


Customer Information


1. How many customers do you have in total?


Workday Response:


Workday has more than 3200 customers using our Workday solutions, 4500 customers using our Adaptive
Insights solutions and 250+ Scout RFP Customers. These customers range in size from 200 employees to 2
million+ employees.


2. How many customers are live on the solution you are proposing to us?


Workday Response:


Workday has over 3200 customers with over 70% live on our system.
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Financial Information


1. Provide financial summary of your company. What is your company’s annual sales/revenue?


Workday Response:


Workday is a publicly held corporation and is happy to share our detailed financial data included in the most
recent SEC financial filing provided on our website at:
http://www.workday.com/company/investor_relations/sec_filings.php.


2. What percentage of your organization’s revenue do you invest in Research and Development?


Workday Response:


Workday is a publicly held corporation and is happy to share our research and development expenditure,
which is included in the most recent SEC financial filing provided on our website at:
http://www.workday.com/company/investor_relations/sec_filings.php.


Workday has approximately 41% of our employees dedicated to research and development across all product
lines.
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Professional Services


Deployment Methodology


1. Describe your approach to deployment. What is your process for effectively managing the implementation
process?


Workday Response:


Workday’s Deployment Objectives


Workday’s deployment objectives are to configure a cost-effective and integrated software platform to support
your organization’s business requirements. Workday is poised to lead the software market with a feature-rich
application developed on modern technology and architecture.


Workday will provide a reduction in routine, administrative demands and manual processes while significantly
increasing not only functional capabilities and process efficiencies but reporting / analysis/audit capabilities as
well. Workday will add value to the organization by providing a cost-effective operating model, and
contemporary technology platform that will reduce or eliminate traditional infrastructure and maintenance
costs.


Workday provides robust functionality to support your organization’s functional requirements while providing
enough flexibility to your multiple business units with a flexible organization model that would allow you to
create, change and manage organization structures graphically. The system will enable your organization to
manage and organize business units and matrix organizational structures in a way that accurately reflects
how you operate. Workday will provide a platform to support formal and informal structures including
hierarchies like supervisory, geographic, and costing as well as collaborative structures like teams,
committees, projects, and communities of practice.


Workday’s Professional Services organization is aligned to optimize the Workday solution to accomplish your
specific goals outlined previously. Our organization philosophies are consistent with those you articulate – in
that we value collaboration, creativity, trust and integrity, flexibility, and attention to long term customer
relationships and customer satisfaction.


As a customer and partner with Workday, you will have:


 Access to Workday’s Engagement and Customer Success Managers


 Access to Workday’s Development and Strategy organizations


 Access to Workday’s Executive Management team


 Access to supported/packaged integrations and custom integration templates


 Industry recognized resources to augment your project team


 Post-production support/updates and upgrades of your production environment


Workday is pleased to provide the following high-level deployment objectives:


 Implement and configure Workday applications to meet your organization’s functional and operational
requirements in managing human capital and financial information and provide a single ‘system of
record’.


 Ensure a successful deployment, both on-time and within budget, and provide adequate knowledge
transfer and orientation to enable your organization to roll out and maximize the functionality of the
system.
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 Support employee and manager’s self-service requests for viewing and changing personnel
information and business transactions, either directly through manager employee self-service; or
through an HR partner – reducing or eliminating the need for paper files or manual efforts.


 Provide complete coverage for required reporting and ensure that your personnel are trained to
produce their own reporting and analytics.


 Provide best practice, streamlined work processes across target business processes (e.g., recruiting,
hiring and terminating; benefits enrollment and management; tracking training and certifications;
primary data change; etc.)


 Provide real-time access to financial information to gain a deeper understanding of costs and revenue
while ensuring strong audits and controls.


 Assist with the creation of an integration approach, framework and plan for managing application
communications to/from third-party applications.


 Leverage the power of the cloud approach to minimize your organization’s investment in hardware,
software maintenance and application upgrades.


Workday’s Deployment Approach


Workday is committed to your organization’s successful deployment of the Workday solution. Workday will
work with your organization, as needed, to further define deployment options and project scope to provide a
finalized deployment quote.


While Workday’s deployment methodology (described below) will serve as the baseline roadmap for this
engagement, further modifications and refinements to the deployment model can be made. It is a deliverable-
based approach and applies across applications, business processes and technologies. The overall process
is supported by a set of planning documents, activities, techniques and deliverables necessary to effectively
deploy Workday for your organization.


The Workday deployment model proposed will consist of multiple project “phases”. A phase is defined as the
full end-to-end project to deliver in-scope functionality. The standard project approach is comprised of a Plan
Stage, followed by an Architect Stage where the “in-common” functionality (the business processes and
associated functionality that spans all business units and geographic regions) are defined.
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Following the Architect Stage, your organization will move into the Configure & Prototype Stage, followed by
the Test Stage, and finally, the Deploy Stage. Your organization will have the ability to configure and tailor
functionality and business processes for specific regions or business units and deploy them in a phased
approach, if desired.


Stage I: Plan


The objectives of the Plan stage are to confirm the project scope, initiate project activities and establish
project management processes and controls. The project goals, plan, timeline, milestones, deliverables,
resources and responsibilities are drafted and reviewed in this stage. Project work streams (functional,
integrations, reporting, etc.) are initiated to align on approach, resources and schedules. The stage starts with
a project orientation meeting to begin the project planning activities and includes a project kick-off at the end
of the stage with the extended customer project team to review the overall project, including a draft of the
plan, timelines, resources, etc.


Your organization and Workday will jointly establish a project management team that will manage the project
plan, project resources, and scope changes, as well as serve as the escalation point for project issues.
Project management principles will be implemented and key strategies will be developed to deal with on-
going project team communication, change management, training, testing, reporting, and the transition to
production support. The project management team will prepare the project plan and refine the project scope.
The approved project plan and project scope will be the mechanism by which the project management team
monitors project progress and identifies changes in the scope of services. The project plan will also identify
the assigned resources, the deliverables and the timing of the key deliverables.


Specific Stage I Activities


 The project management team will flesh out the project plan and the scope of services, in addition to
project assumptions, constraints and risks. This Team will also plan for the team's workspace and
begin planning the kick-off meeting. The kick-off meeting will consist of a review of the project
objectives, roles and responsibilities and the deliverables of the project. The kick-off meeting may
also be used as the first working meeting in your system deployment.


 Workday offers a change management service (Workday prime customers only) that includes an
online toolkit, pre-populated templates, and sample communications. The service also includes the
support of an experienced change management consultant. Workday change management services
are an add-on that are provided at an additional cost, which will vary based on the level of support
required (ranging from self-service to full support, and in between). For partner primed projects, or
Workday primed projects requiring additional, related services (e.g., Transformation, HR Service
Delivery Model Design) we recommend exploring our certified partner change management options.


Stage I Deliverables


Stage I (Plan) Deliverables


Project Start Up


Purpose Activities and project artifacts required to initiate the project including orienting the customer,
reviewing scope and establishing the project tools and environment.


Deliverable  Customer information and logistics document


 Customer project orientation presentation


 Scope document


 Project charter


 Sales to service transition
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Stage I (Plan) Deliverables


Customer Training


Purpose Activities focused on the training to support the Workday Deployment.


Deliverable  Fundamentals training courses


 Named support contact training


 Project manager accreditation


Project Planning Initiated


Purpose Activities required initiating the project including 1) Developing project plan draft; 2) Draft tenant
management plan; 3) Start project work streams such as reporting, integration, testing, and
data conversion.


Deliverable  Project plan


 Scope document


 Project charter


 Forecasting tool


 Status report template


 Executive steering committee template


 Tenant management plan


 Change management & communication plan


 Initiate work streams presentations


 Project kick-off presentation


Foundation Tenant Build


Purpose Conduct data analysis, collection and configuration activities to build tenant for Architect stage
to include a sub-set of Customer data loaded into the environment.


Deliverable  Foundation Data Model (FDM)


 Data Gathering Workbooks


 Foundation tenant


Delivery Assurance Checkpoint


Purpose Workday’s Delivery Assurance team reviews the checkpoints for this stage.


Deliverable  Delivery Assurance Checkpoint


Project Management & Administration


Purpose The project team will update the project documents.


Deliverable  Project initiation checklist


 Sales to service presentation
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Stage I (Plan) Deliverables


 Workday project orientation presentation


Operational Readiness


Purpose Activities required to support Workday in production specific to support services, system
administration and security, deployment of feature releases, ongoing testing, etc.


Deliverable  Conduct Operational Readiness Assessment


 Confirm completion of Customer Framework for Success series


Stage II: Architect


The Architect Stage of a Workday deployment enables your organization and Workday project team members
to come to a common understanding of business requirements and business processes. Workday and your
organization will analyze how Workday will be configured to meet your needs.


The Architect Stage of a Workday deployment enables your organization and Workday project team members
to come to a common understanding of configuration requirements and business process definitions.
Following the kick-off meeting, Workday consultant(s) will work with your team to create a detailed inventory
of business processes, configuration requirements, and integration requirements that are applicable across
the enterprise, either geographically or by business unit. The project plan will be finalized and resource
loaded based on the decisions made during design sessions with your organization. Your project team
members should plan to complete Workday Fundamentals classroom training prior to the beginning of this
stage. It is during this stage that design workshops will be used to drive the business decisions necessary to
successfully implement Workday. Attending training will help to drive expeditiously to these decisions.


Workday will conduct a series of workshops during this stage that will focus on the following areas:


 Configuration Design: Workday consultants will work with you to design the foundational and
organizations components of the Workday solutions.


 Business Process Design: Workday consultants will work with you to review and understand how
business processes work within the Workday solutions. Using Workday’s optimized business
processes as a framework; the consultants will work with the customer to design the business
process to fit your organization’s needs.


 Integration & Report Design: Integrations and reports identified as in scope for the project will be
reviewed and designed for the Workday solutions in scope.


Stage II Deliverables


Stage II (Architect) Deliverables


Architect Workshops


Purpose A series of workshops to determine the customer’s requirements and design decisions. Multiple
work stream design sessions will be conducted.


Deliverable  Discovery documents


 Questionnaire and design decision guide


 Configuration Workbooks


 Workshop presentations
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Stage II (Architect) Deliverables


Architect Documents


Purpose Collect, complete and review deployment workbooks for configurations, data conversions,
design decisions and business requirements.


Deliverable  Design workbooks (all work streams)


 Report ownership & priority listing


 Integration ownership & priority listing


 Integrations test plan


 Design decisions guide


Test Preparation (for Configure & Prototype)


Purpose The customer creates test scenario documents to support the Customer Confirmation Session
along with open design questions and performance volume metrics.


Deliverable  Customer confirmation session schedule


 Validated volumes


 Unit test scenarios


Finalized Project Planning Documents


Purpose Activities required to finalize the project planning documents.


Deliverable  Tenant management plan


 Project plan


 Scope and/or charter


Configuration Tenant Build


Purpose Tenant build based upon foundation tenant and architect documents completed after architect
workshops.


Deliverable  Build checklists


 Configuration workbooks


 Operational data workbooks (i.e., legacy system data such as workers, customers,
invoices)


 Integrations


 Reports


 Configuration tenant


Delivery Assurance Checkpoint


Purpose Workday’s Delivery Assurance team reviews the checkpoints for this stage.


Deliverable  Review Delivery Assurance Checkpoints
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Stage II (Architect) Deliverables


Project Management & Administration


Purpose The project team will work to update the Project documents.


Deliverable  Change order (if needed)


 Decision log


 Issues log


 Forecast document


 Customer scorecard


 Status report


 Executive steering committee template


Operational Readiness


Purpose Activities required to support Workday in production specific to support services, system
administration and security, deployment of feature releases, ongoing testing, etc.


Deliverable  Conduct Operational Readiness Assessment


 Confirm completion of Customer Framework for Success series


Stage III: Configure & Prototype


Configuration and Unit Testing


The objectives of the Configure & Prototype Stage are to complete the configuration of the Workday solution
based on the business process design, configuration analysis, integration design and custom report
requirements. All application configurations are completed, data conversion for both set up and worker level
information is executed, integration configuration is completed, and the tenant is fully prepared for the
customer testing stage.


Unit testing of all Workday configured functionality, reports, and integrations will be completed. Customer
developed training documentation should be developed to meet your organization’s specific business needs.
Your unique test plans and scenarios are developed and communicated.


Specific Stage III Activities


 Customer Confirmation Session is conducted.


 Reports and integrations identified in the previous stage will be developed.


 Unit testing will be completed for configuration, reports and integrations.


Stage III Deliverables


Stage III (Configure & Prototype) Deliverables


Customer Confirmation Sessions


Purpose A session (with follow-up discussions) to refine and confirm the Architect design utilizing the
configuration tenant build.
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Stage III (Configure & Prototype) Deliverables


Deliverable  Customer confirmation sessions – presentation


 Updated Configuration tenant


 Updated configuration workbooks


 Updated design decision guide


 Updated issues log


 Updated test log


Configuration Unit Test


Purpose Unit testing of related business processes across multiple functional areas to confirm and
validate architect design.


Deliverable  Unit test scenarios


 Unit test schedule


 Unit test presentation


 Updated Configuration tenant


 Updated workbooks


 Updated design decision guides


Reports Build & Unit Test


Purpose Reports in scope that are identified as priorities for go-live are created and unit tested by the
consultant. All custom reports not specifically identified as priorities will be developed and
united tested by the customer.


Deliverable  Priority reports list


 Report ownership list


 Created and unit tested reports (in scope items)


Integrations Build & Unit test


Purpose Integration consultant will develop and unit test in scope integrations. Integrations that fall
outside of the consultant responsibilities will be developed and unit tested by the customer, with
SOW-specified assistance from the consultant.


Deliverable  Priority integrations list


 Integration ownership list


 Developed XLST code


 Developed Studio integration code


 Created and unit tested integrations (in scope items)


End User Training Plan


Purpose Customer creates their own training strategy. The training strategy will describe customer’s
approach to training -- specifically who will be trained, how they will be trained, the materials
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Stage III (Configure & Prototype) Deliverables


that need to be developed, and when the training will take place. In addition, roles and
responsibilities will be documented along with the data needed to train the end users.


Deliverable  End user training plan


Test Preparation


Purpose Using the standard Workday testing strategy and scenario documents as a template, the
customer creates their own testing strategy and test scenario documents to support the testing
cycles. Roles and responsibilities should be identified. The processes and procedures of how
elements of the Workday service will be tested and how issues resolved are documented. The
documentation will also include how components will be retested and the data to be used.


Deliverable  UAT training materials


 Test strategy


 End to end test scenarios


 Performance test plan


 Configuration change control template


End to End Tenant Build


Purpose A Test prototype tenant which is built based upon feedback and issues resolved from the
configuration tenant build prototype. This build should include a full data conversion and will be
used for end to end test. The customer team is responsible for validating the accuracy of the
tenant build.


Deliverable  Build checklists


 Configuration workbooks


 Operational data workbooks (i.e., legacy system data such as workers, customers,
invoices)


 Integrations


 Reports


 End to End tenant


Delivery Assurance Checkpoints


Purpose Workday’s Delivery Assurance team reviews the checkpoints for this stage.


Deliverable  Delivery Assurance checkpoints


Project Management & Administration


Purpose Complete on-going project management and administration activities and update the project
documents.


Deliverable  Project plan


 Issues/risk log
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Stage III (Configure & Prototype) Deliverables


 Tenant management plan


 Resource plan


 Forecast/financials document


 Customer Scorecard


Operational Readiness


Purpose Activities required to support Workday in production specific to support services, system
administration and security, deployment of feature releases, ongoing testing, etc.


Deliverable  Conduct Operational Readiness Assessment


 Confirm completion of Customer Framework for Success series


Stage IV: Test


The Test stage of a Workday deployment ensures the configured Workday system sufficiently meets the
needs of the customer’s business. Each test effort has a different set of conditions and a different purpose.
The agreed-upon exit criteria for each test effort must be met to move forward toward a go-live.


Each test effort has a different set of conditions and a different purpose. The agreed-upon exit criteria for
each test effort must be met to move forward toward production and deployment.


Specific Stage IV Activities


 End-to-end testing of functionality and integrations performed by your project team to verify that the
system functions as expected.


 User acceptance testing performed by your end users/stakeholders to verify system expectations are
met.


 Complete any remaining project documentation (soft and hard copies as appropriate).


Stage IV Deliverables


Stage IV (Testing) Deliverables


End to End Testing


Purpose An end to end test of the customer’s business transactions and integrations within the Workday
service. Test includes functionality and integrations identified in the project scope section of this
document. Workday will provide standard test scenarios and customer is responsible for
tailoring scenarios to their needs.


Deliverable  End to end test scenarios/scripts


 Issues log


Parallel Tenant Build


Purpose A final tenant build (required for payroll parallel testing) which is built prior to UAT testing based
upon the feedback from the E2E testing results.


Deliverable  Build checklists
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Stage IV (Testing) Deliverables


 Parallel tenant build


User Acceptance Testing


Purpose A series of testing scenarios conducted by selected users to confirm the operation of the
Workday service. A user acceptance test condition list ensures all criteria are tested. Formal
sign off is required.


Deliverable  UAT training materials


 Test strategy


 End to end test scenarios


 Signed user acceptance testing document


 Issues log


Payroll: Parallel Testing


Purpose A Parallel test of the Workday service against the customer’s legacy payroll system. Customer
will validate the output of the (third-party) payroll system. Execution of parallel testing scripts to
validate test results. If applicable, validation of history balances.


Deliverable  UAT sign off


 Production data capture (transactions)


 Workday payroll or provider's test payroll system


Regression Testing


Purpose Re-tests the application to ensure that the Workday performs correctly based upon an
upcoming Workday update – may not be required.


Deliverable  Regression test scenarios if required


Performance Testing


Purpose Validates that critical functions & integration production schedules will meet production
performance requirements.


Deliverable  Specific deliverables for Product Area/Function


Cutover Plan


Purpose Plan the cutover from legacy applications to the Workday service, including overall planning,
production support and detailed checklist.


Deliverable  Cutover plan


 Cutover checklist


 Move to production support case


 Go-live checklist
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Stage IV (Testing) Deliverables


End User Training Materials


Purpose Develop end-user training aids tailored to the customer's specific Workday architecture and
business processes.


Deliverable  End user training materials


 Training schedule


Delivery Assurance Checkpoints


Purpose Review the Delivery Assurance Programs to determine the DA requirements for this particular
stage.


Deliverable  Delivery Assurance checkpoints


Project Management & Administration


Purpose Complete on-going project management and administration activities and update the project
documents.


Deliverable  Project plan


 Issues/risk log


 Tenant management plan


 Resource plan


 Forecast/financials document


 Customer scorecard


Operational Readiness


Purpose Activities required to support Workday in production specific to support services, system
administration and security, deployment of feature releases, ongoing testing, etc.


Deliverable  Conduct Operational Readiness Assessment


 Members of the operational readiness team should be active participants in testing


 Confirm completion of Customer Framework for Success series


Stage V: Deploy


Once the customer has met all of the exit criteria for the Test stage, they are ready to move on to the Deploy
stage, where they will go live on Workday in a production environment using all of the features and
integrations configured and tested during previous stages Toward the conclusion of this stage, a formal exit
interview will take place as a safety net to provide a final opportunity for information gathering and sharing. A
“Lessons Learned” meeting will be held with key project personnel. From these findings, a document will be
published that will provide observations and analysis concerning areas of the project that went well and those
areas that could have proceeded better. This final deliverable will also provide recommendations on how to
leverage successes and minimize challenges for similar projects.
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Specific Stage V Activities


 Complete Post Production Data Conversion


 Conduct final training of end-users


 Complete any remaining project documentation (soft and hard copies as appropriate)


Stage V Deliverables


Stage V (Deploy) Deliverables


End User Training


Purpose Execute the training strategy defined in Configure & Prototype stage. Ensure appropriate
policies and procedures are updated.


Deliverable  All identified users trained from your organization.


Gold/Pre-Production Tenant Build


Purpose For initial deployments, this is the final configuration and full data conversion load into the pre-
production tenant (gold) in preparation for production. Confirm customer has reviewed and
approved all data converted into pre-production (gold) tenant. Perform any manual
configuration changes.


Deliverable  Build checklists


 Configuration workbooks


 Operational data workbooks (i.e., legacy system data such as workers, customers,
invoices)


 Integrations


 Reports


 Gold/Pre-Production tenant


Go-Live


Purpose Customer approves and signs off that the go-live tasks, detailed in the go-live checklist have
been completed.


Deliverable  Go-live authorization form


 Service care case/move to production


 Go-live announcement


 Gold/Production tenant


 Post go-live survey


Post Production Data Conversion


Purpose Data converted in production system as detailed in the post go-live cutover schedule for
operational balances.


Deliverable  Catch Up Transactions


 Gold/Production Tenant
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Stage V (Deploy) Deliverables


Production Support


Purpose Provide functional consulting support to customer as needed during the first two-six weeks of
going live with the Workday service or as needed through the first payroll or month-end close
for Workday financials close.


Deliverable  Final configuration review


Delivery Assurance Checkpoint


Purpose Workday’s Delivery Assurance team will review final configured application in the pre-
production (Gold) tenant prior to go-live.


Deliverable  Delivery Assurance Documents


Project Management & Administration


Purpose Complete on-going project management and administration activities and update the project
documents.


Deliverable  Closed issues log


 Complete project forecast


 Complete project financials


 Complete project plan


 Project close checklist


 Lessons learned template


Operational Readiness


Purpose Activities required to support Workday in production specific to support services, system
administration and security, deployment of feature releases, ongoing testing, etc.


Deliverable  Perform report knowledge transfer


Overall Project Assumptions


Assumptions are factors used for planning purposes that are considered true, real, or certain. Assumptions
help define scope and determine level of effort and timeframes.


 The services included in the Statement of Work will be performed: 75% off-site, 25% on-site.


 Your organization will be charged for all travel and expenses according to Workday’s travel policies
unless otherwise noted.


 Workday’s intent is to limit the costs associated with travel. For budgetary purposes, your
organization should budget up to 15% on top of the estimated deployment costs.


 Workday will work closely with your organization to manage the travel budget to stay within the
estimated budget.


 Workday may elect to involve certified Service Partners during the engagement to deliver your
requirements.
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 Your organization will be responsible for all end-user training on how to use the Workday
applications.


 Your organization’s IT organization is responsible for workstation compliance to Workday’s minimum
requirements.


 Change Management functions to inform, educate and train your employees about the Workday
applications are outside of the scope of Workday’s proposal.


 Business processes / workflows will be designed by Workday in tandem with your resources during
the Architect stage. Through a series of collaborative workshops, each business process / workflow is
documented as a blueprint design in MS-Word. In the Configure & Prototype stage, those and only
those, business processes will be configured in the system based on the Design Blueprint document.
Any requested deviation from Design Blueprint may result in an increase in cost estimates and delays
beyond target go-live.


2. Describe the typical implementation project team (implementation, customer service, training, ongoing,
etc.) along with their experience, role and responsibility.


Workday Response:


Workday Roles and Responsibilities:


The extent of each Workday team member’s involvement in the implementation will vary by task as defined in
the project plan. The Workday team listed below does not exclude other Workday staff from being involved in
this project.


Workday resources are process/software specialists and as such will have responsibility for providing
functional and technical expertise to the project. Workday core responsibilities include the following:


 Lead and drive business process configuration according to Customer requirements;


 System setup and configuration;


 Coach Customer about the options and implications around each process/configuration decision;


 Assist Customer with the resolution of issues;


 Identify potential business process improvements;


 Escalate project problems and risks to the project leadership and/or steering committee as
appropriate;


 Support Customer during testing and validation activities;


Typically, Workday consultants are industry veterans with over 10 years of system deployment experience.


Team Member Description of Role


Project Director The Workday Project Director oversees a portfolio of projects and provides critical
direction to the Workday deployment teams influencing resource availability, exercising
influence within Workday to remove any obstacles that may impede the success of the
deployment and operating as the liaison between Workday’s executive management
team and the Customer’s executive management team through support to the Workday
Engagement Manager with escalations and resolutions of any significant issues or
deployment hurdles. The Project Director brings extensive experience in complex,
global, and multi-product deployments of Workday to this oversight role and to the
project team.


Engagement
Manager


Workday will provide a designated Engagement Manager who will be responsible for
working with your organization’s Project Manager to ensure the timely success of the
project. The Engagement Manager will guide the project by providing Workday best
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Team Member Description of Role


practices as it relates to project management techniques, the use of Workday tools and
templates, interaction with Workday Product Strategy and Development, and leveraging
Workday’s deployment methodology (where appropriate). The Engagement Manager
will staff the project with Workday or partner resources and guide his/her activities to
ensure the timely completion of the Project in accordance with the Project Charter and
Project Plan. The Engagement Manager is responsible for resolving project related
issues that may be outside the direct control of the project team (e.g., coordinating the
resolution of issues with product development). The Engagement Manager will work
with your organization’s Project Manager to create an issues log document and process
to ensure issues that get raised during the project are effectively tracked and managed.


Functional
Consultant(s)


Responsible for working with Customer to lead and drive Customer’s business process
design, reporting, and integration requirements. The Functional Consultant will lead
business process workshops, workflow iterative development, and will develop business
process templates that are a key input into the configuration of the solution. The
Functional Consultant configures Workday according to Customer requirements and
documents any areas where requirements are not met. They provide best practices to
enhance Customer’s access to the features/functions of the Workday solution. They
support the testing, data conversion, and integration development efforts. They escalate
issues that may impact the go-live date to the Workday Engagement Manager. On
platform and financial deployment projects, a Deployment Strategist will participate in
design sessions, review the Foundation Data Model, and advise on test strategies and
deploy activities. This senior consultant resource is a product specialist who
recommends solutions to complex customer requirements, helps design cross-
application solutions, and provides guidance on the product roadmap. S/he also
manages escalations of deployment and product issues, interfacing with Workday
Product Management and Development.


Integration
Consultant(s)


Responsible for working with the Workday Functional Consultant and the Customer
Business Analysts to gather and document integration requirements. The Integration
Consultant leads the configuration and supports the testing of Workday Packaged
integrations and the development of Customer integrations as defined by the statement
of work.


Data Conversion
Consultant(s)


Responsible for converting Customer data into Workday based on the configuration and
mapping done by the Workday Functional Consultant and the Customer Business
Analysts. The Data Conversion Consultant works with the Customer Business Analysts
to resolve data related issues. The Conversion Specialist will work with your
organization to resolve loading errors and reload the appropriate tenants.


Delivery
Assurance Team


Comprised of Workday Deployment Specialists, the Delivery Assurance team works
with the Customer toward the deployment of the Workday solution. The Delivery
Assurance team conducts a series of quality assurance reviews at major project
milestones, where the group reviews project documentation, product configuration, and
business processes. The Delivery Assurance team is responsible for the development
and enhancement of the Workday deployment methodology and works closely with
product strategy and development in helping steer product direction.


Customer Roles and Responsibilities:


Customer personnel are experts on Customer’s business/technologies and as such will have responsibility for
providing non-Workday functional and technical expertise to the project. Customer’s core responsibilities
include the following: a) managing the non-Workday deployment components and resources of Customer’s
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overall global HCM transformation program; b) assist Workday by co-managing the Workday deployment; c)
providing Customer data, documentation, and information in a timely manner as requested by Workday; d)
manage design, development, and testing of all Custom Integrations; e) analyzing, evaluating, testing,
verifying, and making decisions as supported by Workday to deploy the new processes and system; f) training
the Customer’s workforce.


Your organization’s project team members and cross functionality representation are currently identified as:


Team Member Description of Role


Customer Steering Committee,
Senior Design Review, Key
Stakeholders


The steering committee provides funding and support to the HCM
project. Responsibilities include:


 Obtaining appropriate funding and approvals


 Ensuring all appropriate resources are available for the project


 Resolving issues that are impeding the progress of the project


 Providing overall direction to your organization’s Project
Manager


 Sign-off on key deliverables/project milestones


 Assuring Project Delivery and Quality Control


Customer Project Manager The Project Manager will provide a dedicated resource focused
specifically on the Workday deployment. While we understand there
are many other activities linked to the HCM deployment, this resource
will be dedicated full-time to the customer project. Responsibilities
include the following:


 Establishing and managing the project details, deliverables,
schedules, tasks, assignments, and execution


 Coordinating business teams and support teams


 Driving the deployment of the optimized processes


 Managing the resolution of issues


 Anticipating and resolving issues that could impact the project
budget, schedule, scope, or quality


Change Manager/Training Lead The Change Manager will be responsible for the following:


 Review existing materials - results from requirements
gathering, kick-off workshop, business objectives, etc.


 Review and leverage existing feedback, information and
documentation to identify pain points, messaging
opportunities, what has worked, what has not, your
organization’s cultural traits, etc.


 Collect any feedback and/or learning from other significant
system deployment or process change (within or outside HR).


 Agree on review and approval process of deliverables and
materials going forward. This step is critical to minimize the
likelihood of non-value-added editing later in the process.


 The Training Lead/Team will be responsible for coordinating
the end-user training and working with the Customer
Functional Team to update end-user training materials and to
deliver the training.
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Team Member Description of Role


Customer Functional Team –
Global Process Owners, Process
Leads, and SMEs/ Business
Analyst


The Business Analyst is the individual or individuals who are familiar
with your organization’s business processes and systems. These
individuals will provide information to the Functional Consultant to
configure the Workday Solution. Responsibilities include:


 Communicate functional requirements that need to be
configured in Workday


 Describe current business processes and work with team to
simplify and improve


 Work with Principal Consultant to help map and load data into
Workday


 Actively participate in all testing activities


 Validate data converted into Workday solution


 Perform end user training


Testing Lead Manage and organize all test cycles


Customer Technical Team –
Integration Lead, Integration
Engineers/ Developers, and Data
Conversion Specialist


Technical resources that will perform the following:


 Support the conversion and loading of data contained in
existing systems


 Integration design/development for Custom Integrations as
outlined within the Scope section above


 Development of custom reports


Customer Success


Customer satisfaction is a goal of most companies, but it’s a core value of every employee at Workday. That’s
why the Customer Success program surrounds our entire Customer Service Operations delivery model.
Customer Success helps you get the resources you need so you can realize the full value of your investment.
To ensure that our Customer Success program works best for you, we offer three Tiers of Service: Silver,
Gold, and Platinum. You can select the level that suits your organization’s needs. Silver is included in your
Workday subscription to help you prepare for ongoing success. The Gold and Platinum Tiers are fee-based
services, which include engagement throughout the Workday lifecycle, annual Workday Rising passes, as
well as various discounts and services. The Platinum Tier also includes a Managing Partner engagement.


Training


Your functional leads, key users, and business analysts who will participate on the project team to configure
your Workday system will need to take courses designed by Workday to prepare your organization to
successfully deploy and use your Workday system. Please see the Workday Education Training Catalog for
detailed descriptions of these courses and the training options available. These course offerings will
supplement the real-time knowledge transfer that your project team will receive from your consulting team
during project workshops, design sessions and other project activities. Together, this comprises Workday’s
train-the-trainer approach for end user training.


During the Configure and Prototype stage of the Workday Methodology, the Customer project team members
will typically begin developing user training materials from which they will instruct your user community, during
the Test and Deploy stages, on the new functionality. Workday provides tools—the Adoption Kit and the On-
Demand Education libraries—to help ensure a successful system roll-out and adoption process.
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Ongoing Support


After the Deploy stage of your project, your Workday project team will be available to provide post-production
support, typically for a period of 4-8 weeks. Once you have gone live with the Workday service and executed
two payroll cycles (if appropriate) and/or completed one financial month-end close process, a formal process
will be executed to transition support from the Workday project team to Workday Production Support. In
production, you’ll find that the majority of the typical support activities can be handled by your Workday
Support team. They will have 24x7 online access to expert resources at the Workday Customer Center where
they can submit issues as Support Cases and Escalations and receive rapid resolution to production issues.
Also, the functional and technical analysts on your support team will become immersed in the highly
collaborative network of Workday customers and partners who freely share ideas and suggestions on
Community, an online portal where your users will find easy access to knowledge and tools such as the
Solution Catalog.


3. Identify who has ultimate responsibility, and who can be contacted in the event of a conflict between the
project leader and our organization.


Workday Response:


The Workday Professional Services team is integral to that process. Your initial conduit for feedback is the
Workday Engagement Manager. Additionally, as a resource, the Delivery Assurance team serves as the
conduit to Workday Product Strategy and Product Development. Product Issues that are identified during
deployment are prioritized by the Project team and shared with the Workday Delivery Assurance team. Those
issues are then reviewed and discussed with Product Strategy and Development, and a tentative course of
action is developed and communicated to the customer. If additional dialogue is necessary, then the Workday
Delivery Assurance and Product Development teams will schedule a call or meeting as appropriate with the
customer and project team.


4. Describe the project management tools that are typically used during your deployments (e.g., work plans,
meetings, conference calls, status reports, work flow charts, issues log and resolution, staff management,
etc.).


Workday Response:


Workday utilizes a core set of standard templates for all deliverables completed during the deployment. The
Engagement Manager will work from a standard Microsoft Project Plan document, for the core project plan.
The core project team will use iMeet project management software to share, collaborate, status report and
issue track. Workbooks developed by Workday will be used to support customer specific project scope,
activities and deliverables. Lastly, throughout the engagement Workday will often utilize screen sharing/video
conference technology for meetings and conference calls.


5. How long is a typical product deployment?


Workday Response:


A customer’s deployment time depends upon the scope of deployment, complexity of business processes, the
number of integrations, the amount of systems the customer is converting from and, the experience and
availability of the project team. Workday accelerates our deployments with the use of our data conversion
tools, optimized business processes, comprehensive education services and leveraging the Workday
Community. We will move the deployment project as fast as the customer likes in order to achieve production
dates. We will work with your organization to determine the deployment strategy and dates. Workday
assesses our average deployment times (time to value) on a quarterly basis and these statistics can be
discussed with your Workday Business Development Manager as they relate to your particular scope and
deployment objectives.


The Workday Methodology for new customer deployments is comprised of five stages: Plan, Architect,
Configure & Prototype, Test, and Deploy. There is no one correct way to deploy the Workday Service. Some
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customers take a ‘big bang’ approach while others deploy in phases; therefore, timelines vary. To understand
the timeline for a ‘typical’ deployment project, Workday tracks statistics on the Actual Time to Initial
Deployment—or, Time to Live (TTL)—for all new customer deployments. Recent data (i.e., averages over the
previous four quarters) across all segments of our customer base—including large enterprise, medium
enterprise, education and government, etc.—shows that Workday customers typically deploy within 5.5 to 12
months.


6. What support will be provided for deploying and customizing the system?


Workday Response:


In the cloud environment, Workday strives to provide deep functionality and flexibility so that each
organization can meet their requirements while maintaining a system that is customization free. Web Services
enables some of the specific needs through integration. Our focus is to maintain a strategy which allows us to
provide cost effective, but flexible solutions. Given our significant history working with complex organizations,
we have learned that most "customizations" are unnecessary and cause a significant impact down the road
that is costly to the organization and affects the user’s ability to leverage new features and enhancements.


Although “customizations” are not a part of Workday, configuration is standard and offers extensive and
flexible solutions to meet your needs. Everything from valid field values to complete Business Processes is
open to configuration by a customer. Workday also provides customer-defined calculated fields, customer-
specific labels and unique field definitions. These configurations – many of which are considered
“customizations” in the legacy application world – are retained seamlessly when Workday solutions are
upgraded, allowing your organization to always be on the latest and greatest Workday version.


7. Explain your testing process including types of testing, methods for resolving discrepancies, and criteria
for ensuring the testing is complete.


Workday Response:


Test


The Test stage consists of three separate testing cycles: 1) End to End testing, 2) User Acceptance testing,
and 3) Parallel testing (For Payroll or Payroll Interface deployments only). Each test has a different set of
conditions and purpose.


Deliverable Description Primary
Owner


Completed End to
End Test


An end to end test of the Customer’s business transactions and
integrations within the Workday service. Test includes functionality
and integrations identified in the Project Scope section of this
document. Workday will provide standard test scenarios and
customer is responsible for tailoring scenarios to their needs.


Customer
Business
Analyst


Completed User
Acceptance Test


A series of testing scenarios conducted by selected users to confirm
the operation of the Workday Service. A User Acceptance Test
Condition list ensures all criteria are tested. Formal sign off is
required.


Customer
Business
Analyst


Completed Parallel
Testing (for Payroll
or Payroll Interface)


A Parallel test of the Workday Service against the customer’s
legacy Payroll system. Customer will validate the output of the (third
party) payroll system. Execution of parallel testing scripts to validate
test results. If applicable, validation of history balances.


Customer
Business
Analyst(s)
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Deliverable Description Primary
Owner


Testing Support –
Functional


Workday provides functional testing support to help resolve issues
found during each of the testing cycles.


Workday
Consultant


Testing Support –
Integrations


Workday provides integration testing support to help resolve issues
found during each of the testing cycles


Workday
Consultant


8. Confirm that you have the appropriate team that will be available and committed to our organization
during this time to ensure a successful and timely deployment.


Workday Response:


Prior to a project starting, Workday will provide resources and biographies (when appropriate) of the entire
project team in order to ensure the customer is confident that our resources have the right skills and are a
match for your organization’s culture. There are over 12800 resources in the Workday ecosystem that we will
be able to leverage to form your Workday project team. Once we are identified as your selected vendor your
account team will begin to identify resources for your project, beginning with the Engagement Manager.


9. How are acquisitions handled?


Workday Response:


If your organization makes an acquisition, during the deployment, the Project Management team from
Workday and your organization will determine how and when to incorporate the newly acquired company into
the roll-out plan. If there is an acquisition after go-live, we feel confident that your organization will be able to
incorporate the new population with minimal support from Workday (if any), based on your Project team’s
learning during the deployment. If additional questions remain a Workday Business Development Manager
would be happy to partner with your Customer Success Manager to provide further answers.


10. What is the average time required to integrate the acquired company data?


Workday Response:


The timeline to integrate the company would be dependent on 1) the size of the organization 2) the amount of
data to be converted 3) the ability to adopt the common business processes that were deployed for your
existing organizations.


Data Conversion


1. Please provide a detailed explanation of the data conversion process. Describe how existing history is
extracted and imported to your system at conversion.


Workday Response:


Workday recognizes that data conversion and integrations are often the areas of an implementation with the
most risk. Our Workday Methodology has specific tasks to help mitigate this risk and to guide the project
through the data conversion effort. Workday provides assistance with the initial design and development of
standard conversions and data uploads. Customer technical experts are expected to provide the legacy data
(extract) information, while Workday Data Conversion Consultants will provide information on the Workday
side of the conversion process and will review the Customer Data extracts. In addition, Workday provides
tools to aid in the conversion process (the CloudLoader and iLoad tools, Data Gathering Workbooks, and
validation reports).
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Data mapping and/or data transformation is incorporated into the conversion process when a Customer has
data elements in their legacy system that do not directly map to a Workday data element. This results in a
discussion of the need for that data element and the best way to address that need. Many times, customers
find that fields in legacy systems are no longer necessary in Workday, or alternatively those data elements
can be mapped to other fields after a data mapping exercise. Workday does have custom fields and custom
IDs that can be used to house these types of data elements, depending upon how they are used in the legacy
system and/or for reporting purposes. In some cases, you may decide to drop data, or in others you may
transform some data, or perhaps set default values.


The following table lists typical conversion deliverable and activities in the Plan – Deploy phases of the
project:


Deliverable Activity


Business Practice
Discovery Questionnaire


Deployment Data
Gathering Workbook for
Initial Prototype


A series of workshops are conducted to understand the Customer’s legacy
data and how it will be converted to Workday and to understand customer’s
current business practices.


Documentation of the
Design Decisions


A series of workshops will be conducted to determine the Customer’s
configuration requirements within the Workday solutions.


Workday Prototype
System


Develop an operating prototype of the Customer’s production system by
converting a subset of worker data, ensuring the setup data is properly
configured, and having the Customer validate the data’s accuracy. Will
leverage the Deployment Workbook for the data conversion activities.


Fully Converted
Application


Similar to the prototype, the team will instead convert all worker data to
prepare a Workday tenant for testing. The Customer team is responsible for
validating its accuracy.


Configuration Review
Checkpoint – Full Data
Conversion


Running and testing of data conversions.


Workday Delivery Assurance team to review configured application to ensure
its accuracy. Any suggested changes to be communicated to Workday
Consultant and/or Engagement Manager.


Final Data Conversion
and Configuration


Import into the production tenant the contents of the completed Deployment
Workbook. Ensure the Customer reviews and approves all data converted into
production. Perform any manual configuration changes.


Validate pre-production
tenant


Customer will complete final validation and provide sign off that all
configuration and worker data conversion has been completed in the pre-
production tenant.


2. Does the system allow for the importing of initial data? Please outline the types of data which can be
imported.


Workday Response:


Yes, the system does allow for importation of data from legacy systems.


The Workday Professional Services team utilizes several different tools during the deployment effort, to assist
in stream-lining the initial data loading process.
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The following is a list of types of data that are typically converted for current, active employees. Please note
that is not an all-inclusive list, as the scope of data being converted is unique for each project. We
recommend that you convert only as much historical data as can be cleanly exported from your legacy
system. This requires defining a structured set of data exports based on your reporting needs and available
fields (data elements):


Job Classification Groups (e.g., EEO reporting in the U.S.); Job Family Groups (Grouping of Job Profiles by
Function); Job Profiles (Job Codes, Exempt or non, etc.); Time Profiles (Standard work hours – 40 for US,
37.5 France, etc.); Business Site Addresses; Business Site Phone; Business Site email; Organization
(reporting structure, departmental/accounting structure, geographic structure, etc.); Organization Job
Restrictions; Organizations Alternate Business Sites; Employee Data; Employee Address Data; Employee
Position Data; Employee Phone; Employee email; Employee Visa; Employee Custom ID; Employee
Government ID; Organization Service; Organization Owners; Related Persons; Related Persons Address.


Workday enables our HCM Customers to load employee history for:


 Job History


 Compensation History


 Performance History


For Financials deployments, Workday supports conversion for core data that is relevant to current business,
including:


 Projects


 Companies


 Worktags


 Employees


 Organizations


 Banks


 Bank Accounts


 Assets


 Suppliers


 Supplier Contracts


 Customers


 Customer Contracts


Financial deployment Customers typically load journal history for year-over-year comparisons, active
companies, bank accounts, customers, customer contracts, suppliers, supplier contracts, projects business
assets, open customer invoices, unpaid supplier invoices, and un-reconciled bank transactions as of the go-
live date.


If our customers feel like more data elements or history beyond three years is needed, our customers typically
leverage Workday PRISM for more capabilities.


3. What type and how much support are available during the conversion process?


Workday Response:


Workday recognizes that data conversion and integrations are often the areas of an implementation with the
most risk. Our Workday Methodology has specific tasks to help mitigate this risk and to guide the project
through the data conversion effort. Workday provides assistance with the initial design and development of
standard conversions and data uploads. Customer technical experts are expected to provide the legacy data
(extract) information, while Workday Data Conversion Consultants will provide information on the Workday
side of the conversion process and will review the Customer Data extracts. In addition, Workday provides
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tools to aid in the conversion process (the CloudLoader and iLoad tools, Data Gathering Workbooks, and
validation reports).


Education


1. Provide an overview of your training programs and delivery methods.


Workday Response:


Workday understands the importance of training and knowledge transfer for your project team. We believe
this is the foundation for a successful project. Our education offerings focus on detailed product orientation
and hands-on system training. In addition, we offer system training to our business partners to ensure they
have knowledge on the latest functionality, in order to support our customer’s implementations. We
continually enhance our education delivery capabilities through the use of innovative technology to provide
our customers and business partners additional classroom experiences, online training opportunities, and
other knowledge transfer sessions to help build self-sufficiency and ensure successful customer adoption of
the Workday service.


Currently, Workday offers training at our Corporate Headquarters in Pleasanton, CA and at regional locations
in Chicago, IL and Atlanta, GA, as well as international locations in Amsterdam, London, Singapore and Hong
Kong. For an additional fee, Workday can also arrange for on-site training classes, where appropriate, based
on customer project team size or customer location.


Workday Education Courses and Delivery Methods:


Workday Education offers a variety of options to meet your training needs, including the following:


 Learn In-Person provides comprehensive instructor-led training to prepare students to meet their job
role requirements. Our courses combine cohesive lectures and product demonstrations with hands-
on activities to reinforce student learning.


 Learn Virtual provides the advantages of live instructor-led training without the expense and time
associated with travel. These courses are a combination of lecture, demonstration, and hands-on
activities to reinforce learning. Attendees participate remotely through Zoom and connect to our
training environment via the Internet to complete the hands-on activities. These offerings are topic-
specific and designed to focus on key Workday principles and functionality.


 Learn Independent enables our customer to be more self-sufficient. This learning experience
combines videos, interactive exercises, quizzes, and tests into a comprehensive online learning
curriculum that students can complete at their own pace.


 Learn On-Demand is a cost-effective alternative to traditional education delivery, providing access to
training 24/7 from any computer. Created in short, targeted segments, Learn On-Demand is perfectly
suited for system administrators who need immediate access to specific training. These offerings are
topic-specific and designed to focus on key Workday principles and functionality.


 Adoption Kit is a collection of templates and resources designed to support and accelerate end-user
training and your Workday rollout. It includes a combination of hosted or downloadable videos, job
aids, facilitation guides, and marketing materials. All content can be downloaded and tailored to your
needs or used as-is.


 Workday Pro is a customer-focused accreditation program targeted at customers who want to
actively engage and work side by side with the Ecosystem on a path to develop a similar level of
knowledge and expertise. It consists of a number of tracks, each with relevant courses plus a written
test.
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2. Who will conduct the training, and what is the experience and expertise of the trainers?


Workday Response:


Workday’s Learn In-Person and Learn Virtual courses are delivered by training professionals, each with
multiple years of industry knowledge and experience with Workday applications including active ongoing
participation in reviews of new features and functionality.


3. How do you see user-training changing in the next 2 years?


Workday Response:


Workday provides online documentation and page-specific help on virtually every page in our application.
Workday plans to continually improve all our learning offerings with the expansion of our Learn On-Demand,
Learn Virtual, and Learn Independent titles. Our focus is to provide high quality, cost-effective learning that is
flexible and convenient. With every release of Workday, training content is updated to include the latest
features and functionality. Additionally, Workday is teaming with customers to evolve an accreditation
program called Workday Pro. Customers best positioned to take full advantage of Workday Pro have a stated
self-sufficiency strategy, have worked independently before with other Cloud applications, and have a desire
to work side-by-side with the partner ecosystem.


4. Where are your training facilities located?


Workday Response:


Training for your deployment team is delivered through a combination of classroom instruction, virtual
classroom instruction, self-paced, and on-demand instruction. Deployment team members attend training that
is geared to help them perform the duties associated with their job role and build upon knowledge transfer
during the course of a deployment.


Currently, Workday offers training at our headquarters located in Pleasanton, California. Regional offerings of
these courses are also offered in Chicago, Atlanta, Amsterdam, United Kingdom, Hong Kong, Singapore and
potentially other Workday specified locations. Workday is expanding the list to other major metropolitan areas,
where the Workday Business Development Manager (BDM) can provide additional details.


5. Will user handbooks and technical manuals be provided? Will it include screen prints and examples?


Workday Response:


All Learn In-Person, Learn Virtual, and Learn Independent courses include a training manual. These training
manuals may only be used to support the specific, intended training activity and may not be duplicated
without Workday’s prior written consent. For the Adoption Kit, all end user training materials and resources
can be reproduced, customized, and distributed within your organization, as needed. Please make sure to
work with your Workday Business Development Manager (BDM) to estimate training costs.


6. How long does it take for an end user (or Trainer) to be trained on your solution?


Workday Response:


This is fairly subjective depending on many different factors such as:


 How experienced is the customer team?


 Are they currently using a legacy system?


Your deployment partner will provide knowledge transfer throughout the deployment. By the time your project
is live your users will be able to navigate the system and run daily operations. Typically, within six months
following go live most key leads are enhancing what was designed for go live.
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The beauty of Workday is the intuitiveness of the interface. Workday’s usability lab strives to make the system
easy to use. The concept of related tasks, for example, allows you to move through multiple transactions in
the system via a single employee record. Most customers understand the concepts of navigation and working
in Workday after viewing a series of short Learn On-Demand titles.


More detailed parts of the system (such as Workday Benefits) will take longer to master. There really is no set
amount of ‘time’ for the learning curve as each customer’s culture and team is different. Meanwhile, keep in
mind we have numerous customers that have gone live in very short periods of time, and this is in part due to
the fact that adoption and the built-in intuitiveness of the design go hand-in-hand with accelerated
deployments.


7. Are there more advanced training classes for more complex subjects or for staff handling more
components of the system?


Workday Response:


Yes. Advanced and/or specialized topic subjects are offered via Learn In-Person, Learn Virtual, Learn
Independent, and Learn On-Demand offerings.


Workday Pro is a customer-focused accreditation program targeted at customers who want to actively
engage and work side by side with the Ecosystem on a path to develop a similar level of knowledge and
expertise. It consists of a number of tracks, each with relevant courses plus a written test.


Documentation


1. What documentation is available with your system?


Workday Response:


Workday Community is Workday’s customer portal that provides access to others in the Workday ecosystem
including partners, other customers, and Workday. Community provides all customers with an area to access
documentation, communicate on forums, and contribute or vote on “Brainstorm” ideas. Workday is unique in
that all customers are on the same version. The benefit of one version is that customers are able to share
resources such as reports and integrations. All of this collaboration occurs on the Workday Community
portal.


Workday provides several types of documentation intended to help you with various scenarios of supporting
Workday:


1. Services Update Notes - we publish service update notes weekly to document fixed bugs. In
addition, we include notifications of any enhancements delivered with the service update.


2. Announcing Workday - approximately one month before the Release Preparation window for a
feature release, we publish early release notes under the title of Announcing Workday.


 Announcing describes the most highly anticipated features and enhancements planned for the
release.


 Announcing is not a comprehensive list of the features planned for the release.


3. What's New Report - is a standard Workday report that you can run in your Preview or Production
tenant. What's New release notes provide information about new features and
enhancements delivered to each tenant. We update the report weekly.


 We notify you in the weekly service update notes when we add features or move features from
Preview to Production.
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 We created the What's New report to provide you with a source of information that you can easily
download to a spreadsheet to help you plan and manage your testing of the release.


 See “What's New in Workday XX” for instructions on how to run the What's New report.


4. Workday Administrator Guide - is a how-to guide for configuring and using Workday.


All documentation is updated accordingly in Workday Community when we update the Workday service.


We provide translations of the Administrator Guide in:


 French (continental)


 Japanese


All of Workday’s delivered business processes are integrated within the Workday solution through use of the
Workday Business Process Framework. Workday includes the Workday Business Process Framework as
part of our core platform. Workday delivers a default leading practice template business process definition for
each Workday process (over 750 business processes), and customers can either use these leading practice
templates as-is or configure them (without coding) to meet their own unique business process requirements.
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Human Resource Management

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future
 		Comments

		New Hires and Onboarding

		What allows an employee to be entered into your system before their start date to trigger activation/ access in external systems, but doesn't allow them to get paid accidentally?  How easy is it to remove a new hire once they are in the system?		Standard		Workday's Business Process Framework is designed to allow you to complete as many steps as needed in the hire process prior to the actual effective date of the hire. The employee will not be picked up by payroll until the hire is approved AND effective.  When a new hire needs to be removed, that can be accomplished by either a termination transaction or the rescinding of the business process. Rescinding a business process will essentially remove the transaction entirely but an audit trail will still be maintained.  In addition, the Workday Recruit to Hire Framework enables you to more efficiently complete staffing-related tasks by delivering a framework that uses condition rules and fields from the job application to automatically populate hire data from Recruiting. This helps ensure that required fields are completed automatically. 

		Can you input limited information on a new hire in the system until further information is received?		Standard		Yes. Workday's Business Process Framework allows transactions to be completed as individual steps within an overall process.  Basic employee information can be entered to initiate the process and subsequent steps can be completed as information is available.

		Ability to specify alternate work and pay arrangements such as 9/9, 9/12, etc.		Standard		Academic Pay is used when you have individuals, usually faculty members, who are not paid their salary according to a standard pay cycle. When using activity pay, you have the option of paying that annual amount in any combination of consecutive months. A few examples could include 9 over 9 (works 9 months and is paid over 9 months), or 9 over 12 (works 9 months and is paid over 12 months.)

		Ability to specify an employee type such as regular, temporary, student, faculty, etc.		Standard		Workday gives you the ability define employee types and employee type descriptions that apply to the workers in your organization.

		Ability to provide pre-hires training during onboarding?		Standard		Workday allows you to open up Learning access to the Pre-Employees/Pre-Hires. You'll be able to campaign content to pre-hires using the All Workers for Pre-Hires report data source, and you can mass enroll pre-hires.

		Ability to hire and manage employees as ongoing regular, contractual for a designated term, etc.		Standard		Workday provides the ability to classify employees as needed to meet your organizational needs.

		Automated collection of emergency contacts with business process for verification/approval		Standard		May be completed as a "Pre-Employee" user or as an "Employee."

		Ability to attach employee provided worker documents to the I-9 form		Standard		Workday delivers the ability for employees to attach documents for review during the I-9 verification process. You can use the Manage Form I-9 Assignment task to assign a Complete Form I-9 to a worker. In addition, Workday enables you to complete a Section 3 on a Record of External Form I-9, making it easier for you to track workers' forms in Workday and meet regulatory requirements.

		Automated I-9 Form with business process for verification/approval		Standard		Workday has a delivered integration with eVerify for the I-9 form completion.  Workday's business process framework supports the verification/approval process. 

Also, you can use the Complete Form I-9 Section 3 task to complete a Section 3 on a Record of External Form I-9. The Section 3 Re-verification button on the View Form I-9 task now appears for a Record of External Form I-9.

		Complete form I-9 Section 3 for Rehires		Standard		Workday enables you to configure the Complete Form I-9 Section 3 task as a step on the Hire business process using the Form I-9 Rehire condition rule that determines whether the employee:  

    • Is rehired within 3 years of completing the original Form I-9.  
    • Originally used Workday's 2013 electronic Form I-9.  
    • Is authorized for employment.  
When the employee satisfies the condition rule, the role associated with the rule on the business process can choose to complete Form I-9 Section 3 for the rehired employee or require the employee to complete a new Form I-9.  

Note: You must configure the condition rule so it applies prior to the completion step on the Hire business process.

		Complete form I-9 for Rehire Onboarding		Standard		Workday updates the Employee with Primary Job Located in USA condition rule on the Onboarding business process to include a And Not Form I-9 Rehire clause that verifies whether Section 3 was completed during the hiring process prior to initiating a new Complete Form I-9 task.

		Automated New Hire Benefits election process		Standard		Workday's business process framework provides you with the ability to trigger an automated benefits election process for new hires. 

		Automated W4 Form with business process for notifications and routing accordingly		Standard		Workday's business process framework provides you with the ability to automate the W-4 form, with supporting notifications and routing for the appropriate review & approvals. 

		Employee E-Signature on Policies and Procedures		Standard		May be completed as a "Pre-Employee" user or as an "Employee."

		E-Verify to verify identity using SSN, DOB, etc.  May also verify picture.		Standard		This is a standard integration.

		The ability to generate “Onboarding Lists” for multiple departments which must prepare for new employee’s arrival with appropriate activities and infrastructure.  Action lists will contain some central departments/users and some individuals who will vary by department.  		Configuration		Configured in the hire business process.

		The ability to generate different “Action Lists” based on type of hire, department, etc.  For example, student hires must generate a different action list from other hires.		Configuration		Within Workday's business process framework, you have the ability to tailor business processes based on the type of hire, department, etc. 

		Track checklist items depending on dept / location, including the ability to complete documents online with electronic signatures. Can you send a message to the manager if this is not complete?		Standard		Workday allows the inclusion of document reviews within a business process flow.  Document reviews allow the delivery of documents to employees within the context of a business process.  Documents can be actual documents or can be URL's pointing the employee to a site where they must review documentation.  An electronic signature can then reflect their acknowledgement of the documentation.

		The solution should be capable of validating SSN or SIN at time of entry.		Standard

		Ability to track immigration information such as visa, expiration dates, etc. Also tax residency country and H1B info on whether employee has claimed tax treaty benefits (affects 403b eligibility). Should be able to do this for expat population.		Standard		Tracking immigration information such as visa, passports, etc. is standard. Additionally, Workday also delivers support of international tax treaties and respects these treaties when processing payroll. Should a third party, such as Windstar, be in use, Workday delivers a connector that can be used to build an integration.

		Ability to store documents that support transactions throughout the system.		Standard		Workday can store an unlimited amount of documents that can support transactions throughout the system. Also, we support security configurability on your worker documents by enabling you to separately secure permissions to add and delete them.

		Ability to enter Highest Educational Degree, Graduation dates and School/College info.		Standard

		Veteran Status Identification Business Process		Standard		Workday delivers a Veteran Status Identification business process (secured to the Personal Data functional area) that you can use to configure invitations for employees to self-identify as a protected veteran with the VETS-4212 Veteran Status Identification form.  

You or the employee can initiate the process, or you can add it as a step on the Onboarding business process.  

We also deliver these tasks (secured to the Personal Data functional area) that you can configure as initiating actions on the new business process:  

    • Change My Veteran Status Identification  
    • Change Veteran Status Identification for Worker

		Protected Veteran Status Values		Standard		Workday delivers a Display Type of Protected Veteran Options check box on the Maintain Veteran Status Identification Form task. You can select this check box to enable employees to self-identify as a type of protected veteran on the Veteran Status Identification Form.  

We also provide these protected veteran types that employees can select on the Change My Veteran Status Identification and Change Veteran Status Identification for Worker tasks:  

• Disabled Veteran  
• Recently Separated Veteran  
• Active Wartime or Campaign Badge Veteran  
• Armed Forces Service Medal Veteran

		Ability to send electronically or print on demand a new hire package for new hire’s signature as well as workflow to generate appropriate pre employment forms to be sent to the new hire.		Configuration		To Do items can include links to forms for the new hire which they can then access, complete and return via email or on paper if signature is required. Additionally, Workday allows the inclusion of documents and hyperlinks within business process transactions. Should there be a standard package or a link to a package, this could be incorporated into the business process flow of the hire process.

		Ability to have an employee in multiple jobs concurrently.		Standard		Workday supports employees holding multiple jobs concurrently. Workday provides a standard report that would show you who in your organization has multiple jobs. 

		Ability to manage employees relationships with multiple unions and related information such as seniority date, etc.		Standard

		Ability to record, monitor and maintain background check information.		Configuration		Workday allows the tracking of background checks.  An integration can be built to send information to a background check service so that the process is managed as part of the hire transaction.

		Ability to actively manage probation periods (i.e. start date, end date, etc.).		Standard		Yes, Workday supports this requirement.

		Printable versions of all onboarding documents.		Standard

		Health & Safety

		Ability to store basic data in each employee record for each incident, including:

		Ability for employee/supervisor to complete an online form and submit to HR/EH&S		Standard		Workday provides the ability to report safety incidents and track them.  You can also report safety incidents on mobile devices.

		Ability to send notification and form contents to EH&S, supervisor to perform accident investigation and corrective action		Configuration

		Active agent for injury or illness (such as hand tools, vehicle, or ladder, chemicals)		Standard		Workday provides Safety Incident Reporting.  We provide configurable fields to collect the required data elements you organization may need.

		Date of injury or date illness was diagnosed		Standard		Workday provides Safety Incident Reporting.  We provide configurable fields to collect the required data elements you organization may need.

		Date of report		Standard

		Day of week		Standard

		Indicate corrective action needed		Standard

		License or certificate number		Standard

		Location code		Standard

		Location of injury or exposure		Standard

		Nature of injury or part of body that sustained damage		Standard		Yes, and you can also multi-select parts of the body, if necessary.

		Note follow-up by supervisor		Standard		Workday provides all notes collected in a grid format, to make it easier on the end user.

		Person preparing report		Standard

		Time of day		Standard

		Time of injury		Standard

		Type of injury or illness		Standard

		Was a claim filed?  Yes/No		Standard		You can track claim information, such as Claim # and Claim Administrator. 

		OSHA 300:

		Easily maintain and report information as legally required 		Configuration

		Easily maintain OSHA required logs and produce compliance reports		Configuration		Using reporting tools.

		Maintain safety certification information		Standard

		The ability for a designated user to run an earnings history report, which will show actual earnings for the 52 weeks prior to a Workers' Compensation incident.  		Configuration

		The ability to “sign & send” OSHA reports		Configuration		Report format not delivered. Extract data from Workday directly into OSHA 300 form to send.

		The ability to interface or report on an employee receiving Workers' Compensation who has domestic relation garnishment orders so they can be applied to the WC payment.		Configuration		Reporting tools.

		The ability to track a return to work status that designates if the employee is on restricted duty. 		Configuration

		The solution should provide an area to maintain multiple occurrences of reportable on-the-job injury data.		Standard

		New Job Evaluation and Reclassification Review

		Ability to track and document recommendations, notes, final results and approvals for job re-evaluation or new position requests with limited HR view - not manager view. 		Configuration

		Ability to house information on state, federal and country minimum pay requirements; report production (on-time, to show employees paid below these minimums). HR system should also stop entry of those appointments where by pay level is below minimum. 		Standard

		Ability to pull in generic, Job Class Code description, content to preload content into position management employee descriptions.		Standard		Workday Job Profiles include descriptions and content that can default to positions.

		Mass change ability on employee Job Class Code level to update position management /HR system with new content and pay range fields.		Standard		Workday is architected differently from legacy ERP systems.  The "position management/HR system" is not a separate entity or database - a change to the job code will be reflected anywhere that job code is used.

		New system should have reporting capability (i.e. ,# of jobs evaluated over a certain period, Job Class Codes used by department and employees in those Job Class Codes etc.).		Standard

		The ability to track Job Class Code codes as a field and tie the Job Class Code to a location.   		Standard		Workday does not require a "job class code" but one can be assigned to a job profile.  Job Profiles are associated to positions and, when creating or editing a specific position, the position can be restricted to specific business sites.

		Work flow documented and ordered to ensure review is complete prior to changes on the HR system.  Need to ensure job classification, content, exemption status and grade are approved prior to employee communication or new job posting, and HRIS change.  Must store history.

		Standard		Workday Business Process Framework would accomodate this workflow.

		Changes/Transfers

		Ability to have some types of transactions require approval and others immediately update the system, based on type of transaction and who initiated the transaction.		Standard

		Ability to store addresses in both US and foreign formats		Standard		Workday delivers communication formats (phone, address, date, etc.) for 209 countries.

		Ability to track employee information changes and use it to trigger action such as benefits eligibility changes, etc.		Standard

		Automated notification of status changes, new hires, terminations to other departments such as Payroll and Information Technology.  List of who needs to be notified may vary based on by employee type, department, etc.		Standard

		Collect and maintain multiple telephone numbers including office telephone extensions, cell phone, etc. as well as multiple addresses. Must include international number formats.		Standard		Workday provides a contact information profile, in which multiple phone numbers can be recorded and updated as needed.

		Effective dated records, maintain history, enter future dated actions (pending actions to be flagged with email reminders).  Also, track date entered into system (transaction date), who entered, who approved.		Standard		All transactions in Workday are documented in the Worker History for the employee. They are documented with date/time, who initiated the action, and who approved it. 

		Maintain and update zip code tables as needed. Table changes are typically made on an annual basis but occasionally mid year zip code changes need to be made as a result of postal or network changes.  		Standard		Workday updates postal codes monthly as they are updated from the USPS and Canadian Postal Service monthly.

		Pull in transactions initiated in Employee Self Service and track history.		Standard		All transactions in Workday are documented in the employees worker profile, specifically their worker history. 

		Pull in transactions initiated in Manager Self Service.  The ability to automate workflow and track a transaction through its life cycle from inception to execution including approvals, routing and historical tracking.		Standard		All transactions in Workday are documented in the employees worker profile, specifically their worker history. You are able to see the process history of any business process.

		The ability to create reports, roll-ups, or organization charts for all of the various supervisory relationship codes		Standard		Workday provides real time organization charts.  These organization charts can be a people hierarchy or something like a cost center hierarchy.  Workday provides several organization types, that can be viewed as a organization chart.

		The ability to record multiple addresses (including for foreign addresses) to drive mailings versus official address for tax and HR purposes on the employee record.		Standard

		The solution must be able to track multiple dates for each employee, such as, but not limited to:  hire date, rehire date, reinstate date, seniority date, service award dates, leave of absence begin and end dates, union code effective date, transfer date, adjusted service (pension) date, retirement eligibility date, termination date, and retirement date, date to rank/promotion, union seniority date, tenure eligibility date, tenure date, job entry date.  These dates must be able to be used to drive processes/eligibility/etc.		Standard		Workday delivers many of these dates. Should there be a need for additional dates, Workday allows the creation of custom objects and fields that can be used to track additional data elements. Additionally, you can configure a calculated field to derive the date and use it within eligibility rules, reports and business processes.

		Use of the SSN:

		The solution must allow for identifying employees, applicants, and retirees by a unique identification number other than the SSN or SIN.		Standard

		Support Org Chart functionality, show dual and dotted line reporting relationships.		Standard		The people-view organization chart includes all supervisory and matrix organizations of which the worker is a manager or member. Workday displays direct and indirect reports for all of the worker's positions.

		The ability to track committees, awards and projects on which the employee has served.  Both Drop down box and free form text.		Standard

		The solution must have capacity to track a social security number/social insurance number, an Employee Number, and a unique identification number (UIN); solution must cross-reference all numbers.  User must be able to call up an individual’s record by alpha look-up or using either number.		Standard

		The solution must have the ability to store legacy ids for historical reporting.		Standard

		The solution must have the ability to store the student id number for student employees.		Standard

		Track when sensitive data is viewed 		Standard

		Terminations

		 Ability to load "Worker History from Previous System" during implementation		Standard

		Ability  for the newly hired employee to complete checklist items online with electronic signature.  Must also take into account requirements in foreign locations.		Configuration		Workday provides a delivered integration with Adobe E-Signature and DocuSign.

		Ability  to track performance supervisors for each employee.  Ability  for an employee to have multiple performance supervisors and identify one of them as the primary supervisor.		Standard

		Ability  to track the person(s) responsible for reviewing labor schedules for an employee (called Schedule Supervisor) and track the person(s) responsible for effort certification and purchase order approval for an employee.  This information needs to be sent to the  financial system.		Configuration		Configured organization role.

		Ability for the system to not allow termination dates to be entered for a prior period where the employee has been paid for time after the termination date and send a warning message to the user to contact Benefits and Payroll to enter the termination information.		Configuration		Validation rule.

		Ability to have system edits and warnings to facilitate data integrity.  Allow data entry to continue even if a ‘system warning’ (such as Appointments > 100%) is initiated.  High degree of flexibility with additional approvals required depending on the situation.  Some edits should be hard/fatal  while others will display warning messages as a notification only and the record can still be saved.		Configuration

		Ability to have templates for standard event letters (offer letters, promotions, salary increases, etc., international assignments, etc.)		Configuration		Workday allows the use of BIRT (Business Intelligence Reporting Tool) to generate formatted documents using data from a report. Data from the Workday reporting tool can also be sent to excel and used to generate letters via a mail merge.

		Ability to run a report that identifies active faculty with ended appointments (i.e.., summer).		Standard

		Ability to run a Turnover report which performs analysis on Appt end date vs. Term date, and Term date vs. date of last paycheck (last day worked), by department and division, job code, years of service, voluntary vs. involuntary, faculty, staff, pay level		Standard

		Ability to track multiple Voluntary/Involuntary designations.  For example, new COBRA legislation uses a different definition of Involuntary than is used for Affirmative Action reporting.		Configuration

		Automated termination notifications so that systems access can be removed immediately.		Standard		This is supported through Workday's Business Process Framework.

		For each termination reason, track whether this reason makes the employee eligible for rehire or not.		Standard		Within Workday you define a list of Termination Reasons and for each reason, you can specify a default Eligible for Rehire value. If necessary, this Eligible for Rehire value can be overridden during the termination process. Further, when terminating an employee, you can specify if the termination is "regrettable".

		Generate automatic notification to supporting departments for termination processing.		Standard		This is supported with Workday's Business Process Framework.

		Need to be able to create a new employee without an SSN (or assign a dummy SSN) and then update it to their real SSN.  This is necessary due to delays in the SSN process at the SSA. 		Standard		SSN is not required during hire.

		System should allow the use of special characters, such as apostrophes in names.		Standard

		System should have the flexibility to support global naming conventions (e.g. some people don't have first names, some people have 4 or 5 names, etc.)		Standard		Global name formats are delivered.

		The ability to generate new hire workflow notifications/emails to appropriate parties who need to know new hire date and key information.		Standard

		The ability to generate workflow notifications to appropriate departments (payroll, benefits, security, finance, etc.) when an employee terminates.		Standard

		The ability to turn off HR system access, once the termination is effective.  		Standard

		Track ‘Pay beyond Termination’ status (severance).		Standard		Severance durations are calculated and compensation events are generated even if you have not completed the worksheet prior to termination.  

		Track if employee is eligible for rehire.		Standard

		Track last day worked.		Standard

		Track term effective date		Standard

		Track Term Reasons, coded with Voluntary or Involuntary values.		Standard

		Turnover Summary Report Available by percentage		Standard

		Utilization of a centralized PTO balance in your HCM solution to determine payout amounts at termination. Requirements may vary by reason for termination, Job type and location (i.e.., CA).  Ability for someone to review this calculated payout amount and override if needed.		Configuration		Workday provides you the ability to automatically calculate a terminated employee's PTO payout and can automatically put in their last pay check. Someone may also override this.

		Utilization of a Term checklist – customizable depending on location, etc.		Standard

		The ability to define notice periods for voluntary and involuntary terminations, including notice period eligibility rules and updated resignation and termination business processes		Standard
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Organization Management

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future
 		Comments

		Organization Structures

		Ability to create multiple companies but have a single legal entity that all companies are tied to?		Standard

		Ability to have more than one worker specified as an employee manager.		Standard

		Ability to identify committee participants.		Standard		Workday delivers an organization type specifically intended to allow the definition of committees and committee participants.

		Ability to manage faculty employee relationships to academic units.		Standard		Workday allows the configuration of academic units specifically for the purpose of managing academic employees academic affiliations. Academic affiliations are tied to individual academic appointments which are managed separately (but unified with) job and payroll related information.

		Ability to produce and print organization charts including position and job information. 		Standard		Workday produces online organization charts as a means of reviewing, understanding and taking action on the organization. The online/electronic organizational charts can be printed out if desired. They may be saved/printed in either Excel, PDF, or PowerPoint format. Manipulate-able, paper based organizational charts can be created by extracting data from Workday and utilizing a third party charting tool such as Visio.

		Ability to support multiple organizational entities concurrently.		Standard		Workday delivers a flexible organizational structure that allows an employee to be associated to multiple organization types. This flexible structure allows an employee to be tied to multiple organizations for different purposes such as organizing, allocating labor costs, specifying tax id number, etc.

		Allow designated HR representative to define "report to" relationship of an organization item.		Standard		This is handled through the supervisory organization structure for employee reporting relationships. Organizational hierarchies can also be created among companies, business units, etc.

		Allow designated HR representatives to create an organization item.		Standard		The ability to create organizations such as supervisory organizations, companies, etc. can be granted to the appropriate users via security.  Creating new and maintaining existing supervisory organizations may be done via Org Studio as well.

		Automatically route transactions based on business rules.		Standard		Business Processes dictate the path that must be followed for each transaction and supervisory organization. Supervisory organizations define the organizational structure from a reporting relationship standpoint. Supervisory organizations are used to define who reports to whom and who the manager of a group of employees is. Each supervisory organization can share the same business process flow with the rest of the organization or can have it's own business process defined. Business processes are fully configurable.

		Committees on the Organization Chart		Standard		Workday enables you to view organization hierarchies for committees from the preview card using the Org Chart button.

		Ability to define a committee and public or private		Standard		Workday delivers the ability to configure committees as 'private'. You can utilize a delivered security framework to ensure all information about the committee remains confidential.

		Ability to invite and track  internal and external committee participation.		Standard

		Directory Report on Committee Profiles		Standard		Workday enables you to identify, locate, and contact committee members directly from the Members tab of a committee profile on the Directory report. When you have permission on the related domain, Workday displays these columns on the report:  

• Title: Displays the business title for the committee member's primary position or current appointment title.  
• Contact: Displays the committee member's phone number and email address, as applicable.

		View  Committee Memberships Report		Standard		You can report on committee memberships for academic affiliates and workers. Workday:  

• Secures the report to an additional domain, Committee Membership: Reporting.  
• Adds the report to the related actions menu of academic affiliates.

		Does your organization offer contextual security for Supervisory Organizations?		Standard		We contextually secure the ability to search for and preview supervisory organizations so that users in your constrained role-based security groups in the Manage: Supervisory Organization domain can only search for and preview supervisory organizations that they have a role on.  

We also deliver a View: Supervisory Organization domain that secures just the ability to search for and preview supervisory organization so you can give users this ability without having to give them access to supervisory organization detail.  

Note: You may notice a change in behavior if you have constrained security groups and no public security groups on the Manage: Supervisory Organization domain.

		Effective Date and Attachments for Committee Definitions		Standard		Workday provides the Effective Date field on the Maintain Committee Definition task and View Committee Definition As Of report, displaying the date the committee definition was last updated and indicating the date of current and future changes.  

You can also add attachments on the Maintain Committee Definition task.

		Provide an organizational hierarchy with unlimited levels.		Standard		An unlimited number of levels can be built into a supervisory organization. Additionally, supervisory organizations are only one type of organization. You can create custom organization types or use delivered organization types for the grouping of employees beyond just the required supervisory organizations. For example, delivered values of Region, team, company, etc. can be used to group employees for specific purposes such as reporting, etc. A custom organization type of 'Cluster' could be created and be assigned to organization members directly. The supervisory organization is required within Workday as it defines the reporting structure. Other organization types can be created and/or used to capture organizational groupings as necessary.

		Provide approval sequences in alignment with the organizational hierarchy (rather than individuals).  When an employee's supervisor changes, the approval sequence should automatically change.		Standard		This is fully supported by business processes and organizational role assignments. Each supervisory organization has organizational roles that are either assigned or inherited. For example: the accounts payable department must have someone designated as the HR Partner so that any HR transactions submitted by the manager can be correctly directed for review. A specific individual can be assigned as the HR Partner for that supervisory organization or, if not assigned, the HR Partner role would be inherited from the superior supervisory organization. Thus, either through direct assignment or inheritance, an HR Partner would be assigned. When an employee transfers to a new supervisory organization, all the roles involved in any subsequent transactions would be assigned to those individuals that support the new supervisory organization.

		Add or Remove Role Assignments for Workers		Standard		The Assign Roles - Add/Remove task enables you to take these actions on a single worker:  

    • Add roles
    • Remove 1 or more roles
    • Remove all roles
    • Copy roles from another worker position

Workday includes all of the specified worker’s role assignments, including those that come into effect later than the Effective Date you specify to enable you to easily remove them. You can only copy roles from positions to which you have view access. When you copy roles from another position, Workday doesn't include role assignments that take effect at a later date.

		Change Role Assignment		Standard		The Assign Roles - Change Assignments task enables you to assign or unassign multiple workers at a time on any role. For each role, you can take these actions:  

    • Add 1 or more assignees.  
    • Remove some or all existing assignees.  
    • Specify or remove a Single Assignment Manager for the Supervisory Org Manager role when this role is not restricted to single assignment.

		Hierarchy Prompt for Custom Organizations		Standard		Workday provides an Active Custom Organizations by Hierarchy prompt on the View Custom Organization report that enables you to navigate through a custom organization hierarchy to select a custom organization. If the custom organization you select has subordinates, you can either select it from the Detail Values prompt or select it as a hierarchy to navigate to its subordinate locations.

		Provide the ability to support a matrix reporting structure.		Standard		Workday delivers an organization type of 'Matrix' specifically for this purpose.

		Effective Date on Organization Names		Standard		Workday delivers an Edit Name / Code task, enabling you to effective date the change when you edit an organization name.
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Workforce Lifecycle

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future
 		Comments

		Position Management

		The ability for the manager to create the position on-line.		Standard		Workday delivers a business process template for this (standard) but that the process itself can be configured to reflect specific requirements if desired. Creating a position is a business process and can include approvals, budget checks, etc.

		Ability to interface Org Structure from GL to the HCM.		Configuration		Workday has an open API to update organizational structures, including updating a cost center structure from a financial application. Note that Workday's organization structure is highly flexible and includes supervisory hierarchy, cost center, legal entity, region, matrix, team, etc. The cost center is just ONE of many organizational structures that can be visualized in Workday.

		The ability to assign an approval process for positions that are created by managers.		Standard		Workday delivers a configurable business process framework that may be configured as desired by the customer.  Conditional logic may be used in order to perform or skip steps in the process.  So if there need to be more/fewer approvals or a different process flow based on the manager initiating the process that may be easily configured by business users.

		The ability to enforce and track approval processes that may vary by department or region.  		Standard		Workday delivers a business process framework that may be configured as desired by the customer.  Conditional logic may be used in order to perform or skip steps in the process, for example an approval based on a department or region.  Audit (process history) is always on and easily reviewed by those with permission to do so in Workday.

		The ability to enforce the job codes and job descriptions for positions (i.e., a position must be submitted with a valid job code and description). Ability to create generic position descriptions for each job classification and have a new individual position "inherit" this description which can then be modified for the specific position.		Standard

		The ability to track and generate a master list of approved positions and of employees and show vacancies and open positions on the list.		Standard		Workday provides this through Workforce Planning Dashboard, as well as other reports. 


		The ability to track organizational structure and integrate with organizational charting software.		Standard		Workday's organization chart is inherent, not a third party or a bolt-on. The organization chart is updated real time as changes are approved and effective. The organization chart is actionable, meaning that a user can initiate an action on any organization or person from the org chart based upon the users security profile.  If desired, org charts may be exported via excel, PDF, or PowerPoint file formats.


		The ability to track the status and events associated with a position.  		Standard		This is supported through Workday's Business Process Framework. 


		The ability to do mass updates on positions. If a data item is changed for a position, the information is changed on the employees' records who are tied to that position.		Standard

		The ability to provide support for a position reclassification review and approval process. Record historical information with effective dates.		Standard		Workday delivers an "edit position" business process which can include multiple levels of review, change to default compensation, change of job code, additional budget checks, etc.

		The ability to track dates/times, by whom, etc. when information on a position changed, including when updates are made via a "mass action". 		Standard		Workday tracks all changes to business data at an application level. This application audit information is the basis for audit and compliance reporting found throughout the Workday system.  

Workday records successful logins and logouts by users as well as unsuccessful login attempts and provides this information in Workday audit reports.  

Workday uses non-destructive updates, which means data is never overwritten. This enables you to obtain a complete audit history of any value without using any third-party tools.

Workday’s auditing features provide an auditor with the information required to trace the history of changes made to a business object or transaction which facilitates Sarbanes Oxley Section 404 compliance.

		The ability to define and maintain data for authorized/budgeted positions.		Standard		Workday provides functionality for position approvals through a Create Position Business Process, as well as position budgeting. 

		The ability to identify positions that are vacant due to the temporary absence of the incumbent so that they are not filled permanently. These positions may or may not be included in headcount.		Standard

		The ability to track and maintain position reporting relationships.		Standard

		The ability to track ongoing positions to budget. Produce budget vs. actual variance report.		Standard

		The ability to upload budgeted positions from excel or 3rd party budgeting tool into the HR system. (FTE/ Headcount information, not budget $)		Standard

		The ability to store and track the following position information:

		Category: regular, part-time, seasonal, and interns, student hires		Standard

		Departments		Standard

		FLSA status (exempt, non-exempt)		Standard

		Incumbent name(s)		Standard

		Job description/Job title / job classification/ job grade		Standard

		Minimum qualifications & Preferred qualifications.		Standard

		Name of employee who vacated the position either by termination or promotion		Standard

		Physical mobility, environmental conditions required		Standard

		Place in approval process		Standard

		Skills, certifications/ licenses required by the position		Standard

		Supervisor name(s) - Allow for multiple supervisors to be identified and able to identify one of those as the primary supervisor.		Standard

		The ability to integrate termination information from HR core to the position management section and automatically mark a position as vacant when the incumbent for the position terminates. Send notification to the manager to either post the position or mark the position as inactive.		Standard		Employee movement is updated real-time and the disposition of the open position (close, freeze, fill) is defined as part of the process.

		The ability to monitor and track position classification request.		Standard

		Work Location of the position (country, program)		Standard

		Ability to designate jobs as only being available to union members or work study award. 		Standard
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Compensation

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Management of Compensation Surveys

		Do you provide Compensation Statements?		Standard		Workday provides the ability to manage, generate, and print compensation review statements.

		Ability to report on Period Activity Pay & One-Time Payments for payroll purposes?		Standard		Improved flexibility and control in reporting payroll expenses by now supporting allowed and required related work-tags for one-time payments and period activity assignments.

		Ability to calculate and store compa ratios		Standard		Workday provides you the ability to manage compensation surveys and job matches, enabling you to streamline survey data submission and quickly connect workers with matched survey jobs. You can maintain multiple compensation survey vendors, products, and surveys. Workday also provides visibility into matches between survey jobs and Workday job profiles and populates job matches in new compensation surveys based on matches in past surveys.

		Ability to maintain market benchmarks and participate in salary surveys.		Standard		Workday allows the specification of a market benchmark against individual job profiles. With Workday Big Data Analytics, any number of market benchmarks and compensation sources can be used to determine an appropriate market benchmark.

Workday provides you the ability to manage compensation surveys and job matches, enabling you to streamline survey data submission and quickly connect workers with matched survey jobs. You can maintain multiple compensation survey vendors, products, and surveys. Workday also provides visibility into matches between survey jobs and Workday job profiles and populates job matches in new compensation surveys based on matches in past surveys.

		Ability to calculate annualized employee pay based on amount type and appointment length to assist with survey completion.		Configuration

		Compensation  Planning and Review 

		Systems that allow for both a primary compensation pool and additional compensation pool as approved by the Provost or President.		Configuration		As separate plans.

		Capability to "lock-out" managers once they have completed the compensation review process, but still allow edits through subsequent/higher level review and approval.		Standard		Business process configuration

		Ability to identify what is in the allocation pool and what is out of the allocation pool for budget and review purposes. Appointments with a different fiscal year than being reviewed. Appointments that are ending and appointments outside of hiring department.		Configuration		Requires that the eligibility for the compensation event drive the inclusion and exclusion of pool members.

		Ability to produce employee increase notifications from the system following increase and appointment approvals for both pay and/or Job Class Code change actions.		Configuration		Using mail merge and Workday reporting.

		Ability to attach supporting documents to the one time payment change process.		Standard		Workday enables you to add attachments on the Request One-Time Payment business process.  

To use attachments, you must: 

    • Select the Enable Attachments check box on the Edit Tenant Setup - Business Processes and Notifications task.  
    • Enable attachments on business process security policies.

		Ability to complete compensation projections to determine impact of increased budgets under various scenarios, prior to announcement of merit and promotion budgets. 		Configuration		Workday compensation includes the ability to manage merit/bonus pools by organization. Additionally, eligibility rules determine who is included in a pool - the compensation administrator can model the pool results before initiating the actual event.

		Ability to model and produce reports or statements on total compensation cost by category and individual 		Configuration		Workday delivers a configurable total compensation statement. Additionally, reporting tools can be used to create custom compensation reports.

		The system should produce a warning message when a pay increase is proposed for an employee on a "plan" (i.e. probationary period, LOA, performance improvement plan) or when a compensation increases places an employees pay in an over maximum condition.		Standard		Workday has unified compensation and performance enabling true pay for performance. The manager has visibility into the employee's performance while making the increase recommendation obviating the need for a "warning" for the employee on plan.  Warnings will trigger for an employee over maximum.

		Ability to attach supporting documents to the compensation change process.		Standard		Workday enables you to add attachments on the Request Compensation Change business process. 

To use attachments, you must:  

    • Select the Enable Attachments check box on the Edit Tenant Setup - Business Processes and Notifications task.  
    • Enable attachments on business process security policies.

		Allows digital signatures for appropriate processes and workflows.		Standard		Workday’s Business Process Framework tracks all approvals and records every action. These, combined with a user having to log in to Workday, can be used as proxies for digital signatures.

		Ability for HR to report on various categories of employee compensation (i.e., base, PTO pay, variable pay, allowances, etc.) based on earnings groups in separate buckets, easily retrievable  for reporting. Also able to determine compensation levels by employment category.  Need to be able to search on interim increases and reason codes.		Standard

		Ability to automatically progress step based employees as appropriate.  		Standard

		Ability to identify whether an appointment is part of base pay or not (i.e., summer appointments for faculty, overtime (sometimes it does sometimes not)  allowances, etc.). Determine what appointments are included in Compensation review process.		Standard

		Ability to produce a 'total FTE" for employees who have multiple positions and calculate annual salary.		Standard

		Ability to prorate allowances based on date of arrival and date of departure. - Ability to calculate some international allowances based on % of base salary and arrival/departure date.		Configuration

		Ability to support compensation structure and accrual for 9 months pay over 12 months.  		Standard

		Ability to track interim increases and total by department and college and university-wide.		Standard

		Classify pay changes by type of action (merit, promotion, equity adjustment, etc.); ability to split between two or more actions.		Standard

		Provide departmental compensation planning capability to enter proposed pay increases online. Ability to easily cost various pay changes by pay type with ability to provide annualized expense estimates as we pay in various units - Dollar and percent capabilities.		Standard

		Provide Exception Codes and Comments.  Ability to force Comments to certain Exception Codes.		Configuration

		Provide for compensation review process using Manager Self Service. Provide automatic reminders/notices to managers to initiate review process and reminders/notices for next level of approval and final pay action.		Standard		Supported through Workday's Business Process Framework.

		Provides for different currency identifiers and input. Total dollars by currency and globalized into USD for overall impact.		Standard

		Ability to change currency rate type during compensation business processes.		Standard		Workday provides the Currency Rate Type prompt on these tasks: 

    • Create Compensation Process Template  
    • Initiate Bonus Process  
    • Initiate Merit Process  
    • Initiate Stock Process  

You can use the Currency Rate Type prompt to select a rate type configured on the Maintain Currency Rate Types task for use in the compensation review process. Workday uses the Currency Rate Type as of the process period end date when calculating pools and spend awards.  

Example: When you select a Currency Rate Type that is separate from the default rate type, HR and Compensation Administrators can freeze those rates, keeping the budgets and awards in the same exchange rate.

		Compensation on Job Requisitions		Standard		Workday allows the configuration of default compensation on the create job requisition and edit job requisition business process. When you configure a default compensation value for the position, Workday now automatically populates the Compensation section on the job requisition. When you don't configure a default compensation value on the position, Workday runs eligibility rules to automatically populate the Compensation section on for the job requisition.

		Model allocation by compensation basis		Standard		Workday provides a Model Allocation by Compensation Basis report that you can use to simulate the effects of a changed compensation basis for a worker during business processes such as Change Job or Change Compensation.

		Provides for field to show pay grade, range minimum, midpoint, maximum and compa ratio ($'s would vary based on hourly, monthly and annual range values).		Standard

		Robust capabilities to support Annual, Fiscal, Academic , and off cycle compensation review programs. And 'what if' scenarios.  HR can define which divisions, schools, unions, departments, Job Class Codes -  to include in the review cycle. System should also support one time or supplemental programs like lump sum. Provide reportable cost analysis based on impact to current year and roll-forward year by currency specific and globally converted into USD.		Standard

		System should house a workflow process for promotion or other off cycle pay change actions—potentially a different workflow and approval process that can added if needed during certain periods of fiscal control.		Standard		Workday's Business Process Framework provides the ability to have workflow processes specific to events such as off cycle compensation change, promotion, etc., so that that each has it's own unique set of steps, approvals, and notifications. 

		System would need to integrate % full-time and appointment length to determine annualized dollars that more closely map to budget available.  What if analysis.  Annualization of pay based on % full-time and appointment length.  		Standard		%FTE is a standard field offered in Workday so you can base compensation on that data. 

		Compensation: Table and history maintenance/access

		Supports easy access to  historical, current and proposed job descriptions, salary/wage rate range structures, Job Class Code tables, etc. Need ability to easily modify or retrieve this information.  		Standard

		Ability to apply mass updates to classification tables to support classification restructuring		Standard		Workday delivers an EIB (Enterprise Interface Builder) integration to update pay structures.

		Ability to capture and report on user defined job classification fields such as EEOC staffing codes, IPEDS category codes, union codes, etc.		Standard

		Ability to draft and approve new Job Class Codes and content in the system and interface into position management system.  Ability to display generic job classification descriptions from the system directly on HR website without having to create and maintain separate documents.		Standard

		Ability to house various pay ranges with different $ or currency values. Ability to build in geographical adjustments to base Pittsburgh ranges to automatically produce different geography range values.		Configuration		You can create pay ranges with different dollar or currency values and can display employee compensation in local, user preferred and reporting currency. Workday will not "automatically" produce different geography ranges, but once calculated those are easily defined in Workday.

		Ability to mark changes with an effective date		Standard

		Ability to update pay ranges year-to-year using various factors (by percent with rounding or by dollars).  Produce reports when employees pay is below minimum of pay range or above maximum of pay range. Provide metric on range spread and midpoint comparisons.  Maintain historic range information with effective dates.		Configuration

		Ensure interfaces and table access is manageable. 		Standard

		Maintain unlimited pay and job history (effective date transaction processing and point in time reporting).		Standard

		Provide support for requirements to establish Prevailing Wage (H1B), including interactive links to necessary sites and supports workflow.		Configuration

		Variable compensation

		Ability to track recurring and non-recurring allowances, including taxable, non-taxable, maximum amounts, fixed amounts, etc.		Standard

		Ceiling for Allowance Plans		Standard		Workday provides these fields on the Create Allowance Plan task that you can use to configure an upper limit on percent-based allowance plans (these are also supported for web services:  

    • Ceiling Amount  
    • Ceiling Currency

		Provide administration of deferred compensation plans.		Standard

		Provide the ability to create a separate paycheck for incentive / additional compensation payments.		Configuration

		The ability to accommodate incentive compensation calculation and administration for both short term and long term compensation.		Standard

		The ability to identify and associate different pay programs and practices to different employee populations based on category, status, employee type, department or job code.		Standard

		The ability to track additional compensation justifications and reasons.		Standard

		The ability to track and maintain incentive or bonus programs for productivity, referral, spot bonus, signing bonuses, and discretionary bonuses.   Ability to configure these programs for one department or group of employees and not for others.		Standard

		The ability to track each step of the additional compensation process and report on who is late processing transactions, and what aggregate results are.  		Standard

		University Specific Requirements

		 Ability to configure and automatically send out notification of upcoming “events” to employees, managers or HR staff.  		Configuration		Reporting tools.

		Ability to model the impact of proposed new compensation or benefit programs on the overall university budget.  		Configuration		Reporting tools.

		Ability to pay academic employees based upon what they are doing for a period of time such as instruction, advising, labs, etc.		Standard		Workday delivers Academic Period pay that allows the payment of an academic employee for a specified duration for specific activities they perform.

		Ability to pay on a fee basis (for selected appointments). System calculates fee into an monthly amount of payment that is evenly distributed over the term of the appointment regardless of partial months.		Standard

		Ability to support modified work schedules  where salary is prorated and employee benefit contributions are increased on a pro-rated basis while maintaining eligibility. Support other modified work schedules not tied to prorated salary or benefits eligibility.		Standard

		Capability to provide flexibility for certain student appointments such as Resident Assistants..  		Standard

		Does your organization have the ability to Include Employees Terminated During the current Payroll Process Period?		Standard		Workday provides an Include Employees Terminated During Process Period check box on these tasks:  

    • Initiate Bonus Process  
    • Initiate Merit Process  
When selected, Workday includes employees who were terminated during the process period for a bonus process or merit process that includes a bonus award. You can refine the criteria for terminated employees that Workday includes by defining participation rules based on when and why an employee was terminated.

		How does your system accommodate different Union dues?		Standard		Workday Payroll allows the configuration of deduction codes that are driven by eligibility rule and calculations. For example, the eligibility rule may specify that anyone who has an active union code should have the deduction taken. The actual deduction amount could be driven by a lookup table in the deduction code that determines the appropriate deduction.  In this manner, employees do not have to be specifically enrolled in a deduction code since the eligibility rule could make that determination.

		Need to be able to assign labor/GL information on employees entered into the HCM system based on status, job classification, etc.		Standard

		Support executive compensation reporting or special compensation by position with future ability to add/include other forms of compensation for management and tracking.		Standard

		Supports faculty, staff and student employees with multiple appointments where an employee has one appointment that salaried and another appointment that is hourly.  Provide reporting to facilitate monitoring of employees in this situation in light of FLSA rules. 		Standard

		The system has the ability to track seniority based on time actually worked (not hire date).  		Standard

		Is it possible to add a worker or an organization to an in progress compensation review?		Standard		Workday increases flexibility with the ability to add workers and their organizations to an in-progress compensation review. Previously, when you removed a worker from a compensation review process, you could only add them back as part of an organization that was already part of the process. You can now add workers to a process from organizations that weren't originally part of the process.

		Can you create validations around someone receiving a one time payment?		Standard		With Workday, you can configure condition rules for one-time payments to generate error messages and warnings during transactions, making it easier to validate one-time payments.
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Absence

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Leave Administration

		Ability to "cascade" leaves as appropriate.  For example, Short Term Disability may automatically become a Long Term Disability after a period of time.		Standard

		Ability to capture detailed reasons/data elements to further track leave reasons.		Standard

		Ability to capture in the system if the leave is paid or unpaid.		Standard

		Ability to create approval process for LOA		Configuration		All leave requests are tracked and processed through the configurable business process framework.  Customers are able to create and maintain the process flow for different types of leave.

		Ability to pay employee for difference between Jury or Military pay and employee's regular pay.		Standard

		Ability to track details about leaves, including leave status, start and end date, multiple types of leaves, including FMLA, STD/LTD, Worker's Comp. Faculty, Personal, Military, Faculty Parental, Union.		Standard

		Ability to track forms received by employee for leave approval 		Standard

		Ability to track if employee is eligible for benefits while on leave and integrate with payroll to take appropriate action 		Standard

		Ability to track leave start and expected return dates and notify HRA when EE return date is approaching		Configuration		Customers may configure notifications as part of any business process or any report within Workday.  For example, an automatic notification could be sent to any role in the system when a worker return date is approaching based on a report of workers on leave.

		Ability to configure whether the time off plan is available for contingent workers only, employees only, or both:		Standard

		Ability to display projected balances in the Inbox Notifications during the leave request process.		Standard		Projected Balances for Inbox Tasks  
A worker's projected balance will be displayed on the following Inbox tasks:  
• Review Time Off Request  
• Revise Time Off Request  
• Review Time Off Correction  
• Revise Time Of Correction

		Ability to store time off balances.		Standard		The system stores all of your time off balances for you as a background process that runs once per month. When the process runs, Workday stores the time off balance as of 13 months prior to the run date.  

If you need to store balances more frequently or on a different schedule, you can continue to use the Schedule Calculated Time Off Balance Process task to schedule your own storage processes. Any processes you schedule will run in addition to the Workday-owned background process.

Typically, employees may view their balances any time using the absence Worklet or from their worker profile.  Employees may also view balances in the past or in the future based on current and future changes to their accruals.  

		FMLA:

		The ability to track FMLA leaves, including straight 12 week or partial and intermittent leaves that qualify under the Family Medical Leave Act.		Configuration

		Ability to support calendar or 12 month rolling year calendar methods		Standard

		Ability to manage a collective FMLA bucket of hours against both contiguous and intermittent hours taken.		Configuration		Workday allows the configuration of FMLA plans that allow the use of the entitlement via continuous leave and/or intermittent leaves.

		The system should recognize and coordinate FMLA with disability and other leave types.		Configuration

		STD:

		The ability to track begin and end dates of STD, and based on dates and rules in system, calculate how much STD the EE will receive.		Standard

		The system should be able to set up rules to ensure the employee uses first 5 days as PTO, prior to beginning STD benefits at 60%.		Configuration

		Ability to automatically cascade STD to LTD after a designated period of time.		Configuration		Workday allows the configuration of automatic cascading of leave types.

		The system should pass both PTO information to Payroll, along with STD details in order for Payroll to pay appropriate % based on leave.		Configuration

		Faculty Leaves:

		Ability for faculty to request leave via self-service system.		Standard

		Ability to track if the leave is benefit eligible.		Standard

		The ability to calculate the employer vs. employee portion of the benefit amount if leave is benefit eligible.		Standard

		Union:

		Ability to track sick and accident benefits related to union leaves.		Configuration

		Ability to notify the employee (via workflow/email) that their 6 month mark is approaching and to apply for LTD.		Configuration		This can be done through Workday Reporting as alerts can be set to notify employees based upon the results of the report.

		The ability to notify payroll of 6 month mark so they can take appropriate tax and payroll action.		Configuration		Requires a report.

		The system has the ability to track multiple leaves concurrently (e.g. FMLA and STD)		Standard

		The system has the ability to record and track time off days used in conjunction with a leave 		Configuration

		The system has the ability to calculate the duration of the leave (# of days) and notify appropriate individuals (supervisor, leave manager, etc.) when the employee is nearing or exceeds the allowable days for that type of leave		Configuration

		PTO Administration

		Ability for the employee or supervisor/department administrator to record the use of PTO for an employee.  		Standard

		Ability for the employee to make a request to take PTO and have it routed to their manager for approval.  Ability for the system to record the manager approval/rejection and have a notification sent to the employee.		Standard

		Ability to automatically suspend the accrual calculation while an employee is on a leave of absence.  Leave of absence may be paid or unpaid.		Standard

		Ability to calculate accruals and record correct usage for employees working a standard work schedule and for employees working a modified work schedule 		Standard

		Ability to calculate accruals and record usage based on an employment anniversary year (varies for each employee).		Configuration

		Ability to calculate annual accruals and perform rounding of those accruals differently by plan.		Standard

		Ability to calculate Time Off Units Used in Time Off Accrual Calculations		Standard

		Ability to create and send notices to employees/ managers for PTO processes (i.e., employee goes in the negative, employee is going to lose time)		Configuration		This could be accomplished using the built-in reporting engine and scheduled notifications.

		Ability to define grace periods (allow employee to exceed accrual by a specified amount or percentage) for different groups.  Ability to override rules on an exception basis (with special approvals required).		Configuration

		Ability to have accruals start either on the 1st of the month, or on the hire date, or on a leave return date, or other specified date.  Ability for this to vary by plan.		Configuration

		Ability to limit the number of PTO days that can be paid at termination to the maximum days the employee has accrued.  Ability to override this on an exception basis (with special approvals required).		Standard

		Ability to limit the number of PTO days that can be used during a leave of absence to the maximum days the employee has accrued.		Standard

		Ability to override accrual rates on a case-by-case basis to accommodate special arrangements.  This may include the ability to record a PTO accrual date (different from a hire (or rehire) date), ability to grant a one-time lump sum of days, etc.  The ability to enter an override should be limited to HR only or should automatically follow a different approval path requiring additional review/signoff.		Configuration

		Ability to perform PTO accrual for employees based on accrual schedules defined by relationship, status, union code, employment and/or eligibility dates, etc..  Multiple schedules exist for different employee populations.  		Standard

		Ability to record carryover rules and maximum accrual rates for different groups.  Ability to override rules on an exception basis (with special approvals required).		Configuration

		Ability to record multiple accrual plans, each based on a variety of factors and with varying accrual rates, maximum accrual limits, carryover provisions, grace periods, etc.		Standard

		If an employee becomes ineligible to earn PTO (e.g. goes from FT to PT), ability to generate timecard transactions to pay out any accrued, unused time in the next pay cycle for the employee.		Configuration

		If an employee changes from one PTO accrual plan to another, ability to either transfer accrued, unused days from one plan to another or to pay out the days under the old plan and begin accrual under the new plan.		Standard

		The solution must accommodate various leave accrual rates based upon multiple accrual dates in accrual calculations (seniority date, employment date, etc.)  The rates may be accrued on an hourly basis, daily basis, bi-weekly basis at the end of the pay period, on a monthly basis at the end of the month or on an annual basis at the beginning of the calendar year.  		Configuration

		Ability to complete FMLA reduction transactions.  This includes entering deduct days, calculating daily rate and generating timecard transaction to send in pay file. 		Configuration

		Ability to dock an employees pay when PTO days taken are in excess of what was earned.  This may occur on an exception basis, or occur at termination.		Configuration

		Ability to not pay out accrued PTO at termination depending on the reason for termination (e.g. if terminated for cause)		Standard

		Ability to pay out more than the annual allotment at termination on an exception basis (with special approvals required).  		Configuration

		LOA PTO processing - ability to systematically create transactions to be sent to the payroll system to pay an employee for the use of PTO days during a Leave of Absence, using the calculated daily rate the employee was earning immediately prior to going on leave.		Configuration

		The solution should have the capability to perform retroactive calculations for hours or days entered after the fact.  		Standard

		Supports the ability to easily manage retroactive impacts on leave accruals.		Standard		Workday time off plans accrue dynamically rather than relying upon an accrual process that locks in a time off balance as of a point in time. In this manner, any retroactive changes that impact the balance, accrual eligibility, etc., can be immediately reflected without the need for accrual adjustments.

		Ability to send the accrued and unused PTO balance to the payroll system so it can be displayed on the employee earnings statement.		Standard		Workday payroll is included in the same system as time and leave, so if the customer is a Workday payroll customer, there is no "sending" of data.  Time and Leave data is always up to date and available within the applicable payroll areas/calculations including appearing on the payslip as desired.  

		Ability to track and report on the PTO liability by plan for any period of time		Configuration

		Hide Time Off Balances		Standard		Workday has a Hide from Worker Self Service check box when you create or edit a time off plan. This enables you to hide balances for a plan from workers in order to prevent confusion and streamline absence self-service.
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Benefits

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Health & Welfare Benefits

		Employee Information

		Ability to future date transactions and store complete benefits status history.  Future dated transactions should pass to payroll at the appropriate time as part of the payroll interface.  		Standard		Workday is a fully unified system. There is no need for an "interface" between benefits and payroll as the systems are unified and inherently share data.

		Ability to accommodate Retiree and COBRA through open enrollment.		Configuration		Workday enables retiree enrollment; COBRA administration is managed by a third party administrator.

		Assign default or passive enrollment if no selection is made at enrollment.		Configuration		Workday Benefits allows for "default" Benefit enrollments in specified plans, such as Basic Life.  However, the employee must complete and submit the Benefits Enrollment process in order for these default plans to take effect. 

		Automatically calculate benefit level (for benefits with variable or calculated benefit values, e.g., face value of life insurance, retirement benefit, or maximum health insurance coverage) based on pre-defined criteria.		Standard		Workday Benefits automatically connects the employee's chosen Benefit Plan and Coverage Level (e.g. Medical HMO, Family) with the assigned premium rates, whether manually chosen, or calculated based on variables such as age. 

		Coverage (employee only, spouse, dependents)		Standard		Workday Benefits allows employees to chose their Coverage Level for each unique Benefit Plan enrollment.  Therefore, they could hypothetically choose "Family" for medical, and "Employee Only" for Dental. 

		Dependent Benefit eligibility verification (e.g. verify they are a FT student to be eligible)  Employee upload documentation.		Standard		Workday Benefits enables an organization to require document attachments for any user specified Life Event or even coverage change, whether a Birth Certificate for a Birth event, or an Evidence of Insurability for an increase in coverage. 

		Enable changes to business process for life change events due to Dependent Data changes		Standard		Workday enables beginning or modifying a life event change due to a change in the Dependent Data, such as age, including for passive events. 

		Enrollment option (for benefits with multiple plans)		Standard		Workday Benefits enables your organization to offer an unlimited number of Benefit Plans (e.g. Medical PPO, POS, HMO), as well as Coverage Options within those plans. 

		Enrollment status (not eligible, enrolled, withdrawn, pending, not elected, refused, conditional, etc.)		Standard		Workday Benefits enables a Benefit Administrator to track the status of all Benefit Enrollments for each employee, unique to each Benefit Event.

		Generate personalized enrollment experience for employees based on specific plan eligibility and current benefit elections (levels of life insurance, HMOs, employee cost, etc.).		Standard		Workday enables workers to access and complete their Open Enrollment events via desktop application platforms or via the Workday mobile application. Workers are presented with critical data, based on the specific plans for which they are eligible, in order to improve decision making within an enrollment event. Workers are guided through the process and validated (as often as needed) with important details to impact the enrollment decision. If utilizing the Workday Mobile app, a worker can access active Open Enrollment events through a mobile Inbox task or through a Benefits worklet. In Workday 33, the Open Enrollment experience was redesigned to make it an identical experience on mobile and on desktop.  

		How does your system handle benefits for smokers or tobacco users?		Standard		Workday Benefits delivers new configuration options for the tobacco usage question that provide more flexibility in how workers can respond for themselves and dependents while helping you comply with regulatory requirements. You can now customize worker response options, add an additional response option, and configure instructional text, enabling you to improve the user experience and encourage responses. You can also configure surcharges for tobacco use on plan rates, enabling you to streamline how responses affect coverage and plans.

		Maintain automated / systematic process for dual year benefit changes (election, contribution and eligibility information) for individuals whose benefit eligibility changes (new hires, newly eligible, moves, etc.) after Annual Enrollment worksheets are created through the end of the calendar year.  		Standard

		Permit participants to make annual enrollment elections via a web-based application. 		Standard		Workday Benefits Enrollment can be completed via browser or the Workday mobile app.

		Support changes driven by legislation such as the Affordable Care Act.		Standard		Workday relies upon extensive configurability in supporting benefit processing. This configurability provides extensive abilities to define benefit plan parameters, costing, eligibility, etc. Workday is closely monitoring the requirements of the ACA and, to date, has introduced functionality and analytics to support ACA requirements as they are currently understood.  

For example, Workday provides the ability to produce 1094-C and 1095-C Forms. We provide tasks that enable you to prepare for and create valid 1094-C and 1095-C forms:  

    • Create ACA ALE Group (secured to the new Affordable Care Act (ACA) Administration domain): Create applicable large employer groups. 
    • Create 4980H Safe Harbor Configuration (secured to the new Affordable Care Act (ACA) Administration domain): Link the 4980H Safe Harbor eligibility rule populations to the individual Safe Harbor Codes by month for ACA reporting purposes.  
    • Create ACA 1095-C/1094-C Data (secured to the new Process: ACA Tax Filing 1094-C/1095-C (Run) - USA domain): Configure Workday to gather data for the 1095-C form.  
    • Create ACA 1095-C Forms (secured to the new Process: ACA Tax Filing 1094-C/1095-C (Run) - USA domain): Create completed 1095-C forms.  
Workday automatically generates electronic 1094-C and 1095-C forms to send to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Workday enables you to view the completed forms in PDF format to distribute to employees who opt to receive a paper copy.

		Can you track plan funding methods and other ACA details at the plan level?		Standard		Workday added the following fields on the Create Benefit Plan and Edit Benefit Plan tasks for medical plans:  

    • Information Returns integration template that you can use to prepare for uploading 1094/1095 forms to the IRS (including the configuration of these attributes: AIR web service endpoint, certificate, form status indicator, and transmitter control code).  
    • Workday also gives customers the ability to create ACA 1095-C/1094-C Data (Corrections) task (secured to the Process: ACA Tax Filing 1094-C/1095-C (Run) domain), enabling you to void prior submissions and to resend corrected forms.

		Does the solution allow you to create an eligibility rule that identifies the workers that safe harbor rules apply to?		Standard

		Allow Administrator to:  

		Make last minute changes to a participant’s record (based on special circumstances) after the enrollment period has closed but before the new plan year has started.  		Standard

		Ability to automatically terminate specified benefits based on specific changes in employment / eligibility status and have this flow to payroll.		Configuration		Benefit changes can not 'automatically' happen.  Instead, notifications and workflow can be automated to notify the Benefits Administrator, who may then take action. 

		Ability to maintain conditional eligibility for dependents based on employee’s enrollment. (e.g., Life Insurance.).		Standard

		Ability to record and track waived coverage.  This includes the ability to require employee "action" to validate waiver (to replace signed-off paper form).  Can the employee scan and upload the document?		Standard		Workday Benefit Plans can be configured to include a "Waived" option.  In addition, any benefit enrollment action and choice can be configured to require uploads of scanned documents. 

		Allow for unlimited number of date fields, for eligibility dates, effective dates, leave dates, rehire adjusted service, etc.		Standard		Workday supplies a large number of date fields and, using calculated fields, enables an unlimited number of dates to be calculated and used in eligibility rules, reports and business processes.

		Collect, maintain and image all written correspondence from participants.  		Standard		Within Workday, correspondence can be uploaded to the employee record.

		Maintain historical data of plan elections.  Ability to accept and maintain prior vendor's history.  Ability to electronically summarize and transmit own historical data for any future vendors, if necessary.		Standard		Prior vendor history management will be determined during implementation.

		Process participant status changes and determine eligibility (e.g., job status change, transfer, family status changes, etc.) in accordance with administrative guidelines.  Solicit enrollment information and validate required documentation. Ability for employee to upload this documentation.		Standard		Employees are only given the option to enroll in Benefit Plans that your rules have determined that they are eligible for.  This eligibility is based on both employee criteria, and any events (e.g. a transfer).  Documentation can be configured to be required, and can be submitted via employee upload. 

		The ability to trigger either an email notification or report to benefits of only benefits eligible new hires, that includes the new hires contact information		Standard

		Track benefit coverage start dates based on business unit/location specific criteria.		Standard

		Track benefits for retirees.		Standard		Retirees can be sorted into a unique Benefit Group, with unique benefit eligibility and plans. 

		Track employee transfers between payroll companies, locations and departments and update any deduction amounts, send to payroll if applicable.		Standard

		Ability to define automatic new hire, rehire and termination rules		Standard

		Automatic de-enrollment of benefits when terminated based on rules or when no longer eligible or based on leave status		Configuration		A business process can automatically route a termination step to the benefit partner, but the partner will need to take action to terminate the benefits.

		Collect and maintain information regarding charge strings to track benefit charges for billing.   		Standard		"Charge strings" are derived using account posting rules.  

		Ability to manage deduction begin and end dates separate from coverage begin and ends dates		Standard		Benefit Plan setup rules include the ability to assign coverage dates for each Benefit Plan, for each Benefit Event scenario.  

		Retiree Information

		Track and identify all Retirees via a single identifier (i.e. Status)		Standard		Workday clearly identifies Retirees with an identifier on their employee profile. 

		Determine and track retiree medical eligibility for numerous plan designs, including Medicare eligibility.		Standard		All Benefit Plans can use their own eligibility rules. 

		Allow retirees to maintain demographic information and enroll in retiree medical and life administration via web, including initial enrollment, annual notification of plan design and/or premium changes, processing election changes, and mailing notifications and confirmations. 		Standard		Workday has extensive experience with large organizations with complex retiree populations. Workday has the capability of maintaining all types of individuals within Workday such as Workers, Contingents and Retirees. Based on the type, different functionally is available for that individual. Because of this many of our customers are able to manage Retirees with their HCM system and they have not been able to do so before. This not only allows them better management but better reporting across their entire population.

		Payroll Related Requirements

		Provide data interface to payroll as necessary to support premium, contributions, deductions and pre-tax reductions.  		Standard		This is standard if using Workday Payroll, as Workday is a fully unified system. If a third-party payroll provider is used, this would require configuration by technical resource.

		Calculate payroll deduction and employer contribution information for each eligible benefit plan and transmit change to premium / payroll deduction amounts		Standard		Standard if using Workday Payroll. Requires configuration by technical resource if interfacing to a third party payroll provider.

		Ability to calculate the End of Service Benefit payout for Employees.		Standard

		Benefit Plan Information

		Flexibility to maintain and administer multiple benefits programs and plans.  Programs and plans may vary based on the employee's group or category or location..  		Standard		Workday Benefits enables you to configure unlimited programs and plans, and to assign unique eligibility rules for each. 

		Ability to store the following benefits plan information (in table form)

		Ability to track and report benefit costs by plan, coverage, employee, etc.		Standard

		Benefit Plan identification 		Standard

		Calculation formula		Standard

		Calculation frequency (first of month or quarter, or on payroll cycle, etc.)		Standard

		Develop automated interfaces with all carriers and providers for each plan identified  to transmit election / coverage data at the conclusion of the annual enrollment period.  		Standard		The Workday Benefits Network (WBN) provides a generic framework for transforming a standard Workday Benefits extract to carrier specific formats. WBN utilizes HR-XML as the basis for transforming to carrier specific formats, including Guardian, WellPoint, and VSP.

		Eligibility criteria (e.g., minimum job grade, length of service, age, union designation, etc.)		Standard

		Eligibility date (e.g., 90 days after hire date,)		Standard

		Eligibility earnings (base salary, benefits salary, YTD earnings, premium pay, etc.)		Standard

		Eligibility hours (minimum hours; also, rules for crediting time-based benefits such as vacation, sick, leaves, and furloughs)		Standard

		Implement changes to plan provisions and rate changes (premium and contributions)  on an annual basis for Active, retiree, severance and disabled employees, or as required by the law or business (needs)		Configuration

		Provide summary annual enrollment reports – including identifying movements from prior year enrollments, for each coverage category, by carrier, etc.		Standard

		Support for tracking individuals eligible for or on COBRA, LTD, unemployment or workers comp and premium history waiver.		Standard

		The ability to produce a report that can be reviewed to conduct data and financial reconciliation to ensure that carrier reporting is consistent with vendor’s system. Ability to resolve discrepancies attributed to annual enrollment changes between the vendor and carrier systems.		Configuration

		Support for administration and tracking of all forms of leave - STD, LTD, FMLA, Faculty Parental, etc.		Standard

		The ability to produce transaction verifications that the employee can save or print and receive notification once a change in benefits is effective in the system.		Standard

		Health and Dental Plans

		Create applicable carrier information and provide/maintain electronic interface to each HMO/Carrier on a weekly basis in HIPAA compliant format.  Including the following: compensation updates, indicative/demographic changes, new hire/rehire, termination and leave of absence events. Processing to include responding to data inquiries from carriers within agreed timeframes.		Standard

		Perform a weekly reconciliation between carriers and enrollment information and service provider’s enrollment data.		Configuration		Using reporting tools.

		Provide feedback mechanism after interface transmission to ensure files have been loaded correctly and timely by carriers.  		Standard

		Provide premium reports (based on enrollment demographics) and any required reconciliations with carriers and other providers.		Configuration		Using reporting tools.

		Support carrier invoice processing.  		Configuration		Using reporting tools.

		Support the coverage of domestic partners and the handling of imputed income related to fair market value of the coverage provided.		Standard		Workday provides the ability to configure deductions to calculate employer costs as well as earnings to calculate employee imputed income on a variety of frequencies, including every pay period. Coverage amounts can come from Workday benefit coverage amounts with configured rounding rules. The IRS premium table rates for imputed income are stored and maintained within Workday payroll for accurate calculation.  You can configure Domestic Partner as a coverage option. 

		HIPAA: 

		Comply with HIPAA data transmission requirements in accordance with required timelines.		Standard		Workday is able to exchange HIPAA compliant 834 messages to benefits carriers.

		Comply with HIPAA privacy regulations with regard to protected health information (PHI).		Standard		Workday is able to exchange HIPAA compliant 834 messages to benefits carriers.  

Additionally, Workday meets HIPAA security and data privacy requirements for data integrity. We consider application security a core competency and ensure secured access is provided at all levels of Workday's solutions. Workday's business services are secured at multiple levels and architected to reduce security risk at all points in the system:  

    • Secured Data Center - Workday leases space in top-tier data centers that comply with stringent security standards. Authorization is limited solely to Workday employees that have been approved for access.  
    • Secured Network Access - All access from both users and external systems is over secure http (SSL 3.0), providing robust security across Workday's solutions.  
    • Secured Applications - No direct database access is allowed. All access through the business logic, either from individual users or external systems, requires either a secure Workday-maintained password or delegated authentication against a central enterprise password. Workday has implemented role-based authorization, making sure only authorized people and systems have access to data.  
    • Secured Database - All attribute values in the database are encrypted with a customer specific key so no one other than a specifically authorized user can access any data.  
    • Embedded Auditing - Workday tracks all changes to business data at an application level showing each change, who made the change, date and time of the change, the value before and after the change, etc. This means that customers receive useful data, not the low-level database.

HIPAA compliance remains your responsibility.

		COBRA  Administration (Currently, TPA)

		Ability for system to automatically notify HR when a COBRA eligible event has occurred, i.e., dependent reaches eligibility age, marital status changes, end of FMLA leave, etc.		Standard		Termination business processes can be configured to notify whomever your rules dictate.  In addition, the Termination process for an employee can automate a step for the employee to enroll in COBRA benefits. 

		Ability to automatically produce COBRA notifications		Standard		Notifications can be sent as a step in a business process.

		FSA Plan

		Perform HSA/FSA eligibility and enrollment, including limited purpose healthcare accounts.  Accept elections for new plan years and changes based on rules for life status changes, tracking plan minimums and maximums as appropriate. 		Standard		Workday Benefits enables you to configure plans for both Flexible Spending Accounts and Healthcare Spending Accounts. 

		Automatically/systematically receive payroll feeds containing the HSA/ FSA/DCRA contribution data, monitor against plan and IRS limits, and send data to FSA administrator.		Configuration

		Life and Disability

		Provide carrier with information, including hours worked and pay earned, in electronic format		Standard		Via the Workday Benefit Network.

		Monthly consolidated statements and Census information for reporting and self-bills.		Configuration		Using reporting tools.

		Calculate life insurance value and cost as well as taxable imputed income, maximums and minimums for insurance and actuarial age reduction		Configuration

		Ability to pay STD through payroll system.		Standard		Standard if using Workday Payroll.  Requires configuration by technical resource if interfacing to a third party payroll provider.

		Ability to capture EOI which may be across multiple plans with either a flat amount or a multiple of the salary		Standard		Evidence of Insurability can be required as part of a business process. Employees can upload scanned documents. 

		Retirement

		Ability for system to separate bonus and other special payouts from eligible earnings. Calculate retirement on eligible earnings defined in the system. 		Standard

		Ability to calculate pre tax contributions by the employee to a union plan where a contribution amount is based on the employees job classification.		Standard		Rates and Premiums can be configured to have contribution amounts based on any variety of job criteria. 

		Ability to report on and track employees eligible to participate in the 457(b) plan based upon Plan rules.		Standard

		Ability to track and record forfeitures systematically to aid with forfeiture reconciliations and restoring an employees account balance if rehired and entitled to previously forfeited amounts		Configuration		Using reporting tools.

		Ability to track and record prior service credit for new hires with prior service credit and systematically determine prior service credit for rehires based upon current plan rules.		Configuration		Calculated fields can be used to derive service dates those dates would then be entered manually into the employees' continuous service date field.

		Accommodate pre- and post-tax deductions.  Track for what plan the pre- or post-tax deduction is being made [403(b); 457(b); Roth; 401k; 401A]  so that  W2s may be correctly prepared.		Standard		Workday allows customers to configure an unlimited number of deductions while controlling which are pre and which are post tax.

		Allow employees to enroll via the web. As long as they meet eligibility criteria (exclude nonresident aliens)		Standard		Benefits Enrollment can be completed via any certified web browser.  

		Can your system handle 457(b) plans?		Standard

		Electronically transfer enrollment and change information to third party administrator.  Email confirmation statements to participants		Configuration

		Establish triggers when approaching and exceeding 415 limitations.  Automatically transfer employee contributions to post-tax account when pre-tax contribution limits are met. 		Configuration

		Maintain employee contribution (percentage and flat dollar) and university contribution where applicable.		Standard

		Manage/ handle Retirement Rollover Process		Configuration

		Participant Mailings:  All mailings go to participants’ homes. Make available participant statement reprint on demand. Offer online participant statements in addition to hard copy mailings.		Configuration		Requires reports within Workday and mail merge.

		Perform non-discrimination testing as needed		Configuration		Workday does not provide standard discrimination testing reports, but they can be configured in the system.  Most customers have their plan administrator do the testing.

		Provide Required and Ad hoc Reporting as needed		Standard		Workday provides a single reporting framework for all reporting and analytics. New reports can easily be created by a business user. Workday delivered reports can be copied and modified to suit your needs based on security rights. The reporting framework is provided with the Workday service at no additional cost.

The Workday Report Writer provides the following report types for creating custom reports and custom analytics:

    • Simple Report: A Simple report provides straightforward design options for the beginning or occasional user to create reports quickly and easily.
    • Advanced Report: An Advanced report provides all the features of a simple report, plus more advanced capabilities. These include accessing related business objects and producing multiple levels of headings and subtotals. Advanced reports also enable the use of sub-filters, run time prompts, charts, Worklets, and report sharing. In addition, Advanced reports can be exposed as a web service.
    • Matrix Report: A Matrix report forms the foundation for analytics and multi-dimensional analysis. It summarizes data by one or two fields that contain repeating values. The resulting matrix is displayed as either a table or chart that users can drill through to see the associated details. You control the specific detail data users should see when they drill down by selecting the desired fields when defining the report. Matrix reports also provide features such as filtering, run time prompts, Worklets and report sharing.
    • Search Report: A Search report displays search results based on values selected for facet filters on the report.
    • Trending Report: A Trending report enables you to report on and analyze trends in worker data such as headcount and attrition. By using either standard reports or custom reports, you can analyze important trends in your workforce directly in Workday, without the need for a third-party analytical tool.
    • Transposed Report: A Transposed report interchanges the rows and corresponding columns on the report.
    • nBox Report: An nBox report counts data and displays the results in a 2-dimensional matrix.
    • Composite reporting. Composite reports enable you to combine data from multiple data sources into a single report by using sub reports. In addition, they allow you to:
        • Perform column, row, and cell calculations with spreadsheet-like flexibility and build multidimensional reports.
        • Apply formatting styles to the report to achieve polished results and leverage reporting time periods.
        • Using these capabilities, you can produce complex reports with sophisticated formatting of tabular data, like financial statements.
Reports created with the Workday Report Writer can be utilized as integrations - either file-based or as web services. Workday also supports using report output as an extract and delivering the result to external sites including the ability to encrypt the content using PGP.

Beyond our traditional report writer, Workday provides two other reporting experiences for ad hoc analysis:

    • Worksheets: provides an excel-like experience for ad-hoc analysis and collaboration between multiple workers if needed.
    • Discovery Boards: Provides a drag and drop experience for data analysis similar to that of power BI or Tableau.

		Stop contributions when compensation hits the 401(a)(17) limit.		Standard		Yes. Workday can calculate employer contributions to Defined Contribution plans (such as 401-K, RRSP), but does not currently calculate Defined Benefit plans, such as Pension.

		Stop employee contributions when they meet maximum contributions limits: 402(g), 403(b), age 50 and special 15-year rule catch-up.		Standard		Workday enables you to configure retirement savings plans, and automatically stops deducting once the federally assigned limit has been reached. 

		Track and report on loans, including rolling balances forward from year to year. This applies to both the TDA and FSRP Plan		Configuration

		Track years of service and determine vesting. Based on complex sets of rules that take into account prior service credit, service is service credit and a retirement anniversary date that may be different from the employment date in some cases (students and re-hires) Ability to systematically track breaks in service based upon specific hours worked in any retirement anniversary year and cancel prior years of service when applicable if the employee was not already vested (this applies to vested employees who are subsequently rehired and need to vest again for current employment earnings if the break in service was sufficient for the "rule of parity" to apply)		Configuration		Calculated fields can be used to derive service dates.

		Defined Benefit Plan

		Maintain salary and service history and determine plan eligibility.		Standard

		Reconcile pension payroll/annuity payments between the administration system and trustee.		Configuration		Using reporting tools.

		11/9ths Faculty retirement benefit calculation.		Configuration

		Accommodate a DB plan for Union		Standard		You can configure unique defined benefit plans for all groups of employees, including those in Unions. 

		Other Retirement Plans

		Provide information for actuarial valuations.		Configuration		Provided that the data required exists within Workday, a report can be written to support this requirement.

		Reporting / Interface supports transmitting information to vendor.		Standard		Workday provides, as part of the standard subscription service, a variety of configurable tools designed to address these integration challenges, including a robust web-services–based APIs and the Workday Integration Cloud platform. Furthermore, the Workday Integration Cloud Connect rounds out the Workday’s integration offerings by providing packaged integration connectors to many 3rd party systems and applications. 

Packaged integration connectors are pre-configured connectors designed to ease the integration between Workday and partner SaaS services or partner applications. 

The Integration Cloud Connect portfolio of integration connectors and Cloud Connect packages helps extend Workday core business applications through pre-built connections to third-party solutions and services. Each integration is deployed in the Workday cloud, giving you all the benefits of a fully hosted and managed application. Customers can enjoy versioned and stable integration applications and stay up to date with the latest infrastructure, tooling, application changes, and vendor changes (where applicable). Workday continually monitors the demand for integrations to additional third-party providers and adds strategic ones to our catalog over time.

With Integration Cloud Connect, you benefit from a simplified and accelerated integration process as well as market best practices and years of Workday experience. All provided content is managed, maintained, and supported by Workday -- or a partner when the connector is provided by them.

For details on specific connectors to third-party solutions, please reference our Workday.com website software partners page at https://www.workday.com/en-us/partners-services/partners/software-partners.html as well as our "Integrations by Product" section on our Marketplace page at https://marketplace.workday.com

For the specifics Global Payroll Partners in the context of Workday HCM and Cloud Connect for third party payroll, please reference our Workday.com website global payroll partners page at https://www.workday.com/en-us/partners-services/partners/global-payroll-partners.html 


		Can your system handle employee contributions into a retirement account under section 403(b), 457(b), 401k and 401A and/or Roth?  If so, please describe?		Standard		Using Workday, you can easily define plan types (401k, 403b, etc.) and collective maximum contribution, as well as required validations such as minimum age.
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Talent- Performance

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Performance Management

		Activity Stream on Goals		Standard		Workday provides an Activity Stream that enables you to track progress on individual goals, including comments you enter directly into the Activity Stream. 

You can enable this feature by adding the Goal option to the Activity Stream Settings on the Edit Tenant Setup - System task.  

The Activity Stream on goals enables you to:  

    • Access comments directly from goals. 
    • Add comments on goals in employee reviews.  
    • Tag individuals in comments.  
    • Send Inbox notifications to tagged individuals.  
    • Delete your comments.  

Note: Only members of the Administer Activity Stream security domain can remove comments written by others.  

Workday doesn't support:  

    • Printing Activity Stream comments on goals.  
    • Activity Stream for goals in employee reviews on mobile applications.

		Questionnaires for Disciplinary Actions		Standard		Workday allows you to configure the Complete Questionnaire step on these business processes:  

    • Complete Manager Evaluation for Disciplinary Action  
    • Complete Self-Evaluation for Disciplinary Action  
    • Set Disciplinary Action Content  
    • Start Disciplinary Action

		Ability to easily search for employees based upon talent related information.		Standard		Workday delivers and allows the creation of search reports that facilitate searching for employees by facets. This experience is very similar to consumer internet shopping sites and is familiar to system users.

		Ability to manage a range of talent related information such as competencies, certifications, language skills, education, training, etc.		Standard		Workday delivers the ability to manage and monitor extensive talent-related information. Additionally, in recognition of the fact that this information is often allowed to go 'stale,' Workday delivers Talent Reviews that function similar to performance reviews but are focused on prompting employees to update their talent information.

Workday provides validations that safeguard you from creating duplicates when a worker adds skills through the user interface or imports skills from LinkedIn™. When duplicate skills exist, Workday replaces the duplicate skill with the original skill.

Workday provides an easy way for managers and their workers to record and prepare for informal meetings using check-ins, enabling you to encourage more frequent and personal communication in your organization. Managers and workers can create and schedule a check-in, and within each check-in they can create individual topics to share information.

		Ability to calibrate employee performance information.		Standard		Workday delivers the ability to perform calibration of employee review information.  This allows the collective review of performance information for a single organization or multiple organizations.

		Activity Stream		Standard

		Ability to provide ongoing feedback.		Standard		Workday facilitates an ongoing discussion on performance via feedback. Employees and managers can provide feedback at anytime or when requested to do so. Feedback can be provided anonymously or the provider can be made available.

		The ability for managers and employees to use self-service technology to review performance, establish and track performance goals and objectives for the year .		Standard		Workday Performance Management allows organizations to manage the talent of a global, diverse, and mobile labor pool by bringing the flexibility, ease-of-use, and significant cost advantages of the Workday SaaS HCM service environment to workforce expertise management.  

Supports the Full Review Process, from Initiation through Sign-Off  

    • Establish personal and organizational goals by department, job, or job profile to align the workforce to organizational priorities.  
    • Target performance evaluation templates to different groups of workers, based on organization, job, position, or individual worker requirements. Design review process workflow to enable revisions and foster a collaborative dialogue between workers and managers.  
    • Include attachments with evaluation forms and templates, and deliver forms to workers pre-populated with appropriate information (e.g., department-wide goals or broader job requirements) so workers can see how they're being rated.  
    • Establish different review processes for different milestones (e.g., quarterly, mid-year, and annual reviews).  
    • Define specific performance evaluations to be utilized within Compensation to support Pay for Performance.

		Ability to create, view, and edit personal goals via a mobile app.		Standard		In Workday you can create, view, and edit personal goals on the Workday mobile app.

		Ability to track goals and objectives historically.		Standard		In addition to the online goal history, Workday also delivers a Mass Archive Goals task that enables you to mass archive goals based on a goal template rule. This task is a background process that automatically completes the Manage Goals business process, skipping all other steps. You can schedule the Mass Archive Goals task to run at any time.  

Workday also delivers an Archived Goals report to the Goal for Goal Profile group on these reports:  

    • My Goals  
    • View Goals

		Ability for an employee to perform a self-evaluation and determine an initial rating.		Standard

		Ability to view team performance metrics via a delivered dashboard.		Standard		Team Performance Dashboard  

Workday delivers a Team Performance dashboard, combining access to analytics and actions on your team and their performance in one place. You can use the Maintain Dashboards task to configure the dashboard with:  

    • Menus for actions, reports, and external links.  
    • Announcements.  

We deliver a default menu on the Team Performance dashboard that you can use as a starting point.

		Ability to assess team potential.		Standard		With Workday, we deliver an Assess My Team's Potential business process, secured to these functional areas:  

    • Career and Development Planning  
    • Performance and Goals  
    • Succession Planning  

This business process enables you to assess potential for your team collectively.

		The ability to have managers access an on-line performance evaluation form, the results of which will be updated to the HRMS.  		Standard

		The ability to track Performance Ratings ( i.e., 1-5). Allow separate rating scales to be used by different units if desired.		Standard

		The ability to track and report when a manager has completed the on-line performance evaluation. The ability to track when employees and managers have reviewed these materials.		Standard

		The ability to track a complete history of employee performance evaluations on-line.  		Standard

		Allow multiple reporting lines for appraisal and feedback process (e.g., appraisal/feedback from direct supervisor and dotted-line supervisors).		Standard

		Ability to reroute forms backwards.		Standard

		Ability to assign the review to a proxy.		Standard

		Ability to forward on to another manager in the system.		Standard

		Ability to set up access/security for HR to view/report on employee data/forms.		Standard

		Ability to have the overall performance rating tied to a certain score (or sum of various weighted scores). One example would be sum of each individual objective scores % completed x weighted %.  		Standard

		Ability to track targets and actuals by unit for goals in reviews and on tasks.		Standard		With Workday, you can track targets and actuals by unit for goals in reviews and on the:  

    • Edit Goals task
    • Goal Details report
    • My Goals report
    • My Team's Goals report

Workday delivers a Maintain Goal Units task (secured to the Setup: Goals domain) that you can use to create and edit unit types to track goal targets and actuals.  

We also deliver a View Goal Units report that you can use to view the tenanted goal units.  

    • Personal Goals report (on a worker profile).  
    • View Goals report.  
When you track targets or actuals by unit, the Target and Actual fields now display the:  

    • Unit field to select a tenanted unit.  
    • Number of Units field to enter a numeric value.

		Ability to load goals into multiple Goals sections on employee reviews.		Standard		With Workday, you can automatically load goals into multiple Goals sections on employee reviews based on a goal template rule you create.

Workday provides a Filters Relevant Goals by Goal Rule prompt in the Item Content section on the Configure Employee Review Template task, enabling you to select a goal template rule by which to filter relevant goals. Workday displays this prompt when you select Load Relevant Goals on Workday-delivered and tenanted Goals sections.

		Ability to load relevant goals by rule.		Standard		Workday enables you to load relevant goals by rule when the goal is both:  

    • Active (not archived or deleted).  
    • Not part of another in-progress review. 
When you configure more than one Goals section to load goals by the same or overlapping rule, Workday loads goals based on your configured section order.  

When you use Carryover or Consolidate with Filter Relevant Goals by Goal Rule, Workday loads goals first by the Carryover or Consolidate criteria, then adds goals that satisfy the goal rule.


		Ability for the system to track individual goals and objectives. Goals and objectives should be effective dated and show percentage completion.		Standard

		Ability to change goals mid-year – automatic email to employee to confirm the changes (results of a 1:1 conversation).		Standard

		Ability to have competency inventories and rate employees in relation to the competencies (both employees and manager rate).		Standard

		The ability to calculate a suggested increase percentage based on certain combined factors such as compa-ratio and Performance Rating.		Standard		Merit increases can be tied to Performance ratings.


		Ability to print/save performance review to a file.		Standard

		Ability to print employee reviews for an organization.		Standard		With Workday, Print Employee Reviews for Organization task is used to make it more efficient and flexible to print employee reviews: 

    •  Enabling you to select multiple organizations (including subordinate organizations) from the Organizations prompt. 
    •  Enabling you to print reviews for all employees in the selected organizations that use the selected review template.

		The ability to flag supervisors/managers and have a standard reminder message sent to these supv./mgrs. periodically with performance review due dates.		Configuration

		Ability to selectively enable functionality for specific units, groups of employees (e.g., only staff) , supervisors, etc.		Standard

		Ability for the employee and the supervisor to electronically record their acknowledgement/agreement with the review.		Standard

		Ability for executive manager to view performance ratings by manager to monitor rating trends/ variations by manager.		Standard

		Ability for HR to monitor completion rates by departments and supervisors and for HR to view the performance review.		Standard

		Ability for the goals to be weighted		Standard

		Ability to present employee talent information in an "n" box format.		Standard

		Ability to solicit feedback about employees.		Standard

		Ability to hide all confidential reviews from an employee		Standard

		Ability to print employee version of review with confidential sections hidden upon printing		Standard

		Ability for executives to gain access to a workforce health scorecard		Standard

		Ability to access management dashboards on a mobile device		Standard

		Ability to manage mentors for workers		Standard		With Workday you can create structured mentor relationships between workers. Employees and contingent workers can act as mentors and mentees. Additionally, workers have the  ability to select a mentor when requesting feedback, indicate if you are unavailable to mentor, add attachments to mentorships, and add comments and view the activity for a mentorship.

		Ability to manage connections for workers		Standard		With Workday employees can create connects resulting in informal networking between workers in your organization. These connections provide insight into the interpersonal relationships within your organization and help increase employee engagement.

		Ability for employees to track Publications 		Standard		Workday allows for employees to track Publications as part of their skills and experience profile.
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Recruiting

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Recruiting

		Provide a brief description of your Recruiting capabilities.		Standard		Workday Recruiting is an end-to-end talent acquisition application. Workday Recruiting transforms the recruiting and talent acquisition process by delivering a complete solution for hiring teams, seamlessly unified with core Human Capital Management, from the initial workforce planning stages all the way through new hire onboarding.  

Current applicant tracking systems (ATS) are rigid, complex, hard to use, and designed primarily for compliance. Historically, these technologies have done a poor job helping companies collaboratively manage the recruiting process from start to finish. As a result, managers often use spreadsheets or third-party point solutions to overcome these system shortcomings. With Workday Recruiting, hiring managers are able to partner with the recruitment team to locate, hire, and onboard the very best talent for their businesses using a single system.  

A Complete, Unified Talent Acquisition Application  

Working closely with early customers and strategic design partners across several industries, including HP, the world’s largest technology company, Workday Recruiting was built from the ground up to solve recruiting challenges faced by today’s modern, global enterprises. Key features are expected to include: 

    • Unified with Workday HCM: By unifying Workday Recruiting with Workday HCM, Workday streamlines the talent acquisition process and provide full visibility from planning to sourcing, selection, and onboarding.  
    • Mobile-first: Workday Recruiting is designed for mobile from the start to bring more flexibility, speed, and collaboration to the entire hiring team, empowering individuals to take action from the environment they choose.
    • Collaboration: Workday includes key collaboration features that have been missing from the recruiting process previously, including the ability for the entire hiring team to find, share, follow, and provide feedback on internal and external candidates.  
    • Actionable analytics: Workday Recruiting brings together headcount planning, job requisition, and pipeline management analytics to provide the hiring team complete insights into internal and external hiring pools.
While delivering a set of features to create an entirely new experience for hiring teams, Workday Recruiting brings the critical core capabilities needed to ensure a complete process from start to finish, including candidate workflow management, collaborative interview management, manage interviews based on calendar availability and send calendar invites via integration with Outlook, offer management, support for local data compliance and configurable rules, and connectors for postings, social sourcing, and background checks.

In terms of the experience for Recruiters, The Recruiting Hub now provides a centralized location where you can easily take action on candidates in different stages, see candidates across job requisitions, and customize their view with movable cards. You can configure access to the Recruiting Hub using a new domain and also configure recruiting-specific announcements to display at the top of the Recruiting Hub. Previously, the Recruiting worklet was the central point of engagement for easily accessing tasks and reports. 

The collapsible navigation toolbar displays in Workday if you have access to the Recruiting Hub. The toolbar provides single-click access to commonly used tasks and reports and you can configure shortcuts that display on this toolbar.

A configuration option that you can enable on the Hire business process to help reduce manual effort. You can now automatically complete the hire initiate step using information entered in Workday recruiting, skipping steps that are not subprocesses of the hire event.

		Can I track Certifications and Licenses for Candidates?		Standard		Workday improves job applications by enabling recruiters to collect certifications and specialties for candidates and prospects, helping to support informed hiring decisions. This also improves operational efficiency by saving this information to the worker record to minimize redundant data entry.

		Can a Candidate choose to have their information deleted?		Standard		Candidates can submit a request through their Candidate Home Account for their information to be purged from Workday. This helps you to comply with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and other regulatory requirements more efficiently.

Workday also delivers reports and tools to streamline the purge process of candidate data, and to make it more thorough and efficient.  You can also choose to selectively purge specific pieces of the candidate data, independent from the job application itself. 

		Can a candidate self-schedule an interview request?		Standard		Workday Recruiting enables a Recruiter to can send a task to sign up for a recruiting event to internal candidates, allowing them to sign up for a self-schedule event.

		Are we required to collect Social Security Numbers from Candidates?		Standard		Workday gives you the ability to hide or require the National ID or Government ID sections by country, ensuring your company collects critical information at the right time to improve downstream efficiencies and reducing candidate confusion when entering in data.

		Ability to route requisitions for approval.		Standard		The requisition creation process is business process enabled. Using Workday's business process framework, customers can configure the routing, approvals, notifications, etc. Requisitions can be automatically routed for approval and approvers added based on conditional rules such as supervisory organization, location, etc.  This dynamic approval routing significantly reduces errors in the routing process and speeds up approvals.

		Ability to define search committees and provide limited access to job requisitions		Standard		Workday delivers the ability to configure 'search' committees that can be linked to related job requisitions along with roles on the committee to actively participate in the recruiting process for the job requisition related to the committee.

		Ability to manage and give access to third party recruiting agencies.		Standard		Recruiting Agency Management enables customers to manage their third party recruiting agencies. Some of the functionality included:  
Agency Payout Management, Active Postings Tab, Submit Previous Candidates, Usability Improvements, Agency Questionnaires, Agency Candidates access to Candidate Home, Agency Custom Fields, Webservice for submitting Agency Candidates, Agency Standard Reports.

Workday also enables confidentiality for agencies. You can post confidential job requisitions to recruiting agency career sites, enabling them to source confidential candidates for your sensitive job requisitions.

		Provide business processes for evergreen requisitions		Standard		Workday provides three business processes for managing evergreen requisitions, they are as follows: 

    • Evergreen Requisition: Initiated by the Create Evergreen Requisition task. 
    • Evergreen Requisition Change: Initiated by the Edit Evergreen Requisition task.  
    • Close Evergreen Requisition: Initiated by the Close Evergreen Requisition task.

		Ability to link job requisitions to evergreen requisitions		Standard		There is a link between on the create job requisition and edit job requisition on these tasks.  By linking the two you can now do the hire.  Additionally, you can make Offers from an Evergreen Requisition.  

		Ability to mass move candidates between job requisitions		Standard		Recruiters may choose to take action on candidates, and link them to another Requisition. 

		Creating Offers		Standard		Workday delivers an Initiate Offer initiating action that you can configure on the Offer business process. This enables you to enter and override these details automatically populated from the job requisition before sending an offer:  

    • Start Date  
    • Primary Work Location  
    • Business Title

In addition, Workday supports high-volume recruiting needs by enabling you to consolidate offer and compensation events into a workbook so you don't have to carry out tasks individually, improving recruiter efficiency.

		Ability to create and change statuses of a candidate offer		Standard		Workday delivers a maintain offer statuses task which allows you to configure statuses such as verbal offer extended and verbal offer accepted.  In addition, you can Add an Additional Job as part of the Offer or Onboarding process. 

		Segmented Security for Recruiting Document Categories		Standard		We provide these document categories on the Maintain Document Categories task:  

    • Agency  
    • Assessment  
    • Background Check  
    • Interview  
    • Offers  
    • Other Documents  
We provide the document categories on the Create Document Category Security Segment task so you can restrict access to specific types of recruiting-related documents.

		Where can you post evergreen requisitions?		Standard		Workday enables you to post an evergreen requisition to an external or internal career site. You can also add the Post Job subprocess to the Evergreen Requisition business process, enabling you to automatically notify the role assigned to post jobs after you create an evergreen requisition. You can also unpost an evergreen requisition.

		Where can you view evergreen requisitions?		Standard		Workday provides a View Evergreen Requisition profile that enables you to view detailed information on these tabs: 

    • Overview  
    • Candidates  
    • Details  
    • Qualifications  
    • Job Postings

These areas are for the Recruiter or Manager.  

When a potential candidate is viewing your Job Postings on the dedicated site, they will see no difference between an Evergreen and a finite Job Requisition.  

		Ability to create application on behalf of a candidate		Standard		Workday enables you to select an evergreen requisition when creating a job application on behalf of a candidate using the:  

    • Create Job Application task
    • Get Candidates web service
    • Put Candidate web service

		Ability to report on evergreen requisitions		Standard		Workday includes evergreen requisitions on these reports:  

    • Find Candidates - check box to be able to select candidates you want to take action on
    • Manage Job Requisitions  
    • Manage Recruiter Workload  
    • My Open Job Requisitions  
    • My Recent Job Requisitions  
    • My Recruiting Job Requisitions  

A filter on the Manage Workload report enables you to display only evergreen requisitions.   

Workday provides these report fields that you can use to report on evergreen requisitions. 

    • Additional Job Profiles  
    • All Job Profiles  
    • Is Evergreen  
    • Linked Evergreen Requisition  
    • Linked Job Requisition  
    • Originated from Evergreen Requisition

		Ability to do evergreen requisitions on the solution's mobile web		Standard		Evergreen Requisitions are the same in virtually all senses as 'normal' requisitions, including the ability to create and post via browser or mobile.  The key difference is that Evergreen requisitions do not close upon being filled. 

		Ability to support the tracking of requisitions through standard life cycle (pending, approved budget, open, closed, cancelled, on hold).		Standard		Workday is comprehensively auditable. Because the requisition creation process is business process enabled, customers can report on any step of the requisition creation process.

		Ability to track if a requisition is for a budgeted position.		Standard		Requisitions are attached to open positions, which each are uniquely budgeted.   

		Ability to set time thresholds for filling a position and send notifications if these are not met.		Standard		Customers can create audit/notification reports based off metrics such as Time to Fill. For example, if a position has been open for more than 45 days, a notification can be sent to the hiring manager's manager, HR, etc.  Visual indicators can also be embedded in analytics to quickly highlight requisitions that require attention from a recruiter or hiring manager.  

These audit/notification reports can be scheduled as needed.

		Ability to provide automatic routing for multiple approvers for each requisition.		Standard		The requisition process is business process enabled. Customers control the routing, approval(s), notifications, etc. Approvers are dynamically added to the process based on business rules and conditions, such as supervisory organization, location, cost center, etc. Approvers are also dynamically updated, meaning that if someone changes roles, the approval will shift to the new person entering the role.

Recruiters can also add a delay to new or pre-existing Recruiting business process custom notifications using the Delay Notification dropdown on the Add/Edit Notification task.

		Ability to configure an apply for job application complete confirmation message				Candidates will receive a "Thank you for applying" (or whatever text you decide) message upon submitting their application. 

		Do Candidates have a "Save for Later" option when applying?		Standard		Workday automatically saves unsubmitted job applications for external candidates, reducing time and effort to enter information again. This provides a better experience for external candidates with an account who aren't able to complete applications by enabling them to return to their candidate home and complete the draft job application.

		Ability to create offer letters from templates based user requirements.		Standard		Customers can use dynamic document generation, enabling you to create templates that you can easily customize and use to generate documents such as employment agreements and offer letters.

		Ability to source applicants internally (Please describe how this will function).		Standard		Customers have the ability to search for candidates based on key facets (education, employer, skill, language, internal project, etc.). These faceted searches will be conducted against both current employees (internal candidates and their professional profile) and external candidates (including referrals and prospects), providing complete insight into an organization’s talent pipeline.

In addition, recruiters can ask a referrer a set of questions about their candidate, enabling them to gather more information and improving recruiting efficiency. In addition, Internal Candidates can receive Job Alerts, notifying them when new Requisitions are posted that meet their Alert Criteria.  

		How do Recruiters view Requisitions?		Standard		Workday provides a Job Requisition Workspace, improving your recruiting efficiency by enabling recruiters to manage their job requisitions from one place.

You can use the Job Requisition Workspace to:

    • Get a simple overview of candidate activity across all of your job requisitions.
    • Easily decide which job requisition to work on next.
    • Navigate between job requisitions in one click.

Workday also delivers helpful filtering options for Recruiters to sort and view requisitions by e.g. Hiring Manager or Primary Location.  

		Can I take mass actions on Candidates?		Standard		Workday enables Recruiters to take mass actions on multiple candidates at once, by updating reports for a more consistent experience. We also enable you to take mass actions on candidates across multiple job requisitions from the Recruiter Hub.

This includes the ability for:

    • Providing the ability to take mass action on candidates across multiple job requisitions.
    • Grouping selected candidates for mass action by current stage when moving forward or declining.
    • Displaying selected candidates for mass action on individual rows, allowing you to move individual candidates to stages if applicable.

		Ability for an applicant to apply for a position using a mobile device.		Standard		Workday Recruiting is built from the ground up to be mobile.  This means providing a delightful mobile experience for candidates – making it easy for candidates to search and apply for jobs from any mobile device.

		Ability to assign and update start date for a new hire which feeds into the HR record.		Standard		Workday is a unified solution. Once the hire date is reached, the worker's access transitions from pre-hire to hired. All activities completed before the hire date are recorded and visible on the worker's worker profile.

Workday also delivers a configuration option that you can enable on the Hire business process to help reduce manual effort. You can now automatically complete the hire initiate step using information entered in Workday recruiting, skipping steps that are not subprocesses of the hire event.

		Ability to assign candidates to specific candidate pools or pipelines.		Standard		Customers can assign candidates to specific candidate pools, as well as talent pipelines and succession pools. These candidate pools are defined centrally and can be managed by a recruiting function. These pipelines allow customers to easily manage qualified segments of their candidate pool.

		Ability to call back employees who have been laid-off.		Standard		Users can conduct faceted searches of current and past employees, including those who have been laid off, to identify those employees who meet the job qualifications and reach out to them about new open positions.

		Ability to mass import resumes into the system along with information on the source of the resumes (e.g. job fair name).		Standard		Workday provides open access to APIs making the importing of key recruiting data easy to accomplish.  The ability to import resumes via the "Put Candidate" API will be available with General Availability of the Workday Recruiting Product.

		Ability to track proactive recruiting efforts, applicants who have not officially applied for positions.		Standard		Proactively managing "prospects" and candidate pipelines" is key functionality in the Workday Recruiting product. Workday Recruiting delivers tools to identify top prospects and build qualified pools of talent for easy management.

		Consolidated Pool Snapshot		Standard		Workday provides a Create Snapshot button to the Consolidated Candidate Pool report on the Candidates profile group of the job requisition profile. You can create a list of eligible candidates to support compliance-related reporting.

		Find Duplicates for Candidate Report		Standard		You can use the Find Duplicates for Candidate report to search for:  

    • Contingent workers.  
    • Current employees.  
    • Pre-hires.  
    • Terminated workers.  
    • Workers on a leave of absence.  

We also provide a Not Eligible for Rehire column on the report that returns Yes or No for former workers based on the status of prior Hire or Termination events. You can view this column when you have permission on these security domains:  

    • Exit Interview  
    • Former Worker

		Can we convert contingent workers to employees		Standard		Workday enables you to configure Convert to Employee as a completion event on the Job Application business process. This enables you to hire an internal contingent worker for a regular employee position.  

Note: When the candidate has a pre-hire record with a future-dated Hire or Contract Contingent Worker event, you must either:  

    • Cancel the pending event, or  
    • Allow the pending event to complete, then change the hire date so it's after the pending event.

It should also be noted that as part of the Offer or Onboarding process, a Recruiter can still "Add an Additional Job" for your newly hired candidates as part of the Hire process. 

		Interview notes and candidate contact notes can easily be inputted and captured in the system.		Standard		Workday Recruiting provides an interview collaboration tool that enables a hiring manager to identify an interview team, view calendar availability and send invitations, solicit input and feedback on specific skills/competencies, and review consolidated responses to make an informed decision about how to move forward with a candidate. In addition, you can view Room availability and schedule multiple rooms as part of the entire Interview process. 

		Mobile and tablet optimized journey.		Standard		Workday Recruiting was designed for mobile from the start to bring more flexibility, speed, and collaboration to the entire hiring team. Mobile is aimed at hiring managers, as well as candidates (Job Search & Apply) and recruiters. In future releases, mobile support will be focused on bringing additional recruiter functionality to the mobile phone as well.  Workday recruiting is now available on the iPad app.

		Primary Recruiters on Mobile Apps		Standard		Workday displays only the jobs and candidates to which you're assigned as the primary recruiter on these mobile apps:  

    • Workday for Android  
    • Workday for iPhone  

Note: When the primary recruiter role isn't available, Workday displays the jobs and candidates for your supervisory organization.

		Can you post and unpost job notifications on mobile?		Standard		Workday enables mobile notifications for Post Job and Unpost Job when you configure the steps on these business processes:  

    • Close Job Requisition  
    • Create Job Requisition  
    • Edit Job Requisition  
    • Freeze Job Requisition  

This applies to these mobile apps:  

    • Workday for Android  
    • Workday for iPhone

		Questionnaires in Recruiting		Standard		Workday enables you to configure the Complete Questionnaire task as a step on any of these stages of your Job Application business process:  

    • Assess Candidate  
    • Background Check  
    • Interview  
    • Offer  
    • Reference Check  
    • Screen  
Workday delivers a Questionnaire Results profile group on candidate profiles that displays a candidate's questionnaire results.

		Ability to view background check results		Standard		Workday makes the URL to the vendor's website on the Background Check Results tab an active link, enabling you to easily view the background check results.

		Separate internal/external Job posting to tailor the advertisement to a specific audience.		Standard		With Workday Recruiting, we offer unique job posting templates for internal and external candidates. These will dynamically wrap the job description and can provide appropriate information for each targeted audience (e.g., external branding for external candidates and internal application policies for internal candidates).

		Custom Candidate List Grid		Standard		Workday delivers a Candidate List grid type for Recruiting that you can copy on the Create Grid Configuration task to create your own custom grid for use on the job requisition profile. This enables you to define the fields most important to your organization that display when you view candidates who applied to a job requisition.  

Workday also includes helpful filters for Recruiters to sort how they view candidates.  The criteria in these filters can be stored as Saved Searches, enabling a more personalized experience for each Recruiter. 

We also deliver these Advanced fields that you can include in your custom grid:  

    • Awaiting Action  
    • Candidate  
    • Job Application Step or Disposition  
    • Jobs Applied To  
    • Resume  
    • Social Network Accounts

		Ability to Assign Grids to Worker Subtypes		Standard		Workday delivers a Maintain Candidate List Assignment task (secured to the Set Up: Recruiting domain) that enables you to assign a default custom candidate list grid as well as grids for specific worker subtypes.  

Example: You can create a custom candidate list grid to display on a regular job requisition and a different list to display on a seasonal job requisition.

		Candidate List on Job Requisitions		Standard		When you configure a custom candidate list grid and then view a job requisition profile, Workday provides a Review Candidates button on the Overview tab that displays the candidate list grid you configured on the Maintain Candidate List Assignment task. The candidate list displays candidates you need to take action on.  

From the candidate list, you can take mass actions on candidates, such as:  

    • Add candidates to a candidate pool.  
    • Share candidates with a colleague.  
    • Invite candidates to apply to an open job posting.  
    • Move candidates to a linked job requisition for evergreen requisitions.  

We also display the candidate list on the Candidate tab of job requisitions.

		Job Requisition Skills on Job Posting Templates		Standard		Workday provides a Job Posting Skills report field that returns the skills included in the job requisition for a job posting. You can configure this report field as an External Field on these tasks to display skills as part of a job posting description:  

    • Create Job Posting Template  
    • Edit Job Posting Template  
We also provide a Skills facet in the Find Job report, enabling you to search for jobs based on specific skills.

In Workday 32, we introduced Skills Cloud for Recruiting.  With Skills Cloud, delivers searchable skills for job applications on external career sites. You must opt in to the Workday Graph feature to enable external candidates to access Skills Cloud functionality.

    • If you opt in to Skills Cloud, external candidates are able to leverage Skills Cloud skills when completing a job application on your external career site.
    • If you don't opt in to Skills Cloud, you can hide or show tenanted skills in the Maintain Skills task. This allows you to control which skills to display in the prompt when a matched skill search is made.
    • A searchable prompt is provided to search for actual skills from the Skills Cloud selections of searchable skills. 

		External Career Site Links on Job Notifications		Standard		Workday now enables you to designate a specific external career site as the link to a job posting when you send notifications with the Refer a Candidate task or the social share link on an internal career site job posting. We provide:  

    • A Primary Postings check box on the Post Job task.  
    • An Assign as Primary Posting action option to the Job Posting tab on the job requisition profile.  

Note: When you unpost the referral, Workday automatically populates the link with the career site where you first posted the job requisition. You must reassign the referral site when you want to use a specific external site.

Workday provides customizable and flexible branding options to further reflect the customers brand, colors, logo, and messaging.  

		Separate process for current employees that will apply for a posted job. Workflow informs the current supervisor. Applicants flagged in the system so a recruiter knows they are an internal applicant.		Standard		As a single Human Capital System, employees can leverage their Professional Profile to search and apply for jobs. Based on Workday’s powerful Business Process Framework, Workday can automate notifications to an employee’s current management, as well as streamline the process to verify an employee’s eligibility to apply for positions, reducing administrative work for recruiting teams.

		What does an internal applicant have to provide in order to apply to a job?		Standard		Workday enables employees to add career interests to their profiles in Workday, by defining Job interests. Within our solution, each employee can compare his qualifications to job interests. Workday Recruiting also includes features like match jobs based on job interests and share/recommend a job with a coworker.

		What languages do you deliver for recruiting?  		Standard		Workday delivers Recruiting in 25 languages. We provide a languages prompt on the Create Career Site and Edit Career Site tasks that you can use to select one or more languages:  

When you enable this functionality a candidate can select a language to view these items:  

    • Job Application  
    • Job Posting

		Does your solution offer Resume Parsing		Standard		Workday provides Resume Parsing as an option for Candidates applying via the external career site.

		Do you have Job Alerts for Candidates?		Standard		Candidates with external career site accounts will be able to create alert criteria for job posts that they’re interested in so that they can be notified by email when new posts meet their preferences. These automatic notifications help reduce manual effort for your company outreach and keep candidates connected even when jobs are unavailable.

		How do you handle duplicate candidate records?		Standard		You can merge candidates with an attached pre-hire with other records at any stage of the job application process, making it easier to hire the correct candidate and spend less time managing duplicate records.

		Can you have a Referral program, with referral bonuses?		Standard		With Workday's complete end-to-end HCM solution, you can set up Referral Programs to be used in Recruiting.  When an existing employee is listed as a Referral for a new hire, this employee can automatically receive a One Time Payment, which can be paid out in Payroll (or Accounts Payable).

Configuration options on One-Time Payment plans when the type is Referral allow you to automatically cost the One-Time Payments to the new hires organizations. 

		Can you use Legal Names or Preferred Names for Candidates?		Standard		Yes, Workday enables you to collect both a legal and preferred name from your prospects and candidates. You can also configure additional name components as hidden or required by country, improving data accuracy and reducing downstream inefficiencies.

		How do you search for Candidate Skills?		Standard		As part of Skills Cloud, Workday Recruiting delivers searchable skills for job applications on external career sites to streamline skill entry improve and the candidate experience.  

		Can I track the Recruiting Sources of my Candidates?		Standard		Workday automatically tracks recruiting sources associated with external job boards whether you add them for candidate selection on your external career sites. This helps to support better tracking of recruiting sources for integrations and provides a more concise source list for external candidates.
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Learning

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Learning

		Learning overview		Standard		Unified with Workday HCM, Workday Learning is designed to be a continuous and meaningful educational experience, enabling the employee at every step throughout their career. Workday Learning combines the capabilities of an enterprise grade learning system with modern on-demand content sharing and curation in one platform that employees will love to use.  

Workday Learning empowers employees to capture and share their knowledge anywhere, at any time and on any device. From required training to rich streaming video that is now so pervasive in the consumer world, Workday enables employees to take their learning everywhere.

		How is your Learning solution different from other Learning Management Solutions?		Standard		Workday Learning is unique for many reasons:  

    • Engaging: Any authorized worker can consume, capture and share content on any supported device.  
    • Individualized: Workday Learning is unified with Workday HCM, enabling it to leverage worker data to provide a personalized individual experience from onboarding through job changes and promotions.  
    • Power of One: Because Workday Learning is part of a single system with Workday HCM and Talent, learning content can be seamlessly included as part of an employee’s development plan.  
    • Personalized: Workday Learning offers content based on an employee’s current role, and other data in Workday.  
    • Modern: Workday Learning is built for video, enabling high quality video delivery for workers on browsers or mobile devices. Workers can also shoot and upload their own videos and share them with the organization.  
    • Unlimited: Workday Learning features unlimited storage and streaming, which is a great benefit for Workday customers. Many traditional learning systems have a limit on storage and streaming and will charge for additional capacity used.  
    • Insightful: Through built-in, actionable reporting Workday Learning provides the ability to measure the value and effectiveness of learning, allowing better alignment to business priorities.  
    • Social: Workday Learning is designed as a social application to enable users to rate and share content.

		How are Skills or Competencies handled in Learning?		Standard		With Workday Learning, you can embed courses with competencies, so that Workday can show the recommended courses for particular competencies for your Workers. This also makes it easier to find needed content and focus learning on specific competencies. We display a learning transcript as well as multiple other learning reports and dashboards.

		How is your approach to learning different?		Standard		Unlike other solutions in the LMS market today, Workday Learning is the industry’s first learning application to be fully unified with HCM and Financials systems, as well as the underlying reporting and analytics, security, business processes and consistent data model. Built into the fabric of Workday’s suite of applications including Workday HCM and Workday Financial Management, Workday Learning recognizes users and provides contextual content for a more personalized, meaningful learning experience that will keep employees engaged. It also brings social and collaborative elements to the learning experience.

		What is different about your Learning solution from a user perspective?		Standard		In addition to the benefits inherent in being part of Workday overall, we’ve innovated around the technology itself to make Workday Learning more engaging for users. Based on a consumer-learning framework, like YouTube or Netflix, workers can browse learning, see options recommended for them based on personal preferences, or even share and recommend learning to colleagues.

		How can we track the effectiveness of learning? 		Standard		This has always been a pain point of learning management systems because today's solutions often are disconnected from the HCM system, or analytics feel like an afterthought when the vendor has learning capabilities within the HCM system. As a result, companies often rely on a patchwork of solutions and providers to manage learning and development and spend time manually compiling data. A core value of Workday's approach is the fundamental impact of layering learning onto one unified system – so there’s a foundation to not only engage employees but also to measure results through the native reporting and analytics. Dashboards and reports can easily be configured to reflect the measures and metrics that are important to your organization. And because they are within Workday, they can be created once and easily deployed to all managers or learning administrators with security rules that control what data is exposed (e.g., managers can only see results for their direct reports).

		What sort of content can be used in your Learning system? 		Standard		Workday Learning can, of course, handle traditional learning content, like standards based SCORM eLearning files or documents or instructor-led training. But what’s exciting is that Workday Learning is tuned to a forward thinking strategy, so it’s architecturally optimized to handle video and make upload, encoding and delivery seamless for the users. Historically, L&D teams have been hesitant to use video, even though it’s a very effective medium, because it has been hard to manage. Also, video has been expensive, as many LMS systems charge extra for storage and streaming of large video files. With Workday Learning, we want videos to go viral within the organization, so unlimited storage and streaming are included in the price.

		Can you provide a personalized learning experience to users?		Standard		Yes. Workday Learning allows learners to view content that supports their desire to learn specific topics. Workers can take control of their own educational experience and set personalized preferences that surface relevant content, whether it applies to their current role or prepares them for future career aspirations. Employees can explore content by topic and watch whatever sparks their curiosity. Workers can access their My Learning section to track courses they have enrolled in, have started, or have completed.

		Can workers share their own Learning content?		Standard		Yes. User generated content is a major trend in learning. In fact, ‘how to’ videos on YouTube are growing 70% per year. So with Workday Learning, user generated content (UGC) is at the forefront. Workers can upload videos or documents to share expertise with colleagues. Business processes in Workday can be used to route content for approval. This makes many organizations much more prepared to adapt to this growing trend.

		How do you make Learning video content interactive?		Standard		Video lessons are incredibly personal and engaging, but one difficulty has been assessing outcomes, or testing knowledge from the video lessons. Workday is solving that by providing the ability to Annotate learning content. This includes the ability to add quiz questions within user-generated video content. This innovative capability enables users to edit video with simple tools, and set locations where the video will pause and ask the user to answer questions to demonstrate mastery before continuing. It fundamentally takes learning to the next level, by delivering engaging content paired with insightful assessments.

		Do you provide guidance to help us incorporate user generated content or peer learning in our learning program?		Standard		Yes. Workday has developed a content creators series of courses, available as part of the offering to all Workday Learning customers, that guides you through best practices, governance considerations and communications strategies to help build a successful peer-generated content program.

		How do you manage multiple iterations of Courses?		Standard		Workday Learning Courses enable you to create and modify Course Offerings. For instance, a course might be called "Time Management," but may be offered on three unique dates in three unique cities:  each one of these would be an Offering. The Manage Course Offering business process enables you to effectively manage and control the scheduling and approval of learning course offerings. In addition, Workday Learning offers Version Control for the actual content, so that you can maintain the same course, but modify or even change out the actual lesson content from offering to offering. 

		Is the learning platform integrated with the Human Capital Management, Talent and/or Performance systems?		Standard		Yes, Workday Learning is natively built within Workday, using a single data model, security model, business process framework and reporting engine. This complete immersion within Workday eliminates application integrations, increases data accuracy, and significantly simplifies management of the Learning system. From a functional perspective, the fact that Workday Learning is within Workday enables Learning administrators to easily connect learning to phases of the employee lifecycle, target learning to specific groups or audiences, and gain unprecedented insight into the details and impacts of learning programs.

		Can you promote content to specific individuals or teams?		Standard		Yes, our innovative campaign capability enables learning and development teams to create campaigns that deliver relevant content based on worker characteristics or actions. Whether training an organization on a new product or introducing new managers to leadership techniques, it’s easy and straightforward to direct relevant learning to the right workers. 

Workday also provides Learning Campaigns, which you can use to target and market specified content to select populations of learners. When learning campaign audience members change, you can dynamically update the campaign to filter out learners who no longer meet the audience criteria. You can also manage exceptions by filtering campaign participants. We also enhance status reporting for learning campaign items, providing more insight into their value and effectiveness.

		Can a Pre-hire take a Learning course?		Standard		Workday enables you to provide pre-hires with access to Workday Learning. You can create pre-hire audiences and send them Learning campaign content, so that they can learn any prescribed content prior to their first day of employment.  

		Can we bring standards-based content into your learning system?		Standard		Yes, Workday Learning supports content created per the SCORM and AICC standards. Organizations with packaged courses can import the courses into Workday Learning and benefit from tracking usage and assessment results in the employee record in Workday.

		Does your Learning system support mobile users?		Standard		Yes, Workday Learning is delivered within the native Workday mobile app for iPhone or Android devices. This makes it very easy for your employees to find and consume learning content wherever they are. The application is also built using responsive design, so Learning can also be accessed via a mobile browser.

		Can your Learning system support our global population? 		Standard		Yes, Workday Learning can be deployed globally with the exception of a few countries in which the regulatory climate prohibits in-country content delivery (China).

		How do you support blended learning? 		Standard		Yes. Within Workday Learning, administrators can rapidly build online, in-person, or hybrid courses and version those courses for geographies, times, departments or other criteria. Modeled after a ‘playlist’ concept, blended courses can combine video segments, instructor-led training, documents, or standards-based eLearning to offer dynamic, relevant instruction.

		How does your Learning solution help us manage instructor-led training courses?		Standard		Workday Learning enables creation and management of Instructor-led initiatives. Administrators can create courses, identify locations, select from qualified instructors, add course details, set up enrollment approvals, manage enrollment and track attendance. They can also easily track course enrollment numbers and create campaigns to drive attendance, deliver pre-requisite materials or facilitate other student communications. Once enrolled, students can collaborate with class cohorts through comments and rate or recommend courses.

		How do you validate user identity for confidential or required courses? 		Standard		Because Workday Learning is part of Workday, access is controlled by the same login that protects sensitive personal information. Users access Workday Learning with their username and password every time they visit via the browser or a mobile app. An audit record is created for every transaction in Workday, so will reflect individual login, lesson or course completion, and log off. Administrators or managers can track course views, completions, and survey results to support light certification and compliance requirements.

		Does your system support social learning or collaboration among learners?		Standard		Yes. Workday Learning allows learners to share, rate, and comment on lessons and courses in order to benefit from the content valued by colleagues. Learners and managers can also Recommend courses to other learners. 

		Can your Learning system display all training and only the training that is available to an individual learner?		Standard		Yes. Workday Learning benefits from the Security framework within Workday, so learning content can be accessible to specific groups or audiences or the entire population – depending on security settings. Learning administrators can easily specify audiences for new pieces of content to create a system rich with relevant content for each individual or role.

		Can learning administrators manage content?		Standard		Yes. While all users can potentially submit content (based on employer preferences), learning administrators are empowered to manage content assets, deploy content to different courses, and leverage content from external sources.

		How is your Learning system architected to manage video files? 		Standard		Video content files are much larger than static files, and growing in volume every day. In fact, a five-minute iPhone video takes nearly a gigabyte of storage. What’s more, consumers expect video to load in high quality within seconds or they move on to something else.  

Therefore, architecting for modern media requires consideration of storage capacity and speed of delivery. Workday Learning uses a multi-tiered architecture to handle the complexities of video and to provide a high-quality user experience. We use a cloud content repository and a content delivery network with nodes throughout the world to rapidly deliver media to end-users for anywhere around the world. This architecture is optimized around modern media and necessary for the high-quality experience we – and our customers - desire.

		Can you extend Learning to External Learners?		Standard		Extended Enterprise Learning, enables you to create and maintain Learning accounts for users outside your company. Expanding your company's Learning catalog audience helps you align external users with your organizational values.

Note: Extended Enterprise Learning is a separate product, requiring a separate license.

		How do you incorporate content from third party providers like YouTube or LinkedIn?		Standard		Workday Content Cloud, enables you to include third-party media content in Workday Learning. Your users can access external content in search, discovery, and recommendations alongside tenanted content to provide a more robust learning catalog.  The fact that this content is actually from YouTube or LinkedIn is invisible to the learner;  it appears alongside all content, and enables the learner to use the same User Experience, enroll, and view actions. 

		Can a learner 'bookmark' a course for later reference?		Standard		If a course is full, or there are no pending offerings of that course, a learner can still click the "Express Interest" button, to bookmark it for later reference. In addition, the system can be configured to send notifications to the learner when a new offering of that course is available. 

		How do you track On the Job Training (OJT)?		Standard		In Workday Learning, you can set up specific lesson types within a course in order to monitor and evaluate training done "in the field". One lesson type would be for the submission, and one for the evaluation. These can be completed on your mobile device.  

		Can you track dates for expirations and recertifications?		Standard		The course table now stores expiration dates for that course's validity, as well as timeframes for recertification. The learner will receive a notification when they are due to retake that course. 

		Can you track Equivalencies?		Standard		Workday Learning enables you to track equivalencies to satisfy course requirements within lessons. For instance, an online course might meet the same requirement as its classroom equivalent. 

		Can you track SCORM level scoring for individual questions?		Standard		As long as the content is SCORM compliant, Workday Learning enables an administrator to see how a learner actually answered each individual question on a test.  

		Can you create an adhoc location when you create a course?		Standard		Workday provides an "adhoc location" field, so if, for instance, a course is held offsite or at an informal spot, you can identify its location this way.  

		Can you add a Room as the location for a course?		Standard		Workday provides a "room" field, so that you can identify an instructor led course to its specific room that it's given.  

		Can you identify the time zone that a course is offered?		Standard		Time zone is a delivered field to identify the time that a lesson within a course is offered, for e.g. a webinar. This helps when you have employees across time zones intending to watch a web lesson offered at a specific time.  

		How do you track historical training for employees, for courses taken prior to going live with the solution?		Standard		Workday enables you to easily upload course information from any file compatible format, and to then create adhoc courses in the Workday system from those legacy courses. They will then be visible on the "Completed" section of the Learning tab as part of a Learner's transcript.  

		Can you Mass Enroll multiple employees at once in a course?		Standard		A Learning Administrator can Mass Enroll selected populations into a course. An easily visible button is available on the Course view, available only to someone with Learning Administrator privileges.  

		Can we offer learning to the community using External Learners?		Standard		The ability to register External Learners is provided. This enables your organization to offer learning content to those who are neither employees, nor in the Workday system. A simple API process enables them to register, and to view and enroll in only that content you make available to them. 
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Timekeeping

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Time Keeping

		Do you provide, as a unified part of the proposed HRIS, a Time Keeping solution to capture time for professional, administrative, and manufacturing, etc. employees? 		Standard		Workday delivers a global Time Keeping solution. This functional component works seamlessly with Workday Human Capital Management (HCM), Payroll, and Project and Work Management to provide organizations a simplified user experience accessible via the Internet and mobile devices.  

Workday Time Tracking is designed with a powerful calculation engine and rules framework to provide flexibility, configurability and control for your entire workforce, anytime, anywhere. Organizations are now able to reduce labor costs, minimize compliance risks, and increase worker productivity.  

With Workday Time Tracking, you can:  

    • Drive instant engagement and adoption with a consumer-driven, enterprise-grade application  
    • Simplify global workforce management by configuring workflows, processes, and work rules  
    • Control labor costs and compliance risks through seamless automation with core processes  
    • Allow the time reporter to attach documentation when reporting hours  
    • Define a rate matrix that will default a rate when the employee is working out of their assigned classification.  
Unlike traditional time and attendance applications, this people-centric solution is designed for end-user consumption to increase user entry and adoption, not just for back office functionality. With greater engagement and adoption, Workday Time Tracking will help drive workforce productivity by eliminating time consuming tasks, eliminating payroll errors and engaging users through self-service.

		What is the additional licensing or subscription fee for the Time Keeping solution?				Time Keeping is a separately priced module from the HCM solution. It is priced based upon the number of employees whose time is accounted for in the solution.

		Can you integrate changes to a work schedule from a third-party scheduling system, spreadsheet, or file?		Standard		Workday has an Assign Work Schedule web service (secured to the Time Tracking functional area) that enables you to integrate changes to a work schedule from a third-party scheduling system, spreadsheet, or file.

		Provide authorized users access to workers' schedules.		Standard		In Workday you can grant role-based and user-based security groups view or modify access on the Worker Data: Worker Schedule domain. 

When you access the My Team's Schedule report, the Worker prompt now includes these prompt categories, depending on your security access:  

    • My Team (for managers only)
    • Workers by Manager
    • Employees by Organization

		Can you review time entry and details for a specific week?		Standard		Workday provides a Review Time by Week report that you can access from the Enter Time button on the time entry calendar. The report is automatically available on the time entry calendars you have access to.  

This report lists all of the worker's time blocks for that week as well as applicable details, such as:  

    • Worktags
    • In and Out times
    • Validations the worker currently has for the week

		Does the solution enable web-based time entry from a PC and/or a mobile device in various formats, e.g. forms, calendar view, etc.? Can time be entered and applied to projects or other dimensions?		Standard		Web-based time-entry is available from any PC or mobile device using the formats requested above. Also, time can be applied to projects and other buckets as well. Time can be fed from time clocks and other hardware as well.  

Below is a high-level description of the main components of Workday Time Tracking:  

Global Time Entry:  

    • Web time entry  
    • Time entry from calendar view  
    • Configurable time entry (in/out, units, required/optional Worktags)  
    • Support for retroactive time entry  
    • Project tracking (allocating time against pre-configured projects)  
Time Approvals:  

    • Flexible manager/supervisor approvals  
    • Mobile and Workfeed approvals  
    • Mass approvals  
    • Exception management (missed/un-entered time, excessive overtime, etc.)  
    • Configurable alerts based on calculation rules    
    • Validations configured as warnings or errors  
Real-Time Calculation:  

    • Enterprise-grade calculation engine  
    • Real-time calculations before payroll run (overtime, double-time hours, etc.)  
    • Configurable time calculation framework  
    • Support for weekly/daily/consecutive days overtime, holidays, shift differential  
Basic Scheduling:  

    • Managers update long term or permanent changes to employee work schedules  
    • Role based assignment of work schedules
    • Work schedule calendars can be built with the ability to create schedule patterns for intervals up to 53 weeks  
    • Work schedule assignment can be managed through Workdays business process framework  
    • Schedules defined by the administrator  
    • Start, stop time with rotating schedule  
Integrations:  

    • Unified with Workday Human Capital Management, including Absence Management and Project and Work Management  
    • Unified with Workday Payroll  
    • Integrated with Cloud Connect for Third Party Payroll

		Does the solution support retroactive time entry?		Standard		Yes.  You can use the retro pay functionality in Workday to process past events, such as when you retroactively:

    • Enter time off or time worked.
    • Submit a leave of absence.

		Does your solution integrate with time clocks and similar time collection hardware components?		Configuration		Workday maintains documented APIs that clearly lay out how data should be fed into our time tracking solution.  Workday does not currently deliver packaged integrations into Time Tracking with specific vendors but an integration could be built to send time clock data into Workday Time Tracking.

		Does the solution include workflow & business processes for the approval of time entered by employees? Can mass approvals be completed by an approver?		Standard

		Can time entry approvals be completed via a mobile device, e.g. cell phone, iPad, etc.?		Standard

		Can our organization configure business processes to identify policy exceptions and drive the corresponding changes to the approval process?		Standard

		Is the time calculation method configurable? Can time calculations be performed in real-time before submission to the payroll solution (either the vendor’s or a third-party provider’s)?		Standard

		Does the solution support weekly/daily/consecutive days’ OT, holidays, shift differential, etc.?		Standard

		Is the Time Keeping solution and its data integrated or unified with the HRIS’ absence management, project management, and other relevant components?		Standard

		Allow workers to enter time by type.		Standard		When configured, workers can select a time entry method of Enter Time by Type from the Enter Time button on the time entry calendar.

When you use this time entry method, you can add a row for each time type you need to enter time for, and fill in details such as:  

    • Worktags
    • Do Not Bill check box
    • Number of hours or units for each day

Workday syncs the time you enter using the Enter Time by Type entry method with the time entry calendar; when you make changes to quantity-based time blocks on the time entry calendar, Workday reflects those changes on the Enter Time by Type task.

		System allows shifts to cross end of week boundaries.		Standard		For time blocks in a shift that cross the boundary at the end of a week, Workday time calculations (based on time shift conditions) now include all time blocks in a shift, even if they extend into the next week: 

    • Standard Overtime Calculations  
    • Time Block Conditional Calculations  
    • Time Block Create Calculations  
Note: Calculations still run automatically 1 week at a time. If you make changes to 1 week, you must manually run calculations for the next week to ensure accurate calculation results for time shifts crossing weeks.

		Ability to apply custom rounding to time entry and time entry edits.		Standard		Workday has a Custom Rounding option on these tasks:  

    • Create Time Entry Code  
    • Edit Time Entry Code  

When you select the Custom Rounding option, we display 2 required fields where you can specify which rounding options apply to each time:  

    • In Time  
    • Out Time

		How many decimals can be used for calculation of time?		Standard		6-Decimal Precision for Calculations  

When you enter an in and out time, Workday now calculates the duration of the time block and any calculated quantities to a 6-decimal precision. Workday rounds this 6-decimal figure to 2 decimal places for display on the time entry calendar. Whole numbers now display 2 decimal places. (Example: 8 hours becomes 8.00 hours.)  

Note: This precision doesn't apply to the number of hours entered in hours-only time entry codes.
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Payroll

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Payroll Administration

		A workflow notification is used to alert payroll when an address change involves a state or city change so proper withholding can be verified.  		Standard

		Ability to accept multiple overtime plans (CA and union OT rules).		Standard		Assumes that overtime eligible hours will be passed to Workday payroll from the time system.

		Ability to determine how payment should be taxed (federal aggregate method or supplemental rate).		Standard

		Ability to report on Multiple Worksites		Standard

		Ability to select which check the special payments should be paid on (one, two, three).		Standard

		Ability to spread the taxable update special payment over one, two or three payment so taxes due can be evenly spread over the time period benefit is received (employee graduate tuition benefit).		Standard

		Deduction register is produced for each desired deduction type and can be run by the unit that owns that deduction data. (need security)		Configuration

		New Hire entry is limited to 1–2 screens.  		Standard		The new hire process is controlled by the business process framework and can be as simple or complex as you require.

		Pay amounts may be table-driven based on the contracted salaries and rates set by the local bargaining unit. (This is rate exception.)		Standard		Assume this means that pay rates are defined in pay set up and default to employees based on rules.

		Payroll automatically updates financial system for all expenses, liabilities and employer-share expenses of fringes.		Standard		If Workday Financials is utilized, there is no need for an integration as Workday is a fully unified system. If a third-party financials system is in use, an integration to the financial system would have to be built.

		Payroll calendar set-up is available for viewing and editing.		Standard		Payroll calendars are generated within the pay group and are viewable there.

		Payroll interfaces to general ledger for multiple funds and accounts.		Standard		If Workday Financials is utilized, there is no need for an integration as Workday is a fully unified system. If a third-party financials system is in use, an integration to the financial system would have to be built.

		Payroll provides for user defined pay cycles, which may include weekly, biweekly, monthly or semi-monthly.		Standard

		Payroll system produces W-2 forms and related magnetic media formats and filing of the electronic media to the tax agencies by the deadline.		Standard		Workday produces electronic W-2 forms but does not generate magnetic media nor electronic media for filings. This would be supported by a third party partner.

		Payroll system provides a remote site payroll entry function.		Standard		Workday is accessible from anywhere via a standard web browser.

		Payroll system provides a secure method of hours entry that can be accessed from a remote site.		Standard		Workday delivers integration to Kronos, NetTime or OneSource VHR for time entry.

		Payroll system provides an unlimited number of pay and deduction types.		Standard

		Payroll system provides laser check printing with digitized signatures.		Standard

		Remote hours entry function restricts entry by various elements (as by department and relationship) to access their employees.		Configuration		Workday delivers integration to Kronos, NetTime or OneSource VHR for time entry.

		Solution has secure access to certain earnings and deductions so that they can be maintained only by specified individuals.		Configuration

		Solution has single security set-up for on-line and reporting access. The system has the ability to restrict access to central payroll but still allow visibility to other parts of the employee record.		Configuration

		System allows a limit to be set for deduction maximums.		Standard

		Ability for employee self service state tax elections		Standard		Workday enables workers to submit their own state tax elections, reducing manual entry for payroll administrators.

		System has ability to support state reciprocity and withhold state taxes based upon work location.		Standard

		Table driven fields should have the capability of drop down and keying with validation.		Standard

		The payroll configuration  should have user-defined fields that can be designated as required or optional fields for use during payroll reporting and/or general ledger journal entry creation.		Configuration		Workday provides calculated fields which will allow you to define fields that can be derived for use in reports, business processes and eligibility rules.

		The solution can maintain separate holidays scheduled for each processing group.  		Standard

		The solution can make automatic tax recalculations for Medicare and Social Security wages and tax withheld, during the payroll cycle, and if manual adjustment, no less than the next payroll cycle.		Standard

		The solution has the ability to perform transfers or department changes even on the first pay cycle of the year.		Standard

		The solution has the ability to send an accounting transaction to the financials system that will create a liability for outstanding vacation balances and other paid time off categories, using the employees current pay rate.  		Configuration		An integration could be built to accomplish this.

		The solution must be able to transfer employees from US to International pay groups.		Standard

		The solution must be capable of performing currency conversions.		Standard

		The solution must notify the Payroll office of any discrepancies when the employer side and the employee side of OASDI/Medicare do not match.		Standard		This can be accomplished using reporting tools.

		The solution must provide the ability to accumulate taxes for all pay companies within the same EIN regardless of differences in pay schedules to produce accurate tax filings.		Standard		EIN = Company or Legal Entity in Workday.

		The solution must provide the ability to produce on-demand annual form W-2,  generation for terminated employees, and duplicates after year-end processing.		Standard

		The solution should allow for a mock running of the W-2 process at any time during the calendar year and support W-2 creation mid year if requested by an employee.		Standard

		The system allows on-line general ledger mapping for all payroll earnings codes when needed  including changes with point in time reporting.  		Standard

		The system has the ability for an employee to change state of withholding or pay frequency without issuing a new employee number.		Standard		State of withholding changes may be performed by an administrator or via employee self service as an address change within the contact change business process. State withholding may be changed by an administrator or through employee self service.  

Pay frequency changes would be accomplished through a job change or pay group change transaction.

		The system has the ability to auto-assign a personal ID that stays with an employee for his/her lifetime in the system if the ID is created by IDM, Payroll.		Standard

		The system has the ability to calculate and imputed income on a per pay cycle basis.		Standard

		The system has the ability to export payroll employee, position and pay data directly to Microsoft Excel.		Standard

		The system has the ability to hold future dated transactions which will not process until the payroll cycle in which they are effective.  		Standard

		The system has the ability to run audit reports such as employees with zero checks, checks outside of tolerances, etc. 		Standard

		The system must have built-in analytics to allow users to set up comprehensive audits that are embedded into payroll results, and drill into audit alerts to investigate.		Standard

		The system must be able to support the definition of custom audit configurations without the need for programming. The new audit definitions must not be impacted by future upgrades.		Standard

		The system interfaces to multiple time and attendance time clock systems.		Configuration

		The system is able to sort checks by any field it contains. 		Standard		Checks can be sorted on business site, company, cost center, employee id, paygroup, region, supervisory organization, work shift and zip code.

		The system must be able to automatically void a check from the original labor distribution.  		Standard

		The system must be able to permit an administrator to select a previously issued check and void it out (gross to net including all earnings, taxes, deduction and memos) gross to net without the need to reverse each line individually.		Standard

		Ability to quickly view payroll compliance updates via Payroll Compliance Dashboard		Standard		Workday delivers access to a "Payroll Compliance Updates" dashboard which will enable you to easily review updates delivered in the last week, updates going into effect during the next month and which are most impactful to your employee population, as well as simple navigation to various compliance related tasks/reports.

		The system produces a fatal warning message at the time of new hire if the Social Security Number already exists in the system, regardless of which company code.  		Standard		A warning will be natively generated should an SSN match one that is already in the system. An error could be configured in the business process should a "hard stop" be desired.

		The system provides ad-hoc gross payroll reports for salary and hourly employees. For all hours and earnings.		Standard		Workday delivers standard reports. The standard report can be copied and configured to your needs.

		The system provides the ability if the employees tax treatment changes, to warn the payroll staff that an employee has reached a threshold situation or is in jeopardy of an event based on year to date information, current employee status and future encumbrances.		Configuration		Workday allows the configuration of audits that can be run during payroll processing.  These audits are configured by our customers and are used to catch payroll-related issues. Additionally, edits can be built into supporting business processes that can catch or validate issues.

		The system provides the ability to interface to a compliance system for Non-Resident Aliens, (NRA) for proper tax treatment of earnings based on visa status, tax treaty and employment status. 		Standard		Workday delivers the ability to monitor this information and also maintains an API for the exchange of information with third party compliance systems.

		The system supports employer and employee taxing down to the employee and element/pay code level.		Standard

		The system supports system controlled date (severance) and goals for special payments such as bonuses, cash in lieu of retirement contributions, prizes and awards, moving expenses, communication allowances and possibly foreign assignee allowances and other similar special gross pay items. Some special payments are paid at certain times each month but cannot exceed the goal amount that may be ascending or descending. Ability to import special payments. Ability to create workflow with appropriate approvals. Ability to mass change amounts or extend expiration dates for special payments. Ability to process special payments as actual payments to employee or taxable updates with taxes due being withheld from the current pay.		Configuration

		The system supports system controlled date and goals for payroll deductions such as pre/post tax parking, health and welfare reductions, deduction, domestic employee deduction with the associated imputed income transactions, union dues, student tuition and fees, garnishments, university advancement deductions, etc. (based on a goal or permanent until authorization revoked). Some deductions are scheduled to be withheld from all pays or just specific pays (biweekly deductions are withheld 24 times annually). Some deductions should be withheld until a goal (ascending or descending) is reached. Ability to import deductions. Ability to create workflow with appropriate approvals. Ability to mass change amounts or extend expiration dates for deductions.		Configuration

		The system tracks employee/ employer taxes - MTD, QTD, YTD, and Fiscal YTD and updates every pay cycle.  		Standard		Workday manages balances in a dynamic fashion. Workday does not persist MTD, QTD, YTD balances in a traditional manner. Workday allows the configuration of balance requirements and then dynamically generates the balances as necessary and configured.

		The system will prevent duplicate check numbers throughout the entire database.  		Standard

		The system will prevent duplicate SSN’s throughout the database. Note: the user may be entering an employee already in the system with another SSN (one of the SSNs may be a typo). Also ability to combine records if an employee ends up being entered with 2 different SSNs (accidentally).		Standard		Standard to prevent duplicate SSN.  There is currently no delivered way to merge records if duplicates exist.

		The vendor adheres to all government reporting and tax filing for state, federal and local, unemployment, jurisdictions including but not limited to W-2, W-2c, 941, 941c, etc. Vendor will maintain and update all tax tables to comply with all regulatory requirements.		Standard		With the exception of 941 - 941 reports are quarterly tax reports and would be filed by the tax filing vendor. Workday integrates to ADP, Ceridian and OneSource VHR for tax filing.

		Ability to create biweekly year end accrual file for fiscal year end close.		Standard

		Ability to interface pay history back into HR system.		Standard		Workday is a fully integrated HCM/Payroll system. There is no need to interface pay history information back into HR.

		Ability to pay domestic communication allowance.		Standard

		Ability to pay EE's without an SSN by issuing a unique # from 000-00-0001 through 000-00-9999.		Configuration

		Ability to process "gross" deductions for employees who are overpaid so they don't need to write a check back to the University for the net amount overpaid.		Standard

		Ability to process tax gross ups automatically for short term taxable allowances paid to employees on foreign assignments.		Standard

		International Payroll processing for multiple countries.		Standard		Workday supports payroll for US, Canada, UK, and France. International payrolls can be supported through a Workday built, hosted and maintained interface to a Workday supported payroll aggregator or through tailored integrations directly to local country payrolls.

		Maintains information on employment verifications.		Standard

		System has ability to permit certain specified permanently scheduled deductions to go into arrears when not taken from the current pay and to hold them in arrears until the next time the employee is paid so the arrears along with the current pay deductions can be withheld		Standard

		The system maintains allowances i.e., approval status for allowances, program availability, assignment length, taxability, acknowledgement of receipts, type and goals.		Standard		Allowances can be configured to default to an employee based on eligibility rules, for example, upon transfer to a specific location or job type. Allowances changes can be requested by a manager and routed for approval or can be entered by HR with or without require approval.

		The system maintains security based on roles, actions, and activities. Included is the delegation of approval.		Standard

		The system maintains the I-9 information for purposes of compliance if visa or other status should expire or have limits on work eligibility, warnings and report will detect occurrences. 		Configuration

		The system must coordinate the allowances it provides its employees with the allowances provided to their spouses by the spouses' employer, if thee employee has a split assignment by allowing entries for non employees in the employee record.		Standard		Using reporting tools.

		The system must record and maintain all gross to net details by object code and translation values for the interface or integration into the financial system i.e.:
o Earnings Element setup
o Auto-pop definition
o Labor Schedules
o Employee Distribution History Inquiry
o Work study		Standard		Workday derives financial code values through Worktags in order to map back to the financial system. If using Workday Financials, an integration is not necessary.

		The system provides the entry and maintenance of employee allowances, including Eligibility criteria, enrollment, one-time requests, 3rd party invoice creation, start and end dates.		Standard		All except third-party invoice creation is supported.

		The system should allow for the acceptance of deduction for employer obligations, such as student tuition deductions.		Standard

		The system will mask and not display any employee social security numbers on pay stubs, reports or some screens within the system. 		Standard

		Payroll Configuration

		Earning codes and deduction codes are effective dated?		Standard

		Ability to calculate salaried payrolls accurately during times when only partial pays are due (mid month new hire, mid month termination and mid month leave or return from leave). Ability to process accurate pays when employee's status changes from non-exempt to exempt or vice versa.		Standard

		Ability to process employee SRA reductions and Roth and 457B deductions and reductions Roth included with part of SRA limit maximum. Systems will need to know regulations on who is eligible to make "catch up contributions" based on years of service and/or age.		Standard

		Ability to process non- taxable earnings elements such as reimbursements and expat/domestic allowances through payroll.		Standard

		Automatically define reciprocal state agreements and calculate taxes based on the parameters of those agreements.		Standard		Reciprocity rules are Workday delivered and maintained.

		Autopay - Ability to calculate pay for normal full month salaried employees.		Standard

		Deductions in arrears processing with ability to suspend functionally for extra pay runs outside normally scheduled runs.		Standard

		Deductions on the employee level should be event/date driven and should have goal limits and goal dates for garnishments, declining balances, etc.		Standard

		For all types of garnishments (tax levy, child support, federal or state levies, creditor garnishments) the solution must provide fields for the received date, the effective date, the inactive date and the case number. 		Standard

		Support unlimited pay groups and pay runs.		Standard

		Generate Annual W2 forms in accordance with IRS regulations and reporting requirements and stuff and seal them by employee.  Allow custom sort - currently alpha.		Standard		Workday does not "stuff and seal" the W-2s - that will be a function of printing and mailing. Workday makes W-2s available via employee self service, and employees can optionally elect to receive their W-2s only electronically.

		Process Relocation (as required by the IRS) and tax and report on W2 appropriately.		Standard

		Process W2-c's when needed.		Standard

		Responsible for staying abreast of all tax regulation changes and testing and incorporating them seamlessly so tax withholdings and filings are accurate as well as employees pays.		Standard

		System has the ability for central payroll to withhold one time deductions (like advances) as needed.		Standard

		Table validation for deduction amounts are used based on plan and status.		Standard

		The ability to accept future dated benefits deductions and not process them until the pay cycle in which they are effective.		Standard

		The solution can accept a file from the chosen banking institute, for clearing the issued checks, and the remaining open checks produce a escheatment report.		Standard		Workday has check reconciliation -and enables you to easily search for payments to escheat. Workday creates the associated escheatment accounting based on your configuration of the escheatment posting rule.

		The solution has the ability to assign a deduction to a particular pay cycle within the month.  		Standard

		The solution has the ability to collect union dues based on table driven formula.  		Standard

		The solution must allow for different ACH transactions permitting the transmission of employee deductions to various vendors’ bank accounts in compliance with all NACHA regulations.		Standard

		The solution must allow for different benefit defined deduction types. These may be taxable or pre-taxable deductions and may be determined on a “fixed-amount” basis or on a “percentage” basis using any combination of the base and/or other earnings categories. Some of the deduction types may have a matching “employer” calculation but not necessarily at the same rate. The “employer” calculation may be determined on a “fixed-amount” basis or on a “percentage” basis using any combination of the base and/or other earnings categories.		Standard

		The solution must allow for different specialized earnings types that are considered in the calculation of Federal, State and Local taxes but will not be paid to the employee. (Non taxable cash fringes, or imputed income, employee graduate tuition benefits, relocation and some allowances paid via accounts payable, taxable awards paid via AP and reclassification of wages previously paid via AP).		Standard

		The solution must be able to assign fees based on the type of garnishment and where it originated. The solution must also provide the capability to waive the fee, if necessary.		Standard

		The solution must be able to assign the correct priorities for multiple garnishments to the various types of garnishments based on State, Provincial, and/or Federal law.		Standard

		The solution must be able to calculate disposable earnings differently depending on the type of garnishment.  		Standard

		The solution must create the letters and documents required by law such as creditor garnishment answer letters, nonexempt earnings statements, termination letters, etc. The solution must provide the ability to recall and reprint letters as needed.		Configuration		Letter templates are not delivered. Letters can be created outside of Workday and populated from data in Workday using Workday reports as a data source.

		The solution must follow State, and/or Federal laws for limits on amounts withheld (i.e., consumer credit protection, child support, levies, etc.).		Standard

		The solution must provide the ability to comply with all Federal and State rules governing child support (i.e., second family and arrears).		Standard

		The solution must provide the ability to maintain lists for payees, creditors and Courts, which include the address and telephone numbers.		Standard

		The solution must provide the ability to reinstate a garnishment after the original limit has been met.		Standard

		The solution must support calculation of multiple child supports and, if necessary, have the ability to allocate the funds available.		Standard

		The solution provides the ability to enter relocation events and details, that determines  taxable and non-taxable reimbursements and/or updates to the employee record.		Configuration

		The solution should provide a means of recording notes for any changes made to the individual cases.		Standard

		The solution should provide the ability to define deductions by flat percent, declining balance, or upper limit, and allow definition of deduction frequency (every pay period, quarterly, 1st and 3rd pay periods, etc.). Deduction totals should be available at and for any point in time at a detail or summary level.		Standard

		The system can perform mass updates with detailed audit trails of changes.		Standard

		The system has the ability to handle multiple garnishments and can enforce federal and state limits for minimum employee checks. 		Standard

		The system is able to accumulate information to create calculations from various pieces of employee data, payroll data and employer data elements i.e., employee pension or retirement eligible hours/earnings, employer pension liability, imputed income such as GTL Needs to also be based on retirement eligibility date which may be different from employment date if employee suffered a more than 18 month break in service.		Configuration

		The system is able to recover deduction arrearage and has the flexibility to collect using different methods. The system automatically deducts what is owed in next pay periods or based on a redefined schedule. Need to define which deductions go into arrears.		Standard

		The system maintains the supplemental retirement amounts by statute, taxes appropriate, maintains multiple levels of limits, i.e., annual contribution, annual compensation, age specific and catch up contributions and maintain these balances separately for future reporting, for and across multiple plans.  Ability to accept individual employee limits by plan from a third party (e.g., Vanguard, TIAACref).		Configuration

		The system maintains tuition remission and reimbursement amounts. When reimbursement amount exceed the federal taxable allowance amount, automatically add as taxable event to the employee record.		Standard

		The system provides the ability to record stop payments and reissue if required.		Standard

		The system provides the ability to view historical biographic (name, address), status, position, deduction, dates, and tax data by date for point in time reporting with appropriate access controls. EFT History.		Standard

		The system should provide the ability to make wage and tax adjustments within the employees payroll record, by effected tax quarter. Subsequent to entries, appropriate journal entries as well as employer required quarterly and annual correction reports can be produced.		Standard

		The system supports legal hierarchy of deductions (garnishments, tax levies etc.).  		Standard		Workday delivers and maintains federal and state garnishment rules.

		The system supports the automatic imputing of certain earnings as taxable wages, i.e., domestic partner benefits, life insurance, etc.		Standard

		The system supports up to at least two direct deposit accounts; it will support accounts with alpha digit and have history available.		Standard

		The system tracks a payroll advance and can recover the advance and stop the deduction when balance is satisfied.		Standard

		The system tracks third party sick pay and reports it properly on the W-2.  		Standard

		The system withholds from multiple states at the employees request.  		Standard

		Ability to accurately pay employees on a 9 over 12 basis according to employees election  as long as compliant with IRS 409A regulations. Notify employee a 9 over 12 pay method is not available to them if doing so creates deferred compensation under 409A.		Standard		Customer-defined configuration of Compensation Elements, Benefits Plans & Groups, Payroll Earnings and Deductions, and their calculation frequency and processing frequency.

		Ability to assign payrolls, default object codes, assignment numbers, payroll system company codes, payroll system file numbers and relevant pay data (pay element).		Standard		Workday is designed with a highly flexible, Worktag-driven approach to GL mapping.

		Ability to Calculate a deduction based upon a percentage of gross pay and a specific factor (AEA dues).		Standard

		Ability to Calculate employer 403b retirement contributions based upon a specific earnings codes and deduction factor setup passed from the HR system. Generate reports and carrier files of the data HRIS currently create and provides carriers data files.		Standard		Workday is a fully integrated HCM/Payroll system. There is no need to pass information from the HR system to the Payroll system.

		Ability to define status to pay people who should be paid and flag people in status that should not be paid (terminated unless on severance code).		Standard

		Ability to generate standard delivered payroll reports from the payroll application. The reports should be able to run on different selection criteria (batch name, employee name, etc.) and sorted as needed and should be able to be exported to excel for additional sorting, analysis and saving. Scheduled and ad hoc.		Standard

		Ability to group deductions and withhold deductions based on the frequency established for the specific group.		Standard

		Ability to interface to all benefit carriers according to the benefit carriers specifications.		Configuration		Workday's Cloud Connect for Benefits provides a network of interfaces to many benefit carriers, each of which are built, hosted, and maintained by Workday.

		Ability to prioritize all voluntary deductions/reductions.		Standard

		Ability to process manual checks on an as needed basis on or off site with accurate tax and deduction withholdings calculated systematically. Manual checks should automatically be included in pregen/ sublime files and journalized.		Standard

		Ability to update taxable earnings without permitting earnings to flow through to net pay or be included in earnings sent to GL for recording. (examples moving, awards, third party allowances, some tuition benefits, gridded deductions for tax types).		Configuration

		Ability to view and query pay details including earnings, deductions, memos, net pay, deductions not taken, and employees in error in preview mode prior to accepting or rejecting  the payroll to ensure the accuracy of the pay run.		Standard		With Workday Payroll in house, you have control over when payroll runs, when reports are reviewed and when data is corrected if required.

		Ability to write reports via Reporting tool and access data (at no additional charge).		Standard

		Auto pay (salary monthly pay) - systematically create pay transactions for full month salary for payroll system partial pay; create report and pay transactions using work days and daily rate for partial month payments of salary.		Standard

		Calculate EMS (currently local service tax but may be changed to commuter tax shortly) tax withholdings and provide custom reports for tax filing and employee receipts.		Configuration		Note, however, that tax filing requires a third party provider.

		Check and Advice Production.		Standard		You can create and, if required, print checks and advices. Alternatively, you can outsource check printing to a third party like ADP, Ceridian or OneSource VHR.

		Custom Pay Statement - The solution must have the ability to suppress pay codes or deductions as needed.		Configuration

		Deduction in Arrears - Provide the option to identify which deductions are eligible for arrears and a priority can be established for the order in which arrears are to be repaid. payroll system's arrears program will hold arrears amounts for collection in the next available pay cycle. Adjustments made to reflect payments on deductions in arrears via personal check are processed as manual checks which updates year and quarter to date balances without issuing a check payable to the employee.		Standard

		Deduction Registers by deduction code so they can be distributed to deduction owner (parking office, advancement).		Standard

		Employee master file change report is needed with every pay run to show pending master file changes prior to transmitting pay to payroll system.		Standard		Workday Payroll is fully unified with HCM, there is no need to "transmit" changes in HCM to payroll.

		Escheat Management.		Standard		Workday enables you to easily search for payments to escheat. Workday creates the associated escheatment accounting based on your configuration of the escheatment posting rule.

		Integration with Windstar application for management of foreign nationals exemptions from federal tax and taxation up to the limit provided by the employee specific treaty and exempt employees from FICA based on green card or substantial presence test data.		Configuration		Workday does not deliver a packaged integration to specific compliance companies.  However, Workday does maintain APIs for purposes of sending and receiving data from third party compliance companies.

		LOA PTO processing - create timecard transactions on pto days entered in Leave of Absence process using calculated daily rate for salary appointments ending 1 day before leave date.		Configuration

		Manual check activity should be updated into employees earnings/deductions/taxes with the next scheduled pay run automatically by the system without the need for re-entry of data.		Standard

		Payroll system standard report generation - on paper and/or secure CD that permits custom sorts. Reports are generated with each payroll processed. Would prefer to receive reports on-line in excel format as well as on CD for permanent storage.		Configuration

		Payroll system standard report generation - quarterly frequency on secure CD or paper as elected.		Configuration

		Process all files using latest security features (encryption technology), where appropriate and the recipient has corresponding capabilities.		Standard

		Process international payrolls or support interface to International Payroll vendor. This requirement included "end-to-end" payroll processing based on employee data entered into HR. Also includes creation of data for distribution process into GL, GA and Labor Distribution modules.		Configuration		Workday supports payroll for US, Canada, UK, and France. International payrolls can be supported through a Workday built, hosted, and maintained interface to a Workday supported payroll aggregator or through tailored integrations directly to local country payrolls.

		Provide ability to track University costs for employee benefits provided and display employer cost to provide these benefits on the pay statement by benefit type (memo codes). As well as on the W-2 form as required by law beginning in 2011.		Standard

		Provide employee access to online earnings statements and W2 information via employee self service.		Standard

		Provide post pay processing gross to net data by employee in application in order to facilitate response to customer service questions.		Standard

		PTO balance tracking and reporting on check stub.		Standard

		Suppress tax in/outs from appearing on employee's earnings statements. 		Standard

		Ability to process manual check transactions (advances or error correction).		Standard

		Ability to process stop payments on checks.		Standard

		Ability to process reversal or stops on direct deposits.		Standard

		Ability to process one time transactions for deductions, earnings and memo codes.		Standard

		Allow for receipt of personal checks to clear deductions in arrears or pay overpayments.		Standard		Processed as adjustments in the employee pay input.

		Ability to process check cancellations.		Standard

		Ability to process memo account adjustment entries.		Standard

		Ability to accept interfaced/imported pay, memo and deduction transactions as well as manual entry of the same.		Configuration

		Provide online cumulative data viewing by employee including earnings, deductions, memos, goals and PTO balances.		Standard

		Provide ability to accumulate earnings, deductions and memos on a per pay, monthly, quarterly, annually or fiscal year basis and report on all such accumulators.		Standard

		Ability to change employee SSN .		Standard

		Ability to easily transfer employees between payrolls while keeping the same deduction and master file setups. (Need to re-use file # previously used in that company.)		Standard

		Ability to move employees back and forth between pay companies while reusing the same previously assigned file number.		Standard

		Ability to view pay change for this unprocessed pay cycle.		Standard

		Ability to flag and send master file changes to payroll vendor (address changes, W4 setups, etc.).		Standard		If using Workday Payroll then the HCM and Payroll systems are seamlessly integrated - no need to "send master file changes" to payroll.  If using an outsourced, non-Workday payroll, then the payroll interface will pick up and send these changes to the third party payroll.

		Ability to re-generate earnings statements for employees at their request from the central payroll office.		Standard		Employee self service will allow access to payslips across multiple device types - desktop, tablet, and mobile 24/7. 

		Ability to re-generate earnings statements for employees at their request from a secure online site.		Standard		Employee self service will allow access to payslips across multiple device types - desktop, tablet, and mobile 24/7. 

		Ability to re-generate annual W2 form for  employees at their request from a secure online site for current and previously employed years.		Standard		Employee self service will allow access to year end tax documents across multiple device types - desktop, tablet, and mobile 24/7. 

		Ability to override pay schedule and processed unscheduled pays.		Standard

		Ability to override deduction setup for scheduled pay runs.		Standard

		Ability to reset cycle status if required due to processing errors.		Standard

		Ability to process payrolls for multiple pay frequencies under one EIN.		Standard

		Ability to create company groups.		Standard

		Ability to create security groups to restrict payroll access by department.		Standard		Workday delivers pre-configured security. You can make changes to that delivered security if desired/required.

		Ability to transmit payroll data via a secure high speed internet connection.		Standard		If payroll is run in Workday then, there is no need to "transmit" payroll.

		Ability to establish and configure system validation tables by pay company.		Standard		"Company" is just one of many variables that can be used in eligibility rules and payroll calculations.

		Ability to setup/delete new users and define system access. Users should be able to create a secure/strong password.		Standard

		Ability to establish user preferences.		Standard

		Ability to send, receive, load and decrypt files.		Configuration

		Ability to import data from various sources in a generally available file format ( Excel, CSV, ETC).		Standard

		Ability to adjust employee salaries, taxes, deductions, etc. across quarters with appropriate reporting.		Standard

		Ability to assign a "dummy ssn" and then update to real with change propagated throughout the system. Dummy SSN's  need to have logic - some are sent to payroll and some are not.		Standard		You can pay employees without an SSN in Workday - there is no systemic need for "dummy SSN". These will not be propagated automatically.

		Ability to assign payrolls, default object codes, assignment numbers where should be default object code be determined?		Standard		Workday derives financial code values through Worktags in order to map back to the financial system.

		Ability to complete FMLA reduction transactions. This includes entering deduct days calculating daily rate and generating timecard transaction to send in pay file. This may includes docking time when PTO days taken are in excess of what was earned.		Configuration

		Ability to correctly calculate the amount due to each employee and pass to external Payroll application.		Standard		Note that Workday Payroll is integrated with HCM, there is no need to pass data to an external system.

		Ability to define shifts and shift differentials and apply them when shift hours are worked for an eligible employee.		Standard

		Ability to export data to various sources in a generally available file format.		Configuration

		Ability to move employees from one payroll to another, including rehires.		Standard

		Ability to pay multiple pay lines simultaneously (with different taxation requirements).		Standard

		Ability to process communication device allowance including payment, auto shut off, begin/end dates, journalization of transactions.		Standard

		Ability to systematically create and pay PTO balance accrued at termination.		Standard

		Ability to transmit the necessary information from benefits to payroll to appropriately tax, deduct, report on benefit items.		Standard		Workday is a fully integrated HCM/Payroll system that includes full benefit administration capability. There is no need to "transmit" information from benefits to payroll.

		Allow for interface of dependent care reimbursement account data from external source and withhold and tax deduction accurately. W2 special reporting required.		Configuration

		Allow for interface of Flexible spending account data from external source and withhold and tax deduction accurately.  		Configuration

		Childcare taxable income processing - need screen to track employer contribution and dependent care and calculate additional taxable income in pay run.		Standard

		Enter, update, store direct deposit information and transmit in pay file to bank.		Standard

		Generate Social Security Administration SSN verification file.		Configuration

		Look at all Union dues withholding requirements and have payroll system address.		Standard

		Look at all Union pension/retirement contribution calculations .		Standard

		Manage declining balances:
- Declining balance deduction interactive screens to feed payroll system.  Includes distributed screens for entry/maintenance of declining balance deductions
- Declining balance shutoffs when goal is met		Standard		All is managed on the employee payroll input page, no need for a separate "screen" for this.

		Misc payment entry and processing. Includes screen to enter manual pay entries like allowances and special payments..		Standard

		New Hire Reporting for all states within timeframe required.		Configuration		The customer will be responsible for State New Hire Reporting.

		Process one-time amounts from admin user entry (either additional amounts or refunds).		Standard

		Process termination payments when the separation date is today or before. Benefits end at end of the month and employment status changes to terminated.		Standard

		Produce one annual W2 form for all companies paid from in the calendar year.		Standard		Workday produces one W-2 per EIN for each EE (and EIN = company in Workday).

		Pay data and manual check entry. This includes a screen to enter transactions entered directly into system for distribution; and a process to feed transactions into distribution process for transactions thrown away during pay in load. Throw away and don't journalize taxation update transactions (relocation, awards, miscti).		Configuration

		Create memo transactions to show employer contribution on benefits.		Standard

		LOA PTO  and RSL processing - create timecard transactions on pto days entered in Leave of Absence process using calculated daily rate for salary appointments ending 1 day before leave date.		Configuration		Workday's leave of absence request process can be configured to change the employee's status to inactive as required. This status is available to payroll so that pay can be suspended if required.

		Web based reporting tool should have scheduling, file drop pointing abilities and naming convention.		Standard

		Solution must provide EMS Tax Block reporting.		Standard

		Pay Data Entry and Processing

		Ability to run payroll in a trial mode.		Standard

		Ability to recalculate a single employee when a correction is made after payroll is calculated.		Standard

		Ability to make net zero adjustments to earnings and employer paid expenses for completed pay periods.		Standard

		Ability to select worker(s) to be calculated during retro pay		Standard

		Ability to support an employee working in multiple companies that all share a single legal entity for tax reporting purposes.		Standard		Workday allows customers to configure multiple companies as necessary and have all companies tie back to a single legal entity. In this manner, companies can be used as an organizing and controlling entity while all earnings limitations, taxes, etc. are controlled against a single legal entity.

		Manual check capabilities to include employee actual earnings and deductions taxability.  		Standard

		Support for retroactive compensation changes 		Standard

		The solution has the ability for special payments to be associated with certain cost account general ledger codes that can be overwritten by exception.  		Configuration

		The solution is able to produce automatic pay entries on a report before processing the payroll.  		Standard

		The solution must accommodate and track all changes including retroactive changes.		Standard		Workday supports retroactive payroll processing for retroactive time off transactions, retroactive time entry adjustments, retroactive compensation changes, retroactive benefit enrollments/changes, and retroactive hire/leave of absence/termination events.  Workday's retroactive payroll solution recalculates historical payrolls when a change is found in order to determine the effect on the employee. The amount due or owing from the employee is then reconciled in the next on cycle payroll.

		The solution must allow for multiple distribution methods to include either time or a percentage of wages and/or employer taxes.		Standard		Time distribution can be fed in from the time and labor system. Within Workday you can distribute time to multiple cost centers by percent. This applies to wages and taxes.

		The solution must have audit checks to prevent errors in data entry.  		Configuration

		The solution must have configurable GL and GM code segments, and be able to configure the fields according to financial system requirements (e.g., field size and allow numbers & decimals).		Configuration		Workday derives financial code values through Worktags in order to map back to the financial system.

		The solution must have provision for capturing units and/or other department codes.		Standard

		The solution must provide a method for verifying that the accounting elements entered for labor distribution are valid in the accounting system GL and GM accounts.		Standard		Workday derives financial code values through Worktags in order to map back to the financial system.

		The solution must provide at least 48 characters in order to define the labor distribution fields.		Configuration		Workday derives financial code values through Worktags in order to map back to the financial system.

		The solution must provide the ability to allow additional Federal and State, local, SUI and SDI withholdings.		Standard

		The solution must provide the ability to automatically establish an earning or deduction for an employee by using values pre-defined for the earning/deduction at the organization level.		Standard

		The solution must provide the ability to process fringe benefits (including cash fringe, non-cash fringe, and imputed income), and adjust taxable wages and tax balances accordingly.		Standard

		The solution must provide validation for GL codes, units and/or grants accounting segment codes.		Standard		Workday derives financial code values through Worktags in order to map back to the financial system.

		The solution supports an easy entry for calculating grossed up entries using the actual employee’s withholdings or the Federal flat amount.		Standard

		The solution supports both automatic pay and exception-based entries.		Standard

		The system supports check printing on demand and automated processes.  		Standard

		The system will provide the ability for a net pay/earnings amount to be entered and then a gross-up function to result in the gross amount of the payment.		Standard

		Pay Check Features

		The solution will show hours and earnings by department (showing multiple jobs), cost center worked, rate of pay received, and YTD accumulation for all earnings on the pay stub.		Configuration		The Workday pay advice is configurable.

		The solution will show vacation, sick time, etc. program allowed, taken, and balance on the pay stub.		Standard

		The solution will summarize employee data on the stub and have the ability to show up to 40 lines of data.  		Configuration

		The solution must provide laser-printed paychecks with MICR encoding. The check stubs or deposit advices must be easily modified to accommodate additions or deletions and must comply with various Federal, State, Local, and Union mandated requirements.		Configuration		Workday delivers paycheck printing files. You can house the hardware to print the checks, or can outsource check printing to a third party provider like ADP, Ceridian, or OneSource VHR. Through the use of the Workday reporting tools, you can configure the check stubs and deposit slips to meet your needs.

		The solution must provide paychecks and advice notices that display W-4 filing status.  		Standard

		The solution must provide paychecks and advice notices that display employer matching contributions to the 401K plan, and other memo entries like employer cost to provide benefits.		Standard

		The solution must be able to display all current and year to date totals for each earnings and deduction displayed.		Standard

		The solution must accommodate multiple pay rates on an individual employee's check stub if earnings carry different rates. The rate displayed must be the actual rate paid and not represent an "average" or "blended" rate.		Standard

		The solution must ensure no negative checks are printed.		Standard

		The solution should provide the ability to create special pay runs for an employee in a given pay period, i.e., a separate paycheck for incentive/ bonus payments.		Standard

		The solution must provide the ability to identify, and print on the employee's check stub or deposit advice, all additions to income including those "invisible" earnings and/or deductions that do not appear in the hourly rate, such as uniform allowance.  		Standard

		The system must provide electronic pay statements, that can be retrieved via secure means within or external to the network.		Standard

		PTO balance tracking and reporting on check stub.		Standard

		Blank check stock printing available with a Canadian bank 		Standard

		Provide the ability to create a custom layout for paychecks and payslips.		Configuration		Through the use of the Workday Report Designer you can configure paychecks and payslips to meet your needs.

		Provide the ability to create a prenote run.		Standard		Direct deposit prenote runs can be created manually or can be scheduled to run as needed for a specific company and bank account.

		Provide employees with the ability to elect a new voluntary deduction via Self-Service.		Standard

		Support FLSA Overtime requirements for public safety personnel (such as police officers and firefighters) that have work periods that fluctuate between 7 and 28 days.		Standard

		Support to manage bulk payroll inputs.		Standard		Workday supports bulk payroll input via user-defined Worksheets, which enable real-time updates to worker data.
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Succession Planning

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Succession Planning

		Provide alert notifications for key employees who do not have a successor identified.		Configuration

		Ability to assess team potential within Succession Planning.		Standard		Workday delivers a business process that can be used to  assess team potential, secured to these functional areas:  

    • Career and Development Planning  
    • Performance and Goals  
    • Succession Planning  

This business process enables you to assess potential for your team collectively.  

Note: You must set up the business process using the Create Business Process Definition (Default Definition) task before you can use it.

		Limit succession planning to designated positions within the organization.		Configuration

		For Positions – track those which are Key (these are actively recruited job – not ‘vacancies’).		Standard

		For each position, track competencies required  i.e., skills and education.		Standard

		Identify potential successors for a position and report their readiness to assume the position.		Standard

		Report on the succession plan organization-wide, and allow managers to develop specific plans for their departments or divisions.		Standard

		Allow for multiple successors to be identified for each position.		Standard

		Ability to create a succession strategy and assign candidates to the strategy		Standard

		Ability to create custom reports with succession planning fields		Standard		Workday delivers these report fields you can use in custom reports to report on succession strategies: position restriction without succession plan, succession candidate, succession plans for candidate, strategies by plan, strategy type, temporary fill by candidate, and temporary fill by plan.
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Self Service

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Employee Self Service and Manager Self Service

		Manager Self Service (MSS): The ability to provide electronic workflow and paperless processes (for compensation, transfer, and promotion) of  HR/Payroll transaction processing. Workflow should include electronic routing, approvals, and electronic notification of events. Ability to view the status of a transaction at anytime.		Standard

		Ability for an employee to request a Leave of Absence through self-service. This should require a supervisor approval and HR as part of the workflow.		Standard

		Ability to assign a proxy to initiate or review business processes.		Standard

		Ability to populate self-service with data from applicant system.		Standard		Workday Recruiting is fully unified with the rest of the Workday ERP. Thus, all applicant data would carry forward into an employment record upon hire.

		Ability to redirect 'in process' transactions to a different manager (e.g., manager leaves the university or changes jobs).		Standard

		Ability to use the system as a employee directory.  Ability to specify what data all employees should have access to such as business phone, email, etc.		Standard		There is a "Directory" Worklet provided in Workday so employees can see contact information for their peers, managers, etc., based on their security access.

		Ability to view an employee’s complete employment history, including all appointments, leaves of absences and breaks in service.  Ability to clearly identify the items that were modified when a change is entered.		Standard

		Different types of contact information may be secured separately		Configuration

		Direct deposit and W-4 data able to be interfaced/integrated to the Payroll System "real time". Able to "lock down" and disable the ability for employees to enter information after payroll cutoff times for their specific payroll. Able to prevent non-resident aliens from submitting W-4.		Standard

		Employee Self-Service (ESS): The ability to provide employee self-service for selected transactions. The ability to control how and when these transactions are rolled out to employees. Potential processes include updating personal data, dependents and beneficiaries, access to information about attendance, policies and procedures, benefits, and jobs, education and training; and inquiry of the employee's own benefits) information, sign up for direct deposit, W-4. Be able to view the status of a transaction at anytime.  Should be available for all international locations.		Standard

		Employees can access payslips via ESS when the pay data is brought into the system from a third party payroll provider.		Standard

		ESS: Benefit open enrollment, life changes, dependent changes, home and campus address and phone changes, self-identification of gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, race, veteran and handicap status, emergency contact info, with appropriate reviews and approvals, including allowing changes made in LDAP to flow to HR. This should accommodate the format of international addresses.  		Standard

		Granular and flexible security for Worker Documents 		Standard

		MSS/ESS: Supports adding self-service tasks that are not delivered by software vendor (e.g., adding links to a report/database/data warehouse not part of the delivered system), policy handbook, internal documents, etc.		Standard

		MSS: Ability to perform mass approvals		Standard

		MSS: The ability for managers to access employee information for which they have security rights. View selected personal information, employment history, salary history, training history, performance history, education information, professional awards, languages and proficiencies, external work history, mobility information. position in Org Chart., PTO balances and related transactions, home leave and other international leave requirements		Standard

		MSS: The ability to prevent managers from viewing some employee information (e.g., gender, race, veteran or handicap status, benefit elections, SSN, etc.). Ability to control whether or not a new manager can view performance history from a prior manager.		Standard

		Need to view PTO balances through ESS.		Standard

		The ability to produce transaction confirmations that the employee can save or print and receive notification once a change in benefits is effective in the system.		Standard

		The system must enforce eligibility rules for all self-service transactions.		Standard
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Reporting

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Reporting

		Can employee benefits statements be prepared?		Standard

		Can the proposed software prepare reports by EEO Category - gender and race?		Standard

		Can the proposed system produce a Pending Events listing for distribution to specific employee categories?		Standard

		Can the software provide full EEO Reporting?		Configuration		The data elements necessary for EEO reporting are available and accessible via the reporting tool.  Workday delivers reports that are specifically developed to present regulatory reporting information in a format that makes it easy to access when completing regulatory reports.

		Can the system and solution provide point-in-time headcount reporting with user definable criteria for which type of employees to include or exclude?		Standard

		Can the system and solution provide point-in-time open position reporting with user definable criteria regarding the type of positions to include or exclude?		Standard

		Do you provide an industry standard report writer with your system and solution?		Standard

		Does the proposed software produce comprehensive activity reports that show both past activities and future (planned) activities in date sequence?		Standard

		Does the reporting system allow the customer to extract all data elements that are in the database(s) from the system at no additional charge?		Standard

		Does the software produce employee/employment statistics by head count, FTE, and employee type in a dashboard facility?		Configuration		All data in the system is accessible via the reporting tool. If a report can be created then it can be presented as a worklet wherever desired such as on the Dashboard.

		Does the software provide employee history reporting?		Standard		All employee history is tracked and audited and is accessible via the reporting tool.

		Is your reporting tool user friendly?		Standard		The Workday Report Writer is a user friendly tool that functions similarly to a BI/data warehouse reporting tool. Data is combined into easily accessed data sources and there is no need for joining of records, knowledge of parent/child relationships, etc.

		Can the proposed software track and report on employees based upon the requirements of the position as specified by the customer? Indicate which of the following are currently supported:		Standard

		      - Commercial driver's license (CDL):		Standard		License requirements are held at the Job Profile (Jobcode) level and inherited through the position.

		      - Required Certifications:		Standard		Certification requirements are held at the Job Profile (Jobcode) level and inherited through the position.

		      - License/Certification tracking for each position:		Standard		Licenses and certifications are held at the Job Profile (Jobcode) level and inherited through the position.

		      - OSHA Training:		Standard		Training requirements are held at the Job Profile (Jobcode) level and inherited through the position.

		Ability to launch parameterized reports on the dashboard		Configuration

		Ability to Report on "Report Run History" 		Standard

		Can organization charts be run at a "point in time"?  Is role-based security a feature of viewing future org charts?		Standard

		Can the system calculate job turnover rates by different categories (e.g. Division, Region, Location, Department, voluntary/involuntary, years of service)?		Standard

		Can you handle multiple work site reporting (reports by work site)?		Standard

		Does the proposed software allow users to define custom data scrub reports?		Configuration

		Does the proposed software include standard data scrub reports?		Configuration		Workday delivers numerous audit reports for specific purposes. Additional reports can be created for analyzing data using the reporting tool.

		Does the proposed system provide the data for full OSHA log reporting?		Standard

		Does the system facilitate ACA 1094-C and ACA 1095-C?		Standard		Workday provides two reports that enable you to quickly view ACA Form 1094-C/1095-C box data without running the Create ACA 1095-C/1094-C Data task:  

    • ACA 1094-C Form/Box Tester  
    • ACA 1095-C Form/Box Tester  

Example: When you run the ACA 1095-C Form/Box Tester report and select the year, employee, and company, Workday displays a facsimile of Form 1095-C.  

Note: The data displayed on the reports reflects the most updated data in Workday, not the data last created from running the Create ACA 1095-C/1094-C Data task.

		Does the software and solution produce employee/employment statistics by head count, FTE, and employee type?		Configuration

		Does your system have a standard "built-in" reporting capability for Affirmative Action information?		Configuration		All data elements necessary for maintaining and monitoring AA plan progress are available in Workday.

		Does your system have a standard "built-in" reporting capability, or can it be customized per the database, for graduate and/or graduation data?		Standard		Report Writer is built in and a key part of the system.

		Does they system provide any reports or features to assist with the calculation of compensation bases?		Configuration		Workday provides a View Calculation Compensation Basis report and these tasks (secured to the Set Up: Base and Plan domain) that you can use to create and manage calculation compensation bases:  

    • Create Calculation Compensation Basis  
    • Delete Calculation Compensation Basis  
    • Edit Calculation Compensation Basis  

You can use the tasks to create or edit these calculation compensation basis types to meet global business requirements when you create or edit your primary compensation basis:  

    • Adjustable Basis: Adjusted by the compensation administrator or manager.  
    • Guaranteed Basis: Workday can't decrease a guaranteed basis unless you demote the employee.  
    • Subtractive Basis: Associated directly with a percentage-based compensation plan.  
    • Variable Basis: Defines the variable amount of the compensation basis.  

Note: Workday subtracts these plans from the primary compensation basis before Calculating the percent-based plans.

		Does the system provide the ability to track and report on job requisition compensation history?		Standard		We deliver a View Requisition Compensation History report that returns the compensation history of a job requisition.

		Does the system provide the ability to simulate the effects of a changed compensation basis for a worker?		Standard		Workday provides a Model Allocation by Compensation Basis report that you can use to simulate the effects of a changed compensation basis for a worker during business processes such as Change Job or Change Compensation.

		Does your system have a standard "built-in" reporting capability, or can it be customized per the database, for license tracking (RN, CRNA, MD, Board Certification, et. al.)?		Standard		Licenses can be recorded and tracked in the delivered Workday system and, as such, the data is available for reporting. When data is available for reporting, it is also available to be presented as a worklet on the desktop and/or as an alert.

		Does your system have a standard "built-in" reporting capability, or can it be customized per the database, for transfers?		Standard		All data elements necessary for reporting on transfers are available in Workday.

		Does your system produce W-2 and 1099 reports in the SSA format for annual submission?		Standard

		Explain how an org chart is run.  		Standard		Workday organizational structures can be viewed and acted upon from an organization chart view. The organization can be reviewed starting at any level in the organization and the ability to drill up and/or down is available. Organizational charts can also be printed directly from Workday. If an external tool is desired, data can be extracted from Workday for use in generating organizational charts from any system that can import data as a spreadsheet or from an XML file.

		Last Time Intelligence for Custom Reports		Standard

		Are reports available via mobile devices?		Standard		Yes. All reports that are available via web access are available to deploy on mobile devices. Mobile devices offer the same experience with drillable analytic capabilities and ability to act.

		Can your reporting tool pull reports from the entire system and all data elements onto a single report?		Configuration		Yes. As an object based system, data in Workday is inherently related between objects; making reporting much easier and simpler than in traditional ERP systems. However, there are cases where it may be necessary to combine data from parts of the system where the data is not inherently related. For example, it may be necessary to pull financial information and HCM related information from objects that are not inherently related within the object model. In this case, Workday Composite Reporting would be used to pull data into a single report from multiple objects that are not inherently related.

		Do you have an unassigned roles report?		Standard		Workday delivers the Unassigned Roles Audit report in Report Writer, enabling you to copy and modify the report.  

Note: The Report Writer version of this report returns only the top-level role-enabled organizations that you have access to view.

		Do you provide a report that can be leveraged to track skills?		Standard		Workday provides a "View Skill Profile" report that enables you to view detailed information about a skill profile.

		Do you facilitate tracking time off for contingent workers?		Standard		Workday provides the following time off reports to support contingent worker data:  

    • Accrual and Time Off Adjustments/Overrides  
    • Approved Time Off  
    • Carryover Balances for Organization (by Carryover Date)  
    • Carryover Balances for Organization (by Worker)  
    • Time Off Results Detail  
    • Time Off Results Summary  
    • Time Off Liability  
    • Time Off Liability for Position  
In addition, a Worker Type column displays whether the worker is an employee or contingent worker.

		Do you provide the ability to view configuration details for  the headcount plan template?		Standard		Workday provides a View Headcount Plan Template Version report that enables you to view configuration details for a specific version of a headcount plan template, such as:  

    • The top-level organization, number of additional organization levels, created on date, and organization effective date.  
    • Included and excluded organizations.  
    • Plan time frame.  
    • Prepopulation settings.  
    • Filters.  
    • Organization and dimension management rules.  
    • Related supply and demand analytics templates.  
The creator of the headcount plan template can run the report for all versions of the headcount plan, but other users can only view versions that include organizations they can access.

		My Team's Performance Reviews		Configuration		Workday provides a "My Team's Performance Reviews" report to be a composite report containing these subreports so you can manage additional manager evaluations:  

    • Additional Manager Evaluations  
    • Performance Reviews  

You can use the Configure Profile Group task to add the Additional Manager Evaluations report to the My Team's Performance Reviews profile group. The Additional Manager Evaluations report enables managers to pull forward and send back additional manager evaluations.

		Does your system provide the ability to identify workers who are missing eligible payment elections?		Standard		Workday provides an Audit Missing Payment Elections report that you can use to identify workers missing any type of eligible payment elections.  

This report enables you to use the Pay Types Without Payment Election column to identify pay types for which a worker is eligible but has no payment election.

		Does your system provide the ability to identify open payroll accounting transactions?		Standard		We deliver a Payroll Accounting Transactions Preventing Period Closure report that enables you to identify open payroll accounting transactions that are preventing ledger period closure.  

The report returns these types of open transactions for the ledger period you select:  

    • Payroll Actuals  
    • Commitments / Obligations  
    • Payroll Accruals

		Does your system provide a payroll register summary report?		Standard		Workday delivers a Payroll Register Summary report that returns:  

    • Payroll results for 1 or more periods.  
    • Subtotals and grand totals for pay component groups by period and pay run groups or pay group details.

		How does your system facilitate payslip printing from employee self-service tasks?		Standard		Payslip printing is a standard Employee Self-Service task accessible via mobile or on a browser.

		Will your system produce an organization chart based on the supervisory structure (a/k/a reporting relationships) defined within the database?		Standard

		University Specific Requirements

		Does your system deliver a standard IPEDS report?		Configuration

		Can custom reports be configured as related worklets within an Academic Business Process?		Standard		Workday enables you to use the Academic Affiliate report field to configure a custom report as a related worklet on these business processes:  

    • Add Academic Appointment  
    • Update Academic Appointment

		Do you provide any dashboards that address academic tenure?		Standard		Workday provides an Academic Tenure dashboard that includes worklets for academic tenure progression, attainment, and tracking. You can add this dashboard to your Home page.  

We deliver these reports that you can enable as worklets using the Maintain Dashboards task:  

    • Probationary End Date Extensions  
    • Tenure Track Academics  
    • Time in Rank  
    • Time on Tenure Track  
    • Time to Tenure  
    • Years Tenured

		Do you provide any calculated fields that can be used to configure academic tenure?		Configuration		Workday provides calculated fields that you can use to configure your organization's parameters for worklets on the Academic Tenure dashboard, such as:  

    • Time in Rank  
    • Time on Tenure Track  
    • Time to Tenure  
    • Years Tenured

		Do you facilitate academic unit reporting?		Configuration		Workday provides report fields that enable you to report on the superior and top academic unit for a subordinate appointment academic unit.

		Do you provide a report that facilitates tracking named professorships?		Configuration		Workday provides a Filled Named Professorships report that you can configure as part of the Named Professorships profile group on academic unit profiles. This report displays:  

    • Filled professorships owned by the academic unit.  
    • Current chairholders and their academic unit.  
The Current Named Professorship Chairholders report displays the owner academic unit. 

These reports enable you to view all appointees in the academic unit who are professorship chairholders, regardless of the professorship’s academic unit, as well as the academic unit's filled and unfilled professorships.

		Do you facilitate tracking current and historical appointee work status by period?		Configuration		Workday provides an Appointee Work Status by Period report that displays an appointee’s work status by past, present, and future periods. The report indicates whether the appointee is active, on leave, or has no work status data for the period.  

Workday optionally allows the display of this data on the Work Status report on worker profiles.  

To use this report, you must set up calendar reporting periods and rules for determining work status on these tasks:  

    • Maintain Period Reporting Calendar  
    • Maintain Work Status Rule Set  

Note: We recommend that you convert existing leave history to populate the report with past data so you can take advantage of the insights sooner.

		Do you facilitate tracking academic unit work  status reporting by academic unit?		Configuration		Workday provides a Work Status for Academic Unit report that enables you to view the work status of all appointees in the academic unit for past, present, and future periods. The report also indicates which appointees are on leave during specified periods.  

To use this report, you must first set up calendar reporting periods and rules for determining work status on these tasks:  

    • Maintain Period Reporting Calendar  
    • Maintain Work Status Rule Set  

Note: We recommend that you convert existing leave history to populate the report with past data so you can take advantage of the insights sooner.

		Do you provide any reports that can be leveraged to for student grading schemes?		Standard		Workday delivers these reports for grading schemes:  

    • Find Student Grading Schemes  
    • View Student Grading Scheme  

We also provide a Student Grading Schemes report data source (RDS) and report fields that you can use to report on grading schemes.

		Do you provide any reports that can be leveraged to find student prospects?		Standard		In Workday, admissions counselors with the appropriate security can use:  

    • The faceted Find Student Prospects report to quickly find a set of applicants to admit or deny.  
    • Leverage a Mass Render Decision option to record the admissions decision for a set of applicants as well as admit, deny, cancel, or withdraw applicants.

		Do you provide the ability to track action items for students?		Standard		Workday provides a View Student - Action Items report for admins and others to find these items.  Additionally, there is a section of the student profile - Action Items and Holds where the student may keep track of these items.

		How does your system facilitate reporting on external committee members?		Standard		Workday provides these committee membership reports to include external committee members: 

    • Committee Org Chart  
    • Committee Profile - Current Membership  
    • Committee Profile - Recent Membership Events  
    • Directory  
    • Membership Counts  
    • View Committee Membership Events  
    • View Committee Membership List  
    • View Committee Memberships

		Committee Meeting Delivered Reports		Standard		Workday provides a number of reports for tracking this data, below is a sample list of delivered reports:

    • View Committee Meeting Types  
    • View Full Committee Meeting  
    • View Vote Statuses
    • Upcoming Committee Meetings
    • View Committee Action Items
    • View Committee Meeting Minutes

		Insight Applications

		Employees at Risk Worklet				Workday provides a Retention Analysis dashboard which helps organizations keep track of the employees that Workday has deemed to be at various levels of risk with regards to retention.  

		High Risk High Performers Worklet		Standard		Workday provides a report  - High Retention Risk Workers which provides information about the workers including cost to replace, tenure, locations over tenure, last promotion date and more. 

		Job Families with Highest Retention Risk Worklet		Configuration		If desired, job family information could be added to the existing retention risk reports.  

		Retention Risk Factors Overview Worklet		Standard		The All Retention Risk Factors report displays the top risk factors discovered from historical analysis of past workers who voluntarily left the organization including the factor type and description of the factor.  

		Retention Risk Insight Application		Standard		The Workday Retention Risk Insight Application enables you to understand:  

    • Retention risk trends for top performers within the company based on historical factors.  
    • The likelihood of an employee leaving within the next year.  
    • Top performers with high retention risk.  
    • Cost associated with replacing each employee.  

The Retention Risk Insight Application only uses current professional data about a worker in your tenant (such as promotions, tenure, and job function changes) to predict retention risk. It doesn't use any personally identifying information or demographic data, such as gender, age, or ethnicity.  

The Retention Risk Insight Application provides insight within 10 days after you enable it in your tenant then updates the predictions weekly.
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Mobile

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Mobile

		Provide accessibility from tablets and/or other mobile devices.		Standard

		Can your system take advantage of mobile and/or GPS enabled mobile devices?  Describe the types of transactions, reports.  How is security ensured?		Standard		Workday supports iPhones, Androids and mobile browsers for an ever growing footprint of functionality via mobile devices.  Currently, mobile devices can be used to: access the inbox/tasks, request time off, review team information, access directory information, process a job data change, review team calendars, complete performance appraisals and, of course, access reports.  Workday natively supports mobile devices and there is no need for additional middleware or platform to support mobile access.  Mobile access utilizes the same security model, login credentials, etc. as the browser based version.

		Does your system enable workers to resign or withdraw resignations from mobile devices?		Standard		Workday enables you to select Resign or Withdraw Resignation from the Job related actions menu on these mobile apps:  

    • Workday for Android  
    • Workday for iPad  
    • Workday for iPhone  
    • Workday Mobile Web

		Does your system provide the ability to control the visibility of a worker's job family and job family group when viewing their own or other workers' profiles via mobile devices?		Configuration		Workday provides a Worker Data: Job Family on Worker Profile domain that enables you to control the visibility of a worker's job family and job family group when viewing their own or other workers' profiles.  

This domain also controls the visibility on these mobile apps:  

    • Workday for Android  
    • Workday for iPad  
    • Workday for iPhone  
    • Workday Mobile Web

		Please list the Handheld platforms currently supported by the proposed software and solution?

		     • Palm Treo:		Standard		Yes, Workday has native applications for iOS and Android. Workday can also be used with a Mobile browser.

		     • iPhone		Standard		Yes, including our own Workday app in the app store (via mobile HTML).

		     • iPad		Standard		Yes, including the Workday iPhone app and a native iPad app.

		     • BlackBerry		Standard		Yes, Workday supports smartphones via mobile HTML.

		     • Android		Standard		Yes, including Workday Android app.

		     • Other:		Standard		Yes, Workday supports smartphones via mobile HTML.

		Does your system facilitate electronic signatures via mobile devices?		Standard		Workday enables you to distribute and track the receipt of documents using the business process framework. For example, when you hire a new worker, you can use a business process to distribute documents such as an Employee Handbook or Security Policy, and then require that new hires electronically sign the document. You can now review and sign documents from your Inbox on these mobile apps:

    • Workday for Android  
    • Workday for iPad  
    • Workday for iPhone

		Can external payslips be accessed via mobile devices?		Configuration		Workday enables you to access third-party payslips on these mobile apps and view up to 6 months of external payslip history when you use the Import External Payslip integration in your tenant:

    • Workday for Android  
    • Workday for iPad  
    • Workday for iPhone

		Does the system enable you to view prospect resumes and other prospect document via mobile applications?		Standard		Workday enables you to view prospect resumes and other documents from prospect profiles on these mobile apps:

    • Workday for Android  
    • Workday for iPad  
    • Workday for iPhone  
    • Workday Mobile Web

		Does your system allow you to access retention risk from mobile applications?		Standard		Workday enables you to access the Retention Risk dashboard and worklets on these mobile apps

    • Workday for iPad  
    • Workday for iPhone

		Does your system leverage a report designer that can be used to create payslip layouts for mobile devices?		Standard		We provide support for payslip PDFs that use a Report Designer layout for: 

    •  Workday for Android 
    •  Workday for iPad  
    • Workday for iPhone  
    • Workday Mobile Web  
Workday always displays the View PDF Statement button on Mobile payslips, even when you configure a Report Designer layout for printing payslips from employee self-service tasks.

		Can employees enter elapsed and/or punch time via mobile devices?		Standard		Yes, Workday provides the ability to enter time via mobile devices either as elapsed time or punch time via web clock functionality.  Use of time off such as sick, vacation, compensatory time, etc. can also be submitted via mobile devices.

		Does your system allow workers to create, view, and/or edit personal goals via mobile applications?		Standard		With Workday, you can create, view, and edit personal goals on these mobile apps:  

    • Workday for iPad  
    • Workday for iPhone

		 Ability for an employee to view information about current benefit enrollments via mobile		Standard
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Global

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		International HR

		Ability to allow data entry to continue even if a ‘system warning’ (such as Appointments > 100%) is initiated. Some errors should be hard edits and not allow the user to proceed, while others should just be warnings, but allow the user to continue		Standard

		Ability to allow international employees to use  Employee Self Service for all functions available to domestic employees.  This would include supporting international address and phone number formats.		Standard

		Ability to enter basic employee information for a new hire, then go back and enter additional information as it is available.		Standard

		Ability to track demographic and visa information for dependents as well as employees.		Standard

		Ability to track visa status and expiration dates for employees from all countries (not just US based EEs).		Standard

		Support for Tuition benefits for both employees and dependents which typically occurs as an allowance		Standard

		Support PTO tracking to include Home Leave and Maternity leave and international PTO, which differs from US PTO.		Standard

		The ability to enter an appointment and future date it so the user does not have to wait until they terminate one appointment in order to add an appointment that occurs in the future. (System should automatically update master file information when the future appointment becomes current when needed. Example person changing from FT to PT, etc.)		Standard

		Translatability of Sign-On page and Challenge Questions 		Configuration

		Core HR

		Ability to identify and report on tax protection/equalized employees		Configuration		Customer-defined organization and/or ID for tracking employee, customer-defined report to report on that population.

		Ability to support localization with country-specific data fields.		Standard		This is available for Workday supported countries.

		Ability to record and report on employees by country, specific location/program within a country, and physical location		Standard

		Ability to record and transact in local currencies		Standard

		International employee’s information (demographic, salary, etc.) needs to be in HRIS and/or an on-line repository so Human Resources, Benefits, Payroll, Compensation, International Finance and Financials can access.		Standard

		Provide unique identifier in systems, GLOBAL ID (SSN, TNN, Etc.)		Standard

		System to track tax implications of varying benefits by country, appointment type, employee home country		Configuration

		Ability to support multiple languages.		Standard		Workday delivers translations of the user interface in many languages. In addition, you can create translations in Workday-supported and other languages.

		Provide a unified global job catalog with appropriate local attributes, allowing jobs to be set up once and used worldwide.		Standard

		Currency Exchange:

		Quick access to daily currency exchange rates.		Configuration		Workday delivers an API for currency exchange rates. You can update currencies for multiple purposes on whatever frequency is desired.

		Ability to have separate HR companies		Standard

		Ability to record international assignment start and end dates		Standard

		Need to create in-loads for daily exchange rates from Financial System or specified vendor		Configuration

		All forms and screens need to be able to display multiple currencies		Standard

		Need to define expatriates, local, etc. (may not be same at all locations) in order to set up system rules regarding types of employees		Configuration

		The ability to calculate overall compensation by location (total comp statements)		Standard

		Ability to keep a hiring and termination checklist with country specific information		Configuration

		Allowances

		Track the begin and end date of the allowance		Standard

		Ability to record the frequency of the allowance		Standard

		Need to track and report on international allowances and their tax implications 		Configuration		Customer defined allowances and eligibility rules to assign allowances; and customer-defined report to report on that population. 

NOTE: Tax Implications handled by local Payroll solution.

		Track Allowance Code and Name with attributes to store each allowance type such as eligibility, limits, recurrence, one time payment, amount and currency.  Ensure limits are enforced in the system.		Standard		Workday is an object-based system, not a relational database model. Workday can capture Allowance Plans but it will be a slightly different paradigm.

		Benefits

		Track separate set of benefits offered to distinct employee groups based on work location, citizenship, status, employee type, etc.		Standard

		System can calculate additions to core benefits based on location and program		Standard

		Need to be able to convert benefits back to US rate in order to include in benefit rates		Configuration

		Need to interface with foreign and domestic benefit carriers		Configuration		Standard for U.S. Benefit Providers. Workday provides the Benefit Network which is a built, managed and hosted set of integrations to benefit providers. For foreign benefit carriers these will be tailored integrations built during implementation.

		Benefits for international employees need to be processed via HRIS, not via Payables.		Standard		Workday maintains benefits for all employees. For international employees Workday maintains the benefits but the International Payroll will process the Benefit Deduction.

		Support for data privacy rights based on country-specific regulations (EU, US, etc.)		Configuration		Workday is Safe Harbor certified and delivers personal data tracking/hiding based on country research. You can override or change those delivered settings and values.

		Employee Development

		Ability to have a Performance management system and repository database, to track performance activities, including performance ratings, dates, etc.		Standard

		Information will be recorded to facilitate reporting on employees summarized both as headcounts and full-time equivalencies. 		Standard

		Reporting

		All employees world-wide will be recorded in a secure, online repository to facilitate reporting and enable program evaluation and analysis.  This includes information such as biographic and demographic data and detailed information about their appointments, benefits, allowances, and other compensation.  		Standard

		Ability to create offer letter templates that contain required language and information.  Ability to create separate templates by a variety of fields such as location, program, employee type, relationship (faculty, staff, student, etc.), country of citizenship or tax residency.		Standard		Requires reporting tools and mail merge.

		Ability to enter monthly, exempt appointments for International campus students who are working on research projects 		Standard

		Ability to have a checklist for hiring, termination, visa immigration, same as US, location specific		Standard

		Ability to report on any kind of assignment changes		Standard

		All monetary fields will be stored in both local and US currencies to facilitate reporting.		Standard

		An easy to use, accessible end user tool will be available for reporting.		Standard

		Applications will be secure, web-enabled and accessible world-wide.		Standard

		Country information will be incorporated for all employees, including: country of citizenship, country they are physically working in, country they are based out of, location of the program they are working for, country of tax residency.		Standard

		The ability to enter salary information in local currencies		Standard

		The ability to flag if an employee has 2 existing appointments in different countries concurrently.  		Configuration

		The system must accommodate various work weeks, holidays, leaves of absence, according to location		Standard

		The system will provide fields that can be used to identify nonresident alien employees and employees utilizing tax treaty benefits and the associated limit and amount taken.		Standard		Workday plans integration to a tax treaty support service like Windstar for tax treaties. Fields exist for non-resident alien status.
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Higher Ed

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Higher Education

		Supports faculty, staff and student employees with multiple appointments where an employee has one appointment that is salaried and another appointment that is hourly.  Provide reporting to facilitate monitoring of employees in this situation in light of FLSA rules. 		Standard

		Ability to associate faculty members to committees.		Standard		Workday delivers an organization type intended to support the creation and maintenance of committees.

		Ability to automatically end committee membership upon termination		Configuration		Workday delivers an End Committee Membership Service step that you can configure on the Termination business process to automatically end any committee memberships when a worker is terminated

		Ability to create templates for frequent and recurring committee meetings 		Configuration		Workday allows the creation and management of templates for frequent and recurring committee meetings.

		Ability to configure and automatically send out notification of upcoming “events” to employees, managers or HR staff.  (E.g. – notification that an appointment end date is approaching in 30 days, or that anticipated leave return date is approaching in 15 days, etc.)		Configuration		Reporting tools.

		Ability to manage student employees FICA status.		Configuration

		Ability to manage work-study award balances for students.  System should decrement the work-study award and provide a notification to interested parties when the student has exhausted the award.		Configuration		Workday allows the establishment of the award amount and can decrement the value of the award as payroll cycles are completed. Reporting tools in Workday can be used to identify students who have, or nearly have, exhausted their award. Report output can then be used as the basis for generating notifications to interested parties. Additionally, Workday Payroll processing can ensure that the work-study student will still be paid from a different earning code once the available work-study award is used. In this manner, we ensure that the student remains whole without overusing an award.

		Ability to model the impact of proposed new compensation or benefit programs on the overall university budget.  		Configuration		Reporting tools.

		Ability to monitor hours worked by students and generate notifications when student works too many hours.		Configuration		Reporting tools would be used to identify the condition(s) such as a full time student working over 20 hours in a week. Report output can then be used to generate notifications to system users such as the students manager, student employment, etc.

		Ability to pay on a fee basis (for selected appointments). System calculates fee into a monthly amount of payment that is evenly distributed over the term of the appointment regardless of partial months.		Standard

		Ability to process mass hires and separations for adjunct faculty, students, etc.		Configuration		Workday has a built-in excel based data loading tool wherein mass transactions such as hires and terminations may be processed.

		Ability to support modified work schedules (i.e., 80% FT or 4 day work week etc.) where salary is prorated and employee benefit contributions are increased on a pro-rated basis while maintaining eligibility. Support other modified work schedules not tied to prorated salary or benefits eligibility.		Standard

		Ability to support non-traditional academic schedules.		Configuration		Workday imposes no limitations or restrictions on the definition/configuration of academic periods.

		Ability to take multiple benefit deductions in circumstances such as a 9/9 schedule where the employee does not receive pay over the summer but must pay for their benefits.		Configuration		Workday Payroll is highly configurable and payroll deductions (in this case for benefits) are flexible in nature to meet varying needs such as a 9/9 schedule.

		Capability to provide flexibility for certain student appointments such as Resident assistants who have an approved contract for a monthly amount but have another hourly student job or graduate assistants.  		Standard

		Does the system offer Prospect Matching?		Standard		Workday delivers these matching rules that automatically merge prospects with the same:  

    • First name, last name, email, and date of birth.  
    • National ID, email, and last name.  
    • National ID, last name, and first name.     

Workday also offers:  

    • Suggested Match Rules  

Workday provides these matching rules that identify prospects as suggested matches if they have the same:  

    • Email, address line 1, and (first name or last name).  
    • Email and date of birth.  
    • First name, last name, email, and phone.  
    • Last name, first name, and date of birth.  
    • Last name, first name, email, and address (line 1).  
    • National ID and last name.

		Need to be able to assign labor/GL information on employees entered into the HCM system based on status, job classification, etc.		Standard

		Support executive compensation reporting or special compensation by position with future ability to add/include other forms of compensation for management and tracking (i.e., bonuses, retention $'s, and non-direct compensation benefits like housing, club membership etc.).		Standard

		Supports effort certification.		Standard		Workday delivers the ability to certify effort reported against particular organizations and Worktags. Effort certification can be done on a scheduled basis or at the time that positive hours are reported. Salaried staff will typically certify their effort on some standard basis such as quarterly. Salaried effort certification is conducted electronically using payroll details as the source for generating certification data. Salaried employees certify their effort and/or adjust their effort via self service. For example, all employees reporting time against a particular grant can be selected, and a certification task routed to each employee. Positive time reporting employees, such as students, graduate students, etc., would likely certify their effort upon submitting their time for approval.

		Supports the allocation of labor expenses to multiple chart fields for purposes of allocating to funds, grants, cost centers, etc.		Standard		Workday delivers the ability to associate employees to organizations and Worktags. This provides in depth granularity of labor allocations and effort reporting.

		The system has the ability to track seniority based on time actually worked (not hire date).  		Configuration

		Supports Named Professorship 		Standard		Workday delivers the ability for customers to change the gift related to the named professorship after the creation of the named professorship.

Workday also delivers a View Named Professorship Statuses report, enabling you to understand the status of your named professorships.

		The system has the ability to provide user help and or tools to help users through system processes.		Configuration		Workday enables you to create Guided Tours for a number of tasks including: 

    • Add Academic Appointment  
    • Create Named Professorship  
    • Edit Named Professorship  
    • End Academic Appointment Track  
    • Update Academic Appointment  
    • Maintain Committee Definition

		Provide the ability to automatically generate appointment letters.		Configuration		Workday enable organizations to automatically generate documents, such as appointment letters, on academic appointment business processes.

		Expense Report on Behalf of Non-Workers (External Committee Members)		Configuration		Expense Report on behalf of Non-Workers (ECM) using the familiar expense report process. Expenses can be tracked, controlled, and reported on the same way regardless of payee type. This reduces manual steps and processes associated with current methods resulting in less administrative overhead and frustration.

    • Customers can pay non-workers by submitting an expense report on behalf of Non-Worker (ECM)  
    • By using the familiar expense report process  
    • Expenses can be tracked, controlled, and reported on the same way regardless of payee type 
    • Reduced manual steps and processes around ad hoc payees and suppliers in order to reimburse a non-worker resulting in less administrative overhead and frustration  
    • Feature is Opt In: customers opt in to this feature as it is an additional initiating action on the business process and an external committee member will need to be created

		 Instructor Eligibility		Configuration		You can specify workers and academic affiliates as instructors for courses. Instructors must have an academic appointment to teach courses. Assigning instructors to roles on a course section enables you to control the permissions they have on an assigned course section. Example: A primary instructor can have every privilege on a course section but a teaching assistant can't submit final grades for a student.

		Student Employment Eligibility 		Configuration		Workday's Student Employment Eligibility functionality allows you to incorporate employment eligibility information into select staffing processes through the following workflow:

    • Addition of Verify Student Employment Eligibility as a sub-process before the completion of a staffing process.  
    • Verify Student Employment Eligibility process and related web services call out to your external student system, using Workday Studio.
    • Workday employment data is sent out to a student system, the student system must take in that data and evaluate employment eligibility using employment and student details.  
    • The student system will then send the results of the student’s employment eligibility back into Workday.  
    • If the student is eligible, the staffing process can be set to automatically proceed to the next step.  
    • If the student is ineligible, the process approver will need to review the reason(s) for ineligibility, and whether or not those reasons are critical.    
The benefits of the Verify Student Employment Eligibility process include:  

    • Ability to use student employment eligibility to drive staffing workflow  
    • Enhanced ability to comply with student employment eligibility policies  
    • Real-time evaluation of employment eligibility while staffing in Workday
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Faculty Management

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Tracking Appointments

		Ability for the system to not allow a secondary position to be entered if it is a duplicate of the primary position.		Configuration		Can create a validation rule in a business process.

		Ability to automatically populate a standard hours per week field based on FTE, with standard hours in a work week defined differently for different groups. Including domestic and International locations		Standard

		Ability to define the standard hours in a work week differently for different groups. 		Standard

		Ability to have variable appointment durations tied to variable benefits.		Configuration

		Ability to monitor critical dates such as academic review dates, tenure review dates, etc.		Standard

		Capability to require end dates for some types of employees and not for others (e.g. faculty and not staff).  Ability to allow some types of employees to have multiple concurrent or overlapping appointments.  Ability to track a primary appointment.		Standard		This can be enforced using a validation rule in a business process.  Additionally, some employee types such as fixed term require end dates to be populated during employment transactions.

		Field validation for total FTE, if over 100%, to show a warning.		Standard		Can create a validation rule in a business process.

		Support in tracking ending Appointments.  Report to show Appointments with ending dates approaching. Data entry online validation to only allow specified users to change a record where the appointment has an end date in the past.  Validation should only allow specified users to enter an end date that is prior to the date that this appointment was paid.  		Configuration		This can be accomplished via built-in Workday reporting.  The report can also identify appointments ending within a specific time period and can be filtered by Academic Type and Track Type.

		The ability to identify employees who no longer have an active appointment.		Standard		There is a delivered report "upcoming appointment end dates" where a user can enter date ranges to see this data in the future.  Reporting could also be used to see the current status of employees who once had appointments or currently have one.

		Total FTE across multiple appointments to utilize standard hours field in primary and secondary appointment records.		Standard

		Ability to assign academic specialties during appointment process		Standard

		Faculty Promotion & Tenure

		Create reminders to department, colleges/dean, and provost when next academic review is scheduled.		Configuration		There is a delivered report "upcoming academic reviews".  If desired, notifications to the interested parties may be automatically driven from this report.

		Status of Tenure recommendation (submitted, pending approval, pending final vote, denied, etc.)		Configuration

		Service date – Adjusted Service date (used to determine Decision Year)		Standard

		Tenure Code:

		Tenure status and Dates		Standard

		Eligible		Standard

		Not eligible		Standard

		Emeritus		Standard

		Faculty Status:

		Special 		Configuration		Appointment type can be specified in the appointment.

		Research		Configuration		Appointment type can be specified in the appointment.

		Teaching		Configuration		Appointment type can be specified in the appointment.

		Periodic Evaluation Results against Tenure and next Rank Criteria		Configuration

		Maintenance of talent related information such as education, awards and other credentials.		Standard

		History of Appointments		Standard

		Leave status, date, type		Standard

		Tenure / review clock - which cycle		Configuration

		Major/minor appointments, financial support for these (which department is charged)		Standard

		Academic Title		Standard

		Courtesy faculty appointments		Standard

		Hiring letter template		Configuration		Workday allows the creation of template letters that can be merged with data from Workday. Letters can be generated and sent during the hiring process.

		Appointment letters scanned into system		Standard

		Ability to capture roles - like dean, department head, acting department head, chair holder, university professor		Standard

		If tenure denied, system forces entry of terminal year		Configuration		Workday does not provide a field for "Terminal Year", however, a to do could be generated that would prompt the appropriate role user to enter a job change reflecting that the faculty member is in their terminal year.  The employees record would be updated to reflect that their employee type is "Terminal Year" and an employment end date would be required.  Additionally, a custom field could be utilized by the customer to track this information.

		For faculty flow report - capture departure reason		Standard

		Ability to pay academic employees based upon alternate schedules.		Standard		Workday delivers Academic Period Pay that allows the specification of what and how to pay an academic employee and for what period of time.

		Ability to pay academic employees based upon designated periods and activities.  		Standard		Workday delivers Period Activity Pay that allows the specification of what and how to pay an academic employee for specific activities. This is commonly used to pay adjunct faculty for specific lecture hours, lab hours, course credits, sessions, etc.

		Ability to associate faculty members to committees.		Standard		Workday delivers an organization type intended to support the creation and maintenance of committees.

		Ability to track external committee members		Standard		Workday allows for external committee members to be attached to a committee. These can be loaded into Workday with the updated EIBs Get and Put manage committee memberships. External committee members will have a profile that contains emergency contact information, contact information, sequence generated ID and current membership.

		Ability to report on external committee members		Standard		Workday provides the following fields to the external committee membership reports:

    • Committee Member – External Committee Member  
    • Is External Committee Member  
    • Member is External Committee Member – Proposed

We also provide these report fields to include external committee members:  

    • All Committee Membership Events  
    • Committee Member – Person Type

Workday provides these committee membership reports to include external committee members:  

    • Committee Org Chart  
    • Committee Profile - Current Membership  
    • Committee Profile - Recent Membership Events  
    • Directory  
    • Membership Counts  
    • View Committee Membership Events  
    • View Committee Membership List  
    • View Committee Memberships

		Provides the ability to find committee members and invite them to the committee		Standard		Workday delivers a search report to find qualified committee candidates based on selected criteria. When potential committee members are identified via the report they can be invited to the committee.

		The system has the ability to allow External Committee Members access to the system to view and update information		Standard		Workday allows External Committee members to access Workday via Self-Service access. External Committee members can view their information and committee memberships as well as perform tasks such as create a meeting or add a new member.

		The system provides the ability for External Committee Members to Create Expense Reports		Standard		Workday provides the ability for External Committee members to create and submit Expense Reports.

		Ability to track academic tenure information via a worklet on the dashboard or via a report		Standard		Workday delivers an Academic Tenure Dashboard.


		Ability to maintain academic employees status and relationship with academic units.		Standard		Workday allows the establishment of numerous organization types including Academic Units. Since academic appointments are maintained separately (but unified with) job and payroll information, academic appointments are maintained against specific academic units.  In this manner, academic employees can have their status managed against disparate academic units if necessary. When 2 academic units are linked together there is now an option to view as an organization chart.

		Ability to report on academic units using superior and top academic unit		Standard		Workday provides the following fields to the academic unit reporting: 

    • Superior Academic Unit  
    • Superior Academic Unit - Primary Appointment  
    • Top Academic Unit  
    • Top Academic Unit - Primary Appointment

		Ability to manage unpaid faculty such as honorary, emeritus, etc. while still managing academic appointments.		Standard		Workday allows the management of employees and contingent workers. Academic staff who are unpaid may be hired as contingent workers and can have academic appointments similar to campus employees.

		Ability to monitor roster percentage and give Roster Percent Warning Message		Standard		Workday displays a warning message when you set a Roster Percent for an academic appointee over 100%. This enables you to ensure an appointee's time isn't overbooked in their appointments. 

Note: This warning only displays when the Roster Percent field is in use.

		Ability to track named Professorships and capture attachments		Configuration		Workday enables you to add attachments to the Create Named Professorship and  Edit Named Professorship tasks. We also provide a Documents report in the Overview profile group that you can configure on the Configure Profile Group task so that you can display documents related to named professorships on the professorship profile. There are 3 report fields that you can use on named professorship reports to include historical chairholder information. They are Historical Chairholder Duration, End Date and Start Date.

		Can custom objects be tracked on Academic appointments?		Configuration		Workday provides effective-dated and noneffective-dated custom objects on the academic appointment track.

		Do we have the ability to track Academic Person Type IDs on Academic Affiliate Profile?		Configuration		Workday provides a Person Type IDs report on the Personal and Overview profile groups on the academic affiliate profile. You can view an academic affiliate's Affiliate ID as well as their Employee ID and Contingent Worker ID when applicable.

		Can we report on affiliates, if so what type of data can be included?		Standard		There is a host of information available for reporting on Academic Affiliates.  Below are some examples of the type of data you may collect and report on:

    • Full contact data (name, phone, email, address, etc.)
    • Demographic data (gender, DOB, Marital Status, Ethnicity, Citizenship, etc.)
    • IDs
    • Academic Data (Appointments and history, affiliations, education, certifications, period work status, etc.)
    • Academic Unit, Title, Track Type, Rank, etc.

		Can an academic affiliate be assigned to roles on a supervisory organization?		Standard		Workday allows academic affiliates to be assigned to roles on a supervisory organization but restricts them from being assigned to a Workday-delivered manager role.

		What access is included for academic affiliates?		Standard		Academic Affiliates access Workday in the same manner as other types of users.  They login and will see a landing page with applicable Worklets.  They have a worker profile that they may view and driven by Workday security update various pieces of information as needed.  The data on their Worker profile will be limited as an affiliate, but typically includes items under the headings of contact, academic, and personal data.  

		Does your system capture Academic Weights?		Standard		Workday provides Academic Weights section on the Maintain Academic Periods task that includes Type and Weight fields for future use in residence calculations.

		Is your system able to capture  Academic Unit,  Academic Levels, Period Usage, and or Weeks of Instruction (for future financial aid calculations)?		Standard		We only display the Year field and automatically populate it from the Academic Periods section of the Create Academic Year task. When you create or edit an academic year, you can now list its academic periods in chronological order.  

When you create new academic periods, you must:  

    • Identify the academic units and academic levels that can use the period.  
    • Select an Academic period usage.

		Are academic units effective dated?		Standard		The following fields have an effective dated field: 

    • Academic Unit  
    • Code  
    • Include Code in Name  
    • Include Incumbent Leader in Name  
    • Include Subtype in Name  
    • Inactive

		Way to indicate in the system when faculty are expected to continue their employment, but are between appointments (e.g., from June-Sept).		Configuration

		What Web Services do you deliver to manage Academic Periods and Years		Standard		These web services have been updated to reflect the enhancements to academic periods and academic years:

    • Get Academic Period  
    • Get Academic Year  
    • Put Academic Period  
    • Put Academic Year

		Does the system have the ability to alter or delete academic affiliates once entered into the system?		Configuration		Yes. The Academic Affiliate task (secured to the Affiliate Data: Invalid Affiliate domain), enabling you to delete incorrectly created academic affiliates.

		Does the system give you the ability to distinguish between emeritus and non emeritus statuses?		Configuration		Workday enables you to distinguish between emeritus and nonemeritus appointments.

		Do academic appointees have access to appointees data within their unit?		Standard		Academic role holders have access to all historical, current, and future appointees in their academic unit.

		Do academic Appointees have the visibility into their future appointments?		Standard		Yes, academic appointees can view their future appointments.

		Are current appointments a part of the talent review templates for academics?		Configuration		Content for talent review templates are based on configuration by the customer.  Current appointment data may be included as desired.

		Are there any standard out of the box reports for named professorships?		Standard		Yes. Workday delivers a Named Professorship Detail Report by Academic Units and Subordinates report that you can use to view all named professorships associated with an academic unit and its subordinates. Additionally, Workday delivers a View Named Professorship Statuses report, enabling you to understand the status of your named professorships.

		Does the system generate documents for academic appointments?		Configuration		Workday simplifies managing academic appointments by enabling you to automatically generate documents, such as contracts or appointment letters on these business processes: Add Academic Appointment, End Academic Appointment Track, and Update Academic Appointment.

		Does the system provide tours on how to complete academic tasks?		Configuration		Workday enables you to use the Configure Guided Tours task to create a guided tour on these tasks: Add Academic Appointment, Create Named Professorship, Edit Named Professorship, End Academic Appointment Track,  and Update Academic Appointment.

		How flexible is period activity pay within the system?		Configuration		Workday gives you greater control over period activity pay, enabling greater flexibility when you configure required and related Worktags on the: Maintain Worktag Usage report, Period Activity Pay business process, and Period Activity Pay web service. Additionally, Workday created the ability to generate documents as a sub process of the Period Activity Pay business process, enabling you to create, edit, and print documents in an event.
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Government

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Government

		Supports multiple job functionality in different areas of the program.  		Standard		Workday provides governments with the ability to easily manage and identify these workers with multiple jobs on the worker profile. Multiple jobs are also identified in other unified areas such as Benefits, Payroll and Time Tracking.

		Ability to support both one to many jobs and also full position control functionality, which includes budget checking.  		Standard		Workday provides governments with the flexibility to use both a Job Management Staffing model for one to many jobs and also a Position Management Staffing model.  It's not a "one size fits all" approach as you can choose which jobs will use the staffing model appropriate for your organization.

		Position Control should allow for job overlap, which allows for two workers in the same position for scenarios such as transfers, retirements, and terminations.  		Standard

		Ability to display and print organization charts using existing software (i.e., PDF, Excel, PowerPoint).		Standard

		Ability to support 360 degree reviews.		Standard

		Provides tools (i.e., Dashboards) to help comply with the Affordable Care Act.  		Standard		Workday provides a dedicated dashboard to monitor your vital ACA statistics, such as hours worked and lookback periods.  Workday also provides this information in real time including those workers who exceed the 30 hour minimum. In addition, Workday can automatically enroll those workers exceeding the 30 hour minimum using a passive event to eliminate the need to manually enroll those workers.

		Provides updates to the ACA without the need to re-implement a whole new version of the software.  		Standard		As a multi tenant SaaS solution with one code line Workday can provide all of our customers any updates to the ACA at the same time without having to re-implement a whole new version of the software. Workday will remain ahead of the curve for any upcoming changes to ACA legislation should they occur.  

		Ability to track volunteers.  		Configuration		Workday uses contingent workers to track volunteers.  A contingent worker type of Volunteer can be set up in Workday.  Volunteers could also be set up as an employee type depending on the tasks they will perform.

		Ability to provide grievance tracking, including the ability to track appeals.  		Standard		Workday delivers basic functionality called the "Request Framework" that enables customers to configure employee request types and define business process steps/workflow depending on the type of request. An employee may "Request" to report a grievance or complaint in Workday and depending on the type, Workday will route the request to the appropriate administrator to determine next steps. The Request Framework uses Workday's Business Process Framework which would allow the ability to include a questionnaire to capture more information regarding the grievance. For complete grievance administration, Workday can integrate with a 3rd party grievance solution to send information as required by your organization.

		Provides Commitment Accounting that encumbers salaries and benefits and liquidates encumbrances as payrolls are processed.  		Standard		Workday not only provides Commitment Accounting functionality, including Salary and Fringe Encumbrances. Workday also provides a convenient "one-stop" report screen, that shows on a grid all relevant Position Budget, Encumbered, Liquidated, and Remaining amounts for a position and its incumbent. 

		Provides the ability to perform payroll costing allocations.  		Standard		Workday is a complete unified system, from Human resources through Payroll. This means that all labor distributions and accounting information built into a position and/or an incumbent assignment will feed directly to payroll and on to the General Ledger. This includes any accounting allocation changes, and any retro distributions.  

		Supports FLSA blended rates.		Standard		Yes. Currently Workday supports FLSA calculations for weekly, bi-weekly, semi-monthly, and monthly periods. FLSA rate can blend any user configured earnings. 

		Provides EEO-4 reporting.  		Configuration		Reports can be configured using the information found within Workday.  Workday delivers a facsimile of the EEO report data as a custom report. 

		Provides OSHA forms 300, 300A, and 301.  		Configuration		Reports can be configured using the BIRT report tool. While Workday does not deliver these actual reports, all information necessary to write them is delivered, including incident data. This includes the OSHA "body part".  

		Ability to handle 457 plans.		Standard		Using Workday, you can easily define the 457 plan type, employer and employee contribution rates, and maximum contribution amounts, catch-up contributions as well as required validations such as minimum age.

		Provides for integrated Workforce Planning, including the ability to generate multi-year plans, decentralized plans, and headcount reporting.  		Standard		Workforce Planning in Workday enables governments to create workforce plans that consider financial data as well as a wide variety of essential talent factors like geography, resource demand by skill, historical retention, and total cost per worker. Whether the goal is to manage rapid growth, optimize workforce deployment, reduce headcount to match demand, or align existing talent to maximize efficiency, workforce planning in Workday provides a flexible modeling environment to handle evolving business conditions and ensure key stakeholders have the information they need to prepare for change.

Navigating rapid growth cycles has a lasting impact on an organization’s long-term success. Strategic planning is essential to managing growth effectively, ensuring the best mix of external hires, internal promotions, timely leadership transitions, and contingent labor to balance risk should growth decelerate over time. Workforce planning serves as the glue to bring operational groups, HR, and finance together to collaboratively decide on a workforce plan that will meet growth demands and minimize disruptions.

With the ability to collaborate using secure live data, cross-functional teams can partner to create multiple scenarios, select the one that best aligns to the organization’s objectives, and implement the plan with key stakeholders across finance, recruiting, talent development, and operations. Teams can monitor the plan’s performance over time against actuals to take corrective action and improve future planning cycles.

		Ability to support Longevity Pay.		Configuration		Earnings codes such as Longevity Pay can be assigned to employees through eligibility rules rather than having to assign them one by one to each employee. Longevity Pay could be generated for an employee based upon an eligibility rule that determines whether or not an employee should get Longevity Pay. Eligibility rules can be built based upon information contained in Workday such as union code, years of service, job profile, job family, etc. Again, this has the potential to relieve considerable administrative effort on the part of administrators as the system can make rules driven determinations rather than a user having to maintain data manually.

		Provides a Civil Service Dashboard with a Civil Service Roster.		Standard		Workday delivers a dedicated dashboard for you to administer the Civil Service Recruiting process. You can easily view candidates, the jobs they've applied for, any rejected candidates, and any administered tests or exams. 

		Supports Paycheck modeling within Employee Self Service.  		Future		This is a current Brainstorm idea with a lot of interest from our customers. The idea is being looked at very closely by product management to be included in a future release of Workday. Today, a link can be embedded in Workday that takes the employee to a 3rd party website to do further paycheck modeling. Employees also have access to a pay dashboard that gives them insight into their pay history, allowing them to compare historical trends over time to provide insight into future pay amounts and deductions.

		Can I track territories within foreign countries?		Standard		Workday provides a "territory" field, to better oversee differences in municipalities when administering employees in foreign countries. 

		Support FLSA Overtime requirements for public safety personnel (such as police officers and firefighters) that have work periods that fluctuate between 7 and 28 days.		Configuration		FLSA calendars can be configured to accommodate any work schedule, including 28 days. Police and Firefighter overtime can be accommodated through this configuration. 
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General Accounting

		General Accounting		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		System must provide for the maintenance of separate funds, each of which is a self-balancing set of accounts with all fund records being processed simultaneously by the common system.		Standard

		System provides the option to balance on up to five tags which will allow both income statement and balance sheet reporting for these tags. 		Configuration

		Provides all procedural functions of a fund accounting system in conformity with GAAP and GASB accounting standards.		Configuration

		Each entry to a fund is balanced and complete, and each fund is maintained as a self-balancing entity.		Standard

		System supports multiple organizations that could be defined as separate agencies, separate ledgers, etc. (i.e., Governmental Operations, Fiduciary, Enterprise)		Standard

		All subsidiary systems/ledgers (e.g., Purchasing, AP, AR, Benefits, Payroll) integrate and post to the primary general ledger.		Standard

		System support multiple bank accounts that are associated with a single or multiple funds (with ability to easily add additional banks and accounts)		Standard

		System supports pre-encumbrance/encumbrance accounting.		Standard

		System maintains complete financial and year to date information in detailed format online for up to ten years.		Standard

		System supports the use of statistical data in allocations, calculations and reporting.		Standard

		Workflow process is configurable, securable and easily documented		Standard

		System allows for user-defined workflow/approval/processing rules on all Financial Transactions		Standard

		System allows end-users to easily see where business documents are in the workflow process		Standard

		System provides delivered Workflow documentation that automatically includes any updates/changes made to workflow definitions.  		Standard

		System provides the ability to define funding source rules to optimize the distribution of available funds in accordance with funding agreements.		Standard

		System supports the ability to load currency rates fetched from external rate providers through Currency Exchange Rate Connector in XML or CSV format.		Configuration

		System provides ability to record detailed estimated hours for resources on a project.		Standard

		System supports the inclusion of P&L accounts in the revaluation rules, as well as the ability to run the process on a current period basis.		Standard

		CHART OF ACCOUNTS DESIGN

		System supports multiple chart of accounts for different component units.		Standard

		Chart of Accounts supports multiple reporting entities (e.g., Primary Government, Component Unit, Function)		Standard

		Provides validation and partitioning by company for both cost center and ledger account.		Standard

		System supports the following alphanumeric account segments:

		Fund 		Standard

		Program		Standard

		Object		Standard

		Cost Center		Standard

		Project		Standard

		Sub-Project		Standard

		User-defined segment		Standard		Workday provides custom Worktags and custom organizations.

		Provide for Chart of Account segments to have a long description of at least 50 alphanumeric characters.		Standard

		Designates each general ledger account by the following account types:

		Asset		Standard

		Liability		Standard

		Fund Equity		Standard

		Revenue		Standard

		Expenditure		Standard

		System contains the following indicators for accounts:

		Active (available for posting)		Standard

		Inactive (not available for posting)		Standard

		Segments of the Chart of Accounts can be grouped on a user-defined basis into multiple reporting hierarchies.		Standard

		Accounts cannot be deleted if any activity is posted to them.		Standard

		System edits and validates general ledger account numbers in real-time and report errors and exceptions.		Standard

		Allows chart of account codes to be variable in length within the same chart of accounts.		Standard

		ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN

		Organizational elements within the Chart of Accounts supports the following organizational structures:

		Entity (highest level of reporting)		Standard

		Component Units (e.g.., division, section, agency)		Standard

		Location (with address, phone, contact, etc.…)		Standard

		Departments		Standard

		Cost Centers		Standard

		Programs		Standard

		Projects		Standard

		Grants		Standard

		User Defined		Standard

		The following functionality is available to users while performing a reorganization within the system:

		System supports reorganizations:

		During the fiscal year		Standard

		For future years		Standard

		Supports multiple organizational structures concurrently for reporting purposes.		Standard

		Create "proposed" structure for planning/reporting		Standard

		System provides a "visual" representation of organizational structure(s) accessible to all authorized users		Standard

		Organization changes and edits to Organizational elements are propagated throughout all Financial applications and Human Resource and Payroll systems.		Standard

		Organizational units can be grouped or ungrouped for reporting purposes.		Standard

		Ability to change name, account ranges, included ledger accounts and summaries and hierarchy level as of an effective date		Standard

		JOURNAL ENTRY

		System shows the source of the transaction (e.g., manual entry or automated entry from another module)		Standard

		System automatically assigns journal entry numbers		Standard

		Provide the ability to select additional code block dimensions at the time of posting.		Standard

		Journal transactions can be entered and scheduled using effective dates (posting does not occur until effective date has arrived).		Standard

		Journal entry transactions support multiple funds within one entry and balancing by fund		Standard

		System provides automated validation/reconciliation of JEs (no one sided entries)		Standard

		Users can look up the chart of accounts on the screen as a reference during journal entry.		Standard

		System provides ability to allocate lump-sum expense by percentage across multiple accounts		Standard

		System provides notification for unposted JEs based on user defined date		Configuration

		Journal entries are posted:

		Online		Standard

		Real time		Standard

		Individually		Standard

		Batch		Standard

		Users can import transactions (e.g., journal entries) from desktop applications (e.g., Microsoft Excel, other external systems) and validate the entry against the chart of accounts and allowed chart of account code combinations with proper security		Standard

		When importing journal entries with errors the system can automatically post journal lines with errors to a suspense account to allow  the resolution of these errors in a timely and structured manner. 		Configuration

		Default data are saved in journal entry fields (e.g., fiscal year)		Standard

		System allows creation of a Journal Entry from previously entered journal entry format (copy journal).		Standard

		Journal entries support "required" data fields.		Standard

		System generates default offset entries for non-journal voucher financial documents (from sub ledgers), e.g., payment requests, purchase orders, encumbrances, requisitions, cash receipts, etc.		Standard

		Transactions are not posted until all "required" fields are completed.		Standard

		Supports attachment of text, word-processing, spreadsheet documents, or any electronic file.		Standard

		Supports recurring journal entries.		Standard

		Users can save journal entries that have not yet been posted or cleared for all validation errors online.		Standard

		Supports line item descriptions. (Please list any limitations in the notes column)		Standard

		Provide the ability to perform allocations across different books.		Standard

		System supports automatic preparation of reversing journal entries.		Standard

		Enables you to suppress unnecessary intercompany receivables and payables lines when you balance the journal by company. In addition, you can group automatically generated intercompany payable/receivable lines. You can also allow unrestricted affiliate selection on intercompany accounting journal lines.		Standard		You can group automatically generated intercompany payable/receivable lines. You can also allow unrestricted affiliate selection on intercompany accounting journal lines.

		Supports accounting adjustments to transfer costs on operational transactions for supplier invoices, supplier invoice adjustments, expense reports, and procurement card transaction verifications.		Standard

		System provides the ability to import Accounting Journals in CSV format from external systems and translate financial data from external chart of account structures into Ledger Accounts.		Configuration

		INTERFUND TRANSFERS

		Supports the tracking of interfund transactions through “due to” and “due from” entries.    		Standard

		Entry and Posting of Interfund transactions is automated and does not require additional manual intervention		Standard

		Restricts inter-fund postings based upon security.		Configuration

		Journal entries for multiple departments and funds contain one journal header.		Standard

		BUDGET CONTROL

		System accommodates the following budget controls:

		Absolute control - prevents transaction from processing without override approval		Standard

		Warning – provides warning message but allows transaction to process		Standard

		No control – allows transaction to process without warning		Standard

		Records and maintains the following financial data for each unique fund:

		Adopted Annual Budget		Configuration

		Adjusted Annual Budget		Configuration

		Location Annual Budget		Configuration

		Departmental Annual Budget		Standard

		Total expenditures		Standard

		Total revenue		Standard

		Pre Encumbrances		Standard

		Encumbrances		Standard

		Interfund Transactions		Standard

		Fund Balance		Standard

		Breakdown fund balance into reserved, unreserved, designated, and undesignated		Configuration

		Budget controls can be established for the following:

		Fund		Standard

		Object		Standard

		Function		Standard

		Grant		Standard

		Project		Standard

		Cost Center		Standard

		System uses the following formula to calculate available budget (original budget +/- budget adjustments +/- budget transfers - commitments - encumbrances - expenditures)		Standard

		System provides multi-year appropriation budget control.		Standard

		System separately tracks:

		Original budget		Standard

		Budget adjustments		Standard

		Budget control overrides are available with security authorization.		Standard

		System supports budget checking at the pre-encumbrance and encumbrance transaction level.		Standard

		System rolls up budget details to a  summary level.		Standard

		CLOSING

		Provides automated year-end close processes (i.e., close nominal accounts to fund balance or fund equity, roll real accounts forward) for all modules as needed.		Standard

		Provides  additional subledgers/books that can accept adjusting entries for year end and statutory reporting.  		Standard		Subledger functionality is not necessary in Workday.

		System allows payments during accrual period of expenditures against new or old year 		Standard

		Initiate year-end processing at any point in time, as well as multiple times, after the end of the fiscal year (i.e., doesn't have to occur on last day or on any particular day).  		Standard

		Provide users with reporting to review all open/unreceived Purchase Orders for cancelation.  Review open POs by: 		Standard

		Dollar Amount		Standard

		Issue Date		Standard

		Supplier		Standard

		Buyer		Configuration

		Allow for maintaining multiple fiscal years (at least 3) and periods concurrently, which allows users to post transactions for a new fiscal year prior to closing the previous year.		Standard

		Provide the ability to perform period end closings.		Standard

		Allow for year end close based on the source of activity (e.g. close once depreciation is completed)		Standard

		Allow users to define closing periods and the period closing dates.		Standard

		Prevent transactions from posting into a closed period (month or year).		Standard

		Provide Month End and Year End closing checklist to make close more efficient and auditable		Standard

		Allow on-line posting of expenditure and revenue accruals required for end of fiscal year closings.		Standard

		System should support pre-close (trial closes) and generates pro forma financial statements without restriction.		Standard

		Provide the ability to make manual entries to correct or adjust Pre-Encumbrance and Encumbrance balances.		Standard

		Provide the ability to automatically create reversing journal entries for both Allocations and Revaluations		Standard

		INQUIRY AND REPORTING

		Provide dynamic financial reporting with the ability to click on an amount and select additional reporting dimensions.  		Standard

		Provide analytical reporting from the operational system.		Standard

		Field names and descriptions can be included on reports (e.g., account names)		Standard

		Provide the ability to create report output from any inquiry view in Excel or pdf.  		Standard

		System supports "drill-down" functions from report output (user is able to double-click on an amount to determine what transactions make up the amount)		Standard

		System will generate reports based on any piece of account string (roll-up/"masking")		Standard

		Ability to report on historical ledger account summaries		Standard

		Provide the ability to produce the following financial reports based upon user-defined criteria (e.g. transaction date ranges to produce monthly, quarterly, and yearly reports) for each unique fund/fund type/fund group/or any combination as defined: 

		Trial Balance		Standard

		Fund Balance Report		Standard

		Balance Sheet		Standard

		Income Statement		Standard

		System supports ability to "take action" on items that have been "drilled" to in the above scenario.  i.e. Drill from Invoice back to Vendor/Supplier and provide the ability to add additional information to the invoice record.		Standard

		Reporting tool supports report "bursting" i.e. create a single report instance but distribute to multiple users based on their security/responsibility with the ability for users to only see their portion of overall report.		Standard

		Reporting tools are vendor maintained and delivered as part of the base product offering		Standard

		Dashboard and Analytic tools are provided for Managerial Reporting		Standard

		Reports can be grouped for printing purposes		Standard

		System must provide ability to write and view reports online with capability to export to third party analysis tools (excel)		Standard
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Budget Control & Position Budg

		Budgeting		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Chart of account data in budget system is updated as general ledger is updated.		Standard

		Budget Control Functionality uses the primary system's chart of accounts		Standard

		System provides for data entry into multiple budget versions (please specify total # of budget versions) during budget preparation.		Standard		Workday provides an unlimited number of Budget versions.

		System supports Parent Child Budgets to control budget amounts and reporting at a high level, and enable you to maintain child budgets at a more granular level without exceeding the amounts set at the parent level.		Standard

		System maintains at least current year, prior 10 years, next year budget and future year budgets by period.		Standard		Budgets maintained by period, summary schedule, or duration.

		Supports grant, project, departmental, and cost center budgets		Standard

		System validates field values within the budget entry screen,  based on the chart of accounts.		Future

		Departments have the capability to store both detail budgets, at any level of the chart of accounts (i.e. fund, organization, program, general ledger) and summary budgets.		Standard		All budgets must include GL account/object.  All other dimensions are optional and available.

		System prevents department level users from updating budget information after it has been submitted and approved.		Standard

		Departments throughout the organization can access budget information with proper security.		Standard

		System supports the import/export of budget data to external applications (e.g., Excel) for budget preparation, reporting, and publishing.		Standard

		System allows the entry of the organization budget for next budget cycle while current budget is open.		Standard

		System provides - Put Statistic and Statistic Definition Web Services
- adds 3 optional fields on the Put Statistic web service:
• Budget Name
• Fiscal Year
• Ledger/Budget Structure		Standard

		Ledger Account no longer required dimension to define the budget structure
		Standard

		Run allocations over multiple budget names, check/uncheck per Budget Name, multi-year
		Standard

		System provides configurable budget check for these spend business process events:

• Create Purchase Order
• Create Purchase Order from Contingent Worker Contract
• Create Requisition
• Purchase Order Issue
• Supplier Invoice
• Supplier Contract
• Supplier Contract Amendment
• Manual accounting journal entries		Standard

		Budget Structure architecture includes:
• structured dimensions grid to manage all dimensions
• reuse of the same structure for budgets and forecasts
• Consolidate taggable types for position and other budget types
• Org Level Structures
• Can select a specific hierarchy level at which to budget		Standard		Currency translation not possible if Ledger Account is not a dimension

		System provides Budget Check Options on the Edit Budget Check Options task:
• Include Reserved Journal Lines for Budget Check Indicator check box: Allow transactions to reserve budget after passing an initial budget check. Transactions that pass multiple budget checks while going through the approval process won’t fail because another transaction is competing for the same funds.
• Ledger Types for Budget Check field: 
• Allow Budget Check Override Indicator check box.
Budget check reviewers can:
• Modify spend transactions and reinitiate a budget check from within a Budget Check subprocess to correct errors.
• Request to override budget check exceptions using the Review Budget Check task.		Standard

		System provides Budget checking on all budget types
• Adds project and custom time frame budgets		Configuration

		System provides - enhanced statistics functionality, enabling you to record budget statistics and use them for plan versus actual reporting or as a basis for allocations.		Standard

		Financial, Position, and Award type segment-based Security Group to allow non project based roles access to budget maintenance tasks
Access to segments restricted by budget plan type		Standard

		SALARY AND POSITION BUDGETING 

		Supports online authorization by multiple levels:

		Company		Standard

		Component Unit (division, program, manager, etc.)		Standard

		Cost Center		Standard

		Department		Standard

		Responsibility Person		Standard

		System tracks the following data fields associated with a position:

		Position number/ID (minimum 10 characters)		Standard

		Responsibility Cost Center		Standard

		Organizational (component)  unit		Standard

		Job Title		Standard

		Hours Per Week		Standard

		Valid from and to dates		Standard

		Cost Allocation		Standard

		Median salary for budgeting purposes		Standard

		GL Account distribution		Standard

		Percentage of account distribution (when split funded)		Standard

		System provides multiple types of positions, including but not limited to:

		Full-time		Standard

		Part-time		Standard

		Hourly		Standard

		Sessional (i.e. paid per session)		Standard

		Temporary		Standard

		Other user definable types		Configuration

		System provides the ability to define position budget structures to allow controls by Segment of the Chart of Accounts (i.e.. Appropriation, Department, Organizational Unit, Program, Project, etc.)		Configuration

		System requires any job  records associated with a position acquire the GL Account distribution from the position record unless overridden with proper security. 		Standard

		Provide the capability to update budget with salaries for current and future budget years (define any limitations on # of future years in the comment fields).		Standard

		System provides the ability to perform the following operations online with the proper security authorization:

		System provides the ability to selectively budget positions using pool, position budget or both.		Standard

		Add or delete the number of authorized, or budgeted positions		Standard

		Modification of the salary, benefit and other information of a position		Standard

		Transfer of positions at a user specified time between organizational units, departments, projects, programs, grants, etc. and maintains the historical information of the change		Standard

		Change in the number of authorized, budgeted full time equivalents per position title		Standard

		Modify position status (i.e., filled/vacant/frozen)		Standard

		System provides - Inactive Pay Components in Commitment Accounting, when an effective-dated earning or deduction is inactive, we append (Inactive) to the end of the pay component's name on Pay Commitment Rule prompts.		Standard

		System must track changes to allocations with query capability of history		Standard

		System provides, simplified fringe benefit calculations to facilitate position budget entry.		Standard		You can set up default fringe rates and override fringe rates by budget line when creating position budgets. Your organization automatically calculates the fringe amount based on the fringe rate and compensation.

		System provides, users with organization roles, such as cost center managers and cost center hierarchy managers, to create position budgets and position budget amendments.		Standard

		System provides - the latest commitment, obligation, and actuals data to generate position budgets.		Standard

		BUDGET MAINTENANCE AND MONITORING

		System provides security features that allow central office budget personnel to retrieve and post saved budget adjustments.		Standard

		System provides security features that allow users to enter and request, but not post budget adjustments.		Standard		Through Business Process Framework.

		System provides the ability to lock out budget changes after specified date.		Configuration		Through security configurations.

		System provides the ability to view the amount of funds remaining in the budget (i.e., amount budgeted, amount encumbered, amount spent, etc.).		Standard		Standard Report.

		System provides drag and drop attachments		Standard		You can drag and drop files into the Attachment section or tab on all financial transactions. Note: drag and drop is not available in Microsoft Internet Explorer 9.

		System tracks all budget changes (transfers/amendments), type of change, reason for change, and who requested the change.		Standard		If budget amendments are required for any budget changes.

		BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS

		System allows users to perform on-line department budget adjustments with appropriate security authority		Standard

		System allows users to perform on-line appropriation budget adjustments with appropriate security authority		Standard

		System allows departments to inquire as to the status of budget adjustment on-line.		Standard

		System supports changes (additions, deletions, modifications) to individual sections of a budget.		Standard

		System tracks budget adjustments individually (by dollar amount and/or Budget Adjustment #), and by chart of account elements (i.e. organizational, account code, project, etc.).		Standard

		System provides the ability to lock out budget changes after specified date, but maintain ability to view those in progress.		Configuration		Through security configurations.

		Provide the ability to perform budget roll forward for open encumbrances.		Standard

		System provides new Balanced Amendment debit and credit entries		Standard		System provides check box on the Create Budget Template task, enabling you to require amendment debit and credit entries for financial and award budgets balance.

		System provides hierarchical workflow approval for all budget adjustments.		Standard

		REPORTING/INQUIRY

		System allows export of financial data into publishing/ word processing applications for the production of reports and budget documents.		Standard

		System generates a standard, customizable budget variance report (budget to actuals).		Standard

		System can summarize the budget at any level within the hierarchical structure for reporting purposes.		Standard

		Enables reporting on the entirety of a budget that spans more than one fiscal year		Standard

		Provide standard, customizable, report/inquiry for analysis of budget vs. actual usage by item, organization  and other user-defined fields.		Standard
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Inventory

		Inventory		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Provides the ability to establish, maintain, adjust and delete inventory stock item records in real time.		Standard		The Workday inventory item master is extremely flexible yet easy to use. Items can be added in real time and later modified to add additional data when/where necessary.  

		Allows for electronic approval for receipts, issues, and other related inventory functions with appropriate security.		Standard		Workday provides a robust Workflow function throughout all modules.  The Business Process Framework is highly configurable yet simple enough for a business analyst to maintain without IT support.  

		Provides charge out stock withdrawn from inventory to the requesting Department.		Standard

		Provides for multiple warehouses.		Standard		Workday provides robust functionality for many inventory stocking locations and hierarchies.  Warehouses could include multiple aisles, and aisles could include multiple bins, etc..  

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Item name		Standard

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Text description (long)		Standard

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Unit of measure		Standard		Unit of measure conversions are also handled in Workday to calculate differences in stocking unit of measure vs. ordering unit of measure, etc.

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Unit Cost		Standard

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Average price (calculated value).		Standard

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Minimum-Maximum Points.		Standard

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Quantity on hand.		Standard

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Quantity received on orders.		Standard

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Ordered year-to-date.		Standard		Would require a report to be written against procurement transactions using standard Workday reporting tool.

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Received year-to-date.		Standard		Would require a report to be written against procurement transactions using standard Workday reporting tool.

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Issued current period.		Standard		Would require a report to be written against procurement transactions using standard Workday reporting tool.

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Issued year-to-date.		Standard		Would require a report to be written against procurement transactions using standard Workday reporting tool.

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Commodity code.		Standard

		Provides lot ID and expiration dates for perishable items		Standard

		Ability to track serial numbers for items in and issued from inventory		Standard

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Asset Account Number.		Standard

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Asset Expense Number.		Standard

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Item category code.		Standard

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Text field for miscellaneous entry.		Standard

		Provides the ability to maintain and track the Stock Number.		Standard

		Provides the ability to automatically assign stock requisition numbers.		Standard

		Provides the ability to include requesting department ID code on a stock requisition		Standard

		Allows inventory to be classified by purchasing commodity code.		Standard

		Allows item substitutes to be identified and used when picking items.		Standard		Alternate items are identified directly on the Item Master.

		Accommodates items with zero dollar value and/or zero quantity.		Standard

		Provides multi-level location structure, to include Building and Room.		Standard

		Provides multi-level location structure, to include Warehouse.		Standard

		Provides multi-level location structure, to include Aisle.		Standard

		Provides multi-level location structure, to include Bin.		Standard

		Provides multi-level location structure, to include Shelf.		Standard

		Provides multi-level location structure, to include Rack.		Standard

		Provides multi-level location structure, to include Cart.		Standard

		Provides the ability to indicate stock on hand by each location or multiple locations.		Standard

		Provides the ability to record transfer of inventory stock among locations.		Standard

		Provides the following inventory Rolling average (in present use).costing methods		Standard

		Provides the ability to create issue tickets automatically with appropriate approval, based on electronic supply requisitions.		Standard

		Provides automatic reorder process for all, or selected, stock items including electronic request and approval.		Standard

		Provides the ability to track item usage and provide automatic notification to appropriate user of all items under the minimum on-hand quantity or at the reorder point.		Standard		All this information is tracked inside the Workday inventory system.  For notification purposes, you may need to create a custom report to get the exact information desired.

		Provides the ability to define, by item, the variables used in determining reorder points and reorder quantities.		Standard

		Provides for manual overrides of reorder points and reorder quantities.		Standard

		Provides on-line inventory adjustment capabilities with proper approval levels.		Standard

		Provides the ability to sort and group inventory items by user selectable fields for display and printed reports.		Standard

		Provides the ability to print bar code labels.		Standard

		Provides the ability to freeze items to prevent issuance during an inventory period. 		Standard

		Provides the ability to generate physical inventory discrepancy reports on screen or in hard copy.		Standard

		Provides the ability to aggregate inventory adjustments for audit purposes.		Standard

		Provides sampling tools for inventory audit counts.		Standard

		Provides the ability to automatically post inventory adjustments with appropriate approval and security.		Standard

		Provides inventory detail and summary reports sequenced by location.		Standard		Would require a report to be written against procurement transactions using standard Workday reporting tool.

		Support counting of items on a predefined basis and reconciling inventory levels based on counts.		Standard

		Supports ABC, Random, and All Eligible counting methods.  Blind and guided counting is supported.		Standard

		Count Inventory is also available on mobile iOS and Android		Standard

		Can create returns for inventory items that have been shipped or issued from that site.  When returned goods are received back at the original shipping site, the goods can either be returned to inventory or disposed		Standard

		Non-stocked inventory.  Inventory is periodically counted and replenished based on defined par levels.		Standard

		Par items are always expensed		Standard

		‘Par’ location usage		Standard

		Transactions for cycle counting and par counting on a mobile device.		Standard

		Mobile approvals for cycle count, par count, and inventory returns		Standard

		Scanning capability with cursor control for Pick Inventory, Count Inventory and Par Count mobile tasks.		Standard

		System will enable users to track delivery of goods in an organization.		Standard

		System will deliver new reports and provide the ability to reserve on-hand goods to fulfill stock requests. This will enable users to identify whether there are sufficient available quantities to meet incoming stock requests and to manage shortages.		Standard		Would require one or more reports to be written against procurement/inventory transactions using standard Workday reporting tool. Part of a normal implementation. 

		System provides a new transaction users can utilize to convert stocked units of measure to alternate units needed to fulfill stock requests.		Standard		Unit of measure standards and conversion rules are available on each item.  
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Procurement

		Procurement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		System must have ability to drill down to supporting documents/transactions within the purchasing system.		Standard		


		System automatically routes a requisition to the following purchasing processes based on user defined dollar value:

		Below $8K the requisitioner can choose any vendor from the vendor file		Configuration

		Between $8,001 - $15K the requisitioner must obtain three phone quotes 		Configuration

		Over $25K requires a formal Bid/RFP 		Configuration

		System must have ability to capture quantities and unit of measure.		Standard

		System must have ability to inquire as to the current status of a purchasing transaction at any point in the "procurement chain" (requisition through check).		Standard

		Utilize automatic matching of invoices to PO’s / receivers for payment processing.		Standard

		System must have automatic budget validation at the requisition level (hard/soft stop)		Standard

		System must have ability to input notes, attachments or comments on either the requisition, purchase order, or invoice.		Standard

		Utilize email for PO delivery.  		Standard

		System must have ability to support the use of a commodity code (NIGP or other).		Standard

		Dollar value		Standard

		Commodity code/number		Standard

		Both		Standard

		Item Type or Identifier		Standard

		Account #		Standard

		VENDOR FILE

		System must have ability to search the vendor file by any vendor data field (e.g., vendor name, address, phone number, etc.).		Standard

		System must have ability to store the following vendor information:

		Name		Standard

		Vendor ID		Standard

		Multiple addresses		Standard

		Vendor e-mail & web site information		Standard

		Contact person(s)		Standard

		Federal Tax Identification Number (TIN)		Standard

		Tax ID Status (Social or Emp ID)		Standard

		Social Security (Hide from view for those without security permission)		Standard

		W9 Flag		Standard

		Phone and fax number(s)		Standard

		Minority/woman/disadvantaged business indicator		Standard

		Active/Inactive Status (based on date last utilized)		Standard

		Parent/child relationships		Standard

		Payment methods		Standard

		Type of company (e.g., corporation, partnership, etc.)		Standard

		Total amt expended with each vendor for a user defined time period		Standard

		Standard payment terms		Standard

		Bank Routing Info/ACH Information		Standard

		System must have ability to deactivate vendor from vendor listing by date with reason. 		Standard

		System supports the ability to create and configure an external website so a prospective supplier can self-register.		Standard

		System  allows the management of location customer account numbers per supplier. 		Standard

		REQUISITIONS

		System must have ability to maintain the following "line item" data elements in respect to procurement transactions:

		Item (predefined #)		Standard

		Item description		Standard

		Acct #		Standard

		Line item GL acct code validation		Standard

		Quantity Requested		Standard

		Unit of measure		Standard

		Unit price (99,999,999.9999)		Standard

		System must have ability to maintain the following data elements in respect to procurement transactions:

		Origin of procurement request (Department and contact info)		Standard

		Requested by		Standard

		Date		Standard

		Scheduled delivery dates		Standard

		Shipping Address		Standard

		Requisition Number		Standard

		Vendor Name & Address		Standard

		Vendor Number		Standard

		Comment (text) field		Standard

		Project # (Integrated with project accounting system)		Standard

		Tax flag by line item		Standard

		Internal Memo		Standard

		System must have ability to email requestor when a requisition has been approved or not approved.		Standard

		System must have ability to create requisition templates for frequently-ordered items.		Standard

		Multiple Cost Centers/Departments/Programs/Accounts for one requisition		Standard

		System must have ability to query status of outstanding reqs.  Requesting User should be able to easily determine status of open requisitions		Standard

		Requisitions are routed based on rules defined by the organization and can be driven by Cost, Account Coding, Management Structure, etc.		Standard

		Requisition approvals can be routed at the line level during the business process		Standard

		Provides configuration to specify requisition fulfillment source and default the same when creating requisitions.		Standard

		Can define preferred supplier rules for purchase items and default the same when creating requisitions.		Standard

		Provides option to ‘fully receive’ purchase orders and supplier contracts.		Standard

		Allow consolidation/grouping of multiple requisitions to a single purchase order.		Standard

		Allow requisitions to be fulfilled/sourced from inventory.		Standard

		System provides ability for Internal Service Delivery		Configuration

		System must create accounting entries for Internal Service Deliveries		Standard

		REQUEST FOR QUOTES (RFQ)

		Electronic delivery of RFQ documents (portal, email)		Standard

		Suppliers may search for, view, and respond to RFQs via the supplier portal dashboard		Standard

		Send notifications through various stages of the RFQ negotiation process like open/closed for bidding, on award, and on cancel.		Standard

		Messaging/collaboration between buyer and suppliers via the activity stream		Standard

		Bid response compare report delivered		Standard

		Buyers can mark lines as required for bidding.  Suppliers can indicate which non-required lines they are not bidding on.		Configuration

		Can capture award reason codes for better reporting		Configuration

		Suppliers can enter response item description on adhoc lines, often used in situations of offering substitute items. Likewise, buyers can edit/change item description on adhoc lines during award which can then carry forward to the award outcome documents like PO/Contracts		Standard

		CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

		System must have ability to associate a commodity code with a contract.		Standard

		System must have ability to prevent purchase orders against closed contracts:

		By Date		Standard

		By Dollar Amount		Standard

		System must manage multiple contract types		Standard

		System must have ability to encumber contracts per line item (e.g., project phase).		Standard

		System must have ability to create user-defined contract releases of payment.		Standard

		System must have ability to track multiple concurrent contracts per vendor.		Standard

		System must have ability to track multiple encumbrances and payments against a single contract.		Standard

		System must have ability to attach many and/or large volume documents to a contract.		Standard

		System must have ability to track service performance against a contract (e.g., milestones and/or deliverables).		Configuration

		System must have ability to change end date on a contract, with proper security.		Standard

		System must have ability to increase an authorized amount on a contract, with proper security and create an easily reviewed audit trail.		Standard

		System must have ability to search for a contract by supplier and/or description.		Standard

		System must have ability to track  contract expiration/extension dates with sufficient lead time to extend or re-bid the contract.		Standard

		Vendor information		Standard

		Commodity information		Standard

		Contract type		Standard

		Contract number		Standard

		Contract Administrator's name, phone, fax numbers and email		Standard

		Milestones		Standard

		Start/end and extension dates		Standard

		Expiration dates		Standard

		Multiple Approval Dates 		Standard

		Status (text reference field)		Standard

		Payment schedule & adjustments		Standard

		System must have ability to show all system documents that reference a contract and ability to drill down to specific documents.		Standard

		System must have ability to record and track contract limits  over the life of the contract (e.g., 50% expended at half-way point in project).		Standard

		System must have ability to support various contract periods, including multiple year contracts (i.e., those that span fiscal and/or calendar years).		Standard

		Define a single contract for multiple suppliers that share a common price catalog and terms.		Standard

		PURCHASE ORDERS

		System allows for attachment of documents or other support (Photographs, PDF files, etc..) to Purchase Orders		Standard

		System automatically assigns PO numbers 		Standard

		Permit all PO's to be printed in batch process or permit the Purchasing Office to print PO’s on an as needed basis at remote locations.		Standard

		System must have ability to create purchase orders from requisitions or contracts.		Standard

		System must have ability to generate a purchase order directly or convert from an existing requisition.		Standard

		System must have ability to accommodate blanket purchase orders that span multiple years.		Standard

		System must have ability to reprint hard copy of purchase orders when required, with proper authority.		Standard

		System must have ability to create, manage and close blanket orders.		Standard

		System must have ability to accommodate tolerances of either percentages or dollar amounts.		Standard

		System must have ability to  automatically populate bill-to and ship-to contact details on purchase orders and capture additional shipping details such as shipping terms and methods 		Standard

		System must have ability to automatically encumber final purchase order amount, track differences and totals and release differences back to remaining budget.		Standard

		System must have ability to notify end-user when blanket or contract purchase order is nearly exhausted according to a user-defined dollar amount or percentage threshold or exceed monthly/annual maximums 		Configuration

		System must have ability to accommodate change orders and notify responsible person that change has occurred.		Configuration

		Provide the ability to close multiple requisitions, purchase orders and contracts as part of one task.		Standard

		System must have ability to require approval for change orders over a user-defined percentage of the original amount.		Configuration

		System  allows you to specify ship-to information at the line level		Standard

		System provides the ability to  receive and process purchase order acknowledgment transactions. This increases visibility into the purchase order status, supports early resolution of exceptions, and streamlines the invoicing process. 		Standard

		P-CARD

		System supports purchasing card (P-Card) system.		Standard

		System must have ability to interface with credit card companies 		Standard

		P-Card transactions are regularly posted to the GL 		Standard

		P-Card system is integrated with the purchasing system and the general ledger.		Standard

		ONLINE CATALOG

		Ability to utilize online vendor catalogs.		Standard

		Ability to set up online shopping carts/catalogs		Standard

		Allow Vendors to manage catalog pricing, descriptions, etc.… through a vendor portal		Standard

		Provides configuration to capture alternate/universal item identifiers like manufacturer, manufacturer part number, etc. on internal items. 		Standard

		Allows for auto-linking supplier items to internal items during catalog loads and punch-out to supplier sites.		Standard

		Configure spend categories to enable associated items to be stocked.		Standard

		Configure purchase items that can be stocked, tracked and replenished.		Standard

		Linking supplier items (catalog items and web items) with internal purchase items.		Standard

		Configure stocking UOMs.		Standard

		System supports global tracking standards such as GS1 and HIBCC for items and locations on procurement and supplier account transactions. This provides greater visibility into your trade items and business locations. It also ensures accuracy when sharing information in your external supply chain communications.		Configuration

		RECEIVING

		System must have ability to accommodate partial receipts.		Standard

		System must have ability to flag orders that have not been received by the end-user after a user-specified period of time.		Configuration

		User should not have to rekey data into Accounts Payable. Pricing and Receiving information should default from the matching process directly to the AP invoice.		Standard

		System must have ability to detect and measure early / late and over / under shipments for vendor performance purposes.		Configuration

		System must have ability to trigger Accounts Payable process based upon receipt information.		Standard

		System must have ability to require entry of certain data on goods at time of receipt into the fixed assets module, as indicated by the item classification and dollar amount.		Standard

		System must have ability to audit receiving data by logon ID, date, time, etc.		Standard

		Supports the ability to record and process advance ship notices (ASNs) from suppliers sent in EDI 856 format (ANSI x12) and initiate the auto-creation of a receipt. This gives you visibility into your arriving freight, enabling you to effectively manage your shipped items and streamline your receiving business process.		Configuration

		System supports an integration template to enable transmission of EDI files in ASC X12 4010 standard between Workday customers and their suppliers for EDI 856 Advance Ship Notice transactions. 		Configuration

		QUERIES AND REPORTS

		System must have ability to report on dollars spent per contract.		Standard

		System must have ability to report and query from fields within the purchasing module. 		Standard

		System must have ability to create a purchase order register that lists purchase orders created for a specific time period.		Standard

		Purchase Orders must be able to be queried via online within the system.		Standard

		System must have ability to produce a receipt/invoice variance report.		Configuration

		System must have ability to produce a report of outstanding encumbrances for an effective date, that reconciles to general ledger. 		Configuration

		System must have ability to produce a receipt history report.		Configuration

		System must have ability to track or report on contract data.		Standard

		System must have ability to produce purchasing activity reports by item, contract, vendor, or other user defined fields		Configuration

		System must have ability to report on supplier contracts by version number		Standard

		Top 30 Suppliers (Project vs Non-Project Expenses) by Supplier 		Configuration

		Top Suppliers by Supplier Category (Project vs Non-Project Expenses)		Configuration

		Prevent quantities and amounts on draft or in-progress receipts from displaying on purchase orders		Configuration

		Mobile Receiving		Standard

		Display ship-to and deliver-to location customer account numbers on purchase orders, advanced ship notices, and purchase order acknowledgements.		Standard

		Source Requisitions to Existing Purchase Orders		Standard

		Set up purchase item substitutes with an effective date range		Configuration

		Consigned Inventory for Suppliers and Pricing		Configuration
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Accounts Payable

		Accounts Payable		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		System must have ability to schedule invoices for payment based on vendor terms, future-dated invoices, etc. 		Standard

		System must have ability to strategically pay entered invoices (e.g., before discount date, before due date, etc.).		Standard

		Supports creation of positive pay reporting files.		Standard

		System must have ability to maintain and release recurring payments based upon user defined payment dates.		Standard

		System must automatically relieve the appropriate encumbrance when an invoice is entered against a Purchase Order		Standard

		System must have ability to record text or attach documents upon invoice entry.		Standard

		System must have ability to provide hard stops or soft warnings on transactions with insufficient appropriation and fund balances.		Standard		Based on budget validation rules.

		System will auto-generate next vendor ID #		Standard

		System must have ability to enter notes on invoices, debit memos, credit memos or vendor files.		Standard

		VENDOR DATA

		Supports Parent/Child relationships for vendor records		Standard

		System must have ability to classify vendors by user-defined categories		Standard

		System must have the ability to require a reason code when a vendor is inactivated.		Configuration

		Contains field for "country" (e.g., Canadian Vendors)		Standard

		System must be integrated with the HR personnel file to allow for employee reimbursement (travel & entertainment) without recreating the employee as a Vendor/Supplier		Standard

		System rejects or generates alerts when vendors with duplicate names, tax IDs are entered.		Standard

		Allows entry of  vendor 1099 eligibility information.		Standard

		System must have the ability to restrict employees to certain types of payments through AP (i.e., reimbursements).		Standard

		Provide support for 1042-S Non-Resident Alien payees		Configuration

		System must have ability to add, or change or delete vendor master file records--for users with authorized security.		Standard		Cannot delete supplier records with activity.

		Accommodates user defined vendor categories (e.g., Minority Business Enterprises, Problem vendors, etc.).		Standard

		Allows users to record vendor delivery performance data.		Configuration

		Should provide for reporting on Tax-ID number to prevent multiple vendors with same Tax-ID numbers.		Standard

		System must have ability to track vendor activity, based on time passage since last use.		Standard

		Suppliers can submit their own updates via the supplier portal. Updates get automatically applied upon approval.		Standard

		Suppliers can view payment information and download remittance files.		Standard

		INVOICE PROCESSING

		System should not require batch control for invoice processing		Standard

		System must have ability to easily identify when a note or comments has been attached to an invoice.		Standard

		System must have ability to upload batch invoice from spreadsheet (with proper security authorization)		Standard

		Users can attach scanned image of invoice to invoice record.		Standard

		System supports account distribution by line item.		Standard

		Uses three-way matching process (purchase order/receiving document/invoice) before processing invoice 		Standard

		System sends an alert to specified users when a change is made to the chart of accounts distribution charge account string.		Configuration		Through business process configuration.

		System allows for multiple distributions (splits) on a single line		Standard

		System must have ability to specify the specific account number for a credit memo such that it can be applied to any future payment to the same vendor.		Standard

		System allows for grouping of vendors for payments on specified dates (e.g., supplier type, supplier group)		Standard

		Users can schedule invoices for payment.		Standard

		System applies credit and debit memo amounts before producing payment.  		Standard

		System supports credit and debit memos.		Standard		Supplier invoice adjustment functionality.

		System tracks balance remaining on credit memo.		Standard

		System must have ability to apply credit memos only to the extent that they do not produce a negative payment.		Standard

		System records reason for placement of hold		Standard

		System must have ability to put a payment on hold.		Standard

		System must have ability to automatically calculate invoice due date based on invoice date and payment terms.		Standard

		System must have ability for multiple invoice applications to apply against a single purchase order.		Standard

		System must have ability for Supplier Invoice Request self-service with associated business process		Configuration

		Ability to retain a percentage of Supplier Invoices from payment and release the retention balance throughout the life of a Purchase Order or Supplier Contract		Standard

		Retention Payable accounting generated		Standard

		EMPLOYEE REIMBURSEMENT

		System should not require employees to be setup as Supplier/Vendor in order to enter expense reports		Standard

		System must have ability to reimburse employees for travel and other expenses.		Standard

		System must provide the ability for users to enter expense report line items from a mobile device.		Standard		Includes ability to upload "picture" of receipt directly from mobile device.

		System must have an online expense entry portal that is easy for employees to access and utilize		Standard

		System should allow employees to attach photographs, PDF or other documents to support expenses.		Standard

		System must have ability to generate payments to employees based on expense reports.		Standard

		Provides a flexible hierarchical approval process for approving employee reimbursement.		Standard

		System must have ability for employees to initiate reimbursement for their travel expenses through direct entry of travel expenses, and to query on the status of their pending travel reimbursements.  		Standard

		System must have ability to automatically calculate mileage reimbursement based on system defined reimbursement rates.		Standard

		System supports location/geography based expense policies & rates.		Standard

		System will flag or automatically prevent policy violation exceptions.		Standard

		Support for mobile expense reports.		Standard

		Create and Submit Spend Authorization with cash advance request.		Standard

		Settlement and accounting for cash advance.		Standard

		Expense report for cash advance.		Standard

		Accounting for expense report with cash advance.		Standard

		Create cash advance repayment.		Standard

		Create related bank deposit (or payroll deduction) and accounting.		Standard

		Ability to support budget checking on expense reports.		Standard

		Capture business purpose on spend authorization.		Standard

		Spend Authorization business process allows approval steps only.		Configuration

		Link spend authorization to multiple expense reports.		Standard

		Find spend Authorizations report.		Standard

		Commitment Accounting support on Spend Authorizations		Standard

		Use on an expense report will liquidate the Spend Authorization		Standard

		Itemize expenses report lines in mobile		Standard

		Link spend authorizations to expense report in mobile		Standard

		Link a mobile expense report to an expense report line in mobile		Standard

		CHECK PROCESSING

		System must have ability to print checks through the following means:  on-demand (override batch), on-schedule/same day, or manual (immediate). 		Standard

		System must have ability to produce, through secure printers, checks with MICR encoding, post office approved bar codes, and electronic signatures.		Configuration		Some described features might require report writer work and/or printer drivers. Workday delivers standard check templates as part of the settlement engine.

		System must have ability to generate payments based upon:

		Date Range		Standard

		Vendor		Standard

		Employee		Standard

		Other Selection Criteria		Standard

		System must have ability to notify users by e-mail when a check is cut and sent.		Standard

		System must have ability to support the use of multiple banks with multiple accounts for both checks and EFTs.		Standard

		System must have ability to enter a message for one specific vendor which appears on that specific check.		Standard

		System must have ability to consolidate (or choose not to consolidate) multiple invoices for the same vendor on one check, and itemize the invoices (including the vendor invoice number) on the remittance advice.		Standard

		System must have ability to manually schedule invoices for payment.		Standard

		System must have ability to automatically initiate payment transactions based on recurring invoice setup.  Recurring invoices should be weekly, monthly, quarterly, etc..		Standard

		System should allow edit of total amount to be paid - per check - after invoices are selected for payment.  Any amount unpaid should go back on the vendor's account.		Standard

		System must have ability to automatically update cash balances and accounts payable in the general ledger for payment processes.		Standard

		System must allow a user to select specific items to be paid and items to be withheld from payment for a particular issuance run based on the availability of cash or other constraints.		Standard

		System must have ability to allow for overflow to a separate remittance advice when the number of invoices exceeds available space on initial advice. 		Standard

		System must have ability to produce a check register		Standard

		System must have ability to sequentially number and control payments and remittance advices.		Standard

		System must have ability to void and rewrite a check with a different check number (generate a replacement check) within the same payment cycle.		Standard

		System must have ability to prevent the printing or producing of blank, negative, or zero amount issuances as well as issuances with no payee specified or incomplete address information.		Standard

		System must facilitate year end invoice accrual processing		Standard

		Intercompany invoice payment information is readily available within settlement run.		Standard

		Provide filter option to get a better and smaller set of search results when selecting payments.		Standard

		Provides ability to define withholding tax codes.
		Standard

		Allows selecting withholding tax code in supplier invoice header.		Standard

		Calculates withholding tax amount for supplier invoice payment.		Standard

		Posts withholding tax amount to ledger account.		Standard

		Enable reporting of withheld Tax amounts for payment of supplier invoice.		Standard

		System supports integration template that enables you to initiate direct debit payments using the ISO 20022 Direct Debit format. 		Configuration

		BANK RECONCILIATION

		System must have the ability to produce a file containing all rejected check reconciliation transactions which could be available for on-line corrections.		Standard

		System must have the ability to produce electronic files containing detail of checks issued by the system to be used by banks for "positive pay" and also ability to read "paid" items sent by the bank on behalf of the Organization.		Standard

		System must have the ability to retain cleared checks in a check reconciliation data base for inquiry and/or reporting purposes.		Standard

		System must have the ability to cancel checks on-line and automatically generate General Ledger transactions to reverse all accounting distributions and invoices associated with that check.		Standard

		System must have the ability to perform on-line bank reconciliation based upon electronic media (daily or monthly data) sent by various banks.		Standard

		System must have the ability to place a “stop payment” on checks and generate the appropriate General Ledger transaction.		Standard

		System provides customers the option to generate a unique identifier for ad hoc bank transactions.		Standard

		QUERIES AND REPORTS

		System must have ability to produce the following reports:

		Scheduled checks to be written		Configuration

		Vendor Master Listing		Standard

		Summary Payment Report by Vendor (for a user determined time period)		Standard

		Check register		Standard

		Outstanding Checks report by Bank Account and check type		Standard

		Cash Requirements Report		Standard

		Checks Paid by check type and Account		Standard

		Vendor History by account Cost Center or Fund		Standard

		Monthly expenditures report by fund		Standard

		System must have ability to track and analyze anticipated cash requirements for disbursements.		Standard		Full cash requirements reporting available.

		System must have the ability to produce monthly check reconciliation reports of manual transaction by Account and check type.		Standard

		System must have the ability to produce a monthly detail Outdated Checks Listing by account and by check type.		Configuration		Report configuration.

		System must have ability to report on the status of a check (e.g., outstanding, voided, cancelled, stale-dated, etc.).		Standard

		System must have the ability to produce a monthly report that show the total amount as well as the number of outstanding checks for the fund.		Standard

		System must have ability to identify all checks that are outstanding after a user-specified period of time, with the ability to filter by amount.		Standard
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Business Assets

		Asset Management		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		System tracks:

		Non-capitalized items (please specify any limitations)		Standard		Workday allows you to automate the accounting lifecycle of tangible and intangible assets with multiple books and accounting treatments. Flexibly track the movement of assets without affecting accounting activities as needed.

    • Posts financial transactions for different accounting standards (GAAP and IFRS) automatically, eliminating the need to post manual adjustments at period-end.
    • Capitalize and depreciate, amortize/depreciate, stock and issue, or expense assets.
    • Create appropriate accounting for all asset lifecycle events including acquisition, transfer, impairment, disposal, and reinstatement.
    • Define depreciation parameters by asset type, such as useful life, depreciation method, or posting convention. 
    • Automatically set up depreciation schedules upon asset acquisition. 
    • Support multiple depreciation schedules to help reduce errors and allows more support for reporting across different accounting standards.
    • Integrate to 3rd party tax depreciation systems via Web Service for tax authority reporting.
    • Track the licensing of intangible assets and amortize based on terms defined in the supplier contract.

Whether the business asset is a cell phone, laptop, building, software account, or product inventory, Workday allows you to invoke inventory management activities and controls such as stock, issue, and return for assets with the same level of physical tracking traditionally available only in Fixed Asset systems.

    • Manage pooled and composite assets by grouping similar, tangible items and registering them as a single asset with quantity. 
    • Track zero-cost items, such as security badges, that have no individually trackable cost but for which physical tracking may be crucial.
    • Create a reportable link between issued business assets and the receiving worker by assigning custody and responsibility. 
    • Reclaim business property from a worker upon their separation from the organization.

		Capitalized items		Standard		Workday allows you to automate the accounting lifecycle of tangible and intangible assets with multiple books and accounting treatments. Flexibly track the movement of assets without affecting accounting activities as needed.

    • Posts financial transactions for different accounting standards (GAAP and IFRS) automatically, eliminating the need to post manual adjustments at period-end.
    • Capitalize and depreciate, amortize/depreciate, stock and issue, or expense assets.
    • Create appropriate accounting for all asset lifecycle events including acquisition, transfer, impairment, disposal, and reinstatement.
    • Define depreciation parameters by asset type, such as useful life, depreciation method, or posting convention. 
    • Automatically set up depreciation schedules upon asset acquisition. 
    • Support multiple depreciation schedules to help reduce errors and allows more support for reporting across different accounting standards.
    • Integrate to 3rd party tax depreciation systems via Web Service for tax authority reporting.
    • Track the licensing of intangible assets and amortize based on terms defined in the supplier contract.

Whether the business asset is a cell phone, laptop, building, software account, or product inventory, Workday allows you to invoke inventory management activities and controls such as stock, issue, and return for assets with the same level of physical tracking traditionally available only in Fixed Asset systems.

    • Manage pooled and composite assets by grouping similar, tangible items and registering them as a single asset with quantity. 
    • Track zero-cost items, such as security badges, that have no individually trackable cost but for which physical tracking may be crucial.
    • Create a reportable link between issued business assets and the receiving worker by assigning custody and responsibility. 
    • Reclaim business property from a worker upon their separation from the organization.

		Accounting Code		Standard		Workday uses Worktags to automatically determine and assign the correct accounting code for asset transactions.

		System must have ability to identify fixed asset, based upon:

		Item Type		Standard

		System provides the ability to attach electronic documents (including photos) to an asset record.		Standard		Workday provides the capability to attach a wide range of documents to the asset record.  Currently, Workday supports the following types of file extensions:

    • bmp
    • csv
    • doc
    • docx
    • gif
    • gz
    • html
    • ics
    • jpeg
    • jpg
    • pdf
    • pgb
    • png
    • ppt
    • pptx
    • properties
    • rpttdesign
    • txt
    • xlm
    • xls
    • xlsm
    • xlxs
    • xml
    • xpdl
    • xsl
    • xslt
    • zip

You can also configure additional file extensions, as required.

		Price		Standard

		System tracks cost history on various cost categories of the asset.		Standard		Customers can track and manage assets throughout their entire physical and accounting lifecycle, and have complete visibility into the entire history of an asset (including cost), from procurement to disposal. Support for multiple depreciation schedules enables reporting across different accounting standards and facilitates compliance.

		ASSET ADDITIONS AND MAINTENANCE

		System tracks minimally the following categories and sub-categories of assets:

		Buildings		Standard

		Land		Standard

		Improvements		Standard

		Portable		Standard

		Equipment		Standard

		Vehicles		Standard

		Furniture and Fixtures		Standard

		Construction in progress		Standard

		Capitalized leases		Standard

		Infrastructure		Standard

		System supports multiple asset types including, but not limited to:

		Other user-defined categories		Configuration

		Capitalized		Standard

		Non-capitalized		Standard

		Purchased new		Standard

		Capital project		Standard

		Intangible		Standard		Workday allows you to track the licensing of intangible assets and amortize based on terms defined in the supplier contract.

		Purchased used		Standard

		identifies/tracks Assets Purchased under a Grant		Standard

		Donated		Standard		Workday delivers 4 asset disposal methods:

    • Discard
    • Donation
    • Expire
    • Sale

These disposal methods that can be used to configure disposal types that are then used to in the Asset Disposal Business Process.

		Property & Evidence transferred to the department as assets.		Standard		Workday allows you to automate the accounting lifecycle of tangible and intangible assets with multiple books and accounting treatments. Flexibly track the movement of assets without affecting accounting activities as needed.

    • Posts financial transactions for different accounting standards (GAAP and IFRS) automatically, eliminating the need to post manual adjustments at period-end.
    • Capitalize and depreciate, amortize/depreciate, stock and issue, or expense assets.
    • Create appropriate accounting for all asset lifecycle events including acquisition, transfer, impairment, disposal, and reinstatement.
    • Define depreciation parameters by asset type, such as useful life, depreciation method, or posting convention. 
    • Automatically set up depreciation schedules upon asset acquisition. 
    • Support multiple depreciation schedules to help reduce errors and allows more support for reporting across different accounting standards.
    • Integrate to 3rd party tax depreciation systems via Web Service for tax authority reporting.
    • Track the licensing of intangible assets and amortize based on terms defined in the supplier contract.

		System must have ability to specify the location of an asset including:

		Address		Standard		The address is linked to the location.

		Building and room number		Standard		If customers define their locations down to the building, floor, and room number this information can be captured directly on the individual asset record.

		GIS Coordinates		Standard		GIS coordinates are linked to the location.

		Legal description		Standard

		Assign assets to a Cost Center or Department		Standard

		System provides ability to create assets from a project		Standard		As projects grow in scope and cost, so does the risk of failure, mismanagement and cost overrun. Workday provides embedded project tracking and reporting capabilities to help you get better visibility into complex capital projects.

    • Tag, track and report transactions such as supplier invoices and expenses occurred during capital projects 
    • Track time and expenses associated with capital projects by using Workday Time Tracking and Expenses
    • Capitalize labor cost in a variety of methods, including payroll, standard, and fully burdened cost
    • Automate transaction processing for capital projects 
    • Review capital project transactions
    • Transfer project asset to business asset

		System must have ability to automatically or manually assign specific or multiple item/asset number(s).		Standard

		System must have ability to track assets purchased by special funding source (i.e., grant, special service fund, etc.)		Standard

		System prevents use of duplicate asset numbers except for component asset numbers in which a suffix is used.		Standard

		System provides a unique asset number to each item entered into system as an asset to be tracked.		Standard

		System maintains detailed property information required to identify, properly account for, and safeguard all assets, including (but not limited to) the following:

		Location		Standard

		Organization		Standard

		In-service date		Standard

		Asset acquisition date		Standard

		Asset status (e.g., inactive)		Standard

		Asset condition		Configuration

		Vendor Number, Name		Configuration

		Unit Cost/Value   		Standard

		Manufacturer Number, Name   		Standard

		Asset descriptive information		Standard

		Serial number		Standard

		Disposal information		Standard

		Tracking assets assigned to workers (if applicable)		Standard

		Depreciation Schedule (Method and Life)		Standard		Automate the accounting lifecycle of tangible and intangible assets with multiple books and accounting treatments. Flexibly track the movement of assets without affecting accounting activities as needed.

    • Posts financial transactions for different accounting standards (GAAP and IFRS) automatically, eliminating the need to post manual adjustments at period-end.
    • Capitalize and depreciate, amortize/depreciate, stock and issue, or expense assets.
    • Create appropriate accounting for all asset lifecycle events including acquisition, transfer, impairment, disposal, and reinstatement.
    • Define depreciation parameters by asset type, such as useful life, depreciation method, or posting convention. 
    • Automatically set up depreciation schedules upon asset acquisition. 
    • Support multiple depreciation schedules to help reduce errors and allows more support for reporting across different accounting standards.
    • Integrate to 3rd party tax depreciation systems via Web Service for tax authority reporting.
    • Track the licensing of intangible assets and amortize based on terms defined in the supplier contract.

		Estimated Useful Life  		Standard		Workday allows you to automate the accounting lifecycle of tangible and intangible assets with multiple books and accounting treatments. Flexibly track the movement of assets without affecting accounting activities as needed, including the ability to define depreciation parameters by asset type, such as useful life, depreciation method, or posting convention. 

		Finance Code (I.e. Fund purchased, grant, donation, etc.)		Standard

		Depreciation Convention (Beginning of Month, Half-Year, Mid-Month, etc.)		Standard		Workday allows you to automate the accounting lifecycle of tangible and intangible assets with multiple books and accounting treatments. Flexibly track the movement of assets without affecting accounting activities as needed, including the ability to define depreciation parameters by asset type, such as useful life, depreciation method, or posting convention.

		System provides an audit trail of all changes made to asset records		Standard		Customers can track and manage assets throughout their entire physical and accounting lifecycle, and have complete visibility into the entire history of an asset (including cost), from procurement to disposal. Support for multiple depreciation schedules enables reporting across different accounting standards and facilitates compliance.

		System provides the ability to adjust original cost/value		Standard		Customers can track and manage assets throughout their entire physical and accounting lifecycle, and have complete visibility into the entire history of an asset (including cost), from procurement to disposal. Support for multiple depreciation schedules enables reporting across different accounting standards and facilitates compliance.

		System provides for attachment data to be added to the asset such as CAD/CAM Drawings/Manuals/Warranties/Etc..		Standard		Workday provides the capability to attach a wide range of documents to the asset record.  Currently, Workday supports the following types of file extensions:

    • bmp
    • csv
    • doc
    • docx
    • gif
    • gz
    • html
    • ics
    • jpeg
    • jpg
    • pdf
    • pgb
    • png
    • ppt
    • pptx
    • properties
    • rpttdesign
    • txt
    • xlm
    • xls
    • xlsm
    • xlxs
    • xml
    • xpdl
    • xsl
    • xslt
    • zip

You can also configure additional file extensions, as required.

		Users are able to correct discrepancies in asset records by overriding initially loaded information (received from other integrated modules) with proper authorization. 		Standard

		System provides for the addition and maintenance of assets obtained through non-expenditure transactions (e.g., gifts, donations, eminent domain).		Standard

		System provides the ability to flag assets with transfer restrictions and display the restriction message for user handling		Configuration

		System provides the ability to transfer fixed assets, within or between locations/organizations at the individual asset level and to generate the appropriate accounting entries for cost and accumulated deprecation, with an audit trail.		Standard		Workday allows you to automate the accounting lifecycle of tangible and intangible assets with multiple books and accounting treatments. Flexibly track the movement of assets without affecting accounting activities as needed.

    • Posts financial transactions for different accounting standards (GAAP and IFRS) automatically, eliminating the need to post manual adjustments at period-end.
    • Capitalize and depreciate, amortize/depreciate, stock and issue, or expense assets.
    • Create appropriate accounting for all asset lifecycle events including acquisition, transfer, impairment, disposal, and reinstatement.
    • Define depreciation parameters by asset type, such as useful life, depreciation method, or posting convention. 
    • Automatically set up depreciation schedules upon asset acquisition. 
    • Support multiple depreciation schedules to help reduce errors and allows more support for reporting across different accounting standards.
    • Integrate to 3rd party tax depreciation systems via Web Service for tax authority reporting.
    • Track the licensing of intangible assets and amortize based on terms defined in the supplier contract.

		Provide the ability to review trackable assets as part of receipt and change the default accounting treatment.		Standard

		System provides the ability to accommodate workflow approval of the transfer of assets.		Standard

		System provides the ability for tag balancing on asset transactions		Configuration

		System provides the ability to restrict Cost Centers on asset transactions		Configuration

		System accommodates shared asset accounting, where an asset is split over multiple cost centers		Standard		Workday supports cost sharing across various types of defined organization including (but not limited to):

    • Cost Center
    • Fund
    • Grant
    • Location
    • Program
    • Project
    • Project Phase
    • Project Task

		System provides the ability to batch jobs to automatically register or assign accounting information.		Standard

		Supports a Web Service Operation for reclassifying assets		Standard

		Supports copy expense assets or assets that are registered with assign accounting but not placed in service, and add them to another book using Add Asset to Company Asset Book task.		Standard

		ASSET DISPOSITION, RETIREMENT, AND THEFT

		System allows for recording of the following information related to disposals, trade-ins, missing, lost, stolen or re-instated assets:

		Asset number		Standard

		Disposal date		Standard

		Disposal method		Standard

		Disposal amount		Standard

		Date of reinstatement		Standard

		Other reinstatement information (asset condition, etc.)		Configuration

		Like-Kind exchange		Configuration		Can use Like-Kind exchange as a disposal type.

		System automatically tracks disposal gain/loss and creates the appropriate accounting entries automatically		Standard

		System must track surplus materials sold at auction (desks, chairs, equipment, etc.)		Standard

		System provides the ability to accommodate workflow approval of the disposal of assets.		Standard		Workday delivers an Asset Disposal Business Process that can be configured to meet your specific requirements.

		System provides the ability to flag assets with disposal restrictions and display the restriction message for user handling (e.g., federal grant items that must be returned to the federal government)		Configuration

		System will allow reinstatement of any disposed or stolen asset within the current fiscal year		Standard

		System will support multiple book accounting to define different basis accounting methods.		Standard

		System will support leased assets.		Standard

		DEPRECIATION

		System provides the following depreciation functionality:

		System can generate financial transactions to the General Ledger module for capital asset depreciation expense in specified funds.		Standard

		Automatically calculate depreciation in accordance with the depreciation method and convention where designated for an asset		Standard

		Provide depreciation schedules on fixed assets		Standard

		Depreciation of a group of asset by asset classification or funding source		Standard

		Maintain multiple asset basis values for each asset if desired, utilizing industry-standard depreciation methods  		Standard

		System allows for changing asset useful life, value basis, salvage value, and depreciation method when necessary, and automatically recalculating depreciation expense in accordance with such changes (with proper authorization).		Standard

		System allows for multiple depreciation schedules to be applied to an asset to support separate depreciation reporting requirements.  		Standard

		System provides the ability to store an acquisition date and a depreciation-start date (in-service date), and the dates do not have to be the same date.		Standard		Workday comes standard with an individual asset Acquisition Date field and an individual asset Disposal Date field that can contain separate, distinct and different dates.

		System provides multiple depreciation methods including, but not limited to:

		Straight Line		Standard

		Declining Balance		Standard

		Sum of the Years Digits		Standard

		System provides the ability to simulate depreciation calculations for individual assets or group of assets without being required to post the results.		Standard

		System must have ability to record different conventions for depreciable assets such as beginning of month, half year, mid-month, etc.		Standard

		System prevents the depreciating of an asset's value below zero.		Standard

		System allows some assets to be designated as non-depreciable (i.e., land).		Standard

		System allows depreciation methods to be changed for an asset or group of assets, to depreciate the assets for the balance of the asset's useful life.		Standard

		QUERYING AND REPORTING

		System allows online inquiry for each asset of a group of assets.		Standard

		System is able to perform ad hoc querying and reporting on assets for financial reporting purposes.		Standard

		System reports assets due for disposition, based on the scheduled disposal date and type.  		Configuration

		System can provide a dollar total of fixed asset purchases by their funding source and department/organization.		Configuration

		System is able to produce a disposition report showing items by asset type which have physically been disposed of but still remain on file for information purposes.		Standard

		System is able to produce a report of assets by:

		Fund		Standard

		Grant/Project		Standard

		Location		Standard

		Department or Cost Center		Standard

		Organization Unit (e.g., Asst. Superintendent, etc.)		Standard

		Asset Class		Standard

		Asset Type		Standard

		Supplier		Configuration

		Manufacturer  		Configuration

		Other user defined		Configuration

		System is able to provide a listing of assets by vendor .		Configuration

		System is able to produce a report  of assets scheduled for replacement.  		Configuration

		System is able to produce a listing of all disposed assets showing any gains or losses and the associated account coding, buy type.		Configuration

		System is able to identify and sort items ordered and received by organizational unit		Configuration

		System is able to produce a depreciation report by balance sheet category, such as buildings and equipment.		Standard

		System provides the ability to print reports at various remote locations.		Standard

		System provides the ability to generate report for all items assigned to a specific location by portable equipment and fixed assets		Standard

		System is able to generate a report for assets purchased with grant funding		Configuration

		System is able to generate a report for asset share percentage and designate a separate line for each asset on the report		Configuration

		System is able to generate an Asset Cost Activity report field on the Operational Transaction business object.		Configuration
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Projects

		Project Accounting		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		Supports multiple-year projects including 5-Year capital plans 		Standard

		System must have ability to track projects by type, location and initiative		Standard		Grouping through tags or project hierarchy.

		System allows 10 custom project labels		Standard

		System must have ability to set up parent child relations for projects and sub-projects		Standard

		System has the ability to track costs and discounts by purchase order (e.g. for direct purchases on a construction project)		Standard

		System must have ability to relate purchase orders to projects or vice versa		Standard

		Supports the ability to manage several sub-projects under one controlling project.		Standard

		Projects can be established across funds, programs, and departments.		Standard

		Allows attachment of supporting documents during project set-up at the project level.		Standard

		System must have the ability for projects to span multiple fiscal years.		Standard

		Projects can be established by type (remodel vs. new construction)		Standard

		System must have the ability to allocate costs on a percentage or fixed dollar basis		Standard

		Provides the capability to allocate direct and indirect financing costs to projects.		Configuration		Workday's Allocation Engine provides ability to allocate costs to projects

		Accumulates and bills for all reimbursable portions of projects.		Standard		Workday Projects provides the ability to bill customers based upon Standard Time and Expenses or on a Fixed Amount basis.  

		System links project to a grant.		Standard

		Ability to interface with third party construction management system (Office 2 Office)		Configuration		Requires configurate of integrations.

		Ability to perform workflow functions, to route tasks from one user to another, based upon user-defined rules		Standard

		System provides Project Billing Business Processes and Security 		Standard		These business processes and security domain are in the Project Billing functional area:

• Process: Revenue domain.
• Revenue Recognition Installment Event business process.
• Revenue Recognition Schedule Event business process.

		System has ability to make Time Block Reversals- make adjustments to time blocks after you invoice a billable transaction		Standard

		System provides ability to create and configure multidimensional 'project rate sheets' using the new Project Billing Rate profile		Standard

		System provides ability to create Customer Invoices for Billable Project Transactions		Standard

		The system has the ability to create ad hoc billable transactions		Standard

		System provides a Contract Rate Sheet- create a new contract rate sheet which enables you to set the standard billing rates by project role		Standard

		System provides a Project Billing functional area that includes:
Business Processes:
• Billing Schedule Event
• Customer Contract Amendment Event
• Customer Contract Event Security Domains: 
• Process: Billing
• Process: Customer Contract
• Process: Project Billing		Standard

		Ability to use worksheets on project resource forecasts and capture detailed estimates for resources assigned to projects. Enabling users to generate more accurate forecasts for resource availability, cost, and revenue.		Configuration

		Schedule updates to project budgets, creating more efficient consolidation of data for portfolio reporting.		Configuration

		Ability to mark individual project plan tasks as nonbillable in project plans and project plan templates. This reduces user errors and manual effort in invoicing and time tracking.		Standard

		System enables you to view and control the workflow of changes made to project resource plan lines		Configuration

		PROJECT LEDGERS

		Project budgets can be controlled by the following elements:

		Phase		Configuration

		Funding Source Budget Year		Configuration

		Fund		Configuration

		Department		Configuration

		Project		Configuration

		Function		Configuration		Function as a custom Worktag or Dimension.

		Program		Configuration

		Task		Configuration

		Activity		Configuration		Activity as a custom Worktag/Dimension.

		Account Dimension		Configuration

		System must have ability to store and retrieve all costs associated with a project, including internal charges and contract charges		Standard

		Maintains the following general financial project information:

		Encumbrances		Standard

		Budgets		Standard

		Expenditures		Standard

		Revenues 		Standard

		System provides capability to allow users to create project budgets to manage project costs and revenue.		Standard		Project managers can now easily create project budgets using the system to calculate estimated costs and revenue. Use these project budgets throughout Workday for planning purposes.

		PROJECT MAINTENANCE

		System must have ability to track completion of project tasks (i.e. permitting and inspections).		Standard

		System must have ability to track the following project information:

		Contract Workers		Standard		Contact workers defined as suppliers or as contingent workers.


		Employees		Standard

		Planned start date		Standard

		Documentation (scanned as attachment)		Standard

		Actual start date		Standard

		PO Issuance Date		Standard		As defined on the actual issue date on the PO.

		Actual completion date		Standard

		Planned completion date		Standard

		System provides detailed estimated hours for resources on a project.		Standard		This feature allows project managers to create and maintain detailed resource forecasts for workers on a project.

		System provides ability to defines rules for project cost and revenue to either follow the worker or the project. 		Configuration		This feature allows administrators to establish rules for the system to place Worktags on project cost and revenue that are derived from either the worker or the project.

		System provides ability to Consolidated Invoices for Billable Projects 		Standard

		System must have ability to allow for detailed descriptions of projects.		Standard

		System provides ability to automate the process of finding and putting the right workers on projects.  Have the system manage who should have access to what projects based on rules you define. 		Configuration		This feature allows administrators to create dynamic resource pools using multiple worker facets as criteria which will simplify the management of worker access to projects.

		System feature that allows faster, easier and more intuitive resource assignment on the project task level.		Standard		With the use of Finder Workers feature and the Workers experience, talents, etc., within Workday HCM.

		Integrations can be created to export and import project data from specialized scheduling software such as:

		Primavera		Configuration		Configuration of integrations between Workday and other scheduling software is required

		Microsoft Project		Configuration		Workday delivers as a part of Workday Projects an integration to Microsoft Projects.  

		Timberline		Configuration		Configuration of integrations between Workday and other scheduling software is required.

		Other future Enterprise Asset Management (EAM)/Construction Mgmt (CM) system		Configuration		Configuration of integrations between Workday and other scheduling software is required.

		System must have ability to assign a work breakdown (sub-projects/sub-activities) structure to a project		Configuration		Workday's work breakdown structure consists of Phases/Tasks.  

		System must have ability to create and manage projects consisting of an unlimited number of sub-projects, work requests, activities, and phases.		Future		Workday projects does not support Work Requests at this time.  Workday's project work breakdown structure consists of Phases/Tasks.

		System provides a primary tag types - In transactions and setup tasks, your system displays each primary tag as a column or individual field.		Configuration		Tags in Workday are referred to Worktags.  

		System must have ability to roll up detail values from lower levels in the work breakdown structure		Configuration

		System has ability to support related tags		Configuration		Via the establishment of related Worktags. System enables you to configure primary and required tag types for these related tags:

• Cost Center
• Customer
• Custom Organizations (configured for Financials Usage)
• Gift
• Grant
• Program
• Project
• Purchase Item
• Region
• Revenue Category
• Sales Item
• Spend Category
• Sponsor

		System provides the ability to Configure Enhanced Resource Management task (secured to the Set Up: Project domain) to enable the new enhanced resource management functionality.		Configuration

		System has ability to support Contract Rate and Project Billing Web Services		Standard

		System provides the ability to create and edit 'Task Resources'- (secured to the Manage: Project domain):		Standard

		System supports ability to use the Capital Project Workbench to review and take action on pending transactions and capitalization tasks across multiple projects, improving project accounting efficiency		Standard

		System provides ability for Start and End Dates-no longer enforces relationships between start and end dates when these fields are present:
• Project
• Project Plan Task
• Resource Plan Line
• Task Resource		Configuration

		PROJECT CLOSE

		Maintains historical data for all projects throughout the life of the project and for a user-specified period after project close.		Standard		Data is maintained in Workday unless specifically requested by client to archive.

		Master project data can be copied for set-up of new projects in system.		Standard		Project templates can be leveraged to create new project structures but underlying data/transactions is not utilized.

		Identifies inactive projects for possible close.		Configuration		Would require creation of custom report.

		Provide the ability to automatically capitalize project costs to assets.		Standard

		Closes projects partially or completely.		Standard

		REPORTING

		Ability to assign projects to multiple project hierarchies for reporting purposes.		Configuration

		Ability to roll up and report on Projects using different grouping structures.		Standard

		System must have ability to generate reports from specific or ranges of:

		Project Number or Name		Configuration		Would require creation of custom report.

		Departments and Organization/Division		Configuration

		Type (capital or operating)		Configuration

		Year		Configuration

		Provide the following reports:

		Expenditures by vendor and invoice number.		Configuration

		Report direct and indirect costs associated with a project, including assessment of fringe benefit and/or overhead costs associated with direct project labor.		Configuration		Can be accomplished with the use of fulling burdened contract rates or configuration of allocations using Workdays Allocation features in addition to configuring reports. 

		Produce project status reports for current month, YTD and inception-to-date.		Configuration

		Track and report revenue and expenditure actuals and budget (including encumbrances) by current fiscal year and project inception date to current date at detail level specified by user.		Configuration

		Provide an on-line, real-time inquiry screen that displays:  

		Encumbrances		Configuration

		Project budget		Configuration

		Revenues		Configuration

		Expenditures		Standard

		Available budget		Configuration

		System provides a Contract Rate Sheet RDS- new report fields and deliver a new Contract Rate Sheets report data source (RDS).		Standard

		Provide report at end of project listing expenditures by funding sources and type including associated invoice and check numbers at a summary and detail level.		Configuration

		System provides a Find Worker for Projects Report		Standard		We provide a Find Worker for Projects report and deliver 2 search facets:

• Average Project Rating
• Project Roles

		System provides a Task Resource Audit Report		Configuration		We provide a Task Resource Audit report that you can add to the project profile to display workers with access to the same project task from different resource plan lines. This report enables you to identify potential conflicts in contract billing rates for workers logging time to tasks.

		Ability to review Billable Project Transactions		Standard		System displays worker time block transactions so project managers can:

• Review and approve time spent on billable projects when time is logged in Time Tracking.
• Preview and edit the billing rate rules applied to time block entries.
• Edit time block entries during the billable project transaction review.
• Override the Rate To Bill and Hours To Bill for approved time blocks.
• Invoice customers for project time blocks from this task.

		Ability to report, analyze, track, and staff a group of workers based upon Project Resource Pools, improving visibility and management.		Standard

		Ability to create opportunity projects. You can use opportunity projects to plan for future staffing, generate financial forecasts, and convert them later to sold projects		Standard		You can use opportunity projects to plan for future staffing, generate financial forecasts, and convert them later to sold projects.

		Ability to enable worksheets for budgeting and forecasting project financials in a familiar spreadsheet framework, improving collaborative efforts and results.		Standard

		Delivers key project billing metrics and reports in a Projects Dashboard. 		Standard		Workday delivers key project billing metrics and reports in a new Projects Dashboard. You will be able to review profitability, analyze revenue leakage and gain an overall insight into how your projects or portfolio are performing.

		Ability to compare Workers for a Project.		Standard		Workday provides a Compare Workers for Project report that you can use to compare workers and their attributes side by side and then select the worker who best fits the project requirements.
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Grants

		Grant Accounting		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		System must have ability to track and report grant activity by:

		Sponsor's Fiscal Year		Standard

		Fund		Standard

		Award Group		Standard

		System has ability to assign roles to an award, including but not limited to:
• Award Analyst
• Lead Principal Investigator
• Multiple Principal Investigator		Standard

		Budget control can be used to automatically control pre-encumbrance, encumbrance and expenditure activity related to a grant		Standard

		Accommodates the following budget preparation capabilities:

		Budget by total grant amount		Standard

		Budget by fiscal year, state fiscal year, federal fiscal year, grant year, and multiple-year grant period		Standard

		System must have the ability for projects and grants to have a fiscal year different from the sponsor's fiscal year.		Standard

		Can make adjustments for a grant in any open accounting period.		Standard

		Maintains detailed transaction history online for life of grant. 		Standard

		GRANT LEDGERS

		Provides a grant budget that is separate and independent of all other budgets.		Standard

		Maintains the following information in respect to grants.

		Award, grant, sponsor award number, institutional ID and award group.		Standard

		Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance Number (to identify all grants that have Federal funding)		Standard

		Chart of Account codes for expenditures and revenue		Standard

		Start/End and extension dates		Standard

		Other individuals with responsibilities for portions of a grant		Standard

		Program administrator name		Standard

		Approved budget, broken out by expenditure codes		Standard

		Comment field		Standard

		Matching funds amount		Standard

		Sources of Funding		Standard

		Date and details of any Budget Adjustments processed		Standard

		Defines the program or budget year of the grant/project differently than the system established fiscal year.		Standard

		Provides the ability to link grants to projects to track and record funding activity, including multiple funding sources for each project.		Standard

		Differentiates, by revenue source, between federal, state, local , and other department grants for audit purposes.		Standard

		Calculates indirect costs associated with any grant and provides system generated entries.		Standard

		GRANT PROPOSAL

		Tracks the following  information:

		Grant name		Standard

		Grantor		Standard

		CFDA number		Standard

		Grant expiration date		Standard

		Grant number		Standard

		Grantor’s mailing address		Standard

		Grant description (at least 200 characters)		Standard

		Grantor’s phone number 		Standard

		Grant budget		Standard

		Grantor Contact Name		Standard

		Grant beginning date		Standard

		Grant fiscal calendar 		Standard

		System provides the ability to record terms and conditions on the award proposal, report on them, and route based on them in the award proposal business process.		Standard

		GRANT AWARD

		System must have ability to automatically forward an email/notify message to each respective department when a new grant has been established or when a grant number changes.		Configuration

		Amounts of matching funds		Standard

		Letter of credit/draw-down		Standard

		Reimbursement schedule		Standard

		Responsible program or department (multiple)		Standard		Each grant line item is associated with a department and program.

		Contract Number		Standard

		Award Amount		Standard

		Award Date		Standard

		Original Request Amount		Configuration		Captured on the proposal.

		System must have ability to convert grant application information into new grant		Standard

		System provides ability to Maintain Award Task Types -  standard types of tasks or deliverables, such as financial or progress reports		Configuration

		System supports ability to enter multiple National Science Foundation (NSF) codes on a single award		Standard

		System provides the ability to automate billing for prepaid awards		Standard

		Provide the ability to support awards that cross legal entities		Standard

		System supports ability to Maintain Special Condition Types 		Standard

		System provides ability to create Award Costs Processing Rule -to configure the timing of award costs processing runs.		Standard		Workday generates award cost processing when the pay run completes.

		System supports ability to assign organization tags to an award		Standard

		System supports ability to Maintain Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance		Standard

		System provides a sequence generator to assign meaningful numbering scheme for grant		Standard		Define sequence ID definition.

		System provides ability to link a proposal to an award		Standard

		System provides a feature that will allow you to define your own business life cycle status that can then be set at an award and award line.		Standard

		System supports the ability to create invoices for specific award lines, eliminating the need to create invoices for the full award		Standard

		System supports the ability to allows users to assign location as a tag on an award line.		Standard

		System provides a “My Awards” dashboard.
		Standard

		GRANT TRANSACTIONS

		Captures grant expenditures and revenues by:

		Grant Project Name/Number		Standard

		Funding source		Standard

		Reporting Category		Standard

		Program Number		Standard

		User defined fields		Configuration

		General ledger account numbers		Standard

		P-Card transaction associated with grant		Standard

		Grants management is connected to the procurement function with the ability to generate purchase orders and encumbrances for grants.		Standard

		Prevent incorrect spending by using award attributes such as lifecycle status, award contract dates, award line dates, and subrecipient		Configuration

		Define by award line the expenditures that are disallowed based on sponsor restrictions		Configuration

		Captures all financial grant activity through the general ledger.		Standard

		Accesses actual expenditure information from other modules (fixed assets, salaries in total not by person, supplies, etc.) at a detail and summary level for each grant.		Standard

		Links receipt of revenue to grant. 		Standard

		Accesses details of salary costs associated with a specific grant (on an hourly or partial hour basis) 		Standard

		Utilizes workflow to notify grant administrators and other users (at user defined time periods) of grant milestones (expiration dates etc.).		Configuration

		Generates revenue/receivable transactions from grants expenditure data.		Standard

		System supports ability to create Payroll Accounting Adjustment event when a qualified effort certification event completes and:
• The event contains a costed change.
• You select the Use Full Tag option on the effort certification type.   Payroll Accounting Adjustments as a subprocess of the Effort Certification business process, making adjustments more efficient and accurate.

		System supports Workday Payroll customers the ability to accurately cost and manage grants with salary over the cap (SOC) requirements		Standard		Requires Workday Payroll.

		Generates hard-copy reimbursement requests to sponsor agencies from expenditure data.		Configuration

		Prompts or alerts users to recognize (realize) grant revenues after grant expenditures have been recorded for a user-specified period of time.		Configuration

		System supports ability to drag and drop attachments		Standard

		System supports ability to setup a Primary Tag Types 		Configuration		In transactions and setup tasks, the system displays each primary tag as a column or individual field.

		Allows distributed users the ability to enter grant expenditures on line.  Workflow capability to notify grant administrators when a review of information is required.		Configuration

		Monitors progress of grant expenditures/revenues against original grant contract information.		Standard

		System allows multi company Grant Management customers to audit payroll costing allocation and pay calculations for mismatch between payroll company and award line company.		Standard		Ensures consistency between company on the expenditure journal line and the company on the award line for payroll spend.

		System allows Award Contract Specialist to manage cost reimbursable transactions by source transaction.		Standard		Expenditures and related F&A that are in dispute can be placed on 'hold' until it is resolved. Also, credits can be placed on hold if you don't want them picked up.

		System feature enables you to record committed effort on awards, as well as to transfer committed effort from the proposal onto a new award.		Standard

		System has capability to enhance the Award Schedule to allow you to capture periods outside your contractual start and end dates, for budgeting, spending and reporting.		Standard

		System allows you to define categories for attachments and to assign the categories when adding attachments on awards and award proposals.  For large volumes of documents on the award, you can now organize and quickly find attachments.		Standard

		System allows you to define a salary cap for awards so that payroll expenses don't exceed sponsor salary over the cap (SOC) requirements.		Configuration

		Award Task Closeout Lists - will enable you to create award task closeout lists and route award tasks with a new business process, saving you time and effort during award closeout.		Standard

		GRANT REIMBURSEMENTS

		System must have ability to interface with Accounts Receivable to provide all billing, aging, and tracking capabilities.		Standard

		System must have ability to establish reimbursable budgets for: 

		Total grant		Standard

		Leger account level		Standard

		Produces a bill based on the direct and indirect costs for a grant		Standard

		Links revenue to associated expenditure amounts.		Standard

		Calculates the percentage of outstanding revenue due for an expense incurred through a grant.		Configuration

		Generates bill from grant expenditure information.		Standard

		System must maintain multiple indirect cost rates by grant or by date		Configuration

		System provides users to configure the timing of when revenue recognition is generated for cost reimbursable awards, either at settlement or upon completion of the business process for the spend transaction for example supplier invoices, payroll, and expense reports.		Configuration

		System has ability to  manage the Letter of Credit Draw Down task.		Standard

		INQUIRY AND REPORTING

		Provides an on-line inquiry screen that displays:

		Encumbrances		Standard

		Expenditures		Standard

		Revenues		Standard

		Reports on grants both cumulatively and by period.		Standard

		Provides the following reports:

		Budget vs. Actual Report		Standard

		Expenditures and revenues		Standard

		Combined grant revenue and expenditure reports 		Standard

		User defined queries (e.g.. Report by specific grants individually or in combination)		Configuration

		Displays the following on-screen:

		Grant identifiers (name, number, etc.)		Standard

		Current year-to-date fiscal budget, revenues and expenditures		Standard

		Grant budget(s)		Standard

		Grant transaction detail		Standard

		Unexpended balance		Standard

		Grant-to-date budget, revenues, expenditures		Standard

		Draw-down Amounts		Standard

		Encumbrances		Standard

		Roll-up grant to higher levels for internal and external reporting.		Standard

		Provides the ability to query and drill-down on fields within the grant module (e.g., invoice number).		Configuration

		System delivers a “My Awards” dashboard for access to Award information by PIs, Co-PIs and other grant staff including the following reports:
• Funding for My Awards
• Tasks for My Awards
• Purchases for My Awards
• Committed Effort for My Awards		Standard
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Endowment Accounting

		Endowment Accounting		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future		Comments

		System must have the ability to track invested funds with the use of investments pools.		Standard

		System Supports multiple companies endowment pools & gifts 		Standard

		System manages donor contributions and gifts		Standard		The systems manages the accounting and investments for contributions and gifts. Workday is not designed as a donor management system.

		System manages share sales as well as intra pool share transfers.		Standard

		System allows funds participating in a pool to retain their identity and equity position for specific principal and earnings distribution restrictions.		Standard

		System supports cash tags		Standard		You can configure primary and required tag types related to cash management and endowment accounting for:

    • Ad Hoc Bank Transaction
    • Ad Hoc Payment
    • Cash Forecast Adjustment

		System provides a ability to drag and drop files into the Attachment section or tab on all financial transactions.		Standard

		Provide for institution's accounting interest in the pool including charging management fees and income distribution when the fair market value changes.		Standard

		System has the ability to track transfers and sales activity in investment pools.		Standard

		Provide the ability to enforce a minimum holding requirement for units for a gift prior to payout.  		Standard

		System provides Gift Transaction Web Services		Standard		Workday provides web services (secured to the Set Up: Endowments domain) for processing investment pool transactions: 

    • Get Investment Pool Adjustments 
    • Get Investment Pool Sales
    • Get Investment Pool Transfers
    • Submit Investment Pool Adjustment
    • Submit Investment Pool Sale
    • Submit Investment Pool Transfer

		Provide the ability to adjust units on a gift without affecting its net book value.		Standard

		System supports a hierarchical tag prompt categories for custom organizations		Standard		To make it easier to find tags, we group similar tags into hierarchical prompt categories in the tags prompt.

		System supports primary tag types		Standard		In transactions and setup tasks, the system displays each primary tag as a column or individual field.

		System provides a ‘composite’ view of the ‘Gift’ which allows for a holistic display of data.  (i.e.)- Named Professorships tied to the gift as well as additional fields that can be defined by customers. The composite view also for secured attachments and management of the gift.		Standard

		Systems allows for control of unallowable expenditures		Standard

		INQUIRY AND REPORTING

		System is able to generate reports including:

		income distributions		Standard

		share sales		Standard

		investment pools		Standard

		transfers		Standard

		Basic Gifts- in gift hierarchies for use in reporting		Standard

		underwater gifts		Standard

		System is able to perform ad hoc querying and reporting on endowments for financial reporting purposes.		Standard
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Planning

		Requirement		Response Options:
-   Standard
-   Configuration
-   Future
 		Comments

		Planning

		Provide an overview of your Planning solution.		Standard		Workday's Adaptive Business Planning Cloud is a flexible and scalable platform that enables and empowers planning processes, including modeling, scenario planning, monitoring, reporting, and analysis. Our platform drives continuous, active planning across the organization—from business-wide financial planning and analysis to in-depth planning for specific functions such as sales, marketing, and operations. We have designed our Business Planning Cloud to enable our customers to build comprehensive models that capture the details of their businesses and gain critical insights from this data, allowing them to rapidly adapt to changes in their environments. Our platform addresses the limitations of existing business planning tools and manual processes through the following key attributes:

Easy. We employ a “click not code” approach as a central component of our intuitive, accessible user interface for both power users, who use our solutions to build and maintain models, and business users, who use our solutions to plan for their organization as well as to create and review reports and dashboards without the help of IT. 

Powerful. Our innovative, in-memory computing platform, which was built for the cloud from day one, includes a highly scalable modeling engine, capable of supporting very large and complex multidimensional models with quintillions (1018) of cells. 

Fast. Our platform provides rapid scenario planning, allowing users to dynamically model and evaluate multiple scenarios in real time. 

		What are the key capabilities of your Planning solution?		Standard		Workday's Adaptive Business Planning Cloud consists of the following domains; Adaptive Insights for Finance, Adaptive Insights for Sales, Adaptive Insights for Workforce and Operational Planning. These domains provide our customers with a platform that is both easy to use and delivers comprehensive out-of-the-box functionality.

Adaptive Insights for Finance: Adaptive Insights for Finance is a core component within our cloud CPM platform, unified with consolidation, visual data discovery, and reporting. Built for the cloud from the ground up, Adaptive Insights for Finance continues to set the pace and define the direction within the CPM space.

    • Achieve Better Forecast Accuracy, Drive a More Strategic Planning Process
    • Reporting
    • Built-in Web Reporting for Planning and Consolidation
    • Comprehensive and Connected Reporting for Microsoft Office
    • Create Beautiful Reports Quickly
    • Analytics
    • Visually Empower the Entire Organization
    • Get a New Perspective, Then Ask “What-If?”
    • Analytics—On the Go!
    • Consolidation
    • Comprehensive Consolidation That Is Easy to Use
    • Transparency and Auditability at Your Team’s Fingertips
    • Consolidation and Planning Power in One Cloud System
Adaptive Insights for Sales: In today’s fast-moving world, sales teams need to respond instantly to changes in the market. Adaptive Insights for Sales helps you quickly optimize resources, increase sales performance, and improve sales predictability. Automatic integration with corporate plans gives you insight into functional interdependencies and the ability to forecast with greater accuracy so you and your whole business can make smarter decisions faster.

    • Improve Sales Predictability
    • Set Sales Targets with Ease
    • Track Processes Collaboratively
    • Plan Staffing, Ramping, and Attrition
    • Get Quotas Just Right
Adaptive Insights for Workforce Planning: Adaptive Insights for Workforce Planning is built on the Adaptive Insights Business Planning Cloud to allow HR, finance, and business leaders to work together to plan, hire, develop, retain, and optimize their workforce to meet business goals, both immediate and long-term. Key components of workforce planning are headcount planning and personnel budgeting as part of an integrated financial plan.

    • Collaborative Headcount Planning with HR and Hiring Managers
    • Analyze and Adapt Your Workforce Plans with Dashboards and Self-service Reports
    • Seamlessly Integrate Workforce Plans and Budgets with Financial Plans

		How will your Planning solution enable the enterprise planning process?		Standard		Workday's Adaptive Insights has over 450 enterprise customers and our Adaptive Insights Elastic Hypercube technology is the core of our platform that helps enable enterprise planning processes. It is the in-memory engine that delivers the power and performance you need, when you need it. Model, report, and analyze at any scale and complexity. 

Intelligent - knows what to calculate and only calculates that. With our fine-grained understanding of model dependencies, Adaptive Insights built Elastic Hypercube Technology to speed results for even the largest and most complex models with the intelligence to only calculate changes when needed. You don’t have to wait for the whole model to recalculate all over again.

Scalable - Adds memory and computing power when you need it. Elastic Hypercube Technology not only efficiently calculates complex models, it elastically adds memory and compute power when needed to calculate model elements in parallel. That’s dynamic, automatic scaling. It means you can compare as many scenarios as you want, at the same time, without sacrificing performance.

Flexible - Lets you model what you want and analyze freely. Model the way you think about your business: tabular models and views for workforce and cube views for revenue planning. Report and analyze freely without any cumbersome setup or additional reporting cubes.

All without Compromising Ease-of Use - Designed for business users. Easy for modelers and business partners.

		What “use cases” will your Planning solution support?		Standard		Workday's Adaptive Insights Business Planning Cloud supports all types of business planning use cases. It is a configurable planning platform that provides native support for forward-looking data, powerful modeling capabilities, and cloud-based data entry and aggregation facilities. We have specific solutions built on the platform which are targeted for particular use cases in Financial Planning, Sales Planning, and Workforce Planning, but any business planning use case can be represented by configuring the Business Planning Cloud to satisfy any set of requirements.

		How is your Planning solution differentiated from other planning, budgeting, and forecasting solutions?		Standard		Workday's Adaptive Insights Planning solution offers the following differentiators:

Market Leadership. We are a pioneer and leader in cloud corporate performance management, or CPM, solutions. In its 2017 Magic Quadrant for Cloud Strategic Corporate Performance Management Solutions for the second consecutive year, Gartner recognized us as a Leader and positioned us the highest for Ability to Execute. We have also been named a Leader in the Forrester EPM Wave Report (2016). Additionally, we were named a Leader in the 2017, 2018 and 2019 Nucleus Research Technology Value Matrix Reports. 

Easy and Intuitive User Interface Enables Broad Applicability. Our Business Planning Cloud is a fast, powerful and scalable platform with an intuitive user interface. Our platform’s ease of use enables rapid time-to-value for our customers and collaboration between all the stakeholders involved in the planning process. 

Large, Growing and Passionate Customer Base. With more than 4,000 Adaptive Insights Planning customers as of August 2018, we believe we have a significantly greater number of cloud customers than any of our competitors. Our customers are passionate about our solutions, which they frequently promote within their organizations and to prospective customers, and repurchase when they move to new organizations. 

Finance Expertise. Because finance teams are ultimately responsible for creating an integrated financial plan for the company, they play a critical and central role in the planning process. 

Vertical Domain Expertise. While our solutions have broad applicability across all types of organizations, our domain expertise in certain verticals, such as software and nonprofits, increases our ability to understand industry-specific customer needs as well as to increase our sales velocity and productivity. 

Independence and Interoperability. Our open architecture enables interoperability and integration with numerous software applications, back-end systems and other third-party offerings including ERP, CRM and HCM systems typically used by our customers. 


		How will you utilize Planning solution partners?		Standard		Workday's Adaptive Insights partners and certified consultants bring substantial value in various ways:

Proven Expertise in the Adaptive Suite and Adaptive Solutions: Our Partners are trained and certified on Adaptive Insights products and solutions, giving them access to best practices, technical insights, and extensive resources to ensure smooth implementation and overall customer satisfaction.

Industry and Functional Knowledge: Adaptive Insights Partners are industry leaders with complementary solutions, deep expertise, and specialized competencies, including broad system integration and business consulting experience. They help our customers derive broader value from the Adaptive Suite.

Customer Focus and Local Support: Our strategy to develop a global partner ecosystem ensures that our customers always have someone knowledgeable, capable, and close to where they need support. Just like Adaptive Insights, our partner ecosystem is intensely focused on the success of our customers.

		In which languages is your Planning solution available?		Standard		Workday's Adaptive Insights Planning solution is available in the following languages:

English, French, German, Japanese, Portuguese (Brazilian), Spanish, Swedish. There is also limited support for Dutch.

All text in the user interface is displayed in the user’s language. Numbers and dates on sheets and reports are displayed in the appropriate format for the user’s locale and users can enter, store, and display data in their language. Users can enter textual data in any language, including accented characters and ideographic characters (such as in Chinese and Japanese). All entered text will be displayed correctly.

		What are the benefits of your Planning solution?		Standard		Workday's Adaptive Insights Planning solution offers the following benefits:

Continuous Decision-Making Through Active Planning. We enable organizations to make more informed decisions on a continuous basis, driving better business outcomes. We built our platform to facilitate active planning by utilizing centralized assumptions and drivers and eliminating time-consuming manual processes. Through our integrated analytics engine, users can access and create ad hoc reports and analytical dashboards on an ongoing basis. The resulting insights can be used to test new scenarios and hypotheses and take action to respond to changes in market dynamics. Our OfficeConnect product integrates with Microsoft Excel, Word, and PowerPoint to enable highly formatted documents such as board presentations or quarterly reports to be updated by simply refreshing the documents with the data from Adaptive Insights with a single click, reducing the time to prepare for events such as board meetings from days to minutes.

Collaborative Planning Across the Organization. We enable employees to collaborate with each other using real-time data, rather than conducting their planning processes in silos. Gartner estimates that by 2020, at least 75% of organizations will seek to improve the accuracy and actionability of financial planning and analysis by using operational data from multiple business domains. By providing ready access to accurate data, our solutions allow users to more effectively engage with stakeholders across the organization. 

Comprehensive Planning and Insights. Our platform enables users to build comprehensive, end-to-end financial and operational models based on their particular business drivers. These models allow users to easily adjust granular base-level assumptions such as sales headcount in a particular region or marketing expenses in a particular channel and see the real-time impact of these changes in financial outcomes and KPIs.

Single Planning Platform with Unified Data. We built our cloud-based solutions to provide users with access to a single source for real-time plans and data. Our solutions eliminate manual data manipulation and aggregation, reduce errors, and standardize data and assumptions across the organization. As a result, managers are able to drive strategy and insights across the organization, improving operational efficiency and effectiveness.

Eliminate Infrastructure Costs and Manual Processes. Our cloud-based architecture is simple and easy to deploy and manage, eliminating the need to install and maintain costly infrastructure hardware and software that would be necessary for an on-premises legacy deployment.


		Why should we select your product over your competitors for your Planning solution?		Standard		Workday's Adaptive Insights Planning solution offers the following differentiators:

Market Leadership. We are a pioneer and leader in cloud corporate performance management, or CPM, solutions. In its 2017 Magic Quadrant for Cloud Strategic Corporate Performance Management Solutions for the second consecutive year, Gartner recognized us as a Leader and positioned us the highest for Ability to Execute. We have also been named a Leader in the Forrester EPM Wave Report (2016). Additionally, we were named a Leader in the 2017, 2018 and 2019 Nucleus Research Technology Value Matrix Reports. 

Easy and Intuitive User Interface Enables Broad Applicability. Our Business Planning Cloud is a fast, powerful and scalable platform with an intuitive user interface. Our platform’s ease of use enables rapid time-to-value for our customers and collaboration between all the stakeholders involved in the planning process. 

Large, Growing and Passionate Customer Base. With more than 4,000 Adaptive Insights Planning customers as of August 2018, we believe we have a significantly greater number of cloud customers than any of our competitors. Our customers are passionate about our solutions, which they frequently promote within their organizations and to prospective customers, and repurchase when they move to new organizations. 

Finance Expertise. Because finance teams are ultimately responsible for creating an integrated financial plan for the company, they play a critical and central role in the planning process. 

Vertical Domain Expertise. While our solutions have broad applicability across all types of organizations, our domain expertise in certain verticals, such as software and nonprofits, increases our ability to understand industry-specific customer needs as well as to increase our sales velocity and productivity. 

Independence and Interoperability. Our open architecture enables interoperability and integration with numerous software applications, back-end systems and other third-party offerings including ERP, CRM and HCM systems typically used by our customers. 

		In what way has your company or solution innovated the approach that companies take to Financial Planning and Analytics?		Standard		Workday's Adaptive Insights empowers finance and operational teams to better manage their businesses by leveraging new technologies; powerful data visualization, reporting and analytics; high performance multi-dimensional modeling; and an intuitive user experience that puts the business user (as opposed to the technical user) in the driver’s seat. Adaptive Insights makes it simple for the ”Strategic CFO” to deliver powerful business insights by bringing together silos of data, getting line-of-business colleagues to collaborate in the process, and create powerful multidimensional models to chart the course of the business. 


		Please describe the various user levels your solution supports?		Standard		Workday's Adaptive Insights support a broad range of user types through the use of role permissions. Role permissions control the actions users can take, and the areas that users can see or access.  This approach allows your organization to tailor the precise capabilities each user can employ - from contributors who enter and review data, to executives who analyze reports and dashboards, to administrators who manage the application.


		Who in my organization has access to see or view the plans and budgets that we create?		Standard		Workday's Adaptive Insights has a fully-configurable access control system that allows your company’s administrators to grant individual users access to sets of capabilities (e.g. ability to edit data, ability to run reports, ability to submit plans, etc.) or sets of data (e.g. ability to read data from one department but not from another).You can update these permissions easily on your own without the need to contact anyone at Adaptive Insights.

		If the general ledger is currently not your solution, how do we leverage your planning functionality?		Standard		Workday's Adaptive Insights integrates with your general ledger, ERP, HCM, CRM and other data sources to allow your organization to plan for the future.  We have successfully integrated to more than 200 different source systems.  The integration framework works seamlessly with cloud-based, on-premises, and file-based applications.
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Support Services


Customer Service and Technical Support


1. Describe the support model that you use.


Workday Response:


Workday provides proactive, customer-centric support to ensure that customers receive the maximum return
on their Workday investment. Staffed with highly trained experts, Workday Support and Customer Care
organizations are available around the clock and around the world.


Collaborative Support and Customer Care


The Workday Support organization is designed to respond to customers who need help with the Workday
service. Customers open a Product Support Case in the Workday Customer Center, an online case-
management system. Workday experts then collaborate with the customer to resolve the issue. When a
customer has issues that are not related to the Workday service, the Workday Customer Care organization
responds to requests or inquiries. Customers open a Customer Care Request in the Workday Customer
Center when they need assistance. The Workday Customer Center is available 24 hours a day, 365 days a
year.


2. What methods are available for communications to your support center?


Workday Response:


Named Support Contacts can log a case online for Workday Support using the Workday Customer Center.
The Workday Customer Center is Workday's case management system accessed by Named Support
Contacts for product defects, tenant tasks, general inquiry and requests for Professional Services. Customers
can also request a phone call at the time a case is created or at any time by using case comments in the
Customer Center.


3. Is unlimited service included?


Workday Response:


Workday will provide our customers with 24x7 technical assistance in accordance with the Service Level
Availability policy.


4. What is the experience level of your service and support staff? What is the average length of service in
your support area?


Workday Response:


Workday hires experienced customer support staff with solid knowledge of a variety of technical and
functional areas, i.e. Payroll, Compliance, Human Capital Management applications, Benefits, Compensation,
Performance Management. They have strong customer service and problem resolution skills. Workday
Support Services staff has approximately 14 years of experience on average.
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5. Do you survey current users on the quality of the support, and if so, how frequently? If so, provide your
most recent report.


Workday Response:


There are a number of surveys Workday employs to garner feedback from our customers:


 Executive Sponsor Survey: All customer Executive Sponsors are formally surveyed once a year in
our annual Customer Satisfaction Survey.


 Named Support Contact Survey: Our NSC survey goes into more depth than our Executive Sponsor
survey and the customer feedback from this survey often drives enhancements to our products and
service offerings.


 Transactional Case Survey: A transactional survey is available to NSCs upon completion of a case in
the Workday Customer Center.


 Deployment Survey: Implementing customers are surveyed once during their Workday deployment.


Metrics are shared throughout the company, so that each individual employee can see the health of our
product as well as customer feedback. Customers see the results of the annual Customer Satisfaction Survey
during the Workday Rising conference. Workday aims to maintain a customer satisfaction rating over 95%
and has currently achieved an industry-leading 97% customer satisfaction rating. Here are more details on
how Workday measures customer satisfaction: http://blogs.workday.com/workdays-customer-satisfaction-
and-how-we-measure-it/.


6. Is the customer and technical support ongoing or is it only available for a certain period of time after the
implementation?


Workday Response:


During the term of your subscription agreement, Workday will provide customer with 24x7 technical
assistance in accordance with the Service Level Availability policy.


7. What is the turnover rate for your customer service and technical support personnel?


Workday Response:


Workday considers turnover rates confidential; we can share that our rates are among the lowest in the
industry with a high level of dedication from our experienced support staff.


8. Describe the support provided during implementation versus post-implementation for both customer
service and technical support?


Workday Response:


During implementation, your Implementation team will generally work directly with Support on your behalf.
After moving to production, your Named Support Contacts will be engaging directly with Support.


Workday provides customers with 24x7 technical support in accordance with our Service Level Availability
policy. Our customers’ Named Support Contacts submit cases to Workday Support via the Workday
Customer Center. A resolution may consist of a fix, workaround, delivery of information, or other reasonable
solution to the issue.
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9. Describe any security measures you have established for taking calls.


Workday Response:


Only authorized contacts of a customer's organization or designated deployment team have the ability to
submit cases or contact Workday Support. If an unauthorized user attempted to do so, they would be directed
to reach out to their internal Workday Administrator or Human Resources department to ensure security.


10. How many support centers do you have and where are they located?


Workday Response:


Workday has customer support centers in Dublin, Ireland; Pleasanton, California; and Auckland, New
Zealand.


11. Will technical support be available through on-line maintenance and repair, on-site, or both?


Workday Response:


Workday technical support is provided via the Workday Customer Center, our online case management
system, accessed by Named Support Contacts to report customer issues and enter tenant management,
Customer Care, Office Hours, or Professional Services requests. Onsite support would be provided through
our Professional Services organization for an additional fee.


12. Do you have the tools to conduct remote troubleshooting and assistance?


Workday Response:


Workday uses a screen sharing tool to share desktops between a support analyst and a customer, if we need
to work together on a problem. We also have a special support role which can access your Sandbox and
Production systems, if needed, for problem diagnosis. Access using this special support role has to be
granted by the customer.


Upgrades and Maintenance


1. What is the frequency of your product releases?


Workday Response:


Since Workday is natively designed for the Cloud delivery model, our customers are always on the most
current release of our business services, including patches, fixes, and upgrades to all system operations and
system maintenance. Typically, functionality is released semi-annually.


Additionally, Workday releases continuous small enhancements to satisfy ease-of-use opportunities for our
customers in a similar fashion to consumer-oriented sites like Google.


The legacy on-premise business model is clearly broken. With that model, customers typically fall behind in
upgrades, and when they do upgrade, it is a major multi-month effort, costing millions of dollars. Workday
customers are always on the most current release of our business services, without interruption to their
business, and with no incremental cost to take advantage of new Workday releases.
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2. Describe the process for determining what new functionality is incorporated into future releases. How do
you determine and prioritize changes in your system?


Workday Response:


Workday has dedicated resources for Corporate Strategy, Enterprise Strategy, and Product Strategy. All three
strategy functions are comprised of management teams, product and industry experts, and senior strategists.
Corporate Strategy provides the overall direction and target markets for the company; Enterprise Strategy
provides the vision for Enterprise Business Services, which today comprise Human Capital Management
(HCM), Resource, Revenue and Financial Management, and Tools and Technology Management; Product
Strategy provides the product direction, roadmaps, and product vision for each specific product area.


As it relates to roadmaps and timing of features and functions of the Workday product, product requests and
enhancements are created by Product Strategy, Product Management, Services, and Sales to reflect the
needs of the industry, customers, and prospects. Each request is reviewed by Strategy, Product
Management, and the Development teams. If the request is moved into product scope, a Product Manager
would provide a more detailed Functional Design Document for the Development team. Development
provides the scope of level of effort and timing. Communication of the timing of the availability of the feature is
managed by the Product Manager and communicated back to Product Strategy to be reflected on the product
roadmap.


Workday welcomes the opportunity to work with our customers to consider and potentially incorporate their
requirements into our product roadmap. We do this by arranging user groups, both regional and through our
yearly conference – Workday Rising. Typically, our regional user groups can be anywhere from 20-40
participants from 15-20 companies. Workday receives user feedback and recommendations for future
enhancements through these groups. We incorporate this feedback into our product management and
strategy teams for future consideration.


Customers can also use our Brainstorm feature in the Workday Community, which allows customers to
collaborate and vote on enhancement ideas. Workday Product Strategy and Product Management take
information from the “Brainstorm” and use as input to their product planning process.


3. Describe your release QA process. What levels of quality do you commit to?


Workday Response:


Workday’s quality program consists of the following components, with metrics and measurements providing
feedback for each:


 Designing for Quality


 Assuring Product Quality


 Ensuring Service Quality


 Previewing with Customers


Workday embraces a product management approach to software development, where requirements and
features are designed by functional experts working as Product Managers. Developers receive documented
requirements from Product Managers specifying success criteria for each new feature. The objective for
Product Management is to ensure we design high quality software.


A separate Quality Assurance function validates the new features against these designs and verifies software
defects identified by Workday employees and Workday customers. The Quality Assurance team operates
cohesively with Product Managers and Developers using an agile methodology. Important facets of this
process include:


 Test-driven development – test plans are designed prior to coding, and automated testing is delivered
in lockstep with each code change
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 Automated unit testing – all Developers are responsible for automating unit tests for every code
change, ensuring a high level of initial quality prior to QA testing


 Automated system – development delivers robust automated system along with every feature and
enhancement


 Integration testing – QA delivers robust integration tests along with every feature and enhancement


 Continuous automated testing – every code change must pass through the full suite of all automated
regression tests before being delivered in a build


 Functional testing – functional subject matter experts perform manual testing on all features to
supplement the automated test coverage, including complex cross-product testing scenarios and
visual testing with user experience in mind


 All automated and functional tests must pass 100% before deploying any code change to customer-
facing environments


 Workday has the ability to selectively disable certain aspects of the product at a granular level, prior
to deployment, if our high quality standards are not achieved.


Key to ensuring quality with our customer implementations is to prepare and train each customer-facing
employee with information about the latest features. Because Workday is highly configurable, it is important
that we ensure the quality of our implementations via audit and oversight. Our implementation process
includes a verification step where the Delivery Assurance team reviews the system configuration before going
into production.


Finally, each update is previewed with our customers before going into production use. Our customers
provide valuable feedback as to the readiness of each update. We believe it is integral to Workday’s success
to involve customers in every step of our Development and Delivery processes.


4. What is the migration process in upgrading to new versions? Consulting time? Average time-frames? Is
our organization required to upgrade to the new version or can we set our own pace for the upgrades?


Workday Response:


The Cloud model is completely different from the traditional legacy ERP model. In the Cloud model, Workday
manages and maintains all updates to the services. Workday provides release features in the Sandbox
Preview tenant five weeks prior to the release of the next update, and this tenant will continue to be available
to you after the move to the new update. This tenant will be where Workday will enable features targeted for
the next release, before it is generally available, to provide customers a preview of enhancements. At the end
of this time, the move to the new update is made. No consulting time is necessary.


5. If configurations are made to the system, describe how these configurations are handled as we move to
the next release?


Workday Response:


Workday applications are configured rather than customized – this eliminates the issues with customizations
being lost or overwritten at upgrade/patch time. Workday performs updates for our customers as part of our
service.


Workday does not have a scripting language since this would adversely impact our update capabilities but we
do provide the ability to configure the system in ways that have historically required customization in legacy
ERP-style systems. Workday’s Business Process Framework, actionable reporting, custom objects and fields,
and configurable organizations are good examples of these configuration capabilities.
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6. How does the upgrade process affect customization?


Workday Response:


Workday applications are configured rather than customized. We support moving configurations forward as
part of our update process – this is a standard component of our update service. Workday customers are
always on current updates of our software and never fall years behind or subject to massive upgrade projects.


7. What fees are involved in new releases?


Workday Response:


All new software updates and enhancements are included in the annual subscription fees quoted.


8. What is the test process for new versions? Is a fully-functional “sandbox” environment where we can test
upgrades and changes?


Workday Response:


Every Workday customer has a Production environment, a Sandbox environment, and a Sandbox Preview
environment. Sandboxes are full production copies that customers can use to learn about new features,
configure new business processes, configure and test integrations and in general, try things they might not
want to in their production system. The Sandbox Preview tenant is a copy of the Production tenant, but it
additionally contains new functionality that may be available in a future Feature Release. The Sandbox
Preview tenant allows testing of new functionality as it becomes available in between Feature Releases. The
Sandbox and Sandbox Preview tenants are available 24x7 (365) for the length of your Workday subscription,
starting from your go-live date.


9. Are there additional costs for upgrades? What is the cost of your annual maintenance plan?


Workday Response:


Updates and maintenance are included in the annual subscription fee.


10. How / when do you alert customers of the upcoming upgrades and enhancements? Do you provide
ample time for HR to learn the upgrades and communicate/train employees?


Workday Response:


All Workday customers are all on the same release of the application. To facilitate this, our customers are
provided with two update cycles per year. The updates are communicated well in advance to all Customers
via Workday Community.


As part of the Community, you are always informed about the latest updates and communications about each
release (weekly builds and semi-annual updates). This includes Weekly Service Updates, Customer Alerts,
Service Update Notes, and Webinars on Features with an open forum to discuss the roadmap.


11. Can you describe the level of product innovations that customers are impacting as a percentage of new
features delivered?


Workday Response:


Yes. As a customer of Workday, your organization can gain access to The Workday Customer Community -
our primary vehicle for customer communications including online forums and brainstorm (where the Workday
Community collaborates and votes on enhancement ideas). Workday Product Strategy and Product
Management take information from “The Brainstorm” and use it as input to their product planning process.
One hundred percent of Workday’s features are driven by customer demand and/or input. Product Strategy
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and Product Management work through a combination of Advisory Councils, Design Partners, and User
Groups to prioritize and design all features.


The Workday Community is a private community exclusively available to Workday customers and
implementation partners. For an overview of Workday’s community functionality, please go to
http://www.workday.com/company/community.php.


The Workday Community includes a feature to allow customer rating of feature requests and functionality.
This feature, known as “The Brainstorm” is where the Workday Community collaborates and votes on
enhancement ideas. Workday Product Strategy and Product Management take information from “The
Brainstorm” and use it as input to their product planning process.


Any customer can create an idea –first they search for duplicate ideas, then they submit them. The ideas then
go through the following process:
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Workday Product Managers and Product Strategists pick candidates from the ideas submitted. These can be
both large and small ideas, but favor is given to those that have a larger strategic effect for the customer
base. Customers may vote regardless of the idea status (votes are +1 or -1 to an idea). Any community
member may also comment on an idea, and discussion is an important factor in deciding product functionality.
Once an idea becomes targeted, it will be put on the roadmap for an upcoming release, and then delivered to
customers.
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UNIVERSAL DATA PROCESSING EXHIBIT


This Universal Data Processing Exhibit (“DPE”) is an exhibit to the Agreement between Workday and Customer and sets 
forth the obligations of the parties with regard to the Processing of Personal Data pursuant to such Agreement.  


1.1. Definitions


Unless otherwise defined below, all capitalized terms have the meaning given to them in the applicable Agreement and/or 
exhibits thereto. 


“Agreement” means the Master Subscription Agreement, the Professional Services Agreement, and Order Forms, 
including any exhibits or attachments applicable to the Covered Service. 


“Covered Data” means (i) Customer Data, (ii) Professional Services Data, and (iii) any other electronic data or information 
submitted by or on behalf of Customer to a Covered Service. 


“Covered Service” means (i) any Service provided under an Order Form that specifically refers to this DPE, and/or, (ii) any 
Professional Services.


“Customer Audit Program” means Workday’s optional, fee-based customer audit program as described in the Customer 
Audit Program Order Form for Covered Services.


“Data Controller” means the entity which, alone or jointly with others, determines the purposes and means of the 
Processing of Personal Data.


“Data Processor” means the entity which Processes Personal Data on behalf of the Data Controller.


“Data Protection Laws” means all data protection laws applicable to the Processing of Personal Data under this DPE, 
including local, state, national and/or foreign laws, treaties, and/or regulations, the GDPR, and implementations of the GDPR 
into national law.


“Data Subject” memeans the person to whom the Personal Data relates.


“GDPR” means the General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679.


“HCM/FIN/ANALYTICS” means the Service SKUs named Human Capital Management, Cloud Connect for Benefits, 
Workday Payroll, Cloud Connect for Third Party Payroll, Time Tracking, Recruiting, Learning (excluding Media Cloud), 
Learning for Extended Enterprise, Core Financials, Expenses, Procurement, Inventory, Grants Management, Projects, 
Projects Billing, Workday Prism Analytics and Student.


“Personal Data” means any Covered Data that relates to an identified or identifiable natural person.


“Personal Data Breach” means (i) a ‘personal data breach’ as defined in the GDPR affecting Personal Data, and (ii) any 
Security Breach affecting Personal Data.


“Processing” or “Process” means any operation or set of operations performed on Personal Data or sets of Personal 
Data, such as collecting, recording, organizing, structuring, storing, adapting or altering, retrieving, consulting, using, 
disclosing by transmission, disseminating or otherwise making available, aligning or combining, restricting, erasing or 
destroying.


“Professional Services” means the professional or consulting services provided to Customer under a Professional 
Services Agreement.


“Professional Services Agreement” means any agreement between the parties for the provision of consulting or 
professional services, including but not limited to the following agreements or terms: the Foundation Tenant Service Terms, 
the Professional Services Agreement, the Delivery Assurance terms, the Professional Services Addendum, and/or the 
Consulting and Training Addendum and Amendment.


SAMPLE
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“Professional Services Data” means electronic data or information that is provided to Workday under a Professional 
Services Agreement for the purpose of being input into the Workday Service, or Customer Data accessed within or extracted 
from the Customer’s tenant to perform the Professional Services.


“Standard Contractual Clauses” means the Standard Contractual Clauses for the transfer of personal data to processors 
established in third countries pursuant to Commission Decision (2010/87/EU) available on the European Commission’s 
website at http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/international-transfers/transfer/index_en.htm.


“Subprocessor” means a Workday Affiliate or third-party entity engaged by Workday or a Workday Affiliate as a Data 
Processor under this DPE.


“Subprocessor List” means the subprocessor list identifying the Subprocessors that are authorized to Process Personal 
Data for the relevant Covered Service, accessible through Workday’s customer website (currently located at: 
https://community.workday.com).).


“Workday BCRs” memeans Workday’s Processor Binding Corporate Rules. The Workday BCRs are accessible through 
Workday’s customer website (currently located at https://community.workday.com).


2.2. Processing Personal Data


2.1 Scope and Role of the Parties.  This DPE applies to the Processing of Personal Data by Workday to provide the 
Covered Service. For the purposes of this DPE, Customer and its Affiliates are the Data Controller(s) and Workday is the 
Data Processor.


2.2 Instructions for Processing.  Workday shall Process Personal Data in accordance with Customer’s documented 
instructions. Customer instructs Workday to Process Personal Data to provide the Covered Service in accordance with the 
Agreement (including this DPE). Customer may provide additional instructions to Workday to Process Personal Data, 
however Workday shall be obligated to perform such additional instructions only if they are consistent with the terms and 
scope of the Agreement and this DPE.


2.3 Compliance with Laws.  Workday shall comply with all Data Protection Laws applicable to Workday in its role as 
a Data Processor Processing Personal Data. For the avoidance of doubt, Workday is not responsible for complying with 
Data Protection Laws applicable to Customer or Customer’s industry such as those not generally applicable to online service 
providers. Customer shall comply with all Data Protection Laws applicable to Customer as a Data Controller and shall obtain 
all necessary consents, and provide all necessary notifications, to Data Subjects to enable Workday to carry out lawfully 
the Processing contemplated by this DPE.


3.3. Subprocessors


3.1 Use of Subprocessors. Customer hereby agrees and provides a general prior authorization that Workday and 
Workday Affiliates may engage Subprocessors. Workday or the relevant Workday Affiliate engaging a Subprocessor shall 
ensure that such Subprocessor has entered into a written agreement that is no less protective than this DPE. Workday shall 
be liable for the acts and omissions of any Subprocessors to the same extent as if the acts or omissions were performed 
by Workday.


3.2 Notification of New Subprocessors. Workday shall make available to Customer a Subprocessor List and provide 
Customer with a mechanism to obtain notice of any updates to the Subprocessor List. At least thirty (30) days prior to 
authorizing any new Subprocessor to Process Personal Data, Workday shall provide notice to Customer by updating the 
Subprocessor List. 


3.3 Subprocessor Objection Right. This Section 3.3 shall apply only where and to the extent that Customer is 
established within the European Economic Area, the United Kingdom or Switzerland or where otherwise required by Data 
Protection Laws applicable to Customer. In such event, if Customer objects on reasonable grounds relating to data 
protection to Workday’s use of a new Subprocessor then Customer shall promptly, and within fourteen (14) days following 
Workday’s notification pursuant to Section 3.2 above, provide written notice of such objection to Workday. Should Workday 
choose to retain the objected-to Subprocessor, Workday will notify Customer at least fourteen (14) days before authorizing 
the Subprocessor to Process Personal Data and Customer may terminate the relevant portion(s) of the Covered Service
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within thirty (30) days. Upon any termination by Customer pursuant to this Section, Workday shall refund Customer any 
prepaid fees for the terminated portion(s) of the Covered Service that were to be provided after the effective date of 
termination.


4.4. RiRights of Data Subjects


4.1 Assistance with Data Subject Requests. Workday will, in a manner consistent with the functionality of the 
Covered Service and Workday’s role as a Data Processor, provide reasonable support to Customer to enable Customer to 
respond to Data Subject requests to exercise their rights under applicable Data Protection Laws (“(“Data Subject Requests”).


4.2 Handling of Data Subject Requests. For the avoidance of doubt, Customer is responsible for responding to Data 
Subject Requests. If Workday receives a Data Subject Request or other complaint from a Data Subject regarding the 
Processing of Personal Data, Workday will promptly forward such request or complaint to Customer, provided the Data 
Subject has given sufficient information for Workday to identify Customer.


5.5. Workday Personnel


Workday shall require screening of its personnel who may have access to Personal Data, and shall require such personnel 
(i) to Process Personal Data in accordance with Customer’s instructions as set forth in this DPE, (ii) to receive appropriate 
training on their responsibilities regarding the handling and safeguarding of Personal Data; and (iii) to be subject to 
confidentiality obligations which shall survive the termination of employment.


6.6. Personal Data Breach


In the event Workday becomes aware of a Personal Data Breach it shall without undue delay notify Customer in accordance 
with the Security Breach provisions of the Master Subscription Agreement. To the extent Customer requires additional 
information from Workday to meet its Personal Data Breach notification obligations under applicable Data Protection Laws, 
Workday shall provide reasonable assistance to provide such information to Customer taking into account the nature of 
Processing and the information available to Workday.


7.7. Security Program


Workday shall implement appropriate technical and organizational measures designed to protect Personal Data against 
accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure of, or access to, Personal Data as set forth in 
the Universal Security Exhibit.


8.8. Audit


Customer agrees that, to the extent applicable, Workday’s then-current SOC 1 and SOC 2 audit reports (or comparable 
industry-standard successor reports) and/or Workday’s ISO 27001 and ISO 27018 Certifications will be used to satisfy any 
audit or inspection requests by or on behalf of Customer, and Workday shall make such reports available to Customer.  In 
the event that Customer, a regulator, or supervisory authority requires additional information, including information 
necessary to demonstrate compliance with this DPE, or an audit related to the Covered Service, such information and/or 
audit shall be made available in accordance with Workday’s Customer Audit Program.


9.9. Return and Deletion of Personal Data


Upon termination of the Covered Service, Workday shall return and delete Personal Data in accordance with the relevant 
provisions of the Agreement.


10. Additional European Terms


10.1 Transfer Mechanisms. Workday makes available the transfer mechanisms listed below which shall apply to 
transfers of Personal Data from the European Economic Area and/or its member states, the United Kingdom and 
Switzerland to countries which do not ensure an adequate level of data protection within the meaning of Data Protection 
Laws of the foregoing countries.
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i.i. Binding Corporate Rules. For HCM/FIN/ANALYTICS, the Workday BCRs apply to the Processing of Personal 
Data of a Customer or Customer affiliate established in the EEA, the United Kingdom or Switzerland. In this 
event, all provisions of the Workday BCRs are incorporated by this reference and shall be binding and 
enforceable for Customer according to Section 1.4 of the Workday BCRs as if they were set forth in this DPE 
in their entirety. In the event of any conflict or inconsistency between this DPE and the Workday BCRs, the 
Workday BCRs shall prevail.      


ii. Standard Contractual Clauses.  The Standard Contractual Clauses shall be deemed incorporated into this 
DPE by reference and shall apply between Customer and the Customer Affiliates established within the 
European Economic Area, the United Kingdom and Switzerland (each as “data exporter”) and Workday, Inc. 
(as “data importer”), subject to the requirements of Section 11.


iii. Order of precedence. Where more than one transfer mechanism applies, the transfer of Personal Data will be 
subject to a single transfer mechanism in accordance with the following order of precedence: (i) the Workday 
BCRs and, (ii) the Standard Contractual Clauses.


10.2 Subject-Matter, Nature, Purpose and Duration of Data Processing.  Workday will Process Personal Data to 
provide the Covered Service. The duration of Processing Personal Data shall be for the term of the Agreement.


10.3 Types of Personal Data and Categories of Data Subjects.  The types of Personal Data and categories of Data 
Subjects are set forth in Appendix 1 to the Standard Contractual Clauses, which is hereby incorporated into this DPE by 
this reference and shall be binding as if it was set forth in this DPE in its entirety.


10.4 Data Protection Impact Assessments and Prior Consultations. Customer agrees that, to the extent applicable, 
Workday’s then-current SOC 1 and SOC 2 audit reports (or comparable industry-standard successor reports) and/or 
Workday’s ISO 27001 and ISO 27018 Certifications will be used to carry out Customer’s data protection impact 
assessments and prior consultations, and Workday shall make such reports available to Customer. To the extent 
Customer requires additional assistance to meet its obligations under Article 35 and 36 of the GDPR to carry out a data 
protection impact assessment and prior consultation with the competent supervisory authority related to Customer’s 
use of the Covered Service, Workday will, taking into account the nature of Processing and the information available to 
Workday, provide reasonable assistance to Customer through the Customer Audit Program.


11. Clarifications to the Standard Contractual Clauses


If Customer executes the Standard Contractual Clauses, the terms in this Section will apply.


11.1 Appendices. Appendices 1 and 2 to this DPE shall be deemed automatically incorporated into Appendices 1 and 
2 of the Standard Contractual Clauses.


11.2 Audits. For the purposes of Clause 5 (f) of the Standard Contractual Clauses, audits will be performed in 
accordance with Section 8 of this DPE.


11.3 Subprocessors. For the purposes of Clause 11 of the Standard Contractual Clauses, Customer consents to 
Workday appointing Subprocessors in accordance with Section 3 of this DPE. 


11.4 Return and Deletion of Personal Data.  For purposes of Clause 1212 (1) of the Standard Contractual Clauses, 
Workday shall return and delete Data Exporter’s data in accordance with Section 9 of this DPE.


11.5 Conflict. For the avoidance of doubt, the parties agree that the terms of this Section are not intended to amend or 
modify the Standard Contractual Clauses. These provisions provide clarity in terms of Workday’s business processes for 
complying with the Standard Contractual Clauses. In the event of any conflict between the terms of this DPE and the 
provisions of the Standard Contractual Clauses, the Standard Contractual Clauses shall prevail
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12. General Provisions


12.1 Customer Affiliates.  Customer is responsible for coordinating all communication with Workday on behalf of its 
Affiliates with regard to this DPE. Customer represents that it is authorized to issue instructions as well as make and receive 
any communications or notifications in relation to this DPE on behalf of its Affiliates. 


12.2 Termination. The term of this DPE will end simultaneously and automatically at the later of (i) the termination of 
the Agreement or, (ii) when all Personal Data is deleted from Workday’s systems.


12.3 Conflict. This DPE is subject to the non-conflicting terms of the Agreement. With regard to the subject matter of 
this DPE, in the event of inconsistencies between the provisions of this DPE and the Agreement, the provisions of this DPE 
shall prevail with regard to the parties’ data protection obligations.


12.4 Customer Affiliate Enforcement. Customer’s Affiliates may enforce the terms of this DPE directly against 
Workday, subject to the following provisions:


i.i. Customer will bring any legal action, suit, claim or proceeding which that Affiliate would otherwise have if it 
were a party to the Agreement (each an “Affiliate Claim”) directly against Workday on behalf of such 
Affiliate, except where the Data Protection Laws to which the relevant Affiliate is subject require that the 
Affiliate itself bring or be party to such Affiliate Claim; and


ii. for the purpose of any Affiliate Claim brought directly against Workday by Customer on behalf of such 
Affiliate in accordance with this Section, any losses suffered by the relevant Affiliate may be deemed to be 
losses suffered by Customer.


12.5 Remedies. Customer’s remedies (including those of its Affiliates) with respect to any breach by Workday or its 
Affiliates of the terms of this DPE (including the Standard Contractual Clauses), and the overall aggregate liability of 
Workday and its Affiliates arising out of, or in connection with the Agreement (including this DPE) will be subject to any 
aggregate limitation of liability that has been agreed between the parties under the Agreement (the “Liability Cap”). For the 
avoidance of doubt, the parties intend and agree that the overall aggregate liability of Workday and its Affiliates arising out 
of, or in connection with the Agreement (including this DPE) shall in no event exceed the Liability Cap.


12.6 Miscellaneous. The section headings contained in this DPE are for reference purposes only and shall not in any 
way affect the meaning or interpretation of this DPE.SAMPLE
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APPENDIX 1


Data exporter


The data exporter is (please specify briefly your activities relevant to the transfer):


A customer of Workday’s enterprise software-asas-a-service applications.


Data importer


The data importer is (please specify briefly activities relevant to the transfer):


Workday, Inc. is a provider of enterprise software-asas-a-service applications. The data importer processes Personal Data on 
behalf of and according to the instructions of data exporter.


Data subjects


The personal data transferred concern the following categories of data subjects (please specify):


 Data exporter’s job applicants, candidates, current and former employees and other workers, as well as related 
persons.


 Employees or contact persons of data exporter’s prospects, customers, business partners and suppliers.
Categories of data


The personal data transferred concern the following categories of data (please specify):


Data that is typically required for human capital and financial management, including the categories of data identified below:


 Employees and other workers: Name; contact information (including home and work address; home and work 
telephone numbers; mobile telephone numbers; web address; instant messenger; home and work email address); 
marital status; ethnicity; citizenship information; visa information; national and governmental identification information; 
drivers’ license information; passport information; banking details; military service information; religion information; 
date of birth and birth place; gender; disability information; employee identification information; education, language(s) 
and special competencies; certification information; probation period and employment duration information; job or 
position title; business title; job type or code; business site; company, supervisory, cost center and region affiliation; 
work schedule and status (full-time or part-time, regular or temporary); compensation and related information 
(including pay type and information regarding raises and salary adjustments); payroll information; allowance, bonus, 
commission and stock plan information; leave of absence information; employment history; work experience 
information; information on internal project appointments; accomplishment information; training and development 
information; award information; membership information.


 Related persons: Name and contact information of dependents or beneficiaries (including home address; home and 
work telephone numbers; mobile telephone numbers); date of birth; gender; emergency contacts; beneficiary 
information; dependent information.


 Prospects, customers, business partners and suppliers: Name and contact information (including work 
address; work telephone numbers; mobile telephone numbers; web address; instant messenger; work email 
address); business title; company.


Special categories of data (if appropriate)


The personal data transferred concern the following special categories of data (please specify):


Ethnicity; religious beliefs; trade union membership information, health data (employee sick leave, disability information).


Processing operations


The personal data transferred will be subject to the following basic processing activities (please specify):
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Software-asas-a-Service Applications


Basic processing activities involve storing Personal Data and processing to operate and maintain the enterprise software-asas-
a-service applications and implement data exporter’s instructions when using the software-asas-a-service applications (e.g. 
storage, use, retrieval or erasure of Personal Data).


Professional Services


Basic processing activities involve using, configuring and storing Personal Data to provide Professional Services and 
implement data exporter’s instructions.
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APPENDIX 2


Description of the technical and organizational security measures implemented by Workday:


Data importer shall implement appropriate technical and organizational measures, designed to protect Personal Data 
against accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure of, or access to, Personal Data as set 
forth in Section 7.


The technical and organizational measures, internal controls, and information security routines set forth in the Security 
Exhibit are hereby incorporated into this Appendix 2 by this reference and are binding on the data importer as if they were 
set forth in this Appendix 2 in their entirety.
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UNIVERSAL DATA PROCESSING EXHIBIT


This Universal Data Processing Exhibit (“DPE”) is an exhibit to the Agreement between Workday and Customer and sets 
forth the obligations of the parties with regard to the Processing of Personal Data pursuant to such Agreement.  


1.1. Definitions


Unless otherwise defined below, all capitalized terms have the meaning given to them in the applicable Agreement and/or 
exhibits thereto. 


“Agreement” means the Master Subscription Agreement, the Professional Services Agreement, and Order Forms, 
including any exhibits or attachments applicable to the Covered Service. 


“Covered Data” means (i) Customer Data, (ii) Professional Services Data, and (iii) any other electronic data or information 
submitted by or on behalf of Customer to a Covered Service. 


“Covered Service” means (i) any Service provided under an Order Form that specifically refers to this DPE, and/or, (ii) any 
Professional Services.


“Customer Audit Program” means Workday’s optional, fee-based customer audit program as described in the Customer 
Audit Program Order Form for Covered Services.


“Data Controller” means the entity which, alone or jointly with others, determines the purposes and means of the 
Processing of Personal Data.


“Data Processor” means the entity which Processes Personal Data on behalf of the Data Controller.


“Data Protection Laws” means all data protection laws applicable to the Processing of Personal Data under this DPE, 
including local, state, national and/or foreign laws, treaties, and/or regulations, the GDPR, and implementations of the GDPR 
into national law.


“Data Subject” memeans the person to whom the Personal Data relates.


“GDPR” means the General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679.


“HCM/FIN/ANALYTICS” means the Service SKUs named Human Capital Management, Cloud Connect for Benefits, 
Workday Payroll, Cloud Connect for Third Party Payroll, Time Tracking, Recruiting, Learning (excluding Media Cloud), 
Learning for Extended Enterprise, Core Financials, Expenses, Procurement, Inventory, Grants Management, Projects, 
Projects Billing, Workday Prism Analytics and Student.


“Personal Data” means any Covered Data that relates to an identified or identifiable natural person.


“Personal Data Breach” means (i) a ‘personal data breach’ as defined in the GDPR affecting Personal Data, and (ii) any 
Security Breach affecting Personal Data.


“Processing” or “Process” means any operation or set of operations performed on Personal Data or sets of Personal 
Data, such as collecting, recording, organizing, structuring, storing, adapting or altering, retrieving, consulting, using, 
disclosing by transmission, disseminating or otherwise making available, aligning or combining, restricting, erasing or 
destroying.


“Professional Services” means the professional or consulting services provided to Customer under a Professional 
Services Agreement.


“Professional Services Agreement” means any agreement between the parties for the provision of consulting or 
professional services, including but not limited to the following agreements or terms: the Foundation Tenant Service Terms, 
the Professional Services Agreement, the Delivery Assurance terms, the Professional Services Addendum, and/or the 
Consulting and Training Addendum and Amendment.
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“Professional Services Data” means electronic data or information that is provided to Workday under a Professional 
Services Agreement for the purpose of being input into the Workday Service, or Customer Data accessed within or extracted 
from the Customer’s tenant to perform the Professional Services.


“Standard Contractual Clauses” means the Standard Contractual Clauses for the transfer of personal data to processors 
established in third countries pursuant to Commission Decision (2010/87/EU) available on the European Commission’s 
website at http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/international-transfers/transfer/index_en.htm.


“Subprocessor” means a Workday Affiliate or third-party entity engaged by Workday or a Workday Affiliate as a Data 
Processor under this DPE.


“Subprocessor List” means the subprocessor list identifying the Subprocessors that are authorized to Process Personal 
Data for the relevant Covered Service, accessible through Workday’s customer website (currently located at: 
https://community.workday.com).).


“Workday BCRs” memeans Workday’s Processor Binding Corporate Rules. The Workday BCRs are accessible through 
Workday’s customer website (currently located at https://community.workday.com).


2.2. Processing Personal Data


2.1 Scope and Role of the Parties.  This DPE applies to the Processing of Personal Data by Workday to provide the 
Covered Service. For the purposes of this DPE, Customer and its Affiliates are the Data Controller(s) and Workday is the 
Data Processor.


2.2 Instructions for Processing.  Workday shall Process Personal Data in accordance with Customer’s documented 
instructions. Customer instructs Workday to Process Personal Data to provide the Covered Service in accordance with the 
Agreement (including this DPE). Customer may provide additional instructions to Workday to Process Personal Data, 
however Workday shall be obligated to perform such additional instructions only if they are consistent with the terms and 
scope of the Agreement and this DPE.


2.3 Compliance with Laws.  Workday shall comply with all Data Protection Laws applicable to Workday in its role as 
a Data Processor Processing Personal Data. For the avoidance of doubt, Workday is not responsible for complying with 
Data Protection Laws applicable to Customer or Customer’s industry such as those not generally applicable to online service 
providers. Customer shall comply with all Data Protection Laws applicable to Customer as a Data Controller and shall obtain 
all necessary consents, and provide all necessary notifications, to Data Subjects to enable Workday to carry out lawfully 
the Processing contemplated by this DPE.


3.3. Subprocessors


3.1 Use of Subprocessors. Customer hereby agrees and provides a general prior authorization that Workday and 
Workday Affiliates may engage Subprocessors. Workday or the relevant Workday Affiliate engaging a Subprocessor shall 
ensure that such Subprocessor has entered into a written agreement that is no less protective than this DPE. Workday shall 
be liable for the acts and omissions of any Subprocessors to the same extent as if the acts or omissions were performed 
by Workday.


3.2 Notification of New Subprocessors. Workday shall make available to Customer a Subprocessor List and provide 
Customer with a mechanism to obtain notice of any updates to the Subprocessor List. At least thirty (30) days prior to 
authorizing any new Subprocessor to Process Personal Data, Workday shall provide notice to Customer by updating the 
Subprocessor List. 


3.3 Subprocessor Objection Right. This Section 3.3 shall apply only where and to the extent that Customer is 
established within the European Economic Area, the United Kingdom or Switzerland or where otherwise required by Data 
Protection Laws applicable to Customer. In such event, if Customer objects on reasonable grounds relating to data 
protection to Workday’s use of a new Subprocessor then Customer shall promptly, and within fourteen (14) days following 
Workday’s notification pursuant to Section 3.2 above, provide written notice of such objection to Workday. Should Workday 
choose to retain the objected-to Subprocessor, Workday will notify Customer at least fourteen (14) days before authorizing 
the Subprocessor to Process Personal Data and Customer may terminate the relevant portion(s) of the Covered Service
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within thirty (30) days. Upon any termination by Customer pursuant to this Section, Workday shall refund Customer any 
prepaid fees for the terminated portion(s) of the Covered Service that were to be provided after the effective date of 
termination.


4.4. RiRights of Data Subjects


4.1 Assistance with Data Subject Requests. Workday will, in a manner consistent with the functionality of the 
Covered Service and Workday’s role as a Data Processor, provide reasonable support to Customer to enable Customer to 
respond to Data Subject requests to exercise their rights under applicable Data Protection Laws (“(“Data Subject Requests”).


4.2 Handling of Data Subject Requests. For the avoidance of doubt, Customer is responsible for responding to Data 
Subject Requests. If Workday receives a Data Subject Request or other complaint from a Data Subject regarding the 
Processing of Personal Data, Workday will promptly forward such request or complaint to Customer, provided the Data 
Subject has given sufficient information for Workday to identify Customer.


5.5. Workday Personnel


Workday shall require screening of its personnel who may have access to Personal Data, and shall require such personnel 
(i) to Process Personal Data in accordance with Customer’s instructions as set forth in this DPE, (ii) to receive appropriate 
training on their responsibilities regarding the handling and safeguarding of Personal Data; and (iii) to be subject to 
confidentiality obligations which shall survive the termination of employment.


6.6. Personal Data Breach


In the event Workday becomes aware of a Personal Data Breach it shall without undue delay notify Customer in accordance 
with the Security Breach provisions of the Master Subscription Agreement. To the extent Customer requires additional 
information from Workday to meet its Personal Data Breach notification obligations under applicable Data Protection Laws, 
Workday shall provide reasonable assistance to provide such information to Customer taking into account the nature of 
Processing and the information available to Workday.


7.7. Security Program


Workday shall implement appropriate technical and organizational measures designed to protect Personal Data against 
accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure of, or access to, Personal Data as set forth in 
the Universal Security Exhibit.


8.8. Audit


Customer agrees that, to the extent applicable, Workday’s then-current SOC 1 and SOC 2 audit reports (or comparable 
industry-standard successor reports) and/or Workday’s ISO 27001 and ISO 27018 Certifications will be used to satisfy any 
audit or inspection requests by or on behalf of Customer, and Workday shall make such reports available to Customer.  In 
the event that Customer, a regulator, or supervisory authority requires additional information, including information 
necessary to demonstrate compliance with this DPE, or an audit related to the Covered Service, such information and/or 
audit shall be made available in accordance with Workday’s Customer Audit Program.


9.9. Return and Deletion of Personal Data


Upon termination of the Covered Service, Workday shall return and delete Personal Data in accordance with the relevant 
provisions of the Agreement.


10. Additional European Terms


10.1 Transfer Mechanisms. Workday makes available the transfer mechanisms listed below which shall apply to 
transfers of Personal Data from the European Economic Area and/or its member states, the United Kingdom and 
Switzerland to countries which do not ensure an adequate level of data protection within the meaning of Data Protection 
Laws of the foregoing countries.
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i.i. Binding Corporate Rules. For HCM/FIN/ANALYTICS, the Workday BCRs apply to the Processing of Personal 
Data of a Customer or Customer affiliate established in the EEA, the United Kingdom or Switzerland. In this 
event, all provisions of the Workday BCRs are incorporated by this reference and shall be binding and 
enforceable for Customer according to Section 1.4 of the Workday BCRs as if they were set forth in this DPE 
in their entirety. In the event of any conflict or inconsistency between this DPE and the Workday BCRs, the 
Workday BCRs shall prevail.      


ii. Standard Contractual Clauses.  The Standard Contractual Clauses shall be deemed incorporated into this 
DPE by reference and shall apply between Customer and the Customer Affiliates established within the 
European Economic Area, the United Kingdom and Switzerland (each as “data exporter”) and Workday, Inc. 
(as “data importer”), subject to the requirements of Section 11.


iii. Order of precedence. Where more than one transfer mechanism applies, the transfer of Personal Data will be 
subject to a single transfer mechanism in accordance with the following order of precedence: (i) the Workday 
BCRs and, (ii) the Standard Contractual Clauses.


10.2 Subject-Matter, Nature, Purpose and Duration of Data Processing.  Workday will Process Personal Data to 
provide the Covered Service. The duration of Processing Personal Data shall be for the term of the Agreement.


10.3 Types of Personal Data and Categories of Data Subjects.  The types of Personal Data and categories of Data 
Subjects are set forth in Appendix 1 to the Standard Contractual Clauses, which is hereby incorporated into this DPE by 
this reference and shall be binding as if it was set forth in this DPE in its entirety.


10.4 Data Protection Impact Assessments and Prior Consultations. Customer agrees that, to the extent applicable, 
Workday’s then-current SOC 1 and SOC 2 audit reports (or comparable industry-standard successor reports) and/or 
Workday’s ISO 27001 and ISO 27018 Certifications will be used to carry out Customer’s data protection impact 
assessments and prior consultations, and Workday shall make such reports available to Customer. To the extent 
Customer requires additional assistance to meet its obligations under Article 35 and 36 of the GDPR to carry out a data 
protection impact assessment and prior consultation with the competent supervisory authority related to Customer’s 
use of the Covered Service, Workday will, taking into account the nature of Processing and the information available to 
Workday, provide reasonable assistance to Customer through the Customer Audit Program.


11. Clarifications to the Standard Contractual Clauses


If Customer executes the Standard Contractual Clauses, the terms in this Section will apply.


11.1 Appendices. Appendices 1 and 2 to this DPE shall be deemed automatically incorporated into Appendices 1 and 
2 of the Standard Contractual Clauses.


11.2 Audits. For the purposes of Clause 5 (f) of the Standard Contractual Clauses, audits will be performed in 
accordance with Section 8 of this DPE.


11.3 Subprocessors. For the purposes of Clause 11 of the Standard Contractual Clauses, Customer consents to 
Workday appointing Subprocessors in accordance with Section 3 of this DPE. 


11.4 Return and Deletion of Personal Data.  For purposes of Clause 1212 (1) of the Standard Contractual Clauses, 
Workday shall return and delete Data Exporter’s data in accordance with Section 9 of this DPE.


11.5 Conflict. For the avoidance of doubt, the parties agree that the terms of this Section are not intended to amend or 
modify the Standard Contractual Clauses. These provisions provide clarity in terms of Workday’s business processes for 
complying with the Standard Contractual Clauses. In the event of any conflict between the terms of this DPE and the 
provisions of the Standard Contractual Clauses, the Standard Contractual Clauses shall prevail
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12. General Provisions


12.1 Customer Affiliates.  Customer is responsible for coordinating all communication with Workday on behalf of its 
Affiliates with regard to this DPE. Customer represents that it is authorized to issue instructions as well as make and receive 
any communications or notifications in relation to this DPE on behalf of its Affiliates. 


12.2 Termination. The term of this DPE will end simultaneously and automatically at the later of (i) the termination of 
the Agreement or, (ii) when all Personal Data is deleted from Workday’s systems.


12.3 Conflict. This DPE is subject to the non-conflicting terms of the Agreement. With regard to the subject matter of 
this DPE, in the event of inconsistencies between the provisions of this DPE and the Agreement, the provisions of this DPE 
shall prevail with regard to the parties’ data protection obligations.


12.4 Customer Affiliate Enforcement. Customer’s Affiliates may enforce the terms of this DPE directly against 
Workday, subject to the following provisions:


i.i. Customer will bring any legal action, suit, claim or proceeding which that Affiliate would otherwise have if it 
were a party to the Agreement (each an “Affiliate Claim”) directly against Workday on behalf of such 
Affiliate, except where the Data Protection Laws to which the relevant Affiliate is subject require that the 
Affiliate itself bring or be party to such Affiliate Claim; and


ii. for the purpose of any Affiliate Claim brought directly against Workday by Customer on behalf of such 
Affiliate in accordance with this Section, any losses suffered by the relevant Affiliate may be deemed to be 
losses suffered by Customer.


12.5 Remedies. Customer’s remedies (including those of its Affiliates) with respect to any breach by Workday or its 
Affiliates of the terms of this DPE (including the Standard Contractual Clauses), and the overall aggregate liability of 
Workday and its Affiliates arising out of, or in connection with the Agreement (including this DPE) will be subject to any 
aggregate limitation of liability that has been agreed between the parties under the Agreement (the “Liability Cap”). For the 
avoidance of doubt, the parties intend and agree that the overall aggregate liability of Workday and its Affiliates arising out 
of, or in connection with the Agreement (including this DPE) shall in no event exceed the Liability Cap.


12.6 Miscellaneous. The section headings contained in this DPE are for reference purposes only and shall not in any 
way affect the meaning or interpretation of this DPE.SAMPLE
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APPENDIX 1


Data exporter


The data exporter is (please specify briefly your activities relevant to the transfer):


A customer of Workday’s enterprise software-asas-a-service applications.


Data importer


The data importer is (please specify briefly activities relevant to the transfer):


Workday, Inc. is a provider of enterprise software-asas-a-service applications. The data importer processes Personal Data on 
behalf of and according to the instructions of data exporter.


Data subjects


The personal data transferred concern the following categories of data subjects (please specify):


 Data exporter’s job applicants, candidates, current and former employees and other workers, as well as related 
persons.


 Employees or contact persons of data exporter’s prospects, customers, business partners and suppliers.
Categories of data


The personal data transferred concern the following categories of data (please specify):


Data that is typically required for human capital and financial management, including the categories of data identified below:


 Employees and other workers: Name; contact information (including home and work address; home and work 
telephone numbers; mobile telephone numbers; web address; instant messenger; home and work email address); 
marital status; ethnicity; citizenship information; visa information; national and governmental identification information; 
drivers’ license information; passport information; banking details; military service information; religion information; 
date of birth and birth place; gender; disability information; employee identification information; education, language(s) 
and special competencies; certification information; probation period and employment duration information; job or 
position title; business title; job type or code; business site; company, supervisory, cost center and region affiliation; 
work schedule and status (full-time or part-time, regular or temporary); compensation and related information 
(including pay type and information regarding raises and salary adjustments); payroll information; allowance, bonus, 
commission and stock plan information; leave of absence information; employment history; work experience 
information; information on internal project appointments; accomplishment information; training and development 
information; award information; membership information.


 Related persons: Name and contact information of dependents or beneficiaries (including home address; home and 
work telephone numbers; mobile telephone numbers); date of birth; gender; emergency contacts; beneficiary 
information; dependent information.


 Prospects, customers, business partners and suppliers: Name and contact information (including work 
address; work telephone numbers; mobile telephone numbers; web address; instant messenger; work email 
address); business title; company.


Special categories of data (if appropriate)


The personal data transferred concern the following special categories of data (please specify):


Ethnicity; religious beliefs; trade union membership information, health data (employee sick leave, disability information).


Processing operations


The personal data transferred will be subject to the following basic processing activities (please specify):


SAMPLE
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Software-asas-a-Service Applications


Basic processing activities involve storing Personal Data and processing to operate and maintain the enterprise software-asas-
a-service applications and implement data exporter’s instructions when using the software-asas-a-service applications (e.g. 
storage, use, retrieval or erasure of Personal Data).


Professional Services


Basic processing activities involve using, configuring and storing Personal Data to provide Professional Services and 
implement data exporter’s instructions.
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APPENDIX 2


Description of the technical and organizational security measures implemented by Workday:


Data importer shall implement appropriate technical and organizational measures, designed to protect Personal Data 
against accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure of, or access to, Personal Data as set 
forth in Section 7.


The technical and organizational measures, internal controls, and information security routines set forth in the Security 
Exhibit are hereby incorporated into this Appendix 2 by this reference and are binding on the data importer as if they were 
set forth in this Appendix 2 in their entirety.
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WORKDAY STRATEGIC SOURCING DEPLOYMENT SUPPORT SERVICES DESCRIPTION


The Deployment Support Services described below are only applicable for initial deployments of Sourcing. As part 
of the Deployment Support Services, Workday shall assist Customer to configure Sourcing for use with Sourcing 
Data in Customer’s environment. Workday shall work with Customer to complete system configuration, data 
imports, and the creation of new process workflows in Customer’s deployment of Sourcing. For clarity, unless 
ototherwise indicated below, Workday will support and Customer will be primarily responsible for the Deployment 
Activity. The Deployment Activities outlined below are only applicable when Customer has purchased the 
corresponding Sourcing module.  


Product/Functionality
Workday shall collaborate with Customer to design and configure generally available Sourcing functionality as 
prioritized by the Customer.


Deployment Support Services
Deployment Support Services consists of the following:


 Workday Strategic Sourcing Certification (training) for modules purchased
 Support of initial configuration of company settings and sample templates for Sourcing
 Initial set up of Sourcing Templates and Reporting
 Initial SSO (Single Sign-On) set up support
 Support for standard Data Migration (contracts, pipeline projects, suppliers), up to 5,000 objects


Workday Strategic Sourcing Certification (training)


Deployment Activity


Training - Workday Strategic Sourcing Certification Learn on Demand training for modules 
purchased. 


Settings


Deployment Activity


Configure Company Profile


Establish Spend Categories and Sub-categories


Set Date & Time and Number Formats


Set Default Currency and enable Multi-Currency Options


Set Fiscal Year for savings gauges


Enter Savings Types and set Savings Goal


Define Teams and Visibility Permissions


Create Sourcing users and assign to roles and teams


Initial configuration of Single Sign-On access in the Sourcing Service


*Workday will be primarily responsible for this Deployment Activity


Initial configuration of API Tokens in the Sourcing Service


*Workday will be primarily responsible for this Deployment Activity
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Suppliers 


Deployment Activity 


Determine list of Suppliers that need to be imported into Sourcing 


Collect name and email address of main point of contact for each supplier 


Configure custom field groups and custom fields required for the Supplier Profile 


Provide Supplier import templates 
 
Assumption: Templates include data validation rules 
 
*Workday will be primarily responsible for this Deployment Activity 


Prepare Supplier data for import into Sourcing 
 
Assumption: Data must be formatted per Workday’s import template requirements 


Add Supplier information to the Supplier Import Tab 
 
*Workday will be primarily responsible for this Deployment Activity 


Import Suppliers into Sourcing 
 
Assumption: The combined total of migrated contracts, pipeline projects and suppliers must not 
exceed 5,000 objects. 
 
*Workday will be primarily responsible for this Deployment Activity 


  
Supplier Contracts 


Deployment Activity 


Determine Contract Types organization uses and collects today 


Create Contract types in Sourcing 


Create custom fields and add to Contract types in Sourcing 


Determine what (if any) approval groups should be configured and set up for Contracts 


Configure and test approval groups 


Provide Contract import templates 
 
Assumption: Templates include data validation rules 
 
*Workday will be primarily responsible for this Deployment Activity 


Prepare Contract data for import into Sourcing 
 
Assumption: Data must be formatted per Workday’s import template requirements 


Import Contracts into Sourcing 
 
Assumption: The combined total of migrated contracts, pipeline projects, and suppliers must not 
exceed 5,000 objects. 
 
*Workday will be primarily responsible for this Deployment Activity 
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Projects 


Deployment Activity 


Determine the Project types to use with Sourcing intake module 


Create Project types in Sourcing 


Create default fields, custom field groups and custom fields and add to Project types in Sourcing 


Provide Project import templates 
 
Assumption: Templates include data validation rules 
 
*Workday will be primarily responsible for this Deployment Activity 


Prepare Project data for import into Sourcing 
 
Assumption: Data must be formatted per Workday’s import template requirements 


Import Projects in Sourcing 
 
Assumption: The combined total of migrated contracts, pipeline projects and suppliers must not 
exceed 5,000 objects. 
 
*Workday will be primarily responsible for this Deployment Activity 


 
Forms 


Deployment Activity 


Determine what types of Supplier onboarding Forms should be tracked in Sourcing 


Document onboarding form questions and types of responses required from suppliers 


Set up Forms in Sourcing 


Set up Project Types for Supplier Forms 


Determine what (if any) approval groups should be set up for Forms 


Configure and test approval groups 


 
RFx Events 


Deployment Activity 


Determine RFx event types and setup requirements 


Document information for RFx Event questionnaires 


Configure RFx Templates 


 
Dynamic Negotiation Analysis 


Deployment Activity 


Map RFx Worksheet data, e.g., Price, Unit Price, Extended Price, to DNA tool 


Add Reference Columns 


Setup Feedback Ranges and Update Requests 


Review Scenarios 
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)) X 100% X 100% > 99.7%


W-tenanted operating model that applies common, 
consistent management practices for all customers using the service.  This common operating model allows 
Workday to provide the high level of service reflected in our business agreements.  This document communicates 

unless otherwise defined herein, shall have the same meaning as in the Workday Master Subscription Agreement.


1.1. Support Terms:


Workday will provide Customer with support 24x7x365 (24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year) in 
accordance with this SLA.


2.2. Service Availability:


ommitment for a given calendar month is 99.7%.
Service Availability is calculated per month as follows:


Total  Unplanned Outage  Planned MaintenancePlanned Maintenance
Total  Planned Maintenance 


Definitions:


 Total is the total minutes in the month
 Unplanned Outage is total minutes that the Service is not available in the month outside of the Planned


Maintenance window
 Planned Maintenance is total minutes of planned maintenance in the month.


Currently, Planned Maintenance is four (4) hours for weekly maintenance, plus four (4) hours for monthly 

am (Eastern USA) on Saturday; monthly maintenance begins at 6:00 am (Eastern USA) on Saturday; and quarterly 
maintenance begins at 10:00 am (Eastern USA
notice provided atat https://community.workday.com Workday Community and any such change shall not lengthen 
the duration of the associated maintenance window.  


If actual maintenance exceeds the time allotted for Planned Maintenance, it is considered an Unplanned Outage.  
If actual maintenance is less than time allotted for Planned Maintenance, that time is not applied as a credit to offset 
any Unplanned Outage time for the month.  


The measurement point for Service Availability is the availability of the Production Tenants at the Workday 
. Upon Customer request not more than once per month via the
Workday case management system Customer Center Workday will provide a Service Availability report.


3.3. Workday Feature Release and Service Update Process:


Periodically, Workday introduces new features in the Service with enhanced functionality across Workday 

ll take place approximately twice per 
  
and 
timelines for Feature Releases and Service Updates can be found on Workday Community. Feature Releases will 
be performed during a weekend within any Planned Maintenance. 


((
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4.4. Service Response:


) not less than 50% of (online) transactions in one (1) second or less 
and (ii) not more than 10% in two and a half (2.5) seconds or more.  Service Response is the processing time of 
the Workday Production Tenants in the Workday production data center to complete transactions submitted from a 
web browser.  This Service Response commitment excludes requests submitted via Workday Web Services.


The time required to complete the request will be measured from the point in time when the request has been fully 
received by the encryption endpoint in the Workday Production data center, until such time as the response begins 
to be returned for transmission to Customer.  Customer may request a Service Response report not more than once 
per month via the Customer Center.


Customers may impact their own Service Response time by launching custom reports and integrations in excess 
of the limits set forth in Workday Community. Workday may enforce reasonable and documented system limits to 
serve as guardrails for the Service where these reports and integrations negatively impact Service Response.


5.5. Production Data Center Disaster Recovery:


Workday will maintain a disaster recovery plan for the Workday Production Tenants in conformance with Workday's 
most current Disaster Recovery Summary, the current version of which can be viewed on the Workday Community.  
Workday commits to a recovery time objective of twelve (12) hours - measured from the time that the Workday 
Production Tenant becomes unavailable until it is available again.  Workday commits to a recovery point objective 
of one (1) hour - measured from the time that the first transaction is lost until the Workday Production Tenant 
becomes unavailable.  


Workday will test the disaster recovery plan once every six months and will make available a written summary of 
the results of the most recent test available to Customers in Workday Community.  


6.6. Case Submittal and Reporting:


ubmit cases to Workday Support via the Customer Center. Named 
Support Contacts must be trained on the Workday product(s) for which they initiate support requests. Each case 
will be assigned a unique case number. Workday will respond to each case in accordance with this SLA and will 

business operations.  Actual resolution time will depend on the nature of the case and the resolution itself. A 
reresolution may consist of a fix, workaround, delivery of information or other reasonable solution to the issue. Case 
reporting is available on demand via the Customer Center.


7.7. Severity Level Determination: 


Customer shall reasonably self-diagnose each support issue and recommend to Workday an appropriate Severity 
Level designation. Workday shall validate Customer's Severity Level designation or notify Customer of a proposed 
change in the Severity Level designation to a higher or lower level with justification for the proposal. In the event of 
a conflict regarding the appropriate Severity Level designation, each party shall promptly escalate such conflict to 
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its management team for resolution through consultation between the parties' management.  In the rare case a 
conflict requires a management discussion, both parties shall be available within one hour of the escalation.


8.8. Support Issue Production Severity Levels - Response and Escalation:


Workday Response Commitment refers to the period of time from when Customer logs the Production case in the 
Customer Center until Workday responds to Customer and/or escalation within Workday, if appropriate. Because 
of the widely varying nature of issues, it is not possible to provide specific resolution commitments.


In the event of a Severity Level 1 or 2 issue, if Customer is not satisfied with the progress of the case, Customer 
may escalate the case to Workday support management using the escalation process defined for Named Support 
Contacts. Upon escalation, Workday support senior management is notified and a Workday escalation manager is 
assigned to work with Customer until the escalation is resolved.


Severity Level 1:


 Definition:  The Service is unavailable or a Service issue prevents timely payroll processing, tax paymentsissue prevents timely payroll processing, tax payments, 
entry into time tracking, financials closing (monthentry into time tracking, financials closing (month-end, quarter-end or yearend or year-end), payment of supply chain end), payment of supply chain 
invoices or creation of purchase orders, or processing of candidate applications. No workaround exists.


 Workday Response Commitment:  Workday will respond within thirty (30) minutes of receipt of case and 
Workday shall remain accessible for troubleshooting from the time a Severity 1 issue is logged until such 
time as it is resolved.


 Resolution:  Workday will work to resolve the problem until the Service is returned to normal operation. 
Customer will be notified of status changes.


 Escalation:  If the problem has not been resolved within one (1) hour, Workday will escalate the problem to 
the appropriate Workday organization. The escalated problem will have higher priority than ongoing 
support, development or operations initiatives.  


 Customer Response Commitment:  Customer shall remain accessible for troubleshooting from the time a 
Severity 1 issue is logged until such time as it is resolved.


Severity Level 2:


 Definition:  An issue with the Service that prevents Customer from completing one or more critical business 
processes with a significant impact. No workaround exists. 


 Workday Response Commitment:  Workday will respond within one (1) hour of receipt of case and Workday 
shall remain accessible for troubleshooting from the time a Severity 2 issue is logged until such time as it 
is resolved.


 Resolution:  Workday will work to resolve the problem until the Service is returned to normal operation. 
Customer will be notified of status changes.


 Escalation:  If the problem has not been resolved within four (4) hours, Customer may request that Workday 
escalate the problem to the appropriate Workday organization where the escalated problem will have higher 
priority than ongoing development or operations initiatives. 


 Customer Response Commitment:  Customer shall remain accessible for troubleshooting from the time a 
Severity 2 issue is logged until such time as it is resolved.


Severity Level 3:


 Definition:  An issue with the Service that prevents Customer from completing one or more important 
.  


 Workday Response Commitment:  Workday will respond within four (4) hours of receipt of case.
 Resolution: If resolution requires a Workday issue fix, Workday will add the issue fix to its development 


queue for future Update and suggest potential workaround until the problem is resolved in a future Update. 
Customer will be notified of status changes.
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 Escalation
escalate the problem to the appropriate Workday organization


 Customer Response Commitment:  Customer will respond to Workday requests for additional information 
and implement recommended solutions in a timely manner.


Severity Level 4:


 Definition:  An issue with the Service that delays Customer from completing one or more non-critical 
business processes that are not imperative to Customer's business operations. A workaround exists.


 Workday Response Commitment:  Workday will respond within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of case.
 Resolution: If resolution requires a Workday issue fix, Workday will add the issue fix to its development 


queue for future Update and suggest potential workaround until the problem is resolved in a future Update. 
Customer will be notified of status changes.


 Escalationon
escalate the problem to the appropriate Workday organization.


 Customer Response Commitment:  Customer will respond to Workday requests for additional information 
and implement recommended solutions in a timely manner.


Severity Level 5 (Including Customer Care and Operations Requests):


 Definition:  Non-system issues and requests such as Named Support Contact (NSC) changes, SLA report 
and/or general Service inquiries. Questions about product configuration and functionality should be 
addressed to the Workday Community.    


 Workday Response Commitment:  Workday will respond within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of case.
 Resolution Commitment: Workday will respond to request. Customer will be notified of status changes.
 Escalation: 


escalate the problem to the appropriate Workday organization.
 Customer Commitment: Customer will respond to Workday requests for additional information in a timely 


manner. 


9.9. Workday Support Scope:


Workday will support functionality that is delivered by Workday as part of the Service.  For all other functionality, 
and/or issues or errors in the Service caused by issues, errors and/or changes in Customer's information systems, 
customizations, and/or third-party products or services, Workday may assist Customer and its third-party providers 
in diagnosing and resolving issues or errors but Customer acknowledges that these matters are outside of 
Workday's support obligations.  Failure to meet obligations or commitments under this SLA that are attributable to 
(i) Customer's acts or omissions; and (ii) force majeure events shall be excused.


10. Workday Web Services API Support: 


         
receive optimum performance and stability.  Prior versions of WWS APIs are updated to support backward-
compatibility for all prior versions of WWS APIs that have not reached an end-ofof-life status.  End-ofof-life 
announcements will be made not less than eighteen (18) months before the end-ofof-life of each WWS API.  
Announcements surrounding the WWS APIs will be communicated through Workday Community or, for Workday 
Cloud Platform APIs, through the Workday Cloud Platform developer site. 


Backward compatibility means that an integration created to work with a given WWS API version will continue to 
work with that same WWS API version even as Workday introduces new WWS API versions. With the exception of 
backward-compatibility updates, prior versions of WWS APIs are not enhanced.  
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11. Workday Cloud Platform Support:


Workday will support WCP
in Production Tenants. All WCP Applications, whether created by a customer, Workday or others, are expressly not 
covered by thisis SLA. Workday will not be responsible for any Service Availability downtime or delayed Service 
Response times caused by use of any WCP Application(s). WCP APIs, features and services may be modified 
and/or deprecated by Workday in accordance with the WCP Availability Statuses posted on the Workday Cloud 
Platform developer site at cloud.workday.com. Use of the developer site and all materials therein is governed by 
the WCP Developer Program Agreement.    -ons, extensions 
and/or other software solutions developed by or for a customer using WCP developer materials.
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Frequently Asked Questions about the Workday Contract Documents


Thank you for reviewing Workday’s contract documents! We recognize that sometimes attorneys and contract professionals
are asked to redline an agreement without a good picture of what is being purchased and how it works. We hope that this
FAQ will prove useful as you review the Workday documents. This FAQ does not form part of the contract and will be
deleted in the next version of the contract documents you receive. In addition to this FAQ, the attached Subscription
Agreement has comments embedded throughout the agreement to highlight some areas where we may need to tailor the
agreement to better fit your organization.


1. What is my organization purchasing from Workday?


Workday provides fully functional enterprise cloud applications through the web using a genuine one-to-many cloud delivery
model. The Service is updated, and the data is backed up, by Workday. All customers are on the same version of Workday’s
applications. Workday provides its Service on a single code line so that all customers on a specific application are on the
same release using the same operational infrastructure and the same security and support operations. Workday’s Service
is highly configurable by each customer.


2. How is Workday’s Service different from installed, on premise software?


Workday’s cloud-based, mobile, and in memory object-oriented application is a true one-to-many business model. Some
“cloud” providers are essentially an outsourced hosting of installed and customized software, which leads to burdensome
upgrades. Workday’s one-to-many business model allows for a more cost-effective delivery of solutions by keeping all
customers on the same release at all times. Customers avoid costly and disruptive upgrades. As Workday rolls out new
releases, customers can adopt the new features on their own time which makes Workday’s cloud applications highly
configurable by each customer.


3. How does Workday protect the data?


Protecting the security and privacy of our customers’ data is a top priority for Workday. Workday maintains a comprehensive
security program that takes into account the nature and purposes of the Service, the legal environment, and our customers’
need for security and confidentiality. Workday monitors, evaluates, and adjusts this security program in light of changing
technology and the changing legal and business environments in which it operates. More details are described below and
in Question 4.


Data Security:
 Controls: Workday's security program uses controls described in Workday's Universal Security Exhibit and


Workday's most recent third-party SOC Reports. Because our SOC reports are SOC Type II audits, independent
auditors attest to the operating effectiveness of our control environment. Workday provides customers with objective
evidence that Workday is maintaining its security controls and the results of the audited testing of controls is
recorded in the audit reports, which are made available to customers. Thus, customers have independent
verification of and visibility into the security controls protecting their data and, in Section 5 of the Agreement,
Workday contractually commits that such controls will not be materially decreased during the term of the Master
Subscription Agreement.


 Background Screening: Workday’s SOC report confirms that Workday does background screen our employees.


 Employee Training: Workday’s Universal Security Exhibit requires, and the SOC report confirms that Workday
provides employee training.


Data Privacy:
 Data Processing Exhibit: The Agreement includes an exhibit that details the terms and conditions applicable to


Workday’s processing of Personal Data. This Universal Data Processing Exhibit provides our customers with
contractual protections relating to Workday’s compliance with data protection laws applicable to Workday as a data
processor.


 Additional Disclosure Restrictions: In Section 1.1 of the Agreement, Workday contractually commits not to use
customers’ data except to provide the Service, to prevent or address service or technical problems, to verify Service
Improvements or in accordance with the Agreement, the Documentation, or the customer’s instructions.
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Compliance:
 Compliance with Laws: In Section 6 of the Agreement, Workday warrants that it will comply with all laws applicable


to Workday, including data privacy laws.


Depending upon which Workday Services a customer selects, Workday’s Service may store human resources, financial
information, or student data. Workday regards all Customer Data as confidential and does not distinguish in its treatment
of personally identifiable information or other Customer Data, holding all to equally high standards. Customer Data are
encrypted in the database within the secured data centers. Workday does not access or use customer data for any purpose
unrelated to delivering, supporting, and maintaining the Cloud services; any use of customer data for benchmarking or
similar purposes would require a separate opt-in agreement. Customers remain in control of their data and are responsible
for determining appropriate data access and use for the parties they authorize.


Because Workday runs the Workday Service for all customers on a "single code line" with a single back-end support and
hosting organization, with a standard approach to security, production support, service availability, and data privacy that
protects all customers. Workday's ability to provide a consistently high level of service relies on the standardization of our
processes, including security / SLA/ data privacy methodologies. The details of Workday's controls are in the Universal
Security Exhibit, SLA, Universal Data Processing Exhibit, and the SOC audit reports. These controls are all incorporated
as obligations in the Agreement, primarily in Section 5, but also in Section 1.1. Workday does not agree to individual
customer security policies or data definitions because this is not practical in light of Workday’s business model.


4. Why can't my security and privacy exhibits be joined to the contract?


Workday maintains a formal and comprehensive security program designed to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and
access to Customer Data, protect against security threats and data breaches, and prevent unauthorized access to the data
of its customers. The specifics of Workday’s security program are detailed in our Universal Security Exhibit, our third-party
security audits, and international certifications. As a true cloud provider, Workday operates a multi-tenanted platform where
all customers share a platform and single version of the application with logical segregation between customers. All our
security controls are designed from the ground up for a native cloud environment and a consistent set of security controls
is applied to our Services, including all environments where data from our customers is present. Workday commits to never
materially decrease the protections provided by our Current Audit Reports (SOC1, SOC2) and the Security Exhibit. In
addition, our privacy controls are described in our Universal Data Processing Exhibit, so customers have contractual
commitments that Workday complies with data protections laws applicable to Workday in our role as a data processor.
These controls form part of our one-to-many model and enable Workday to meet our SLA commitments around Service
availability, recovery time objective, recovery point objective, and security while also enabling Workday to continually
enhance and develop our security and privacy programs to the benefit of all customers. This means, however, that we
cannot contractually commit to individual customers’ security and privacy standards, polices, or definitions without breaking
our one-to-many model. In order to provide transparency, visibility and continuous assurance to our customers as to the
effectiveness of our security and privacy controls Workday conducts certain SOC audits and makes the result of these
independent third-party audit reports available to our customers upon request.


5. How do we get our data back when the relationship ends?


Customers always own their data throughout the course of the relationship. (See Agreement, “Proprietary Rights”).
Customers can download copies of their data stored in the Workday Service at any time during the Term. Workday has a
standard process for a final data download upon termination of relationship, which can be found in the Agreement (see
Section 9 for the sub-section entitled “Retrieval of Customer Data”).


6. Does Workday offer an SLA?


Yes, Workday has a service level agreement, so customers always know Workday’s commitments regarding service levels.
The success of Workday's cloud delivery business model is predicated upon the efficiency of our one-to-many infrastructure.
Since Workday has the same operational business model for our entire customer base, the SLA cannot be modified on a
customer by customer base. Workday provides service credits in the event of certain SLA failures; these can be found in
the SLA Credit provision of the Agreement (see Section 10.11 for the sub-section entitled “Workday SLA Service Credits”).


7. Does Workday provide protection against fraud in the selection process?


Yes. Workday addresses concerns about procurement fraud a little differently from the traditional “make the RFP and
proposal part of the contract” but offers robust protection against fraud during the selection process.
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Attachment of an RFP or proposal isn’t consistent with Workday’s one-to-many business model with a solution that is highly
configurable but not customizable and cannot be accommodated. Since we deliver the same Workday cloud service to all
customers, our delivery model prevents us from using customer-created descriptions of functionality in our warranty or other
contract documents. In addition, Workday’s frequent release schedule means that any proposal describing features and
functionality is a snapshot in time which becomes outdated in part by the next release. Although the
configuration/implementation process is shorter with Workday’s Service than with typical installed software equivalents,
there are likely to be multiple additional updates by the time the Workday Service goes live, making the proposal
substantially out of sync with what is actually being delivered. Among other things, the user interface will likely have changed.
Therefore, Workday does not agree to attach or incorporate responses and content provided in the proposal into the contract
for the Workday Service.


Instead of warranting to functional specifications in the RFP or attaching RFP responses to the contract, Workday provides
an ongoing warranty to the Workday Documentation (which is the 7,000+ page administrative guide for the Service) that
persists for the lifetime of the subscription. Workday’s Documentation is online and available to customers as part of the
Workday Service. This means that instead of warranting for a finite period, Workday will be warranting that as long as a
customer is using the Workday Service, it will conform to its then-current Documentation. Additionally, Workday warrants
that changes to the Workday Service will not materially decrease functionality of the Workday Service. Accordingly,
customers receive a long-term warranty that functionality will not materially degrade despite changes in delivery technology.
Furthermore, Workday does not limit its direct liability for fraud, so our customers have a strong protection against any kind
of fraud in the procurement process. We believe that these protections offer a much stronger protection than what has
typically been provided for commercial software. When vendors attach RFPs and proposals to contracts, they usually do so
in a way which provides a warranty that is either only for the version of the software that was current when the proposal was
written, or only for a very limited time (1-2 years), so it would often expire before the solution was implemented.


8. What is Workday’s pricing methodology?


Workday’s business model is structured on a multi-year subscription with price model based on number of employees, other
size metrics, and, for some services, usage. During the contractually agreed upon term, the subscription fee may not be
reduced. Thus, Workday cannot accommodate a customer’s request to decrease their payments to Workday based upon
a reduction in customer’s employee count or applicable usage regardless of the reason for such reduction (customer
downsizing, customer acquired by another entity, etc.). Your organization is a qualifying Public Agency under the NCPA
Administration Agreement entered into by Workday and NCPA. Your qualification for NCPA pricing is contingent on
use of Workday’s proposed contract documents without any material modifications or concessions. Workday requires an
initial minimum three-year subscription term and does not agree to termination for convenience clauses unless there is a
statutory mandate for such clauses. The subscription term starts upon Order Form execution. Immediately after Order
Form execution, Workday creates the customer-specific Tenant, which is used throughout the implementation phase. Order
Forms for training also start their term upon execution; the training products are used throughout the implementation and
the classroom training credits are typically used very early in the implementation project because they are for project team
training, not end-user training.


9. Does Workday offer a termination for convenience?


Workday does not agree with the concept of “termination for convenience.” A fundamental element of Workday's business
model is that the parties enter into a multi-year agreement to which both parties are committed during the specified term.
The only exception is where there is a statutory mandate requiring such a right, and it will impact Workday’s flexibility when
it comes to pricing structure.


10. Does Workday offer an acceptance test period?


Workday's cloud-based business delivery model is fundamentally different than other business delivery models. Since
Workday runs the Service for all customers on a single code line, the viability of the Service has already been demonstrated
by the existing customers who run their businesses on the same single code line. Thus, the concept of an acceptance test
is obsolete and does not exist in Workday’s business model. The Statement of Work for the Workday deployment, which
is between customers and their deployment services provider, typically includes implementation “gating” functions that are
similar to a milestone acceptance test for the deployment. It is not the Workday Service that is being accepted, but the
configuration or other deployment activity.


11. Will Workday permit customers to audit Workday?
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To maintain the security of Workday's Service and facilities, Workday prefers not to host operational audits. Financial audits
to confirm that invoices are correct are possible, but generally unnecessary for Services where pricing is based on a
subscription level rather than usage. Rather than incur the operational disruption caused by thousands of customers
conducting operational audits, Workday provides customers with objective evidence that Workday is maintaining its security
controls through its engagement of independent third parties to produce SOC audit reports. If a customer desires to conduct
its own operational audit, Workday has an audit program that a customer may elect to participate in for a fee.


12. Does Workday offer unlimited liability or a broad indemnification for all harm arising from the contract?


Workday does not offer unlimited liability in all situations, nor does it agree to a broad indemnification clause. Workday’s
C-level management team has never viewed the Workday business proposition as including an outsourcing of risk, nor
does Workday act as an insurer. Workday, however, does recognize that damages arising from certain situations should
be unlimited and understands that our customers are concerned about the protection of their data and the remedies
available in the event of a security breach. We believe that Workday’s approach is unique in the industry because it covers
the primary costs associated with a breach of Personal Data and consequently provides an exceptionally high level of
protection for our customers.


 Specified remediation costs for certain types of security breach outside Limitation of Liability: In Section
8.4 of the Agreement, Workday has agreed to pay certain remediation costs and such costs are not subject to any
limitation of liability. Specifically, in the event that any unauthorized access to or acquisition of Personal Data is
caused by Workday’s breach of its security and/or privacy obligations under the Agreement, Workday will pay the
reasonable and documented costs incurred by customers in connection with the following items: (a) costs of any
required forensic investigation to determine the cause of the breach, (b) providing notification of the security breach
to applicable government and relevant industry self-regulatory agencies, to the media (if required by applicable
Law) and to individuals whose Personal Data may have been accessed or acquired, (c) providing credit monitoring
service to individuals whose Personal Data may have been accessed or acquired for a period of one year after the
date on which such individuals were notified of the unauthorized access or acquisition for such individuals who
elected such credit monitoring service, and (d) operating a call center to respond to questions from individuals
whose Personal Data may have been accessed or acquired for a period of one year after the date on which such
individuals were notified of the unauthorized access or acquisition. The four items specified above are the only
items associated with a data security breach that are outside limitation of liability and Workday will not consider
adding any other items to the remediation costs which are outside limitation of liability.


 Indemnified claims and direct damages arising out of “bad acts” are not subject to limitation: Workday
includes several standard carveouts from its general limitation of liability, including its intellectual property
indemnification obligation and damages arising from deliberate wrongdoing, gross negligence, and fraud.


 Other damages / breaches are subject to Limitation of Liability: A fundamental principle of Workday's business
model is that any other damages and any other breaches of the Agreement are subject to a limitation of liability
(see Section 8 of the Agreement).


 To reduce uncertainty, Workday characterizes certain damages as direct. Government fines and third-party
claims arising from a party’s breach are considered direct damages but are not indemnified or unlimited (unless
one of the “bad acts” carveouts applies).


13. How is the Workday Service priced?


The Order Form for the subscription has the pricing, generally based on full time equivalent employees as the pricing metric.
Workday requires an initial minimum three-year subscription term and does not agree to termination for convenience clauses
unless there is a statutory mandate for such clauses. The subscription term starts upon Order Form execution. Immediately
after Order Form execution, Workday creates the customer-specific Tenant, which is used throughout the implementation
phase. Order Forms for training also start their term upon execution; the training products are used throughout the
implementation and the classroom training credits are typically used very early in the implementation project because they
are for project team training, not end-user training.


14. What are the Contract Documents?


 Master Subscription Agreement (“Agreement”): General business and legal terms for all Workday Services.
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 Order Forms: Incorporate the terms of the Master Subscription Agreement and describe a specific Service
subscription, training product subscription, or a defined consulting subscription. The Master Subscription
Agreement is not designed for implementation engagements, which are handled under a Professional Services
Agreement. Some Workday offerings are not part of the core Workday Service and additional terms for those
offerings are attached to the applicable Order Form.


 Workday Universal Security Exhibit: This sets forth the minimum-security controls and procedures that Workday
agrees to follow. Given the fact that the Workday Service is operated on a single code line through a shared
environment and infrastructure, the security controls used by Workday apply to all customers. This document is
available only as a PDF and Workday does not modify its shared environment, infrastructure, or security
controls for individual customers.


 Workday Production Support and Service Level Availability Policy (“SLA”): Contains terms applicable to all
Workday customers regarding production support and uptime commitments. This document is available at
https://www.workday.com/en-us/legal/contract-terms-and-conditions/index/exhibits.html and Workday
does not modify its support infrastructure or commitments for individual customers.


 Workday Universal Data Processing Exhibit: Incorporates additional terms required by data protection laws.
This document is available only as a PDF and Workday does not modify its shared environment,
infrastructure, or security controls for individual customers.


 Professional Services Agreement (“PSA”): Used only if a customer is purchasing the implementation
services directly from Workday. Has general business and legal terms related to the delivery of consulting
services. If your organization is purchasing implementation services directly from Workday, most of our customers
have found it most efficient to wait until we have completed negotiations over the Agreement to begin on the PSA.
Many of the business/legal issues in the PSA are identical to those in the Agreement and it is efficient to begin
negotiations on the PSA by importing the agreed-upon changes from many sections of the Agreement. The
ownership, warranty and warranty remedies, IP infringement remedies, limitation of liability, and termination rights
are different in the PSA due to the different nature of the services and will not be imported.


 Statement(s) of Work: Incorporate the terms of the PSA and describe a specific consulting engagement, generally
for implementation of Workday’s Services.


A quick word about redlining.


Workday has provided certain contract documents in Word and others in PDF format. The PDF format documents are ones
that represent Workday’s one-to-many model infrastructure and operational policies and procedures and are not modified
for individual customers, either in the document or indirectly through modification in other documents. Word documents are
provided in a format that allows redlined changes but does not allow customers to accept those changes. Workday tracks
all changes carefully in order to have a complete record of the negotiation. You can modify comments, so one effective
way to solicit internal contributions without having Workday “see” them is to have one official “scribe” who makes redlined
changes, and ask all other reviewers to just use the comments feature in Word, which the Scribe can remove or edit before
returning to Workday. Workday can generate redlines showing changes from any two specified versions upon request. We
also ask that you not strip our locking off and send us a document that has been generated without the metadata from our
document management system included; such documents are not capable of the automated comparisons that our document
management system can generate and importing, comparing, and verifying such documents is a labor intensive project that
will delay negotiations and final signatures, which may affect any time based pricing incentives provided by Workday.


The comments that are embedded throughout the initial draft of the Agreement can be removed by Workday using
automated features within Word, so there is no need for you to redline through them.


Workday’s Signature Process


Workday uses Adobe Sign, an electronic signature tool which allows parties to sign electronically. Use of this process is
strongly preferred by Workday, as it ensures the document was not altered, the document is confidential, and both Workday
and the customer can track where the document is in the signature process. Many of Workday’s activation processes are
triggered based on the electronic signature. It is Workday’s policy that the customer signs first.
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Documents Agreement Number


Master Subscription Agreement (v20.8) Agreement #: 00234161.0


Subscription Order Form Order Form #:


Training Order Form Order Form #:


*Subscription Order Form – Innovation Services – No Fee Order Form #:


*Delivery Assurance Order Form #:


*Professional Services Agreement (v19.5) PSA #:


*Statement of Work Statement of Work #:


*Add related agreement number if applicable.


By executing this document (“Signature Document”), the undersigned agree they are duly authorized signatories and all
documents listed in the above table are entered into between the parties, effective as of the later of the dates beneath the
parties’ signatures below (“Effective Date”). References to Signature Document and Effective Date in the Master
Subscription Agreement shall mean those terms as defined in the preceding sentence.


National Cooperative Purchasing Alliance
P.O. Box 701273
Houston, Texas 77270
United States


Workday, Inc.
6110 Stoneridge Mall Road
Pleasanton, CA 94558


Signature Signature


Name Name


Title Title


Date Signed Date Signed


Approved as to Legal Form by:
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This Master Subscription Agreement, effective as of the Effective Date set out in the Signature Document, is by and between
Workday, Inc. ("Workday") a Delaware corporation with offices at 6110 Stoneridge Mall Road, Pleasanton, CA 94588 and
National Cooperative Purchasing Alliance [COMMENT: Please confirm that this is your organization’s full and correct
name.](“Customer”), a Texas corporation [COMMENT: Please confirm "corporation" accurately reflects your
organization’s status--many of our E&G customers are not “corporations”]with offices at P.O. Box 701273, Houston,
Texas 77270, United States. Whereas Workday provides a subscription Service to which Customer intends to subscribe,
this Agreement establishes the business relationship and allocation of responsibilities regarding the Service and the parties
therefore agree as follows:


1. Provision of Service.
1.1 Workday Obligations. During the Term, Workday shall: (i) make the Service and Improvements available to
Customer in accordance with the Documentation, the SLA and pursuant to the terms of this Agreement; and (ii) not use
Customer Data except to provide the Service, prevent or address service or technical problems, or verify Improvements, in
accordance with this Agreement and the Documentation, or in accordance with Customer’s instructions.


1.2 Customer Obligations. Customer may enable access to the Service for use only by Authorized Parties solely for
the Internal Business Purposes of Customer and its Affiliates in accordance with the Documentation and not for the benefit
of any third parties for a level of use not exceeding the Pricing Metrics on the applicable Order Form. Customer is
responsible for all Customer Affiliate and Authorized Party use of the Service and compliance with this Agreement.
Customer shall: (a) have sole responsibility for the accuracy, quality, and legality of all information submitted to Workday,
including, but not limited to, Customer Data; and (b) take commercially reasonable efforts to prevent unauthorized access
to, or use of, the Service through login credentials of Authorized Parties, and notify Workday promptly of any such
unauthorized access or use. Customer shall not: (i) use the Service in violation of Laws; (ii) in connection with use of the
Service, send or store infringing, obscene, threatening, or otherwise unlawful or tortious material, including material that
violates privacy rights; (iii) to the best of Customer’s knowledge send or store Malicious Code in connection with use of the
Service; (iv) interfere with or disrupt performance of the Service or the data contained therein; or (v) attempt to gain access
to the Service or its related systems or networks in a manner not set forth in the Documentation.


2. Fees.
2.1 Invoices and Payment. Subscription Fees and all other fees due hereunder will be invoiced to Customer in the
United States and payment will be remitted by Customer from the United States. Except where indicated otherwise on an
applicable Order Form, all fees due hereunder (except fees subject to good faith dispute) shall be due and payable within
thirty (30) days of invoice date. Workday will send all Customer invoices electronically (by email or otherwise). All fees are
quoted and payable in United States Dollars and are based on access rights acquired and not actual usage. [COMMENT:
If your organization is subject to a statutory prompt payment act, let us know and provide the citation so we can
make this section consistent with it.] Customer shall provide Workday with complete and accurate billing and contact
information including a valid email address. Upon Workday’s request, Customer will make payments via electronic bank
transfer. All remittance advice and invoice inquiries can be directed to Accounts.Receivable@workday.com.


2.2 Non-cancelable and non-refundable. Except as specifically set forth to the contrary under Section 6.2 “Warranty
Remedies”, Section 7 “Indemnification”, Section 9.3 “Effect of Termination”, and for credits due pursuant to Section 10.11
“Workday SLA Service Credits”, all payment obligations under any and all Order Forms are non-cancelable and all payments
made are non-refundable.


2.3 Overdue Payments. Except with respect to charges subject to a reasonable and good faith dispute, any payment
not received from Customer by the due date may accrue, at Workday's discretion, late charges at the rate of 1.5%
[COMMENT: Workday does not agree to eliminate late fees because pricing is based on an expectation of timely
payment. If a statutory prompt payment act applies, we will adjust this clause to reflect it.] of the outstanding balance
per month, or the maximum rate permitted by law, whichever is lower, from the date such payment was due until the date
paid.


2.4 Non-Payment and Suspension of Service. Except with respect to charges subject to a reasonable and good
faith dispute, if Customer's account is more than thirty (30) days past due, in addition to any other rights or remedies it may
have under this Agreement or by law, Workday reserves the right to suspend the Service upon thirty (30) days written notice,
without liability to Customer, until such amounts are paid in full. Such notice shall clearly and prominently state that the
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Service is at risk of suspension and shall not solely take the form of an invoice with an overdue notice.[COMMENT: Please
note that the earliest Workday could suspend the Service is 90 days after invoice date—Net 30 days to pay+30 days
late before demand can be sent + 30 day cure period.]


2.5 Taxes. This section applies only if Customer has not provided Workday with a tax exemption certificate authorized
and honored by applicable taxing authorities that covers all Taxes. Subscription Fees and all other fees invoiced pursuant
to this Agreement do not include, and may not be reduced to account for, any taxes, which may include local, state,
provincial, federal or foreign taxes, levies, duties or similar governmental assessments of any nature, including, but not
limited to, value-added taxes , excise, use, goods and services taxes, consumption taxes or similar taxes and foreign
withholding taxes (collectively defined as “Taxes”). Customer is responsible for paying all Taxes imposed on the Service
or any other services provided under this Agreement. If Workday has a legal obligation to pay or collect Taxes for which
Customer is responsible under this Agreement, the appropriate amount shall be computed based on Customer’s address
listed in the Signature Document which will be used as the ship-to address on the Order Form, and invoiced to and paid by
Customer, unless Customer provides Workday with a valid tax exemption certificate authorized by the appropriate taxing
authority.


3. Proprietary Rights.
3.1 Ownership and Reservation of Rights to Workday Intellectual Property. Workday and its licensors own all
right, title and interest in and to the Service, Documentation, and other Workday Intellectual Property Rights. Subject to the
limited rights expressly granted hereunder, Workday reserves all rights, title and interest in and to the Service, and
Documentation, including all related Intellectual Property Rights. No rights are granted to Customer hereunder other than
as expressly set forth herein.


3.2 Grant of Rights. Workday hereby grants Customer (for itself and those of Customer’s Affiliates and Authorized
Parties for whom Customer enables access to the Service) a non-exclusive, non-transferable, right to use the Service and
Documentation, solely for the Internal Business Purposes of Customer and its Affiliates and solely during the Term, subject
to the terms and conditions of this Agreement within the scope of use defined in the relevant Order Form. The Service is
provided in U.S. English. Workday has translated portions of the Service into other languages and unless otherwise
indicated in the applicable Order Form, Customer may use any available translated portions of the applicable Service.


3.3 Restrictions. Customer shall not (i) modify or copy the Service or Documentation or create any derivative works
based on the Service or Documentation;[COMMENT: Customers use the Adoption Kit to make their end-user training
materials; the Order Form for the Adoption Kit includes a more expansive right to use the Adoption Kit materials
consistent with that purpose.] (except for archival copies of the Documentation for use consistent with this Agreement)
or create any derivative works based on the Service or Documentation; (ii) license, sublicense, sell, resell, rent, lease,
transfer, assign, distribute, time share, offer in a service bureau, or otherwise make the Service or Documentation available
to any third party, other than to Authorized Parties as permitted herein; (iii) reverse engineer or decompile any portion of
the Service or Documentation, including but not limited to, any software utilized by Workday in the provision of the Service
and Documentation, except to the extent required by Law; (iv) access the Service or Documentation in order to build any
commercially available product or service except as otherwise provided in an applicable Order Form; or (v) modify, copy or
create derivative works of any features, functions, integrations, interfaces or graphics of the Service or Documentation.
Notwithstanding the above, Customer may make a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal business
purposes only.


3.4 Ownership of Customer Data. As between Workday and Customer, Customer owns its Customer Data.
[COMMENT: Workday anticipates that some Customer Data may not actually be owned by a customer, but Workday
will not assert any ownership rights.]


3.5 Customer Input. [COMMENT: Customer Input is not the same as Customer Data.] Workday shall have a
royalty-free, transferable, sub-licensable, irrevocable, perpetual license to use, and incorporate into its services, any
Customer Input. Workday shall have no obligation to make Customer Input an Improvement. Customer shall have no
obligation to provide Customer Input.


4. Confidentiality. [COMMENT: If you are subject to FERPA let us know and Workday can add appropriate
language]
4.1 Confidentiality. A party shall not disclose or use any Confidential Information of the other party except as
reasonably necessary to perform its obligations or exercise its rights pursuant to this Agreement or with the other party's
prior written permission.


4.2 Protection. Each party agrees to protect the Confidential Information of the other party in the same manner that it
protects its own Confidential Information of like kind, but in no event using less than a reasonable standard of care.
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4.3 Compelled Disclosure. [COMMENT: If you are subject to a public records law, this section covers public
records act requests. This section can be tailored to reflect your public records law. ]A disclosure by one party of
Confidential Information of the other party to the extent required by Law shall not be considered a breach of this Agreement,
provided the party so compelled promptly provides the other party with prior notice of such compelled disclosure (to the
extent legally permitted), follows the process set forth in the applicable public records law(s), and provides reasonable
assistance, at the other party's cost, if the other party wishes to contest the disclosure. Subject to the foregoing, in the
event of any request by a government agency or law enforcement authority for access to Customer Data, Workday will seek
to redirect the inquiry to Customer. In all such cases, Workday will take all reasonable measures to protect the Customer
Data and to inform Customer of such demand.


4.4 Business Associate Exhibit. If Customer concludes that the Service will include access to Customer Data that is
protected by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (“HIPAA”), and Customer is a Covered Entity
as defined under HIPAA, the parties agree to attach Workday’s Business Associate Exhibit to this Agreement, which shall
apply to Workday’s receipt, maintenance or transmission of Protected Health Information from, or on behalf of Customer,
as described in such Exhibit. [COMMENT: Workday has a model Business Associate Exhibit which meets the
requirements of HIPAA and HITECH. We require customers to use our BAE rather than their own because most
BAE/BAA documents are written with the assumption that the Business Associate is a true outsourcing bureau
and that any requests for Covered Data (as defined under HIPAA) will be fulfilled by the Business Associate. This
is not the case with Workday. We provide tools that customers use to manage their data but do not actively manage
it ourselves. Customers, not Workday, are responsible for fulfilling requests about Covered Data.]


4.5 Remedies. If a party discloses or uses (or threatens to disclose or use) any Confidential Information of the other
party in breach of confidentiality protections hereunder, the other party shall have the right, in addition to any other remedies
available, to seek injunctive relief to enjoin such acts, it being acknowledged by the parties that any other available remedies
are inadequate.


4.6 Exclusions. Confidential Information shall not include any information that: (i) is or becomes generally known to
the public without breach of any obligation owed to the other party; (ii) was known to a party prior to its disclosure by the
other party without breach of any obligation owed to the other party; (iii) was independently developed by a party without
breach of any obligation owed to the other party; or (iv) is received from a third party without breach of any obligation owed
to the other party. Customer Data shall not be subject to the exclusions set forth in this section. In addition to the foregoing,
Customer understand and agrees that Workday shall be permitted to disclose copies of this Agreement (including but not
limited to any applicable Order Forms) to NCPA pursuant to the audit and reporting requirements set forth in the NCPA
Administration Agreement in place between Workday and NCPA.


5. Customer Data.
5.1 Protection and Security. Workday maintains a security program that conforms to the Workday Universal Security
Exhibit attached hereto (“Security Exhibit”) and is further described in Workday’s most recently completed Service
Organization Control 1 (SOC1) and Service Organization Control 2 (SOC2) audit reports or industry-standard successor
reports. The most recently completed, as of the Effective Date, SOC1 and SOC2 audit reports are referred to as the "Current
Audit Reports". In no event during the Term shall Workday materially decrease the protections provided by the controls set
forth in the Security Exhibit and the Current Audit Reports. Upon Customer’s request, Workday will provide Customer with
a copy of Workday’s then current SOC1 and SOC2 audit reports or comparable industry-standard successor reports
prepared by Workday’s independent third-party auditor. The Universal Data Processing Exhibit attached hereto (the “Data
Processing Exhibit” or “DPE” will apply to the processing of Personal Data. Customer understands that its use of the Service
and compliance with any terms hereunder does not constitute compliance with any Law. Customer understands that it has
an independent duty to comply with any and all Laws applicable to it.


5.2 Unauthorized Disclosure. If either party believes that there has been a Security Breach, such party must promptly
notify the other party, unless legally prohibited from doing so, within forty-eight (48) hours or any shorter period as may be
required by Law; provided, however, that Customer is not required to notify Workday in any case where Customer
reasonably determines that the Security Breach presents no threat to the Service. [COMMENT: At present, there are no
state data breach statutes requiring less than 48 hours.] Additionally, each party will reasonably assist the other party
in mitigating any potential damage. As soon as reasonably practicable after any such Security Breach that is not clearly
attributable to Customer or its Authorized Parties, Workday shall conduct a root cause analysis and, upon request, will share
the results of its analysis and its remediation plan with Customer. Unless prohibited by Law, each party shall provide the
other party with reasonable notice of, and the opportunity to review and comment on the content of all public notices, filings,
or press releases about a Security Breach that identify the other party by name prior to any such publication.


5.3 Designated Tenant Location. Customer's Tenant will be housed in data centers located in the United States.
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6. Warranties and Disclaimers.
6.1 Warranties. Each party warrants that it has the authority to enter into this Agreement and, in connection with its
performance of this Agreement, shall comply with all Laws. Workday warrants that during the Term [COMMENT: These
warranties run for the lifetime of the agreement, not for 90 days to 1 year as was usually the case with installed
software.](i) the Service shall perform materially in accordance with the Documentation; (ii) the functionality of the Service
will not be materially decreased during the Term; (iii) to the best of Workday’s knowledge, the Service does not contain any
Malicious Code, and (iv) any professional services provided by Workday pursuant to an Order Form subject to this
Agreement and related to the Service (“Related Services”) will be performed in a professional and workmanlike manner.
[COMMENT: (ii) is a protection against the “split the functionality into 2 modules, rename, and make customers
buy a new license” strategy certain vendors have used in the past. While everyone expects the functionality to
change over time, changes cannot materially decrease the functionality, security, or SLA commitments.]


6.2 Warranty Remedies. In the event of a breach of the warranty set forth in Section 6.1 (i), (ii) and (iii), (a) Workday
shall correct the non-conforming Service at no additional charge to Customer, or (b) in the event Workday is unable to
correct such deficiencies after good-faith efforts, Workday shall refund Customer amounts paid that are attributable to the
defective Service from the date Workday received such notice (as set forth in Section 6.3 below) through the date of remedy,
if any. In the event of a breach of the warranty set forth in Section 6.1 (iv), Workday shall either (a) correct the non-
conforming Related Service at no additional charge to the Customer or (b) in the event Workday is unable to correct such
deficiencies after good-faith efforts, refund Customer amounts paid attributable to the defective portion of the Related
Service. The remedies set forth in this subsection shall be Customer’s sole remedy and Workday’s sole liability for breach
of these warranties unless the breach of warranty constitutes a material breach of this Agreement and Customer elects to
terminate this Agreement in accordance with the Section entitled “Termination.”


6.3 Notice Obligations. To receive the warranty remedies set forth above, Customer must promptly report deficiencies
in writing to Workday, but no later than thirty (30) days of the first date the deficiency is identified by Customer, or, in the
case of a Related Service, no later than thirty (30) days after delivery of such Related Service. [COMMENT: Workday
cannot offer a longer warranty on the Related Service because the work is often superseded by a new release or
related to a very specific point in a deployment] Customer’s failure to notify Workday within such thirty (30) day period
shall not affect Customer’s right to receive the remedy in Section 6.2(a) unless Workday is somehow unable, or impaired in
its ability to, correct the deficiency due to Customer’s failure to notify Workday within the thirty (30) day period. Notice of
breaches of the warranty in Section 6.1(i), (ii), or (iii) shall be made through Workday’s then-current error reporting system;
notices of breaches of any other warranty shall be made in writing to Workday in accordance with the Notice provisions of
this Agreement.


6.4 DISCLAIMER. EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED HEREIN AND TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED
BY APPLICABLE LAW, WORKDAY MAKES NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED,
STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, AND SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE WITH RESPECT TO THE
SERVICE AND RELATED SERVICES AND THE DOCUMENTATION. WORKDAY DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE
SERVICE WILL BE ERROR FREE OR UNINTERRUPTED. THE LIMITED WARRANTIES PROVIDED HEREIN ARE THE
SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE WARRANTIES PROVIDED TO CUSTOMER IN CONNECTION WITH THE PROVISION OF THE
SERVICE.


7. Indemnification
7.1 Workday Indemnity. Workday shall defend Customer, as Workday’s expense, from any Claim against Customer by
a third party alleging that the use of the Service as contemplated under this Agreement infringes or misappropriates such
[COMMENT: Workday limits indemnification to infringement; any other claims would be handled as breach of
contract cases and subject to the limitation of liability.] third party’s Intellectual Property Rights and Workday shall
indemnify and hold Customer harmless against any Losses relating to such Claim.


7.2 Conditions. Workday’s obligations in Section 7.1 are conditioned on Customer (a) promptly giving written notice
of the Claim to Workday (although a delay of notice will not relieve Workday of its obligations under this Section except to
the extent that Workday is prejudiced by such delay), (b) giving Workday sole control of the defense and settlement of the
Claim (although Workday may not settle any Claim unless it unconditionally releases Customer of all liability); and (c)
providing to Workday, at Workday’s cost, all reasonable assistance. [COMMENT: Any infringement suit will likely impact
all customers using the particular solution, so Workday needs to be able to have a consolidated defense. If yours
is a public sector organization where by statute the State AG needs to decide whether to participate in the defense,
please provide information to Workday about the AG’s position; we are able to accommodate such statutory
mandates.]
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7.3 Exceptions. Workday shall have no liability for Claims or Losses to the extent arising from (a) modification of the
Service by anyone other than Workday; (b) use of the Service in a manner inconsistent with this Agreement or
Documentation (c) use of the Service in combination with any other product or service not provided by Workday.


7.4 Continued Use of the Service. If Customer is enjoined from using the Service or Workday reasonably believes it
will be enjoined, Workday shall have the right, at its sole option, to obtain for Customer the right to continue use of the
Service or to replace or modify the Service so that it is no longer infringing. If neither of the foregoing options is reasonably
available to Workday, then the applicable Service may be terminated at either party’s option and Workday’s sole liability, in
addition to the indemnification obligations herein, shall be to refund any prepaid fees for the applicable Service that was to
be provided after the effective date of termination.


7.5 Exclusive Remedy. This Section 7 states Customer’s exclusive remedies and Workday’s sole obligations for all
third-party Claims related to the subject matter of this Section.


8. Limitation of Liability.
8.1 LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW AND EXCEPT WITH RESPECT
TO (i) WORKDAY’S INDEMNIFICATION OBLIGATIONS IN SECTION 7, (ii) EITHER PARTY’S RECKLESS
MISCONDUCT, GROSS NEGLIGENCE, WILLFUL MISCONDUCT AND/OR FRAUD, (iii) WORKDAY’S REMEDIATION
OBLIGATIONS IN SECTION 8.4; OR (iv) CUSTOMER’S PAYMENT OBLIGATIONS, THE MAXIMUM LIABILITY OF
EITHER PARTY WHICH INCLUDES ITS RESPECTIVE AFFILIATES, AND IN THE CASE OF WORKDAY, ALSO
INCLUDES WORKDAY’S THIRD PARTY LICENSORS FOR ANY AND ALL CLAIMS (INDIVIDUALLY AND IN THE
AGGREGATE) ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT, , WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR
OTHERWISE, IS LIMITED TO AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO THE FEES ACTUALLY PAID BY CUSTOMER UNDER THIS
AGREEMENT DURING THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING TWELVE (12) MONTH PERIOD FOR THE SERVICE FROM
WHICH THE CLAIM(S) AROSE (OR, FOR A CLAIM(S) ARISING BEFORE THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF THE
EFFECTIVE DATE, THE AMOUNT PAID OR PAYABLE FOR THE FIRST TWELVE (12) MONTH PERIOD) (“GENERAL
CAP”, EXCEPT THAT FOR BREACHES OF EITHER PARTY’S CONFIDENTIALITY, SECURITY OR PRIVACY
OBLIGATIONS THE BREACHING PARTY’S MAXIMUM TOTAL AGGREGATE LIABILITY UNDER THIS AGREEMENT
SHALL BE INCREASED TO TWENTY-FOUR (24) MONTHS FEES (“ENHANCED CAP”).


8.2 EXCLUSION OF DAMAGES. EXCEPT FOR WORKDAY’S IP INDEMNIFICATION OBLIGATIONS IN SECTION
7, IN NO EVENT SHALL EITHER PARTY OR ITS AFFILIATES HAVE LIABILITY FOR LOST PROFITS OR REVENUES,
LOSS OF USE OF DATA, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, OR DIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE,
CONSEQUENTIAL, OR COVER DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,. TORT OR OTHERWISE,
EVEN IF THE PARTY OR ITS AFFILIATES HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THE
EXCLUSIONS IN THIS SECTION WILL NOT APPLY TO THE EXTENT PROHIBITED BY LAW. CUSTOMER’S PAYMENT
OBLIGATIONS SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED WORKDAY’S LOST PROFITS. [COMMENT: Workday does not believe
it is practical from a business perspective for two entities to enter into a transaction where consequential damages
are conceivable, regardless of the basis. Consequential damages are difficult to predict and can be wildly inflated.
It isn’t reasonable for Workday to assume such a risk, given the nature of our relationship, and the consideration
provided (i.e. subscription fees for a service). Please note, however, that defense costs under the indemnification
obligations are considered direct damages, as are amounts paid by either party pursuant to a court award other
than a default judgment.]


8.3 CLASSIFICATION OF CERTAIN DAMAGES. SUBJECT TO SECTION 8.1 AND NOTWITHSTANDING SECTION
8.2 HEREIN, THE PARTIES AGREE THAT WITH RESPECT TO EITHER PARTY’S BREACH OF ITS OBLIGATIONS SET
FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE FOLLOWING SHALL BE CONSIDERED DIRECT DAMAGES: (i) AMOUNTS PAID
TO AFFECTED THIRD PARTIES AS DAMAGES OR SETTLEMENTS ARISING FROM SUCH BREACH; (ii) AMOUNTS
PAID FOR FINES AND PENALTIES IMPOSED BY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITY ARISING FROM SUCH BREACH;
AND (iii) LEGAL FEES, INCLUDING REASONABLE ATTORNEYS’ FEES, TO DEFEND AGAINST THIRD PARTY CLAIMS
ARISING FROM SUCH BREACH.


8.4 Workday Remediation of Certain Unauthorized Disclosures. In the event that any unauthorized access to or
acquisition of Personal Data is caused by Workday’s breach of its security and/or privacy obligations under this Agreement,
Workday shall pay the reasonably necessary, documented costs incurred by Customer in connection with the following
items: (a) costs of any reasonably required forensic investigation to determine the cause of the breach, (b) providing
notification of the security breach to applicable government and relevant industry self-regulatory agencies, to the media (if
required by Law) and to individuals whose Personal Data may have been accessed or acquired, (c) providing credit
monitoring service to individuals whose Personal Data may have been accessed or acquired for a period of one year (or to
the extent required by Law) after the date on which such individuals were notified of the unauthorized access or acquisition
for such individuals who elected such credit monitoring service, and (d) operating a call center to respond to questions from
individuals whose Personal Data may have been accessed or acquired for a period of one year (or to the extent required
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by Law) after the date on which such individuals were notified of the unauthorized access or acquisition.
NOTWITHSTANDING THE FOREGOING, OR ANYTHING IN THIS AGREEMENT TO THE CONTRARY, WORKDAY
SHALL HAVE NO RESPONSIBILITY TO PAY COSTS OF REMEDIATION THAT ARE DUE TO RECKLESS
MISCONDUCT, GROSS NEGLIGENCE, WILLFUL MISCONDUCT AND/OR FRAUD BY CUSTOMER OR ITS
EMPLOYEES, AGENTS OR AUTHORIZED PARTIES.


9. Term and Termination.
9.1 Term of Agreement. The Term commences on the Effective Date and continues until the stated term in all Order
Forms has expired or has otherwise been terminated, unless otherwise extended pursuant to the written agreement of the
parties. Subscriptions to the Service commence on the date, and are for a period, as set forth in the applicable Order Form.


9.2 Termination. Either party may terminate this Agreement: (i) upon thirty (30) days prior written notice to the other
party of a material breach by the other party if such breach remains uncured at the expiration of such notice period; or (ii)
immediately in the event the other party becomes the subject of a petition in bankruptcy or any other proceeding relating to
insolvency, receivership, liquidation or assignment for the benefit of creditors. In the event this Agreement is terminated,
all Order Forms are simultaneously terminated. Upon any termination by Customer pursuant to this section, Workday shall
refund Customer any prepaid fees for the affected Service that were to be provided after the effective date of termination.
For clarity, a breach or termination of any Professional Services Agreement, as defined in the DPE, or of any applicable
statement of work and/or work order thereunder, shall not be considered a material breach or termination of this Agreement.


9.3 Effect of Termination. Upon any expiration or termination of this Agreement, all Order Forms shall immediately
terminate and Customer shall, as of the date of such expiration or termination, immediately cease accessing and otherwise
utilizing the applicable Service (except as permitted under the section entitled “Retrieval of Customer Data” and “Transition
Period before Final Termination”) and Workday Confidential Information. Termination for any reason shall not relieve
Customer of the obligation to pay any fees accrued or due and payable to Workday prior to the effective date of termination
and termination for any reason other than Workday’s uncured material breach or the reasons set forth in Section 2.2. shall
not relieve Customer of the obligation to pay all future amounts due under all Order Forms.


9.4 Transition Period before Final Termination. If this Agreement is terminated and Customer submits a written
request to Workday for a one-time transition period within thirty (30) days of such termination, Workday will continue to
provide the Service for up to three (3) months (the “Transition Period”), subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
Monthly fees for the Transition Period will be 1/12 of the immediately preceding twelve-month period plus, only if this
Agreement was not terminated by Customer for cause, an additional five percent (5%). If Customer requests transition
assistance during the Transition Period, Workday will provide consulting cooperation and assistance regarding the Service
as set forth in a statement of work, governed by a professional services agreement, at Workday’s then-current rates for
professional services unless a different rate is mutually agreed upon by the parties. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if
Workday is enjoined from performing, or termination of this Agreement was due to Customer’s breach, Workday has no
obligation to perform under this section unless it receives (i) payment of all fees not subject to reasonable and good faith
dispute, (ii) prepayment of fees for further services, and (iii) certification of ongoing compliance with the terms of this
Agreement during the Transition Period.


9.5 Transition Consulting Services. During a Retrieval Period or Transition Period, Workday will provide cooperation
and assistance as Customer may reasonably request to support an orderly transition to another provider of similar software,
services, or to Customer’s internal operations. Such cooperation and assistance will be limited to consulting regarding the
Workday Service and will be subject to a fee based on Workday’s then-current rates for consulting services and such
services will be set out in a statement of work to a professional services agreement between the parties. Notwithstanding
the foregoing, in the event of termination of this Agreement by Workday for Customer’s breach, Workday may withhold the
provision of transition consulting services and condition further performance upon (i) payment of undisputed fees then owed
and (ii) prepayment of fees for further services.


9.6 Retrieval of Customer Data. Upon written request by Customer made prior to or upon any expiration or termination
of this Agreement, Workday will make Customer Data available to Customer through the Service solely to allow Customer
to retrieve Customer Data for a period of up to a total of sixty (60) days after such expiration or termination (the “Retrieval
Period”). If Customer utilizes the Transition Period described in Section 9.4 above, it will still receive a total of no more than
sixty (60) days of non-cost Retrieval Period. [COMMENT: Workday incurs the full cost of providing the Service during
this time. Customers are using the same tools to extract Customer Data that they used throughout their use of the
service. Because these are familiar tools, the 60-day post-contract period should be adequate. Please see Section
9.5, which provides the means for a customer to purchase a short-term extension if it needs to keep the Service
available either for longer data retrieval OR to handle a replacement project that is running behind schedule.]After
such Retrieval Period, Workday will have no obligation to maintain or provide any Customer Data and shall thereafter,
unless legally prohibited, delete all Customer Data by deleting Customer’s Tenant; provided, however, that Workday will
not be required to remove copies of the Customer Data from its backup media and servers until such time as the backup
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copies are scheduled to be deleted, provided further that in all cases Workday will continue to protect the Customer Data in
accordance with this Agreement. Customer Data will be made available in a Workday-supported format mutually agreed
upon between the parties (for example, CSV, delimited text or Microsoft Excel). The foregoing deletion obligation will be
subject to any retention obligations imposed on Workday by Law. Additionally, during the Term of the Agreement,
Customers may extract Customer Data using Workday’s standard web services.


9.7 Surviving Provisions. The following provisions of this Agreement shall not survive and will have no further force
or effect following any termination or expiration of this Agreement: (i) Section 1.1(i) “Workday Obligations”; (ii) Section 3.2
“Grant of Rights”; and (iii) those provisions granting Customer access to any SKU(s) and services referenced in any
applicable Order Form(s). All other provisions of this Agreement shall survive any termination or expiration of this
Agreement.


10. General Provisions.
10.1 Relationship of the Parties. The parties are independent contractors. This Agreement does not create nor is it
intended to create a partnership, franchise, joint venture, agency, fiduciary or employment relationship between the parties.
There are no third-party beneficiaries to this Agreement.


10.2 Insurance. Workday will maintain during the entire Term, at its own expense, the types of insurance coverage
specified below, on standard policy forms and with insurance companies with at least an A.M. Best Rating of A- VII
authorized to do business in the jurisdictions where the Workday services are to be performed including New York State.


(a) Workers’ Compensation insurance prescribed by applicable local law and Employers Liability insurance with limits
not less than $1,000,000 per accident/per employee. This policy shall include a waiver of subrogation against
Customer


(b) Business Automobile Liability covering all vehicles that Workday owns, hires or leases with a limit of no less than
$1,000,000 (combined single limit for bodily injury and property damage) for each accident.


(c) Commercial General Liability insurance including Contractual Liability Coverage, with coverage for products liability,
completed operations, property damage and bodily injury, including death, with an aggregate limit of no less than
$2,000,000. This policy shall name Customer as an additional insured with respect to the provision of services
provided under this Agreement. This policy shall include a waiver of subrogation against Customer.


(d) Technology Professional Liability Errors & Omissions policy (which includes Cyber Risk coverage, internet liability,
and Computer Security and Privacy Liability coverage) with a limit of no less than $10,000,000 per occurrence and
in the aggregate.


(e) Crime policy with a limit of no less than $5,000,000 per occurrence and in the aggregate and naming Customer (as
its interests may appear) as a loss payee.


(f) Excess Liability/Umbrella coverage with a limit of no less than $9,000,000 per occurrence and in the aggregate
(such limit may be achieved through increase of limits in underlying policies to reach the level of coverage shown
here). This policy shall name Customer as an additional insured with respect to the provision of services provided
under this Agreement. This policy shall include a waiver of subrogation against Customer.


Upon Customer's request, Workday agrees to deliver to Customer a certificate(s) of insurance evidencing the coverage
specified in this section. Such certificate(s) will contain a thirty (30) day prior notice of cancellation provision. Workday will
be solely responsible for any deductible or self-insurance retentions. Such insurance coverage will be primary and any other
valid insurance existing will be in excess of such primary insurance policies. The required insurance coverage and limits of
liability set forth above shall not be construed as a limitation or waiver of any potential liability of satisfaction of any
indemnification/hold harmless obligation of Workday.


10.3 Notices. Unless expressly stated otherwise, all notices under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be
deemed to have been given upon: (i) personal delivery; or (ii) the third business day after first class mailing. Notices to
Workday shall be sent to the address shown in the Signature Document addressed to the attention of its General Counsel
with a copy sent to legal@Workday.com. Notices to Customer shall be sent to the address shown in the Signature
Document addressed to Customer’s General Counsel. Each party may modify its recipient of notices by providing notice
pursuant to this Agreement.


10.4 Background Check. Unless prohibited by law, Workday agrees to conduct (or have previously conducted) a
criminal background check on personnel employed by Workday (or will require its subcontractors to conduct a background
check on their own personnel) who will have access to Customer Data. Such background check shall be in the form
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generally used by Workday in its initial hiring of employees or contracting for contractors or, as applicable, during the
employment-screening process. Workday will not allow any person performing under this Agreement on behalf of Workday
to be assigned to have access to Customer Data whose background check revealed a conviction of any violent crime or
crime involving theft, dishonesty, moral turpitude, breach of trust, or money laundering.


10.5 Code of Conduct. Workday has a published code of conduct available on its public web site with rules for ethical
business conduct which complies with applicable law. Workday uses commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that
Workday complies with its code of conduct, including but not limited to periodic training of employees about the code.
[COMMENT: It is not practical for Workday to agree to use the codes of conduct created by 1800+ customers.
Accordingly, Workday has its own code of conduct, available at https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-
us/documents/investor/workday-code-of-conduct-2019.pdf.]


10.6 Waiver and Cumulative Remedies. No failure or delay by either party in exercising any right under this Agreement
shall constitute a waiver of that right or any other right. Other than as expressly stated herein, the remedies provided herein
are in addition to, and not exclusive of, any other remedies of a party at law or in equity.


10.7 Force Majeure. Neither party shall be liable for any failure or delay in performance under this Agreement for causes
beyond that party’s reasonable control and occurring without that party’s fault or negligence, including, but not limited to,
acts of God, acts of government, flood, fire, civil unrest, acts of terror, strikes or other labor problems (other than those
involving Workday or Customer employees, respectively),. Dates by which performance obligations are scheduled to be
met will be extended for a period of time equal to the time lost due to any delay so caused.


10.8 Assignment. Neither party may assign any of its rights or obligations hereunder, whether by operation of law or
otherwise, without the prior written consent of the other party (which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld).
Notwithstanding the foregoing, either party may assign this Agreement in its entirety (including all Order Forms) without
consent of the other party in connection with a merger, acquisition, corporate reorganization, or sale of all or substantially
all of its assets (an “M&A assignment”) so long as the assignee agrees to be bound by all of the terms of this Agreement in
an amendment to this Agreement and all past due fees are paid in full or otherwise accounted for in the amendment. In no
event shall Customer have the right to assign this Agreement to a direct Competitor of Workday. In the event of an M&A
assignment, the non-assigning party shall be entitled to request from the assignee information to demonstrate that the
assignee has the necessary resources and expertise to provide the Service. Failure to provide such information shall be a
material breach of this Agreement. [COMMENT: Workday is publicly traded. It is not realistic to expect that, in a
merger/acquisition/reorganization situation, individual customers would be able to “opt out” of that transaction.
The successor entity would be bound by the existing contracts and Section 9.2 allows customers to terminate for
breach if they do not live up to their obligations. However, in order to address concerns regarding an M&A
assignment, Workday has added included language which is equivalent to the common law (and UCC right for
commercial transactions in goods) right to demand adequate assurances from the successor entity.]Any attempt
by a party to assign its rights or obligations under this Agreement other than as permitted by this section shall be void and
of no effect. Subject to the foregoing, this Agreement shall bind and inure to the benefit of the parties, their respective
successors and permitted assigns.


10.9 Governing Law; Waiver of Jury Trial. This Agreement shall be governed exclusively by the internal laws of the
State of New York, [COMMENT: Workday is willing to change to the state law of our public sector and public higher
education customers in the United States. However, any statement about jurisdiction or venue must include federal
courts because copyright and patent infringement actions would be brought there.] without regard to its conflicts of
laws rules. Each party hereby waives any right to jury trial in connection with any action or litigation in any way arising out
of or related to this Agreement.


10.10 Export. Each party shall comply with the export laws and regulations of the United States and other applicable
jurisdictions in providing and using the Service. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Customer shall not make
the Service available to any person or entity that: (i) is located in a country that is subject to a U.S. government embargo;
(ii) is listed on any U.S. government list of prohibited or restricted parties; or (iii) is engaged in activities directly or indirectly
related to the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, unless authorized by the United States government.


10.11 Workday SLA Service Credits. If, in any rolling six-month period, Workday fails to meet the monthly Service
Availability or Service Response commitments described in the SLA (a “Failure”), Customer may request the following
remedies no later than six months after the applicable Failure occurs: (1) a meeting to discuss possible corrective actions
for the first Failure; (2) a 10% Service Credit for a second Failure; (3) a 20% Service Credit for a third Failure; and (4) a 30%
Service Credit for a fourth Failure. In this Agreement, “Service Credit” means a credit equal to the stated percentage of the
applicable monthly Subscription Fee for the affected Service. Workday shall deduct the highest applicable Service Credit
from the next invoice for Subscription Fees or, if there is no subsequent invoice, shall refund the Service Credit to the
Customer. The remedies in this section are the Customer’s exclusive remedies for any Failure.
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10.12 Federal Government End Use Provisions (if applicable). Workday provides pre-existing, commercial Service,
including related software and technology, for federal government end use solely in accordance with the terms and
conditions of this Agreement, and Workday provides only the technical data and rights as provided herein. If a government
agency has a “need for” rights not conveyed under these terms, it must negotiate with Workday to determine whether there
are acceptable terms for transferring additional rights. A mutually acceptable addendum specifically conveying such rights
must be executed by the parties in order to convey such rights beyond those set forth herein. For avoidance of doubt,
Workday does not currently provide the Service for use in furtherance of a federal prime or subcontract.


10.13 Publicity. [COMMENT: Please visit our website at
http://www.workday.com/customers.php#~/ind=Education/~ to see an example of how we do this. In addition,
names of customers appear in our customer community, an online forum limited to Workday, its customers, and
in limited situations, implementation service providers.] Except as set forth herein, Workday shall not use Customer's
name, logos or trademarks, without the prior written consent of Customer, in any written press releases, advertisements
and/or marketing materials. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Workday may use Customer's name and logo in lists of
customers and on its website, including, but not limited to, Workday’s community portal; however, such usage shall not be
classified as an advertisement but only identification as an entity who receives the Service from Workday. For the avoidance
of doubt, this section does not prohibit Workday from referencing Customer's name in a verbal format.


10.14 Miscellaneous. This Agreement, including all exhibits and attachments hereto and all Order Forms, constitutes
the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof. In the event of a conflict, the provisions
of an Order Form shall take precedence over provisions of the body of this Master Subscription Agreement and over any
other exhibit or attachment to this Master Subscription Agreement. This Agreement supersedes all prior and
contemporaneous agreements, proposals or representations, written or oral, concerning its subject matter and is entered
into without reliance on any promise or representation other than those expressly contained in this Agreement. No
modification, amendment, or waiver of any provision of this Agreement shall be effective unless in writing and signed by the
party against whom the modification, amendment or waiver is to be asserted. If any provision of this Agreement is held by
a court of competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, the provision shall be modified by the court and interpreted so as
best to accomplish the objectives of the original provision to the fullest extent permitted by law, and the remaining provisions
of this Agreement shall remain in effect. Notwithstanding any language to the contrary therein, no terms or conditions stated
in a Customer purchase order or in any other Customer order documentation shall be incorporated into or form any part of
this Agreement, and all such terms or conditions shall be null and void. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts,
which taken together shall form one binding legal instrument. The parties hereby consent to the use of electronic signatures
in connection with the execution of this agreement, and further agree that electronic signatures [COMMENT: Workday
primarily uses AdobeSign, which creates an audit stamp for the signatures and “draws” signatures into the
signature lines. We have a backup technology which works in much the same way.]to this Agreement shall be legally
binding with the same force and effect as manually executed signatures, provided that such signatures must be made using
a technology designed for electronic signatures and a mere email which appears to state consent to an Agreement or action
shall not be considered an electronic signature.


11. Definitions.
“Affiliate” [COMMENT: We recognize that this definition may not be a good fit for your organization and are willing
to modify as appropriate.] means any entity which directly or indirectly controls, is controlled by, or is under common
control by either party. For purposes of the preceding sentence, "control" means direct or indirect ownership or control of
more than 50% of the voting interests of the subject entity.


“Agreement” means this Master Subscription Agreement, including the Signature Document, any exhibits, addenda or
attachments hereto, and any fully executed Order Form.


"Authorized Parties" means Customer’s or its authorized Affiliate’s employees, third party providers authorized by
Customer, and as appropriate for the applicable Service, students and their parents or guardians, prospective employees,
prospective students and their parents or guardians, former students, and/or retirees authorized to access Customer’s
Tenants and/or to receive Customer Data (i) in writing, (ii) through the Service’s security designation, or (iii) by system
integration or other data exchange process.


“Claim” means any claim, demand, suit, or other legal proceeding made or brought against a party to this Agreement.


"Confidential Information" means (a) any software utilized by Workday in the provision of the Service and its respective
source code; (b) Customer Data; (c) each party’s business or technical information, including but not limited to the
Documentation, training materials, any information relating to software plans, designs, costs, prices and names, finances,
marketing plans, business opportunities, personnel, research, development or know-how that is designated by the
disclosing party as "confidential" or "proprietary" or the receiving party knows or should reasonably know is confidential or
proprietary; and (d) the terms, conditions and pricing of this Agreement (but not its existence or parties).
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"Customer Data" means the electronic data or information submitted by Customer or Authorized Parties to the Service.


“Customer Input” means suggestions, enhancement requests, recommendations or other feedback provided by
Customer, its Employees or Authorized Parties relating to the operation or functionality of the Service.


“Documentation" means Workday’s electronic Administrator Guide for the Service, which may be updated by Workday
from time to time.


"Employee" or “Worker” means employees, consultants, contingent workers, independent contractors, and retirees of
Customer and its Affiliates whose business record(s) are or may be managed by the Service and for which a subscription
to the Service has been purchased pursuant to an Order Form.


“Improvements” means all improvements, updates, enhancements, error corrections, bug fixes, release notes, upgrades
and changes to the Service and Documentation, as developed by Workday and made generally available for Production
use without a separate charge to Customers.


“Intellectual Property Rights” means any and all common law, statutory and other industrial property rights and intellectual
property rights, including copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets, patents and other proprietary rights issued, honored or
enforceable under any applicable laws anywhere in the world, and all moral rights related thereto.


“Internal Business Purposes” means use for Customer’s internal operations associated with the functionality of the
Service, while use to help deliver the products or services that Customer provides to its customers, clients, or prospective
customers or clients unless such use is inherent in the Service’s design and stated intentions. As illustrative examples: (1)
use of recruiting functionality to assist with the recruitment of Customer’s employees is Internal Business Purpose but a
placement firm’s use of recruiting functionality to find employees for its third party clients is not Internal Business Purpose;
(2) Workday’s Student Service is clearly designed to assist educational institutions manage the records of students; even
though students are technically the “clients” or “customers” of the institution, use to manage their records is still Internal
Business Purpose; (3) Internal Business Purpose use of Learning is limited to providing learning content to Customer’s
employees while providing learning content to customers, clients, students or prospective customers, whether on a paid or
free basis, is not Internal Business Purpose.


“Law” means any local, state, national and/or foreign law, treaties, and/or regulations applicable to a respective party.


“Losses” means any damages or costs finally awarded or entered into in settlement (including, without limitation,
reasonable attorneys' fees).


“Malicious Code” means viruses, worms, time bombs, Trojan horses and other malicious code, files, scripts, agents or
programs.


"Order Form" means the separate ordering documents under which Customer subscribes to the Service or other services
pursuant to this Agreement which are fully executed by the parties.


“Personal Data” has the definition set forth in the Data Processing Exhibit.


“Pricing Metrics” means the specific measure identified on the applicable Order Form used for determining the Subscription
Service Fee on that Order Form, such as FSE Worker or FTE Student.


“Production” means the Customer’s or an Employee’s use of or Workday’s written verification of the availability of the
Service (i) to administer Employees; (ii) to generate data for Customer’s books/records; or (iii) in any decision support
capacity.


“Security Breach” means (i) any actual or reasonably suspected unauthorized use of, loss of, access to or disclosure of,
Customer Data; provided that an incidental disclosure of Customer Data to an Authorized Party or Workday, or incidental
access to Customer Data by an Authorized Party or Workday, where no reasonable suspicion exists that such disclosure
or access involves theft, or is fraudulent, criminal or malicious in nature, shall not be considered a “Security Breach” for
purposes of this definition, unless such incidental disclosure or incidental access triggers a notification obligation under any
Law, (ii) any Personal Data Breach as defined in the DPE; and (iii) any security breach (or substantially similar term) as
defined by Law affecting Customer Data.


"Service" means Workday’s software-as-a-service applications and Improvements as described in the Documentation and
subscribed to under an Order Form.
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“SLA” means the Workday Production Support and Service Level Availability Policy, located at
https://www.workday.com/en-us/legal/contract-terms-and-conditions/index/exhibits.html, which may be updated by
Workday from time to time. No update shall materially decrease Workday’s responsibilities under the Workday SLA.


“Subscription Fee” means all amounts invoiced and payable by Customer for the Service.


"Tenant" means a unique instance of the Service, with a separate set of Customer Data held by Workday in a logically
separated database (i.e., a database segregated through password-controlled access).


“Tenant Base Name” is a naming convention that will be used in all of the Tenant URLs provided by Workday, as specified
in Customer’s initial Order Form subscribing to the Service, and which shall remain constant throughout the Term.


“Term” has the meaning set forth in Section 9.1.
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Precision Task Group, Inc. 9801 Westheimer Rd. Suite 803, Houston, Texas 77042 

 

Workday Collateral 
• Workday for Government (Datasheet)  

• Workday Customer Profiles 

Workday Financial Management 
• Workday Financial Management for Government (Datasheet) 

• Workday Grants Management (Datasheet) 

• Workday Expenses (Datasheet)  

• Workday Inventory (Datasheet) 

• Workday Procurement (Datasheet) 

• Workday Projects (Datasheet)  

• Workday Adaptive Planning (Web Page)  

• Workday’s Scout Strategic Sourcing (Web Page) 

Workday Human Capital Management (HCM) 
• Workday Human Capital Management for Government (Datasheet)  

• Workday Payroll for Government  

• Workday Payroll for U.S (Datasheet)  

• Workday Payroll for Canada (Datasheet)  

• Workday Payroll Outsourcing Services (Datasheet)  

• Workday Cloud Connect for Third-Party Payroll (Datasheet) 

• Workday Compensation (Datasheet)  

• Workday People Experience (Web Page) 

• Workday Benefits (Datasheet)  

• Workday Talent Management (Datasheet)  

 Workday Talent Marketplace (Web Page) 

• Workday Recruiting (Datasheet)  

• Workday Time Tracking (Datasheet)  

• Workday Learning (Datasheet)  

Workday Technology and Security 
• Workday Security (Datasheet)  

• Simplifying Enterprise Integration (White Paper)  

• Workday Technology Platform and Development Process (White Paper) 

• Workday for Mobile (Datasheet)  

• Workday Prism Analytics (Datasheet)  

• Workday Data-as-a-Service (Datasheet)  

• Workday Extend (Datasheet) 

https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-state-local-gov-us.pdf
http://www.workday.com/customers.php
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-financial-mgmt-gov-us.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-grants-management-us.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-expenses.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-inventory-us.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-procurement.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-projects.pdf
https://www.adaptiveinsights.com/business-planning-cloud
https://www.workday.com/en-us/applications/financial-management/strategic-sourcing.html
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-human-capital-management-for-government.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-payroll-for-government-us.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-payroll.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-payroll-ca.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-payroll-outsourcing-services.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-cloud-connect-third-party-payroll.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-compensation.pdf
https://www.workday.com/en-us/applications/human-capital-management/people-experience.html
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-benefits.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-talent-management.pdf
https://www.workday.com/en-us/applications/human-capital-management/talent-marketplace.html
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-recruiting.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-time-tracking.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-learning-us.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-security.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/whitepapers/it/workday-integration-on-demand-whitepaper.pdf
https://www.workday.com/en-us/forms/whitepapers/wp-workday-technology-platform-and-devt-process.dl.html
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-mobile-us.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-prism-analytics.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/workday-data-as-a-service-daas-datasheet.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/ds-pm-workday-cloud-platform-overview-enus.pdf
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Workday Services 
• Workday Support (Datasheet)  

• Workday Customer Success Tiers of Service (Datasheet) 

• Enhance Your Understanding of Workday (Datasheet)  

• Drive Self-Sufficiency with Workday Office Hours (Datasheet)  

• Workday Enablement Programs and Services (Datasheet)  

• Workday Delivery Assurance (Datasheet)  

Workday Education Services 
• Workday Training Catalog  

• Workday Education and Enablement Quick Reference Guide 

• Workday Training Options:  

 Workday Education: Learn On-Demand (Datasheet)  

 Workday Learn Independent (Datasheet)  

 Workday Education: Adoption Kit (Datasheet)  

 Workday Pro (Datasheet)  

 Workday Touchpoints Kit (Datasheet) 
  

https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-support-us.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/workday-customer-success-datasheet.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-enhance-understanding-us.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-office-hours-us.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-review-recommend-us.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/other/delivery-assurance-infographic.pdf
https://community.workday.com/training-catalog
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/wday_education-enablement-guide.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-knowledge-management-on-demand-education.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-learn-independent-us.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-knowledge-management-adoption-toolkit.pdf
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-pro.pdf?v1
https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-touchpoints-kit-us.pdf
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eCivis Master Subscription and Service Agreement 


THIS MASTER SUBSCRIPTION AND SERVICE AGREEMENT (“AGREEMENT”) GOVERNS YOUR ACQUISITION AND USE OF ALL OUR 
SERVICES.  


BY ACCEPTING THIS AGREEMENT, EITHER BY CLICKING A BOX INDICATING YOUR ACCEPTANCE OR BY EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT, 
YOU AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU ARE ENTERING INTO THIS AGREEMENT ON BEHALF OF A COMPANY OR 
OTHER LEGAL ENTITY, YOU REPRESENT THAT YOU HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO BIND SUCH ENTITY AND ITS AFFILIATES TO THESE 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS, IN WHICH CASE THE TERMS "YOU" OR "YOUR" SHALL REFER TO SUCH ENTITY AND ITS AFFILIATES. IF YOU 
DO NOT HAVE SUCH AUTHORITY, OR IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, YOU MUST NOT ACCEPT THIS 
AGREEMENT AND MAY NOT USE THE SERVICES.  


You may not access the Services if You are Our direct competitor, except with Our prior written consent. In addition, You may not access the Services 
for purposes of monitoring their availability, performance or functionality, or for any other benchmarking or competitive purposes.  


This Agreement was last updated on April 7, 2020. It is effective between You and Us as of the date of You accept this Agreement.  


Table of Contents  


1. Definitions  


2. Purchased Services  


3. Use of the Services  


4. Professional Services, Cooperation: Delays  


5. Fees and Payment for Purchased Services  


6. Proprietary Rights  


7. Confidentiality  


8. Warranties and Disclaimers  


9. Limitation of Liability  


10. Term and Termination  


11. Governing Law and Jurisdiction  


12. General Provisions  


13. Mutual Indemnification  


1. DEFINITIONS  


"Affiliate" means any entity which directly or indirectly controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with the subject entity. "Control," for 
purposes of this definition, means direct or indirect ownership or control of more than 50% of the voting interests of the subject entity.  


"Agreement" means this eCivis Master Subscription and Service Agreement, including all exhibits, order forms and addenda attached hereto to or 
made part of this agreement. 


"Malicious Code" means viruses, worms, time bombs, Trojan horses and other harmful or malicious code, files, scripts, agents or programs.  


“Professional Services” means work performed by Us for You by Our professional services division under this Agreement or any relevant purchase 
order. Such work may include, but not limited to, Grant Writing, Peer Review, Technical Assistance, Consulting, and/or Training services.  


"Purchased Services" means Services that You or Your Affiliates purchase under this Agreement for Grants Network™, Allocate™ products and 
Professional Services.  


"Services" means the products and services that are ordered by You and made available by Us online via the customer login link at 
http://www.ecivis.com, https://www.costtree.net/ and/or other web pages designated by Us.  


"Users" means individuals who are authorized by You to use the Services, and who have been supplied user identifications and passwords by You 
(or by Us at Your request). Users are limited to Your employees. Non-employees such as consultants, contractors and agents, and third parties with 
which You transact business may not be granted access.  


"We," "Us" or "Our" means eCivis, Inc., a Delaware corporation, and Affiliates of eCivis, Inc.  


"You" or "Your" means the company or other legal entity for which you are accepting this Agreement, and Affiliates of that company or entity.  
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"Your Data" means all electronic data or information submitted by You to the Purchased Services.  


2. PURCHASED SERVICES  


2.1. Provision of Purchased Services. We shall make the Purchased Services available to You pursuant to this Agreement and any relevant purchase 
order or order form during a subscription term stated in such purchase order or order form. You agree that Your purchases hereunder are neither 
contingent on the delivery of any future functionality or features nor dependent on any oral or written public comments made by Us regarding future 
functionality or features.  


2.2. User Subscriptions. Unless otherwise specified in writing, (i) Services are purchased as User subscriptions and may be accessed by no more 
than the specified number of Users, (ii) additional User subscriptions may be added during the applicable subscription term at the same pricing as that 
for the pre-existing subscriptions thereunder, prorated for the remainder of the subscription term in effect at the time the additional User subscriptions 
are added, and (iii) the added User subscriptions shall terminate on the same date as the pre-existing subscriptions. User subscriptions are for 
designated Users only and cannot be shared or used by more than one User but may be reassigned to new Users replacing former Users who no 
longer require ongoing use of the Services.  


3. USE OF THE SERVICES  


3.1. Our Responsibilities. By 11:59PM on the day prior to the cycle start date, we shall: (i) provide Our basic support for the Purchased Services to 
You at no additional charge, and/or upgraded support if purchased separately, (ii) use commercially reasonable efforts to make the Purchased Services 
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, except for: (a) planned downtime (of which We shall give at least 8 hours notice via the Purchased Services 
and which We shall schedule to the extent practicable during the weekend hours from 6:00 p.m. Friday to 3:00 a.m. Monday Pacific Time), or (b) any 
unavailability caused by circumstances beyond Our reasonable control, including without limitation, acts of God, acts of government, floods, fires, 
earthquakes, civil unrest, acts of terror, strikes or other labor problems (other than those involving Our employees), Internet service provider failures 
or delays, or denial of service attacks, and (iii) provide the Purchased Services only in accordance with applicable laws and government regulations 
applicable to Our provision of Our Services to Our customers generally, and subject to Your use of the Services in accordance with this Agreement.   


3.2. Our Protection of Your Data. We shall maintain appropriate administrative, physical, and technical safeguards for protection of the security, 
confidentiality and integrity of Your Data. We shall not (a) modify Your Data, (b) disclose Your Data except as compelled by law in accordance with 
Section 7.3 (Compelled Disclosure) or as expressly permitted in writing by You, or (c) access Your Data except to provide the Services and prevent 
or address service or technical problems, or at Your request in connection with customer support matters.  


3.3. Your Responsibilities. You shall (i) be responsible for Users’ compliance with this Agreement and any applicable order form, (ii) be responsible 
for the accuracy, quality and legality of Your Data, the means by which You acquired Your Data and Your use of Your Data with the Services, (iii) use 
commercially reasonable efforts to prevent unauthorized access to or use of the Services, and notify Us promptly of any such unauthorized access or 
use, and (iv) use the Services only in accordance with this Agreement, any applicable order form, the user guide and applicable laws and government 
regulations. You shall not (a) make the Services available to anyone other than Users, (b) sell, resell, license, sublicense, distribute, make available, 
rent or lease the Services, (c) use the Services to store or transmit infringing, libelous, or otherwise unlawful or tortious material, or to store or transmit 
material in violation of third-party privacy rights, (d) use the Services to store or transmit Malicious Code, (e) interfere with or disrupt the integrity or 
performance of the Services or third-party data contained therein or (f) attempt to gain unauthorized access to the Services or their related systems or 
networks.  Any use of the Services in breach of the foregoing by You or Users that in Our judgment threatens the security, integrity or availability of 
Our services, may result in Our immediate suspension of the Services, however We will use commercially reasonable efforts under the circumstances 
to provide You with notice and an opportunity to remedy such violation or threat prior to any such suspension.  


3.4. Usage Limitations. Services may be subject to other limitations, such as, for example, limits on the number of licenses, grants or applications that 
can be managed in Our Grants Network™ product, on the number of grant applications, peer reviews and/or trainings provided by Us, or number of 
licenses provided for Allocate™. Any such limitations are specified in the signature page of this Agreement or an applicable order form.  
3.5. Third Party Data. We do not own data or files submitted to Purchased Services by third parties. You assume all risks that may occur from 
downloading third-party data or files.  
4. PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, COOPERATION: DELAYS  


4.1. Should this Agreement include Professional Services as part of its User Subscriptions, each party agrees to cooperate reasonably and in good 
faith with the other in the performance of such Professional Services and acknowledges that delays may otherwise result. You agree to provide, or 
provide access to, the following as needed, and when applicable, for Services that require Us to be at Your location: office workspace, telephone and 
other facilities, suitably configured computer equipment with Internet access, complete and accurate information and data from Your employees and 
agents, continuous administrative access to its ecivis.com account, coordination of onsite, online and telephonic meetings, and other resources as 
reasonably necessary for satisfactory and timely performance of the Professional Services.  


4.2. Each party agrees its respective employees and agents will reasonably and in good faith cooperate with each other in a professional and courteous 
manner in the performance of their duties under this Agreement to complete such Professional Services.  


4.3. It is understood by You that delays in providing material or information resulting in missed deadlines does not constitute non delivery of Professional 
Services by Us. We shall provide a reasonable timeline to ensure the delivery of Our Professional Services.  


4.4. You shall provide to Us written acceptance of each Professional Service listed in Exhibit A attached hereto within 5 business days of Professional 
Services being delivered to You. Failure to provide written acceptance during this period shall be deemed acceptance of Professional Services 
delivered.  


5. FEES AND PAYMENT FOR PURCHASED SERVICES  


5.1. Fees. You shall pay all fees specified under this Agreement or in any order form. Except as otherwise specified herein, (i) fees are based on 
Services purchased and not actual usage for Purchased Services, (ii) payment obligations are non-cancelable and fees paid are non-refundable and 
will not result in any refund or credit and (iii) the number of User subscriptions purchased cannot be decreased during the relevant subscription term.  


5.2. Invoicing and Payment. Unless otherwise stated in this Agreement, invoice charge(s) are due net 30 days from the invoice date. You are 
responsible for providing complete and accurate billing and contact information to Us and notifying Us of any changes to such information.  
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5.3. Overdue Charges. If any charges are not received from You by the due date, then without limiting Our rights or remedies, at Our discretion, (a) 
such charges may accrue late interest at the rate of 1.5% of the outstanding balance per month, or the maximum rate permitted by law, whichever is 
lower, from the date such payment was due until the date paid, and/or (b) We may condition future subscription renewals on payment terms shorter 
than those specified in Section 5.2 (Invoicing and Payment).  


5.4. Suspension of Service and Acceleration. If any amount owing by You under this or any other agreement for Our services is 30 or more days 
overdue (or 10 or more days overdue in the case of amounts You have authorized Us to charge to Your credit card), We may, without limiting Our 
other rights and remedies, accelerate Your unpaid fee obligations under this Agreement so that all such obligations become immediately due and 
payable, and suspend Services to You until such amounts are paid in full. We will give You at least 7 days’ prior notice that Your account is overdue.  


5.5. Taxes. Unless otherwise stated, Our fees do not include any taxes, levies, duties or similar governmental assessments of any nature, including 
but not limited to value-added, sales, use or withholding taxes, assessable by any local, state, provincial, federal or foreign jurisdiction (collectively, 
"Taxes"). You are responsible for paying all Taxes associated with Your purchases hereunder. If We have the legal obligation to pay or collect Taxes 
for which You are responsible under this paragraph, the appropriate amount shall be invoiced to and paid by You, unless You provide Us with a valid 
tax exemption certificate authorized by the appropriate taxing authority. For clarity, We are solely responsible for taxes assessable against Us based 
on Our income, property and employees.  


6. PROPRIETARY RIGHTS  


6.1. Reservation of Rights in Services. Subject to the limited rights expressly granted hereunder, We reserve all rights, title and interest in and to the 
Services, including all related intellectual property rights and all legally protectable elements or derivative works. No rights are granted to You hereunder 
other than as expressly set forth herein.  


6.2. Restrictions. You shall not (i) permit any third party to access the Services except as permitted herein or in an order form, (ii) modify or create 
derivate works based on the Services except as authorized herein, (iii) copy, frame or mirror any part or content of the Services, other than copying or 
framing on Your own intranets or otherwise for Your own internal business purposes, (iv) except to the extent permitted by applicable law, disassemble, 
reverse engineer or decompile the Services, or (v) access the Services in order to (a) build a competitive product or service, or (b) copy any features, 
functions or graphics of the Services.  


6.3. Your Applications and Code. If You, a third party acting on Your behalf, or a User creates applications or program code using the Services, You 
authorize Us to host, copy, transmit, display and adapt such applications and program code, solely as necessary for Us to provide the Services in 
accordance with this Agreement. Subject to the above, We acquire no right, title or interest from You or Your licensors under this Agreement in or to 
such applications or program code, including any intellectual property rights therein. If You choose to use a third-party application with a Service, You 
grant Us permission to allow the application and its provider to access Your Data as required for the interoperation of the application with the Service. 
We are not responsible for any disclosure, modification or deletion of Your Data resulting from access by such application or its provider.  


6.4. Your Data. You authorize Us to host, copy, transmit, display and adapt Your Data, solely as necessary for Us to provide the Services in accordance 
with this Agreement. Subject to the limited rights granted by You hereunder, We acquire no right, title or interest from You or Your licensors under this 
Agreement in or to Your Data, including any intellectual property rights therein. Unless otherwise specified in this Agreement or an Exhibit attached 
hereto, You shall be solely responsible for collecting, inputting and updating all Your Data. You shall review the accuracy of all data submitted into and 
through the Services and ensure the final accuracy of all reports or other outputs produced.  


6.5. Suggestions. We shall have a royalty-free, worldwide, irrevocable, perpetual license to use and incorporate into the Services any suggestions, 
enhancement requests, recommendations or other feedback provided by You, including Users, relating to the operation of the Services.  


6.6. Your Equipment. You shall be responsible for selecting, obtaining and maintaining any equipment and ancillary services needed to connect to, 
access or otherwise use the Services, including, without limitation, modems, hardware, servers, software, operating systems, networking equipment, 
web servers, and Internet access, but excluding the Services (collectively "Equipment"). You shall be responsible for ensuring that the Equipment is 
compatible with the Services. You shall also be responsible for the security and use of the Equipment.  


7. CONFIDENTIALITY  


7.1. Definition of Confidential Information. As used herein, "Confidential Information" means all confidential information disclosed by a party ("Disclosing 
Party") to the other party ("Receiving Party"), whether orally or in writing, that is designated as confidential or that reasonably should be understood to 
be confidential given the nature of the information and the circumstances of disclosure. Confidential Information is subject to open records requirements 
defined by state statute, unless explicitly exempt under state statute. Your Confidential Information shall include Your Data; Our Confidential 
Information shall include the Services; and Confidential Information of each party shall include the terms and conditions of this Agreement and all order 
forms (including pricing), as well as business and marketing plans, technology and technical information, product plans and designs, and business 
processes disclosed by such party. However, Confidential Information (other than Your Data) shall not include any information that (i) is or becomes 
generally known to the public without breach of any obligation owed to the Disclosing Party, (ii) was known to the Receiving Party prior to its disclosure 
by the Disclosing Party without breach of any obligation owed to the Disclosing Party, (iii) is received from a third party without breach of any obligation 
owed to the Disclosing Party, or (iv) was independently developed by the Receiving Party.  


7.2. Protection of Confidential Information. The Receiving Party shall use the same degree of care that it uses to protect the confidentiality of its own 
confidential information of like kind (but in no event less than reasonable care) (i) not to use any Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party for 
any purpose outside the scope of this Agreement, and (ii) except as otherwise authorized by the Disclosing Party in writing, to limit access to 
Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party to those of its and its Affiliates’ employees, contractors and agents who need such access for purposes 
consistent with this Agreement and who have signed confidentiality agreements with the Receiving Party containing protections no less stringent than 
those herein. Neither party shall disclose the terms of this Agreement or any order form to any third party other than its Affiliates and their legal counsel 
and accountants without the other party’s prior written consent.  


7.3. Compelled Disclosure. The Receiving Party may disclose Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party if it is compelled by law to do so, provided 
the Receiving Party gives the Disclosing Party prior notice of such compelled disclosure (to the extent legally permitted) and reasonable assistance, 
at the Disclosing Party's cost, if the Disclosing Party wishes to contest the disclosure. If the Receiving Party is compelled by law to disclose the 
Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information as part of a civil proceeding to which the Disclosing Party is a party, and the Disclosing Party is not 
contesting the disclosure, the Disclosing Party will reimburse the Receiving Party for its reasonable cost of compiling and providing secure access to 
such Confidential Information.  
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8. WARRANTIES AND DISCLAIMERS  


8.1. Our Warranties. We warrant that (i) We have validly entered into this Agreement and have the legal power to do so, (ii) the Services shall perform 
materially in accordance with this Agreement, and (iii) We will use commercially reasonable measures intended to not transmit Malicious Code to You, 
provided it is not a breach of this subpart (iii) if You or a User uploads a file containing Malicious Code into the Services and later downloads that file 
containing Malicious Code. For any breach of a warranty above, Your exclusive remedy shall be as provided in Section 10.3 (Termination for Cause) 
below.  


8.2. Your Warranties. You warrant that You have validly entered into this Agreement and have the legal power to do so.  


8.3. Disclaimer. EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED HEREIN, NEITHER PARTY MAKES ANY WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, WHETHER 
EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, AND EACH PARTY SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING 
ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, TO THE MAXIMUM 
EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  WE DO NOT WARRANT THAT THE SERVICES WILL BE ERROR FREE OR UNINTERRUPTED.  


9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY  


9.1. Limitation of Liability. NEITHER PARTY'S LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY SINGLE INCIDENT ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THIS 
AGREEMENT (WHETHER IN CONTRACT OR TORT OR UNDER ANY OTHER THEORY OF LIABILITY) WILL EXCEED THE AMOUNT PAID BY 
YOU HEREUNDER IN THE 12 MONTHS PRECEDING THE INCIDENT OUT OF WHICH THE LIABILITY AROSE, PROVIDED THAT IN NO EVENT 
SHALL EITHER PARTY’S AGGREGATE LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THIS AGREEMENT (WHETHER IN CONTRACT OR TORT 
OR UNDER ANY OTHER THEORY OF LIABILITY) EXCEED THE TOTAL AMOUNT PAID BY YOU HEREUNDER. THE FOREGOING SHALL NOT 
LIMIT YOUR PAYMENT OBLIGATIONS UNDER SECTION 5 (FEES AND PAYMENT FOR PURCHASED SERVICES).  


9.2. Exclusion of Consequential and Related Damages. IN NO EVENT SHALL EITHER PARTY HAVE ANY LIABILITY TO THE OTHER PARTY FOR 
ANY LOST PROFITS OR REVENUES OR FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, COVER OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
HOWEVER CAUSED, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR UNDER ANY OTHER THEORY OF LIABILITY, AND WHETHER OR NOT THE PARTY 
HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THE FOREGOING DISCLAIMER SHALL NOT APPLY TO THE EXTENT 
PROHIBITED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  


10. TERM AND TERMINATION  


10.1. Term of Agreement. This Agreement commences on the date You accept it and continues until all User subscriptions granted in accordance with 
this Agreement have expired or been terminated.  


10.2. Term of Purchased User Subscriptions. User subscriptions purchased by You commence on the start date specified under this Agreement and 
continue for the subscription term specified herein or under an applicable order form.  


10.3. Termination for Cause. A party may terminate this Agreement for cause: (i) upon 30 days written notice to the other party of a material breach if 
such breach remains uncured at the expiration of such period, or (ii) if the other party becomes the subject of a petition in bankruptcy or any other 
proceeding relating to insolvency, receivership, liquidation or assignment for the benefit of creditors.  In no event will termination of this Agreement by 
Us under this Section 10.3 relieve You of Your obligation to pay any fees payable to Us.   


10.4. Return of Your Data. Upon request by You made within 30 days after the effective date of termination or expiration of a Purchased Services 
subscription, We will make available to You for download a file of Your Data in comma separated value (.csv) format along with attachments in their 
native format. After such 30-day period, We shall have no obligation to maintain or provide any of Your Data and shall thereafter, unless legally 
prohibited, delete all of Your Data in Our systems or otherwise in Our possession or under Our control.  


10.5. Surviving Provisions. Section 5 (Fees and Payment for Purchased Services), 6 (Proprietary Rights), 7 (Confidentiality), 8.3 (Disclaimer), 9 
(Limitation of Liability), 10.4 (Return of Your Data), 10.5 (Surviving Provisions), 11 (Governing Law and Jurisdiction), 12 (General Provisions) and 13 
(Mutual Indemnification) shall survive any termination or expiration of this Agreement.  


11. GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION  


11.1. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of California as it applies to a contract 
made and performed in such state.  


11.2. Notice. All notices pertaining to this Agreement shall be sent via certified mail to: eCivis, Inc., Attn: James Ha, CEO, 385 E. Colorado Blvd. #260, 
Pasadena, CA, 91101. To expedite processing, an electronic copy can be sent to legal@ecivis.com. Notices to You will be directed to the “Customer” 
address listed on the first page of this Agreement.  


12. GENERAL PROVISIONS  


12.1. Anti-Corruption. You have not received or been offered any illegal or improper bribe, kickback, payment, gift, or thing of value from any of Our 
employees or agents in connection with this Agreement. Reasonable gifts and entertainment provided in the ordinary course of business do not violate 
the above restriction. If You learn of any violation of the above restriction, You will use reasonable efforts to promptly notify Our Legal Department 
(legal@ecivis.com).  


12.2. Relationship of the Parties. The parties are independent contractors. This Agreement does not create a partnership, franchise, joint venture, 
agency, fiduciary or employment relationship between the parties.  Each party will be solely responsible for payment of all compensation owed to its 
employees, as well as all employment-related taxes.  


12.3. No Third-Party Beneficiaries. There are no third-party beneficiaries to this Agreement.  


12.4. Waiver. No failure or delay by either party in exercising any right under this Agreement shall constitute a waiver of that right.  


12.5. Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, the provision shall be modified 
by the court and interpreted so as best to accomplish the objectives of the original provision to the fullest extent permitted by law, and the remaining 
provisions of this Agreement shall remain in effect. This Agreement shall be deemed as a joint work product of the parties and shall not be construed 
against either party as a drafter.  
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12.6. Attorney Fees. You shall pay on demand all of Our reasonable attorney fees and other costs incurred by Us to collect any fees or charges due 
Us under this Agreement following Your breach of Section 5 (Fees and Payment for Purchased Services). 


12.7. Assignment. Neither party may assign any of its rights or obligations hereunder, whether by operation of law or otherwise, without the prior 
written consent of the other party (not to be unreasonably withheld). Notwithstanding the foregoing, either party may assign this Agreement in its 
entirety (including all order forms), without consent of the other party, to its Affiliate or in connection with a merger, acquisition, corporate reorganization, 
or sale of all or substantially all of its assets not involving a direct competitor of the other party. A party’s sole remedy for any purported assignment by 
the other party in breach of this paragraph shall be, at the non-assigning party’s election, termination of this Agreement upon written notice to the 
assigning party. In the event of such a termination, We shall refund to You any prepaid fees covering the remainder of the term of all subscriptions 
after the effective date of termination. Subject to the foregoing, this Agreement shall bind and inure to the benefit of the parties, their respective 
successors and permitted assigns.  


12.8. Entire Agreement. This Agreement, including all exhibits, order forms and addenda hereto constitutes the entire agreement between the parties 
and supersedes all prior and contemporaneous agreements, proposals or representations, written or oral, concerning its subject matter. No 
modification, amendment, or waiver of any provision of this Agreement shall be effective unless in writing and either signed or accepted electronically 
by the party against whom the modification, amendment or waiver is to be asserted. 


12.9. Equitable Relief.  The parties agree that a material breach of Section 3.3 (Your Responsibilities), Section 6.2 (Restrictions) or Section 7 
(Confidentiality) would cause irreparable injury to the non-breaching party for which monetary damages alone would not be an adequate remedy, and 
therefore the non-breaching party shall be entitled to equitable relief in addition to any other remedies it may have hereunder or at law, without the 
requirement of posting bond or proving actual damages. 


12.11. Publicity.  During the term of this Agreement, We may include Your name and logo in Our customer lists, including on Our website, provided 
that any such use shall be subject to Your prior written consent. 


12.12. Authorized Reseller Status; Option to Purchase Affiliate Products.  eCivis, Inc. is a subsidiary of GTY Technology Holdings Inc. (“GTY”) and an 
authorized reseller of products and services produced and provided by other subsidiaries of GTY (such subsidiaries, “eCivis Affiliates”).  These products 
and services include software-as-a-service technology for the procurement and vendor supplier sourcing industry, digital services and payment 
technology through a software-as-a-service platform, software tools to streamline permitting and licensing services, and additional web-based 
budgeting preparation, performance, management and data visualization solutions (“Affiliate Products”).  eCivis Affiliates include Bonfire Interactive 
Ltd., Bonfire Interactive US Ltd., Questica, CityBase, Inc., Open Counter Enterprise Inc. and Sherpa Government Solutions LLC.  In addition to the 
products and services that are the subject of this Agreement, You have the option to purchase from either eCivis, as an authorized reseller, or eCivis 
Affiliates, Affiliate Products on terms and conditions, including pricing, to be agreed upon in writing by You and eCivis or You and the applicable eCivis 
Affiliate. 


13. MUTUAL INDEMNIFICATION  


13.1. Indemnification by Us. We shall defend You against any claim, demand, suit, or proceeding made or brought against You by a third party alleging 
that the use of the Services as permitted hereunder infringes or misappropriates the intellectual property rights of a third party (a "Claim Against You"), 
and shall indemnify You for any damages, attorney fees and costs finally awarded against You as a result of, and for amounts paid by You under a 
court-approved settlement of, a Claim Against You; provided that You (a) promptly give Us written notice of the Claim Against You; (b) give Us sole 
control of the defense and settlement of the Claim Against You (provided that We may not settle any Claim Against You unless the settlement 
unconditionally releases You of all liability); and (c) provide to Us all reasonable assistance, at Our expense. In the event of a Claim Against You, or if 
We reasonably believe the Services may infringe or misappropriate, We may in Our discretion and at no cost to You (i) modify the Services so that 
they no longer infringe or misappropriate, without breaching Our warranties under “Our Warranties” above, (ii) obtain a license for Your continued use 
of the Services in accordance with this Agreement, or (iii) terminate Your User subscriptions for such Services upon 30 days’ written notice and refund 
to You any prepaid fees covering the remainder of the term of such User subscriptions after the effective date of termination.  The above defense and 
indemnification obligations do not apply if (i) the allegation does not state with specificity that the Services are the basis of the Claim Against You; (ii) 
a Claim Against You arises from the use or combination of the Services or any part thereof with software, hardware, data or processes not provided 
by Us, if the Services or use thereof would not infringe without such combination or (iii) a Claim Against You arises from Your breach of this Agreement 
or an order form. 


13.2. Indemnification by You. You shall defend Us against any claim, demand, suit or proceeding made or brought against Us by a third party alleging 
that Your Data or Your use of Your Data with the Services, or Your use of the Services in breach of this Agreement, infringes or misappropriates the 
intellectual property rights of a third party or violates applicable law (a "Claim Against Us"), and shall indemnify Us for any damages, attorney fees and 
costs finally awarded against Us as a result of, or for any amounts paid by Us under a court-approved settlement of, a Claim Against Us; provided that 
We (a) promptly give You written notice of the Claim Against Us; (b) give You sole control of the defense and settlement of the Claim Against Us 
(provided that You may not settle any Claim Against Us unless the settlement unconditionally releases Us of all liability); and (c) provide to You all 
reasonable assistance, at Your expense.  


13.3. Exclusive Remedy. This Section 13 (Mutual Indemnification) states the indemnifying party’s sole liability to, and the indemnified party’s exclusive 
remedy against, the other party for any third party claim described in this Section.  
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EMPHASYS SOFTWARE LICENSE AND SERVICE AGREEMENT


This Emphasys Software License and Service Agreement ("Agreement") is entered into effective
the day of , 2021 ("Effective Date") by and between Emphasys Software a Michigan
corporation, with its principal place of business located at: 1200 SW 145th Ave, Suite 301, Pembroke
Pines, FL 33027 ("Emphasys"), and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, with its principal place of
business located at: _________________________________________________ ("Licensee").


RECITALS
A. Emphasys designs, develops and licenses a proprietary computer software solution known as the
SymPro Treasury Management Software.


B. Licensee desires to obtain a personal, nontransferable, non-exclusive limited right and license to
use such software and related documentation and services for Licensee's own internal business purposes
only and Emphasys is willing to grant such a license on the terms and subject to the conditions of this
Agreement.


THEREFORE, in consideration for the fees to be paid by Licensee hereunder and other good and
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree:


1. Certain Definitions. As used in this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following
definitions:


A. “Annual Maintenance and Support Plan” or “Plan” shall mean the then-current support
services Licensee elects to purchase from Emphasys. The Annual Maintenance and Support Plan as of
the Effective Date is summarized in the attached Exhibit B. Emphasys may change the support services
it offers with a 60 day written notice to Licensee regarding changes that will be effective with the next
Annual Support and Maintenance renewal date.


B. "Authorized Users" shall mean Licensee and its employees and no other persons or
entities; the number of which is stated in the attached Exhibit A and which may be changed by
amendment to the attached Exhibit A or authorized purchase order issued by Licensee and accepted by
Emphasys.


C. "Designated Site" shall mean the Microsoft Azure hosting environment.


D. "Documentation" shall mean all user/operation manuals and other materials or
information describing the Software, as hereinafter defined, its performance characteristics, technical
features and other relevant information reasonably required for use of the Software, including all
physical media upon which the materials or information are provided.







E. "Licensed Products" shall mean the Software and the Documentation.


F. "Software" shall mean that certain Emphasys proprietary computer software solution
known as SymPro Treasury Management Software, in machine readable, object code form, as listed on
Exhibit A, and any modules, bug fixes, modifications, enhancements and other SymPro or third party
software provided to and licensed hereunder by Emphasys to the Licensee during the Term.


2. Software License.


A. License Grant. Subject to the terms of this Agreement, Emphasys hereby grants to
Licensee, and Licensee accepts, a limited, personal, non-transferable and non-exclusive perpetual license
to use the Licensed Products solely for Licensee's own internal business purposes and solely on the
Designated Equipment located at the Designated Site by the number of Authorized Users stated in the
attached Exhibit A or such Authorized Users added during the Term.


B. Warranty of Ownership. Emphasys warrants to Licensee (and no other person or entity)
that it is the author and owner or proper Licensee of the Licensed Products and has the right to enter into
this Agreement.


C. Emphasys Retains Title. Licensee acknowledges that Emphasys and its licensors retain title
to the Licensed Products, all copyrights, trade secrets and other intellectual property rights licensed to
Licensee even if Licensee’s suggestions are incorporated into subsequent versions of the Software. The
Licensed Products constitute a trade secret and are confidential to Emphasys.


D. No Ownership Rights. Other than the limited right of use of the Licensed Products
described in this Agreement, Licensee neither shall have nor shall it acquire any right, title or interest in
or to any of the Licensed Products or in any intellectual or proprietary rights represented thereby.


E. License Restrictions. Licensee agrees that it will not modify, decompile, disassemble,
translate or reverse engineer the Software, in whole or in part. Except as expressly stated, this
Agreement does not include any rights to use, disclose, sublicense, or otherwise transfer the Software,
Documentation, or other proprietary information of Emphasys. Licensed Products shall not be used to
process data except for Licensee’s internal purposes.


F. Licensee shall immediately notify Emphasys in writing of any actual or suspected breach of
this Agreement, including, without limitation, its terms limiting use.


G. Audit. Upon 10 days prior written request, Emphasys may audit and examine such
records at Licensee’s offices during normal business hours, solely for the purpose of confirming the
accuracy of all amounts due and paid hereunder. In the event that an audit reveals an overpayment
by Licensee, Emphasys will credit Licensee’s account for such overpaid amount. In the event that
such audit reveals an underpayment by Licensee, Licensee agrees to pay Emphasys the amount of
such underpayment within 10 days from Emphasys’ written notice. Should any underpayment be in
excess of 10% of that which was owed to Emphasys, Licensee shall reimburse Emphasys for the
cost of the audit in addition to all amounts then due.







3. Delivery of Licensed Products. Software may be delivered to Licensee by CD or by remote
telecommunications from Emphasys’ place of business unless the parties agree in writing to an
alternative method of delivery. Emphasys is not responsible for installing the Software unless Emphasys
is specifically contracted to perform installation and training services.


4. Fees and Payment.


A. License Fee. Licensee shall pay the then current fees for the Licensed Products (“License
Fees”) as identified in Exhibit A. Licensee will remit payment for the Licensed Products within 30 days
of Emphasys’ invoice based on payment schedule in Exhibit A.


B. Annual Maintenance and Support Plan. If Licensee elects to purchase services under the
Annual Maintenance and Support Plan, Licensee shall pay the then current annual service fees within 30
days of Emphasys’ invoice. Emphasys may adjust the services fees for Licensed Products added in any
annual period in the subsequent year.


C. Payments. All payments (i) shall be made by bank check or Licensee's check or wire
transfer of immediately available funds and (ii) shall be due and payable to Emphasys (or Emphasys’
assignee) in U.S. Dollars, at Emphasys’ address as stated above, or such other places as Emphasys may
from time to time designate in writing. All payments shall be made without offset or deduction of any
nature whatsoever and are nonrefundable except as expressly stated. Licensee shall pay all applicable
federal, state and local sales, use, excise, transportation, occupational or similar taxes or assessments,
customs or duties.


5. Warranty.


A. Emphasys warrants that: (i) Software will perform in accordance with Emphasys’ standard
specifications stated in its Documentation for a period of 180 days from the date of first installation of
the Software (exclusive of bug fixes, modifications or enhancements provided during the warranty
period or under the Annual Maintenance and Support Plan); and, (ii) Services provided under the Plan
will be performed in a professional and workmanlike manner and bug fixes, modifications,
enhancements provided under the Plan will perform in accordance with Emphasys’ standard
specifications. EXCEPT FOR THE WARRANTIES STATED ABOVE, EMPHASYS AND ITS
LICENSORS MAKE NO OTHER WARRANTIES, WRITTEN OR ORAL, WHETHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. EMPHASYS AND ITS LICENSORS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS
ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,
TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. For warranty support, Licensee should contact:
Technical Support at telephone number 510 655 0900.


B. Licensed Products are of a complex nature resulting in operations that may be interrupted
or errors that may be encountered. Emphasys sole obligation and Licensee’s sole remedy under this
warranty is for Emphasys, at its option, to provide such services, bug fixes or other modifications it
deems appropriate, provide a functional equivalent or reperform services, if: (i) Emphasys receives
proper notice of any claimed Software defect during the warranty period or a claim of defective services







or Software under the Plan within 10 business days of the related occurrence. Proper notice includes
copies of the data, reports and written procedures documenting the claim. And, (ii) the Licensee is
otherwise in compliance with this Agreement and using the current version of the Software in
accordance with Emphasys’ standard specifications; and, (iii) Emphasys is able to reproduce any claimed
defect. Should Emphasys determine in its sole judgment after reasonable effort that a covered defect
cannot be remedied, Emphasys may elect to terminate this Agreement as to the effected Software and
refund the paid, unused License Fees as to the effected Software only upon return of the Software and
certification the Software is no longer in use by Licensee.


C. Further Limitations. The limited warranties provided in this Section 5, as limited by other
provisions of this Agreement, are non-transferable by Licensee except as set forth below and shall
immediately become void in the event of any unauthorized use, modification or repair of the Licensed
Products or any part thereof or upon breach by Licensee of any provision of this Agreement. Except as
otherwise may be provided in any technical support and maintenance agreement between the parties,
Licensee shall pay, at Emphasys’ then current rates, for services performed by Emphasys to correct
problems or defects not covered by warranty, including, without limitation, those traceable to Licensee’s
errors.


D. Licensee shall pay, at Emphasys’ then current rates, for services performed by Emphasys to
address any problems or defects not covered by warranty or the Plan, including, without limitation,
those traceable to Licensee's errors. All such services will be provided to a specific proposal outlining
the scope of work, time and material rates and delivery schedules. Client and Emphasys shall agree in
writing to all services prior to provision of services and Client is not responsible for any cost of service
without an approved agreement.


6. Indemnification.


A. Emphasys hereby agrees to indemnify Licensee against any damages finally awarded
against Licensee in connection with a claim that the Licensed Products directly infringe a United States
copyright or patent or other intellectual property rights, provided that: (i) Licensee notifies Emphasys in
writing within 30 days of the claim; (ii) Emphasys has sole control of the defense and all related
settlement negotiations; and (iii) Licensee provides Emphasys with the required assistance, information
and authority. Emphasys shall have no liability for any claim of infringement arising from: (a) any
unauthorized use, alteration or modification of the Software including use of the Software in
conjunction with products not provided by Emphasys; or, (b) use of a superseded or altered release of
the Software if the infringement would have been avoided by the use of a current unaltered release of
the Licensed Products.


B. If the Licensed Products are held or are believed by Emphasys to infringe, Emphasys
shall have the option, at its expense, to: (i) modify the Licensed Products to be non-infringing; or, (ii)
obtain for Licensee a license to continue using the Licensed Products. If it is not commercially
reasonable to perform either of the above options, then Emphasys may terminate the license for the
infringing Licensed Products and refund any unused License Fees or Annual Maintenance and Support
Plan fees paid for the affected Licensed Products. Licensee shall discontinue use of the Software.







C. The provisions of this Section 6 state each party’s entire obligation and liability with
respect to the infringement of any property right based on the use of the Licensed Products.


7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. To the extent a claim arises under warranty, the remedy stated
in Section 5 applies. To the extent a claim arises under indemnification, the remedy stated in Section 6
applies. AS TO ALL OTHER CLAIMS, LICENSEE ACKNOWLEDGES THAT POTENTIAL
DAMAGES IN ANY PROCEEDING WOULD BE DIFFICULT TO MEASURE WITH
CERTAINTY AND THE PARTIES EXPRESSLY AGREE THAT AS A FAIR ASSESSMENT OF
POTENTIAL DAMAGES, EMPHASYS AND ITS LICENSOR'S LIABILITY UNDER THIS
AGREEMENT, REGARDLESS OF FORM OF ACTION, PROCEEDING OR THEORY OF
RECOVERY, SHALL NOT EXCEED THE LICENSE FEES OR FEES ACTUALLY PAID TO
EMPHASYS WHICH ARE DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE CLAIM. REGARDLESS OF THE
FORM OF ACTION, PROCEEDING, OR THEORY OF RECOVERY, NEITHER EMPHASYS
NOR ITS LICENSORS SHALL IN ANY MANNER BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST PROFITS,
LOST SAVINGS OR OTHER SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR EXEMPLARY
DAMAGES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY SUCH DAMAGES ASSESSED
AGAINST OR PAID BY LICENSEE TO ANY THIRD PARTY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE,
INABILITY TO USE, QUALITY OR PERFORMANCE OF THE LICENSED PRODUCTS
PROVIDED, EVEN IF EMPHASYS HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.


8. Term and Termination.


A. Term. This Agreement is for a perpetual license and shall continue until terminated by
either party (“Term”) under the following conditions.


B. Termination.


(i) Emphasys’ Right of Termination. Emphasys may terminate this Agreement after 30 days
prior written notice for Licensee’s failure to pay any amounts due (including any additional
License Fees or service fees resulting from legal changes expanding Licensee’s rights of use).


(ii) Licensee’s Right of Termination. Licensee may terminate this Agreement without cause
upon 60 days prior written notice prior to the anniversary date of this Agreement.


(iii) Either Party’s Right to Termination. Either party may terminate this Agreement, (a) upon
30 days’ prior written notice for the other party’s failure to cure any other material breach of this
Agreement; (b) immediately upon: (I) termination or suspension of Licensee’s business,
(II) insolvency or filing of a voluntary or involuntary petition in bankruptcy, which petition is
not dismissed within 30 calendar days of filing, (III) appointment of a receiver, assignee or other
liquidating officer for all or substantially all of the Licensee’s assets or (IV) an assignment for the
benefit of creditors.


C. Termination of Maintenance and Support Plan. Either party may terminate the Plan upon 60







days written notice before the anniversary date of this Agreement.


D. Effect of Termination. Except for termination of the Plan, Licensee shall cease use of the
Licensed Products upon termination of this Agreement and shall provide a written certification to
Emphasys of removal of all copies of the Software from its system and destruction of all copies of
Software and Documentation except that required for archival purposes. Termination of the Plan shall
not result in termination of this Agreement unless otherwise specified. Termination of this Agreement
shall not relieve Licensee of its obligation to pay for any fees nor result in the refund of any fees paid.


9. General.


A. Injunctive Relief. Licensee's breach of any obligation under this Agreement regarding the use,
duplication, modification, transfer or confidentiality of the Licensed Products shall entitle Emphasys to
injunctive, specific performance or other equitable relief, all without need of bond or undertaking of any
nature, Licensee specifically acknowledging that Emphasys’ remedies at law under such circumstances
would be inadequate.


B. Assignment. This Agreement shall not be assignable by either party and neither party may
delegate its duties hereunder without the prior written consent of the other party. Any attempt by a
party to assign any of its rights or delegate any of its duties hereunder without the prior written consent
the other party shall be null and void and shall result in immediate termination of this Agreement under
its terms and conditions. Notwithstanding the foregoing, either party may assign its rights or delegate its
duties under this Agreement without written consent of the other party in the event that this Agreement
is assigned to a successor, parent, or subsidiary of such party, or in the event of an acquisition, merger,
or sale of the majority of the relevant assets or shares of either party.


C. Governing Law and Venue. This Agreement is governed by the laws of _______. Venue lies
in the state and federal courts located in __________________.


D. Severability. If a provision is declared invalid, the remainder of the Agreement will continue in
full force and effect. The offending provision shall be interpreted to whatever extent possible to give effect
to its stated intent.


E. Waiver. Failure to require performance of any provision or waiver of a breach of a provision
does not waive a party’s right to subsequently required full and proper performance of that provision.


F. Entire Agreement. This Agreement represents the entire agreement on this subject matter
excluding all prior agreements, representations, statements, negotiations, and understandings and provisions
in any Orders issued hereunder unless the parties consent in writing. This Agreement may be modified
only by a written agreement signed by a party’s authorized representative.


G. Conflict. Should any Exhibit conflict with this Agreement, the Exhibit shall control.


H. Notices. All notices and demands hereunder shall be in writing and shall be served by personal
service or by mail at the address of the receiving party stated below (or at such different address as may







be designated by such party by written notice to the other party) and shall be deemed complete upon
receipt.


I. Independent. Each party is acting as an independent contractor and not as an agent, partner, or
joint venturer with the other party for any purpose.


J. Compliance with all Applicable Laws. Export. At all times, Licensee will adhere to all applicable
state, federal and local laws and regulations in the conduct of its business, installation and use of the
Software and maintain the proper insurances as are customary in the business. Licensee shall comply
with all applicable export and import control laws and regulations in its use of the Software and, in
particular, Licensee shall not export or re-export the Software without all required United States and
foreign government licenses.


K. Force Majeure. Except for the payment of any amounts due, performance will be suspended for
force majeure upon written notice and may be terminated if such event continues for more than 30 days.


L. Survival. Sections 2(C), (D) and (G), 4 through 7, inclusive, 8(D), and 9 shall survive any
termination or expiration of this Agreement.


IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the Effective Date.


Emphasys Software, Commonwealth of Massachusetts
a Michigan corporation (“Licensee”)


By:____________________________ By:_________________________
(Authorized Representative)


Name: Ken Reimer Print Name: __________________
Title: Portfolio Manager Title:________________________


Address: Address:
1200 SW 145th Ave, Suite 301
Pembroke Pines, FL 33027
Tel. No. 800-864-6884 Tel. No.
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EMPHASYS SOFTWARE LICENSE AND SERVICE AGREEMENT
By and Between


Emphasys Software. and Commonwealth of MA, Licensee
Effective Date __2/7/2022______________


1. Designated Site:
Emphasys Microsoft Azure Hosting Platform


3. Software and Documentation:


Investment Portfolio Management
Earning Allocation Module
General Ledger Module - Investments


Journal entry creation and export file
Market Pricing Module
Debt Manger


General Ledger Module - Debt
Journal entry creation and export file


Consulting/Training/Implementation/Project Mgmt.:
Eight days training & discovery
Hosting setup, configuration of system, Project Management
Export file to GL
Data Conversion: Up to 50 outstanding bond issues


4. Authorized Users: Cloud hosted by Emphasys on Microsoft Azure with access and
support for 12 Authorized Users.


5. License and Service Fees:
a. License and Service Fees:
Total Software License Fee $114,400
Implementation Services $ 41,860


1st yr. support and maintenance $ 22,880/yr.
Yearly Hosting $ 18,720/yr.


10 Year Maintenance/Support and Hosting schedule:


Year Maint./Support Hosting
1 $22,880.00 $18,720.00
2 $24,024.00 $19,656.00
3 $25,255.00 $20,638.00







4 $26,486.46 $21,670.74
5 $27,810.79 $22,754.27
6 $29,201.32 $23,891.99
7 $30,661.38 $25,086.59
8 $32,194.46 $26,340.92
9 $33,804.18 $27,657.97
10 $35,494.39 $29,040.87


Total 10 Year Cost:
License (one-time) $114,4000
Services $ 41,860
10 year Total Maint./Support and Hosting: $523,241


Total 10 Year Cost: $679,500


6. Payment Schedule:


License fees will be invoiced upon execution of this agreement.
Annual Maintenance and Support for year one will be invoiced upon the earlier of
product delivery date or 30 days from the execution of this agreement.
Professional service fees and training will be invoiced as services are performed.
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EMPHASYS SOFTWARE LICENSE AND SERVICE AGREEMENT
By and Between


Emphasys Software and Commonwealth of MA, Licensee
Effective Date ________________


Annual Support and Maintenance Plan
The following SymPro Support and Maintenance Plan applies as of the Effective Date. Emphasys reserves the
right to change this Plan at any time, with 60 days written notice. All changes will be posted at its website:
www.sympro.com and will become effective as of the next Renewal Term. However, any Support and
Maintenance Plan will include at least the following essential elements:


· Priority service from technical support and client service representatives
· Free SymPro version corrections and enhancements released in the license and service term
· Access to the SymPro Internet Site for Support (www.sympro.com)
· Unlimited telephone technical support in the following areas:


Loading and configuring of SymPro Software
Operational Questions, including standard SymPro reports
Data entry support for all debt and investment types supported within SymPro, including:


Debt
· Serial Bonds
· Term Bonds
· Discount Bonds
· Variable Rate Coupon
· Commercial Paper
· Commercial Paper Discount
· Medium Term Notes


Investments
· Certificates of Deposits · Rolling Repurchase Agreements
· Negotiable Certificates of Deposits · GNMA, Pass Through
· Checking Accounts · Bankers Acceptances
· Commercial Paper · Corporate Bonds
· Commercial Paper Discount · Medium Term Notes
· United States Treasury Issues, Coupon & Discount
· Federal Agency Issues, Coupon & Discount


Tele-consultation is provided during normal business hours (9:00 AM TO 8:00PM – Easter Time), Monday
through Friday for questions dealing with the operations of the Licensed Software on Designated Equipment.
Support issues may be reported via voicemail (510-655-0900 Selection 2), fax (510-655-4064), or email
(support@sympro.com), 24 hours a day. Answers to “Frequently Asked Questions” are available at
www.sympro.com, 24 hours a day. The resolution of some issues may require that Licensee provide Emphasys
with a copy of Licensee’s data. Licensee agrees to provide Emphasys with a copy of their data for the purpose of
resolving Licensee’s issue and Emphasys agrees to maintain full confidentiality of any required data and will use it
only for the resolution of the Licensee’s issue.
Not Included: Consulting on issues concerning investment accounting matters, specific financial or investment
matters, research on investments not supported within the Licensed Software, or data entry for investments not
supported in the Licensed Software system are not included.
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PUBLIC SECTOR SUBSCRIPTION TERMS OF SERVICE 


THESE PUBLIC SECTOR SUBSCRIPTION TERMS OF SERVICE (“TERMS OF SERVICE”) APPLY ONLY IF THE CUSTOMER IS AN 
EXECUTIVE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT OF THE U.S. FEDERAL, STATE, OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT (“GOVERNMENT ENTITY”).  
THESE TERMS OF SERVICE SHALL BE INCORPORATED IN ANY ORDER ISSUED BY SUCH CUSTOMER.  IF THE CUSTOMER IS NOT 
A GOVERNMENT ENTITY, THEN SERVICENOW’S SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE AGREEMENT (LOCATED AT 
HTTPS://WWW.SERVICENOW.COM/UPGRADE-SCHEDULES.HTML) APPLIES. 


These Terms of Service include the General Terms and Conditions, Customer Support Addendum (“CSA”), Data Security 
Addendum (“DSA”), Data Processing Addendum (“DPA”), and the ServiceNow Store Terms of Use (collectively, “Operational 
Terms”), and any other terms expressly referenced herein, all of which are expressly incorporated in these Terms of Service 
and attached by this reference. References to the “Agreement” in the Operational Terms shall generally mean these Terms 
of Service, and references to an agreement between ServiceNow and Customer shall mean the Ordering Document or 
Reseller Order (as defined below)  executed between the Customer and Reseller, or ServiceNow and Reseller, respectively, 
and as appropriate based on context.  References to a “Use Authorization” or “Order Form” in the Operational Terms shall 
mean the Ordering Document.   


Pursuant to a separate transaction between the customer entity (“Customer”) and ServiceNow’s authorized reseller 
(“Reseller”), Customer has purchased from Reseller certain services to be delivered by ServiceNow. These Terms of Service 
specify the terms and conditions under which those services will be provided by ServiceNow, apart from price, payment and 
other terms specified in the separate agreement between Customer and Reseller. 


 


GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 


1. DEFINITIONS 
1.1 “Ancillary Software” means software licensed by ServiceNow to Customer that is typically deployed on 


Customer’s machines to enable access to and use of the Subscription Service. Ancillary Software may include or be provided 
with code licensed under third-party license agreements, including open sourcesoftware. 


1.2 “Claim” means any third-party suit, claim, action, or demand. 
1.3 “Confidential Information” means: 1) ServiceNow Core Technology (which is ServiceNow’s Confidential 


Information); (2) Customer Data and Customer Technology (which is Customer’s Confidential Information); (3) any of a party’s 
information that, due to the nature of the information or circumstances of disclosure, the receiving party should reasonably 
understand it to be confidential and (4) to the extent permitted by Law, the specific terms of these Terms of Service, and any 
amendment or attachment (which will be deemed Confidential Information of both parties). Confidential Information 
excludes any information that: (a) is or becomes generally publicly known without fault or breach by receiving party; (b) that 
receiving party obtains  (rightfully and without restriction on use or disclosure)from a third party entitled to make the 
disclosure; or (c) that is independently developed by receiving party without using disclosing party’s Confidential 
Information.; 


1.4 “Customer Data” means electronic data that is uploaded by or for Customer or its agents, employees, or 
contractors, and processed in the Subscription Service, excluding ServiceNow Core Technology. 


1.5 “Customer Technology” means software, methodologies, templates, business processes, documentation, or 
other material originally authored, invented, or otherwise created by or for Customer (but not by ServiceNow) for use with 
the Subscription Service, excluding ServiceNow Core Technology. 


1.6 “Deliverable” means anything created for Customer in performance of Professional Services other than Newly 
Created IP. 


1.7 “Documentation” means the then-current ServiceNow documentation for the Subscription Service or Ancillary 
Software at https://docs.servicenow.com. Documentation includes solely technical program or interface documentation, 
user manuals, operating instructions, and release notes. 
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1.8 “IPR” means all intellectual property or other proprietary rights worldwide, including patents, copyrights, 
trademarks, moral rights, trade secrets, and any other intellectual or industrial property, including registrations, applications, 
renewals, and extensions of such rights. 


1.9 “Law” means any applicable law, rule, statute, decree, decision, order, regulation, and judgmentof any 
government authority (federal, state, local, or international) having jurisdiction. 


1.10 “Newly Created IP” means IPR in the inventions or works of authorship that are made by ServiceNow 
specifically for Customer in the course of performing Professional Services for Customer that are expressly identified as 
“Newly Created IP” in an SOW, excluding ServiceNow Core Technology. 


1.11 “Ordering Document” means a written agreement entered into solely between Reseller and Customer  
specifying the ServiceNow services that Customer has purchased, along with the term and scope of the authorized use 
thereof, subject to these Terms of Service. An Ordering Document is not binding on ServiceNow.  


1.12  “Product Overview” means ServiceNow’s published description of its products and the functionality of such 
products, solely to the extent attached to or expressly referenced in the Ordering Document. 


1.13 “Professional Services” means any consulting, development, or educational services provided by or for 
ServiceNow pursuant to an agreed SOW or Service Description. 


1.14 “Reseller Order” means the supporting order executed by ServiceNow and Reseller or ServiceNow’s authorized 
distributor, as applicable.   


1.15 “Service Description” means the written description for a packaged Professional Service, attached to or 
referenced in an Ordering Document. 


1.16 “ServiceNow Core Technology” means: (1) the Subscription Service, Ancillary Software, Documentation, and 
technology and methodologies (including products, software tools, hardware designs, algorithms, templates, software (in 
source and object forms), architecture, class libraries, objects, and documentation) created by or for, or licensed to, 
ServiceNow; and (2) updates, upgrades, improvements, configurations, extensions, and derivative works of the foregoing and 
related documentation. 


1.17  “SOW” means a statement of work or work order that describes scoped Professional Services by and between 
ServiceNow and Reseller or ServiceNow’s authorized distributor, as applicable. 


1.18 “Subscription Service” means the ServiceNow software-as-a-service offering ordered by Customer under an 
Ordering Document. 


1.19 “Subscription Term” means the period of authorized access to and use of the Subscription Service, as set forth 
in an Ordering Document. 


 


2. SERVICENOW RESPONSIBILITIES 
2.1 PROVISION OF THE SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE; COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS.  During the Subscription Term, 


ServiceNow will: (1) make the Subscription Service available to Customer pursuant to these Terms of Service, and (2) provide 
Customer Support, an Availability SLA, Upgrades and Updates, and ServiceNow’s Insurance Coverage disclosure as described 
in the Customer Support Addendum (“CSA”) at https://www.servicenow.com/upgrade-schedules.html; and (3) provide the 
Subscription Service in accordance with all Laws applicable to ServiceNow’s provision of the products and services to its 
general customer base (i.e., without regard to Customer’s particular use of the Subscription Service or Laws not applicable to 
ServiceNow as a lower-tier supplier).  


2.2 PROTECTION AND RETURN OF CUSTOMER DATA.  During the Subscription Term, ServiceNow will maintain a 
written Security Program that includes policies, procedures and controls aligned to ISO27001, or a substantially equivalent 
standard, that includes industry-standard practices designed to protect Customer Data from accidental or unlawful 
destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure, or access as described in the data security addendum (“DSA”) at 
https://www.servicenow.com/upgrade-schedules.html. The terms of the data processing addendum at 
https://www.servicenow.com/upgrade-schedules.html (“DPA”) shall apply to ServiceNow’s Processing of Personal Data  (as 
defined in the DPA). Upon written request by Customer within 45 days after termination or expiration of the Subscription 
Service, ServiceNow will provide any Customer Data in the Subscription Service to Customer in ServiceNow’s standard 
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database export format at no additional charge to the Reseller under the applicable Reseller Order. After such 45 day period, 
ServiceNow shall have no obligation to maintain or provide any Customer Data and will, unless legally prohibited, delete all 
Customer Data in its systems or otherwise in its possession or under its control, delete Customer’s instances of the 
Subscription Service, and upon written request, provide confirmation of such deletion. 


2.3 UPDATES.  The CSA, DSA and DPA in effect as of the date of the Ordering Document will apply to the 
Subscription Services specified on such Ordering Document. ServiceNow may update the CSA, the DSA and the DPA, however, 
in no event will any update be effective until the end of the applicable Subscription Term. 


 


3. ACCESS AND USE RIGHTS; RESTRICTIONS; PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
3.1 ACCESS AND USE RIGHTS.  For each Subscription Term, ServiceNow grants the access and use rights set forth 


in this Section 3 to the ServiceNow Core Technology described in the applicable Ordering Document. 
3.1.1. SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE.  ServiceNow authorizes Customer to access and use the Subscription Service 


during the Subscription Termin the applicable Ordering Document, solely for its internal business purposes in accordance 
with the Documentation.  


3.1.2. ANCILLARY SOFTWARE.  ServiceNow grants Customer a limited, personal, worldwide, non-
sublicensable, non-transferable (except as set forth in Section 11.1), non-exclusive, royalty-free license during the 
Subscription Term to install and execute Ancillary Software on Customer’s machines,solely to facilitate Customer’s authorized 
access to and use of the Subscription Service. 
  


3.2 RESTRICTIONS.  With respect to the ServiceNow Core Technology, Customer will not (and will not permit others 
to): (1) use it in excess of contractual usage limits (including as set forth in the Ordering Document), or in a manner that 
circumvents use limits or technological access control measures; (2) license, sub-license, sell, re-sell, rent, lease, transfer, 
distribute, time share, or otherwise make any of it available for access by third-parties, except as may otherwise be expressly 
stated herein or in a Ordering Document; (3) access it for  purposes of developing or operating products or services for third-
parties in competition with the ServiceNow Core Technology; (4) disassemble, reverse engineer, or decompile it; (5) copy, 
create derivative works based on, or otherwise modify it, except as may be otherwise expressly stated in these herein; 
(6) remove or modify a copyright or other proprietary rights notice in it; (7) use it in violation of Law (including those 
applicable to collection and processing of Customer Data through the Subscription Service); (8) use it to reproduce, distribute, 
display, transmit, or use material protected by copyright or other I P R (including the rights of publicity) without first obtaining 
the owner’s permission; (9) use it to create, use, send, store, or run viruses or other harmful computer code, files, scripts, 
agents, or other programs, or otherwise engage in a malicious act or disrupt its security, integrity, or operation; or (10) access 
or disable any ServiceNow or third-party data, software, or network (other than Customer’s instance of the Subscription 
Service). Customer will notify ServiceNow at legalnotices@servicenow.com 30 days before it engages in any of the foregoing 
acts that it believes it may be entitled to and provide reasonably requested information to allow ServiceNow to assess 
Customer’s claim. ServiceNow may, in its discretion, provide alternatives that reduce adverse impacts on ServiceNow’s I P R 
or other rights. 


3.3 PROVISION OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICES.  Customer and Reseller may enter into one or more SOWs in an 
Ordering Document which may incorporate one or more Service Descriptions for the provision of Professional Services by 
ServiceNow. ServiceNow will perform the Professional Services, subject to the fulfillment of any Customer responsibilities 
and payments due, as stated in the Ordering Document.   


4. ORDERING 
4.1 RESELLER ORDERS.  Customer shall order and purchase the Subscription Service and Professional Services 


directly from Reseller pursuant to an agreement specifying price, payment, and other commercial terms reflected in an 
Ordering Document. ServiceNow is not a party to the Ordering Document, but will provide the purchased services pursuant 
to a Reseller Order and these Terms of Service. Reseller is not authorized to make any changes to these Terms of Service or 
bind ServiceNow to any additional or different terms or conditions, except as ServiceNow may expressly agree in writing in a 
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Reseller Order or any agreed SOW attached thereto.  Subsequent or additional orders for ServiceNow products or services 
may be placed by Customer through Reseller. 


4.2 USE VERIFICATION.  ServiceNow or Reseller may remotely review the scope of Customer’s use of the 
Subscription Service, and on ServiceNow or Reseller’s written request, Customer will provide reasonable assistance to verify 
Customer’s compliance with these Terms of Service with respect to access to and use of the Subscription Service. If 
ServiceNow or Reseller determines that Customer has exceeded its permitted access and use rights to the Subscription 
Service, ServiceNow or Reseller will notify Customer, and Customer will within 30 days, either: (1) disable any unpermitted 
use, or (2) purchase additional subscriptions commensurate with Customer’s actual use.If Customer fails to regain compliance 
within such thirty (30) day period, Customer will stop accessing, and ServiceNow and Reseller will stop providing access to, 
the Subscription Service, in addition to any other available rights or remedies. 


5. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
5.1 SERVICENOW OWNERSHIP.  As between the parties, ServiceNow and its licensors exclusively own all right, title, 


and interest in and to all I P R in the ServiceNow Core Technology, notwithstanding anything in an Ordering Document or 
other documents purportedly to the contrary.  Except for the access and use rights, and licenses expressly granted in Section 
3, ServiceNow, on behalf of itself and its licensors, reserves all rights in the ServiceNow Core Technology and does not grant 
Customer any rights except those expressly set forth herein.  Any ServiceNow Core Technology delivered to Customer, or to 
which Customer is given access has been licensed, not sold, even if, for convenience, ServiceNow or Reseller makes reference 
to words such as “sale” or “purchase” in the applicable Ordering Document or other documents. 


5.2 CUSTOMER OWNERSHIP.  As between the parties, Customer and its licensors will retain all right, title, and 
interest in and to all I P R in Customer Data and Customer Technology. Customer grants to ServiceNow a royalty-free, fully-
paid, non-exclusive, non-transferrable (except underSection 11.1 , worldwide, right to use Customer Data and Customer 
Technology solely to provide and support the ServiceNow Subscription Service.  


5.3 FEEDBACK.  If Customer provides suggestions, proposals, ideas, recommendations, or other feedback regarding 
improvements to the Subscription Service (collectively, “Feedback”) Customer grants to ServiceNow a royalty-free, fully paid, 
sub-licensable, transferable (notwithstanding Section 11.1), non-exclusive, irrevocable, perpetual, worldwide right and 
license to use, license, and commercialize Feedback (including by incorporation of such Feedback into ServiceNow Core 
Technology) without restriction.  


5.4 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES.  Subject to this Section 5.4, ServiceNow assigns (and in the future is deemed to have 
assigned) to Customer any Newly Created IP upon receipt of payment in full to ServiceNow under the SOW that specifies the 
creation of Newly Created IP. If any ServiceNow Core Technology is incorporated into a Deliverable, ServiceNow grants to 
Customer a non-exclusive, royalty-free, non-transferable (except under Section 11.1), non-sublicensable worldwide license 
to use such ServiceNow Core Technology in connection with the use of Subscription Service under these Terms of Service 
during the applicable Subscription Term. Nothing in these Terms of Service may be construed to limit ServiceNow’s right to 
perform (and to assign employees or contractors to perform) similar Professional Services for any other party or to use any 
information incidentally retained in the unaided memories of its employees providing Professional Services. 


6. WARRANTIES; DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES 
6.1 SERVICENOW WARRANTIES.  ServiceNow warrants that: (1) during the Subscription Term, Customer’s 


production instance of the Subscription Service will materially conform to the Product Overview; and (2) Professional Services 
will be performed in a competent and workmanlike manner in accordance with accepted industry standards and practices 
and all material requirements in the applicable SOW or Service Description.  


6.2 REMEDIES.   
6.2.1. SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE. If any non-conformity to the Product Overview (excluding any non-conformity 


caused by a modification to the Subscription Service made by Customer or a third-party acting at Customer’s direction), 
persists without relief more than 30 days after Customer’s notice to the Reseller of the non-conformity, then upon 
ServiceNow’s timely receipt of such notice from Reseller, as Customer’s exclusive remedy (and ServiceNow’s sole liability in 
connection with this warranty), ServiceNow may terminate the affected Subscription Service immediately, and ServiceNow 
will refund to Reseller any prepaid subscription fees covering the remainder of the applicable Subscription Term for the non-
conforming Subscription Service after the date of termination, whereupon Customer may submit to Reseller a claim for 
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refund of any amounts paid for the same.  This Section 6.2.1 sets forth Customers exclusive rights and remedies (and 
ServiceNow’s sole liability) in connection with this warranty.   


6.2.2. PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. If within 30 days after performance of any non-conforming Professional 
Services Customer notifies Reseller of a breach then, upon ServiceNow’s timely receipt of notice from Reseller, ServiceNow 
at its option will, as Customer’s exclusive remedy (and ServiceNow’s sole liability in connection with this warranty) either use 
commercially reasonable efforts to re-perform the Professional Services in conformance with the material requirements of 
the applicable SOW or Service Description or terminate the affected Professional Services and refund to Reseller any amounts 
paid for the nonconforming Professional Services, whereupon Customer may submit to Reseller a claim for refund of any 
amounts paid for the same. This Section 6.2.2 sets forth Customers exclusive rights and remedies (and ServiceNow’s sole 
liability) in connection with this warranty.   


6.3 DISCLAIMER.  Except for the warranties expressly stated in this Section 6, to the maximum extent allowed by 
Law, ServiceNow disclaims all warranties of any kind (express, implied, statutory, or otherwise, oral or written, including 
warranties of merchantability, accuracy, title, non-infringement, or fitness for a particular purpose, and any warranties 
arising from usage of trade, course of dealing, or course of performance). Without limiting the above, ServiceNow does 
not warrant that the Subscription Service: (1) will meet the requirements of Customer or others; or (2) will be accurate or 
operate without interruption or error; or (3) is designed for any purpose requiring fail-safe performance for which failure 
could result in death, personal injury or severe physical, property, or environmental damage. 


7. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 
7.1 RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS.  To the extent permitted by law, the recipient of Confidential Information will: 


(1) at all times protect it from unauthorized disclosure with the same degree of care that it uses to protect its own confidential 
information, and in no event less than reasonable care; and (2) not use it except to the extent necessary to exercise rights 
and obligations under the Ordering Document or these Terms of Service. Each party will limit the disclosure of the other’s 
Confidential Information to those of its employees and contractors with a need to know such Confidential Information to 
exercise its rights and obligations under the Ordering Document and these Termsof Use, and then only to employees and 
contractors subject to binding disclosure and use restrictions at least as protective as those in these Terms of Service. Each 
party’s obligations under this Section 7 will remain in effect during, and for 3 years after termination of the Subscription Term. 
Receiving party will, at disclosing party’s request, return all originals, copies, reproductions, and summaries of Confidential 
Information and other tangible materials and devices provided to receiving party as Confidential Information, or at disclosing 
party’s option, certify destruction of the same. Provisions for return of Customer Data are set forth in Section 11.2 (Return of 
Customer Data).  


7.2 THIRD PARTY REQUESTS.  These Terms of Service will not prevent receiving party from disclosing the other 
party’s Confidential Information to a court, or governmental body pursuant to a valid court order, Law, subpoena, or 
regulation, but only if receiving party: (1) gives prompt notice (or the maximum notice permitted under Law) before making 
the disclosure, unless prohibited by Law; (2) to the extent permitted by law, reasonably assists disclosing party, at disclosing 
party’s cost, in its lawful efforts to resist or limit such disclosure; and (3) discloses only that portion of disclosing party’s 
Confidential Information that is legally required to be disclosed. 


8. INDEMNIFICATION 
8.1 BY SERVICENOW. 


8.1.1. OBLIGATION.  Subject to this Section 8, ServiceNow will: (1) defend Customer, and its and their officers, 
directors, and employees against any Claim to the extent alleging any: (a) ServiceNow Core Technology used in accordance 
with these Terms of Service infringes any IPR of any unaffiliated third-party (“IPR Claim”); or (b)  ServiceNow personnel when 
onsite at Customer’s premises caused death, bodily harm, or damage to tangible personal property due to their negligence 
or willful misconduct; and (2) pay any settlement amount or court-ordered damages award, under the forgoing clauses (1)(a) 
or (1)(b) to the extent arising from such Claim. 


8.1.2. MITIGATION.  In connection with any IPR Claim, ServiceNow may: (1) contest the Claim; (2) obtain 
claimant’s permission for Customer’s continued use of the applicable Subscription Service or ServiceNow Core Technology; 
(3) replace Customer’s access to or use of the applicable Subscription Service or ServiceNow Core Technology with 
substantially similar functionality that avoids the Claim; or, (4) if ServiceNow determines the foregoing clauses (1), (2), and 
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(3) are commercially impracticable,  terminate Customer’s access to and use of the affected Subscription Service on 60-days’ 
prior notice, whereupon Customer may submit to Reseller a claim for a refund of any prepaid subscription fees covering that 
part of the applicable Subscription Term for such Subscription Service remaining after the effective date of termination. 


8.1.3. LIMITATIONS.  Notwithstanding the above, ServiceNow has no obligation or liability for any Claim under 
Section 8.1.1(1)(a) to the extent arising from: (1) use of any ServiceNow Core Technology not expressly authorized under 
these Terms of Service, to the extent the Claim would have been avoided without such access or use; (2) Customer Data or 
Customer Technology; or (3) use of ServiceNow Core Technology: (a) in violation of Law; (b) after termination under 
Section 8.1.2(4); or (4) modification to the ServiceNow Core  Technology to Customer’s specifications or by anyone other 
than ServiceNow or its contractors, or if combined with anything not provided by ServiceNow, if the Claim would have been 
avoided but for such modifications or  combinations. 


8.2 CUSTOMER WARRANTY.  Customer warrants that: (1) Customer Data, (2) Customer Technology, and  (3) a 
modification to any ServiceNow Core Technology made to Customer’s specifications or otherwise made by or on behalf of 
Customer by any person other than ServiceNow or a person acting at ServiceNow’s direction (but only if the Claim would 
have been avoided by use of the unmodified ServiceNow Core Technology), does not infringe any IPR, or violates any third-
party privacy rights. 


8.3 PROCESS.   ServiceNow’s duty to indemnify under Section 8.1   is subject to Customer (1) notifying ServiceNow 
promptly of any actual or threatened Claim, (2) except where prohibited by Law, giving ServiceNow sole control of the defense 
of such Claim and of any related settlement negotiations, and (3) cooperating and, at ServiceNow’s reasonable request and 
expense, allowing ServiceNow to assist in such defense. Neither party will stipulate, acknowledge, or admit fault or liability 
on the other’s part without the other’s prior, written consent. ServiceNow will not publicize any settlement without the 
Customer’s prior, written consent..  To the extent the parties perform as required, this Section 8 states ServiceNow’s entire 
liability and the Customer’s exclusive remedy for third-party claims and third-party actions. 


9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
9.1 LIMITED LIABILITY. ServiceNow shall have no liability for any refund that, in accordance with these Terms of 


Service, is to be paid by Reseller. To the extent permitted by Law, ServiceNow’s total, cumulative liability arising out of or 
related to these Terms of Service and the products and services provided under it and the Ordering Document, whether 
based on contract, tort (including negligence), or any other legal or equitable theory, will be limited to the amounts 
received for the Subscription Service or the provision of Professional Services giving rise to the claim during the 12-month 
period preceding the first event giving rise to liability. Multiple claims will not enlarge this limit.   


9.2 EXCLUDED DAMAGES. To the extent permitted by Law, neither ServiceNow nor Customer will be liable to 
the other or any third party for lost profits (direct or indirect), for loss of use or data, or for any incidental, consequential, 
punitive, special, or exemplary damages (including damage to business, reputation, or goodwill), or indirect damages of 
any type however caused, whether by breach of warranty, breach of contract, in tort (including negligence), or any other 
legal or equitable cause of action, even if such party has been advised of such damages in advance or if such damages were 
foreseeable. 


9.3 APPLICABILITY. The limits in Section 9.1 and exclusions in Section 9.2 do not apply: (1) obligations to pay for 
products, services, or taxes; (2) obligations to pay third parties under Section 8; (3) IPR infringement, or (4) an action in 
tort, separate or distinct from a cause of action for breach of these Terms of Service, for the party’s gross negligence or 
willful misconduct. 


 


10. TERM AND TERMINATION 
10.1 GENERALLY.  The Subscription Term for the Subscription Service shall begin on the Term Start Date and 


continue until the Term End Date indicated in the Reseller Order. Professional Services are separately ordered from the 
Subscription Service and are not required for use of the Subscription Service. A party’s breach of its Professional Services 
obligations will not by itself constitute a breach by that party of its Subscription Service obligations, even if the services are 
enumerated in the same Ordering Document. 


10.2 SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE.  On termination of an Ordering Document, Reseller Order, or expiration of a 
Subscription Term, Customer will stop accessing and using, and ServiceNow will stop providing, the Subscription Service and 
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all related rights granted to Customer in these Terms of Service terminate immediately, automatically, and without notice. 
Customer will, within 30 days after the effective date of termination by Customer for ServiceNow’s breach, submit to Reseller 
a claim for refund for any prepaid fees paid to Reseller covering that part of the Subscription Term for the affected 
Subscription Service, if any, remaining after the effective date of termination.  


10.3 SURVIVAL.  Sections 3.3 (Restrictions), 5(Intellectual Property), 6(Warranties; Disclaimer of Warranties) (solely 
in accordance with its terms), 7 (Confidential Information) through 9 (Limitation of Liability, 10(Term and Termination) (solely 
in accordance with its terms), and 11 (General Provisions), together with any other terms required for their construction or 
enforcement, will survive termination or expiration of the Subscription Service. 


11. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
11.1 ASSIGNMENT.  Neither party may assign or novate its rights or obligations under these Terms of Service, by 


operation of law or otherwise (collectively, “Assign”), without the other party’s prior written consent. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, on notice and without consent: (1) either party may in connection with a merger, reorganization, or sale of all or 
substantially all of such party’s assets or equity, Assign these Terms of Service in its entirety to such party’s successor; and 
(2) ServiceNow may Assign these Terms of Service in its entirety to any ServiceNow affiliate. Any attempted or purported 
Assignment in violation of this Section 11.1 isnull and void. Subject to the foregoing, these Terms of Service bind and inure to 
the benefit of the parties, their respective successors, and permitted assigns. 


11.2 EXPORT.  The Subscription Service is subject to U.S.and international laws, restrictions, and regulations that 
may govern the import, export, and use of the Subscription Service (“Export Laws”). Customer agrees to comply with Export 
Laws that apply to Customer’s use of the Subscription Service. Without limiting the foregoing, Customer agrees it will not: 
(1)  export, re-export, transfer, or otherwise use the Subscription Service in any country subject to an embargo or other 
sanctions by the U.S. (currently including Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, Syria, and Crimea Region of Ukraine); (2) export, 
re-export, or transfer, either directly or indirectly, to a person or entity barred by the applicable Export Laws from 
participating in export activities; and (3) use the Subscription Service for any purpose prohibited by Export Laws, including 
the design, development, or production of nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons, or rocket systems, space launch vehicles, 
sounding rockets, or unmanned air vehicle systems.  


11.3 US GOVERNMENT RIGHTS.  The Subscription Service and Professional Services are commercial items, and any 
software therein is commercial computer software (per Federal Acquisition Regulation (“FAR” 12.211 and 12.212 and 
Department of Defense FAR Supplement (“DFARS”) 227.7202, as applicable). Government Customers shall only have those 
rights in technical data, computer software, and computer software documentation (collectively, “data”) set forth in these 
Terms of Service except that Department of Defense Customers may acquire additional rights in technical data pursuant to 
DFARS 252.227-7015(b). This provision applies in lieu of any FAR, DFARS, or other data rights clause or provision. 


11.4 FORCE MAJEURE.  ServiceNow is not, and may not be construed to be, in breach of these Terms  if performance 
is prohibited or delayed  by acts  outside of ServiceNow’s reasonable control, including strikes, lock-outs, or other industrial 
disputes, or government action; failure of Internet connectivity or backbone or other telecommunications failures, in each 
case outside of ServiceNow’s local network; fire, flood, natural disaster, extreme adverse weather, or other acts of God (each 
a “Force Majeure Event”). ServiceNow will use reasonable efforts to mitigate the effects of such Force Majeure Event. 


11.5 WAIVER; AMENDMENT.  Failure by ServiceNow to enforce any part of these Terms of Service will not be 
deemed a waiver of future enforcement of that or any other provision. Only written waivers signed by an authorized 
representative of the waiving party are effective.  


11.6 SEVERABILITY.  If any term of these Terms of Service is held invalid, unenforceable, or void by a court of 
competent jurisdiction, it will be enforced to the maximum extent permissible, and it will be deemed amended or replaced 
by a valid and enforceable term matching the intent of the original language as closely as possible.. 


11.7 LAW; JURISDICTION AND VENUE.  If Customer is the U.S. Government, these Terms of Service shall be subject 
to the laws of the United States, and in the event of any dispute arising from or in relation to these Terms of Service, the 
parties consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of, and venue in, a court of competent jurisdiction under the laws of the United 
States.  If Customer is a state or local government entity, these Terms of Service shall be subject to the laws of the state in 
which Customer is located, and in the event of a dispute arising from or in relation to these Terms of Service, the parties 
consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of, and venue in, a court of competent jurisdiction within such state.  Otherwise, to the 
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extent permitted by law, these Terms of Service shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with the Laws of New 
York, without regard to its conflict of laws principles. The parties irrevocably consent to exclusive jurisdiction of, and venue 
in, any federal or state court of competent jurisdiction in New York City, New York  to adjudicate any dispute arising out of or 
related to these Terms of Service. To the extent permitted by applicable Law, the United Nations Convention on Contracts 
for the International Sale of Goods shall not apply. Notwithstanding the foregoing, either party, may at any time, and without 
waiving any other rights under these Terms of Service, seek appropriate legal or equitable relief, including but not limited to, 
emergency interim and/or injunctive relief, in any court of competent jurisdiction to protect its I P R. 


11.8 CONSTRUCTION.  ServiceNow may provide Subscription Service only in the English language, unless otherwise 
agreed in writing. The parties have expressly requested that these Terms of Service and all related documents be drafted in 
English. Section headings are for convenience only and are not to be used in interpreting these Terms of Service. These Terms 
of Servicewill be interpreted fairly and in accordance with its terms and without any strict construction in favor of or against 
any party. URLs are understood to also refer to successor URLs, URLs for localized content, and information or resources 
linked from within the websites at such URLs. 


11.9 ENTIRETY; EXECUTION.  These Terms of Service (1) are the parties’ entire agreement regarding its subject and 
supersedes all prior or contemporaneous oral or written agreements, representations, understandings, undertakings, 
negotiations, letters of intent, and proposals, with respect to that subject;excludes any other terms Customer seeks to impose 
or incorporate or that may be implied by trade, custom, practice, or course of dealing. Customer has not relied on any 
statement, promise, or representation not expressly included in these Terms of Service, including  related to any possible 
future functionality that ServiceNow may provide or offer. 
/// 
/// 
/// 
/// 
Remainder of page intentionally left blank 
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		PUBLIC SECTOR SUBSCRIPTION TERMS OF SERVICE

		THESE PUBLIC SECTOR SUBSCRIPTION TERMS OF SERVICE (“TERMS OF SERVICE”) APPLY ONLY IF THE CUSTOMER IS AN EXECUTIVE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT OF THE U.S. FEDERAL, STATE, OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT (“GOVERNMENT ENTITY”).  THESE TERMS OF SERVICE SHALL BE INCORPORATED...

		These Terms of Service include the General Terms and Conditions, Customer Support Addendum (“CSA”), Data Security Addendum (“DSA”), Data Processing Addendum (“DPA”), and the ServiceNow Store Terms of Use (collectively, “Operational Terms”), and any ot...

		Pursuant to a separate transaction between the customer entity (“Customer”) and ServiceNow’s authorized reseller (“Reseller”), Customer has purchased from Reseller certain services to be delivered by ServiceNow. These Terms of Service specify the term...

		GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

		1. DEFINITIONS

		1.1 “Ancillary Software” means software licensed by ServiceNow to Customer that is typically deployed on Customer’s machines to enable access to and use of the Subscription Service. Ancillary Software may include or be provided with code licensed unde...

		1.2 “Claim” means any third-party suit, claim, action, or demand.

		1.3 “Confidential Information” means: 1) ServiceNow Core Technology (which is ServiceNow’s Confidential Information); (2) Customer Data and Customer Technology (which is Customer’s Confidential Information); (3) any of a party’s information that, due ...

		1.4 “Customer Data” means electronic data that is uploaded by or for Customer or its agents, employees, or contractors, and processed in the Subscription Service, excluding ServiceNow Core Technology.

		1.5 “Customer Technology” means software, methodologies, templates, business processes, documentation, or other material originally authored, invented, or otherwise created by or for Customer (but not by ServiceNow) for use with the Subscription Servi...

		1.6 “Deliverable” means anything created for Customer in performance of Professional Services other than Newly Created IP.

		1.7 “Documentation” means the then-current ServiceNow documentation for the Subscription Service or Ancillary Software at https://docs.servicenow.com. Documentation includes solely technical program or interface documentation, user manuals, operating ...

		1.8 “IPR” means all intellectual property or other proprietary rights worldwide, including patents, copyrights, trademarks, moral rights, trade secrets, and any other intellectual or industrial property, including registrations, applications, renewals...

		1.9 “Law” means any applicable law, rule, statute, decree, decision, order, regulation, and judgmentof any government authority (federal, state, local, or international) having jurisdiction.

		1.10 “Newly Created IP” means IPR in the inventions or works of authorship that are made by ServiceNow specifically for Customer in the course of performing Professional Services for Customer that are expressly identified as “Newly Created IP” in an S...

		1.11 “Ordering Document” means a written agreement entered into solely between Reseller and Customer  specifying the ServiceNow services that Customer has purchased, along with the term and scope of the authorized use thereof, subject to these Terms o...

		1.12  “Product Overview” means ServiceNow’s published description of its products and the functionality of such products, solely to the extent attached to or expressly referenced in the Ordering Document.

		1.13 “Professional Services” means any consulting, development, or educational services provided by or for ServiceNow pursuant to an agreed SOW or Service Description.

		1.14 “Reseller Order” means the supporting order executed by ServiceNow and Reseller or ServiceNow’s authorized distributor, as applicable.

		1.15 “Service Description” means the written description for a packaged Professional Service, attached to or referenced in an Ordering Document.

		1.16 “ServiceNow Core Technology” means: (1) the Subscription Service, Ancillary Software, Documentation, and technology and methodologies (including products, software tools, hardware designs, algorithms, templates, software (in source and object for...

		1.17  “SOW” means a statement of work or work order that describes scoped Professional Services by and between ServiceNow and Reseller or ServiceNow’s authorized distributor, as applicable.

		1.18 “Subscription Service” means the ServiceNow software-as-a-service offering ordered by Customer under an Ordering Document.

		1.19 “Subscription Term” means the period of authorized access to and use of the Subscription Service, as set forth in an Ordering Document.



		2. SERVICENOW RESPONSIBILITIES

		2.1 PROVISION OF THE SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE; COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS.  During the Subscription Term, ServiceNow will: (1) make the Subscription Service available to Customer pursuant to these Terms of Service, and (2) provide Customer Support, an Availabil...

		2.2 PROTECTION AND RETURN OF CUSTOMER DATA.  During the Subscription Term, ServiceNow will maintain a written Security Program that includes policies, procedures and controls aligned to ISO27001, or a substantially equivalent standard, that includes i...

		2.3 UPDATES.  The CSA, DSA and DPA in effect as of the date of the Ordering Document will apply to the Subscription Services specified on such Ordering Document. ServiceNow may update the CSA, the DSA and the DPA, however, in no event will any update ...



		3. ACCESS AND USE RIGHTS; RESTRICTIONS; PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

		3.1 ACCESS AND USE RIGHTS.  For each Subscription Term, ServiceNow grants the access and use rights set forth in this Section 3 to the ServiceNow Core Technology described in the applicable Ordering Document.

		3.1.1. Subscription Service.  ServiceNow authorizes Customer to access and use the Subscription Service during the Subscription Termin the applicable Ordering Document, solely for its internal business purposes in accordance with the Documentation.

		3.1.2. ANCILLARY SOFTWARE.  ServiceNow grants Customer a limited, personal, worldwide, non-sublicensable, non-transferable (except as set forth in Section 11.1), non-exclusive, royalty-free license during the Subscription Term to install and execute A...



		3.2 RESTRICTIONS.  With respect to the ServiceNow Core Technology, Customer will not (and will not permit others to): (1) use it in excess of contractual usage limits (including as set forth in the Ordering Document), or in a manner that circumvents u...

		3.3 PROVISION OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICES.  Customer and Reseller may enter into one or more SOWs in an Ordering Document which may incorporate one or more Service Descriptions for the provision of Professional Services by ServiceNow. ServiceNow will per...



		4. ORDERING

		4.1 RESELLER ORDERS.  Customer shall order and purchase the Subscription Service and Professional Services directly from Reseller pursuant to an agreement specifying price, payment, and other commercial terms reflected in an Ordering Document. Service...

		4.2 USE VERIFICATION.  ServiceNow or Reseller may remotely review the scope of Customer’s use of the Subscription Service, and on ServiceNow or Reseller’s written request, Customer will provide reasonable assistance to verify Customer’s compliance wit...



		5. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

		5.1 SERVICENOW OWNERSHIP.  As between the parties, ServiceNow and its licensors exclusively own all right, title, and interest in and to all I P R in the ServiceNow Core Technology, notwithstanding anything in an Ordering Document or other documents p...

		5.2 CUSTOMER OWNERSHIP.  As between the parties, Customer and its licensors will retain all right, title, and interest in and to all I P R in Customer Data and Customer Technology. Customer grants to ServiceNow a royalty-free, fully-paid, non-exclusiv...

		5.3 FEEDBACK.  If Customer provides suggestions, proposals, ideas, recommendations, or other feedback regarding improvements to the Subscription Service (collectively, “Feedback”) Customer grants to ServiceNow a royalty-free, fully paid, sub-licensabl...

		5.4 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES.  Subject to this Section 5.4, ServiceNow assigns (and in the future is deemed to have assigned) to Customer any Newly Created IP upon receipt of payment in full to ServiceNow under the SOW that specifies the creation of Newl...



		6. WARRANTIES; DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES

		6.1 SERVICENOW WARRANTIES.  ServiceNow warrants that: (1) during the Subscription Term, Customer’s production instance of the Subscription Service will materially conform to the Product Overview; and (2) Professional Services will be performed in a co...

		6.2 REMEDIES.

		6.2.1. SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE. If any non-conformity to the Product Overview (excluding any non-conformity caused by a modification to the Subscription Service made by Customer or a third-party acting at Customer’s direction), persists without relief mo...

		6.2.2. PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. If within 30 days after performance of any non-conforming Professional Services Customer notifies Reseller of a breach then, upon ServiceNow’s timely receipt of notice from Reseller, ServiceNow at its option will, as Cust...



		6.3 DISCLAIMER.  Except for the warranties expressly stated in this Section 6, to the maximum extent allowed by Law, ServiceNow disclaims all warranties of any kind (express, implied, statutory, or otherwise, oral or written, including warranties of m...



		7. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

		7.1 RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS.  To the extent permitted by law, the recipient of Confidential Information will: (1) at all times protect it from unauthorized disclosure with the same degree of care that it uses to protect its own confidential information...

		7.2 THIRD PARTY REQUESTS.  These Terms of Service will not prevent receiving party from disclosing the other party’s Confidential Information to a court, or governmental body pursuant to a valid court order, Law, subpoena, or regulation, but only if r...



		8. INDEMNIFICATION

		8.1 BY SERVICENOW.

		8.1.1. OBLIGATION.  Subject to this Section 8, ServiceNow will: (1) defend Customer, and its and their officers, directors, and employees against any Claim to the extent alleging any: (a) ServiceNow Core Technology used in accordance with these Terms ...

		8.1.2. MITIGATION.  In connection with any IPR Claim, ServiceNow may: (1) contest the Claim; (2) obtain claimant’s permission for Customer’s continued use of the applicable Subscription Service or ServiceNow Core Technology; (3) replace Customer’s acc...

		8.1.3. LIMITATIONS.  Notwithstanding the above, ServiceNow has no obligation or liability for any Claim under Section 8.1.1(1)(a) to the extent arising from: (1) use of any ServiceNow Core Technology not expressly authorized under these Terms of Servi...



		8.2 CUSTOMER WARRANTY.  Customer warrants that: (1) Customer Data, (2) Customer Technology, and  (3) a modification to any ServiceNow Core Technology made to Customer’s specifications or otherwise made by or on behalf of Customer by any person other t...

		8.3 PROCESS.   ServiceNow’s duty to indemnify under Section 8.1   is subject to Customer (1) notifying ServiceNow promptly of any actual or threatened Claim, (2) except where prohibited by Law, giving ServiceNow sole control of the defense of such Cla...



		9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

		9.1 LIMITED LIABILITY. ServiceNow shall have no liability for any refund that, in accordance with these Terms of Service, is to be paid by Reseller. To the extent permitted by Law, ServiceNow’s total, cumulative liability arising out of or related to ...

		9.2 EXCLUDED DAMAGES. To the extent permitted by Law, neither ServiceNow nor Customer will be liable to the other or any third party for lost profits (direct or indirect), for loss of use or data, or for any incidental, consequential, punitive, specia...

		9.3 APPLICABILITY. The limits in Section 9.1 and exclusions in Section 9.2 do not apply: (1) obligations to pay for products, services, or taxes; (2) obligations to pay third parties under Section 8; (3) IPR infringement, or (4) an action in tort, sep...



		10. TERM AND TERMINATION

		10.1 GENERALLY.  The Subscription Term for the Subscription Service shall begin on the Term Start Date and continue until the Term End Date indicated in the Reseller Order. Professional Services are separately ordered from the Subscription Service and...

		10.2 SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE.  On termination of an Ordering Document, Reseller Order, or expiration of a Subscription Term, Customer will stop accessing and using, and ServiceNow will stop providing, the Subscription Service and all related rights grant...

		10.3 SURVIVAL.  Sections 3.3 (Restrictions), 5(Intellectual Property), 6(Warranties; Disclaimer of Warranties) (solely in accordance with its terms), 7 (Confidential Information) through 9 (Limitation of Liability, 10(Term and Termination) (solely in ...



		11. GENERAL PROVISIONS

		11.1 ASSIGNMENT.  Neither party may assign or novate its rights or obligations under these Terms of Service, by operation of law or otherwise (collectively, “Assign”), without the other party’s prior written consent. Notwithstanding the foregoing, on ...

		11.2 EXPORT.  The Subscription Service is subject to U.S.and international laws, restrictions, and regulations that may govern the import, export, and use of the Subscription Service (“Export Laws”). Customer agrees to comply with Export Laws that app...

		11.3 US GOVERNMENT RIGHTS.  The Subscription Service and Professional Services are commercial items, and any software therein is commercial computer software (per Federal Acquisition Regulation (“FAR” 12.211 and 12.212 and Department of Defense FAR Su...

		11.4 FORCE MAJEURE.  ServiceNow is not, and may not be construed to be, in breach of these Terms  if performance is prohibited or delayed  by acts  outside of ServiceNow’s reasonable control, including strikes, lock-outs, or other industrial disputes,...

		11.5 WAIVER; AMENDMENT.  Failure by ServiceNow to enforce any part of these Terms of Service will not be deemed a waiver of future enforcement of that or any other provision. Only written waivers signed by an authorized representative of the waiving p...

		11.6 SEVERABILITY.  If any term of these Terms of Service is held invalid, unenforceable, or void by a court of competent jurisdiction, it will be enforced to the maximum extent permissible, and it will be deemed amended or replaced by a valid and enf...

		11.7 LAW; JURISDICTION AND VENUE.  If Customer is the U.S. Government, these Terms of Service shall be subject to the laws of the United States, and in the event of any dispute arising from or in relation to these Terms of Service, the parties consent...

		11.8 CONSTRUCTION.  ServiceNow may provide Subscription Service only in the English language, unless otherwise agreed in writing. The parties have expressly requested that these Terms of Service and all related documents be drafted in English. Section...

		11.9 ENTIRETY; EXECUTION.  These Terms of Service (1) are the parties’ entire agreement regarding its subject and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous oral or written agreements, representations, understandings, undertakings, negotiations, letters ...
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Precision Task Group, Inc.   


  


Services Agreement for PTG ServiceNow Professional Services 


This Appendix [#] Services Agreement for PTG Professional Services (this “Agreement”), dated 
as of (the “Effective Date”), is by and between Precision Task Group, Inc., a Texas corporation, 
with offices at 9801 Westheimer Road, Suite 803, Houston, Texas 77042 (“Vendor”) and 
[CUSTOMER NAME], with its address at [ADDRESS] (“Customer” and together with Vendor, 
the “Parties”, and each a “Party”). This Agreement is entered into under the terms and conditions 
of the NCPA Master Agreement  [] (“Master Agreement”), which are incorporated herein by 
reference. 


WHEREAS Vendor is a Value-Added Reseller of ServiceNow products and a Professional Service 
provider of ServiceNow-related services under the NCPA Master Agreement; 


WHEREAS Customer desires to retain Vendor to provide certain professional services, and 
Vendor is willing to perform such services under the terms and conditions of the NCPA Master 
Agreement [ ]  and those hereinafter set forth; 


NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements hereinafter set 
forth and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged, Vendor and Customer agree as follows: 


1. Services.  


1.1 Vendor Obligations. Vendor shall resell Professional Services (“Services” or 
“Professional Services”) to perform the Services in the form, type and manner provided in 
one or more statements of work that refer to this Agreement and upon execution by the parties 
are made a part hereof (each a “Statement of Work” or “SOW”).  


1.2 Customer Obligations. Customer shall use the Services solely for its internal 
business purposes in accordance with the Statement of Work and not for the benefit of any 
third parties.  


1.3 Change of Scope. During a project in a Statement of Work, new information 
may surface that may necessitate a change in business requirements resulting in a change in 
project scope, the estimated level of effort, project timeline, or the software’s features. Upon 
Customer’s request, such changes, and the associated fees for additional Professional Services 
to be provided, will be described in a document (a “Change Order”). Due to the complexity 
of some project Change Orders, Vendor may bill the Customer for the time required to scope 
and estimate the requested change by Vendor. Vendor will advise Customer of the cost 
estimate if such a charge will apply. A completed Change Order includes the requested 
change, the impact on the current engagement under the applicable Statement of Work, and 
the estimated resources and time to complete the Professional Services for the work described 
in the Change Order. Vendor will submit the Change Order to Customer for review and 
approval. Proposed Change Orders will remain valid for a period of ten (10) business days 
from the date of submission. If Customer does not approve the Change Order within the ten 
(10) business days, and Vendor has not extended the period of validity in writing, the Change 







Order will automatically expire. Upon receipt of Customer’s written approval, Vendor will 
begin performing the Professional Services described in the Change Order according to the 
agreed-upon schedule under the applicable Statement of Work as may be modified by the 
Change Order. 


1.4 Cooperation. Customer will cooperate with Vendor, will provide Vendor such 
assistance as Vendor may reasonably request, and will fulfill its responsibilities as set forth in 
this Agreement and the pertinent Statement of Work, including performing its obligations in 
accordance with any schedule set forth in a Statement of Work. Customer will appoint a 
Customer contact to the Vendor project manager responsible for the project.  This contact, or 
a designated alternate, must be available on site or by phone at all times that Services are being 
provided and shall be knowledgeable with respect to the pertinent Statement of Work. 
Customer will provide Vendor accurate and complete information necessary for the 
implementation of the Services.  Customer agrees to pay Vendor’s then-current standard rates 
for any remedial work resulting from inaccurate or incomplete information provided by 
Customer. During the course of performance of this Agreement, Customer agrees to notify 
the Vendor’s project manager of any problem, deficiency or dissatisfaction with respect to the 
Services or work being performed by Vendor, any Deliverable or any employee or contractor 
of Vendor.  Customer shall so notify the project manager as soon as any such problem, 
deficiency or dissatisfaction is suspected or perceived by Customer. Customer acknowledges 
and agrees that if any phase of Vendor’s scheduled Services as set forth in the pertinent 
Statement of Work is delayed by more than 48 hours by any act or omission of Customer, 
including but not limited to Customer’s failure to fulfill its obligations listed in this Section 
1.4 or to make payments, the scheduled completion of the Services or individual phases of the 
Services as set forth in the pertinent Statement of Work may be delayed.  In such event, the 
parties agree that any cost, schedule or milestone set forth in the pertinent Statement of Work 
will be adjusted accordingly. Customer will not be responsible for any extension period that 
is caused by circumstances solely within Vendor’s control. 


1.5 Vendor Roles. Each Vendor team member’s involvement will vary by task as 
defined in the project plan for each Statement of Work. Each Statement of Work will define 
the resource level and rates relevant to the work efforts defined in the Statement of Work.  The 
Vendor team listing does not preclude other Vendor personnel from being involved in a 
project described in a Statement of Work, nor does it assure involvement of all those listed. 


2. Fees and Expenses.  


2.1 Fees and Payment. In consideration of the provision of the Services by the 
Vendor and the rights granted to Customer under this Agreement, Customer shall pay the fees 
set forth in the applicable Statement of Work with fees pursuant to the Vendor’s then current 
fee schedule on the NCPA Master Agreement Appendix [#], Pricing Index. Payment to 
Vendor of such fees and the reimbursement of expenses pursuant to this Section 2 shall 
constitute payment in full for the performance of the Services. All fees due hereunder (except 
fees subject to good faith dispute) shall be due and payable in accordance with the NCPA 
Master Agreement. [].   Vendor may send all Customer invoices electronically (by email or 
otherwise).  







2.2 Expenses. Customer shall reimburse Vendor for all reasonable pre-approved 
expenses and necessary travel and living expenses incurred by Vendor in the performance of 
the Services under this Agreement and in accordance with the Texas Comptroller’s Travel 
Management Guide. Upon Customer’s written request, Vendor will submit supporting 
expense documentation and copies of receipts to Customer for expenses over Twenty-Five 
United States Dollars ($25).  


2.3 Non-cancelable & non-refundable. Except as specifically set forth to the 
contrary under Section 5.2 “Warranty Remedies”, Section 6 “Infringement”, or under the 
applicable Statement of Work, all payment obligations for Professional Services actually 
provided to Customer under any and all Statements of Work are non-cancelable and amounts 
paid are non-refundable. 


2.4 Overdue Payments. If Customer’s account is more than thirty (30) days past due 
(except with respect to charges then under reasonable and good faith dispute), in addition to 
any other rights or remedies it may have under this Agreement or by Law, Vendor reserves 
the right to suspend the Services, without liability to Customer, until such amounts are paid 
in full.   


2.5 Possible Suspension of Professional Services. If Customer’s account is more 
than thirty (30) days overdue (except with respect to charges then under reasonable and good 
faith dispute), in addition to any other rights or remedies it may have under this Agreement or 
by law, Vendor reserves the right to cease providing Professional Services to Customer, 
without liability to Customer, until such amounts are paid in full. In such event, completion 
of the Services or a particular phase thereof may be delayed and the schedule, costs or 
milestones for particular Services will be adjusted by Vendor to reflect any required changes. 


2.6 Taxes. All Services fees invoiced pursuant to this Agreement are payable in 
full and without reduction for Transaction Taxes and/or foreign withholding taxes 
(collectively defined as “Taxes”). Customer is responsible for paying all Taxes imposed on 
the Service provided under this Agreement. PTG’s Services fees do not include in its price 
any Transaction Taxes, which can include local, state, federal or foreign taxes, levies, duties 
or similar governmental assessments of any nature, including, but not limited to, value-
added, excise, use, goods and services taxes, consumption taxes or similar taxes 
(collectively defined as “Transaction Taxes”). If PTG has a legal obligation to pay or collect 
Taxes for which Customer is responsible under this Agreement, the appropriate amount shall 
be computed based on Customer’s address listed in the first paragraph of this Agreement 
which will be used as the ship-to address on the SOW, and invoiced to and paid by 
Customer, unless Customer provides PTG with a valid tax exemption certificate authorized 
by the appropriate taxing authority..  


3. Proprietary Rights. 


3.1 ServiceNow Ownership. Customer and Vendor acknowledge and agree that 
Vendor does not hold rights, title and interest in ServiceNow Intellectual Property. All right, 
title and interest to all recommendations, ideas, techniques, know-how, designs, programs, 
development tools, processes, integrations, enhancements, and other technical information 







owned by ServiceNow or co-developed by ServiceNow and Vendor hereunder, including all 
trade secrets, copyrights and other Intellectual Property Rights pertaining thereto (together the 
“ServiceNow Intellectual Property”) vests in ServiceNow.  Nothing contained in this 
Agreement shall be construed as transferring any such rights to Customer or any third party 
except as expressly set forth herein. 


3.2 PTG Intellectual Property. Except as it relates to ServiceNow Intellectual 
Property as described above in Section 3.1, all right, title and interest to all recommendations, 
ideas, techniques, know-how, designs, programs, development tools, processes, integrations, 
enhancements, and other technical information developed by Vendor, in the course of 
performing Professional Services, or co-developed by Customer and Vendor hereunder, 
including all trade secrets, copyrights and other Intellectual Property Rights pertaining thereto 
(together the “PTG Intellectual Property”) vests in Customer.   


3.3 PTG Pre-Existing Intellectual Property. Notwithstanding anything herein to the 
contrary, all right, title and interest to all pre-existing or currently developing 
recommendations, ideas, techniques, know-how, designs, programs, development tools, 
processes, integrations, enhancements, and other technical information developed by Vendor 
apart from this Agreement shall remain the property of Vendor (“PTG Pre-Existing 
Intellectual Property”). Subject to this Section 3.3, and through the authorization of Vendor, 
Vendor grants to Customer a royalty-free, nontransferable and nonassignable term license to 
access and to use the PTG Pre-Existing Intellectual Property that Vendor incorporates into a 
Deliverable provided to Customer hereunder.  This Agreement does not grant Customer, 
NCPA or the Region 14 Education Service Center any license to any of the PTG Pre-
Existing Intellectual Property. Customer agrees that it shall not directly or indirectly 
reproduce or replicate any PTG Pre-Existing Intellectual Property. Further, Customer shall 
destroy all PTG Pre-Existing Intellectual Property it maintains in its systems following the 
completion an Statement of Work. 


3.4 License to the Third Party Intellectual Property.  Subject to Section 3.1 above, 
and through the authorization of ServiceNow, Vendor grants to Customer a royalty-free, 
nontransferable and nonassignable term license to access and to use the ServiceNow 
Intellectual Property that Vendor incorporates into a Deliverable provided to Customer 
hereunder.  Customer may only use the Deliverables in connection with its authorized use of 
the ServiceNow cloud service application(s), as such is defined pursuant to the separate and 
independent order form or subscription agreement for ServiceNow’s cloud service 
application(s). 


3.5 Customer Ownership. All Customer Confidential Information, and all personal 
identifiable information supplied by or personal identifiable information input by Customer 
or Customer authorized third parties, shall be, and remain, the property of Customer. Subject 
to Vendor’s or Subcontractor’s, as applicable, underlying Intellectual Property Rights, all 
right, title and interest in any custom integration developed solely by Customer shall vest in 
Customer. Customer agrees that it will not assert a claim for, or file suit for, or take any other 
action in furtherance of any alleged or actual infringement or misappropriation of the rights 
in or associated with any custom integration should Subcontractor create any similar 
integration independently. 







4. Confidential Information. 


4.1 Confidentiality. A party shall not disclose or use any Confidential Information 
of the other party except as reasonably necessary to perform its obligations or exercise its 
rights pursuant to this Agreement, except with the other party’s prior written permission. 


4.2 Protection. Each party agrees to protect the Confidential Information of the other 
party in the same manner that it protects its own Confidential Information of like kind (but in 
no event using less than a reasonable standard of care). 


4.3 Compelled Disclosure. A disclosure by one party of Confidential Information of 
the other party to the extent required by Law shall not be considered a breach of this 
Agreement provided the disclosing party provides the other party with prior notice of such 
compelled disclosure (to the extent legally permitted) and provides reasonable assistance, at 
the other party’s cost, if the other party wishes to contest the disclosure. 


4.4 Remedies. If a party discloses or uses (or threatens to disclose or use) any 
Confidential Information of the other party in breach of confidentiality protections hereunder, 
the other party shall have the right, in addition to any other remedies available to it, to 
injunctive relief to enjoin such acts, it being acknowledged by the parties that any other 
available remedies are inadequate. 


4.5 Exclusions. Confidential Information shall not include any information that: (i) 
is or becomes generally known to the public without breach of any obligation owed to the 
other party; (ii) was known to a party prior to its disclosure by the other party without breach 
of any obligation owed to the other party; (iii) was independently developed by a party without 
breach of any obligation owed to the other party; or (iv) is received from a third party without 
breach of any obligation owed to the other party. PII shall not be subject to the exclusions set 
forth in this Section.   


4.6 Remediation of Certain Unauthorized Disclosures. In the event that any 
unauthorized access to or acquisition of PII is caused by Vendor’s breach of obligations under 
this Agreement, Vendor shall pay the reasonable and documented costs incurred by Customer 
in connection with the following items: (a) costs of any required forensic investigation to 
determine the cause of the breach, (b) providing notification of the security breach to 
applicable government and relevant industry self-regulatory agencies, to the media (if required 
by applicable Law) and to individuals whose PII may have been accessed or acquired, and (c) 
operating a toll-free number to respond to questions from individuals whose PII may have 
been accessed or acquired for a period of one year after the date on which such individuals 
were notified of the unauthorized access or acquisition.  NOTWITHSTANDING THE 
FOREGOING, OR ANYTHING IN THE AGREEMENT TO THE CONTRARY, VENDOR 
SHALL HAVE NO RESPONSIBILITY TO PAY COSTS OF REMEDIATION THAT ARE 
DUE TO RECKLESS MISCONDUCT, GROSS NEGLIGENCE, WILLFUL 
MISCONDUCT AND/OR FRAUD BY CUSTOMER OR ITS EMPLOYEES, AGENTS OR 
CONTRACTORS. 


5. Warranties & Disclaimers. 







5.1 Warranties. Each party warrants that it has the authority to enter into this 
Agreement and, in connection with its performance of this Agreement, shall comply with all 
Laws applicable to it related to data privacy, international communications and the 
transmission of technical or personal data. Vendor warrants that (i) it shall perform the 
obligations described in each Statement of Work in a professional and workmanlike manner; 
(ii) to the best of Vendor’s knowledge, the Deliverable(s) does not contain any Malicious 
Code; and (iii) Vendor will not knowingly introduce any Malicious Code into the 
Deliverable(s).     


5.2 Warranty Remedies. In the event of a breach of the foregoing warranty, set forth 
in Section 5.1 (i), (ii) and (iii), Vendor shall (a) correct the non-conforming Professional 
Service or Deliverable at no additional charge to the Customer or (b) in the event Vendor is 
unable to correct such deficiencies after good-faith efforts, refund Customer prorated amounts 
paid for the defective Professional Service or Deliverable.  To receive warranty remedies, 
Customer must promptly report deficiencies in writing to Vendor, but no later than thirty (30) 
days after the first date the deficiency is identified by Customer.  The remedies set forth in 
this subsection shall be Customer’s sole remedy and Vendor’s sole liability for breach of these 
warranties unless the breach of warranty constitutes a material breach of the Agreement and 
Customer elects to terminate the Agreement in accordance with the Section entitled 
“Termination for Cause.” 


5.3 DISCLAIMER. EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED HEREIN AND TO 
THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, VENDOR MAKES 
NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR 
OTHERWISE, AND SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE WITH RESPECT TO THE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
AND/OR RELATED DELIVERABLES.  VENDOR DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AND/OR DELIVERABLES WILL BE ERROR FREE OR 
UNINTERRUPTED. THE LIMITED WARRANTIES PROVIDED HEREIN ARE THE 
SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE WARRANTIES PROVIDED TO CUSTOMER IN 
CONNECTION WITH THE PROVISION OF THE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AND 
DELIVERABLES. 


6. Infringement and Indemnification.  PTG shall defend, indemnify and hold Customer 
harmless against any loss, damage or costs (including reasonable attorneys’ fees) in connection 
with claims, demands, suits, or proceedings (“Claims”) made or brought against Customer by a 
third party alleging that the use of any Deliverable as provided to Customer under this 
Agreement or any SOW hereto and used in accordance with this Agreement and Documentation, 
infringes any third party’s Intellectual Property Rights; provided, that Customer (a) promptly 
gives written notice of the Claim to PTG; (b) gives PTG, and ServiceNow if ServiceNow so 
requests, control of the defense and settlement of the Claim (provided that PTG may not settle 
any Claim unless it unconditionally releases Customer of all liability); and (c) provides to PTG, 
at PTG or ServiceNow’s cost, all reasonable assistance.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, PTG 
shall not be required to indemnify Customer to the extent the alleged infringement: (x) is based 
on information or requirements furnished by Customer, (y) is the result of a modification made 
by a party other than PTG, or (z) arises from use of a Deliverable in combination with any other 







product or service not provided by PTG.  If Customer is enjoined from using the Deliverable or 
PTG or ServiceNow reasonably believes it will be enjoined, PTG and ServiceNow shall have the 
right, at their option, to obtain for Customer the right to continue use of the Deliverable or to 
replace or modify the Deliverable so that it is no longer infringing.  If neither of the foregoing 
options is reasonably available to PTG or ServiceNow, then this Agreement may be terminated 
at either party’s option and PTG’s sole liability shall be to refund any fees paid by Customer for 
such Deliverable. 


7. Limitation of Liability. 


7.1 LIMITATION OF LIABILITY TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT 
PERMITTED BY LAW AND EXCEPT WITH RESPECT TO (i) PTG’S 
INDEMNIFICATION OBLIGATIONS IN SECTION 6, (ii) RECKLESS MISCONDUCT, 
GROSS NEGLIGENCE, WILLFUL MISCONDUCT AND/OR FRAUD, (iii) 
CUSTOMER’S PAYMENT OBLIGATIONS, EITHER PARTY’S MAXIMUM 
LIABILITY FOR ANY ACTION, REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, 
WHETHER IN TORT OR CONTRACT, ARISING UNDER THIS AGREEMENT SHALL 
BE LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT OF FEES PAID BY CUSTOMER UNDER THE 
SPECIFIC STATEMENT OF WORK.  THE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES PROVIDED 
BY PTG ARE ADVISORY ONLY AND NO SPECIFIC RESULT IS ASSURED OR 
GUARANTEED.   


7.2 EXCLUSION OF DAMAGES.   EXCEPT WITH RESPECT TO AMOUNTS 
TO BE PAID BY PTG PURSUANT TO A COURT AWARD OR SETTLEMENT AS 
WELL AS THE DEFENSE COSTS UNDER THE INDEMNIFICATION OBLIGATIONS 
NO MATTER HOW SUCH DAMAGES MAY BE CHARACTERIZED, IN NO EVENT 
SHALL EITHER PARTY HAVE ANY LIABILITY TO THE OTHER PARTY FOR ANY 
INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, 
HOWEVER CAUSED, OR FOR ANY LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA OR USE, COST 
OR PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, WHETHER IN 
CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING OUT OF, OR IN ANY WAY 
CONNECTED WITH THE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, EVEN IF THE PARTY FROM 
WHICH DAMAGES ARE BEING SOUGHT OR SUCH PARTY’S LICENSORS OR 
CONTRACTORS HAVE BEEN PREVIOUSLY ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF 
SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGES.   CUSTOMER WILL NOT ASSERT THAT ITS 
PAYMENT OBLIGATIONS AS SET FORTH IN A SOW ARE EXCLUDED AS 
WORKDAY’S LOST PROFITS. 


7.3 DIRECT DAMAGES.  SUBJECT TO SECTION 7.1, THE PARTIES AGREE 
THAT WITH RESPECT TO VENDOR’S BREACH OF ITS OBLIGATIONS SET FORTH 
IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE FOLLOWING SHALL BE CONSIDERED DIRECT 
DAMAGES AND VENDOR SHALL REIMBURSE CUSTOMER FOR REASONABLE 
COSTS AND EXPENSES ACTUALLY PAID TO THIRD PARTIES FOR: (i) AMOUNTS 
PAID TO AFFECTED THIRD PARTIES AS DAMAGES OR SETTLEMENTS ARISING 
FROM SUCH BREACH; (ii) FINES AND PENALTIES IMPOSED BY 
GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITY ARISING FROM SUCH BREACH; AND (iii) LEGAL 







FEES, INCLUDING REASONABLE ATTORNEYS’ FEES, TO DEFEND AGAINST 
THIRD PARTY CLAIMS ARISING FROM SUCH BREACH. 


8. Term and Termination. 


8.1 Term. The term of this Agreement shall commence on the Effective Date hereof 
and end upon termination in accordance herewith. 


8.2 Termination by Customer. Except as set forth in a Statement of Work, Customer 
may terminate this Agreement or any Statement of Work at any time by giving Workday thirty 
(30) days prior written notice of termination. 


8.3 Termination by Vendor. Except as set forth in a Statement of Work, Vendor may 
terminate this Agreement or any Statement of Work by giving Customer thirty (30) days prior 
written notice in the event: (i) Customer repeatedly fails to perform its obligations under this 
Agreement or a Statement of Work resulting in the inability of Vendor to meet its obligations 
and time frame commitments, or (ii) it is determined that the information provided by 
Customer, or lack thereof, to Vendor during the discovery stage is materially inaccurate.    


8.4 Termination for Cause. Either party may terminate this Agreement or any 
Statement of Work for cause: (i) upon thirty (30) days prior written notice to the other party 
of a material breach by the other party if such breach remains uncured at the expiration of 
such notice period; or (ii) immediately in the event the other party becomes the subject of a 
petition in bankruptcy or any other proceeding relating to insolvency, receivership, liquidation 
or assignment for the benefit of creditors.  


8.5 Effect of Termination. In the event that this Agreement is terminated, Vendor 
shall immediately cease performance of all Professional Services and Customer shall pay 
Vendor within thirty (30) days after the date of termination for all Professional Services 
performed by Vendor and travel & living expenses incurred up to the cessation of such 
Professional Services.   


8.6 Surviving Provisions. All provisions of this Agreement shall survive any 
termination or expiration of this Agreement, except for:  Section 1.1, and Section 3.2.  All 
SOW’s in effect upon the date of termination of this Agreement shall continue in full force or 
effect unless earlier terminated in accordance with their respective terms. 


9. Miscellaneous. 


9.1 Relationship of Vendor. Vendor is an independent contractor.  This Agreement 
does not create nor is it intended to create a partnership, franchise, joint venture, agency, 
fiduciary or employment relationship between Customer and Vendor.  There are no third-
party beneficiaries to this Agreement. 


9.2 Use of Subcontractors.  In the course of providing the Professional Services 
and/or Deliverables hereunder, Vendor may, in its discretion, draw on the resources of and 
subcontract to third parties (“Vendor’s Subcontractors”).  In such instances, Customer 
agrees that Vendor may provide information Vendor receives in connection with this 







Agreement to the applicable Subcontractors for the purpose of the Professional Services and 
related administration. In addition, excluding claims for bodily injury or death of any person 
or damage to real and/or tangible personal property caused by recklessness and/or willful 
misconduct, Customer agrees not to bring or enforce a claim of any nature relating to this 
Agreement or any of the Professional Services or Deliverables against any Vendor’s 
Subcontractors, nor any partner, principal or personnel of such Vendor’s Subcontractors.   


9.3 Entire Agreement.  


The Master Agreement and this Agreement, including all exhibits and addenda hereto 
and all SOWs and Change Orders, constitutes the entire agreement between the parties 
with respect to the subject matter hereof. In the event of a conflict, the provisions of  
the  Master Agreement shall take precedence over provisions of the body of this 
Agreement and over any other exhibit or Attachment.  This Agreement supersedes all 
prior and contemporaneous agreements, proposals or representations, written or oral, 
concerning its subject matter.  No modification, amendment, or waiver of any 
provision of this Agreement shall be effective unless in writing and signed by the 
party against whom the modification, amendment or waiver is to be asserted.  To the 
extent of any conflict or inconsistency between the provisions in the body of this 
Agreement and any exhibit or addendum hereto or any Statement of Work, the terms 
of such exhibit, addendum or Statement of Work shall prevail.  If any provision of this 
Agreement is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, the 
provision shall be modified by the court and interpreted so as best to accomplish the 
objectives of the original provision to the fullest extent permitted by law, and the 
remaining provisions of this Agreement shall remain in effect.  Notwithstanding any 
language to the contrary therein, no terms or conditions stated in a Customer purchase 
order or in any other Customer order documentation shall be incorporated into or form 
any part of this Agreement, and all such terms or conditions shall be null and void.  
This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, which taken together shall form one 
binding legal instrument. The parties hereby consent to the use of electronic signatures 
in connection with the execution of this agreement, and further agree that electronic 
signatures to this agreement shall be legally binding with the same force and effect as 
manually executed signatures. 


10. Definitions 


10.1 Definitions. 


10.2 “Confidential Information” means (a) Personally Identifiable Information; (b) 
each party’s business or technical information, including but not limited to any information 
relating to software plans, designs, documentation, training materials, costs, prices and names, 
finances, marketing plans, business opportunities, personnel, research, development or know-
how that is designated by the disclosing party as “confidential” or “proprietary” or the 
receiving party knows or should reasonably know is confidential or proprietary; and (c) the 
terms, conditions and pricing of this Agreement (but not its existence or parties). 







10.3 “Deliverables” means the training, specifications, configurations, 
implementation, data conversions, workflow, custom developed programs, performance 
capabilities, and any other activity or document to be completed during the course of 
Professional Services for delivery to Customer. 


10.4 “Intellectual Property Rights” means any and all common law, statutory and 
other industrial property rights and intellectual property rights, including copyrights, 
trademarks, trade secrets, patents and other proprietary rights issued, honored or enforceable 
under any applicable laws anywhere in the world, and all moral rights related thereto. 


10.5 “Laws” means any local, state, national and/or foreign law, treaties, and/or 
regulations applicable to a respective party. 


10.6 “Personally Identifiable Information” or “PII” means any and all individually 
identifying information related to former, current or prospective employees, consultants, 
contingent workers, independent contractors or retirees of Customer that is accessed, 
disclosed, provided, obtained, created, generated, scanned, entered, collected or processed in 
connection with the Professional Services. 


10.7 “Professional Services Fees” means all amounts invoiced and payable by 
Customer for Professional Services. 


10.8 “ServiceNow Service” means ServiceNow’s cloud software applications 
provided to Customer pursuant to the separate and independent order form or subscription 
agreement for the ServiceNow cloud software application(s). 







EXHIBIT A 


INITIAL STATEMENT OF WORK 


[KEY ELEMENTS OF SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED, PROJECT MILESTONES, TIMING 
REQUIREMENTS, COMPLETION STANDARDS, FEE SCHEDULES, ACCEPTANCE 
TESTING PROCEDURES, AND OTHER IMPORTANT ITEMS] 
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Precision Task Group, Inc. 


 


 PTG Professional Services Agreement for Workday Professional 
Services 


This Professional Services Agreement for Workday Professional Services (this “Agreement”), 
dated as of (the “Effective Date”), is by and between Precision Task Group, Inc., a Texas 
corporation, with offices at 9801 Westheimer Road, Suite 803, Houston, Texas 77042 (“Vendor”) 
and [CUSTOMER NAME], with its address at [ADDRESS] (“Customer” and together with 
Vendor, the “Parties”, and each a “Party”). This Agreement is entered into under the terms and 
conditions of the NCPA Master Agreement (“Master Agreement”), which are incorporated herein 
by reference. 


WHEREAS, Vendor is a reseller of certain Workday products and professional services under the 
Master Agreement; 


WHEREAS, Customer desires to retain Vendor to provide certain professional services, and 
Vendor is willing to perform such services under the terms and conditions of Master Agreement 
and those hereinafter set forth; 


NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements hereinafter set 
forth and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged, Vendor and Customer agree as follows: 


1. Services.  


1.1 Vendor and Workday Obligations. Vendor shall provide Workday Professional 
Services (“Services” or “Professional Services”) through itself or by its subcontractor, 
Workday, Inc. or other subcontractor (referred to as “ “Workday Subcontractor” while 
Workday, Inc. shall individually be referred to as “Workday” or Workday, Inc.”), to 
perform the Services in the form, type and manner provided in one or more statements of work 
that refer to this Agreement and upon execution by the parties are made a part hereof (each a 
“Statement of Work”).  


1.2 Customer Obligations. Customer shall use the Services solely for its internal 
business purposes in accordance with the Statement of Work and not for the benefit of any 
third parties.  


1.3 Change of Scope. During a project in a Statement of Work, new information 
may surface that may necessitate a change in business requirements resulting in a change in 
project scope, the estimated level of effort, project timeline, or the software’s features.  Upon 
Customer’s request, such changes, and the associated fees for additional Professional Services 
to be provided, will be described in a document (a “Change Order”).  Due to the complexity 
of some project Change Orders, Vendor may bill the Customer for the time required to scope 
and estimate the requested change by Workday Subcontractor.  Vendor will advise Customer 
of the cost estimate if such a charge will apply.  A completed Change Order includes the 
requested change, the impact on the current engagement under the applicable Statement of 
Work, and the estimated resources and time to complete the Professional Services for the work 
described in the Change Order.  Vendor, either directly or through Workday Subcontractor, 
will submit the Change Order to Customer for review and approval.  Proposed Change Orders 







 


 


will remain valid for a period of ten (10) business days from the date of submission.  If 
Customer does not approve the Change Order within the ten (10) business days, and Vendor 
has not extended the period of validity in writing, the Change Order will automatically expire.  
Upon receipt of written approval by Vendor, Workday Subcontractor will begin performing 
the Professional Services described in the Change Order according to the agreed-upon 
schedule under the applicable Statement of Work as may be modified by the Change Order. 


1.4 Cooperation. Customer will cooperate with Vendor and Workday 
Subcontractor, will provide Vendor and Workday Subcontractor such assistance as Vendor 
and Workday Subcontractor may reasonably request, and will fulfill its responsibilities as set 
forth in this Agreement and the pertinent Statement of Work, including performing its 
obligations in accordance with any schedule set forth in a Statement of Work. Customer will 
appoint a Customer contact to the Vendor and Workday Subcontractor project manager 
responsible for the project.  This contact, or a designated alternate, must be available on site 
or by phone at all times that Services are being provided and shall be knowledgeable with 
respect to the pertinent Statement of Work. Customer will provide Vendor and Workday 
Subcontractor accurate and complete information necessary for the implementation of the 
Services.  Customer agrees to pay Vendor’s then-current standard rates for any remedial work 
resulting from inaccurate or incomplete information provided by Customer. During the course 
of performance of this Agreement, Customer agrees to notify the Vendor’s project manager 
of any problem, deficiency or dissatisfaction with respect to the Services or work being 
performed by Vendor and Workday Subcontractor, any Deliverable or any employee or 
contractor of Vendor or Workday Subcontractor.  Customer shall so notify the project 
manager as soon as any such problem, deficiency or dissatisfaction is suspected or perceived 
by Customer. Customer acknowledges and agrees that if any phase of Vendor’s or Workday 
Subcontractor’s scheduled Services as set forth in the pertinent Statement of Work is delayed 
by more than 48 hours by any act or omission of Customer, including but not limited to 
Customer’s failure to fulfill its obligations listed in this Section 1.4 or to make payments, the 
scheduled completion of the Services or individual phases of the Services as set forth in the 
pertinent Statement of Work may be delayed.  In such event, the parties agree that any cost, 
schedule or milestone set forth in the pertinent Statement of Work will be adjusted 
accordingly. Customer will not be responsible for any extension period that is caused by 
circumstances solely within Vendor’s or Workday Subcontractor’s control. 


1.5 Workday Subcontractor Roles. Each Workday Subcontractor team member’s 
involvement will vary by task as defined in the project plan for each Statement of Work. Each 
Statement of Work will define the resource level and rates relevant to the work efforts defined 
in the Statement of Work.  The Workday Subcontractor team listing does not preclude other 
Workday Subcontractor personnel from being involved in a project described in a Statement 
of Work, nor does it assure involvement of all those listed. 


2. Fees and Expenses.  


2.1 Fees and Payment. In consideration of the provision of the Services by the 
Vendor and the rights granted to Customer under this Agreement, Customer shall pay the fees 
set forth in the applicable Statement of Work with fees pursuant to the Vendor’s then current 
fee schedule on the Master Agreement Product and Pricing List. Payment to Vendor of such 







 


 


fees and the reimbursement of expenses pursuant to this Section 2 shall constitute payment in 
full for the performance of the Services. All fees due hereunder (except fees subject to good 
faith dispute) shall be due and payable within thirty days of date of Vendor’s invoice received 
by Customer. Vendor may send all Customer invoices electronically (by email or otherwise).  


2.2 Expenses. Customer shall reimburse Vendor for all reasonable pre-approved 
expenses and necessary travel and living expenses incurred by Vendor in the performance of 
the Services under this Agreement. Upon Customer’s written request, Vendor will submit 
supporting expense documentation and copies of receipts to Customer for expenses over 
Twenty-Five United States Dollars ($25).  


2.3 Non-cancelable & non-refundable. Unless the Statement of Work expressly 
states otherwise and except as specified under Section 5 of this Agreement, obligations for 
Professional Services are non-cancelable and associated fees are non-refundable and non-
transferable and cannot be used as a credit toward any other amounts due to PTG.  If travel 
is required, Customer shall reimburse Vendor for all reasonable and necessary travel and 
living expenses incurred by Vendor and Workday Subcontractor. 


2.4 Overdue Payments. If Customer’s account is more than thirty (30) days past due 
(except with respect to charges then under reasonable and good faith dispute), in addition to 
any other rights or remedies it may have under this Agreement or by Law, Vendor reserves 
the right to suspend the Services, without liability to Customer, until such amounts are paid 
in full.   


2.5 Possible Suspension of Professional Services.  If Customer’s account is more 
than thirty (30) days overdue (except with respect to charges then under reasonable and good 
faith dispute), in addition to any other rights or remedies it may have under this Agreement or 
by law, Vendor reserves the right to cease providing Professional Services to Customer, 
without liability to Customer, until such amounts are paid in full. In such event, completion 
of the Services or a particular phase thereof may be delayed and the schedule, costs or 
milestones for particular Services will be adjusted by Vendor to reflect any required changes. 


2.6 Taxes. All Services fees invoiced pursuant to this Agreement are payable in 
full and without reduction for Transaction Taxes and/or foreign withholding taxes 
(collectively defined as “Taxes”). Customer is responsible for paying all Taxes imposed on 
the Service provided under this Agreement. PTG’s Services fees do not include in its price 
any Transaction Taxes, which can include local, state, federal or foreign taxes, levies, duties 
or similar governmental assessments of any nature, including, but not limited to, value-
added, excise, use, goods and services taxes, consumption taxes or similar taxes 
(collectively defined as “Transaction Taxes”). If PTG has a legal obligation to pay or collect 
Taxes for which Customer is responsible under this Agreement, the appropriate amount shall 
be computed based on Customer’s address listed in the first paragraph of this Agreement 
which will be used as the ship-to address on the Statement of Work, and invoiced to and 
paid by Customer, unless Customer provides PTG with a valid tax exemption certificate 
authorized by the appropriate taxing authority. 


3. Proprietary Rights. 







 


 


3.1 All right, title and interest to all Workday Intellectual Property vests in 
Workday.  Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed as transferring any such 
rights to Customer or any third party except as expressly set forth herein.  Subject to the 
foregoing, Workday grants Customer a royalty-free, non-exclusive, non-transferable license 
to use any Workday Intellectual Property incorporated into the Deliverables solely for its 
internal purposes in connection with its authorized use of the Service as set forth in the 
Agreement.  The above license is subject to the “Restrictions” under the Proprietary Rights 
section of the Agreement, which shall apply to Customer’s use of all Deliverables, except 
that “Deliverables” shall replace and supersede “Service” and “Service or Documentation” 
as used in those provisions.   


3.2 License to the Third Party Intellectual Property.  Subject to Section 3.1 above, 
and through the authorization of Workday, Vendor, grants to Customer a royalty-free, 
nontransferable and nonassignable term license to access and to use the Workday Intellectual 
Property that Workday Subcontractor incorporates into a Deliverable provided to Customer 
hereunder.  Customer may only use the Deliverables in connection with its authorized use of 
the Workday software as a service application(s), as such is defined pursuant to the separate 
and independent Order Form and related subscription agreement and exhibits under the Master 
Agreement between the Vendor and the Customer and only during the Term set forth therein. 


3.3 PTG Intellectual Property. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, all 
intellectual property rights in all pre-existing PTG materials, ideas, concepts, knowledge, 
techniques, methods and works (“PTG IP”) and derivative works of such PTG IP and other 
deliverables and developments made, conceived, created, discovered, invented or reduced to 
practice in the performance of this Agreement are and shall remain the sole and absolute 
property of PTG, and PTG retains all moral rights therein. This Agreement does not grant 
Customer, NCPA or the Region 14 Education Service Center any license to any of the PTG 
IP. Customer agrees that it shall not directly or indirectly reproduce or replicate any PTG IP. 
Further, Customer shall destroy all PTG IP it maintains in its systems following the 
completion an Statement of Work. 


3.4 Customer Ownership.  As between PTG, Workday Subcontractor, Workday and 
Customer, all Customer Confidential Information, and all Personal Data supplied by 
Customer, its Employees or Authorized Parties, shall be, and remain, the property of 
Customer. 


4. Confidential Information. 


4.1 Confidentiality.  A party shall not disclose or use any Confidential Information 
of the other party except as reasonably necessary to perform its obligations or exercise its 
rights pursuant to this Agreement, except with the other party’s prior written permission. 


4.2 Protection.  Each party agrees to protect the Confidential Information of the 
other party in the same manner that it protects its own Confidential Information of like kind 
(but in no event using less than a reasonable standard of care). 







 


 


4.3 Compelled Disclosure.  A disclosure by one party of Confidential Information 
of the other party to the extent required by Law shall not be considered a breach of this 
Agreement provided the disclosing party provides the other party with prior notice of such 
compelled disclosure (to the extent legally permitted) and provides reasonable assistance, at 
the other party’s cost, if the other party wishes to contest the disclosure. 


4.4 Remedies.  If a party discloses or uses (or threatens to disclose or use) any 
Confidential Information of the other party in breach of confidentiality protections hereunder, 
the other party shall have the right, in addition to any other remedies available to it, to 
injunctive relief to enjoin such acts, it being acknowledged by the parties that any other 
available remedies are inadequate. 


4.5 Exclusions.  Confidential Information shall not include any information that: (i) 
is or becomes generally known to the public without breach of any obligation owed to the 
other party; (ii) was known to a party prior to its disclosure by the other party without breach 
of any obligation owed to the other party; (iii) was independently developed by a party without 
breach of any obligation owed to the other party; or (iv) is received from a third party without 
breach of any obligation owed to the other party. PII shall not be subject to the exclusions set 
forth in this Section.   


4.6 Remediation of Certain Unauthorized Disclosures. In the event that any 
unauthorized access to or acquisition of PII is caused by Vendor’s breach of obligations under 
this Agreement, Vendor shall pay the reasonable and documented costs incurred by Customer 
in connection with the following items: (a) costs of any required forensic investigation to 
determine the cause of the breach, (b) providing notification of the security breach to 
applicable government and relevant industry self-regulatory agencies, to the media (if required 
by applicable Law) and to individuals whose PII may have been accessed or acquired, and (c) 
operating a toll-free number to respond to questions from individuals whose PII may have 
been accessed or acquired for a period of one year after the date on which such individuals 
were notified of the unauthorized access or acquisition.  NOTWITHSTANDING THE 
FOREGOING, OR ANYTHING IN THE AGREEMENT TO THE CONTRARY, VENDOR 
SHALL HAVE NO RESPONSIBILITY TO PAY COSTS OF REMEDIATION THAT ARE 
DUE TO RECKLESS MISCONDUCT, GROSS NEGLIGENCE, WILLFUL 
MISCONDUCT AND/OR FRAUD BY CUSTOMER OR ITS EMPLOYEES, AGENTS OR 
CONTRACTORS. 


5. Warranties & Disclaimers. 


5.1 Warranties.  Each party warrants that it has the authority to enter into this 
Agreement. Vendor warrants that it and Workday Subcontractor shall perform the obligations 
described in each Statement of Work in a professional and workmanlike manner.     


5.2 Warranty Remedies.  In the event of a breach of the foregoing warranty, set forth 
in Section 5.1, If PTG and Workday Subcontractor fails to do so, PTG and Workday 
Subcontractor shall correct deficiencies at no additional charge to Customer, provided 
Customer gives PTG and Workday Subcontractor written notice of any such deficiencies 
within thirty days of delivery by PTG and/or Workday Subcontractor.  In the event PTG and 







 


 


Workday Subcontractor is unable to correct such deficiencies after good-faith efforts and at a 
commercially reasonable cost, PTG shall refund Customer prorated amounts paid for the 
defective portion. The remedies set forth above shall be Customer’s sole remedy and PTG’s 
sole liability for breach of these warranties unless the breach of warranty constitutes a material 
breach of this Agreement and Customer elects to terminate this Agreement for such material 
breach in accordance with Section 8 hereof. 


5.3 DISCLAIMER.  EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED HEREIN OR IN 
THE APPLICABLE STATEMENT OF WORK AND TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT 
PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, PTG MAKES NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, 
WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, AND 
SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE. IN ADDITION, PTG DOES NOT WARRANT THAT ANY OF THE 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES OR DELIVERABLES PROVIDED UNDER THIS PSA 
WILL BE ERROR FREE OR UNINTERRUPTED.  THE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
PROVIDED BY PTG WORKDAY SUBCONTRACTOR ARE ADVISORY ONLY AND 
NO SPECIFIC RESULT IS ASSURED OR GUARANTEED. 


6. Infringement and Indemnification.  PTG shall defend, indemnify and hold Customer 
harmless against any loss, damage or costs (including reasonable attorneys’ fees) in connection 
with claims, demands, suits, or proceedings (“Claims”) made or brought against Customer by a 
third party alleging that the use of any Deliverable as provided to Customer under this Agreement 
or any Statement of Work hereto and used in accordance with this Agreement and Documentation, 
infringes any third party’s Intellectual Property Rights; provided, that Customer (a) promptly gives 
written notice of the Claim to PTG and Workday; (b) gives PTG and Workday control of the 
defense and settlement of the Claim (provided that PTG and Workday may not settle any Claim 
unless it unconditionally releases Customer of all liability); and (c) provides to PTG and Workday, 
at PTG or Workday’s cost, all reasonable assistance.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, PTG shall 
not be required to indemnify Customer to the extent the alleged infringement: (x) is based on 
information or requirements furnished by Customer, (y) is the result of a modification made by a 
party other than Workday, or (z) arises from use of a Deliverable in combination with any other 
product or service not provided by Workday.  If Customer is enjoined from using the Deliverable 
or PTG or Workday reasonably believes it will be enjoined, PTG and Workday shall have the right, 
at their option, to obtain for Customer the right to continue use of the Deliverable or to replace or 
modify the Deliverable so that it is no longer infringing.  If neither of the foregoing options is 
reasonably available to PTG or Workday, then this Agreement may be terminated at either party’s 
option and PTG’s sole liability shall be to refund any fees paid by Customer for such Deliverable. 


7. Limitation of Liability. 


7.1 WITHOUT OTHERWISE LIMITING THE APPLICATION OF THE 
SECTION OF THE MSA TITLED “LIMITATION OF LIABILITY”, FOR PURPOSES OF 
THE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES PROVIDED UNDER THIS ADDENDUM, SUCH 
SECTION IS SUPERSEDED BY THE FOLLOWING:  TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT 
PERMITTED BY LAW AND EXCEPT WITH RESPECT TO (i) EACH PARTIES’ 
INDEMNIFICATION OBLIGATIONS IN THE AGREEMENT, (ii) RECKLESS 







 


 


MISCONDUCT, GROSS NEGLIGENCE, WILLFUL MISCONDUCT AND/OR FRAUD, 
(iii) PTG AND WORKDAY’S REMEDIATION OBLIGATIONS IN THE SECTION OF 
THIS AGREEMENT TITLED “WORKDAY REMEDIATION OF CERTAIN 
UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURES” OR (iv) CUSTOMER’S PAYMENT OBLIGATIONS, 
EITHER PARTY’S MAXIMUM LIABILITY FOR ANY ACTION, REGARDLESS OF 
THE FORM OF ACTION, WHETHER IN TORT, CONTRACT OR OTHERWISE, FOR 
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE 
AMOUNT OF FEES PAID BY CUSTOMER UNDER THE APPLICABLE STATEMENT 
OF WORK GIVING RISE TO THE CLAIM.   


7.2 EXCLUSION OF DAMAGES.   EXCEPT WITH RESPECT TO AMOUNTS 
TO BE PAID BY PTG PURSUANT TO A COURT AWARD OR SETTLEMENT AS WELL 
AS THE DEFENSE COSTS UNDER THE INDEMNIFICATION OBLIGATIONS NO 
MATTER HOW SUCH DAMAGES MAY BE CHARACTERIZED, IN NO EVENT SHALL 
EITHER PARTY HAVE ANY LIABILITY TO THE OTHER PARTY FOR ANY 
INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, 
HOWEVER CAUSED, OR FOR ANY LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA OR USE, COST 
OR PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, WHETHER IN 
CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING OUT OF, OR IN ANY WAY 
CONNECTED WITH THE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, EVEN IF THE PARTY FROM 
WHICH DAMAGES ARE BEING SOUGHT OR SUCH PARTY’S LICENSORS OR 
CONTRACTORS HAVE BEEN PREVIOUSLY ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF 
SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGES.   CUSTOMER WILL NOT ASSERT THAT ITS PAYMENT 
OBLIGATIONS AS SET FORTH IN A STATEMENT OF WORK ARE EXCLUDED AS 
WORKDAY’S LOST PROFITS. 


7.3 CLASSIFICATION OF CERTAIN DAMAGES.  SUBJECT TO SECTION 7.1, 
THE PARTIES AGREE THAT WITH RESPECT TO VENDOR’S BREACH OF ITS 
OBLIGATIONS SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE FOLLOWING SHALL BE 
CONSIDERED DIRECT DAMAGES AND VENDOR SHALL REIMBURSE CUSTOMER 
FOR REASONABLE COSTS AND EXPENSES ACTUALLY PAID TO THIRD PARTIES 
FOR: (i) AMOUNTS PAID TO AFFECTED THIRD PARTIES AS DAMAGES OR 
SETTLEMENTS ARISING FROM SUCH BREACH; (ii) FINES AND PENALTIES 
IMPOSED BY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITY ARISING FROM SUCH BREACH; 
AND (iii) LEGAL FEES, INCLUDING REASONABLE ATTORNEYS’ FEES, TO 
DEFEND AGAINST THIRD PARTY CLAIMS ARISING FROM SUCH BREACH. 


8. Term and Termination. 


8.1 Term.  The term of this Agreement shall commence on the Effective Date hereof 
and end upon termination in accordance herewith. This Agreement will remain in effect 
throughout the Term of the MSA and is conterminous with the MSA unless otherwise 
terminated in accordance with this section.  


8.2 Termination. Customer may terminate this Agreement at any time by giving 
PTG fifteen (15) days prior written notice of termination. Notwithstanding any other provision 
to the contrary, termination or breach of this Agreement or a Statement of Work hereunder by 







 


 


either party for any reason shall not terminate nor give that party the right to terminate the 
Agreement or any Order Forms thereto. Except as set forth in a Statement of Work, PTG, at 
it or Workday’s discretion, may terminate this Agreement or any Statement of Work by giving 
Customer fifteen (15) days prior written notice in the event: (i) Customer repeatedly fails to 
timely and accurately perform its obligations under this Agreement or a Statement of Work, 
or (ii) the information provided by Customer, or lack thereof, to PTG or Workday is materially 
inaccurate. Termination of a Statement of Work shall be as set forth in the applicable 
Statement of Work. Upon termination of any Statement of Work, PTG will immediately cease 
performance of all Professional Services thereunder and Customer shall pay PTG within thirty 
(30) days of the effective date of termination for all Professional Services performed by PTG 
and Workday Subcontractor and travel and living expenses incurred up to the cessation of 
such Professional Services.  All provisions of this Agreement shall survive any termination or 
expiration of the MSA and/or this Agreement, except for (i) PTG’s obligations to provide 
Professional Services, and (ii) Customer’s rights and licenses to use any Deliverables and any 
other Workday Intellectual Property with the Deliverables.  No termination or expiration of 
any Statement of Work will relieve Customer from making any payments due or payable prior 
to the effective date of such termination or expiration. 


8.3 Surviving Provisions.  All provisions of this Agreement shall survive any 
termination or expiration of this Agreement, except for:  section 1.1, and section 3.2.  All 
Statement of Work’s in effect upon the date of termination of this Agreement shall continue 
in full force or effect unless earlier terminated in accordance with their respective terms. 


8.4 Workday Roles.  Each PTG and Workday Subcontractor team member’s 
involvement will vary by task as defined in the project plan for each Statement of Work.  Each 
Statement of Work will define the resource level and rates relevant to the work efforts defined 
in the Statement of Work.  The PTG and Workday Subcontractor team listing does not 
preclude other Workday personnel from being involved in a project described in a Statement 
of Work, nor does it assure involvement of all those listed. 


9. Miscellaneous. 


9.1 Deletion of Professional Services Data. Workday Subcontractor will delete the 
Professional Services Data by deletion of Customer’s files on the File Transfer Server; 
provided, however, that Workday Subcontractor will not be required to remove copies of the 
Professional Services Data from its backup media and servers until such time as the backup 
copies are scheduled to be deleted, provided further that in all cases Workday Subcontractor 
will continue to protect the Professional Services Data in accordance with the Agreement. 


9.2 Processing and Security of Personal Data Processed by Workday. To the extent 
services are performed by Workday, the Workday Universal Security Exhibit will apply to 
this Agreement as if fully set forth herein.  The Workday Universal Data Processing Exhibit 
will apply to the processing of Personal Data as part of the Professional Services provided 
by Workday.  


9.3 Relationship of Workday Subcontractor. Workday Subcontractor are 
independent contractors.  This Agreement does not create nor is it intended to create a 







 


 


partnership, franchise, joint venture, agency, fiduciary or employment relationship between 
Customer and Workday Subcontractor.  There are no third-party beneficiaries to this 
Agreement. 


9.4 Use of Subcontractors.  In the course of providing the Professional Services 
and/or Deliverables hereunder, PTG may, in its discretion, draw on the resources of and 
subcontract to third parties (“Workday Subcontractor”).  In such instances, Customer agrees 
that PTG may provide information PTG receives in connection with this Agreement to the 
applicable Workday Subcontractor for the purpose of the Professional Services and related 
administration.  In addition, excluding claims for bodily injury or death of any person or 
damage to real and/or tangible personal property caused by recklessness and/or willful 
misconduct, Customer agrees not to bring or enforce a claim of any nature relating to this 
Agreement or any of the Professional Services or Deliverables against any Workday 
Subcontractor, nor any partner, principal or personnel of such Workday Subcontractor.   


9.5 For clarity, this Agreement does not amend, supplant, or in any other way impact 
the Workday MSA, the Master Agreement or any Orders issued thereunder; rather it applies 
solely to Customer’s procurement of Professional Services from Vendor.  Unless otherwise 
defined herein, capitalized terms used in this Agreement and applicable exhibits have the same 
meaning as set forth in the MSA.  In the event of a conflict between any Statement of Work, 
this Agreement, and the MSA, the following order of precedence shall control: (1) Statement 
of Work, (2) this Agreement, and (3) the MSA.   


9.6 Entire Agreement.  The Master Agreement and this Agreement, including all 
exhibits and addenda hereto and all Statement of Work ‘s and Change Orders, constitutes the 
entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof. In the event of 
a conflict, the provisions of  the  Master Agreement shall take precedence over provisions of 
the body of this Agreement and over any other exhibit or Attachment.  This Agreement 
supersedes all prior and contemporaneous agreements, proposals or representations, written 
or oral, concerning its subject matter.  No modification, amendment, or waiver of any 
provision of this Agreement shall be effective unless in writing and signed by the party against 
whom the modification, amendment or waiver is to be asserted.  To the extent of any conflict 
or inconsistency between the provisions in the body of this Agreement and any exhibit or 
addendum hereto or any Statement of Work, the terms of such exhibit, addendum or Statement 
of Work shall prevail.  If any provision of this Agreement is held by a court of competent 
jurisdiction to be contrary to law, the provision shall be modified by the court and interpreted 
so as best to accomplish the objectives of the original provision to the fullest extent permitted 
by law, and the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall remain in effect.  
Notwithstanding any language to the contrary therein, no terms or conditions stated in a 
Customer purchase order or in any other Customer order documentation shall be incorporated 
into or form any part of this Agreement, and all such terms or conditions shall be null and 
void.  This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, which taken together shall form one 
binding legal instrument. The parties hereby consent to the use of electronic signatures in 
connection with the execution of this agreement, and further agree that electronic signatures 
to this agreement shall be legally binding with the same force and effect as manually executed 
signatures. 







 


 


10. Definitions 


10.1 Definitions. 


10.2 “Confidential Information” means (a) Personally Identifiable Information; (b) 
each party’s business or technical information, including but not limited to any information 
relating to software plans, designs, documentation, training materials, costs, prices and names, 
finances, marketing plans, business opportunities, personnel, research, development or know-
how that is designated by the disclosing party as “confidential” or “proprietary” or the 
receiving party knows or should reasonably know is confidential or proprietary; and (c) the 
terms, conditions and pricing of this Agreement (but not its existence or parties). 


10.3 “Custom Integration” means any integration or interface between third party 
applications or service providers and the Workday Service that are developed either (i) by  
Customer, (ii) by a partner or third party acting on Customer’s behalf pursuant to a separate 
and independently executed third party agreement, or (iii) by Workday pursuant to a Statement 
of Work.  Custom Integrations are deployed, maintained and supported by Customer and are 
not part of the Workday Service. 


10.4 “Deliverables” means the training, specifications, configurations, 
implementation, data conversions, workflow, custom developed programs, performance 
capabilities, and any other activity or document to be completed during the course of 
Professional Services for delivery to Customer. 


10.5 “File Transfer Server” means a server provided and controlled by Workday 
using secure file transfer (or successor protocol) to transfer the Professional Services Data 
between Customer and Workday for implementation purposes.  


10.6 “Intellectual Property Rights” means any and all common law, statutory and 
other industrial property rights and intellectual property rights, including copyrights, 
trademarks, trade secrets, patents and other proprietary rights issued, honored or enforceable 
under any applicable laws anywhere in the world, and all moral rights related thereto. 


10.7 “Laws” means any local, state, national and/or foreign law, treaties, and/or 
regulations applicable to a respective party. 


10.8 “MSA” means the Workday Master Subscription Agreement entered into 
between the Customer and Workday to facilitate Workday’s provision of the Workday Service 
to Customer. 


10.9 “Personal Data” has the applicable definition set forth in the DPE. 


10.10 “Personally Identifiable Information” or “PII” means any and all individually 
identifying information related to former, current or prospective employees, consultants, 
contingent workers, independent contractors or retirees of Customer that is accessed, 
disclosed, provided, obtained, created, generated, scanned, entered, collected or processed in 
connection with the Professional Services. 







 


 


10.11 “Professional Services Data” means electronic data or information that is 
provided to PTG and/or Workday Subcontractor under a Professional Services Agreement for 
the purpose of being input into the Workday Service, or Customer Data accessed within or 
extracted from the Customer’s tenant to perform the Professional Services. 


10.12 “Professional Services Fees” means all amounts invoiced and payable by 
Customer for Professional Services. 


10.13 “Workday Intellectual Property” means the recommendations, ideas, 
techniques, know-how, methodologies, designs, programs (including custom-developed 
programs), technical information, development tools, processes, integrations, enhancements, 
training, specifications, configurations, implementation, data conversions, workflows, 
performance capabilities, and all other documents, information, and material developed or co-
developed by Workday, including all Intellectual Property Rights therein.  


10.14 “Workday Service” means Workday Inc.’s software-as-a-service applications 
provided to Customer pursuant to the separate and independent Master Subscription 
Agreement between the parties. 


10.15 “Workday Web Services” are an industry-standard set of integration services 
that enable the exchange of data between the Workday Service and third-party systems used 
by Workday, Inc. customers.  







 


 


EXHIBIT A 


INITIAL STATEMENT OF WORK 


[KEY ELEMENTS OF SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED, PROJECT MILESTONES, TIMING 
REQUIREMENTS, COMPLETION STANDARDS, FEE SCHEDULES, ACCEPTANCE 
TESTING PROCEDURES, AND OTHER IMPORTANT ITEMS] 
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M A S TER TERM S A GREEM ENT


Th isM asterTerm sA g reem ent(“A g reem ent”)dated <<DA TE>> (”Effective Date”)byand between <<CL IENT


N A M E>>,a/an <<CL IENT S TA TE OF IN CORP ORA TION >> <<CL IENT EN TITY TYP E>> h aving itsp rincip alp lace


of businessat<<CL IENT A DDRES S >> (“Client”)and B arcodesL L C,a B arcodesGroup Com p any,a Delaware


L im ited L iabilityCom p anyh aving its p rincip alp lace of business at200 W .M onroe S t.,S te 2300,Ch icag o,


IL 60606,on beh alf of itself,itssubsidiaries,and itsaffiliates(“Vendor”). Clientand Vendorm aybe referred


to individuallyasa “P arty”orcollectivelyasth e “P arties”.


Vendorp rovidesand willp rovide h ardware p roducts(“H ardware”),software p roducts(“S oftware”),orservices


(“S ervices”)to Clientfrom tim e to tim e.Vendorm ayalsofrom tim e to tim e create,develop ,ordep loysp ecific


deliverables forClient unique to Client’s use (a “Deliverable”). H ardware,S oftware,S ervices,and any


Deliverable m ayh ereinaftercollectivelybe referred to as“P roduct”.


S p ecific term s related to anyP roduct sh allbe establish ed p ursuant to anyindividualstatem ent of work


(“S OW ”)oroth ersim ilarag reem ents,wh ich ,wh en ag reed to byth e P arties and attach ed to th is A g reem ent,


willcom p rise allterm sassociated with such P roduct.


In consideration of th e m utualp rom isescontained h erein,th e P artiesh erebyag ree asfollows:


1.P RODUC TS


1.1. P roducts.Vendorwillp rovide anyP roductin accordance with th e tim etable and th e sp ecifications


and requirem entssetforth in th e ap p licable S OW .Excep tasdescribed in anyS OW ,Clientm akes


nop rom isesorcom m itm entsastoth e am ountof business,if any,Vendorm ayreceive atanytim e


underth isA g reem ent.


1.2. S tatem entsof W ork.Vendorsh allp rovide anyP roducttoClientand anycustom erof Client(anyan


“A uth orized S ervice Recip ient”),as described in each S OW in accordance with th e term s and


conditionsof th isA g reem ent.N o orderbyClientisbinding up on Vendoruntilaccep ted byVendor


in accordance with th e ap p licable S OW .


Each S OW sh allinclude th e following inform ation,asap p licable:


a) a detailed descrip tion of anyP roductto be p rovided;


b) th e date up on wh ich anyP roductwillbe delivered orcom m ence;


c) th e feesto be p aid to VendorbyClient;


d) th e P roductim p lem entation p lan;


e) Deliverables,m ilestones,and p aym entsch edules


f) anycriteria forcom p letion of deliveryorim p lem enting anyP roduct;


g ) p roceduresforth e testing and accep tance of anyP roduct;


h ) an identification of allth ird-p artysoftware,and th e license(s)ap p licable th ereto,th atwillbe


incorp orated in orused with anyP roduct;and,


i) anyoth erterm sand conditionsag reed up on byth e P artiesin connection with anyP roduct.


1.3. P ersonnel.Vendorwillp rovide exp erienced and qualified p ersonneltop rovide anyP roduct.In th eir


p erform ance underth isA g reem ent,wh en VendorP ersonnel(asdefined below)are p resentatany


Clientlocation,VendorP ersonnelwillcom p lywith Clientrequests,rules,p olicies,and p rocedures


reg arding p ersonaland p rofessionalconduct.Vendorwill,up on reasonable and lawfulwritten
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request byClient, rep lace anyVendorP ersonnel. Each P artywill be resp onsible forth e


p erform ance of its p ersonnel,including its em p loyees,ag ents,and subcontractors (collectively,


“P ersonnel”)underth isA g reem ent.


1.4. N on-S olicitation.During th e Term of th is A g reem entoranyS OW and fora p eriod of twelve (12)


m onth s th ereafter,neith erP artysh all,directlyorindirectly,in anym annersolicit orinduce for


em p loym entanyp erson wh o p erform ed anywork underth is A g reem entoranyS OW wh o is th en


in th e em p loym entof th e oth erP arty.A g eneraladvertisem entornotice of a job listing orop ening


oroth ersim ilarg eneralp ublication of a job search oravailabilityto fillem p loym ent p ositions,


including on th e internet,sh allnotbe construed asa solicitation orinducem entforth e p urp oses


of th is S ection 1.4,and th e h iring of anysuch em p loyees orindep endentcontractors wh o freely


resp ondsth ereto sh allnotcause a breach of th isS ection 1.4.


1.5. Equip m ent.Vendorwillkeep and m aintain anyequip m ent p rovided byoracquired on beh alf of


Clientin Vendorp ossession in g ood condition and notdisp ose of oruse itoth erth an in accordance


with th isA g reem entorwith Clientinstruction orauth orization.


1.6. Inform ation and S ecurity. Vendorag rees to m aintain ap p rop riate adm inistrative,tech nical,and


p h ysical safeg uards to ensure th e security, confidentiality, and integ rity of any p ersonal


inform ation about th e Client,Client P ersonnel,orA uth orized S ervice Recip ients th at Vendor


creates,h as access to,m aintains,ortransm its underth is A g reem ent.Vendorag rees to exercise


reasonable due dilig ence tolim itaccessof p ersonalinform ation toonlyth ose of itsP ersonnelwh o


require such access,and th atsuch P ersonnelcom p lywith th ese safeg uards.Vendorfurth erag rees


to notifyth e Client with in five (5)days of discoveryof anysecuritybreach orincident involving


p ersonalinform ation aboutth e Client,ClientP ersonnel,orA uth orized S ervice Recip ients.


1.7. Th ird-P artyS oftware.Vendorwillidentifyin anyap p licable S OW anyand allth ird-p artysoftware


and th e license(s)ap p licable th ereto,th atare orwillbe incorp orated in orused with anyP roduct.


B efore th e date on wh ich anyP roductis to be dep loyed,Vendorwillobtain,and atalltim es th is


A g reem entisin effect,m aintain,allnecessarylicensesand consentsap p licable to anyth ird-p arty


S oftware and ensure th at Client is p erm itted to use th e Deliverables forth e intended use,as


described in a P roductA g reem ent,with outviolating anysuch licenses.


1.8. A ccep tance.Unless oth erwise set forth in anyS OW ,Client willevaluate anyDeliverable for


com p liance with th e term s of th is A g reem entand with anyaccep tance criteria orsp ecifications


described in th e S OW . Unless Clientp rovides a written notice of rejection (em ailaccep table)of


anyDeliverable toVendorwith in ten (10)businessdaysafterth e receip tof th e finalversion of any


such Deliverable,th e Deliverable willbe considered asaccep ted byClient.Vendorwillcorrectany


errors ornon-conform ities in anyDeliverable with in ten (10)business days following receip t of


notice of rejection th ereof.


1.9. S h ortag es.A llclaim s forsh ortag es m ustbe m ade byClientin writing with in a p eriod of two (2)


businessdaysfrom receip tof anyP roduct.Unlesssuch notice isg iven with in th e stated p eriod of


tim e,Client ag rees th at it sh allbe conclusivelyp resum ed th at Client h as fullyinsp ected such


P roductand acknowledg ed th atno sh ortag e exists.


1.10. Title/Risk of L oss.Title to anyP roduct,if ap p licable,sh allp ass to Client up on deliveryof such


P roductto th e com m on carrier(atVendor'sdock)oranyoth erlocation directed byClient.A llrisk


of loss,dam ag e,th eftordestruction to anyP roductsh allbe borne byth e ClientatF.O.B .sh ip p ing


p oint.No such loss,dam ag e,th eftordestruction to anyP roduct,in wh ole orin p art,sh allim p air


th e oblig ation of th e Clientunderth isA g reem ent,allof wh ich sh allcontinue in fullforce and effect.


1.11. S ecurityInterest.Clientag reesth atVendorsh allretain a securityinterestin anyP roductdetailed


h erein and to allP roductnow orh ereafteracquired byClient,and to anyp roceeds th ereof,until


th e fees due to Vendorh ave been p aid in th eirentirety.Client ag rees to execute anyfinancing
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statem entoroth erdocum entsth atVendorrequestsin orderto p rotectVendor'ssecurityinterest.


Up on anydefault byClient of th is A g reem ent,Vendorsh allh ave allrig h ts and rem edies of a


secured p artyunderth e Uniform Com m ercialCode asin effectin allap p licable jurisdictions,wh ich


rig h tand rem ediessh allbe cum ulative and notexclusive.


1.12. ClientOblig ations.Clientsh all:


a) coop erate with Vendorin allm attersrelating toanyP roductand ap p ointand,in itsreasonable


discretion,rep lace,a Client em p loyee wh o h as th e auth orityto act on beh alf of Client with


resp ectto m atters p ertaining to th is A g reem entp rovided,h owever,th atth is A g reem ent,any


am endm ents to th is A g reem ent,oranysubsequent contracts m ust be executed bya Client


officerwith th e requisite corp orate auth orityto bind Client;


b) p rovide such direction,inform ation,ap p rovals,auth orizations ordecisions as Vendorm ay


reasonablyrequestand Clientconsidersreasonablynecessary,in ordertoforVendortodeliver


anyP roductp rovided h erein;and


c) obtain and m aintain allnecessarylicensesand consentsand com p lywith allap p licable law in


relation to anyP roduct to th e extent th at such licenses,consents and law relate to Client


business,p rem ises,staff,and equip m ent,in allcasesbefore th e date on wh ich anyP roductis


to be dep loyed.


1.13. P erform ance.If Vendorp erform ance of its oblig ations underth is A g reem ent is p revented or


delayed byanyactorom ission of ClientP ersonnel,Vendorsh allnotbe deem ed in breach of its


oblig ationsunderth isA g reem entoroth erwise liable foranycosts,ch arg es,orlossessustained or


incurred byClient,in each case,to th e extentarising directlyorindirectlyfrom such p revention or


delay.


2.C H A NGE ORDERS


2.1. Ch ang e Order.If eith erP artywish es to ch ang e th e scop e orp erform ance of anyS OW orany


P roduct,itsh allsubm itdetailsof th e requested ch ang e to th e oth erP artyin writing .Vendorsh all,


contem p oraneouslywith such request,orif such requestis initiated byClient,notm ore th an ten


(10)businessdaysafterreceip tof Clientwritten request,p rovide a written estim ate to Clientof:


a) th e likelytim e required to im p lem entth e ch ang e;


b) anynecessaryvariations to th e fees and oth erch arg es foranyP roduct arising from th e


requested ch ang e;


c) th e likelyeffectof th e ch ang e on anyP roduct;and


d) anyoth erim p act th e ch ang e m ig h t h ave on th e p erform ance of th is A g reem ent oran


ap p licable S OW .


2.2. A ccep tance.P rom p tlyafterreceip tof th e written estim ate,th e P arties sh allneg otiate and ag ree


in writing on th e term s of such ch ang e and am end orrestate th e ap p licable S OW to reflectsuch


ch ang e.Neith erP artysh allbe bound byanych ang esunlessm utuallyag reed up on in writing asan


am endm entto th isA g reem entoran ap p licable S OW .


3.TERM A ND TERM INA TION


3.1. Term and Renewal.Th e term of th is A g reem entwillbeg in on th e Effective Date and willcontinue


forth ree (3)years,unlessearlierterm inated assetforth h erein (th e “Term ”).Th isA g reem entwill


autom aticallyrenew fora p eriod of one (1)year(a “RenewalTerm ”)at th e end of anyTerm or


RenewalTerm unless eith erP artyp rovides notice to th e oth erP artyif its intentnotto renew at


leastone h undred twenty(120)daysp riortoth e end of th e th en-currentTerm orRenewalTerm .If
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th e p rovision of anyP roduct underan ap p licable S OW extends beyond a Term oranyRenewal


Term of th is A g reem ent,th is A g reem ent will continue with resp ect to such S OW until th e


satisfactorycom p letion of anyP roductth ereunder.


3.2. Term ination forConvenience.Eith erP artym ayterm inate th is A g reem ent,in wh ole orin p art,on


ninety(90)daysp riorwritten notice (em ailaccep table)to th e oth erP arty.If Clientterm inatesth e


A g reem ent p ursuant to th is S ection 3.2, Client will be resp onsible foranyp ortion of th e


com p ensation owed to VendorforanyP roductp rovided th roug h th e term ination effective date.If


anyS OW isterm inated,such term ination doesnotnecessarilyterm inate th e A g reem ent.


3.3. Term ination forB reach .Eith erP artym ayterm inate th isA g reem entoranyS OW form aterialbreach


orDefault (as described below)of th e oth erP artyon th irty(30)days p riorwritten notice to th e


breach ing P arty.If th e breach ing P artydoesnotcure th e m aterialbreach ordefaultwith in th e th irty


(30)days,th isA g reem entorth e ap p licable S OW willautom aticallyterm inate atsuch tim e.


3.4. Events of Default.A P artysh allbe in default underth is A g reem ent up on th e h ap p ening of any


following events orconditions (each a “Default”):(a) default byClient on p aym ent of any


installm ent,invoice,billoranyoth erindebtednessoroblig ation now orh ereafterowned byClient


to Vendorunderth is A g reem ent;(b)default bya P artyin th e p erform ance of anyoblig ation,


covenantorliabilitycontained in th is A g reem ent;(c)anyinaccuracywarranty,rep resentation or


statem ent m ade or furnish ed by a P arty, and (d) dissolution, term ination of existence,


discontinuance of a P arty'sbusiness,insolvency,businessfailure,orap p ointm entof a receiverof


anyp art of th e p rop ertyof, orassig nm ent forth e benefit of creditors bya P artyorth e


com m encem entof anyp roceeding sunderanybankrup tcyreorg anization orarrang em entlawsby


orag ainst a P artyorth e attach m ent,levy,seizure org arnish m ent of anyof a P arty's p rop erty,


rig h ts,assets(conting entoroth erwise)oranyP roduct.


3.5. Effect of Term ination.S ubject to th e im m ediatelyfollowing sentence,th e term ination rig h ts


p rovided h erein are absolute and neith erVendornorClientsh allbe liable to th e oth erbecause of


th e term ination of th is A g reem ent, or th eir business relationsh ip , for anycom p ensation,


reim bursem ent,exp enditures orstatutoryindem nities,wh eth erforanyinvestm ents,leases or


com m itm ents,oron accountof loss of p rosp ective p rofits oranticip ated sales,orin connection


with th e business org oodwillof VendororClient,orforanyoth erreason wh atsoever.Up on


term ination of th is A g reem ent alloblig ations of th e P arties underth e following S ections of th is


A g reem entsh allsurvive term ination of th isA g reem ent:S ection 4,S ection 5,S ection 6,S ection 7,


S ection 8,S ection 10,and S ection 12.


3.6. Return of M aterials.Up on exp iration orterm ination of th isA g reem entforanyreason:


a) Vendorwill(i)p rom p tlydelivertoClientallDeliverables(wh eth ercom p lete orincom p lete)for


wh ich Client h as p aid,allClient equip m ent and Client owned inventory,and allClient


m aterials,(ii) p rovide reasonable coop eration and assistance to Client relating to any


P roductand in transitioning anyS ervicesto an alternate S ervice P rovider,if any.


b) In no eventsh alleith erP artybe liable to th e oth erP artyforanyterm ination costs arising


from th e exp iration orterm ination of th isA g reem ent.


4.FEES A ND EXP ENS ES ;P A YM ENT TERM S


4.1.Fees.S ubjectto th e term s and conditions of th is A g reem ent,Clientwillcom p ensate Vendoras set


forth in an ap p licable S OW ,wh ich m ayp rovide forVendorto be p aid on a tim e-and-m aterials,fixed


fee,m ilestone,oroth erbasis.
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4.2.Exp enses.Clientwillreim burse Vendorin accordance with Client’s P olicyforexp enses th atVendor


reasonablyincurs in connection with anyP roduct,p rovided th at such exp enses are auth orized by


Clientin writing (em ailaccep table)in advance orm utuallyag reed to in an ap p licable S OW .


4.3.Invoices.Unless oth erwise set forth in an ap p licable S OW ,Client willp ayVendorallundisp uted


am ountswith in th irty(30)daysafterreceip tof Vendor’sinvoice (th e “P aym entDue Date”),wh ich will


include anyreasonable substantiating docum entation forexp ensesasm aybe requested byClient.


4.4.Disp utes.If Client does not notifyVendorof anydisp uted p ortion of anyinvoice with in fifteen (15)


days of invoice date,such invoice,oranyundisp uted am ounts,as ap p licable,sh allbe deem ed


undisp uted and due and owing .If ClientnotifiesVendorof a disp uted invoice am ount,th e P artieswill


m utuallyag ree to resolve th e disp ute as soon as p racticable. In th e event of anyvalid disp ute


reg arding an invoice,Client sh all still tim elyp ayall undisp uted am ounts and p rovide Vendor


reasonable detailsastoth e nature of th e disp uted item s.If th e disp ute isresolved and a p aym entis


due to Vendor,Clientsh allp aysuch am ountth e laterof (a)th e orig inalP aym entDue Date,or(b)five


(5) days afterth e disp ute h as been resolved. A nyunresolved disp ute sh all be addressed in


accordance with th e term sdescribed in S ection 12.3.


4.5.L ate P aym ents. Clientsh allbe in defaultof th is A g reem entforfailing to m ake required and tim ely


p aym entstoVendorbyth e P aym entDue Date.A llp astdue am ountsare toa one and one h alf p ercent


(1.5%) m onth lyfinancing ch arg e orth e m axim um p erm issible underap p licable law.A ll drafts


dish onored foranyreason sh allbe assessed a twenty-five dollars and no cents ($25.00)service


ch arg e.In th e eventth atClientstop s p aym enton anydraftissue to Vendor,foranyreason,Client


h erebyrecog nizesth atVendorwould sufferdam ag e,th e exactam ountwh ich cannotbe determ ined


with certaintyand Clientsh allp ayVendorliquidated dam ag es of five h undred dollars and no cents


($500.00)foreach such draft.In th e eventth atClientutilizesa creditcard top urch ase p roduct,Client


ag rees to notunnecessarilydisp ute such ch arg es and furth erag rees to use bestefforts to resolve


anyg ood faith disp ute.If anyam ountowing byClientunderth isA g reem entisten (10)orm ore days


p ast due,Vendorm ay,with out lim iting its oth errig h ts and rem edies,accelerate such unp aid fee


oblig ationssoth atalloblig ationsowed byClientunderth isA g reem entsh allbecom e im m ediatelydue


and p ayable,and susp end th e p rovision of anyP roductuntilsuch am ounts are p aid in full.Vendor


sh allp rovide written notice toClientof Vendor’sintenttosusp end p rovision of anyP roductunderth is


S ection 4.5.In th e eventVendorp lacesforcollection anym oniesp astdue,Clientsh allp ayreasonable


attorney'sfeesand anyoth ercostsincurred byVendorin th e collection of m oniesdue Vendor.


4.6.Ch ang estoFees.Vendorm ayp rop ose new feesanyP roductatanytim e afterth e firstanniversaryof


th e Effective Date,no m ore frequentlyth an one (1)tim e annually,if Vendorreasonablydeterm ines


th atth ere isa m aterialincrease in th e costsnecessaryto p rovide anyP roduct.Vendorsh allp rovide


Clientwith p riorwritten notice of anyrevised fees. In th e eventClientdoes notag ree to anynew


fees,Vendorm ay,in its discretion,noneth eless continue to p rovide anyP roduct underth e th en


existing term s.In th e eventVendordeterm inesnottocontinue top rovide anyP roductunderth e th en


existing term s,eith erP artym ayterm inate th e A g reem entoranyS OW th ereunderup on one h undred


twenty(120)dayswritten notice.


4.7.Taxes.Clientis resp onsible forallap p licable taxes,duties oroth erch arg es,including sales oruse


taxes,im p osed byanyfederal,state orlocalg overnm entalentityon anyP roductp rovided byVendor


underth isA g reem ent,excep tfortaxesbased on Vendor’snetincom e,g rossrevenue orem p loym ent


oblig ations.If Vendorisoblig ated byap p licable law orreg ulation tocollectand rem itanytaxesrelating


to anyP roduct,th en Vendorwilladd th e ap p rop riate am ountto Client’s invoices as a sep arate line


item .


4.8.B ooks and Records.During th e term of th is A g reem entand forone (1)yearth ereafter,Vendorwill


keep cop ies of books and records related to am ounts Vendorrequests to be p aid foranyP roduct.
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Client m ay,on reasonable notice to Vendorand during norm albusiness h ours no m ore th an once


annually,exam ine and m ake cop iesof such booksand recordsforp urp osesof auditing and verifying


th e feesch arg ed underth isA g reem entand Vendor’scom p liance with itsoblig ationsh ereunder.


5.NON-EXC L US IVITY


5.1. S im ilarS ervices.In recog nition th atVendorm ayp erform sim ilarservicesforoth ers,th isA g reem ent


sh allnotp reventVendorfrom p roviding servicesordevelop ing m aterialsth atare com p etitive with


th ose develop ed orp rovided underth is A g reem ent oranyS OW ,reg ardless of anysim ilarity


between such services orm aterials.S ubject to th e confidentialityrestrictions contained in th e


A g reem ent,Vendorsh allbe free to use its g eneralknowledg e,skills,and exp erience,ideas,


concep ts,know-h ow and tech niques used wh ile p roviding anyP roduct foroth ereng ag em ents.


Vendor’s oth erclients sh allh ave th e rig h t to use m aterials incorp orating such ideas,concep ts,


know-h ow and tech niques.


5.2. P re-Existing M aterials.Notwith standing anyth ing to th e contraryh erein,anyDeliverable owned by


Clientwillnotinclude Vendorp reexisting software,inventions,cop yrig h ts,p atents,trade secrets,


tradem arks and oth erp rop rietaryrig h ts,including ideas,concep ts and knowh ow of Vendor,th at


existed before th e com m encem ent of anyP roduct and th at are included in anyDeliverable


(collectively, th e “P re-Existing M aterials”). Vendor h erebyg rants to Client a nonexclusive,


worldwide, p erp etual (with out reg ard to anyterm ination orexp iration of th is A g reem ent),


irrevocable,non-transferrable,fullyp aid,royalty-free license to use th e P re-Existing M aterials to


th e extentth eyare included in,and asnecessaryto use and exp loit,anyDeliverable.


6.C ONFIDENTIA L ITY


6.1.Definitions.Forp urp oses of th is A g reem ent and excep t as excluded underS ection 6.2 below,


“ConfidentialInform ation”sh allinclude allinform ation of wh ich unauth orized disclosure bya P arty,


its P ersonnel,oranyA uth orized S ervice Recip ient(each a “Recip ient”)could be detrim entalto th e


interests of th e oth erP arty(“Disclosing P arty”)wh eth erornotDisclosing P artyidentifies including ,


with outlim itation,allinform ation of Disclosing P artyof th e following orsim ilarnature,wh eth erornot


reduced to writing :invoices and billing s,custom erlists,custom erand sup p lieridentities and


ch aracteristics,ag reem ents,m arketing knowledg e and inform ation,salesfig ures,p ricing inform ation,


m arketing p lans,business p lans,business m etrics,strateg ies,forecasts,financial inform ation,


budg ets,software (including allenh ancem ents,m odifications and derivatives th ereof),research


p ap ers,p rojections,p rocedures,routines,qualitycontroland m anufacturing p rocedures,p rocesses,


form ulas, trade secrets, innovations, inventions, discoveries, im p rovem ents, research or


develop m ent and test results, sp ecifications, data, know-h ow, form ats, p lans, sketch es,


sp ecifications,drawing s,m odels,em p loyee lists and inform ation and anyoth erinform ation or


p rocedures th at are treated as ordesig nated secret orconfidential byDisclosing P artyorits


custom ersorp otentialcustom ers. ConfidentialInform ation also includesallnon-p ublicinform ation


orm aterialth atbyits nature would h ave com m ercialvalue orcom p etitive value in th e business of


Disclosing P artywh eth erdisclosed byoron beh alf of Disclosing P artyto Recip ient.


6.2.Exclusions. ConfidentialInform ation does notinclude inform ation th atRecip ientcan dem onstrate:


(i)was in Recip ient’s p ossession p riorto its being furnish ed to Recip ient underth e term s of th is


A g reem ent,and th e source of th at inform ation was not known byRecip ient to be bound bya


confidentialityag reem ent with oroth ercontinual,leg alorfiduciaryoblig ation of confidentialityto


Disclosing P arty;(ii)is now,orh ereafterbecom es,th roug h no act orfailure to act on th e p art of
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Recip ient,g enerallyknown to th e p ublic;(iii)is rig h tfullyobtained byRecip ient from a th ird-p arty,


with outbreach of anyoblig ation to Disclosing P arty;or(iv)is indep endentlydevelop ed byRecip ient


with out use of orreference to th e Confidential Inform ation and is evidenced byindep endent


docum entation.


6.3.Confidentiality. Recip ient sh alluse th e ConfidentialInform ation solelyforth e p urp oses of th is


A g reem entoranyS OW and sh allnotin anywayuse th e ConfidentialInform ation to th e detrim entof


Disclosing P artyand not auth orized byth is A g reem ent.Recip ient sh allnot disclose anyof th e


ConfidentialInform ation in anym annerwh atsoever,excep tassetforth in S ection 6.4 orS ection 6.5


of th is A g reem ent,and sh allh old and m aintain th e ConfidentialInform ation in strictestconfidence.


Th e P arties exp resslyag ree th at noth ing in th is A g reem ent is m eant to inh ibit orp roh ibit a P arty’s


intellectualp rop ertydevelop m entand th atRecip ientm aydevelop sim ilarp roductsorservicessolong


asno ConfidentialInform ation of Disclosing P artyisused in violation of th isA g reem ent.


6.4.P erm itted Disclosures. Recip ient m aydisclose Disclosing P arty’s Confidential Inform ation to


Recip ientP ersonneloranyA uth orized S ervice Recip ientwh o h ave a bona fide need to know such


ConfidentialInform ation,butonlytoth e extentnecessarytoevaluate orcarryoutth e p urp osesof th is


A g reem ent oranyS OW and onlyif such P ersonnelare advised of th e confidentialnature of such


ConfidentialInform ation and th e term s of th is A g reem entand are bound bya written ag reem entto


m aintain th e ConfidentialInform ation according to th e term sh erein. Recip ientsh allbe resp onsible


forth e actions of its P ersonneland ag rees th atsuch actions sh allbe deem ed actions byRecip ient.


Recip ienth erebyag rees to indem nifyDisclosing P artyag ainstanyand alllosses,dam ag es,claim s,


exp enses,and attorneys’feesincurred orsuffered byDisclosing P artyasa resultof a breach of th is


A g reem entbyRecip ient.


6.5.Required Disclosures.Recip ientm aydisclose Disclosing P arty’sConfidentialInform ation if and only


to th e extentth atsuch disclosure is required bycourtoradm inistrative order. N otwith standing th e


foreg oing ,Recip ient sh allp rovide Disclosing P artya reasonable op p ortunityto review anysuch


disclosure before itism ade and to interp ose itsown objection to th e disclosure.Recip ientag reesto


p rovide reasonable assistance to Disclosing P artyin anyrequest,filing orobjection th atDisclosing


P artydecides in its sole and absolute discretion to m ake to p rotect Disclosing P arty’s Confidential


Inform ation.


7.REP RES ENTA TION A ND W A RRA NTIES


7.1. Each P artyrep resentsand warrantsto th e oth erP artyth at:


a) itisdulyorg anized,validlyexisting and in g ood standing asa corp oration oroth erentityas


rep resented h erein underth e laws and reg ulations of its jurisdiction of incorp oration,


org anization,orch artering ;


b) it h as fullrig h t,p owerand auth orityto enterinto th is A g reem ent,to g rant th e rig h ts and


licensesg ranted h ereunderand to p erform itsoblig ationsh ereunder;


c) th e execution of th isA g reem entbyitsrep resentative wh ose sig nature issetforth atth e end


h ereof h asbeen dulyauth orized byallnecessarycorp orate action of th e P arty;and


d) wh en executed and delivered bysuch P arty,th is A g reem entwillconstitute th e leg al,valid


and binding oblig ation of such P arty,enforceable ag ainstsuch P artyin accordance with its


term s.


7.2. VendorW arranties.Vendorrep resentsand warrantsto Clientth at:


a) itsh alldeliveranyP roductusing P ersonnelof required skill,exp erience and qualifications


and in a p rofessionaland workm anlike m annerin accordance with g enerallyrecog nized
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industrystandards forsim ilarservices and sh alldevote adequate resources to m eet its


oblig ationsunderth isA g reem ent;


b) itisin com p liance with ,and sh alldeliveranyP roductin com p liance with ,allap p licable laws;


c) Clientwillreceive g ood and valid title toanyDeliverable,free and clearof allencum brances


and liensof anykind;


d) no P roductand Clientuse th ereof infring esorwillinfring e anyintellectualp rop ertyrig h tof


anyth ird-p arty;


e) anyP roduct willbe in conform ityin allresp ects with th e requirem ents orsp ecifications


stated in th isA g reem entand th e ap p licable S tatem entof W ork.


7.3. H ardware W arranties.W ith resp ectto anyH ardware,th e warrantyforanyH ardware sh allbe th e


warrantyp rovided byth e m anufacturerof such H ardware,a cop yof wh ich Vendorwillp rovide to


Client.Vendorsh allnotp rovide anyadditionalwarranties.


7.4. S oftware W arranties:W ith resp ectto anyS oftware,th e warrantysh allbe assetforth in th e S OW


forsuch S oftware.Vendorm akes no rep resentation,warrantyorg uarantyth atanyS oftware will


be com p atible with sp ecificationsortech nolog iesnotsetforth in th e ap p licable S OW .


7.5. Exclusive W arranties. EXCEP T A S OTH ERW IS E S ET FORTH IN TH IS S ECTION 7,N EITH ER P A RTY


M A KES A N Y W A RRA N TIES ,EXP RES S OR IM P L IED,W ITH RES P ECT TO A N Y P RODUCT OR A NY


OB L IGA TION S H EREUNDER,A N D B OTH P A RTIES EXP RES S L Y DIS C L A IM TH E W A RRA N TIES OF


M ERC H A N TA B IL ITY A ND FITN ES S FOR A P A RTICUL A R P URP OS E.TH E REM EDIES S ET FORTH IN


TH IS A GREEM ENT OR TH E A P P L IC A B L E S OW A RE EA C H P A RTY’S S OL E A N D EXC L US IVE REM EDIES


FOR W A RRA N TY C L A IM S A N D A RE EXP RES S L Y IN L IEU OF A L L OTH ER REM EDIES TH A T M A Y B E


A VA IL A B L E TO A P A RTY A T L A W OR IN EQ UITY.


8.INDEM NIFIC A TION


8.1. Indem nification.A P arty(th e “Indem nifying P arty”)ag reestoindem nify,defend and h old h arm less


th e oth erP artyand its officers,directors,owners,m em bers,em p loyees,ag ents,affiliates and


subcontractors(th e “Indem nified P arty”),from and ag ainstanyand allclaim s,dam ag es,dem ands,


losses, liabilities, actions, lawsuits and oth erp roceeding s, judg m ents, fines, assessm ents,


p enalties,awards,costsand exp enses(including costs,exp enses,and reasonable attorneys’fees)


related to th ird-p artyclaim s,wh eth erornotcovered byinsurance,arising from orrelating to (a)


anybreach of th is A g reem ent byth e Indem nifying P arty;(b) anyacts orom issions byth e


Indem nifying P arty,its sh areh olders,A uth orized S ervice Recip ients,orP ersonnel;(c)anyclaim


arising underIndem nifying P arty’sfailure to com p lywith anylaw,rule orreg ulation related to th is


A g reem ent;or,(d)anyclaim th at th e Indem nifying P artyinfring es orm isap p rop riates anyth ird-


p arty’sintellectualp rop ertyrig h ts.Th e indem nification p rovided underth isS ection 8.1 willsurvive


term ination orexp iration of th isA g reem ent.N otwith standing th e foreg oing ,th e oblig ationsof th is


S ection 8.1 sh allnotap p lyto an Indem nifying P artyin anyeventwh ere th e th ird p arty’s claim s


arise from (x)th e Indem nifying P artyacting at th e direction of th e Indem nified P arty,(y)th e


Indem nified P arty’s actions constituted g ross neg lig ence or willful m isconduct, or (z) th e


Indem nified P arty’sfailure to com p lywith th e law.


8.2. N otification,Rig h tsand Coop eration.Th e Indem nified P artyag reesto g ive th e Indem nifying P arty


p rom p twritten notice of anyclaim subjecttoindem nification;p rovided th atan Indem nified P arty’s


failure to p rom p tlynotifyth e Indem nifying P artywillnotaffectth e Indem nifying P arty’soblig ations


h ereunderexcep ttoth e extentth atsuch delayp rejudicesth e Indem nifying P arty’sabilitytodefend


such claim .Th e Indem nifying P artywillh ave th e rig h t to defend ag ainst anysuch claim with


counselof itsown ch oosing and tosettle such claim asth e Indem nifying P artydeem sap p rop riate,
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p rovided th atth e Indem nifying P artywillnotenterinto anysettlem entth atadverselyaffects th e


Indem nified P arty’s rig h ts with outth e Indem nified P arty’s p riorwritten consent.Th e Indem nified


P artyag rees to reasonablycoop erate with th e Indem nifying P artyin th e defense and settlem ent


of anysuch claim ,atth e Indem nifying P arty’sexp ense.


9.INS URA NC E


9.1. Typ esand A m ountsof Coverag e.A talltim esduring th e Term of th isA g reem ent,and fora p eriod


of th ree (3)years th ereafter,Vendorsh allp rocure and m aintain,atits sole costand exp ense,at


leastth e following typ esand am ountsof insurance coverag e:


a) W orkers Com p ensation.W orker’s Com p ensation insurance with lim its no less th an th e


m inim um am ountrequired byap p licable law


b) A utom obile.Com m ercialA utom obile L iabilitywith lim itsno lessth an $1,000,000,com bined


sing le lim it;and


c) P rofessionalL iability.Errorand Om issions/P rofessionalL iabilitywith lim its no less th an


$2,000,000 p eroccurrence and $2,000,000 in th e ag g reg ate.


9.2. A dditionalRequirem ents.A llinsurance p oliciesrequired p ursuantto th isS ection 9 sh all:


a) be issued byinsurance com p anieslicensed to do businessand adm itted in Vendor’sstate of


dom icile.A llsuch insurersm ustbe rated no lessth an A -with a size rating of no lessth an VII


assh own in th e m ostcurrentissue of A .M .B est’sKeyRating Guide;


b) waive anyrig h tof subrog ation of th e insurersag ainstClient;and


c) p rovide th atsuch insurance be p rim aryinsurance and anysim ilarinsurance in th e nam e of


and/orforth e benefitof Clientsh allbe excessand non-contributory.


9.3. Certificate of Insurance.W h en p roviding th e required lim itof insurance using a com bination of


p rim aryand um brella and/orexcess p olicies,Vendorsh allp rovide Client with a certificate of


insurance wh ich confirm sth atth e um brella and/orexcessp oliciesfollow th e form to th e p rim ary


insurance and willdrop down in th e eventof exh austion of th e p rim aryinsurance.Up on written


requestof Client,Vendorsh allp rovide Clientwith cop iesof th e certificatesof insurance and p olicy


endorsem entsforallinsurance coverag e required byth isS ection 9 and sh allnotdo anyth ing to


invalidate such insurance.Vendorsh allp rovide Clientwith atleastth irty(30)days p riorwritten


notice of cancellation ornon-renewalof p olicycoverag e.Th isS ection 9 sh allnotbe construed in


anym anneras waiving ,restricting orlim iting th e liabilityof eith erP artyforanyoblig ations


im p osed underth is A g reem ent (including but not lim ited to,anyp rovisions requiring a P arty


h ereto to indem nify,defend and h old th e oth erh arm lessunderth isA g reem ent).


10. DA M A GES A ND REM EDIES


10.1. DA M A GES .IN N O EVEN TW IL L EITH ER P A RTY B E L IA B L E FOR A N Y IN CIDEN TA L ,IN DIRECT,S P ECIA L


OR CON S EQ UENTIA L DA M A GES FOR A N Y C L A IM A RIS IN G UNDER TH IS A GREEM ENT,REGA RDL ES S


OF TH E C A US E OF A CTION A N D EVEN IF A P A RTY H A S B EEN A DVIS ED OF TH E P OS S IB IL ITY OF S UC H


DA M A GES .N EITH ER P A RTY’S TOTA L L IA B IL ITY TO TH E OTH ER P A RTY FOR A N Y C L A IM A RIS ING


UNDER TH IS A GREEM ENTW IL L EXCEED A N A M OUNTEQ UA L TO TH E L ES S ER OF (A )FIVE H UN DRED


TH OUS A N D DOL L A RS ($500,000.00)OR (B )TH E FEES IN VOICED B Y VENDOR TO C L IENT UNDER


TH IS A GREEM ENT DURING TH E TW EL VE (12)M ONTH S IM M EDIA TEL Y P RECEDING A N Y EVENT OF


L IA B IL ITY.


10.2. Rem edies In General.Up on th e occurrence of anyDefaultoratanytim e th ereafter,a P artym ay,


atitsop tion and with outfurth ernotice,exercise one orm ore of th e following rem ediesasa P arty
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in its sole discretion sh allelect:(1)dem and or,with out dem and,sue foram ounts th en due or


th ereafteraccruing underanyinvoice,billoroth erdocum entation evidencing indebtedness;(2)


susp end deliveries as to anyorallP roduct;(3)take p ossession of anyP roductwh eneverfound


and forth isp urp ose enterup on anyp rem isesof a P artyand rem ove such P roduct,with outcourt


orderoroth erp rocess of law,with outanyliabilityfordam ag es,suit,action oroth erp roceeding s


bya P artyforsuch entryand/orrem oval;(4)cause th e oth erP arty,at its exp ense,to p rom p tly


return anyP roductto Vendorin g ood,like-new condition;(5)sellanyP roduct,oranyp artth ereof


atp ublicorp rivate sale (forcash orcredit)atsuch tim e ortim esasa P artysh alldeterm ine,free


and clearof anyrig h ts of th e oth erP arty,and if notice th ereof is required bylaw,anynotice in


writing of anysuch sale bya P artyto th e oth erP artynotlessth an ten (10)daysp riorto th e date


th ereof sh allconstitute reasonable notice th ereof to th e oth erP arty;and (6)exercise anyrig h ts


accruing to a P artyunderanyap p licable contractorlaw up on a defaultbyth e oth erP arty.


10.3. M itig ation of Dam ag esbyVendor.S h ould Vendorrep ossessanyP roductbecause of a Defaultby


Client,Vendorm aym ake a com m erciallyreasonable effortto sellsuch P roductata reasonable


p rice to a th ird-p arty,p rovided,h owever,th atVendorsh allh ave no oblig ation to activelyseek out


and solicitp otentialVendorsand Clientsforsuch P roduct.


10.4. Rig h ts and Rem ediesN otExclusive.No rig h torrem edyconferred up on orreserved to a P artyby


th isA g reem entsh allbe exclusive of anyoth errig h torrem edyh erein orbycontractorlaw p rovided,


allrig h ts orrem edies conferred up on a P artybyth is A g reem entand bylaw sh allbe cum ulative


and in addition to everyoth errig h torrem edyavailable to a P arty.


10.5. Tim e of th e Essence.Th e P artiesexp resslyag ree th attim e isof th e essence of th isA g reem ent.


11. FORC E M A JEURE


11.1. N o P artysh allbe liable orresp onsible to th e oth erP arty,norbe deem ed to h ave defaulted or


breach ed th isA g reem entoranyS OW ,foranyfailure ordelayin fulfilling orp erform ing anyterm s


of th isA g reem entoranyS OW ,wh en and toth e extentsuch failure ordelayiscaused byorresults


from actsbeyond th e affected P arty’sreasonable control,including ,with outlim itation:


a) A ctsof God;


b) P andem ic;


c) Flood,fire orexp losion;


d) W ar,invasion,riotoroth ercivilunrest;


e) A ctions,em barg oesorblockag esin effectafterth e date of th isA g reem ent;or


f) N ationalorreg ionalem erg ency;


(each of th e foreg oing ,a “Force M ajeure Event”).A P artywh ose p erform ance isaffected bya Force


M ajeure Event sh allg ive notice to th e oth erP arty,stating th e p eriod of tim e th e occurrence is


exp ected to continue and sh alluse dilig entefforts to end th e failure and m inim ize th e effects of


such Force M ajeure Event.During th e Force M ajeure Event,th e non-affected P artym aysim ilarly


susp end itsp erform ance oblig ationsuntilsuch tim e asth e affected P artyresum esp erform ance.


12. M IS C EL L A NEOUS


12.1. Indep endent Contractor.Client and Vendorare indep endent contractors with resp ect to any


P roduct p rovided and received underth is A g reem ent and anyS OW .Th e p rovisions of th is


A g reem entwillnotbe construed toestablish anyform of p artnersh ip ,ag encyoroth erjointventure


of anykind between Clientand Vendor,norto constitute eith erP artyas th e ag ent,em p loyee or
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leg alrep resentative of th e oth er.A llp ersonsfurnish ed byeith erP artytoaccom p lish th e intentof


th is A g reem entwillbe considered solelyas th e furnish ing P arty’s P ersonneland th e furnish ing


P artywillbe solelyresp onsible forcom p liance with alllaws,rules and reg ulations involving ,


am ong oth er th ing s, em p loym ent of labor, h ours of labor, working conditions, workers’


com p ensation,p aym ent of wag es,and with h olding and p aym ent of allap p licable taxes of any


nature.


12.2. N o P ublicity.N eith erP artym ayuse th e oth erP arty’s nam e orm ark in anyadvertising ,written


salesp rom otion,p ressreleasesand/oroth erp ublicitym attersrelating toth isA g reem entwith out


th e oth erP arty’sp riorwritten consent.


12.3. Disp ute Resolution.


a) If a disp ute orclaim arisesunderorrelated to th isA g reem ent(a “Disp ute”)th atth e p rim ary


business contacts of each P artyare unable to resolve,a P artywillnotifyth e oth erP artyof


th e Disp ute in writing (em ailaccep table)with asm uch detailasp ossible.


b) Clientand Vendorseniorbusinessrep resentativeswith fullauth orityto resolve th e Disp ute


willuse g ood faith effortsto resolve th e Disp ute with in ten (10)businessdaysafterreceip t


of a Disp ute notice.


c) If th e P arties’seniorbusiness rep resentatives are unable to resolve th e Disp ute orag ree


up on th e ap p rop riate corrective action to be taken with in such ten (10)businessdays,th en


th e Disp ute sh allbe settled bybinding arbitration adm inistered byth e A m erican A rbitration


A ssociation in accordance with itsCom m ercialA rbitration Rulesand judg m enton th e award


rendered byth e arbitratorm aybe entered in anycourth aving jurisdiction th ereof.


d) Th e p lace of arbitration sh allbe determ ined atth e sole discretion of th e P artyag ainstwh om


arbitration is being soug h t,m eaning ,th e P artyrequesting arbitration sh allag ree to th e


location setbyth e oth erP arty.Th e arbitration sh allbe g overned byth e lawsof th e S tate of


Delaware ap p licable to contracts,with outreg ard to anyoth erwise ap p licable ch oice of law


p rovisions.


e) Excep t as m aybe required bylaw,neith era P artynoran arbitratorm aydisclose th e


existence,content,orresultsof anyarbitration h ereunderwith outth e p riorwritten consent


of both P arties.


f) Th e arbitration sh allbe conducted byone (1)arbitratorin accordance with th e A m erican


A rbitration A ssociation ("A A A ")Rules forExp edited P rocedures,wh ich arbitratorsh allbe


selected in accordance with th e A A A Rules forExp edited P rocedures,and wh ich arbitrator


sh allh ave h ad atleastten (10)years'exp erience in g eneralcom m ercialtransactions and


contractdisp utes.


g ) In connection with anyarbitration p roceeding :(a)noarbitratorsh allh ave been em p loyed by


eith erP artyh ereto during th e five (5)yearp eriod im m ediatelyp receding anyarbitration of


th e P arties;(b)th e arbitratorsh allbe neutraland indep endentof th e P arties;(c)noarbitrator


sh allbe affiliated with anyP arty's auditors;and (d)no arbitratorsh allh ave a conflict of


interestwith (including ,with outlim itation,anybiastowardsorag ainst)eith erP arty.


h ) Th e arbitratorwillh ave no auth orityto award p unitive oroth erm onetarydam ag es not


m easured byth e p revailing P arty's actualdam ag es,excep tas m aybe required bystatute.


Th e arbitratorsh allnotaward consequentialdam ag esin anyarbitration initiated h erein.Th e


award of th e arbitratorsh allbe accom p anied bya reasoned op inion.


i) Eith erP artyalsom ay,with outwaiving anyrem edyunderth isA g reem ent,seek from anycourt


of com p etent jurisdiction located in Delaware,anyinterim orp rovisional relief th at is
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necessaryto p rotectth e rig h ts orp rop ertyof th atP arty,p ending th e establish m entof th e


arbitraltribunal.


j) P ending resolution of th e Disp ute,both P arties willcontinue to p erform th eirresp ective


undisp uted resp onsibilitiesunderth isA g reem ent.


k) N oth ing contained in th is S ection 12.3 willlim it ordelayth e rig h t of eith erP artyto seek


injunctive relief from a court of com p etent jurisdiction,wh eth erornot such P artyh as


p ursued inform alresolution in accordance with th isS ection 12.3.


12.4. H eading s.Th e h eading s are inserted in th e A g reem entonlyas a m atterof convenience and for


reference and are notintended to define,lim it,ordescribe th e scop e of th e A g reem entnorth e


intentof anyof itsp rovisions.


12.5. Governing L aw and W aiverof JuryTrial.Th is A g reem ent and its validity,construction and


p erform ance isg overned byth e lawsof th e S tate of Delaware,including p rovisionsof th e Uniform


Com m ercialCode,butexcluding th e United N ationsConvention on Contractsforth e International


S ale of Goods,and with out g iving effect to p rincip les of conflict of laws.S ole jurisdiction and


venue of anyaction arising outof th is A g reem entsh allbe h ad in th e state orfederalcourts in


Delaware,and each P artyh eretoirrevocablysubm itsto,and waivesanyobjection to,th e exclusive


jurisdiction and venue of anysuch court in anysuch suit,action orp roceeding .To th e fullest


extentp erm itted bylaw,each P artywaives its rig h tto trialbyjuryin connection with anyaction


h ereunder.


12.6. A ssig nm ent.N eith erP artyis p erm itted to assig n ortransferth is A g reem ent,in wh ole orin p art,


with outth e oth erP arty’sp riorwritten consent.A nyassig nm entin contravention of th isp rovision


willbe nulland void.Th e P artiesag ree th atassig nm entbyop eration of law in th e contextof th e


sale of allorsubstantiallyallof a P arty’sstock orassetssh allnotconstitute an “assig nm ent”for


p urp oses of th is p roh ibition.Th is A g reem ent willbe binding on allp erm itted assig nees and


successorsin interest.


12.7. Entire A g reem ent/A m endm ents.Th is A g reem ent,including allexh ibits th at are incorp orated


h erein byreference,contains th e entire ag reem entof th e P arties reg arding th e subjectm atter


described h erein,and alloth erp rom ises,rep resentations,understanding s,arrang em ents and


p riorag reem ents related th ereto are m erg ed h erein and sup erseded h ereby(including any


p rovision contained in anyVendorinvoice,sh ip p ing docum ent oroth erVendordocum entation


th atis differentfrom orin addition to th is A g reem entorap p licable S OW ).Th e p rovisions of th is


A g reem ent m aynot be am ended excep t byan ag reem ent in writing sig ned byauth orized


rep resentatives of both P arties referencing th is A g reem entand stating th eirintention to am end


th isA g reem ent.


12.8. S everability.If anyp rovision of th isA g reem entisinvalid orunenforceable in anyjurisdiction,th e


oth erp rovisionsh erein willrem ain in fullforce and effectin such jurisdiction and willbe liberally


construed to effectuate th e p urp ose and intent of th is A g reem ent, and th e invalidityor


unenforceabilityof anyp rovision of th isA g reem entin anyjurisdiction willnotaffectth e validityor


enforceabilityof anysuch p rovision in anyoth erjurisdiction.


12.9. W aiverof B reach .Th e waiverof anybreach of anyp rovision of th is A g reem entwillbe effective


onlyif in writing (em ailaccep table).N o such waiverwillop erate orbe construed as a waiverof


anysubsequentbreach .


12.10. Interp retation.A s used in th is A g reem ent,including S tatem ents of W ork,th e use of th e term


“including ”isillustrative and notlim iting .


12.11. Orderof P recedence.In anyeventof a conflictbetween anyterm of th isA g reem entand anyterm


in anyS OW ,th e term found in th e A g reem entsh allap p lyunlessth e conflicting term found in th e
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S OW consp icuouslyand sp ecificallydesig nates th atsuch S OW term is p urp osefullyintended to


sup ersede th e term found in th e A g reem ent.


12.12. Counterp arts.Th is A g reem entm aybe executed in two orm ore counterp arts,each of wh ich will


be deem ed to be an orig inal,but allof wh ich tog eth erwillbe considered one and th e sam e


ag reem ent.


12.13. N otices.Excep tas m aybe oth erwise setforth h erein,allnotices,requests,dem ands and oth er


com m unicationsh ereunderwillbe in writing (em ailaccep table)and willbe deem ed toh ave been


dulyg iven:(i)on th e nextdayif delivered p ersonallyorelectronicallytosuch P arty;(ii)on th e date


th ree (3)days afterm ailing if m ailed byreg istered orcertified m ail;or(iii)on th e next dayif


delivered bycourier.A llnoticeswillbe sentto th e following address:


If to Client If to Vendor


<<CL IENT A DDRES S >>


<<CL IENT CON TA CT NA M E>>


B arcodes,Inc.


A ttention:CFO


200 W .M onroe S t.23rd Floor


Ch icag o,IL 60606


<<CL IENT EM A IL >> L eg alNotices@barcodesinc.com


S uch addressesm aybe ch ang ed bynotice g iven byone P artyto th e oth erp ursuantto th is


S ection 12.13 orbyoth erform of notice ag reed to byth e P arties.


Th e P artiesh ave caused th isA g reem entto be executed byth eirresp ective dulyauth orized officersto be


effective asp rovided h erein.Th e P artiesexp resslyconsentand ag ree th atth isA g reem entm aybe


electronicallysig ned.Th e P artiesag ree th atelectronicsig naturesap p earing on th isA g reem entsh allbe


treated,forp urp osesof validity,enforceabilityand adm issibility,th e sam e ash and-written sig natures.


VENDOR


B A RCODES ,IN C.


C L IENT


<<COM P A NY N A M E>>


S ig nature:____________________________________ S ig nature:___________________________________


P rinted Nam e:________________________________ P rinted Nam e:________________________________


Title:________________________________________ Title:________________________________________


Date:________________________________________ Date:________________________________________
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NICELABEL EULA


These EULA terms shall govern Client’s use of any NiceLabel Products.


1. Definitions.
1.1 “Affiliate” means any corporation, partnership, joint venture, joint stock company,
limited liability company, trust, estate, association, or other entity the existence of which is
recognized by any governmental authority, (collectively an “Entity”) that directly or indirectly
through one or more intermediaries, controls or is controlled by or is under common control
with Client or any Entity in which Client has any direct or indirect ownership interest, whether
controlling or not, of at least 50%, at any time during the Subscription Term
1.2 “Documentation” means the manuals, specifications, and other materials describing
the functionality, features, and operating characteristics of the Software, available at
https://www.nicelabel.com/downloads/user-guides including any updates thereto.
1.3 “End-User License Agreement” or “EULA” means a separate software license
agreement for certain software that is provided to Client as part of the Subscription Services.
1.4 “Privacy Policy” means NiceLabel’s data privacy policy available at
https://www.nicelabel.com/privacy-policy
1.5 “Software” means NiceLabel’s cloud-based NiceLabel Label Cloud software programs
and applications which are made up of NiceLabel’s proprietary software as more adequately
described in the applicable Subscription Order and Documentation.
1.6 “Order” refers generally and collectively to the documents for services ordered by
Client such as a Subscription Order, Services Order or Statement of Work.
1.7 “On-Site Solution” means, software installed on Client’s hardware or services as set
forth in the separate On-Site Solution EULA which is located at
https://www.nicelabel.com/legal/end-user-license-agreement.
1.8 “Printer Seats” means the number of printer seats purchased by Client in an Order.
1.9 “Professional Services” means professional services such as platform configuration,
label design, user training provided pursuant to an Order for Professional Services.
Professional Services under this Agreement do not include services provided by a third party
distributor or reseller that may provide services under a separate agreement between Client
and that third party.
1.10 “Service Level Agreement” or “SLA” means the standard services levels set forth in
Section 8 that are applicable to the Subscription Services.
1.11 “Statement of Work” or “SOW” means the document setting forth the specifications
for Professional Services.
1.12 “Services” refer generally and collectively to all services provided by NiceLabel to Client
as set forth in each Order, such as Subscription Services, Support Services and Professional
Services. Services under this Agreement does not include services provided by a third party
distributor or reseller that may provide services under a separate agreement between Client
and that third party.
1.13 “Subscription Order” means an order for Subscription Services setting forth the
number of Printer Seats and the Label Cloud product version.
1.14 “Subscription Services” means cloud-based Software provided by NiceLabel and
Client’s access to such cloud-based Software as set forth in this Agreement and in a
Subscription Order.
1.15 “Subscription Term” means the term during which Client may access the NiceLabel
Solution.
1.16 “Support Services” means the maintenance and support services included with an
Order for Subscription Services as further set forth at https://www.nicelabel.com/support and







https://www.nicelabel.com/support/software-maintenance-agreement. The scope of Support
Services is set forth in the documentation for the Subscription Services.
1.17 “Third Party Software” means software and services authored by a third party,
including, the Google App Engine and Amazon Web Services.
1.18 “User” means those individuals granted access to the Software by the Client’s
administrator. Users may include Client (or its Affiliate) employees, consultants, contractors,
agents, and approved third parties with which Client transacts business.


2. Services. Only after NiceLabel has confirmed an Order, during the Subscription Term,
NiceLabel agrees to provide Client with the Subscription Services, Professional Services and Support
Services as set forth in each Order in accordance with this Agreement. Support Services are included
as a part of the Subscription Services License and will be provided in accordance with the Support
Level Agreement. Professional Services are optional and shall be set forth in an Order for Professional
Services and corresponding SOW.
3. Subscription Services License. Pursuant to the terms of this Agreement and the applicable
Subscription Order, NiceLabel shall provide Client and Users with subscription based access to the
Software as follows:


3.1 License Grant. After NiceLabel’s completion of any customization, implementation or
configuration services as set forth in an order for Professional Services, commencing on the
start date set forth in the applicable Subscription Order (the “Start Date”) and subject to the
terms of the Agreement, NiceLabel grants to Client and its Users, a non-exclusive, non-
transferable, worldwide right to access the Software in connection with the Subscription
Services for up to the number of Printer Seats purchased by Client in an Order. Client may
access the Software for (a) Client’s own business use ; (b) extend labeling to third parties with
whom Client does business (i.e. contract manufacturers and suppliers); and (c) as a NiceLabel
Reseller to provide managed services to its Clients on the same terms as those offered to
Client. Client’s use of certain software applications, including “on-premises installations” or
“hybrid installations” (part cloud-based and part on-premises installations) provided as part of
the Subscription Services may also be subject to a separate EULA for that software application.
Any applicable EULA shall be identified in this Agreement or in the Order for that portion of the
Subscription Services.
3.2 Updates. During the Subscription Term, NiceLabel reserves the right to update Client’s
Software so that it remains current with the then current version of Software available to
NiceLabel’s Clients generally at no cost.
3.3 Users. Client is responsible for each of its Users’ acts and omissions and remains
liable to NiceLabel for any User’s (including an authorized third party acting as a User on
Client’s behalf) breach of the Agreement. During a Subscription Term, Client may add, remove
and manage Users via the administrative tools available in Client’s subscription account.
3.4 Adding Printer Seats. NiceLabel may monitor the number of Printer Seats and if
NiceLabel discovers the number of Printers in Clients account exceeds the scope as set forth
in the applicable Subscription Order, Client will be responsible for upgrading its Order for
Subscription Services to cover additional Printer Seats and paying for such Printer Seats basis
at NiceLabel’s then current pricing.
3.5 New Features. Over the course of the Subscription Term NiceLabel may introduce new
features, functionality, software, or user types, that are only available under a different pricing
model or on a version of Software other than the version Client currently accesses (“New
Features”). In the event Client desires to purchase New Features NiceLabel reserves the right,
in its sole discretion, to update Client’s account, pricing model, or Software version to facilitate
the provision of such New Features.
3.6 Usage Restrictions. Unless expressly agreed otherwise in the applicable Order, Client
shall not gain or attempt to gain unauthorized access to any portion of the Software, or its
related systems or networks, for use in a manner that would exceed the scope granted under







the Agreement, or facilitate any such unauthorized access for any third party. If any
unauthorized access occurs, Client shall promptly notify NiceLabel of the incident and shall
reasonably cooperate in resolving the issue. Client shall not reverse engineer, decompile, or
disassemble any Software or otherwise attempt to discover the source code thereof or permit
any third party to do so. Client shall not attempt to disable or circumvent any security
measures in place. Client may not knowingly reproduce or copy the Software, in whole or in
part. Client shall not modify, adapt, or create derivative works of the Software. Client shall not
use the Software to store or transmit libelous or otherwise unlawful or tortious material or any
material in violation of third party privacy rights. Client shall not knowingly interfere with or
disrupt the integrity or performance of the Software or third party data contained therein.
3.7 Client Liability for Affiliates and Users. Client will be responsible for compliance of this
Agreement by its Affiliate’s and any third party User and, for purposes of the foregoing, all
obligations of Client shall apply equally to each such Affiliate or User that accesses or receives
the Services.


4. Security; Client Data.
4.1 Data Processing and Protection of Personal Data. NiceLabel shall process all personal
data in accordance with this Section 4 and the Privacy Policy, which is hereby incorporated by
reference. By entering into this Agreement, Client agrees to be bound by all of the terms and
conditions contained in the Privacy Policy. Should Client Data include personal data (as defined
in the EU Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC until 25 May 2018 and the General Data
Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 on and from 25 May 2018 - GDPR) that is sourced from
the European Economic Area (EEA), the terms of the Privacy Policy shall apply to the processing
of such Client Data.
4.2 Security. As a part of the Services NiceLabel shall maintain appropriate administrative,
physical, and technical safeguards for the security, confidentiality and integrity of any data or
information inputted, edited, authored, generated, managed, or otherwise submitted by Client
or its Users into Client’s subscription account (“Client Data”). Such measures and safeguards
include, but shall not be limited to, measures for preventing access, use, modification or
disclosure of personal and confidential data by NiceLabel or its employees or agents except
(a) for providing Services and prevent or address service or technical problems, (b) to abide by
the law or (c) on the basis of Client's express permit.
4.3 Log-Ins and Passwords. In addition to the foregoing obligations, Client agrees to hold
the Software, Subscription Services and all associated log-ins and passwords in confidence,
and to protect the confidential nature thereof, and shall not disclose any trade secrets
contained, embodied, or utilized therein, to anyone other than a User having a need for such
disclosure, and then only to allow use of the Software as authorized herein. Client shall take
all reasonable steps to ensure that the provisions of this section are not violated by any
employee, User, or any other person under Client’s control or in its service.
4.4 Client Data. Except as otherwise agreed in writing, Client is responsible for the
accuracy, truthfulness, consistency, completeness, and any output from the Software, and
consents to use of all Client Data in accordance with the Agreement, and NiceLabel will neither
have the responsibility to review, nor any liability as to the accuracy of, any information or
content posted by Client or its Users.
4.5 Compliance with Law. Client’s and its Users’ access to the Software will comply with
applicable local, state, federal and international law, regulations and conventions, including
without limitation those related to data privacy, international communications and the
exportation of technical or personal data. Client represents and warrants to NiceLabel that
Client has sufficient rights in the Client Data to authorize NiceLabel to process, distribute and
display the Client Data as contemplated by the Agreement, and that the Client Data and its
use hereunder will not violate or infringe the rights of any third party.







4.6 Web Analytics. In providing the Subscription Services, NiceLabel utilizes the services
of third party cloud service and hosting service providers such as Google and Microsoft (“Cloud
Hosting Providers”). NiceLabel may change its Cloud Hosting Providers at any time in its
discretion. NiceLabel and its Cloud Hosting Providers may record and collect information
related to Client’s subscription account activity, including but not limited to web analytics
(which includes latency, packet size, hops, and source destination), utilization of Printer Seats,
number of labels printed in a given period in the course of providing the Services, but may only
use such information to improve the Services and/or fulfill its rights and obligations under the
Agreement. Collection of such information by Cloud Hosting Providers is not individually linked
to Client or its Users, is de-identified, and is aggregated across all of NiceLabel’s Clients. Any
use of such information is subject to the terms of Section 7.


5. Fees; Payment. Client shall pay the fees associated with the applicable Services in an Order
(“Fees”) as set forth below.


5.1 Invoicing. Unless otherwise specified in the applicable Order: (a) Client shall pay all
Subscription Fees at the beginning of the Subscription Term on an annual basis no later than
thirty (30) days from invoice date, (b) NiceLabel may impose a late payment charge equal to
the lesser of (i) one and one-half percent (1.5%) per month or (ii) the maximum rate allowed
by law (as set forth in 12.4), beginning thirty-one (31) days from invoice date , and (c) if Client
has not paid all Fees in full within forty-five (45) days from invoice date, NiceLabel has the right
to suspend provision of Services until full payment, including late payment charges, are paid
by Client. If Client disputes any Fees invoiced, Client must provide NiceLabel written notice of
such dispute within fifteen (15) days from receipt of the applicable invoice. Client and
NiceLabel will then work in good faith to address such contested amounts, provided, however,
that Client will remain responsible for the portion of Fees that are not disputed.
Notwithstanding, NiceLabel shall have the right to terminate this Agreement if Client fails to
pay fees when due under this Agreement, or pay for additional Printer Seats used during the
Term.
5.2 Taxes. Fees stated in the Orders do not include applicable taxes. Client agrees to bear
and be responsible for the payment of all taxes, except for taxes based upon NiceLabel’s
income, including all sales, use harmonized, rental receipt, personal property, customs duties
or levies, federal, provincial or foreign taxes or other taxes, which may be levied or assessed
in connection with the Agreement. Client shall pay such tax when due or reimburse NiceLabel
as NiceLabel may request. If any tax is required to be paid by NiceLabel, the full amount of
such tax will be billed to Client separately, whether or not the Agreement is then in effect and
promptly paid by Client.
5.3 Purchase Orders; Payment Processors. To the extent Client requires the use of a
purchase order prior to making any payments under the Agreement, Client’s failure to submit
such purchase order to NiceLabel does not excuse Client from payment of the Fees in the
amounts, or in the manner, agreed upon herein or in the applicable Order. If Client requires
the use of a third party for invoice processing, Client shall be the sole bearer of any cost and
expense associated with such third party.
5.4 Fee Increases. Unless otherwise specified in an Order NiceLabel may increase Fees
for the Subscription Services not more than once in each twelve (12) month period upon sixty
(60) days prior written notice to Client. Client will only be responsible for increased
Subscription Service Fees for those Subscription Terms subsequent to the Subscription Term
in which Client received such price increase notice. Once the parties have entered into a
Service Order or SOW, NiceLabel may not increase such underlying Fees (absent an agreed
upon amendment or Change Order), provided that, after completion of the agreed upon
Consulting or Onsite Services NiceLabel may increase the Fees associated with its general
Consulting and Onsite Service offerings in its sole discretion.


6. Term; Termination.







6.1 Term. The Agreement begins on the Effective Date above, and shall continue until all
Orders associated with the Agreement have expired or have been terminated (the “Term”).
6.2 Subscription Term. Unless otherwise specified in a Subscription Order, the
Subscription Services will: (a) begin on the Start Date in each applicable Subscription Order
and remain in effect for the period specified therein (the “Subscription Term”). NiceLabel shall
provide Client sixty (60) days prior notice of expiration of any Subscription Term. Each
Subscription Order shall automatically terminate unless Client has provided NiceLabel with
written notice to renew the Subscription Services at least fifteen (15) days prior to the
expiration of the current Subscription Services Term.
6.3 Termination for Convenience. Client may terminate the Agreement or an Order without
cause upon thirty (30) days written notice. If Client terminates the Agreement before the
expiration of the Subscription Term without cause, Client will not receive a refund for any
prepaid Subscription Services Fees, but NiceLabel will refund any prepaid Fees for
Professional Services not completed as of the effective date of termination.
6.4 Termination for Material Breach. Either party may terminate the Agreement, or any
individual Order, for a material breach by the other party that is not cured within thirty (30)
days after written notice of such material breach. The non-breaching party may elect to
terminate the applicable Order only or the Agreement as a whole (and thus, all Orders
hereunder). In the event the Agreement is terminated due to NiceLabel’s uncured material
breach, NiceLabel will refund all unearned Fees within thirty (30) days of the termination
effective date.
6.5 Termination for Bankruptcy. Either party may terminate the Agreement or any Order,
or suspend its performance hereunder or thereunder, if the other party becomes insolvent or
bankrupt or ceases to do business.
6.6 Effect of Termination or Expiration. Upon expiration or termination of all Subscription
Orders (unless Client subsequently purchases an additional Subscription Order), Client’s rights
granted under this Agreement shall terminate and Client and its Users shall no longer have
access to the Services. Notwithstanding, Client shall be granted access to all Client data for a
period of thirty (30) days after the effective date of termination or expiration.
6.7 Survival. Neither expiration nor termination of the Agreement will terminate those
obligations and rights of the parties pursuant to provisions of the Agreement which by their
express terms are intended to survive and such provisions will survive the expiration or
termination of the Agreement. Without limiting the foregoing, the respective rights and
obligations of the parties under Sections 1, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 12 and 13 of this Agreement will
survive the expiration or termination of the Agreement regardless of when such termination
becomes effective.


7. Confidentiality.
7.1 Confidential Information. In connection with the Agreement, each of the parties may
disclose to the other party information that relates to the disclosing party’s or disclosing party’s
Clients’ business operations, financial condition, Clients, products, services, or technical
knowledge (“Confidential Information”). Except as otherwise specifically agreed in writing,
each party agrees that: (a) all information communicated to it by the other in connection with
the Agreement and identified as confidential, (b) any information exchanged between the
parties in connection with Client’s purchase of any additional Services, and (c) all information
communicated to it that reasonably should have been understood by the receiving party,
because of confidentiality, descriptions or similar legends, the circumstances of disclosure or
the nature of the information itself, to be confidential to the disclosing party, will be
Confidential Information and will be deemed to have been received in confidence and will be
used only for purposes of the Agreement. NiceLabel Confidential Information includes the
Software, Services, Fees, the terms of the Agreement, development plans, and any security







specifications, reports or assessments related to the Software, NiceLabel or its Cloud Hosting
Providers. Client Confidential Information includes Client Data.
7.2 Standard of Care; Third Parties. Each party, including all Affiliates and Users, will use
at least the same degree of care to safeguard and to prevent disclosing to third parties the
Confidential Information of the other as it employs to avoid unauthorized disclosure or
publication of its own information (or information of its Clients) of a similar nature, and in any
event, no less than reasonable care. Each party may disclose relevant aspects of the other
party’s Confidential Information to its employees to the extent such disclosure is reasonably
necessary for the performance of its obligations, or the enforcement of its rights, under the
Agreement; provided, however, that Client shall ensure that its Affiliates and each User shall
comply with these confidentiality provisions. All third persons engaged by any party shall be in
compliance with this Section 7.
7.3 Exclusions; Permitted Use. This section will not apply to any particular information that
either party can demonstrate (a) was, at the time of disclosure to it, in the public domain, (b)
after disclosure to it, is published or otherwise becomes part of the public domain through no
fault of the receiving party, (c) was in the possession of the receiving party at the time of
disclosure to it and was not the subject of a pre-existing confidentiality obligation, (d) was
received after disclosure to it from a third party who had a lawful right to disclose such
information (without corresponding confidentiality obligations) to it, or (e) was independently
developed by or for the receiving party without use of the Confidential Information of the
disclosing party. In addition, a party will not be considered to have breached its obligations
under this Section 7 for disclosing Confidential Information of the other party to the extent
required to satisfy any legal requirement of a competent governmental or regulatory authority,
provided that promptly upon receiving any such request, and to the extent it is legally
permissible, such party advises the other party prior to making such disclosure and provides
a reasonable opportunity to the other party to object to such disclosure, take action to ensure
confidential treatment of the Confidential Information, or (subject to applicable law) take such
other action as it considers appropriate to protect the Confidential Information.
7.4 Unauthorized Access. Each party will: (a) notify the other party promptly of any material
unauthorized possession, use, or knowledge of the other party’s Confidential Information by
any person that may become known to such party, (b) promptly furnish to the other party
details of the unauthorized possession, use, or knowledge, or attempt thereof, and use
reasonable efforts to assist the other party in investigating or preventing the recurrence of any
unauthorized possession, use, or knowledge, or attempt thereof, of Confidential Information,
(c) use reasonable efforts to cooperate with the other party in any litigation and investigation
against third parties deemed necessary by the other party to protect its proprietary rights, and
(d) promptly use reasonable efforts to prevent a recurrence of any such unauthorized
possession, use, or knowledge of Confidential Information.


8. Service Levels.
8.1 Definitions applicable to Service Levels.


(a) “Client Support” means the business team within NiceLabel that provides
services to assist Client to resolve issues with the Subscription Services.
(b) “Incident” means any set of circumstances resulting in a failure to meet a
Service Level except for Incident as defined under SLA exclusions.
(c) “Service Credit” is the percentage of the monthly service fees for the Service
that is credited to Client for a Service Level not met pursuant to this SLA.
(d) “Service Level” means standards NiceLabel adheres to and by which it
measures the level of service it provides as specifically set forth below.


8.2 Service Credit Claims.







(a) It shall be in the sole discretion of NiceLabel to determine whether NiceLabel
has met the Service Level. Client must at all times cooperate with NiceLabel in testing,
determining and verifying that a qualifying service outage has occurred.


(b) NiceLabel provides the Service Labels described below subject to the following
terms. These terms will be fixed for the duration of the initial term of the subscription.
If a subscription is renewed, the version of this SLA that is current at the time the
renewal term commences will apply throughout the renewal term.
(c) In order to be eligible to submit a Claim with respect to any Incident, the Client
must first have notified Client Support of the Incident, using the procedures set forth
by NiceLabel, communicated to the Client through Agreement, this SLA and directly by
NiceLabel, within maximum five business days following the Incident.
(d) To submit a Claim, Client must contact Client Support and provide notice of its
intention to submit a Claim within maximum two business days following the Incident.
Client must provide to Client Support all reasonable details regarding the Claim,
including but not limited to, detailed descriptions of the Incident(s), the duration of the
Incident(s), the portion of Subscription Services affected and any attempts Client or a
User made by itself to resolve the Incident.
(e) In order for NiceLabel to consider a Claim, Client must submit the Claim,
including sufficient evidence to support the Claim, within thirty (30) days from the
Incident.
(f) NiceLabel will use all information reasonably available to it, namely information
received by the Client and information collected by its Client Support, to validate Claims
and make a good faith judgment on whether the SLA and Service Levels apply to the
Claim.


8.3 SLA Exclusions. This SLA and any applicable Service Levels do not apply to any
performance or availability issues:


(a) Due to factors outside NiceLabel’s reasonable control;
(b) That resulted from Client’s or third-party hardware or software;
(c) Caused by the failure or deficient performance of power, equipment, services
or systems not provided by NiceLabel;
(d) That resulted from actions, inactions, misconduct or accident of Client or third
parties or any other breach of the Agreement;
(e) Caused by Client’s use of the Service after NiceLabel advised Client to modify
its use of the Service, if Client did not modified its use as advised;
(f) During Scheduled Downtime (maintenance or upgrades);
(g) During beta and trial services (as determined by NiceLabel);


8.4 Service Credits.
(a) The amount and method of calculation of Service Credits is described below in
connection with each Service Level description.
(b) Service Credits are Client’s sole and exclusive financial remedy for any
violation of this SLA.
(c) The Service Credits awarded in any calendar month shall not, under any
circumstance, exceed Client’s monthly service fees.
(d) For Services purchased as part of a suite, the Service Credit will be based on
the pro-rata portion of the estimated retail price of the Service, as determined by
NiceLabel in its reasonable discretion. In cases where Client has purchased Services
from a reseller, the Service Credit will be based on the estimated retail price for the
applicable Service, as determined by NiceLabel in its reasonable discretion.
(e) Service Credits do not apply to one-time fees associated with this service.







(f) These terms will be fixed for the duration of the initial term of the subscription.
If a subscription is renewed, the version of this SLA that is current at the time the
renewal term commences will apply throughout the renewal term.


8.5 Monthly Uptime Service Levels.
(a) Definitions.


(i) “Downtime” is defined as any period of time when Client is unable to
access the NiceLabel Label Cloud Dashboard, modify the contents of the
Document Storage or administer Web Printing Clients or any period of time
when correctly configured Web Printing Clients are unable to access their Web
Printing Solution.
(ii) “Scheduled Downtime” is defined as: (i) Downtime within pre-
established maintenance windows; or (ii) Downtime during major version
upgrade; Scheduled Downtime is not considered Downtime for purposes of this
SLA.
(iii) “Monthly Uptime Percentage” for a specific Client is calculated by
taking the total number of minutes in a calendar month minus total number of
minutes of Downtime experienced in a given calendar month, divided by the
total number of minutes in that calendar month. This is reflected in the
following formula:


(b) Uptime Service Levels and Monthly Service Credit.


Monthly Uptime Percentage Service Credit
< 99.5% 10%
< 99% 25%
< 95% 50%


9. Ownership.
9.1 NiceLabel Ownership. NiceLabel retains all ownership of and title to, and all intellectual
property rights in, the Software, Services, and all software, equipment, processes, facilities,
and materials utilized by or on behalf of NiceLabel to provide the same, including all patents,
trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets, and other property or intellectual property rights. Client
acknowledges and agrees that NiceLabel shall own all right, title and interest in and to any
modifications, derivative works, changes, expansions or improvements to the Software, and
Services, without any other or subordinate right whatsoever being held by Client. Client shall
acquire no rights therein other than those limited rights specifically conferred by the
Agreement. Client may not create derivative works based upon the Software, or Services in
whole or in part, or develop or request third parties to develop or modify any software based
on ideas, processes, or materials incorporated therein. All rights related to the Software, or
Services that are not expressly granted to Client under the Agreement are reserved by
NiceLabel. Except if expressly permitted by NiceLabel in writing this Agreement does not grant
the Client any right to use NiceLabel trademarks or any other NiceLabel brand elements.
9.2 Client Ownership. With the exception of a license granted to NiceLabel to use Client
Data solely for the purpose of performing the Services, NiceLabel acquires no right, title, or
interest from Client or its Users to Client Data, including any intellectual property rights therein.
Subject to the Agreement, Client, its Users and each of its Affiliates hereby grant NiceLabel a
limited, royalty-free, fully-paid up, non-exclusive and non-transferable license to process Client
Data solely as necessary to provide the Services for Client’s and such Affiliates’ benefit as
provided in the Agreement (and as otherwise instructed by Client or a User) for so long as Client
or any User uploads or stores such Client Data in the Software.


10. Warranties; Warranty Disclaimers.







10.1 Mutual Representations and Warranties. Each party represents and warrants to the
other party that: (a) it is duly organized, validly existing, and in good standing as a corporation
or other entity under the laws of the jurisdiction of its incorporation or other organization, (b) it
has, and throughout the Subscription Term, will retain, the full right, power, and authority to
enter into the Agreement and perform its obligations hereunder, (c) the execution of these
Master Software Subscription and Services Agreement by its representative set forth below
has been duly authorized by all necessary corporate or organizational action of such party, and
(d) when executed and delivered by both parties, an Order incorporating these clauses of
Master Software Subscription and Services Agreement will constitute the legal, valid, and
binding obligation of such party, enforceable against such party in accordance with its terms.
10.2 NiceLabel Representations and Warranties. NiceLabel warrants (a) that the Software
will perform materially in accordance with the Documentation and the Agreement, (b) to use
best efforts to correct material defects that are reported by Client or its Users as further set
forth in the Service Levels (if a malfunction is due to a problem with Client hardware or
software, NiceLabel will so inform Client and it will be Client’s responsibility to obtain and pay
for any repairs or modifications required for such Client hardware or software), (c) the Services
will be performed in a timely, professional, and workmanlike manner with a level of care, skill,
practice, and judgment consistent with commercially reasonable industry standards and
practices for similar services, using personnel with the requisite skill, experience, and
qualifications, and will devote adequate resources to meet NiceLabel’s obligations under the
Agreement, (d) the Documentation will be reasonably updated so that it continues to describe
the Software and Services in all material respects, (e) to the best of its knowledge, the Software
does not contain code whose purpose is to disrupt, damage, or interfere with Client systems,
software, or Client Data, including but not limited to any virus, Trojan horse, time bomb,
malware, or any other malicious code that collects data or accesses Client's network without
Client's knowledge.
10.3 Client Acknowledgements. Client accepts responsibility for selection of the Services to
achieve Client’s intended results. Client is solely responsible for obtaining all necessary rights
and consents to enter Client Data into the Software and hereby warrants that providing Client
Data to NiceLabel under the Agreement will not violate or infringe the rights of any third party.
10.4 Warranty Disclaimer. EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH IN THE AGREEMENT, THE
SOFTWARE AND SERVICES ARE PROVIDED “AS IS.” NICELABEL, ITS LICENSORS, AND SERVICE
PROVIDERS DO NOT MAKE ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING THE
WARRANTIES OF DESIGN, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR
ARISING FROM A COURSE OF DEALING OR USAGE OF TRADE, AND NICELABEL EXPRESSLY
DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL SUCH WARRANTIES. NiceLabel does not warrant that the Software
or Subscription Services: (a) will be uninterrupted or error free or (b) will operate in combination
with other hardware or software unless such hardware or software is expressly approved or
recommended by NiceLabel. Client acknowledges and agrees that NiceLabel and its licensors
are not responsible for: (i) the accuracy or integrity of any Client Data, (ii) the performance of
Client’s or its Users’ equipment, (iii) delivery of services or connectivity provided by third parties
to Client and its Users, or (iv) any loss or corruption of Client Data that occurs as a result of
transmitting or receiving Client Data or viruses due to Client’s, or its Users’, connection and
access to the internet.


11. Indemnification.
11.1 NiceLabel Indemnification. NiceLabel will (a) defend Client from and against any claim
by a third party alleging that the Software, when used as authorized under the Agreement,
directly infringes such third party’s patents, copyrights, or trademarks, and (b) in relation to
such claim, NiceLabel indemnify and hold harmless Client from any damages and costs finally
awarded or agreed to in settlement by NiceLabel (including reasonable attorneys’ fees).







11.2 Notice of Obligation. NiceLabel’s obligations under Section 11 are expressly
conditioned on the following: Client shall (a) promptly notify NiceLabel in writing of any such
claim of which Client has actual knowledge (provided that failure to do so will only release
NiceLabel from this obligation to the extent that such failure led to material prejudice), (b) in
writing, grant NiceLabel sole control of the defense of any such claim and of all negotiations
for its settlement or compromise, provided that no such settlement or compromise may
impose any monetary or other obligations on Client, and (c) reasonably cooperate with
NiceLabel to facilitate the settlement or defense of the claim.
11.3 Replacement Software. Should the Software become, or of in NiceLabel’s opinion is
likely to become, the subject of a claim of infringement of a patent, trade secret, trademark,
or copyright, NiceLabel may (a) procure for Client, at no additional cost to Client, the right to
continue to use the Software, (b) replace or modify the Software, at no cost to Client, to make
it non-infringing, provided that the same function is performed by the replacement or modified
Software, or (c) if in NiceLabel’s judgment the right to continue to access the Software cannot
be reasonably procured or the Software cannot reasonably be replaced or modified, terminate
the Agreement (or the applicable Order) and grant Client a pro-rated refund of any advance
Fees paid applicable to the remainder of the Subscription Term. This Section 11 states the
entire liability of NiceLabel with respect to infringement by NiceLabel software, or any parts
thereof, and NiceLabel shall have no additional liability with respect to any alleged or proven
infringement.
11.4 Client Indemnification. Client, on behalf of itself and its agents, will indemnify and hold
harmless NiceLabel and its Affiliates, and their officers, directors, employees, agents,
consultants and contractors (a “NiceLabel Indemnity”) from and against any claim, lawsuit or
cause of action (including attorney fees and costs) brought by a third party against a NiceLabel
Indemnity to the extent that it is (a) based on a claim regarding the access to the Software or
Services in violation of this Agreement, an Order or the Documentation; (b) based on a breach
of any express warranty contained in this Agreement; or (c) in violation of any third party
intellectual property right or confidential information. Except to the extent that Client fails to
defend NiceLabel as required herein, Client shall have the right to control the defense of all
such claims, lawsuits, and other proceedings. Except to the extent that Client fails to defend
NiceLabel as required herein, NiceLabel shall not settle any such claim, lawsuit, or proceeding
without Client's prior approval, and Client shall have no liability for any such unapproved
settlement so made.


12. Limitation of Liability.
12.1 SUBJECT TO SECTION 11, IN NO EVENT WILL EITHER PARTY BE LIABLE TO THE OTHER
FOR (A) SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, OR EXEMPLARY
DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE, SOLUTION, SERVICES, OR THE
PERFORMANCE OR NONPERFORMANCE OF SERVICES OR ANY ORDER, REGARDLESS OF THE
THEORY OF LIABILITY, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES, OR (B) ANY LOSS OF REVENUES, LOSS OF PROFITS, LOSS OF BUSINESS, OR LOSS
OF DATA, ARISING OUT OF CLIENT’S MISUSE OF, OR INABILITY TO USE, THE SOFTWARE IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE DOCUMENTATION, OR THE PERFORMANCE OR NONPERFORMANCE
OF THE SOFTWARE OR SERVICES. NICELABEL’S MAXIMUM LIABILITY UNDER THE AGREEMENT
IS LIMITED TO THE FEES PAID BY CLIENT UNDER THE APPLICABLE ORDER TO WHICH THE
CLAIM RELATES DURING THE TWELVE (12) MONTHS PRECEDING THE DATE ON WHICH THE
CLAIM FIRST ACCRUED.


13. Miscellaneous.
13.1 Public Announcements. Unless otherwise agreed by the parties in writing, Client grants
NiceLabel the right to use Client’s name, logo, trademarks, quotes, and/or trade names in
press releases, product brochures, sales presentations, financial reports, webinars, and on its







websites indicating that Client is a Client of NiceLabel. All other public statements or releases
require the mutual consent of the parties.
13.2 Relationship of the Parties. The parties agree they are independent parties. Neither
party shall be considered to be a partner, joint venture, employer, or employee of the other
under the Agreement. The Agreement creates no agency in either party, and neither party has
any authority whatsoever to bind the other party in any transaction or make any
representations on behalf of the other party.
13.3 Notice. Any notice or demand which is required to be given under the Agreement will
be deemed to have been sufficiently given and received for all purposes when delivered by
hand, email, or courier, or five (5) days after being sent by certified or registered mail, postage
and charges prepaid, return receipt requested, to the address, or the e-mail address identified
in the applicable Order, and to the attention of such other person(s) or officer(s) as either party
may designate by written notice.
13.4 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with (a) to the extent
you use (if you are an individual), or to the extent were organized in (if you are a corporate
entity), North America or South America, the laws of the United States and the State of
Wisconsin, or (b) to the extent you use (if you are an individual), or to the extent were organized
in (if you are a corporate entity), in Europe, Asia or Australia, the laws of England and Wales.
The parties agree that (i) to the extent the governing law is determined under Section 13.4(a),
all actions or proceedings arising in connection with this Agreement shall be tried and litigated
exclusively in the state or federal (if permitted by law and a party elects to file an action in
federal court) courts located in Milwaukee County, Wisconsin, and (ii) to the extent the
governing law is determined under Section 13.4(b), all actions or proceedings arising in
connection with this Agreement shall be tried and litigated exclusively in the courts located in
England and Wales. This choice of venue is intended by the parties to be mandatory and not
permissive in nature, and to preclude the possibility of litigation between the parties with
respect to, or arising out of, this Agreement in any jurisdiction other than that specified in this
Section. Each party waives any right it may have to assert the doctrine of forum non conveniens
or similar doctrine or to object to venue with respect to any proceeding brought in accordance
with this Section. Any action of any kind brought by you and arising out of or in any way
connected with this Agreement must be commenced within one (1) year of the date upon which
the cause of action accrued.
13.5 Assignment. Neither party may assign the Agreement, or any of its interest herein,
without the prior written consent of the other party, which consent may not be unreasonably
withheld or delayed; provided, however, that no such prior approval shall be required for an
assignment in connection with a sale of all or substantially all of a party’s business related to
the subject matter of the Agreement or any merger, sale of a controlling interest, or other
change of control of such party. In the event of assignment as mentioned in the previous
sentence, the assigning party shall provide written notice as soon as is reasonably practicable.
The Agreement applies to and binds the permitted successors and assigns of the parties.
13.6 Force Majeure. Neither party will be in default or otherwise liable for any delay in or
failure of its performance under the Agreement if such delay or failure arises by any reason
beyond its reasonable control, including any act of God or the common enemy or earthquakes,
floods, fires, epidemics, riots, or failures or delays in transportation or communications (each,
a “Force Majeure Event”). The parties will promptly inform and consult with each other as to
any of the above causes which in their judgment may or could be the cause of a delay in the
performance of the Agreement.
13.7 Injunctive Relief. Each party acknowledges and agrees that a breach or threatened
breach by either party of any of its obligations under Sections 4 or 7 will cause immediate and
irreparable harm to the non-breaching party for which monetary damages may not constitute
an adequate remedy. Accordingly, the breaching party acknowledges and agrees that the non-







breaching party shall be entitled to injunctive relief for the breaching party’s obligations herein,
without the non-breaching party having to prove actual damages and without the posting of
bond or other security. Such remedy shall not be deemed to be the exclusive remedy for the
breaching party’s breach of the Agreement, but shall be in addition to all other remedies
available to the non-breaching party at law or in equity.
13.8 Further Assurances. The parties shall reasonably cooperate with each other to provide
such further assurances as may be reasonably required to better evidence and reflect, or to
show the ability to carry out the intent, purposes, and obligations of the Agreement.
13.9 Entire Agreement. On the Effective Date, the Agreement supersedes all previous
discussions, negotiations, understandings, and agreements between the parties with respect
to its subject matter, including any non-disclosure agreements and/or obligations which will
be expressly superseded in their entirety by this Agreement. No oral statements or material
not specifically incorporated herein will be of any force and effect. With the exception of any
terms or conditions associated with additional Services available for purchase via NiceLabel’s
website that have been accepted or acknowledged (electronically or otherwise) by Client or a
User, no changes in or additions to these Master Terms and Conditions will be recognized
unless incorporated herein by amendment and signed by duly authorized representatives of
both parties. The application of Client’s terms and conditions in any purchase order are hereby
expressly excluded and objected to by NiceLabel. If there is any inconsistency between the
terms of this Agreement and the terms of any Orders or other documents referenced in this
Agreement or an Order, this Agreement shall have priority and then the express terms of an
Order.
13.10 Waiver. The waiver by either party of a breach or violation of any provision of the
Agreement will not operate as, or be construed to be, a waiver of any subsequent breach of
the same or any other provision hereof.
13.11 Unenforceability. In the event any provision of the Agreement is held to be
unenforceable for any reason, the unenforceability thereof will not affect the remainder of the
Agreement, which will remain in full force and effect and enforceable in accordance with its
terms. With respect to any unenforceable provision, the applicable arbitrator or court shall
deem the provision modified to the extent necessary, in such adjudicator’s opinion, to render
such term or provision enforceable, and the rights and obligations of the parties will be
construed and enforced accordingly, preserving to the fullest permissible extent the intent and
agreements of the parties set forth herein.
13.12 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts and by
facsimile or e-mail, each of which shall be an original as against any party whose signature
appears thereon and all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument.
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